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INTRODUCTION: 

SATANISM, RITUAL CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE 

AND HUMAN SACRIFICE 



To understand the philosophy of satanism 
and ritual child sexual abuse, read the 
following excerpts from Aleister Crowley’s 
book The Law Is for All. 



The following are exerpts from The Law Is for All by Aleister Crowley (Falcon 
Press, Arizona, 1986). 

Moreover, the Beast 666 adviseth that all children 

shall be accustomed from infancy to witness every 
type of sexual act, as also the process of birth, lest 
falsehood fog, and mystery stupefy, their minds, 
whose error else might thwart and misdirect the 
growth of their subconscious system of soul- 
symbolism. 

"When, where, and with whom ye will.” 

The phrase "with whom" has been practically 
covered by the comment “as ye will." One need no 
more than distinguish that the earlier phrase permits 
all manner of acts, the latter all possible 
partners.... In real life, we have seen in our own 
times Oscar Wilde, Sir Charles Dilke, Parness, Canon 
Aitken and countless others, many of them engaged 
in first-rate work for the world, all wasted, because 
the mob must make believe to be "moral." This 
phrase abolishes the eleventh commandment, "Not to 
be found out,” by authorizing incest, adultery, and 
pederasty, which every one now practices with 
humiliating precautions, which perpetuate the 
schoolboy’s enjoyment of an escapade, and make 
shame, slyness, cowardice and hypocrisy the 
conditions of success in life. (Pages 114-115) 

The misunderstanding of sex, the ignorant fear 
like a fog, the ignorant lust like a miasma, these 
things have done more to keep back humanity from 
the realization of itself, and from _ intelligent 
cooperation with its destiny, than any other dozen 
things put together. The vileness and falseness of 
religion itself have been the monsters aborted from 
the dark womb of its infernal mystery. (Page 124) 

The anacephalepsis of these considerations is this: 
1.) The accidents of any act of love, such as its 



protagonists and their peculiarities of expression on 
whatever plane, are totally immaterial to the magical 
import of the act. Each person is responsible to 
himself, being a star, to travel in his own orbit, 
composed of his own elements, to shine with his own 
light, with the color proper to his own nature, to 
revolve and to rush with his own inherent motion, 
and to maintain his own relation with his own galaxy 
in its own place in the universe. His existence is his 
sole and sufficient justification for his own matter 
and manner. 2.) His only possible error is to 
withdraw himself from this consciousness of himself 
as both unique in himself and necessary to the norm 
of nature... 

Whatever your sexual predilections may be, you 
are free, by the Law of Thelema, to be the star you 
are, to go your own way rejoicing. It is not indicated 
here in this text, though it is elsewhere implied, that 
only one symptom warns that you have mistaken your 
True Will, and that is, if you should imagine that in 
pursuing your way you interfere with that of another 
star. It may, therefore, be considered improper, as 
a general rule, for your sexual gratification to 
destroy, deform, or displease any other star. Mutual 
consent to the act is the condition thereof. It must, 
of course, be understood that such consent is not 
always explicit. There are cases when seduction or 
rape may be emancipation or initiation to another. 
Such acts can only be judged by their results. (Pages 
125-126) 



To understand the satanic philosophy on 
ritual human sacrifice, read the following 
excerpts from Aleister Crowley’s book Magic 
in Theory and Practice. 



The following are excerpts from Magick in Theory and Practice by Aleister 
Crowley (Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1976). 

CHAPTER XII 

Of the Bloody Sacrifice: and Matters Cognate. 

It is necessary for us to consider carefully the 
problems connected with the bloody sacrifice, for this 
question is indeed traditionally important in Magick. 
Nigh all ancient Magick revolves around this matter. 
In particular all the Osirian religions--the rites of the 
Dying God--refer to this. The slaying of Osiris and 
Adonis; the mutilation of Attis; the cults of Mexico 
and Peru; the story of Hercules or Melcarth; the 
legends of Dionysus and of Mithra, are all connected 
with this one idea. In the Hebrew religion we find 
the same thing inculcated. The first ethical lesson in 
the Bible is that the only sacrifice pleasing to the 
lord is the sacrifice of blood; Abel, who made this, 
finding favour with the Lord, while Cain, who offered 
cabbages, was rather naturally considered a cheap 
sport. The idea recurs again and again. We have 
the sacrifice of the Passover, following on the story 
of Abraham’s being commanded to sacrifice his 
firstborn son, with the idea of the substitution of 
animal for human life. The annual ceremony of the 
two goats carries out this in perpetuity. And we see 
again the domination of this idea in the romance of 
Esther, where Haman and Mordecai are the two 
goats or gods; and ultimately in the presentation of 
the rite of Purim in Palestine, where Jesus and 
Barabbas happened to be the Goats in that particular 
year of which we hear so much, without agreement 
on the date. 

This subject must be studied in the "Golden 
Bough," where it is most learnedly set forth by Dr. J. 
G. Frazer. 



Enough has now been said to show that the 
bloody sacrifice has from time immemorial been the 
most considered part of Magick. The ethics of the 
thing appear to have concerned no one; nor, to tell 
the truth, need they do so. As St. Paul says, "Without 
shedding of blood there is no remission"; and who 
are we to argue with St. Paul? But, after all that, it 
is open to any one to have any opinion that he likes 
upon the subject, or any other subject, thank God! 
At the same time, it is most necessary to study the 
business, whatever we may be going to do about it; 
for our ethics themselves will naturally depend upon 
our theory of the universe. If we were quite certain, 
for example, that everybody went to heaven when he 
died, there could be no serious objection to murder 
or suicide, as it is generally conceded--by those who 
know neither--that earth is not such a pleasant place 
as heaven. 

However, there is a mystery concealed in this 
theory of the bloody sacrifice which is of great 
importance to the student, and we therefore make no 
further apology. We should not have made even this 
apology for an apology, had it not been for the 
solicitude of a pious young friend of great austerity 
of character who insisted that the part of this chapter 
which now follows--the part which was originally 
written--might cause us to be misunderstood. This 
must not be. 

The blood is the life. This simple statement is 
explained by the Hindus by saying that the blood is 
the principal vehicle of vital Prana.’ There is some 
ground for the belief that there is a definite 
substance’, not isolated as yet, whose presence makes 
all the difference between live and dead matter. We 
pass by with deserved contempt the pseudo-scientific 
experiments of American charlatans who claim to 
have established that weight is lost at the moment of 
death, and the unsupported statements of alleged 
clairvoyants that they have seen the soul issuing like 
a vapour from the mouth of persons in articulo mortis 
but his experiences as an explorer have convinced the 



Master Therion that meat loses a notable portion of 
its nutritive value within a very few minutes after the 
death of the animal, and that this loss proceeds with 
ever-diminishing rapidity as time goes on. It is 
further generally conceded that live food, such as 
oysters, is the most rapidly assimilable and most 
concentrated form of energy.’ Laboratory 
experiments in food-values seem to be almost 
worthless, for reasons which we cannot here enter 

into; the general testimony of mankind appears a 
safer guide. 

It would be unwise to condemn as irrational the 
practice of those savages who tear the heart and liver 
from an adversary, and devour them while yet warm. 
In any case it was the theory of the ancient 
Magicians, that any living being is a storehouse of 
energy varying in quantity according to the size and 
health of the animal, and in quality according to its 
mental and moral character. At the death of the 
animal this energy is liberated suddenly. 

The animal should therefore be killed* within the 
Circle, or the Triangle, as the case may be, so that 
its energy cannot escape. An animal should be 
selected whose nature accords with that of the 
ceremony--thus, by sacrificing a female lamb one 
would not obtain any appreciate quantity of the 
fierce energy useful to a Magician who was invoking 
Mars. In such a case a ram’ would be more suitable. 
And this ram should be virgin--the whole potential of 
its original total energy should not have been 
diminished in any way.° For the highest spiritual 
working one must accordingly choose the victim 
which contains the greatest and purest force. A male 
child of perfect innocence and high intelligence, is 
the most satisfactory and suitable victim. 

For evocations it would be more convenient to 
place the blood of the victim in the Triangle--the 
idea being that the spirit might obtain from the 
blood this subtle but physical substance which was 



the quintessence of its life in such a manner as to 
enable it to take on a visible and tangible shape.° 

Those magicians who object to the use of blood 
have endeavored to replace it with incense. For such 
a purpose the incense of Abramelin may be burnt in 
large quantities. Dittany of Crete is also a valuable 
medium. Both these incenses are very catholic in 
their nature, and suitable for almost any 
materialization. 

But the bloody sacrifice, though more dangerous, 
is more efficacious; and for nearly all purposes 
human sacrifice is the best. The truly great Magician 
will be able to use his own blood, or possibly that of 
a disciple, and that without sacrificing the physical 
life irrevocably.’ (Pages 92-97) 

NOTES 

1. Prana or "force" is often used as a generic term for all kinds of 
subtle energy. The prana of the body is only one of its "vayus." 
Vayu means air or spirit. The idea is that all bodily forces are 
manifestations of the finer forces of the more real body, this real 
body being a subtle and invisible thing. 

2. This substance need not be conceived as "material" in the crude 
sense of Victorian science; we now know that such phenomena as 
the rays and emanations of radioactive substances occupy an 
intermediate position. For instance, mass is not, as once supposed, 
necessarily impermeable to mass, and matter itself can be only 
interpreted in terms of motion. So, as to "prana," one might 
hypothesize a phenomenon in the ether analogous to isomerism. We 
already know of bodies chemically identical whose molecular 
structure makes one active, another inactive, to certain reagents. 

Metals can be "tired" or even "killed" as to some of their properties, 
without discoveraBle chemical change. One can "kill" steel, and 
"raise it from the dead"; and flies drowned in ice water can be 
resuscitated. That it should be impossible to create high organic life 
is scientifically unthinkable, and the Master Therion believes it to be 
a matter of few years indeed before this is done in the laboratory. 
Already we restore the apparently drowned. Why not those dead 
from such causes as syncope? If we understood the ultimate physics 
and chemistry of the brief moment to death we could get hold of the 



force in some way, supply the missing element, reverse the electrical 
conditions or what not. Already we prevent certain kinds of death 
by supplying wants, as in the case of Thyroid. 

. One can become actually drunk on oysters, by chewing them 
completely. Rigor seems to be a symptom of the loss of what I may 
call the Alpha-energy and makes a sharp break in the curve. The 
Beta and other energies dissipate more slowly. Physiologists should 
make it their first duty to measure these phenomena; for their study 
is evidently a direct line of research into the nature of Life. The 
analogy between the living and complex molecules of the Uranium 
group of inorganic and the Protoplasm group of organic elements is 
extremely suggestive. The faculties of growth, action, self- 
recuperation, etc., must be ascribed to similar properties in both 
cases; and as we have detected, measured and partially explained 
radioactivity, it must be possible to contrive means of doing the 
same for Life. 

. It is a mistake to suppose that the victim is injured. On the 
contrary, this is the most blessed and merciful of all deaths, for the 
elemental spirit is directly built up into Godhead-the exact goal of 
its efforts through countless incarnations. On the other hand, the 
practice of torturing animals to death in order to obtain the 
elemental as a slave is indefensible, utterly black magic of the very 
worst kind, involving as it does a metaphysical basis of dualism. 
There is, however, no objection to dualism or black magic when they 
are properly understood. See the account of the Master Therion’s 
Great Magical Retirement by Lake Pasquaney, where He "crucified 
a toad in the Basilisk abode." 

. A wolf would be still better in the case of Mars. See 777 for the 
correspondences between various animals and the "32 Paths" of 
Nature. 

. There is also the question of its magical freedom. Sexual 
intercourse creates a link between its exponents, and therefore a 
responsibility. 

. It appears from the Magical Records of Frater Perdurabo that He 
made this particular sacrifice on an average about 150 times every 
year between 1912 c.v. and 1928 cv. Contrast J. K. Huyman’s "La- 
Bas," where a perverted form of Magic of an analogous order is 
described. “It is the sacrifice of oneself spiritually. And the 
intelligence and innocence of that male child are the perfect 
understanding of the Magician, his one aim, without lust of result. 
And male he must be, because what he sacrifices is not the material 
blood, but his creative power." This initiated interpretation of the 
texts was sent spontaneously by Soror I. W. E., for the sake of the 
younger Brethren. 



8. See Equinox (I, V. Supplement: Tenth Aethyr) for an Account of 
an Operation where this was done. Magical phenomena of the 
creative order are conceived and germinate in a peculiar thick velvet 
darkness, crimson, purple, or deep blue, approximating black: as if 
it were said, In the Body of Our Lady of the Stars. See 777 for the 
correspondences of the various forces of Nature with drugs, 
perfumes, etc. 

9. Such details, however, may safely be left to the good sense of the 
Student. Experience here as elsewhere is the best teacher. In the 
Sacrifice during Invocation, however, it may be said without fear of 
contradiction that the death of the victim should coincide with the 
supreme invocation. 



SYNOPSIS 

I first became involved in investigating satanic cults in October 

1980, when P. E. Beasley, a retired Fayetteville, North Carolina police 

officer, and I obtained a signed confession from Helena Stoeckley 

who stated that she and members of her satanic cult had murdered 

Dr. Jeffrey R. MacDonald’s wife and their two children at Fort Bragg, 

North Carolina on February 17, 1970. The murders were Stoeckley’s 

initiation into the group. Stoeckley advised that Dr. MacDonald was 

the victim of an Army drug frame. During the late 1960s and early 

1970s drugs were flown into United States Army bases from Vietnam 

in plastic bags concealed in the body cavities of dead Gls (see Time 

magazine article January 1, 1973 and summary of the MacDonald 

case, which are included in this report). Dr. MacDonald was 

convicted and is serving three consecutive life sentences for these 

murders. He recently lost an appeal which was based on the 

concealment of evidence by the government during the 1979 trial. 



As an outgrowth of the MacDonald investigation I became 

involved with a civilian network in investigating satanic cults. We 

have developed extensive information which establishes that a loose- 

knit satanic cult/drug network is active in the United States. 

Members of this network finance their operation through the sale of 

marijuana, cocaine, heroin, amphetamines and barbiturates, as well as 

prostitution, pornography, snuff films and other illegal activity. The 

drugs are normally sold by street gangs. This network kidnaps and 

sacrifices children and others to Satan. We have information 

concerning numerous homicides and human sacrifices committed by 

this group. Some of the victims were working in our mini-civilian task 

force at the time of their deaths. 

We have interviewed numerous adult survivors. (An adult 

survivor is usually a person who was born into the movement, 

survives, and later disassociates himself or herself from the group, 

going into hiding to avoid being murdered.) The survivors came from 

different areas of the country, and none have been in contact with or 

know each other. Each of the survivors I have interviewed furnished 

me with similar details concerning ceremonies they witnessed in which 



humans and animals were sacrificed. Often, the victims were infants 

or young children. 

Under torture, the body’s production of endorphins increases 

dramatically, raising the level of adrenalin and other body chemicals. 

Occultists torture their victims to death and cannibalize their bodies 

just before death in order to ingest these chemicals, which they 

believe gives them power. Similarly, some satanists eat their victims’ 

brains because they believe the victim’s intelligence will thus pass into 

their own brain. 

Members of the cult network are operating child day schools 

throughout the country. Children from different states who have 

never met are telling authorities similar stories concerning their 

experiences in these schools. There has been successful prosecution 

in North Carolina, Florida, Massachusetts, Nevada and California of 

pre-school owners and operators. A psychiatrist in Los Angeles 

interviewed children from eight different day schools. All these 

children told similar stories about witnessing rituals satanic in nature, 

as well as extensive sexual child abuse by teachers and others. One 

adult survivor told me that when she was a young girl, her father 



made her hold a knife to the chest of a live infant. He then placed 

his own hand over hers and plunged the knife into the heart of the 

victim. 

The occultists often force preschool children to participate in 

human sacrifices and then tell them they and their parent or parents 

will be murdered if the children reveal any secrets or talk about these 

activities. The psychological effect on the child is that the child 

believes he or she is guilty of murder. I know of one instance where 

a Satanist held a gun to a child’s head and told her he would shoot 

her if she didn’t shoot another child that was tied to a post. She shot 

the other child. 

Sexual molestation of children during their preschool years is 

part of the ritual. It is also used to indoctrinate them. Children are 

indoctrinated between the ages of 2 and 4, when they are at a critical 

stage of development. These children acquire many of their values 

while under the supervision of Satanists before being returned to their 

parents and entering the public school system. Satanists convince the 

children that their parents don’t love them but that they, the 

Satanists, do. Even after they leave the day school and enter 



kindergarten, children’s activities are followed by Satanists and 

continually reminded that they are being watched. When the children 

enter junior high and high school, the Satanists will attempt to 

actively recruit them. At this age, youngsters fall easy prey to peer 

groups who involve them through music, neighbors, drugs, sex, etc. 

Mind control and discipline are an important part of Satanism. 

The application of mind control techniques starts during the child’s 

preschool years in day school and continues through junior high and 

high school. Games such as Dungeons and Dragons are used to teach 

the unaware child satanic philosophy. 

In the McMartin child day school case in California, more than 

500 complaints of sexual molestation were filed with the police before 

the district attorney decided to prosecute. The D.A. indicted seven 

defendants. After a grand jury and pretrial, they were all held over 

for trial. The D.A. dropped the charges on five of the seven. 

Virginia McMartin was found not guilty. Ray Buckey was tried twice, 

with both trials resulting in a hung jury. The children had stated that 

they were taken into tunnels under the school and molested. Some 

said they were taken out of the tunnels into the yard of the house 



next door to the McMartin school, placed in vans, and taken to 

various places in the community, where they were used for 

prostitution. Many prominent citizens were identified by the children 

as having been involved, including politicians, professional athletes 

and actors. 

In May 1990, one of the McMartin victims’ parents gained 

access to the school. She hired an archeologist. He and his 

associates found the tunnels at the time of the second trial of Ray 

Buckey, but the district attorney refused to use the evidence in the 

trial. 

More than 5000 students attended the McMartin preschool 

during the 28 years it was in operation (two schools, 1956 to 1984). 

We know a 34 year old woman who recalls being sexually molested, 

along with her schoolmates, at the McMartin school during her 

preschool days, more than 30 years ago. 

fe SS 



Many prosecutors are reluctant to prosecute preschool sexual 

molestation cases because they believe children cannot be competent 

witnesses. A three-year study by Gail S. Goodman, Ph.D., State 

University of New York at Buffalo, and Karen Sawitz, Ph.D., UCLA, 

examined the testimony of children who were actively involved in an 

event and who interacted with an unfamiliar person. These are 

laboratory studies involving recall about (1) playing a game (low-stress 

situation), (2) having blood drawn at a clinic (high-stress situation), 

and (3) being inoculated (high-stress situation). 

The findings included: (1) There were not significant age 

differences in the children’s ability to recall the event, and their recall 

did not deteriorate over time. The children’s reports were 98% 

accurate. (2) The older children (5 to 6 years) answered more 

objective questions correctly than the younger ones, (3 to 4 years) and 

the younger children showed a decline, after a delay, in their ability 

to answer questions about the actions involved. (3) Children did not 

make up false stories of abuse even when asked questions that might 

foster such reports. 



I have been told it is common for satanic groups to kidnap their 

victims, usually infants and young children, from hospitals, 

orphanages, shopping centers and off the streets. We have 

information that Satanists operate not only child day schools but 

foster homes as well. This is a source for children who often cannot 

be traced. It is also a way of obtaining children for ritualistic child 

molestation and recruiting children into Satanism. We have received 

information that interment camps are located throughout the U.S. 

where they hold their victims until they are ready to be sacrificed or 

sold to foreigners as sex slaves. We have been told about a landing 

strip in the Nevada desert where foreign jet airplanes with no tail 

markings land and take off after buying kidnapped children at 

auctions. 

Another source of baby victims are "breeders," female Satanists 

whose families have been involved in Satanism for generations. We 

have interviewed numerous breeders. The Satanists impregnate the 

breeders and use the babies for sacrifices. Since there is no birth 

record, there is no missing-person report. The Satanists also use 

breeders for prostitution and sexual favors to politicians, law 



enforcement officers, judges, etc. These officials are then blackmailed 

and as a result do not enforce laws broken by Satanists and often do 

not prosecute them. Thus, in some areas, satanic crimes are being 

overlooked or covered up because Satanists control law enforcement 

and the judicial system. 

We have information that a child kidnapping network is active 

in the United States that furnishes children to satanic cults for human 

sacrifices. We recently identified two missing children ages 1 and 3 

who, according to our witness, were victims of satanic sacrifice on the 

West Coast. One of these children was from the East Coast and the 

other from the Southwest. The child from the Southwest was 

identified by two witnesses on the West Coast the day after he was 

kidnapped. Both children were sacrificed in a satanic ceremony. 

The Satanists prefer to sacrifice Christian infants and children. 

The younger the child, the less it has sinned and thus the "purer" it is 

deemed to be. There is a preference for pregnant women. They kill 

the mother and cannibalize the fetus. 



We have information about four individuals who were 

informants for U.S. government intelligence agencies and were 

involved in the satanic cult/drug network. By using such individuals, 

satanic cult/drug informants place disinformation in government files, 

thereby influencing in some instances action taken by government 

officials. In two cases, the informant worked for the FBI. This may 

be one of the reasons the FBI refuses to investigate the satanic cult 

movement in the U.S. today. I suspect another reason is that the 

FBI’s consultants are providing them with disinformation about 

satanic, activity, philosophy and beliefs. 

The satanic network utilizes specialists for surveillance, 

photography, contract killings, wiretaps and other techniques in its 

efforts to stay continuously aware of the activities of its adversaries. 

In 1984, I discovered that my telephones were tapped. I sued GTE 

and collected an out-of-court settlement. 

We have information that the satanists operate internment 

camps throughout the United States where they keep their captives. 

We have been told that some of the camps are on government 

reservations (not confirmed). 



Although there are numerous books available on Satanism, 

most of the teachings are passed orally from one generation to the 

next. 

During a trip to Washington, D.C. in June 1987, I was identified 

at a church service as a visitor to that city. The pastor informed the 

congregation that I was attempting to alert Congress to the satanic 

cult missing children problem in this country. After the service, a 

mother and her 15 year old daughter, a student at a local high school, 

advised me the daughter had been approached by a classmate the 

previous week and asked to join a satanic cult. The classmate 

described herself as a witch and stated that a recent meeting of 

satanists in Washington, D.C. was attended by hundreds of people 

from all over the U.S. I have heard of other such meetings involving 

Satanists from other sections of the country. 

Several years ago I visited an abandoned satanic ceremony site,, 

located on the side of a mountain in Southern California. The site 

is approximately 250 by 80 feet in size and can only be seen from the 

air. The house on the property had burned down shortly after the 

McMartin preschool scandal made the headlines and it became public 



knowledge the McMartin children said that they had been taken to 

the mountains in an airplane. The children had also told authorities 

they witnessed infant sacrifices. I was reminded of this when I saw a 

concrete bunker approximately 20’ x 20’ in size. A source once active 

in the satanic movement told me that this type of structure was where 

Satanists kept their kidnapped victims until they sacrificed them. Also 

at that site I saw two satanic altars and a small room with steel hooks 

embedded in the concrete walls. My source said this was probably a 

torture room. 

We have information that police officers, prosecutors, 

morticians, ministers, teachers, doctors, lawyers and others of all ages, 

in all walks of life, are practicing Satanists. Many of these individuals 

lead double lives. To some they appear as leading citizens of the 

community, and to their fellow cult members they are dedicated evil 

worshippers. We have been told that a superintendent of schools in 

California is a Satanist. Michael Acquino, head of the Church of Set 

in San Francisco was a lieutenant colonel in the Army Reserves in 

charge of records for all Army Reserve personnel. Acquino has top 

secret clearance and lectures at Fort Bragg, N.C. as well as other 



Army bases. He reportedly is presently involved in mind control 

experiments at the University of Arizona. He was twice under 

investigation for ritualistic sexual child abuse at the Presidio in San 

Francisco. No charges were ever filed against him. An adult survivor 

once told me the U.S. Army is Satan’s army. She made this 

statement because of the numerous Satanists in the Army. Her father 

was in the Army at the time. There have been ritualistic child sexual 

molestation cases at West Point as well as the Presidio in San 

Francisco. 

A Boise, Idaho police officer believes 50,000 to 60,000 

Americans who disappear each year are victims of human sacrifices 

by satanic cults. The bodies of some victims are buried but most are 

cremated so there is no body and no evidence. I know of an occult 

supply store in Los Angeles that sells portable crematories. Reliable 

sources estimate there are more than three million active satanists in 

the United States. 

The FBI reports the number of automobiles stolen in the 

United States each year, but they do not keep a record of the number 

of persons who disappear. It is unbelievable that there is more 



concern for automobiles than for missing persons. Some estimate the 

number of missing persons at high as 1.8 million per year. Only 

about half are believed to be located and returned within a year. I 

have alerted the FBI, the U.S. Department of Justice and members 

of Congress to this and suggested that these matters be investigated 

by the federal government. My requests have been ignored. 

Mr. Ken Lanning, Superior in Charge of the FBI Behavioral 

Science Unit, Quantico, Virginia, states that since there are no bodies, 

there are no human sacrifices. He claims Satanism is a religion which 

is protected by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. He 

has publicly stated there are more crimes in the name of Christianity 

than there are committed in the name of Satan. 

Many local law enforcement agencies recognize this problem 

and are actively investigating. However, local law enforcement is not 

equipped to coordinate this at a national level. A national clearing 

house is needed, as well as training and seminars. The FBI already 

receives monthly crime statistics from every law enforcement agency 

in the country. It would be a simple matter for the local law 

enforcement agencies to add a column to their report for missing 



persons and arrange for distribution of missing children’s 

photographs. Steps must be taken to protect Americans from an 

element that is far more dangerous to our society than the Mafia. 

This situation cannot be ignored. These criminals must be stopped. 

Documentation for information contained in this report comes 

from police reports, court documents, books written by Satanists and 

satanic experts, reliable confidential informants and sources, 

interviews with past and current Satanists, researchers, and adult and 

child survivors. 

Thank you, 

TED L. GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES 

Dae hindi, 
Ted L. Gunderson 

President 

September 15, 1992 



I. 

NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES 

DEALING WITH SATANISM 

(Hundreds more are available.) 



Please read the Los Angeles Times article 12/13/87 

closely. This article states officials have a tendency to 

disbelieve children who claim they are victims of satanic 

sexual molestation and have witnessed ritualistic 

sacrifices. 

A professed occultist, Damion Dade Blood VII, states, 

“Outsiders won’t believe this stuff, and that’s something 

insiders count on. Our whole lives are covert operations." 



LAITS V1 OALALIIS ALL LVL IN LVEUIESLALLULL Cases 

Children’s Macabre Testimony Sometimes Derails Prosecutions 
From Assoctated Pres 

EMITOR'S NOTE—Most of the 
ariety of the Mchlertin Pre- 

“hood child meiestation case grew 

-rut of toddlerd descriptions of bt- 
surre ceremonies and animal muli- 
kitina that sermed lo stem from devil 
awordaup. Buf auch tales ar? 
wane fnuestigaiors say simidar 
Marirs crop up with frightening 
rrquiarity im molestation cases, pro- 
tnbag aemmuattion for defense at- 
tu neys challenging the bettevobulty 
of young wilncases. 

Proaccution of child molestation 
caece w being derailed sround the 
country because young victims are 
lacing their teatimony with mace- 
bre (ales of satanic nites, authorities 
tay. 

Although sexual abuse is med- 
sally proven in many of these case, 
ihe charges frequenuy crumble 
when preschoolers Lell of drugging 
tnd assault in blood; occult ccre- 
monies, says San Francisco Police 
Officer Sandi Gallant, 
“Any district attorney will tell 

you going to court with a child 
under 5 ts next lo impossible, much 
less one blaming the devil,” she 
hard 

But Investigators are curious 
about similarities they're hearing 
lw such tesuumony from youngsters 
uy unrelated and geographically 

rate cases. 
“The main thing in (he stories 

I've heard is the great consistency 
tn Ube types of things the kids were 
teporting—all seroes the country 
the descripiions were very simi- 
lar,” Gallant said, “In the last three 
years there have been about 60 to 
70 soled cases... ones where 
investigations were actively pur- 
sued.” 

The federally furcied American 
Humane Asan. in Denver says 
113,000 chiid moiestations were 
reported nationwide in 1985, the 
tat year for which statistics were 
comptied. That figure is up from 
100,000 reported cascs in 1984, 

“I know there have been some 
infamous cases in preschools, but 
we don't feel thal Is 8 widespread 
problem,” said AHA spokeswoman 

hos ku celes Tim es 

Katie Bond. “They are seeh as 
leolaled Incidents which gain noto- 
riety because they're so emotional - 
ly charged,” 

CoA 35% of reported cases, al 
wil 

Bond sald." “We have no informa: 
(ion on satanists, which lan't lo sey 
they're not out there, but the 
majority of abuse comes from per- 
ents and ls limited to Individuals In 
the home.” 

Alleged cull viclims’ accounts 
are sometimes horrific, the chil- 
dren revealing Intimate knowledge 
beyond their years—convincing 
some, drawing scofis trom others. 

Aline Kidd, a psychology pro 
fessor at Mille College in Ceckiand, 
said child custody cases she has 
worked on introduced her to alle- 
gations, but 
Sttered no supporting 

“One woman said it wae not uat 
her husband, but the entire staff in 
the D.A.‘s office involved in satanic 
practices, | found more raving 
delusiona than substantial proof,” 
Kidd seid. 
An 11-year-old Pico Rivera boy, 

who prompted the arrest of neigh 
bors after he accused them of 
molesting him, startled officials - 
with clalms the nei forced 
him to participate In ritual killing, 

arges of ki 

chi 
canted testimony and physical evi- 
dence was inconclusive. 

“They always said nobody would 
lieve us If we told,” said the 

11-year-old, 
Would children fabricate euch 

stories? 
“In my practice I often see 

counterculture fade shown in tast 
week's pop magazines described as, 
thie week's chosen offbeat behav- 
hor.” Kidd said. 

Dr. Thomas Hicklin, professor 
and clinical psychiatrist at the 
Children's Ward of Loe Angeles 
County-USC Medical Center, satd 
extreme «tories by abuse vicuima 
can be elaborate pleas for help, 

~ 

“The admission ticket lo getting 
heip Im our society ts to sho’ 
tremendous problems.” Hickiin 
eaid, “It's possible to exaggerate 
under stress.” 

He said reports of cull abuse are 
on the rise, though they are rere, 
three or four cases a year since the 

early 1960s. 
“Kida that are manipulating their 

enviranment often lie purposeful- 
ly,” he said. “They're learning this 
stuff somewhere, if not on TV then 
(a horror movies—and it becomes 

pert of their imaginaUiona.” 
Vielims are often loo young to 

Gifferentiate between fantasy and © 
reality, a perception that normally 
becomes clear at age 3 to 5. Some 
regress to that development level 
following abuse, he said. 

De. Roland Summit, Psychiatry 
leasor at UCLA, added, “People 

tempted to come forward fear they 
will be labeled as crazy or paranoid. 
And to some degree they're right. 
Usually charges are ér are dropped at the 

Galan Sted sreul molestation 
canes where charges were dropped 
or reduced after satanic allegations 
ourfeced or where oniy sex crimes 
‘were prosecuted for fear of losing 

cases by including testimony 
cult ceremonies. She men- 

toned cases in Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Miami, Boston, AUanta, 
Port Angeles, Wash., Jordan, 
Minn., and El Paso. 
“Many if nol most cases gu 

absolutely neers oe despite physi- 
evidence ing accusa- 
of molestation,” Gallant said. 

“Few [agencies] have the man- 

cases deemed likely to lose.” 
The medical profession hag. 

maintained a sctentific chtence 

prompted Simpeon to research the 
issue in 1965-86 during his residen- 

20~ 

fey at Mertin Luther King Hos ital 
wh in Loe Angeles. where he now 

Litacher ne 
In addition to studying police 

files, he cared for four children who 

irved with a pentagram, he sald. 
\The conciusion I reached is that 

taCanic abuse of small children does 
and its something that needs 

to be dealt with by the medical 
unity,” he said, 

1985 Florida conviction is one 
of few successful satanic child 
abuse utiong. Frank Fuster 
received several life sentences 
based largely on the testimony of 
his 17-year-old wife, Hiana, 

Children at the Fuster baby -ait- 
ling service could recite a satanic 
praver allegedly learned there and 

lold of daily molestation. 
In Los Angeles, the McMartin 

Pre-School case involved sccusa- 
tions of animal mutilalions and 

Raymond Buckey, 29, and his 
mother, Peggy McMartin Buckey, 
60, are being tried on 100 molesta- 
lion and conspiracy counts Involy- 
ing 14 children. Charges against 
five other defendants were 

are she key to doing this,” said 
de Blood Vil, an Aus- 

some! naiders coun pomething J 



SATANIC CRIME IS ON 
HEY CALL her Sa- 
tan’s Cop — the po- 

Ncewoman who is 
America’s foremost ex- 
pert on cults and de- 
monic rites. 

Ten vears ago. fellow of- 
“cers laughed when she 
said the devil was on the 
rampage. Now, thousands 
4 demon-related cmmes 
ater, they listen when she 
savas that 1989 could be a 
particularly bad year for 
satanic crime. 

And when tough. hard- 
ened Sandi Gallant says 
vad. that means trouble. 
because she has seen the 
aorst that demonically- 
vrazed cults can do. 

Sandi believes the po- 
‘ye and public have only 
seen the tip of a black ice- 
wrg. She believes many 
ritual crimes go unde- 
‘ected because they in- 
valve children. 

Savs Sandi: “Too often [ 
sear seasoned police olfi- 
ers say it simply cannot 

he true, that some kid 
‘nust have made up the 
shole thing, that this just 
‘oes not happen in a civi- 
zed world. 

Disbelief 
“That is precisely what 

satanists count on. They 
depend on disbelief or fear 
and ignorance.” 

The most conservative 
estimates place the num- 
ber of devil worshipers in 
Amenea at morethan four, | 
mullian. A report by the 
Agam Walsh Center, the 
nation’s leading investiga- 
tive agency into ritual 
abuses, says that last year 
same 10,000 pre-teen 
sine nm were 

involved in crimes which 
included sacrificing ani- 
mals and other demonic 
cult activities, 

The center says last 
year there were 200 un- 
saly. 

tne US. 
Says Sandi: “Just look 

at my case files. Wizards, 
witches, satamists. sorcer- - 
ers and voodooists have 
come out of the closet and 
are on the march.” 

And, terrifying as it 
might be for American 
parents, Sandi sees them 

wwe 
THE AVERAGE weight of 

a man's brain is 49 a2., and 
the average woman's brain 
weigh: WWooaz. — but the 
werent of the brain has noth- 
ing ta da with its unelligence. 

§ Mar 7. 1989EXAMINER: 

RISE 
By ROBERT BOYD 

marching straight toward 
children. 

A 24-year veteran on 
the San Francisco Police 
Department. Sandi is con- 
vinced that there are thou- 
sands of children in pre- 
schools and kindergartens 
across the country talking 
about grown-ups in robes. 

Says Sandi: “The satan- 
ists among the children 
chant in a strange guttural 
language while they per- 
form dark ceremonies 
which include sexual abuse 
—andeven murder.” . 

She explains that young 
children are perfect vic- 
tims. because it is almost 
impossible to get a convic- 
tion in court based on a 
youngster's testimony. 

“What is especially 
frightening is the growth 
of teenage cultists who in- 
duige in fantasy role-play- 

ing, often coupled with 
heavy metal music,” she 
says. 

Sandi believes the proli- 

HAROENED COP Sandi Gallant has seen what demonically-crazed cults can 

feration of graphic horror 
movies and videos is part- 
ly to blame for the in- 
crease in teenage cultism. 

The 44-year-old crusad- 
er against satanism is a 
divorcee with no children. 

“Knowing what I know, 

Community rebuilds burned 
COMMUNITY with compassion 
has banded together to build a 

new life for a badly burned boy. 
Courageous Joey Philion. 15, risked 

near death to save his family when a rag- 

| JOEY LOOKS ADMIRINGLY at @ picture of his new 
house contractors are building for his family for free. 

Bier cs 

ing fire suddenly swept through his home. 

Joey escaped unharmed from the 
flames that engulfed his house in Orillia, 
Ontario, Canada, last spring. But the 
teen hero suddenly realized his younger 

brother was left inside — 
so he rushed back into the 
raging inferno and carried 
him to safety. 

Seconds later. Joey ran 
in again, thinking he had 
forgotten his mother. She 
wasn't there, but it was 
too late for him to turn 
back. He barely escaped 
by jumping out of a sec- 
ond-story window into a 
snowbank, his body envel- 
oped in flames. 

A neighbor rolled Joey in 
the snow to put out the fire. 
but he had suffered life- 
threatening burns over 
90% of his body. When his 
frantie mother arrived on 
the scene. his skin peeled 
off in her hands. 

Since then, Joey has 
clung to life through 41 op- 
erations and two bouts of 

I would be just too sca 
to be a mother,” she s 
in a matter-of-fact t 
that chills the bones. 

boy's lif 
pneumonia. He spent 
first seven months of 
recovery at the Shrin 
Burn Unit in Boston. 
has now been transfer 
to the Hospital for ¢ 
Children in Toronto. 

Meanwhile, friends . 
neighbors have ral! 
around the young boy: 
was willing to give up 
own life to help oth 
They raised $150.000 
pay medical expenses 
covered by insurance. 

Then, when Joey's = 
announced she wantec 
use part of the funds fi 
new home, local conu 
tors offered to build 
for them — free. Nei 
bors are supplying 
construction crews 
coffee and sandwiches. 

“People are just so 
pressed with this boy,” 
plans Ken McCann. 
electrician who challen, 
other contractors to b 
build the home. 
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UC Berkeley Conference 

More Cases of Ritual Abuse 
By Edward W. Lempinen 

Carcaicie Ralf Writer 

Bay Area mental health 
workers said yesterday that 
they are seeing more evidence 
of ritual sexual abuse in chil- 
dren and in adults who surviv- 
ed intense abuse: _ ey 
were young. «'- 

New cases of ritual abuse and: 
torture have surfaced in recent 
months throughout the Bay Area 
and Northern California, said thera- 
pista and others gathered at the Uni- 
versity of California at Berkeley. 

More adult survivors are com- 
ing forward after years of silence 
because the public is more willing 
to believe them, they said. 37a 

+ “We cannot let fear immobilize 
us,” said Jamie Baylog, a researcher 
and pediatric intern at.a:-Chicago 
hospital “The longer we stay in iso- 
lation, the more difficult it will be 
for us to overcome the brutalization 
we experienced in the past. - 

“We also need to acknowledge 
that this is something that. is still 
going on in the US.”. 

About 75 people — lawyers, po- 
lice, therapists, child abuse experts 
and a handful of survivors — at- 
tended the first day of the two-day 
conference sponsored by the UC 
Berkeley Rape Prevention Educa- 
tion Program. | 

At times, they told of horrific 
experiences in ultraclandestine 
cuits. Some victims were kidnaped, 
but reports more often suggest that 
families tndoctrinate their own chil- 
dren into cults, winning their ¢i- 
lence by blackzmail, intimidation 
and death threats. ° 

The reports are being taken se- 
riously by a growing asnhec po- 
lice and therapists. oa é 

They cited several recent cases 
in Northern California: At least 60 
children abused, sometimes in 
strange rituals, in an Army day.care 
center at the Presidio; the Satanic 

_ murder of a San Francisco drifter 
in 1986, and less publicized cases in 
Mendocino County, Berkeley, Red 
Bluff, Concord and Redding. 

“It's still greeted with skept- 
cism among lots of therapists,” said 

. Tanya Renner, a researcher and 

doctoral candidate at UC Berkeley. 

“The facts are that these things 
do happen,” she said. “Children do 
not Invent seeing ‘Anur- 
a ee do not invent being lock- 

{on closets, they do not invent 
Scie drugged, they do not-invent 
being forced to drink blo< 

Gradually, ‘she recalled her 

_ 3R- 

family's participation tn Satar 
cult rituals. “Some of the thing: 
had a hard time getting oe 
believe” shesaid. . 

.For exainple, she said, ae 
membered being banged and.st: 
bed, and doctors have since fou 
healed fractures in her neckta, 
eam with the mah 

“ ‘Therapists, renee ae 
* helping survivors heal the psy 

logical wounds, and attorneys y! 
vennisy ¢ —— ie {t fs sometim 
possil sue uinigeiniin 
damages, te 

we “1 do not believe that these b? 
of experiences have to be lifé<r 
pling,” said Jaimee Karroil, a'& 
ference organizer who.is gatheri 
the survivors’ stories for a book, , 

“People want to believe th 
the victims of this are pict t 
not true.” 



The Boston Herald, Sunday Mav 15. 1988 

olice mull charges agains? ‘cultists’ 
Devil-worship 

By JOHN IMPEMBA 

SOUTH SHORE police are 
considering charges 
against a group of alleged 
devi] worshippers after 
the diacovery of their 
“church” inside an aban- 
doned munitions bunker 
buried deep in the woods 
at Wompatuck State Park 
in Hingham. 
The bizarre find was made 

by Cohasset and state envir- 
onmental police last week 
when officers stumbled upon 
a dozen satanic worshippers 
dressed in black cloaks who 
were seen leaving the 
‘bunker. 

Police confiscated numer- 
ous swords, machettes and 
knives, an animal skull and 
a allver chalice, according to 
John Comeau of the state 

ent of Natural Re- 
sources. 
. Police yesterday sald they, 
are considering charging 
Ek members for a tea 

the weapons and using 
without authority. 

"The whole thing ts 
strange to me. ... It’s kind of 

, bizarre,” Comeau said yes- 
terday as he sifted through 

* items seized from the group. 
“It think this graup was real- 
Ty into It." ‘ 

. Ungide. the massive con- 
crete bunker — once used to 
house guns and ammunition 
during World War II — was 
evidence of satanic symbo- 
Ham, Including pentagrams 
and a {ive-sided atar. 

Police yeaterday sald the 

a TO 

TING ON THE WALL: Drawings on wall of old am- 
tion bunker in Hingham, now an alleged cult hideout. 

‘church’ found 
devil worshipping cult may 
have been using the bunker 
for more than a year and 
had constructed an elabor- 
ate Ore pit and erected sev- 
eral altars throughout the 
huge room. Candles wore 
strewn throughout ‘the 
bunker, im 

“Why they wo : 
atuff, I don't hoe eet 
think they were worshi 
(the devil) in several differ- 
ent sections of the bunker,” 
Comeau said. 

In one room called the 
“sleep chamber,” police 
found several sleeping bags, 
mattresses, and the rem- 
pants of « giant wood stove 
the group reportedly was 
trying to build. ee 
When police found 13 men 

and women as they walked 
from the bunker last week. 
many were dressed in long 
Diack cloaks. Members of the 
group reportedly had. car- 
ried much of material ta the 
bunker more than a mile 
into the woods. 
When police firat discov. 

ered the bunker, the sirull of 
a dog or raccoon was found 
on @ makeshift glass altar, 
In another section -of the 
room, a silver chalice: bad 
been placed under a satanic 
pentagram symbol. eh 
Also standing !n one dec: 

tion of the bunker was a life- 
alze white painted crucitx, 
with barbed wire thorns.at- 
tached to it. % 

“This was their church we 
belleve.” sald one Cohasset 
Police officer who asked not 
to be named. 
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Lawyer kidnap may 
have satanic 

By GEORGE WINSHIP 
RED BLUFF — A reward of $10,000 i is 

offered for the arrest and conviction of a 
man who allegedly abducted a Red Bluff 
attorney at gunpoint in a child custody 
case that may be linked to satanism and 
Titualistic abuse. 
“That's the only motive we can see,” 

Red Blui police Detective Ted Wiley said 

te the Feb. 2 Kidnapping of Cynthia 
Ang 
Ms. ‘Angell and her husband, Anthony 

Edwards, also an attorney, are offering the 

The mon allegedly threatened Ms. 
Angel's lif: several times if she continued 
to investi¢ate links between a Tehama 
County ctild’ custody case and a San 

link 
: Franciscs Bay area child "n’s ray scat 

The man told Ms. Anvtell that she was 
investigating something that she shouldn’t 
and showed her a photoyraph of a baby 
whose skin had been purtially removed, 
Wiley said. 
1 looked like it could bave been an 

autopsy photo, but the n.an said it was a 
child who had been killed during a Satanic 

ritwal,* Ms. agen told police. * 
Neither Ms. Angell nor Red Bluff police : 

Detective Ted Wiley would disclose {ur- 
ther details of the child custody case’ 

"himself as a tolice officer told a concerned _ today. 
However, Wiley said a composite draw- 

ing and description of the man who 
allegedly kidnapped Ms. Angell resembies 
a man reportedly involved in a case in 

which a child or doll was seen hanging 
from a signpost on Kirkwood Road near 

. Corning on July 29, 1987. 
In that case, a man who identified 

citizen that everything was under control 
while anothe- man and woman removed 

See KIDNAP, A-10 

~ 33 - 



Continued from A-1 

the child or doll from the signpost. 
, Police artist Marjorie Casebeer Initially 

noticed similarities between suspects in 
the two cases as she was drawing the man 
Ms. Angell described. 
Tehama County sheriffs Capt. Allen 

tg Groves said to- 
day there are 
some dissimiari- 
ties between the 

drawings, but 
would not rule 
out that the two 

. eepects could be 
the sage man. 

‘still definitely 
y 8%, pi open,” Groves 
py oe said. ot 
Suspect sketch ' 

two composite . 

“That case is” 

ee 

SL. 

On Feb. 2, a 
satanic holiday 

_ called Candlemass, Ms. Angell arranged 
to meet a potential witness at a Red Bluff 

* restaurant for junch. When she arrived at 
the restaurant, a man she did not 

. .Fecognize entered her car, pulled s pistol 
~ and ordered her to drive to Dairyville. 

In Dairyville, Ms. Angell was blindfolded 

and forced into a second car. Later the 

man drove her back to her car and 

released her. 
Information regarding Ms. Angel's ab- 

duction should be given to Red Bluff police 
Detectives Wiley or Roger Marsh at 527- 
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R.B.attorney offers |~ 
reward in kidnapping 
A Red Bluff attorney has 

announced that she will pay 
$10,000 for information leading 
to the arrest of the person or 
persons who she said kidnapped 
her Feb. 2. . 

Cynthia L. Angell, 32, told Red 
Bluff police that she had been 
abducted at gunpoint at a Red 
Bluff shopping center by a man 
who allegedly told her she was 
tnvolsed in cases she shouldn't 

Red Bluff police, who say they 
have no new information on the 
case, have released a composite 
drawing of a suspect based on 
Angell's description of her alleged 
kidnapper. 

Red Bluff Police detective Ted 
Wiley eaid Friday that there have 
been no new developments in the 
case. : ‘ 

Angell described the man as 
clean cut and attractive, possibly 
latino ‘or Puerto Rican with 
medium olive-akinned complex- 
ion, roughly 6-2, 220 pounds, with 

— 

Kidnapping suspect 
black straight heir and a deep ~ 

: reportedly met the twoand drove - 
them in second car while the = 

voice. 
The man was wearinga brown, 

heavyweight suede jacket, brown 
suede work gloves, dark blue 
polyester pants and brown loafer- 
style shoes, she said. 

Angell told police that the man 
kidnapped her in front of a Red 

’ Bluffrestaurant at the Belle Mill 
Landing shopping center and 
demanded that she drive him to 
Dairyille. 
‘At Dairyville, a second man 

eat 

first man allegedly warned : 
Angell away from cases on which 
she had been working, Angelltold | 

' the police. 
She said that the men then 

drove her back to her car and she 
drove herselfback to Red Bluff. 
Anyone with information < 

about the alleged abduction has 
been azked to call the Red Bluff 
Police Department at 627-3131. 



Record Searchtight 

By GEORGE WINSHIP 
Despite a dramatic report of an alleged link between a Tehama County Kidnapping and Satanism, law enforce- ment officials say there are lots of rumors and some graffiti but no real critence of the practice in the north State, 
Red Bluff attorney Cynthia Angell, 32, was abducted briefly at gunpoint Feb. 2 She said she was blindfolded and threatened with her life if she continued to investigate a child custody case in which a youngster was reportedly 

Saturday, February 11, 1989 A-11 oe ee 
ee AM : 

abused while attending a 
school. cag iar eo The attorney and police have declined to elaborate on the details of the child custody case, 
Ms. Angell was later released un- harmed but she told Police her abductor showed her a Photograph of baby whose skin had been partially removed The man said “it was a child who had been killed during a satanic ritual,” she told police. Right now, Red Bluff police say they are looking at the satan 

Few signs of satanism inthe 

- Is rumored to exist 
, Country, Uitte tangibl 
in the pe 

_Teported criminal ai 

‘discovered, Police officials say, Se 
“agencies have sent officers te ae 

north state 
prin: ee 5 teva Worship 

out the 

north state that pice is ta 
3 : 

involved in such practices, = And if they are, they don't want to be 

z training 

with sataniem and 
Shasta County. sheriffs’ Set’ Harry 

seminars that deal 

Connection as the motive for the | {See SATANISM,A-t2 

~ f 4 : * ee 

i S : aes an a= = . - ~ . . 

Satanism— == - one oes Continued from A-1 rituals such as human sacrifice. : is or Bishop said if the Red Bluff kidnapping 
were linked to satanism, such activity 
would not be surprising. Bishop is the 
depsr :ent’s specialist on satanism. 

“Ll ak they might go to any lengths to 
keep it quiet,” Bishop said of satanists, 
One of the few visible signs of possible 

devil worship in the north state is graffiti. 
Pentagrams or upside-down stars, the 

number “666” and “Satan lives” scrawled 
on walls across the county are an 

ee they're dabbling in it,” Bishop 
said. : 

in Redding, one weil-known place where 
such graffiu is found is at an oid 
amphitheater on Lost Lane in northern 
Redding. A pentagram in red paint, an 
upside down cross, and slogans such as 
“Satan forever" are painted on the 
concrete. 

Despite numerous reports that sacri- 
fices would take place on specific nights 
there, Redding police have never found 
evidence of it actually occurring. 

“We've sent officers up there thidden in 
the bushes) and never found anything,” 
Sgt Dan Kupsky said. 

Redding police Lt. Chuck Byard said he 
imows of no crimes in Redding that can be 
conclusively connected to devil worship. 
While not ruling out any possibility, 

3ishop said he has never found evidence 
of any of the more ghoulish rumored 

* “That's not surprising. If these people 
are very devout in their religion, they don’t 
want to be discovered,” said Bishop, who 
noted the Constitution protects religious : 

: freedom so long as laws are not broken. 
Satanic letters, symbols and messages 

such as “child cult” sporadically have 
been painted on the Tehama County 

yonsaid ee 
Calls from pesple concemed sbout | 

satanism or cults increase et the Trinity. 
County Sheriff's Department every time 
the media prints or broadcasts stories 
about alleged devil worship, Undersheriff 
Larry Torongo said Friday.; +7) * 

He said the Sheriffs Department be- 
onto Undersherif Terry’ Boots: 1 arhuly Court ne active sroup of cultists in 

id. 
“We hear rumors that it is going on and 

T have sent a detective to a couple of 
seminars so we will be on top of it if we 
find it, but we just haven't really had 
anthing that points to it,” Tehama Coun 
Sheriff Mike Blanusa said of satanism. 

Red Bluff police have experienced 
similar results, 
““If they are chappening, they haven't 
come to our attention,” Red 
Lt. Jerry Brown said. 

“There are some people out there who 
*work on that sort of thing, but their impact 
on the community ts virtually non-exis- 
tent,” Terengo sald * - peel Ae nt 
‘A group of Trinity County sheriff's 

ry, ‘deputies bave been specially trained to 
‘look for ‘signs © of satanism «in crime 

Investigations. -*° * &. 
-" The Shasta County Library learned that’ 

Bluff police ©, Satanism and the occult always attract ta. 
lot of interest. During a inventory taken 

iski Pe fficials discovered . Mount Shasta in Siskiyou County Is a . during the closure, o! 
draw for many people of wide-ranging . that a large portion of | 8 occult 
religious persuasions, but Siskiyou County Ollectlonwasstolen . ., 
sheriff's Capt. Mike Lyon said there have ... 

fe we 
“That occult section is very, very 

been few reports of any criminal activity Sher Peopie are always complaining 
there linked to the occult. 

“We've found things up there that could ' oo Chambers, interim library direc-” 
be satanic,” Lyon said. 

Most of those artifacts have been 
scratchings in the snow or dirt or designs | copies of the Bible also were missing. 
made of rocks and pebbles, but officers © 

cause there's nothing on the shell,” said 

A later inventory found ‘that several: 

Record Searchlight reporters Robert 

never have discovered any signs of ritual ‘Hoiquist and Judi Lemos contributed to 
sacrifice such as blood or candle wax, this report — Editor, yk 

~ 38~ 
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The satanic cult movement appears to be 

international. Note the following article 

which appeared in the London Times on 

May 1, 1988. 
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Child abuse . un? ey 
_ Re: Elizabeth Krall’s letter to the editor 

(March 15) about the McMartin Molestation 

weet 

In December of 1983, our then 4-year-old - 

daughter was removed through her bedroom 
window to be physically and sexually abused in 
a satanic ritual. Keep in mind that her case 
will always remain ‘‘alleged,” as she was too 
traumatized to testify against the perpetrators. 
She was force-fed the blood of an animal and 

sexually abused by both male and female 
adwlts and juveniles. She was returned to her * 
room that night and didn’t disclose (what had 
happened) until’ February of - 1984. Why?_), 
Maybeit was the dead animals that kept‘ ap-: 
searing on our front porch — or most likely | 
scause they told her they would kill her - 

ther, dad and sister, as they had killed the . 
wit and puppy. MSE Ey “ 

rior to her disclosure (during the period 
+ the ritual abuse) she had.to be seen by. 
family physician six times during a 

Tore at EA amr ee ee ae 

six-week period ‘for ‘Vomiting, “diarrhea .and ! 

finally a convulsion without a fever upon which 

she was hospitalized. She had continuing night 

terrors for that” six-week” period .and.” for 
another three-and-half years after that.*./:’ ve 

Most of the abuse took place at a cemetery | 

across the street from our then Ontario home. 

‘,, Everytime we drove by that cemetery on our 

vaway to + Alpha. Beta;:‘she would..ask,’me “if ; | 

children and puppies died there. I told her no, “ 

and to please stop asking that question. When 

she asked me if ] ever drank blood, I told her ~ 

not to be silly. After ‘she disclosed what had 

taken place, I suffered a lot of guilt for not 

sitting down and asking her why that cemetery e 

botheredhersomuch.: ° 
' After charges were filed against one of the. 

perpetators, we were asked by the DA's office, 

va_to have her examined. for sexual abuse, The’ 

{ — examination~provedfositive—-and—T'll never . 

{forget how hysterical she became when the: 

: doclorexaminedher.: FES" 

{ Since we couldn't ‘come up with the dead 

; animals or the adult female dressed like a 

\ policeman who told my daughter she had the 

: keys to get in our house, the case centered on « 

one perpretrator for sexual molestation. 

case and the ‘little darlings’! that cooked itup. - 

at 
J 

| 

In ‘the“meantime, another 10-year-old 

neighborhood girl told of being raped in the - 

same,cemetery —-three years prior by one of , 

“those accused by my‘daughter. Charges were 

_ "filed and she was old enough to testify and the 

* - perpetrator was charged with rape. ..:. et 

* Ig expected to convey in an adult court system 

(in which she must perform like an adult) all 

- that has taken place and pack it into 

* sigtantversion. SSG) 271. tN! BSN 

‘. Ray Buckey’s: not; alone) our daughter. only 

\),spent’a maximum of two hours with the D.A. 

who filed the charges and who was to represent 

' "adults, Two hours was not enough and I don’t 

_ know: if, five’ rs would have - been - long 

’ ‘ ee tay 
* enough, 4s 47, ‘i ayes 

|: __° (Blizabeth™-Krall’s) ‘attitude’ toward " these 
ee 

young victims is unbelieveable. It should stir. 

"the ire of every American every time we hear.*: 

“tof a child being sexually abused — without the. 

mutilation of animals being involved, Whats: 

ourage these young victims showed us all... ° 

to reveal 'with-explicitness ‘the acts committed +: 

+.on them, What,courage they showed us all in 

wanting to see fustice accomplished at the risk . 

{ ys 

ise _* cof their own reputations. .. na : 

“We just won’ a ‘civil sult against some ‘of the 
alleged perpetrators,” ‘of our daughter — 

ander why they agreed to settle our of court? 

y ‘daughter -will. get very little out of the 

© settlement;:as thousands of dollars have been . 

‘paid out in therapy to this ‘‘little darling” of’ 

~ours that we chose to believe hadn’t fabricated - 

fantastic tales.'" We will be forever greatful 

‘for :the’-State of California’s Victim-Witness 

.Program:and the financial. help they were to 

+ ourfamily. 30.0 Me 
. ee : 

: “If, Elizabeth” Krall only knew how many 

~ preschools and neighborhoods have reported 

tsatanic activity over the last four years (she) 

would be astonished — not to mention murders 

Swithsatanicties. 77 0 : 
=""Tn allowing herself to call these children 

* *jiars, she’s as, guilty as those who choose to." 

| become numb over thése and the other harsh 

“realities of life ... until they become victims of. 

- overwhelming helplessness. We need to fight --"] 

against such apathy and disbelief. a 
a 

: Roee, tcieice Candi Bryan 
Hesperia | 

> Tell me how a highly traumatized ¢year-old * 

scone nF 

“In the months we waited to get’ to court (old - 

“her. :It#takes* time:for’a*child who's been : 

molested by ‘adults.to regain their. trust-in . 

ty 



II. 

KGO-TV (ABC), SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

PROGRAMS ON SATANISM 

The following is a list of stories dealing with satanism which were 
presented on KGO-TV (ABC) in San Francisco, California, from 
1977 to 1987. 

This information is included herein to show the frequency of 
satanism-related crimes committed in the U.S. Note also the wide 
geographical area where the incidents took place. 



MAP FINDINGS: 

ALABAMA: APRIL 86 

GUNTERSVILLE 

ARIZONA: OCTOBER 86 
TUCSON 

CLAIFORNIA: APRIL 85 
ATASCADERO 

SEPT. 85 
BAKERSFIELD 

SEPT. 86 
DENAIR 

MAY 86 
LA 

JUNE 85 
LA 

MARCH 87 
LAGUNA BEACH 

FEB. 84 
NEWPORT BEACH 

COLORADO: SUMMER 85 

TRINIDAD 

CONNETICUT OCT. 85 
WILTON 

DELAWARE NOV. 86 
DOVER 

CATTLE MUTILATIONS. WARNING TO CATTLEMEN 
PREVIOUS ATTACKS REPORTED ON CATTLE & GOA 

ANIMAL SACRIFICE WARNING. PREVIOUS GOAT 
INCIDENT. CONFIRMED SATANIC ACTIVITY IN- 
VOLVING TEENS. 

CHILD MOLESTATION. SATANIC RITUALS. NO 
HUMAN BONES FOUND. BABY SACRIFICE REPORTEL 

CHILD MOLESTATION. SATANIC RITUALS. BABY 
SACRIFICE 

GRAVE ROBBERY. ANTI-RELIGIOUS GRAFFITTI @ 
HIGH SCHOOL 

RICHARD RAMIREZ “NIGHT STALKER". 14 MURDER 
36 CRIMES. ADMITTED DEVIL WORSHIP. FROM 
EL PASO TEXAS. CAPTURED 8/31/85 

ANIMAL MUTILATION. ANIMALS STOLEN FROM 
EL CAMINO HIGH SCHOOL 

LAGUNA BEACH HIGH SCHOOL ARSON & SATANIC 
GRAFFITTI. 

5 PEOPLE STOLE HUMAN REMAINS FROM 
MAUSOLEUMS 

CATTLE MUTILATIONS. 6 CASES IN NO. NEW 
MEXICO, 1 IN COLORADO. 2 TO 10,000 OVER 
THE YEARS. 

SATANIC CULT DESECRATED CHURCHES & THREAT- 
ENED CHILDREN. 

LETTERS WARNING PARENTS OF CHURCH COLLEGE 
STUDENTS OF DEVIIL WORSHIP 

~H4 ~ 



ILLINOIS: 

MAINE 

MARY LAND 

MASS. 

MICHIGAN 

MINNESOTA 

MISSOURI 

DEC. 80 
CHICAGO 

1982 CHICAGO 

FEB. 85 
CHICAGO 

MARCH 86 
ROCKFORD 

MAY 84 
ALFRED 

AUG. 83 
BATH 

NOV. 86 
BALTIMORE 

NOV. 86 
DAMASCUS 

MAY 85 
MT. AIRY 

FEB. 81 
FALL RIVER 

APRIL 80 
WALTHAM 

FEB. 86 
MONROE 

FEB. 87, JAN. 87 
NOV. 86 
SHELBY TOWNSHIP 

FEB. 77 
MINNEAPOLIS 

MAY 85 | 
MOUNT VERNON 

WITCH SCALDS ROOMMATE, LEFT TO DIE FOR 6 
DAYS. 

TYLENOL? 

18 MURDERS BY 4 MEN IN CULT. SLASH & USE 
BODY PARTS IN RITUALS 

MURDER OF WOMEN. MAN CONVICTED MEMBER OF 
CULT & UNDER INFLUENCE OF DEVIL 

18 YR. OLD KILLED A 12 YR. OLD. LABLED 
DEVIL WORSHIPER 

CHURCH VANDALISM BY SATANIC CULTS. 

CHURCH VANDALS...ALSO HAPPENED 10 YRS. AG 

ARSON @ SATANIC CULT HOUSE OF BELOW TEENS 

CEMETARY VANDALISM. STOLE BABY'S BODY. TE 
INVOLVED (5) LIVING IN DAMASCUS & GATHERS 
BERG. 

PIMP & CULT KILLING OF PROSTITUTE. ACCUSE 
RIPPED PROSTITUTE'S HEAD FROM TORSO W/BAR 
HANDS. 

KILLING OF AT LEAST 2 YOUNG WOMEN 

TEENS IN SUSPECTED CULT KILLED ANOTHER 
YOUTH ON WITCHES SABBATH. SATANIC PARAPH. 
FOUND. 3 HIGH SCHOOLS INVOLVED. 

ARSON & GRAFFITTI @ EPISCOPAL CHURCH 

16 YR. OLD GIRL THREATENED TO BE SACRIFIC 
INITIATED AS PROSTITUTE & SACRIFICE 

VANDALISM @ CHURCHES. 20 TEENS INVOLVED 
SUSPECTED OF RECRUITING CHILDREN & TEENS 

~44 ~ 



NEW MEXICO 

NEW JERSEY 

NEW YORK 

OHIO 

OKLAHOMA 

OREGON 

FEB. 81 
CHAPARRAL 

MARCH 87 
DEMING 

MAY 86 
ALBUQUERQUE 

NOV. 84 - 
EATONTOWN 

JUNE 86 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

JUNE 80 
NYC 

JULY 84 
LONG ISLAND 

FEB. 87 
CINCINNATTI 

MARCH 85 
TOLEDO 

JULY 86 
CINCINNATTI 

JUNE 79 
CLEVELAND 

OcT. 82 
LOGAN 

DEC. 84 
MARYSVILLE 

MAY 86 
MUSKOGEE 

MARCH 86 
OKLAHOMA CITY 

MARCH 86 
ALBANY 

THREATS & VANDALISM BY TEENS TO CHURCH 

FEAR OF SUICIDES DURING FULL MOON BY TEEN 

TEEN KILLED FATHER WHO DESTROYED HIS SATA 
IC MATERIALS. 

THEFTS @ CHURCHES IN AREA 

GRAVEYARD VANDALISM 

RAID ON BRONX APARTMENT RESCUEING 62 
ANIMALS INTENDED FOR ANIMAL SACRIFICE. 

"KNIGHTS OF THE BLACK CIRCLE" VANDALISM 
MURDER OF 17 YR. OLD. GOUGED OUT EYES 

CULT SUSPECTED IN SEVERING LEGS FROM 
MURDERED WOMAN. UPDATE FROM TERRY. WOMAN 
TRYING TO DEFECT FROM 1 CULT TO ANOTHER. 

CULT SUSPECTED IN KILLING 50 TO 60 PEOPLE 
IN SACRIFICES 

MAN HELD TV STATION HOSTAGE. CLAIMED FROM 
JAPANESE CULT "SATAN RULES THE WORLD" 

LEADER OF SATANIC CULT. TRIED TO HIRE 
HIT MAN TO KILL PRES. CARTER 

2 TEENS DISMEMBERED 

ANIMAL MUTILATIONS 

RUMORS OF SATANIC CULT SPREADING THRU TOW 

17 YR. OLD KILLED MOTHER & STEP-FATHER. 
DEEPLY INVOLVED W/CULT 

BOOKS IN LAWYER ON SATAN & DEVIL WORSHIP. 
TOWN UPSET 

ee 



Ton boone 

eS 

“ASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON 
o.C. 

WEST VIRG. 

MINNESOTA 

GEORGIA 

ARKANSAS 

IOWA 

MARCH 86 
MAYNARDVILLE 

AUG. 86 
GREENEVILLE 

JAN. 84 
GRANBURY 

‘ DEC. 84 
FORT WORTH 

SEPT. 85 
EL PASO 

OocT. 80 
HOUSTON 

DEC. 84 
SEATTLE 

FEB. 87 

OCT. 86 
AMSTED 

FEB. 77 
MINNEAPOLIS 

FEB. 87 
SAVANNAH 

MAY 78 
ROGERS 

JAN. 80 
DES MOINES 

MURDER OF MOTHER & 15 YR. OLD DAUGHTER. 
STABBED 41 TIMES 

ANIMAL MUTILATIONS. DRINKING BLOOD. 
KNOW CULT EXISTS 

INFANTS BODY FOUND IN BLACK BOX OWNED 
BY DEVIL WORSHIPPING TEEN. 

6 WOMEN -DISAPPEAR. MAY TIE IN WITH 30 
OTHER DEATHS. 

HOME OF RICHARD RAMIREZ. STOLE JEWELRY 
ETC. FOUND @ SISTER'S HOME. 

MAN CAUGHT W/8 YR. OLD BOY AS SATANIC IN- 
ITIATION 

ANIMAL MUTILATIONS. CULT MEMBERS SPOTTED 

"FINDERS" ORGANIZATION. FOUND IN FLORIDA 
W/KIDS. MORE OF A CULTCOMMUNE 

RUMORS OF SATANIC CULT ACTIVITY ON HALLOW 

16 YR. OLD GIRL THREATENED TO BE SACRIFIC! 
INITIATED AS PROSTITUTE & CULT MEMBER 

ANIMAL MUTILATION 

ANIMAL MUTILATION AND SACRIFICE - 

CATTLE MUTILATION. CONFIRMED CULTS 



II. 

ADULT SURVIVOR STATEMENTS 

An adult survivor is a person usually born into the 
satanic movement who survives and eventually 
succeeds in breaking away from it. 
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My story begins with the marriage of my parents. For my dad 
it was answer tc his prayer to have a beautiful.smativated 
loving wife. For my mother it was the end af years of abuse 
and a new beginning with a man whe truly leved her and came 
from a family of integrity. 

In the years that followed my fathers faith and lave was 
repeatedly tested as the years began to mount my mothers 
weakness began to unfold. Her father was a pedifile to all of 
bis daughters: encluding my mather. He was an abuser to all 
of his sons. He came to marry my grandmother through a rape 
and conception of my mother . As each child came he began a 
long history ef incest through his own nine childrenssome 
more vulnerable than others. Qne aunt conceived a child and 
bore a sen at home. Two days later he died, accarding to 
family members, through strangulation by a family member. The 
corener documented the death due to natural causes on the 
death certificate. 
secrecy continued through years cf suffering physical 
emceticnal and sexual abuse . 
As all ef his children grew into adulthood they left early. 

It was knewn to all af them that they were at risk. As the 
girls turned 16 they moved out and lived with older sisters 
and brathers. 
When my fathers married he had come from a simple family wha 

had lived through many hardships and had always maintained | 
their faiths There was a leve and honor at thw foundation of 
this family. They worked together, prayed togethers loved and 
learned tagether.Today they still maintain the same love and 
faith with which their parents instilled in each of them. 
My parents marriage seemed to be to all athers one cf a 

dream. They bought a new home after several years with two 
children. Both worked.very hard to accomplish this. A third 
daughter was born and their life seemed to reach a height of 
fulfillment until my father came down with an incurable 
disease. Faith was not a commen denominatior between my 
parents. My father and his family began tc pray the rosary. 
My mother and her family began to pray ta St. Ann far a 
miracle. My father was put in a major city hospital for aver 
a year. The disease je jad caused sterility. It was comfirme. 
He was sterile.Family members were all informed an the 
crises. My mather had to go wark in between helding up my 
father and the duress af laasing him. He was hospitilized for 
aver a year . 

Because of my awn knowledge af these truths I began a search 
17 years age for my beginings.There were many descrepancies 
in the family steries and the care between myself. my mother 
and ather siblings. 
Threugh a ceoansler at a sarge city hespital I began my 

eeparch inta my past. I fgund enly pieces cf an abuse 
background. For a year and a half I covered everything I 
could remember with the help of my ccauncler. She helped me ta 
work im today with confidence and continually praised me for 
my Successes aS a4 persan. Her reve: along with my ee 
Herim a wea tram aad maine. a vo8 5 



With cut the grace of Gad,» a deep faith afd the many wha have 
supported me I would not be here to tell my story. Frepare 
your mind and heart to accept and believe the unthinkable. 
My mether was alone inb her bedroom burdened with 3 childre, 

a dying husband and a hame to carry. My grandfather invaded 
her bedroom, the sanctity of her marriage and raped her, a 
secret kept until this day. Only she and I know this. She 
cancieved me. 

Through months of agony she carried me . My father had been 
heme in July for one weeks the only thing that covered the 
this truth. He was elated.He had a new baby to fight to live 
for. 

At about five months of preganancy again alone her father 
raped her again. By devine revelation Jesus showed me in the 

womb hearing the noise of screaming, physical fighting and 
lavemaking aleng with the feelings of terror and anger toward 
the invader. It left a fear of darkness and invasion in my 
little heart. 
After my birth my father was home for a time. At six eeks ald 

my grandfather began his 6 year seige on my little body. In 
an inner healing ministry I was taked back to that tender 
age by the Haly Spirit in Divine revalation and shown being 
put nude as an infant on the end of an iarning beard and 
sedamized. I ccauld feel the agony of the rectal penetration 
as as infant. To this I have rectal problems because of 
sodomy. I also have never used that end of the ironing boars 
te iron. I use the other ends a way to cope with today ‘ 
witheut trauma. 

From that day on I was continually put under the care af my 
grandfather who built a loving sexual relationship with his 

granddaughter. He played games with me often in the bath tub 
always ending up with oral sex and sedemy. Bbecause of his 

love and games I never knew it was wrong. I enjoyed mest of 

cur time tegether. My mother never coped with me. She never 
handled me of she could avoid it and my father was either ton. 
ill cr in the hospital. I was devaid of lave leaving me at 

the mercy of my grandfather as he well knew. 

After a four year relationship with my grandfather he began 
taking me to a bar in the city. It had men and women there. 
They seemed to be all alder, nat clean like other 
grandparents I knew . They acted different and smelled awful. 
I went there when everyone was at school or work . The pecple 
alwaays gave me a glass of ginerale and seemed to continually 
be putting their hands in my pants. I always pulled away. 
They*’d give me pills with my ginerale then take me upstairs 
to a recom like an empty kitchen. The roam seemed ta be 
spining. There were nude wrinkled bedies everywhere making 
strange noises. They would suck on every part af my body. 
Every opening afin my bedy was farnicated. I remeber gagging 
ever and ever. It happened many times, but each time I would 
terget. There ware at least 10 people layered on top of each 
others on tap af me. It continued until I was five and a fal. 
At this time I was brought te a mergue and I was drugged with 
neoonaAlioinga and eA lnc anrnma: Ante rmnthimn fies Va we edie 



T was placed on a table in a morgue. It was stainledd steel. 
There were two tables. My grandfather was a martician ina 
funeral home for aver 20 years. I was aware of at least 3 
ether men in black priests suits no collars and black ski 
masks. I was tied by the hands to the table. My knees were 
pulled up and tied eith the vagina exsposed. 

I became aware of another little-girl that was carried in 
adn laid on the table. She was blond, looked like me and ws 
tied alsa. She seemed te be asleep, but moaning . 

I could see a green bucket with a bag in it between the two 
tables. There seemed to be something in it making noise tao. 

IT saw a caliender on the wall which had an old fashioned 
herse and buggy in black silcette above it read in bold print 
September 25; 1952, below was a calender of the month. 
As I started there was a knock at the door. I saw my mather 

in a pink dress standing there. I hated her. She gave me to 
my grandfather. She acted like this was a normal day. My 
grandfather gave her money for shopping and she went away 
(because she worked in ahasiptal lab she had often warked 
beside him on cases in the morgue and it didn’t effect her. : 
But I den*t believe she knew I was there ) Needless to say I 
hated her from that day ob because I couldn*t understand how 
she could hand me over to her father for me to be continually 
butchered when she herself had been abused by him. She had 
abandoned me. 
I then saw my grandfather light a torch and heat up thin 

prongs. When they were hot he put them up inte my uterus. The 
Pain went deep into my chest. He was chanting from a book 
clase to my roght foot. He had a tray of instruments beside i 
him. He repeated it many times. ‘ 

T then saw a huge bowl brought beside me. It was a huge 
Salad bowl. A baby was pulled from the bucket. I knew it was 
a hey baby because my mother just had my brother. They began 
chanting and bathing the baby at a slant into the water head 
first and up. The baby seemed ta be moaning. The baby had 
blend hair and real white skin. Their hands caressed the baby 
all aver. It seemed a lomg time that they repeated this and 
kept drinking, rubbing and chanting until they held the baby 
up and cut off his testicles. Blood was everywhere . The baby 
screamed. They forced the testicles into my mouth and made me 
eat them. I kept gagging. They cut his penis and it was put 
Up my vagina with mare prongs. Wards of fertility were said. 
They then took a skinny knife and slit the infant from the 

chest down and split his gut wide open. The screaming and 
bleed was toa much. It was held over my lower half throughceu. 
All T could de was moan. Blood poured all over me. They then 
qrabbed the living guts of the infants and began tc 
cameabalize In his insides. They were all covered in blood 
and actively eating. I keat going in and out of 
censcicusness. Every inch,of the lower half was eaten. There 
was ne sign of life. Half’ a baby was raises aver me. My 
grandfather was reading of the black book praying; 

T looked uver at the little girl she was screaming there 
were five peaple on her, all in black. Hetween the screamino 



and sucking noises(scmecne said its really good when they are 
still warm)I blacked cut again. The people were in a blood 
frenzy. 

When the silence came it was mare frighting then befcre. I 
knew the girl didn’t make it either. I began then asking "the 
terured ane on the beads " for help. I knew fram my dad 
saying them every day by my bed he lived. My mind was on him 
and he lived. 
The words broke inta the silence as my grandfather prayed: 

Qh Haly one of the world 
we offer you this libation for the strength 
and power in your name satan. 
We offer this child as a living sacrifice for your power 
and glory. And we dedicate this virgin of God and make 
her holy by fornication,molestation,incest, cannbclism 
and torture. With this we offer her up for the purpose of 
High Priestess of the Holy order of Satan to be used at 
will by all members of the priesthood especially our 
Holy one. 

With that he plunged the infant intomy birth canal and kept 
struggling te get it in. The pain became so intensse I 
blacked out . 7 
On awakening I was aware of movement arcund me. I saw the 
little girl picked up and carried Sideways. She seemed stiff. 
A big silver door was opened and a big tray pulled out. She 
was carried over and put on it. She was on her side near her 
belly. To myself I kept saying don’t breath. The smell was 
awful. My nose and eyes were burning like acrid smoke was in 
the room, but none was visible. I saw 2 large white fans 
turned on. They were en a high stand. 
As the flat silver tray was pushed in ta the cven the girls 

faut was hanging cut. She was lifeless, stiff and grey. They 
pushed the foot back in my stomach turned cver and my skin 
crawled. They shut the big door like a big silver wall 
freezer. Then turned knobs an and went about cleaning the 
room. 
Semeone said the boss is here. His car is in the driveway. 

They grabbed my body and quickly threw it on the other side 
in a big draw. There were many of them.Iheard mumbled voices 
and wsa it. I was beyend ptrrified on the table . All I kept 
saying was.Oh, tortured cne help me. I lost canscicusness. 
(it seemed to be late afternocn) 
I awcke in the morning at my grandfathers house. My 

grandmather led me to the bathroom and showed me how to use a 
pad. She explained it’s normal, but don’t tell anyone. Its 
cur secret. We had a nice breakfast and nothing happened. I 
stayed several days until the bleeding was gone then went 
home. \ 
T then saw my baby brother. I hated him. He had presents and 

iny mother laved him. He: had all kinds of presents in the 
livingroom from a baby shower. I tried ta claw him in the 
Face.Someane caught me before I did anything.I felt guilty 
and vowed I*d protect tim fram any one se he wouldn’t be hurt 
Gr die tac, re 



I was reapproashed by my grandfather when I had recovered. 
He came to me in my crib and I refused.I hated him without 
memory tc why. The group he was in had dispersed because cf 
my near death. When I refused to be his lover he put a Pillow 
cver my head and tried then to kill me. Because I was being 
brought to church now I prayed God raise me like his son. I 
asked for for him to help me and make all of my grandfathers 
bad ta go away. When he left me, he left me for dead . He 
waited for my mother to come hame and she picked me up with 
an unusual glow on my face .My grandfather was petrified. He 
never again came near me again. The Lord had powerfully 
answered my prayer. I hid behind my mother or father if he 
was in presence, the few times I saw him and I glared at him. 
Secon after he had a serious stroke and returned from the 
merticians business. He died 10 years later. 
During the next year. I had several incidents with my mother 

where she was defintely unbalanced mentally. She apparently 
was very unaware af what had been done to me. With her 
cwn background of incest and probelms with my fathers illness 
my strange behavior, constant rejection cof her and almast a : 
retarded state led her to be very reactive ta me. I would 
traumatize easily and stare at whatever adult. It is here 
that my mother for over a year continually battered me. She 
called me a “Bastard" every time we were alone. The treatment 
of the other children was loving. I saw the ather side cf my 
mother’s hidden personality. The rest af the family did neat 
see for about 15 years. 
I caught my mother "playing hersey" with a man on the couch. 

IT was suppcesed to be sleeping. I tack a fry pan from the 
kitchen and went upstairs. I used the fry pan as my horsey, 
and read the pan nude like my mother was doing. (I have never 
been able to touch a black fry pan in my life until 1 yaer 
age) She caught me, last control and hit me repeatedly with 
the fry pan until she knocked me out. I was in bed for 3 ar 4 

days. She tceld the family I family was sick. (My doctar 
recently confirmed that every bone in my body was cut of 

nlace.He said I was extremely traumaed as a child like an 
acute accident. When told about the incident he said it couldi 
have the same effect an displacement of the bones.) I tald 
mother JT would tell daddy before she hit. When she reailized 
she hurt me she made me a home sock doll which atherwise 
would have been prized . I was sullen and hateful. I went ; 
hehind the living reom chair and ripped the dells head aff 
and tare it to shredded pieces. I knew she didn’t love me. 
fhe was the same as the rest. 

She found the doll and said let*s play hide'n’seek. She 
didn’t seem angry. Like any child I Forgat the doll and went 
te hide in the kitchen.She had cpened the oven dear and 
vemeved all of the appliances tc clean it . I climhed in to 
bide. T pulled up the doar se I could be well hidden. All cf 
a sudden the doer slammed. It was a gas stove: white enamal 
en the cutside dark tlue and white on the inside.(would nat 
Dey anything that resembled pans or utensils had a morbid 

et Feed Of fae and nac true’ 



Mom held the doar shut. turned on the gas and started 
singings you won*t tell, you won’t tell. My left leg was 
Teaning on the stove side. It began ta burn. (In burning 
remebering I could feel the intense agony of my leg and could 
not breath I hyperventilated)I told her I would tell daddy 
and stead my ground until I went unconscious. I aweke in my 
mathers arms. She was crying, rocking me saying. "I lave yous 
T?1l never hurt you again.I had last total control. She 
racked me for hours until I was quiet again. The impact was 
incredible on me because of the children I had seen killed. I 
really believed then I was doomed ta a life af torture and 
eventually death . 

My favorite aunt died and my dog died shertly after. My aunt 
was 21 years old. I was angry at God for taking all these 
leved things and people from me . I told him I was very angry 
with him. 
The burn cn my leg was found by my kindergarden teacher 

because all I could do was lay down on my desk and cry . The 
pain was incredible taken to the school nurse. I was treated 
by a dector and sent home. I was afraid of any more pain. It 
separated my mother and I from a relationship from that point 
on I tatally rejected her until I was 25 years or so and 
forgave her. I believe I had a breakdown at this point(In my 
childhood) 
Not toc long after my sister and I had been talking during 

mass and mom said God would punish us. My sister suggested we 
hide from her. The attic was open with a ladder to it in ' 
place. We went and hid. My sister then decided to make a real 

game of it and slid out the opening and pulled the cover 
shut. I was mortified. I ran for the cover screaming in 
terror and ran into a hanging bat. It screamed and fluttered. 
Tt stuck to my hair and clawed my face and arms I went 
tatally aff the deep end. I believed the Devil had come ta 

claim me. My father came and tock me down. He rocked me and 
calmed me. He assured me nething else would happen to me. He 
was there fram then on and a trust came between us even 

deeper than before.His nightly rosary over my crib for ever 

S 1/2 years had always given me solace. He always feared fer 

my health. He said frem the day $1 came home from the 
hospital I couldn’*t breath. He prayed harder. then he was 
around there was a peace and nothing evil happened. Anytime 
he left the house for work or sickness I was in jeopardy. I 
prayed for him ta be there. 

In the spring of the last year we lived in the city I 
received my Holy Communion. I knew Gad and I knew His 
tertured son. I knew His tortured son I knew the power cf my 

Tathers rosary and prayer. I was taught that ta receive esus 
was God’s most powerful giftsta keep us healthy and close ta 
him. I went forward in my beautiful white dress, pure and 

received my teartured one. I was in love with Ged because he 
saved me fium the Devil and from the pain. My mether seemeri 
changed now that my father had been helped. The medication 
gave him made him health ‘gain. I believed Ged gave me a new 

life and I had received ("Ss sean. I trulv believed every 



persan whe received communion had this cémmunicon with Gad. My 
conversion was powerful and my life changed. I had a peace in 

Him and the past didn’t exist I didn*t remember anything 
under this day. It was buried safely far many years to came 
when lifes cicumstances triggered memcery releases. 

My parents moved to suburbia where I was nutured by God in 
His natural kingdom. My friends were his trees and ansimals. 
I had brain damage encugh to cause servere learning 
disabilities in a time that they had no special programs. 
Backs frightened me because of the power I had seen the 
“ariginal book" had. Until 4 grade I did net learn.Writing 
seemed like hyroglyphics to me. I began to hide in the closet 
with the flashlight and study the family bible.It was cover 
100 years old. It was hand printed in black and gold 
lettering. There were hand engraved prints throughout which I 

was engrossed in. I knew it was a book belonging to the 
tortured anes sa I studied the pictures. I learned to study 
the message in the picture. I began to draw and learn what 
symtols meant. It was my way of staying close to God, 
learning about his family and life. It became a deep solace’ 
to me inta my teens. I shared with my fourth grade teacher 
about the pretty pictures and that I often would spend lang 
hours staring ca them. This teacher had a very special 

interest in problem learners. She began to work with me | 
during free periods. She used pictures for definitions. I 
still use the concept to learn words alone i cannot grasp. My 

.entire vocabulary has symbols sa that I could read. Scheel 
was a lang and painful precess of learnig, was impossible 
because af it. ‘ 
At 16 I fell in love and got pregnant. My mother victimized 

me again with the doctor. Three times he attempted abortions 
on me in his office. She sat right there. I prayed that Ged 
would pretect my baby. The father didn’t want it. 1 
When I delivered, scepalimine was used and the effect was © 

the same as the abuse at 5 1/2 yrs. I re exsperienced many caf 
the same feelings when I saw the baby coming cuts the dectars 
hand arcund her neck. I screamed. do*t kill my baby caver and 

over. They couldn’t shut me up or knock me cut. 
After the delivery when I went ta the bathroom and removed 

my pad; bleed poured out. I was unaware that that would 
happed. I passed right cut. A day or sa later I passed a huge 

clot which looked like the head of a child. Emationally I was 
completely braken> I laid on the floor and asked God to take 
me heme. I tried every windaw on the sixth floor ta jump. 

They were all barred. I felt as though a piece af me died. 
When I left the hospital and my baby in the hands of faster 
care far adeption I had lost the will ta fight anymore. It 
was like heing a mechanical person. Far one yaer I walked and 
talked automatically. My mother left my brether and father 

ai TT. FT simply tack over. One year later my nerves shoted 
out and 1 physically celliusped ta a seizure disorder .Frem 
then an seirure medications far 12 years- 
After 2 rs I began seeking the truth and through a series 



I married my husband and we lived @ 1/2 years with my 
father.We than maved upon the birth of our san to the city. 
Two years later our daughter was born. Hoth gradually became 
more and more sick. They were hospitilized over a four year 
Periced during which time they spenrt 10 days in the hospital 
dying of an unknown disise I met a Charismatic in the hall, 
also with a dying child. She told me to give them ta Jesus.I 
did and by my bed I had a powerful conversion. It had been 
about 6 years since I had really believed. Both my children 
were diagnosed, diets altered and are healthy today. 

I went back to a bible believing church and studied the word 
of Ged for 3 years. Then God called me back to the Catholic 
Church threugh the local Charismatics. I began a whole new 
walk with then. 

When we moved back to the country to our own home I was 
physically healed at our local church. It was confirmed by my 
Gector. i church and have remained so since. Since my re 
awkening God has been opening my reminders that pull out the 
Past memories. differant stresses and crises have continued 

te pull these memories up until present with the majority 
released. I*m sure there is more of a story tc tell, but this 
is as far as I can go right now until the Lord opens the 
rest. In the interim I am content raising my family and 
working in the ministry of Charismatic healing for the broken - 
and abused I werk from my home. My greatest need is to 
continaully interceed in prayer for the abused. It is my 
prayer in the future Ged will help me ta open a center for 
pecple like me who need love and acceptance as they are 
healed and released from the pain af the past. I had to seek 
many rescurcses which has been costly and traumatic over 17 

years. If I stay at the feet cf Jesus praying I know he will 
find a way for others never ta walk the path of suffering I 
have had te go because of ritualistic abuse being so hidde. 
The general public, medical fields, psychiatric are just 
begining to become aware of the magnitude of this problem. 
time with pecple like me coming forward there will be help 
for athers. 

In 
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IV. 

RESULTS OF STUDIES BY PSYCHOLOGISTS, 

PSYCHIATRISTS AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTS 

Following are two of many studies that were conducted by such 
professionals. 
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Abuse Allegations 2 

Profile of Ritualistic and Religion-Related Abuse Allegations 

Reported to Clinical Psychologists in the United States 

One of the most shocking and baffling claims about child abuse in recent years is that 

satanic, occult, or ritualistic abuse is occurring and on the rise. Both children and adults 

have reported abuse involving multiple perpetrators; satanic or occult practices; and rituals 

complete with blood, excrement, and human sacrifice (Gould, 1987; Kahaner, 1988). Law 

enforcement professionals have responded with conferences and seminars in which occult 

crime experts recount classic cases, summarize the history of the occult, and explain how to 

identify satanic crime. Some state legislatures have passed laws targeting this kind of crime. 

And mental health professionals have held conferences and workshops in which experts 

discuss how to recognize and treat ritualistic abuse. 

Only a few scientific studies of ritualistic child abuse have been conducted. Susan 

Kelley (Kelley, 1988, 1989), David Finkelhor and his colleagues (Finkelhor, Williams, & 

Burns, 1988), and Jonker and Jonker-Bakker (1991), working in the Netherlands, have 

described children who claim to have been ritualistically abused, many in daycare settings. 

Walter Young and co-workers (Young, Sachs, Braun, & Watkins, 1991) have published an 

account of 37 adult survivors of ritualistic abuse. All of these studies suggest that ritualistic 

abuse is particularly frightening and conducive to unusually severe symptoms. Research 

dealing with multiple personality disorder, a form of psychopathology thought to result from 

severe childhood trauma, also points to the harshness of ritualistic abuse (e.g., Hopponen, 

1987; Kaye & Klein, 1987; Lawson, 1987; Sachs & Braun, 1987). If such abuse is common 

or increasing in prevalence, it obviously presents grave problems for children, therapists, 
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Abuse Allegations 3 
social service workers, and police—indeed for society more generally. If it is part of a 

nationwide or international satanic conspiracy, as many authors have warned (e.g., Raschke, 
1990), the prospects are particularly disturbing. 

Not surprisingly, the explosion of interest and apprehension conceming satanic and 

ritualistic child abuse has generated a skeptical response. FBI agent Kenneth Lanning (1989) 
has written, for example, that "faith, nel logic and reason, controls the religious beliefs of 
Most people, [so] some normally skeptical law enforcement officers accept the information 

disseminated at [occult crime] conferences without critically evaluating it or questioning the 
sources." Hicks (1989, see also 1991) has summarized the skeptical view as follows: 

"Child abuse does exist. Some people commit violent crimes while invoking the power of 
satan. Such people may act with others. But law enforcers cannot demonstrate the existence 
of a widespread satanic conspiracy: The evidence doesn't exist" (pp. 25-26). A skeptical 

book edited by Richardson, Best, and Bromley (1991), The Satanism Scare, analyzes fear of 

satanic crime as an example of societal Abe myth, and urban legend. 

An article in Christianity Today aptly captured the tension between believers and 

skeptics: "Within the past five years, ritualistic child abuse has become an emotionally 

charged issue that has rocked communities and divided parents, social workers, therapists, 

and law enforcers--some who charge a growing conspiracy of satanic worship, others who 

cry witch-hunt" (Kam, 1988, p. 51). What is most troubling from a scientific standpoint is 

that many believers and Skeptics use similar modes of argument, basing their claims on 

newspaper articles, well-chosen examples, and personal philosophy, often arguing in an 

emotional or ad hominem way. All of the scientific studies cited earlier are based on the 
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assumption that ritualistic abuse exists, and all focus on the Severity of its effects. To date, 

no one has attempted to assess the prevalence of claims of satanic, occult, or ritualistic abuse 

or to determine the range of cases and the nature of the typical case. What exactly is the 

evidence for the reality and pervasiveness of ritualistic abuse? 

AS a first step in addressing this question, we are conducting a nationwide study with 

the primary objective of determining the prevalence and characteristics of child abuse cases 

in the United States involving satanic, occult, or ritualistic elements. We are surveying 

approximately 41,000 persons and agencies, including all county-level social service, law, 

and district attorney agencies, as well as a random sample of psychologists, psychiatrists, and 

clinical social workers. In the present paper we summarize the initial results for clinical 

psychologists who are members of the American Psychological Association. 

We contacted 6,000 APA members--3,000 randomly selected child clinical 

psychologists and 3,000 randomly selected general clinical, counseling, and school 

psychologists. In the first phase of the study, we mailed to each clinician a letter describing 

the project and specifying a list of case features mentioned in professional and popular 

literatures, We also included a brief postcard reply form on which respondents could 

indicate the number of cases of ritualistic child abuse they had encountered since January 1, 

1980, cases reported by children and/or by “adult survivors" (i.e., older persons who claim 

to have been ritualistically abused as children). Ifa respondent indicated having encountered 

one or more cases, he or she was sent a longer “second phase" survey questionnaire designed 

to gather information about the cases referred to on the postcard. The third phase of the 

study has yet to be conducted. We intend to choose a subset of respondents to pursue in 
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more depth through detailed face-to-face and telephone interviews. 

Because the literature did not provide a widely agreed-upon definition of ritualistic 

abuse, we decided to allow respondents to define it for themselves in terms of combinations 

of features mentioned in the literature. These features included: abuse by members of a 

cult; symbols (such as 666) associated with the devil; actual or staged sacrifice of animals or 

humans; cannibalism; ritual abuse involving drugs, pornography, and participation in, or 

observation of, sexual practices; and certain symptoms and diagnostic categories such as 

multiple personality disorder. In the postcard survey, respondents were asked to report the 

number of cases they had encountered that included one or more of the features on our list. 

In the subsequent survey questionnaire, they were asked to say which features characterized 

each case. 

In pilot interviews conducted with police and social service officials, we were 

repeatedly told that although they had encountered few cases of ritualistic child abuse, they 

had handled cases in which a more traditionally religious person had abused a child sexually, 

physically, or psychologically--for example, by denying the child proper medical care or 

attempting to beat the devil out of the child, an act that some might call ritualistic abuse. 

Also mentioned were cases in which someone perceived by a child as a religious authority 

used his or her professional dress and position of trust to gain access to the child for abusive 

purposes, and cases that occurred in religious settings, such as church-affiliated daycare 

centers. To include all of these features, we broadened our focus to encompass both 

ritualistic and what we call "religion-related" abuse. 
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First Transparency 

The results of the postcard phase of the study of APA clinicians are summarized in 

the first transparency. Of 6,000 letters and postcards sent out, 109 were returned without 

relevant or proper data because the respondent had retired, died, worked in a capacity that 

precluded seeing clients, or passed the questionnaire to a fellow professional who was not 

included in our random sample. Of the remaining 5,891 postcards, 2,709 were returned with 

relevant data--a response rate of 46%. Of these respondents, 1,908 (70%) had not seen a 

single case of ritualistic or religion-related abuse since January 1, 1980. The remaining 801 

(30%) had seen at least one case. In all, ignoring one clinician who claimed 2,000 cases, the 

respondents had encountered 5,731 cases, of which 58% were child cases and 42% were 

adult cases. Overall, 40% were ritual cases and 60% wee religion-related cases, but this 

varied considerably according to subsample: Child clinicians reported that 58% of their 

cases were ritual cases, compared to only 26% for clinicians in general. 

Interestingly, the cases were not evenly distributed across clinicians; in fact, the 

modal number of cases was one, whereas a few clinicians (2% of respondents reporting any 

cases) reported having seen more than a hundred apiece. The median number was 2. 

Because it has been suggested that a disproportionate number of clinicians in 

California have seen cases, we compared the proportions of respondents who had seen cases 

in different states. While the difference between .38 for California and .30 for the rest of 

the country was statistically significant (X*(1) = 12.10, p < .001), the percentage difference 

was actually rather small, and California’s figure was not far from the median of .35. In 

Teo “ 
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Fifth Transparency 

The results were somewhat different for religion-related cases. The next transparency 

shows that adult and child cases do not differ on three of the four religion-related features. 

They do differ on one, however--abuse by religious professionals. This is a feature of 72% 

of adult religion-related cases but only 44% of child cases. Perhaps this form of abuse 

remains hidden in many cases because children fail to disclose it, whereas untreated medical 

conditions or severe beatings are likely to receive public attention. 

Of course, one of the most important questions about ritualistic abuse is whether it is 

really occurring or not. Clinical Psychologists might hear about such events but remain 

Skeptical about them. In order to examine clinician-respondents’ attitudes toward the 

ritualistic stories they have encountered, we asked whether or not they believed the 

allegations of harm, and what they thought about the ritualistic aspects of the allegations. 

Ninety-three percent of the respondents who reported such cases believe the alleged harm 

was actually done; the same number believe that the Titualistic aspects were actually 

experienced by their clients, although 40% think these might have been staged or faked in 

order to frighten their client. Overall, the clinical psychologists in our sample believe their 

clients’ claims. 

This led us to examine the nature of the evidence for the reports. In 42% of the 

ritual cases (65% of child cases and 12% of adult cases), there was a social services 

investigation. In 30% of the ritual cases (44% of child cases and 12% of adult cases), there 

was a police investigation. In 7% of the ritual cases (11% of child cases and 1% of adult 
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fact, compared to California, many states had much higher proportions of clinicians reporting 

cases, including Iowa (.62), Montana (.60), Mississippi (.57), Utah (.56), and Tennessee 

(.54). In contrast, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Arkansas, Hawaii, the District of 

- Columbia, and North and South Dakota all had proportions below .20. The proportions do 

not seem to be systematically related to size of state or part of the country. 

The longer survey questionnaire, sent to all respondents who reported having one or 

more cases, covered more issues than we can discuss here: For example, we asked 

respondents to provide information regarding the number of cases: types of case features, 

years and states in which the abuse occurred, characteristics of the victims and perpetrators, 

setting of the abuse (including its possible relation to parental custody disputes), the victims’ 

DSM-III diagnoses, legal pursuit and outcome of the case, and so on. We also asked 

explicitly whether the respondent thought the reported abuse had actually occurred and 

whether the ritualistic or religion-related elements were authentic. Finally, we asked whether 

the respondent had attended workshops or seminars dealing with ritualistic abuse. 

Of the 801 clinicians who retumed a sidsteard saying they have encountered at least 

one ritualistic or religion-related case, 641 of them have so far been sent the longer survey 

questionnaire. Of these, 208 have been returned and 192 have been entered into our data 

file. The 192 respondents on whose data the present report is based have personally 

encountered 179 adult ritual cases, 111 adult religion-related cases, 167 child ritual cases, 

and 122 child religion-related cases. We asked them to describe up to eight cases in detail-- 

all of the cases they had personally encountered, if less than nine; or eight representative 

cases if more than eight had been encountered. 
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Second Transparency 

The most frequently checked case features constitute a Prototype of ritualistic and 

religion-related cases. The second transparency shows the most and least common ritualistic 

features (i.¢., features of cases that had at least one ritualistic feature and no religion-related 

features). The most common is “ritualistic abuse involving forced participation in, or 

observation of, sexual practices" (characteristic of 56% of ritualistic cases). The next most 

common is "practice or behavior repeated in a prescribed manner" (characteristic of 50% of 

ritualistic cases). Also common are “abuse by a member of a cult-like group" (47% of 

ritualistic cases), “abuse related to symbols associated with the devil" (44%), and “abuse 

involving actual or staged sacrifice or killing of humans" (40%). The least common features 

of ritualistic cases are: “abuse related to the breeding of infants for ritual sacrifice" (11%), 

“abuse involving actual or staged cannibalism" (15%), and “ritualistic abuse involving child 

pornography" (19%), 

The results for religion-related cases is shown in the third transparency. (A case was 

defined as religion-related if it had one or more of the four religion-related features and no 

more than three additional features.) The most common feature of religion-related cases was 

“abuse by religious professionals” (58%). The next most common was “abuse committed in 

a religious setting, a religious school, or a religious daycare center” (38%). Relatively 
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uncommon were “abuse related to attempts to rid a child of the devil or evil spirits” (24%) 

and “abuse involving withholding of medical care for religious reasons" (14%). When a 

religious case had additional features that were not Specifically religious, they tended to 

include abuse by member(s) of a cult-like group and/or abuse involving forced participation 

in, or observation of, sexual practices. As you can see in the lower part of the table, these 

features were not very common in teligion-related cases. 

Fourth Transparency 

One of our goals was to compare the features of child and adult-survivor cases. If we 

assume, as many people seem to do, that these different kinds of cases Provide two windows 

on the same phenomenon, each with its advantages and disadvantages from an evidential 

standpoint, the features obtained from the two sources should be Similar. The next 

transparency compares child and adult cases on some of the more controversial ritualistic 

features. As you can see, adult-survivor cases more often include these florid features. For 

example, 44% of adult cases but only 16% of child cases involve torture of humans; 61% of 

adult cases but only 37% of child cases involve abuse by members of a cult; and 50% of 

adult cases but only 31% of child cases involve human sacrifice. As shown at the bottom of 

the table, adult survivors are also more likely than children to exhibit certain extreme clinical 

features: severe amnesia, dissociation, and multiple personality disorder. This may be 

partly because of the greater frequency of diagnosing such symptoms in adults, but that 

would not explain the general severity of the adult experiences indicated by the other 

features, 
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Cases), the perpetrator was convicted of some offense, although not necessarily an offense 

confirming the ritual allegations. In general, then, there is not much legal confirmation of 
the ritual claims; however, this does not necessarily mean all Teports are invalid. In many of 

the adult cases especially, no allegations were made in a manner or at a time that would have 
led to legal proceedings. 

~~~. 

Sixth Transparency 

We also asked respondents what they accepted as evidence for the ritualistic nature of 

the abuse. The answers were quite diverse, but most of them could be placed into three 

categories: (1) evidence that emerged in therapy, such as flashbacks, reactions to so-called 

"tigger" stimuli, post-traumatic play, and dramatic expressions of emotion; (2) physical or 

other corroborative evidence of some kind (e.g., tatoos on a child, letters and diaries, 

photographs, videotapes, satanic books and artifacts, perpetrator confessions); and (3) no 

evidence other than the client’s claims. Fifty-seven percent of child cases were backed only 

by therapeutic evidence; 30% were backed by physical evidence or corroboration of some 

Kind; 13% were based on no evidence other than a child’s story. Fifty percent of adult cases — 

were backed by therapeutic evidence; 15% by more tangible evidence; 35% by no evidence 

beyond the adult’s claims. Overall, the overwhelming majority of the ritualistic claims, 

especially in adult survivor cases, are believed by therapists because of experiences they have 

had with clients in therapy. 

Tt has been suggested that clinicians leam at workshops and seminars to identify cases 

as involving ritualistic abuse and then begin to encounter what they believe are such cases 

_14 - 
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(Mulhern, 1991). On our survey, respondents indicated whether or not they had attended "a 

lecture, seminar, or workshop concerned with ritualistic child abuse." Overall, 54% of 

Tespondents reporting one or more cases had attended such training events. We computed 

the average number of ritualistic cases reported by clinicians who had, or had not, attended 

Titual abuse workshops. Those who had attended workshops reported more than twice as 

many cases (M = 2.01) as those who had not attended (M = .76), a statistically significant 

difference, t(179) = 3.89, p < .001. Thus, there is a connection between encountering 

ritualistic cases and attending, or having attended, a relevant workshop; but it is not clear 

which influences the other. If a client alleged having been Titualistically abused, it would not 

be surprising for the clinician to seek relevant information through workshops and seminars. 

Finally, we examined some contextual variables that might have been related to 

reports of ritualistic child abuse. Certain highly publicized cases, such as the McMartin 

Preschool case in Manhattan Beach, California, and many cases involving custody battles 

have led people to believe that daycare settings and custody disputes are closely related to 

claims of ritualistic abuse. Our results dispute these stereotypes; ritualistic features were no 

more common in custody-dispute and daycare cases than in other kinds of cases. 

What do we make of these preliminary results? First, less than a third of APA 

clinical psychologists have encountered cases of ritualistic or religion-related abuse during the 

past decade. Second, among those who have encountered cases, the definition of ritualistic 

abuse varies. The two most common features--forced participation in sexual activities and 

abuse repeated in a prescribed manner--have no necessary connection with satanism, the issue 

that makes ritualistic abuse such a volatile topic. On the other hand, 44% of cases viewed as 
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Titualistic do include symbols or objects associated with the devil, a fact that needs to be 
explained by skeptics. Third, the most extreme and bizarre features of Titualistic abuse occur 
more frequently in adult-survivor than in child cases. Adult-survivor cases often involve 
patients with extreme dissociative disorders and Benerate little in the way of physical or legal 
evidence, It is possible that some of these disturbed adults are Susceptible to believing in a 
history of abuse that is not based in reality (Ganaway, 1989). Fourth, a few clinical 
psychologists account for a huge proportion of all ritual case Treports. Possible causes for 
this disproportionate reporting pattern need to be explored. Fifth, almost all clinical 
Psychologists who reported any ritualistic or religion-related cases believe their clients’ 
stories on the basis of their clients’ dramatic emotions and clinical symptoms, even though 
there is often no external evidence for them. 

None of our descriptive evidence Proves that ritualistic child abuse does or does not 
exist, but it clarifies the nature of the allegations and pinpoints areas for further investigation. 
For example, it seems from responses to our questionnaire that many kinds of abuse now 
classified as ritualistic have nothing to do with supematural claims or with nationally 

organized cults. It has proved socially dangerous to combine such different phenomena as 
abuse by a compulsive, demented individual and ideologically motivated abuse inflicted by 
religious or satanic cult members. The term "ritualistic" is too loose and emotionally loaded 
to serve as a professional diagnostic category. Our data suggests that clearer, empirically- 
based descriptive categories for abuse claims may be established. 

Finally, we would be especially interested in examining recordings of therapy sessions 
involving clinicians’ with ritual cases. And, we would also like to explore further the 
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connection between workshop attendance and the resulting propensity to recognize formerly 

unnoticed or unclassifiable evidence of ritualistic abuse. Clarification of these and related 

issues is necessary if we are to understand the phenomenon called ritualistic child abuse. 
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SUMMARY OF APA CLINICAN POSTCARD SURVEY RESPONSES 

6,000 Original sample 

(5,891 Valid sample) 

2,709 returned: 
46% response rate 

| 

Le 
Reported at Least One Case Reported No Cases 

801 (30%) 
1,908 (70%) 

5,731 Cases Reported: 

58% child 
40% ritual 42% adult survivors 60% religion-related 

Transparency L. 
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PROTOTYPE OF RITUALISTIC CASES 

Most Common Features: 

Ritualistic abuse involving forced participation in or 
observation of sexual practices 

Abuse related to any practice or behavior repeated ina 
prescribed manner (including prayers, chants, 
incantations, wearing of special costumes) 

Abuse by a member or members of any cult-like 
group in which members feel compelled to follow the 
orders of a leader or leaders 

Abuse related to symbols (e. g., 666, inverted pentagrams, 
inverted or broken crosses), invocations, costumes, 
beliefs, etc. associated with the devil 

Abuse involving actual or Staged sacrifice or killing of 
humans 

Least Common Features: 

Abuse involving actual or staged torture of humans 

Ritualistic abuse involving drugs 

Ritualistic abuse involving child pornography 

Abuse involving actual or staged cannibalism 

Abuse related to the "breeding" of infants for ritual 
sacrifice 

Transparency 2, SS Sb - 
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PROT E OF RELIGION-RELATED CASE 

Most Common Features: 

% Cases: 

58% Abuse by religious professionals such as priests, 

rabbis, or ministers 

38% Abuse committed in a religious setting, a 

religious school, or a religious daycare 

center 

24% Abuse related to attempts to rid a child of the 

devil or evil spirits 

14% Abuse involving the withholding of medical care 

for religious reasons, resulting in harm to a 

child 

Additional Features Less Frequently Indicated: 

8% Abuse disclosed by an individual with a 

dissociative or multiple personality disorder 

traceable to earlier ritualistic or religious 

abuse 

6% Abuse by a member or members of any cult-like 

group in which members feel compelled to 

follow the orders of a leader or leaders 

5% Ritualistic abuse involving forced participation in 

or observation of sexual practices 
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Features 

Abuse by member(s) 
of any cult-like group 

Abuse involving sacrifice 
or killing of humans 

Abuse involving 
torture of humans 

Abuse disclosed by an 
individual with a 
dissociative or MPD 
disorder traceable to 
earlier abuse 

Ritualistic abuse resulting 
in amnesic periods or 
preoccupation with dates 

hil 

% Child Cases % Adult Cases 

36.7 

31.3 

15.6 

12.5 

7.8 
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" Features % Child Cases % Adult Cases X~ 

Abuse involving withholding 14.3 14.0 .002 

of medical care 
for religious reasons 

Abuse related to attempts 27.0 | 21.1 57 

to rid a child of the devil 

Abuse by religious 44.4 71.9 9.25 

professionals such as 

priests, rabbis, or ministers 

Abuse committed in a 41.3 35.1 48 

religious setting, 

religious school, or 

religious daycare center 



Kathy K. Snowden, L.C.S.W. 
Richoond Psychotherapy Associates 

1506 Willow Lawn Drive, Suite 209 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 

(804) 282-4224 

SATANIC COLT RITUAL ABUSE 

Werning: This material is intended for professionals involved 
with ritual abuse survivors. I strongly caution against 
Siving this and other explicit ritual abuse information 
to survivors who have not yet extensively uncovered 
their own memories of cult involvement. My ritually 
abused clients have taught me that it was difficult 

enough for them to trust their own memories without 

worrying if they were influenced by prior reading of 

related information. 

This handout presumes some previous education regarding Satanic cult 
history, beliefs, and societal indicators of ritual abuse practices. 
It is an overview of key issues relevant to intervention with ritual 
abuse survivors who grew up with extensive involvement in orthodox or 
traditional Satanism. “Spiritual intervention” with survivors is quite 
controversial and beyond the scope of material presented here. [It is 
essential for the reader to differentiate between varying degrees of 
involvement in Satanism (e.g. dabblers, self styled, public Satanic 
churches, orthodox). Beginning assessment of degree of involvement may 
be based on apparent, level of secrecy, with the orthodox end of the 
continuum being the most secret and apparently the most widely 

networked, organized, and ritualized. Survivors of orthodox Satanisc 

all over North America have similar reports of a religious network 
characterized by a belief system which includes sacrificing humans and 

routine torture of children in worship of Satan as the primary diety. 

Survivors further report that orthodox Satanists continuously seex new 
“recruits” (children, adolescents, adults) to be used by the cult. 
However, inner circle positions involving knowledge of the larger 

heirarchical network will generally be held only by those born into the 

cult or indoctrinated at a young age. 

Regardless of your professional role with survivors, colleagues/ 
family/friends may be quite judgmental of your belief in multiple 

personality disorder (MPD) or ritual abuse practices in certain Satanic 

groups. Skepticism is a common initial reaction (I certainly went 
through this phase), try not to take it personally. The herror of 
these survivor reports make them very hard to believe without extensive 

personal involvement with survivors. A certain degree of skepticism 

also serves to prevent “over-identifying” some symptoms as evidence of 

ritual abuse. Satanic cult ritual abuse of children and adolescents 

represents a quantum leap from even the most horrible child abuse you 

most likely havg/ been in contact with. 
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Hany individuals are presenting themselves as experts reesrding & 

cult ritual sbuse. At this time ve are all ina learning proeess 

certainty do not consider myself an expert in this areca. Pp Rae 

knowingly treated a number of adult survivors since 1985 All af 

clients have evidenced severe dissociative disorders, primarily MPD. 

Any professional working with ritual abuse survivors needs to be 

collaborating with other similar professionals in the country and not 

drawing conclusions based on very small personal samples of survivors. 

As you attend future training in this area, I urge you to inquire as to 

the specific experience level of each presenter. 

tant 

anc 

my 

Role of Ritual Abuse in the Cul
t 

Abuse and torture of children, adolescents and adults is continuous, 

begins at birth, and is concentrated at younger ages to ensure cult 

control over the individual. Children destined to be programmed for 

important roles are selected very early in life generally based on 

bloodlines and some degree of toughness. Although these children live 

in terror of being killed, the cult is careful to keep them alive while 

sacrificing many other children deemed disposable to the cult. . Another 

category of child is selected for life as a “slave”, to be usec and 

abused by the cult with no programming for higher position. Often the 

birth of these children 4s not recorded and they have limited contact 

with the non-cult world. The important children are made to abuse and 

kill the other children as part of their training. Parents ara, 

expected to abuse and even kill and consume their own children (first 

born sons are usually sacrificed), perceiving this as an honor. 

rthodox Satanism, values of the non-cult 

world are totally reversed. Children are taught that pain, torture and 

killing are “good” and pleasing to Satan. Conversely, caring and 

consideration would be considered very bad and would result in more 

torture to “get the evil out of the child". Even more confusing is the 

possibility that cult good behavior .will be “rewarded” with more pain, 

or that the child may be taught to beg for more pain and torture. 

Aside from rituals, the cult seems to utilize “planned inconsistency” 

in administering abuse to children contributing to a constant state of 

terror. Needless to say, the cult child who must also attend pubdlic 

school, will be living a split life of totally opposite valves. 

Within the belief system of o 

Although much of the torture {is ritualized, the cult believes that 

torture and pain release energy into the circle and increase the 

spiritual power, therefore non-ritualized torture is also common. 

These Satanists believe that rituals must be precisely completed as 

prescribed in order to prevent the. wrath of Satan and his demons. 

Children are carefully prepared for rituals via a precise regimen of 

previous abuse generally administered one on one or ina very small 

group. Each important child is assigned a mentor who coaches the chile 

for participation in rituals. 

Ritual child abuse is quite different from “normal child abuse” in tha 

the perpetrators are not merely acting out psychopathology or 

unresolved rage from their own childhood abuse. Cult abusers are 
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following prescribed ways of preparing children for cult membership and 
receptivity to Satan's demands. The following goals of ritual abuse 
are conscious and distinguish it from more commonly recognized child 
2duse: 

- Specifically promotes certain forms of dissociation which vill 
result in splitting or fragmentation of self identity. This 
increases susceptibility to cult control (to be elaborated upon 
later) and is believed to foster astral projection (out of body 
experiences) which is an important ability to develop in the 
cult. 

-Targets the elimination of all spontaneous emotional feelings 
or even a unique sense of self. Basically the cult wants to 
create “robots” to be programmed and directed according to cult 

rules and purposes. Emotions are only to be elicited at the 
convenience of the cult in service of certain tasks or 
learnings. 

-Targets the young child's complete loss of faith in anything 
good or safe in society. 

-Purposefully interferes with important early developmental 
Processes such as object constancy and promotes a perpetual 
fear of abandonment. The cult intervenes often with infants 
and toddlers to destroy basic attachments (switching mother 
figures) which would normally promote internal security™ 

-Ensures the longevity of the cult by utilizing brainwashing 
techniques resulting in periods of amnesia for cult involvement 
while guaranteeing cult control. Free will has no place in 
orthodox Satanism, and the cult does not allow members to leave 
without significant retaliation. 

Iypes_of abuse and torture 

i in small places often with sensory deprivation: 
“black hole/pit”, cage, coffin or grave. Often the container is filled 

with bones or a body(animal or human), snakes, spiders, etc. Children 
are told that worms will eat their brains out. Often they are left for 
days in absolute filth. This abuse is involved in significant rituals 
or may be utilized as punishment. Being reborn into Satanism (hauled 
out of live Burial) through symbolic death is a standard ritual for 
children. 

Sexual torture: is continuous and almost always with multiple 
perpetrators (both male and female) as well as trained animals. Infants 
and toddlers are physically prepared for later sexual abuse with 
objects forced into every body opening. The role of the mother figure 
is crucial in this early sexual abuse preparation. Sexual rituals are 
common and generally involve the letting of blood (girls are cut 
vaginally, boys cut on the penis). “Sexual orgies” among cult members 

always involve the balance of pleasure with pain to serve Satan. Girls 
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are impregnated as early as possible, and are taught that Unanestheti ze; abortions are an honor. . 

2 
vaic epriy { : chronic disruption of sleep, starvation, 

excessive exposure to heat or cold. This breaks down resistance and increases susceptibility to brainwashing. 

i: for children this may be real (adult hand guides child's hand to stab baby) or staged (the victim Was already dead, or child's participation was suggested under hypnosis). Child 4s then labeled a murderer, unlovable, a criminal who will be locked up by the police, crazy and awaiting psychiatric lock up. Oltimately, many of the children will be Programmed to murder for the cult on cue. They are taught by “trainers” how to kill, collect blood, and skin victims. Even high level “trainers” still go through continuous torture in order to Stay vicious. 

sv i : children are often routinely taken to an actual ‘psychotherapist (cult member) or a person posing as one. Routine . “psychotherapeutic behaviors” are associated with pain and fear, thus effectively sabotaging legitimate therapy for the survivor in the | future. Some survivors also report being locked up and restrained in “psychiatric hospitals” or undergoing ECT as children. 

Vv i targeted at destroying child's self esteem and self confidence. Standard caring societal messages (I love you, you're special) are linked with torture and abandonment. A child is ordered to complete a paradoxical or impossible task, then is tortured for not following orders or is blamed for the torture or murder of another child. Children are told they are worthless, dirty, stupid, ugly, evil... and are lucky the cult will keep them. 

often in real or staged Christian churches, 
future acceptance of Christianity (even 
squerade as active Christians), always 

emphasizing control of child by Satan and his demons. Children are 
raped with symbolic Christian objects and are told that Jesus approves and believes they are bad. Rituals. invélving the insertion of eyeballs 
into the vagina or rectum symbolize that demons are inside the child 
always watching. Children are “placed under numerous curses” during 
rituals. Especially important to uncover is the “curse of silence” 
(if they tell of the cult, they and the non-cult listener will die). 
Although special children are taught they can develop great powers by 
serving Satan, fear ‘of the diety's rage seems to predominate the belief 
system. Most of the cult abuse is intertwined with religious dogma. 
Male and female children and adults are “married to Satan” (who is 
considered bisexual) at various ages. 

e 

always targeted against any 
though many cult families ma 

mutilation/marking the body for 
Satan, drawing blood, hanging by arms or feet, tubal insertion in body opening to allow for fluids to be introduced, electric shock to spine/knees, dragging with rope or leash around neck , generally being treated like an animal, immersion in feces/blood buckets/urine, 
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pulling/drilling teeth, being burned (trial by fire), blood 
transfusions and skin grafts from sacrificial victims. 

begins in infancy, is routinely a Part of genera] 
brainwashing and rituals. Drugs are very sophisticated and often 
administered by medical professionals. (IV, IM, gas masks, orally) 
Most survivors report that drugs are administered through cranial burr 
holes as well. The effects of drugs are complex such as resulting in 
Paralysis from the neck down, and are very carefully induced. Some 
ritual torture need not be fully experienced by the child, and simply 
serves symbolic or spiritual purposes. The cult also uses sodium 
amytal to gain information. 

Brainvashing: often in conjunction with drugs, is sophisticated 
hypnosis which involves the associative pairing of induced pain/terror 
+ the cult message + the trigger cue(s). Trigger cues are planted in 
the unconscious and are too numerous to list. They are later utilized 
by the cult to control the survivor without his or her conscious 
avareness. (visual symbols on greeting cards, flower colors and 
arrangements, common hand gestures, verbal Phrases, body postures, 
facial movements). Brainwashing is an integral part of ritual abuse 
and cult indoctrination, and also serves to create amnesia for cult 
information such as names, places, etc., thus protecting cult secrecy. 
Hypnotic introduction of visual images during abuse can hamper ldter 
therapeutic efforts to uncover accurate memories. 

Drug abuse: 

—_ 

i i particularly common via suffocation torture, 
near drownings (head is held under water). These are utilized for 
punishment, to promote” out of body experiences”, and are a common part 
ef certain rituals. Victims may be resuscitated with oxygen. 

id‘ material: this is e e 
routine and is generally force fed or given to child as a trick, 
concealed as something else after the child has been starved for days. 
“Ritual meals” of blood, flesh, semen, urine, etc., are consumed by all 
cult members during sacrifices to-Satan. (these are some of the most 
difficult memories for survivors to uncover, and are generally 
accompanied by nausea and vomiting.) It is quite common for survivors 
to be very suspicious of food in general and to avoid many food types 
due to color or texture. Some survivors seem anorexic and others 
compulsively eat to combat “taste memories”. 

i “hb “i dead snakes, rats, objects are 
seemingly pulled. from between the legs of small girls who are told they 
are giving birth to’ bad, rotten things. This serves to practice : 
birthing and also is more “evidence” of how bad they are inside and 
need to be purified (by more abuse). 

itive c i opposites are constantly reconciled in 
cult behavior and training (be obedient/rebel, sex without pain is 
not pleasure, love and hate are the same, black is white, ugly is 
Pretty, left is right). Children learm that none of society's concepts 
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are stable and often represent their Opposite. The child must split inside to function within this cult confusion vs. the non-cult world. Cult families frequently evidence different rules at home VS. at cule &atherings. 

importance of Dissociation within Cult 

In my opinion, it would be impossible for a survivor of orthodox Satanism not to develop some form of dissociative disorder. The more extensive the cult involvement and the earlier the age of initial . exposure, the more entrenched the dissociative disorder will be. The most severe disorder (which is almost routine among adult survivors) is a complex form of multiple personality disorder (MPD). Due to cult injunctions regarding secrecy, intemal splittings, fragments, or personalities may evidence quite subtle presentations and are difficult to diagnose. The cult's very survival as a clandestine organization depends upon maintaining the dissociative splits of those members destined to survive and function in the non-cult world (vs. being held hostage or sacrificed). Obviously, when high level cult leaders assume total responsibility for their positions (usually at age 41), certain of their personalities become completely dominant and they then live their lives consciously aware of their cult role. 

. The form of MPD found among survivors differs somewhat from “regular MPD” in that the perpetrators traumatize children to consciously induce . amnesic barriers and different personalities to handle differert tasks ; invservice of the cult.» Normally, it is believed-that MPD develops as ‘a ‘self ‘generated defense*against overwhelming “trauma to the Person. ©. Conscious awareness of traumatic experiences 4s altered to some degree as the trauma is split off or internally compartmentalized, thus forming personalities, fragments or memory traces, etc. Ritual abuse MPD seems to develop : 1) as a self generated defense system, & 2) as Prescribed and induced by cult rituals and brainwashing. Examples and issues relevant to cult induced MPP, are as follows: 

“The survivor child may ‘be paired with a disposable child to promote bonding. Then the disposable child is sacrificed and the survivor 1s called by the dead child's name, given ; transfusions/grafts from dead child, and is forced to consune body parts of the dead child. This Process also occurs with siblings. The survivor child may also contribute to incorporating ‘the-identity of the dead child to decrease ‘survivor guilt and the. recurring aloneness. 

~Other cult names will be associated With-certain programmed tasks (killing,’ maiming) and their related trigger cues. Some Personalities will refuse to be called:.by names (in therapy), perceiving names as giving others control over them. It is‘'’ routine for cult children to be called ‘by distinctly different mames at different times. Some names are. purely symbolic; form of spelling the name is used as a visual cue and is more important than the sound of the name to a non-cult Person, the 



name may signify a demon or ritual. Certain named Personalities 
have been subjected to more precise programming and are most 
susceptible to cult control later on {n life... these 
personalities are essential to uncover in therapy and most 
likely will be hidden from other more accessible personslities 
in the beginning of therapy. 

~One of the processes clinically believed to contribute to 
internal splitting is inconsistent environmental response to the 
same behavior. The cult constantly changes responses (except 
during rituals) to the same behaviors, which results in the 

child having no self perceived impact at all upon relationship 
interaction. 

-The trauma experienced by survivors is so extreme that the 
memory of one event may be split between numerous personalities 
or fragments. The resulting dissociative disorder is being 
termed “polyfragmented MPD". The cult also programs various 
Personalities to be mute, deaf, blind, etc., so as to fragment 
the memory of ritual participation and therefore fragment 
possible future integrated recall and disclosure of cult 
activities.(e.g. survivor will not remember names, faces, or 
‘locations at first) 

-Those cult children who fail to adequately dissociate and who 
become psychotic are generally killed. Psychotic childwen could 
not perform ritual tasks adequately and might risk exposure of 
the cult by calling attention to themselves outside the cult. 
Young children in the cult could be perceived as psychotic by a 
therapist unaware of ritual abuse. Even an older child or 
adolescent may be diagnosed as having a psychotic break if a net 
personality reveals and communicates classic cult behavior and 
reasoning. Misdiagnosis of ritual abuse symptoms of course is 
helpful to maintaining the success of the cult. 

-The more a survivor in therapy integrates various personalities 
or splittings, the greater the threat to the cult because the 
cult will have decreased ability to control the survivor simply 
by activating various personalities. If the survivor is 
Particularly important to the cult, this is the point in the 
survivor's recovery process when blatant cult retaliation 
against the survivor may occur (abductions, redoing rituals with 
heavy drug.use, increased involvement of the mother figure 
attempting to reactivate family loyalty, threats to kill any 

helping persons). 

-Initially,-most adult survivors evidence a high level of amnesic 
barriers between personalities. It would’ be possible for some 

Personalities to be involved in therapy, with the police, and 
with conversion to Christianity - while other personalities 
(unknown to the therapist or to those personalities seeking 
help) are easily cult activated and involved in ongoing ritual 
Participation. Without secure residential facilities designed 
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to work with ritual abuse survivors and to block cult contact, 
it is impossible to prevent this “playing both sides of the 
Pence”. Active cuit interference 12 difftculizt to believe ane ts 
deal with in therapy. It is useless and in fact probably 
damaging to the therapeutic relationship to confront the 

survivor with this possibility. He or she would be tnsulted and 
deeply hurt. Even though your client(s) may be an exception to 
the above possibility, I suggest you consider the following: 

-Anything you work on in therapy may be known to the cult 

which also uses hypnosis and various drugs to gain 

information. 

-The cult may try to use your client to harm you physically 

or professionally. A slow and steady development of 

therapeutic alliance with numerous personalities will help 
here to counter the cult's influence. 

-Therapeutic impasses may be attributed to cult sabotage of 

therapy. 

-Your client could be used without knowing it to feed - 

misinformation regarding the cult to the police or to you. 

I caution the police to be wary of too much information 
shared too easily, unless a survivor has been involvéd in 

extensive treatment focusing on their cult history. Most 

survivors uncover memories in layers corresponding to their 

degree of integration. This uncovering process can be 

confusing to police unfamiliar with dissociative disorders 
and ritual abuse. 

-It is quite probable that many-of the survivor’s friends and 

acquaintances are cult involved, monitor your client, and 

consciously or unconsciously report back to the cult. 

~If your client was born into the cult and has living 

children, it is extremely likely that these children have 

been or are being ritually abused even by their parent. 

Again, unless your client has undergone significant 

integration of separated parts of the self, he or she woulc 

not be aware of perpetrating abuse. 

issues relating to child surytyors 

Protective services issues are extremely difficult with generational 

cult involvement. Psychotherapy aimed at reducing a child’s 
dissociative defenses -or integrating personalities is contraindicated 
unless the child's protective services removal seems possible. A rare 
alternative.to the child's removal from parental custody would be a 
family residential treatment facility capable of blocking cult access 

and adequately protecting cult children. : 



f the school refers the child for treatment, cult parents (or friends 
f the parents) may be sophisticated consumers of the mental health 

em and may encumber evaluative efforts chile playing the role of vate 

concerned parents. 

Parents may be cult controlled multiples themselves and be consciously 
unaware of otm participation in the abuse of own children. Look for 

symptoms of ritual abuse or dissociative disorder in the parents. 

Generational cult children will at times present like healthy well 
adjusted children. This is possible due to dissociative abilities and 
makes an abusive history seem doubtful to judges and others who might 
interview the children. 

The easiest child survivors to spot will be showing blatant behaviors 
suggestive of ritual abuse (playing dismemberment of dolls, etc.). 
Several check lists of these symptoms exist (by Tina Grossman, CSW; 
Catherine Gould, PhD). It is important to understand that children 

born into orthodox Satanism (vs those suffering extrafamilial cult 
abuse) will most likely have developed dissociative splits prior to age 
6, and will not be evidencing such obvious symptoms of cult abuse. 

Refer to Tina Grossman's paper for indicators of dissociative disorders 
in children. 

General Guidelines for Treatment of Adult Survivors 

Be honest at all times. This does not mean disclosing all that you know 
early in treatment. 

It's your responsibility to set limits on time. Survivors will] have 
little sense of clock time due to dissociation. Meeting the needs of 
survivors is totally impossible, although most helpers try at first to 
do this. It is important to take care of yourself to avoid burnout. 

Follow through with commitments. If you say you'll call on Wednesday, 
do call even if you have to say you really don't have time to talk now 

and will call later. 

Plan on a long haul. Things do not improve rapidly with adult 
survivors. Generally treatment continues over several years. 
client gets involved with a church support team or other resource 
persons, emphasize to these individuals the importance of longterm 
commitment with limit setting. It is common for well meaning support” 
persons to be intensely involved for a while and to then cut off 
abruptly from the survivor due to burnout. 

If your 

Focus on positives not just the horrible memories. Look for positives 
in their reactions to memories of abuse (just having own feelings is 
important). It ts easy to loose a sense of balance and for treatment 
to develop a totally negative focus. If possible, take periodic breaks 
from working to uncover memories. 
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If your client is working with the police, or involved vith @ religion: 
support team, it is important to negotiate a clear agreement abour 

confidentiality in the therapeutic relationship. Support persons wijl 

be inclined to call you, and at times it may be appropriate to nave 

more flexible or more rigid boundaries around the treatment. Survivor 

are used to everyone in the cult being in collusion against them. 

There is no privacy and no boundaries within the cult. Try to keep 

your role as therapist clear. 

If your client chooses to give information to the police, discuss the 

following with your client first: 

-Host local police departments cannot possibly provide a witness 

protection program for the survivor, regardless of how extensive 

and high level their cult information is. Cult retaliation for 

working with the police will be predictable, and most police 

departments do not have the manpover to provide routine 
surveillance even on Satanic holidays. 

-Most local police departments are just learning about Satanic 

cult criminal activity and have not made investigating reports o: 

survivors a significant priority. The police must respond to th 

‘priority demands of the community at large, and ritual abuse is 

not yet a priority in most communities. 3 

-Survivors may be willing to risk their life pressing charges 

against high level Satanists, only to find that the polTce or 

district attorney do not consider them a credible witness due to 

their history of psychiatric treatment, unstable level of 

functioning, and possiible susceptibility to cult control 

-The survivor may begin to feel like a data bank being used by th 

police even if he or she initiated the process. Often the 

officers who are knowledgeable and involved in actual 

interviewing of survivors get iittie backup from superiors who 

are responding to multiple demands for manpower. The survivor 

will blame the officer interviewing him/her and interpret lack o: 

follow through as a major betrayal. 

-Survivor reports of numereous murders committed 20-30 years prio. 

and committed by “respected professionals in the community” are 

extremely difficult to successfully prosecute in court. 

The worst possible outcome of a survivor working with the police and a 

therapist would be constant cult abduction and torture with little 

police effort to apprehend the perpetrators. There are individuals in 

the country who will assist survivors in relocating and changing their 

identities. Survivors programmed to assume high roles are considered 

property of the cult and irreplaceable investments... thus, killing 

them for defecting is a last result if efforts to reclaim them fail. 

Impact of Survivor Treatment Upon the Therapist 

As a.therapist, you need a supportive network familiar with Satanic cu 
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ritual abuse. If you do not express your own horror,exhaustion, anger, and sense of having gone erazy,-you will most likely begin to suffer from post traumatic stress syndrome yourself. 

Given the potential danger you are Placing yourself in, it is important for you to establish a trusting relationship with a law enforcement official - even if your clients are not actively involved with the Police. If the cult perceives you as working in total isolation, they will most likely intensify efforts to induce fear in you. Be careful 4n choosing the officer you work with (network with contacts in other areas to get recommendations) because reports of police involved in orthodox Satanism are unfortunately common. 

Most therapists experience intense fear and ‘paranoia when they 
initially begin to believe the reports of their ritually abused 
clients. It 4s important to control your own fear, or the cult will play on your fear. I do not want to minimize the danger of this cult 
or that you will be considered a threat by the cult if you develop a reputation for treating survivors. The cult leaders will know who you are before you know about them. I recommend some level of public 
openness about your involvement in treating survivors. If you can 
tolerate the possible criticism by other professionals and are ready ty receive numerous calls from individuals seeking consultations, going public seems to provide some measure of safety. : Zari 

The decision makers in this cult control all moves of lower level members and are very calculated and sophisticated thinkers committed to maintaining cult secrecy. Cult violence 4s not randon:: The cult above :all.wants-the community to: believe reports of. cult ‘criminal acts are hysterical: and ludicrous... If-you are harrassed in obvious ways 
indicating cult patterns, this verifies survivor reports. Your clients will most likely face frequent threats of your death. 

You might experience the following cult harrassment, which will be 
efforts to.increase your fear yet vague enough to preclude police 
intervention: , 

~Your. phones appearing to be tapped due to extreme static or 
peculiar sounds which occur only when you are talking to ritual abuse contacts. 

WNusakous hang up-calls-at your home between midnight and 3 AM. 

s-Vague but shetous eiicvellance of your office*or home. 

SThreatening sotes or letters sent to you or left on your car. 

‘<Bftorts to refer cult. tplants” to you as néw clients. 

Dead birds or other objects left at your house/office. 

Minor recurrent problems with your car which vaguely suggest 
tampering. 

KKE/1986 
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1000 W. Carson St, 
Torrance, CA 90509 

October 26, 1988 (Revised March 16, 1989) 

Committee on Child Abuse Prevention 
State Social Services Advisory Board 
744 P Street, Mail Station 17-01 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Committee Members: 

From a perspective of 22 years as a community psychiatrist with some 15 
years subspecialty interest in child sexual abuse, I believe that ritualized 
abuse of children is the most serfous threat to children and to society that we 
must face in our lifetime. The fact that we have not faced this threat, and 
that we allow it to be explained away by uninformed skeptics makes an imposing 
but manageable threat virtually unimaginable and uncontainable. The failure of 
the criminal justice system to acknowledge this threat places the responsibility 
on social service and health service agencies to define and to respond to the 
needs of present and future victims, their families, and a society increasingly 
burdened by the costs of official indifference. The threat involves not just 
the terrorizing of untold numbers of children, and not just the invasion and 
destruction of as many victim families; this is an assault on the orderly fabric 
of society and a menace to the mental health and physical safety of future 
generations. A more immediate tragedy is the backlash effect of this 
unrecognized crime on child victims of all other sexual crimes, The arguments 
which discredit the complaints of ritually abused children as fantastic are used 
increasingly to humiliate not only the victims of other sex crimes but also the 

parents investigators and clinicians who attempt to protect and heal those 
children. 

Such alarms deserve responsible documentation, Following is a brief 
summary of the observations which have led to my concerns. 

1. Numbers of complaining children 

I have been personally involved as a consultant in some 50 cases of 
multivictim, multisuspect cases with indications of ritualized, possibly satanic 
abuse. These cases have emerged in every section of the nation over a timespan 
from 1982 through the present, ranging from dozens to hundreds of putative 
victims at each center. Besides those 50 cases which I have studied in some 
depth there are other cases named and described to me by professionals who were 
familiar with them, There are certainly others I have not heard of, and 
presumably others that have not, and may never come to any adult recognition. 
Some of the 50 cases are counted within the Finkelhor-Meyer study (1, excerpts 
attached) while others, especially those never charged nor officially validated, 
are not examined in the study. 

By any accounting, there are no less than 1000 children who have stated 
their involvement in ritualistic systems, The bizarre and very frightening 
quality of the experience the children describe seems to preclude responsible 
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interest or intelligent concern for the meaning of those reports. Believers 
become panicked with fear of the unknown, while skeptics insist that the claims 
are patently absurd and that the believers are invoking an expanding and 
dangerous hysteria, Even if the complaints were less ominous, the prejudicial 
discrediting of so many crime comptaints would be barbaric. Considering the 
implications if even the least of the atrocious allegations are true, our 
paralysis in the face of such warnings is inhuman, 

The implications for California are particularly grotesque. With seven 
South Bay cases and one each in Covina, £1 Monte, Long Beach, Whittier and Pico 
Rivera (all in Los Angeles County), at least one in San Diego County, several in 
Orange County, several in Kern County, as well as the notorious (and uncharged) 
cases in San Francisco, Berkeley, Sacramento and Fort Bragg we may have as many 
as half of the victims suspected in the entire nation. 

2. Consistency of complaints 

While the complaints in these cases are bizarre and contradictory to 
earlier concepts of sexual interest in children, they are, as a group, 
stereotypic. This consistency is documented in the federally sponsored Sexual 
Abuse in Day Care: A National Study (1), sections entitled “Multiple 
Perpetrators (pp. 32-34). "Female Perpetrators” (pp. 34-43) and "Ritualistic 
Abuse” (pp. 52-57), and in the 1986 listing of characteristics entitled 
"Ritualized Abuse of Children" (2, attached). The independent emergence of so 
many children with such remarkable and such remarkably consistent complaints 
demands thoughtful attention. There is a pattern of inconsistency in the 
emergence of any one child's allegations which creates dynamically shifting 
contradictions from one child to another during an investigation, While this 
pattern is problematic for testimony in criminal prosecutions, it presents an 
affirmation of reality in another perspective. Clinical and sociological study 
of child victim disclosures defines this sequential expansion (and occasional 
contraction) of admitted victimization to be typical. Forthcoming, fully formed 
and fixed complaints are not only rare but frequently unreliable. So the 
stereotypic content and the chaotic style of disclosure in these cases should 
logically argue for credibility of the complaints, despite the incredible 
implications of the content. 

3, Lessons from undeniable cases 

While proof of a given case offers no proof for all the cases of the class, 
the verification of controversial phenomena in one case should argue at least 
against de facto rejection of those phenomena in related investigations. 
Arguments advanced against the cases as a class are that they are too large 
(With so many children someone would have told. With so many parents, someone 
would have known), that they are atypical (Women don't molest children. 
Pedophiles don't terrorize children. Nobody but a monster would force eating 
and smearing of feces, urine, blood, etc.), that they are illogical (Why would 
anybody do such a thing), and that expected evidence is conspicuous by its 
absence (Where are the pornographic pictures? Where are the bodies?). 

The Papoose Palace case in Reno and the Country Walk Babysitting Service 
case in Miami offer impressive lessons in the realities of multiple 
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victimization, lessons especially convincing since the allegations were verified 
both by the jury conviction and by the confessions of an offender, In both 
cases dozens of children were coerced into sexual activities with one another 
and with the adult(s) in charge for extended periods with no meaningful 
disclosure to parents or authorities. Those parents who formed some suspicion 
were reassured by friends, physicians and authorities against any reasonable 
concern (3). While the Papoose Palace case was not ritualistic in a cultic or 
religious sense, the characteristics of Country Walk included 2-6 year-old 
victims, at least two offenders, one female, unconfirmed reports of outside 
perpetrators, death threats, pornography, drugging, sadistic sexual atrocities, 
satanic instructions, penetration by objects, killing and mutilation of animals, 
claims of “magical powers," rituals and ingestion of feces, urine and blood, 
rhythmic chanting, whirling and dancing, monsters, symbols, masks, costumes and 
perversion of childhood games, Several lurid photographs were recovered and a 
child resident of the household described the removal of the videotapes of the 
children by a relative shortly before the arrest and search. The female 
codefendant who eventually turned states evidence had maintained a pathetic and 
convincing show of innocence buttressed by several polygraphs. 

Another case, notable for the careful, contemporaneous recording of the 
children's disclosures by a naieve third party and the exhaustive documentation 
of the ensuing trial testimony (4) adds substance to allegations of Satanic 
rites. While this case was adjudicated for child protection without rendering 
an opinion on the satanic practices, the explicit detail and unsolicited 
spontaneity of the childrens’ descriptions invite comparison with similar 
descriptions in cases throughout the United States. With such sober attention 
and convincing presentations in some cases, there should be no excuse for 
ignoring and discrediting similar presentations elsewhere, This is not to argue 
that collateral similarities should insure criminal prosecution and conviction 
but rather that the higher burden of child protection and preventive awareness 
should not be bound to a criminal court standard of proof or an exculpatory 
exclusion of meaningful intelligence. 

4. Absurdity of exculpatory arguments 

Theories invented to introduce reasonable doubt to protect suspected 
perpetrators of ritual abuse from conviction are being accepted into juvenile 
protective hearings and into public media as fact. These "indoctrination 
theories" claim that children were induced through seductive attention, leading 
questions and multiple interviews to provide overzealous investigators with 
false allegations. The idea proved its power in both the criminal exculpation 
and the reversals of juvenile court protective orders in Jordan, Minnesota in 
1984-85, The same argument was applied to the civil complaint that all the 
protective agencies, child protective services, foster parents, police, sheriff, 
and court appointed guardians ad litum willfully conspired with the county 
attorney to create a fraudulent sex ring prosecution to advance the political 
career of the prosecutor, The fact that such an argument was accepted by a 
federal judge and echoed in media and professional reprisals against the 
prosecutor indicates the welcome that is given to even the least logical of 
alternatives to the horrors of ritual abuse. The suit was rejected on appeal as 
patently contrived in a careful review of the entire Jordan phenomenon (5, 
excerpts attached). After an exhaustive review the appeals court affirmed the 
just cause, due process and ethical integrity of the Jordan investigations. The 
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court ruled specifically that multiple interviews and specific questioning were 
justified for both investigators and clinicians (. ... . we are at a loss to 
understand how a psychological evaluation or therapy can be accomplished for a 
juvenile suspected victim of sexual abuse if questioning itself is not 
permitted. 5, p. 64). The appeal decision was never publicized, so the Jordan 
cases continue to be held up as the proof that children readily produce false 
allegations to please overzealous investigators. 

The successful exculpation of the defendants led some of the accused to 
found what has become an international organization for the defense of others 
accused: Victims of Child Abuse Laws (VOCAL), which has continued to expound on 
the indoctrination theory and to lobby for governmental protection against 
proliferation of the child abuse industry and its so-called witchhunt for 
undisclosed child victims. These polemics resonate with a view expressed 
increasingly by appeals court judges, especially in California, that any 
testimony from clinicians that might support a victim's complaint must be 
excluded as prejudicial unless that opinion can be justified as scientifically 
indisputable. Clinicians who have suspected and reported child sexual abuse 
according to state mandates are being humiliated in court and sometimes sued for 
supposedly improper questioning and fraudulent diagnosis, The arguments in 
support of this chilling backlash would be empty except for their repeated 
reference to ritual abuse cases. The continuing presumptions that stories of 
ritual mayhem must be false leaves all children and all advoctates for children 
scapegoated with the presumption of being unreliable and dangerous. 

If it weren't for the widespread refusal to believe that ritual abuse might 
be real, there could be no logical support for the indoctrination theory. The 
same enlightenment and techniques of questioning that unearthed a previously 
unsuspected prevalence of child sexual abuse led to the uncovering of ritualized 
cases. Parents, clinicians and police who first heard these accounts found them 
unbelievable, and the discovery of various pockets of allegations occurred 
{independently in 1983 and 1984, before there was any communication from one 
outcropping to another. There is no scientific support for the notion that 
children conjure up elaborate accounts of victimization to please their 
examiners. There is no logical or clinical support for the assumption that 
children will become terrified and symptomatic of severe abuse from questions or 
suggestions inferring that abuse may have occured. There is no logical basis 
for the presumption that children are so perceptive and so imaginative that they 
can take the cue from a question or an anatomically specific doll and then draw 
from the examiner's mind an explicit narrative of the most unheard-of and exotic 
perversities, including patterns of adult behavior not only unknown to children 
but to most clinicians as well. Any logical support for the indoctrination 
theory must explain how these exotic stories, unfamiliar even to the examiners, 
prove to match the best available knowledge of cult activities drawn from such 
diverse sources as ancient documents and the accounts of adult survivors of 
rituals practiced on an earlier generation of children. And if it were possible 
for examiners to cue children into false accounts, why would these examiners 
induce stories which they couldn't themselves believe, and which they knew would 
be unbelievable to their supervisors? Why should children, or parents, or 
therapists or police reinforce a progression of stories that are both personally 
repugnant and logically incredible? If any member of this presumably hysterical 
process wanted attention, recognition, power, or even revenge, he or she would 
certainly try to produce a logical and believable account, 
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The professionals who fell into a suspicion of ritual abuse in 1984 were 
already successful in uncovering father-daughter incest. Most did not believe 
that women would molest children, that boys were likely victims, or that 
perpetrators of sexual abuse would deliberately humiliate or terrorize their 
victims, Why should these professionals leave the precarious security of one 
controversial field to claim atrocities that were sure to be rejected even by 
their peers? Such questions deserve serious, lengthy and open debate, We 
should not be misled by the absurd answer that seems to pass for truth; that 
clinicians have promulgated hysteria in order to become rich and famous. 

5. Historical foundations 

The rich history of previous misadventures with child victimization can be 
summarized here only briefly, The present controversies over child abuse are 
really the fourth round in a cycle that has resurfaced every 40 years since 1860 
(6). In each previous outing the notion that children must be protected against 
widespread, hidden abuse has been buried by protests that such abuse was really 
unthinkable, and that the victims and their adult advocates must be suspected of 
misguided or malicious motives in claiming abuse. There was always a “last 
straw” which sent reluctant belief cascading into victim blame, In the 
nineteenth century it was hysterical women claiming obscene childhood assaults 
by honorable men, In 1932 it was a revered psychiatrist challenging his 
teacher, Sigmund Freud, to reopen the closed issue of sexual victimization, 
claiming again what Freud himself had once believed: that early childhood 
sexual victimization fs both widespread and dangerous to mental health and 
public safety. Freud proclaimed that his dear friend, Sandor Ferenczy, had gone 
crazy in his misguided research, 

In the 1980's we came to believe that Ferenczy and Freud were both right in 
their dire predictions of harm from child sexual abuse, but we are already 
turning against that knowledge, fighting back and turning our backs on 
complaining children in our protest that ritual abuse is just too much. This 
time the child-believers have gone too far. The dangers of child sexual abuse 
could have been fully explored and circumvented before the turn of the century 
except for that logical and elitist determination not to believe, Each wave of 
discovery has served not so much to build collective knowledge of child 
victimization as to reinforce professional and popular theories of disbelief. 

Another body of knowledge documents the historic reality of practices of 
demonology and devil worship. Human sacrifice is among the most primative and 
persistent of magical attempts to approach the power of the gods, Christianity 
was plagued by deviant orgiastic, child sexual and sacrificial rites as early as 
the second century, long before the excesses of the inquisition or the Salem 
witch trials. In the twentieth century Aleister Crowley claimed to be the 
reincarnation of the beast, 666, gathering followers to empower themselves with 
black magic through animal and human sacrifice, Crowley's works are reprinted 
and accessible to anyone jin bookstores of the occult. At least two organized 
and constitutionally protected religious organizations today advocate the 
worship of Satan through a defiance of moral constraints and a mastery of 
ancient ritual (although they officially denounce child abuse or ritual murder). 

Historic accounts of satanic sabbats give an accurate context for otherwise 
grotesque and meaningless accounts by present-day children of confinement in 
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coffins, contact with entrails and body fluids, desecration and mutilation of 
corpses, and descriptions of forced participation in sexual frenzies and 

killing. The fact that such practices have occurred in the past does not prove 
that they are occurring now, or that all children who describe such encounters 
have actually practiced murder and cannibalism. There may be several 
explanations to eliminate many accounts as misunderstandings. But the historic 
reality of cult atrocities and the proven existence of contemporary devil 
worship should at least preclude exclusionary arguments and prejudicial 
disbelief. It is not true that such things just can't happen or couldn't 
possibly be true. We cannot continue to discard meaningful clues and obvious 
human pain on the basis of wishful thinking and “scientific” enlightenment. 

6. Reports of adult survivors 

I believe the strongest corroboration of the reality of ritual abuse comes 
from an increasing number of adults who describe their ritualized victimization 
as children, Because these are adult reporters with a more articulate and 
authoritative reflection on the motivation and practices of the cults, and 
because many of their revelations are clinically documented, this resource 
offers an independent and cohesive standard with which to compare the complaints 
of contemporary children. In some cases more than one individual from the same 
satanic group has described identical events after 20 or 30 years of isolation 
from one another. Most of the now-outspoken survivors had no memory of their 
abuse until they entered treatment, usually for multiple personality disorder. 

The pattern of emergence of memories, the horror and pain that accompanies 
these recollections, and the concordance of experience among so many otherwise 
unrelated individuals from such diverse backgrounds leaves little doubt among 
dissociative disorder therapists that these memories, even those of wanton 
killings and suicidal programming, are true. Without any contact with stories 
of children in the current multivitim cases, and without prior awareness of 
historic accounts of satanic practices, these scientists have made sense out of 
cryptic accounts of ritual sacrifice, psychic surgery, occult symbols, signs and 
ceremonies, desecration of graves, multilation of corpses and relentless 
initfation of children into a psychological underworld of antisocial, soul- 
murdering, mind-controlled agendas, These are the same rituals and agendas 
implied by children in the present generation allegedly abused in out-of-home 
care, stories we can't believe because of their unprecedented, undocumented 
horror. 

It is only in the last ten years that multiple personality has come to be 
appreciated as a relatively common disorder which is invariably caused by 
insufferable childhood trauma. The function of the dissociative process is to 
wall off the trauma from consciousness to allow for survival and acceptance 
among outside society while isolating and redistributing the burden of painful 
memories among newly-formed personalities. Sadistic sexual abuse, including 
especially ritualized abuse, seems to be the most typical stressor which 
triggers dissociation and multiplicity, With hundreds of patients now available 
for clinical study it is estimated that 25% of patients with multiple 
personality disorder have a background of satanic cult abuse (7). 

The dreadful impact and the apparent purpose of ritualized abuse of 
children are obvious in these survivors, They live double lives cloaking a core 
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experience of terror, pain and guilt. Their bodies express the pain and 
disability of long forgotten torments and they are driven to suicidal depression 
and, in some cases, homicidal frenzy on the sacred dates of the satanic calendar 
or on particular birthdays when they were programmed to suicide. They react 
with panic to visual and verbal cues which are associated with death threats 
from their childhood, Many believe they are still monitored and controlled by 
cult members who send coded messages to maintain secrecy and allegiance. Some 
fear that a part of them is still available to the antisocial agenda of the 
cult. Always there is the dreadful fear of remembering, knowing, and telling. 

Survivors tend to believe that the cult is pervasive and omnipotent, 
capable of killing at will under the protection of public systems infiltrated 
and controlled by cult members, They explain the disposal of bodies both by 
ritual dismemberment and cannibalism and in cult-controlled crematories. Some 
women relate the use of their bodies to produce undocumented children which are 
bred for cult purposes. The concept of family takes on macabre dimensions for 
the surviving offspring of intergenerational cults. 

Prior to the recent specialty interest in multiple personality disorder 
there was no credulous audience for such reports, and no effort to elicit or 
document them, Multiples were typically misdiagnosed as schizophrenic, and any 
memories which might incidentally emerge were dismissed as psychotic ravings. 
The impact of accounts of survivors is still blunted by a residual prejudice 
against acknowledging even the existence of multiple personality disorder, let 
alone endorsing the “crazy" stories of unbelievable abuse which have been hidden 
by dissociation, The history of professional avoidance of both child abuse and 
its dissociative adult counterpart offers a remarkable parallel (8, attached). 
It is no coincidence that concordant and demonstrably independent descriptions 
of ritual abuse from two generations and from very different samples are both 
discounted and collectively ignored because the reporters are stereotyped as 
mental patients and children. And it is also predictable that a preferred 
explanation even for logically irrefutable, first-person accounts will be that 
these stories of ritual originated not in the experience of disturbed children 
but in the grandiose and fearful imaginations of their irresponsible therapists 
and parents. 

7.  Inappropriateness of preemption within the criminal justice system. 

One reason the body of knowledge emerging from treatment of adult survivors 
carries more credibility than the outcome of multivictim child abuse 
investigations is the context of discovery, Adults have made their disclosures 
in clinical settings where unbelievable discoveries have a chance for open 
evaluation and logical synthesis. The first concern is to understand and the 
ultimate goal is to heal, with both agendas directed toward the welfare, comfort 
and dignity of the survivor, Children reporting sexual abuse, on the other 
hand, are taken over by the criminal justice system as witnesses to a crime. 
Unlike victims of parental abuse, children reporting abuse in out-of-home 
settings are not even allowed the protections of the juvenile court or of 
advocacy within a system designed for child protection, They must perform in an 
adult system under rules intended to be intimidating even to adults. The fact 
that they are children makes them unreliable, sometimes useless in their 
assigned courtroom role. In order to protect emerging information against any 
implications of indoctrination, children may be denied reassurance and 
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validation of their experience and may even be discouraged from sharing their 

memories and feelings with parents or therapists. Parents and therapists are 

admonished not to share information with each other and especially not to 

“cross-germinate” information in contact with peer consultation and support 

groups. The protective, validating, healing supports that parents might offer 

their children are obliterated by confusion, anxiety, unbricled fear, and an 

increasing focus on the performance of the child in the hope of validation and 

resolution through eventual prosecution, 

The only useful purpose of the child in the trial will be to recite a story 

contrived to support certain criminal counts, a story which must be consistent 

also with prior, out of court disclosures. Experiences unsupported by material 

evidence, including allegations of lurid ritual, are not supposed to be 

introduced, Rather than trying to make sense out of unfamiliar and alarming 

claims of ritual, defense attorneys will insure that these claims are examined 

with ridicule, making fools of anyone who might try to support their 

credibility. 

Because of the constitutionally mandated function of the criminal court to 

protect the rights of the accused, to ferret out and impeach any uncertainties 

jn complaining witnesses, and to acquit in the face of any reasonable doubt, the 

introduction of satanic allegations will tend to discourage charges, prevent 

conviction, discredit the children and give the impression that the crime is 

fictitious. 

Ordinarily it is the alleged criminal, not the crime, that is on trial. We 

don't believe or disbelieve in rape according to whether a defendant is 

convicted. And we no longer discredit rape victims as a class if a rapist is 

acquitted for the failure of a victim to prove his identity. But here it is up 

to the children, in court, against the misgivings of prosecution and the 

ridicule of defense, to prove that they have been subjected to incredible 

tortures and undocumented crimes, and that these atrocities could be committed 

by an obviously normal, solid citizen. In effect, we are waiting for the least 

likely of all possible criminal convictions resting on the least credible of all 

classes of witnesses before we will even consider that such a crime can exist. 

Because child sexual abuse trials have become so cumbersome and 

problematic, prosecutors in Los Angeles County admit, off the record, that they 

will no longer go to court with witnesses under 8 years old. The chance that a 

suspected preschool-aged victim of ritual abuse will ever go to court are 

infintesimal, yet the whole response to that child is increasingly controlled by 

criminal justice interests. 

Therapists are being trained for a double-standard of diagnosis. In all 

other encounters with child clients they try to be empathic, to accept without 

challenge the child's expression of feelings, to probe beyond verbal content and 

explore suspected conflicts with games, dolls and expressive play, and to 

speculate broadly on the possible origin of unexplained distress. If anything 

suggests that sexua! abuse might have occurred, however, they must then shift to 

another standard. They must be suspicious that the child might lie. They must 

assume that any interest or questions they direct in the sexual area, and any 

positive acknowledgement they make toward any hint of abuse might infuse the 

child with imaginary victimization and invest that child with dangerous, 

vengeful power, They’ are warned of the humiliation they will surely suffer in 
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court if they encourage disclosure in any way, and they are told to bring 
videotapes of every contact to prove they have not cued disclosures, Unless 
they can prove they have done nothing ever to encourage a child to share the 
emerging pain, then both the pain, the therapeutic process and the professional 
will be condemned as dangerous to the rights of free citizens. Finally, no 
matter what the techniques of evaluation, the therapist may be sued for making a 
report which was not then authenticated in court. 

If we wish to find out what is causing this continuing epidemic of reports 
of ritualized abuse we must first stop punishing the reporters. If we wish to 
hear what is really going on we must try not to silence those who can listen to 
the children. And until we know enough to suspect what may be happening, and 
until we can discuss those speculations in open forums without fear of 
humiliation or legal reprisals, we cannot hope to reach meaningful conclusions, 
There will be time enough to convict the criminals if we are first capable of 
knowing that such crimes can occur. 

These are studies which must be derived from an unprejudiced bringing 
together of all available data, not from a contest of opposite positions in 
which all unauthorized or unproven information is excluded. In terms of 
containment and ultimate survival it is much more urgent to know what is 
happening than to put away whomever is doing it. 

Three-year old victims will not be heard in court, period. If there is a 
menace which selectively attacks toddlers and leaves them terrified and 
speechless, so threatened that they will even imagine the experience away, we 
cannot afford to imagine it away ourselves. If the menace is really out there 
we have to develop a different way to find it. 

8, Personal Reflections 

Satanic ritual is, by design, incredible. It seems calculated to inspire 
disbelief. A reasonable person just cannot accept cult atrocities as real from 
the descriptions of others, and those who choose to believe lose credibility 
among those who remain “objective” and skeptical. Those who maintain the luxury 
of disbelief have not allowed themselves to sense the agonies of those who have 
reason to know these practices are real. 

I know that the threat is real, just as I know that the exculpatory 
theories are false, because I was involved during the emergence of both and 
because I have felt the motivations and the reactions of the people involved. I 
know that the theories were coined after the fact, and that the “hysteria” that 
is blamed for creating the problem is itself an illusion, Skeptics of ritual 
refuse to acknowledge that overzeal and "fanaticism" are a natural, reasonable 
outcome for victims trying to save society from a threat it refuses to 
acknowledge, I know the people who are blamed for causing the problem and I 
knew many of them before the problems emerged. I know they were reasonable then 
and I believe they are reasonable now. These reflections may not convince 
others that ritual is real, but they illustrate those subjective, experiential 
factors which give strength to my own belief. 

I was a consultant to the prosecution before the first of the Kern County 
cases was publicized. There were no satanic allegations then but I was sickened 



by the hurtful things I couldn't believe even with years of exposure to every 
known extreme of sexual abuse. Here women were described as sexually insatiable 
for their children. Children were tied and suspended from the ceiling to be 
penetrated by groups of relatives and strangers. A social worker with an early 
opportunity to help one of the children was named as a perpetrator. I wished 
these things weren't true, that the children were misled or somehow 
exaggerating. In the trial a police surgeon was imported from England to show 
that the children were merely echoing the exhorbitant suspicions of the 
investigators. The judge refused to allow psychiatric rebuttal of that opinion. 
Nevertheless, the jury found all four defendnats, the mothers as well as the 
fathers, guilty as charged. 

I consulted on the earliest outcropping of the McMartin case, before women 
were suspected and long before there was any hint of bizarre ritual. I had 
known both Kee McFarlane and Jean Matusinka very well for several years, I knew 
their strengths and weaknesses and I trusted their professionalism, Neither had 
reason to exaggerate crimes or leap to judgments. I felt Ms. McFarlane's 
distress and reluctant credulity as she heard from children that women were 
involved. I remember her anguish when she told me that some 30 children had 
disclosed. She didn't want to believe so many children were victims, I knew 
Judy Johnson, the mother who is blamed for inventing her son's molestation and 
inciting hysteria among other parents. She described her rejection of her own 
suspicions as she searched for the reason for his bloody underwear. Judy was 
something of a eccentric, isolated and vaguely strange. She had little contact 
with other parents and still less of the kind of influence that might have 
rallied others into hysterical suspicion. 

I talked with many of the parents when they believed their children were 
spared. Their children had assured them that nothing had happened. They went 
reluctantly to Children’s Institute just to make sure. I know they didn't want 
their children to be among the victims. The rewards for believing were 
disillusionment, distrust, fear, guilt, shame and despair. Many distrusted the 
evaluation process; why should they believe in a stranger who led their children 
into contradictions? They would not have accepted the pronouncement of a social 
worker except for the subsequent confirmations they found in their children. 

The development of collective belief among the parents was not an impulsive 
or hysterical process. It was characterized more by avoidance, distrust and 
splintering than by solidarity. The emergence of hints of satanic ritual proved 
especially devisive, ranging from some who believed babies were killed to others 
who groped for any alternative explanation. I know that the hints of satanism 
came not from the parents or the therapists but from the children. Children 
played out bloody rituals in therapy. They voiced death threats to their 
parents, They emerged from nightmares snarling obscenities. And they reacted 
with terror to churches, darkness, Halloween costumes and fire. 

Some of the parents eventually took the lead to seek out information on 
Satanism and to link with investigators of the occult and with adult survivors 
to make sense out of such unprecedented behavior. Those who searched for 
meaning tended to develop unusual and arguably paranoid systems of belief. The 
large majority of parents remains alienated from such beliefs, preferring 
naivete to what they see as morbid fascination. 

Various authorities have asserted that the children drew upon the parent's 



obsession as the source for descriptions of ritual. This position, most 
powerfully asserted by Kenneth Lanning of the F.8.1., tends to endorse the 
indoctrination theory and to demand that law enforcement and other objective 
investigators reject satanic allegations. I know that explanation is false. 
Not only were the McMartin parents and therapists naive to satanic implications 
when they first emerged from the children but so were the parents in the Planter 
Street, West Point, Rogers Park, Country Walk, and Presidio cases, among others, 
When a 3-year-old child asks her mother in the midst of baking cookies, “mommy, 
they don't really kill babies, do they?" and then goes on to describe how a baby 
"got dead“ at her nursery school, and when there has been no hint prior to that 
of any improprieties at the school, we need better explanations than blaming the 
mother for provoking hysteria. 

I know that the indoctrination theory is scientifically bankrupt. Even if 
it were true it could not possibly account for the diversity of similar 
complaints in isolated settings. I have talked to doctors who examined children 
blind, with no awareness of ritual abuse and no suspicion toward prior 
victimization. Children who had moved to other states gave descriptions of 
ritual abuse before such suspicions had developed even among the resident 
population, I talked with two parents who were devastated by their 6-year-old 
son's suicidal behavior, his molestation of his 3-year-old brother, and the 
stabbing of two family pets before they learned that the preschool he had 
attended in another city was suspected of abuse, and before the boy revealed 
that he had been taught to kill animals and to molest children by the teacher. 
I have heard too many of these stories to accept them as coincidence. And I 
wonder how many children are molesting other children, incubating the elements 
of homicide, and growing up psychologically isolated from their parents and 
society because we don't know or won't believe that their preschool experience 
was malevolent. 

I know that investigators and prosecutors must conceal implications of 
ritual to maintain credibility, and I know how confusing and countertherapeutic 
that can be to parents and children, and how ultimately misleading and 
counterprotective it is for societal understanding, As a consultant I have 
encouraged prosecutors to avoid satanic clues, even when they might be the 
strongest common thread. Reviewing the initial police reports from a case in 
another state, for instance, I read of confinement in boxes, nightmares of 
dismemberment, penetration by sticks, threats with a gun, demonstrations of 
animal slaughter, trips to a farm, and abrupt attacks of panic when children saw 
a costumed devil or reference to a coffin. These were first reflections voiced 
by parents and children with no awareness of the investigation, no cross 
germination of concerns, and no satanic sophistication on the part of either 
parents or investigators. The manifest direction of the questions related only 
to sexual interactions. Subsequent reports brought reports of robes and 
candles. The defendant was convicted of sexual crimes, using as witnesses those 
children who spoke only of sexual offenses, not those who might launch into 
descriptions of unbelievable acts. 

T am now potentially overburdened and emotionally exhausted by the 
phenomenon of retaliatory suits. In the last two days I spent some seven hours 
discussing three civil suits brought against people who had tried to protect 
children from abuse. One conversation was with a mother and father in Texas who 
believe their children were ritually abused by neighbors. When prosecutors 
rejected the charges the neighbor sued for slander. They have lost their house 
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and savings, owe $10,000 to their first attorney and need $5,000 before another 
attorney will accept their case. They also need a respected professional to 
rebut the assumption that they are malicious and crazy for believing the 
“ridiculous” assertions of their children, [| turned them down to protect my 
credibility. 

Another conversation was with an attorney totally unaware of sexual abuse 
issues, who was attempting to defend a California mother against a suit for 
false incrimination after charges were dropped against adult babysitters. The 
arguments and experts against her come preformed and powerful from the 
indoctrination school, but her own attorney is starting from scratch. The 
mother will have to pay an attorney to learn about sex abuse in hopes she can 
save herself from ruin for reporting her concerns. 

The third telephone consultation came from Colorado, where a County 
Department of Social Services worker is being sued in federal court for 
violations of a family's civil rights. A runaway teenager was placed in 
protective custody after she described incestuous involvement with her 
stepfather, Criminal charges collapsed when the girl retracted her complaint. 
The juvenile court allowed reunification after several months of family therapy. 
The girl now says the social worker pressured her complaints and threatened she 
would never return home unless her stepfather confessed, 

Two of these cases involve allegations of ritual abuse. The third is what 
was once regarded as a routine incest complaint. Yet all have emerged as 
retaliations against sincere attempts at child protection, All were generated 
from an organized movement to turn back the tide of child protective 
intervention and all are supported by attorneys and clinicians who espouse an 
exculpatory theory born of our collective refusal to deal with ritual 
allegations. They are also supported by the increasing failure of juries and 
appeals court judges to sustain convictions and the failure of juvenile courts 
to resist the arguments honed for adult exculpation in criminal court. 

If private citizens are invited and professionals are required to report 
suspicions of child abuse as their social responsibility, and if those reports 
are then condemned in courts as antisocial and malicious, then it is no wonder 
that the suspects are empowered to punish the suspicious. 

I believe we would not have reached this chaotic turn of events if we 
had dealt more intelligently and less criminally with ritual allegations as they 
emerged in 1984, The four years we have lost have allowed issues to polarize 
and chilling backlashes to develop. It is not too late to take another look at 
ritual abuse from a broader perspective. 

Summary 

The permutations of unvalidated ritual abuse threaten orderly society at 
multiple levels, A large number of children and their families face devastation 
as direct victims of abuse. The pattern of victimization is unpredictable and 
the manifestations are bizarre, leading to both helpless panic among believers 
and punishing disinterest among skeptics. Since authorities and bureaucracies 
are least able to act on undocumented complaints and are most obligated to 
uphold conservative, proven policies, then health, public safety and judicial 
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agencies are selectively paralyzed from definitive intervention and tend instead 

to protect the rights of the unfairly accused, Victims not only do not complain 
but may be too terrorized to believe in or to remember their own victimization 
leaving sequellae which cannot be linked to original cause. Since one possible 
outcome of such dissociation is the ability to identify with the aggressor and 
to carry out destructive acts devoid of memory and conscience, there is the 
potential for creating an invisible army of satanic slaves, bent on mayhem and 
social chaos even while earning trust and power through a double life of 
responsible citizenship, 

Whether or not such a nightmare could really happen is moot, but it is 
already clear that there are active practitioners of ritual who believe it can 
happen, that there are adult survivors of ritual who show it can happen, and 
many children who know it has happened. Most of all, and this is why I believe 
the problem is awesome, the more we have been made aware of these potentials the 
more we have turned to the courts to put them away. The more awful the reports, 
the more stunning has been our rejection. With this response we abdicate any 
hope of enlightenment and self-protection. 

Sincerely, 

Roland C. Summit, M.D. 
Head Physician, Community Consultation Service 
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry 
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center 
(213) 533-3129 

RCS: jmw 

Encl.: Reference list attached 
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Introduction: Multiple 
Personality Disorder in the 1980s 

A rapidly growing body of recent clinical and research contribu- 
tions has substantially advanced our understanding of multiple 
personality disorder. As a consequence, this condition is gradually 
emerging from the shadowy realm of those psychiatric rarities, 
obscurities, and curiosities long surrounded by fascination, contro- 
versy, and skepticism. Multiple personality disorder is beginning 
to take its place among the recognized mental disorders, Although 
it is premature to consider this transition accomplished, and naive 
to assume the process will be completed without certain vicissi- 
tudes, considerable progress has been made in a rather brief period 
of time. 

Greaves (1) noted that the 19th and 20th century clinical litera: . 
ture on multiple personality disorder was dominated by single case 
studies. Before 1980, the only large series of multiple personality 
disorder cases reported in the literature was that of Allison (2). In 
short order, Bliss (3), Braun (4), Kluft (5, 6), and Putnam et al. (7) de- 
scribed series of between 14 and 171 cases. It is well known that a 
number of experienced clinicians have not yet published their 
own comparable series. In his foreword to a Psychiatric Clinics of 
North America special 1984 issue on multiple personality disor 
der, Braun reported knowing of “approximately 1,000 cases” then 
in treatment with various therapists (8). My own poll of 70 mental 
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INTRODUCTION ix 

health professionals who came as students to a recent course on 
multiple personality disorder revealed that they had encountered 
267 such patients. Approximately 60 were currently treating 
individuals with multiple personality disorder. Clearly, the days of 
regarding multiple personality disorder as a rarity undeserving of 
scientific study are nearing an end. 

As increasing numbers of multiple personality disorder patients 
are identified, it becomes possible to move toward correlating and 
researching psychopathological and psychophysiological phenom- 
ena that anecdotal reports can only describe, and that single case 
studies can only begin to document. Putnam has reviewed the 
history of 20th-century efforts to research multiple personality 
disorder (9). He has outlined both the models available for its 
exploration, and the practical considerations that influence subject 
selection and protocol design (10). It now is possible to begin to ask 
basic questions about multiple personality disorder ahd to evolve 
research strategies that may, in time, lead to reasonable answers. 

The maior findings of recently published explorations of multi- 
ple personality disorder can be summarized succinctly: 

1. Multiple personality disorder is not rare (3-7). Its incidence is, 
however, unknown. The myth of rarity contributes to both its 
underdiagnosis and its misdiagnosis. In the series of 100 pa- 
tients studied by National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 
workers, an average of 6.8 years had elapsed between these 
patients’ first mental health assessments and their being diag 
nosed accurately (7, 11). 

2. The psychophysiological and neurophysiological correlates of 
the separate personalities can be studied. They appear to hold 
up when measured against standard and real simulator con- 
trols. Nevertheless, investigators caution that in this area, as in 
any new field, first results must be regarded as preliminary. 
One must hedge tentative interpretations of the data by 
acknowledging the possibility that some unanticipated con- 
founding systematic artifact may yet be discovered that leads to 
a revision of our current understandings (9, 12-14). 
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x INTRODUCTION 

3. This condition is highly correlated with traumatic experiences 

during childhood. These usually, but not inevitably, involve 
child abuse (7, 15; Chapters 1-9 of this monograph). 

This condition is highly responsive to psychotherapy (6). 

. Stable unification of the personality is achievable and has been 
documented by a follow-up study (6). 

6. Commonly expressed concerns over risks of iatrogenesis and 

artifactual augmentation of the condition appear to have been 
greatly overemphasized. Working with the separate personal- 
ities does not reinforce them, nor does it worsen pathology. 
This may appear to be the case early in treatment; but, in fact, 
such an approach paves the way for their eventual mutual 
identification, empathy, and unification (6, 7, 16-19). 

. Individuals who develop multiple personality disorder are 
dissociation-prone (6), Recent studies support this long-standing 
clinical impression by demonstrating that multiple personality 
disorder patients are highly hypnotizable (20). They respond 
well to a variety of hypnotherapeutic interventions (5). 

8. The circumspect and judicious use of hypnosis in the therapy 
of multiple personality disorder is benign and constructive. 
Previously expressed cautions appear to have been overstated. 
Misadventure can follow the misuse of hypnosis, as it would 
the misuse of any modality (5, 6, 17, 19). 

as 

N 

Workers in the field have long been struck by the unfortunate 
impact of multiple personality disorder upon its victims. While 
some multiple personality disorder patients function adequately or 
even exceptionally, many are more or less incapacitated. All 

suffer. The cost and loss to the afflicted individuals, their loved 
ones, and society is immense. The “intriguing” and ‘fascinating’ 
phenomena may capture the attention of the curious, the neo 

phyte, and the dilettante. The difficulties involved in conceptual- 
izing and explaining multiple personality disorder may stimulate 
the scientist and theoretician. But it is the stark misery of these 
patients and the ordeals they have endured that concern the 
experienced clinician. 

An appreciation of this condition’s potentially devastating im- 
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pact and an awareness of its treatability combine to make the 

exploration of its childhood antecedents and manifestations 

timely, urgent, and of great potential importance. Recent advances 

and progress in the diagnosis, treatment, and exploration of adult 

multiple personality disorder suggest that its identification and 

treatment in childhood is desirable. The first reports of multiple 

personality disorder in childhood show that what is desirable is 

also eminently feasible (21). 
Aspects of Multiple Personality in Childhood, the symposium 

that gave rise to this monograph, was presented at the 137th 

Annual Meeting of the American Psychiatric Association in Los 

Angeles. This symposium was the first ever organized to discuss 

multiple personality in childhood and to explore its antecedent 

causes, It was a coming together of clinicians and researchers to 

share current knowledge and establish a data base as a foundation 

for future work in this area. The original symposium’s contribu- 

tions have been augmented by additional studies, published for the 

first time in this monograph. 
In Chapter 1, Dr. Jean Goodwin addresses a fundamental 

problem confronting anyone who works with those who say they 

have been abused—the problem of credibility. She offers an 

incisive and trenchant analysis of the pressures within individ- 

uals, professions, and societies to disavow the reality of what is too 

intolerable to accept. 

In Chapter 2, Dr. Cormelia Wilbur draws upon her extensive 

experience with traumatized individuals in exploring the impact 

of child abuse upon a youngster's development, with particular 

reference to the creation of multiple personality disorder. She 

outlines the varieties of abuses encountered in the histories of 

such patients, and shares a number of clinical vignettes. 

In Chapter 3, Drs. Bennett Braun and Roberta Sachs explicate a 

theory for the development of multiple personality disorder. They 

explore its predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors, 

and propose that dissociation and severe distress are the essential 

preconditions of the disorder. They present a model for under 

standing the condition's etiology and apply the model to two case 

examples. 
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In Chapter 4, Dr. Frank Putnam places multiple personality 
disorder in the overall context of the dissociative disorders. He 
shows the association between this class of diagnostic entities and 
traumatic events. In a comprehensive review of the literature, he 
establishes that the connection between multiple personality 
disorder and overwhelming experiences is not an isolated correla- 
tion. In fact, dissociations of many varieties are similarly con- 
nected. The major differences seem to relate to the age of the 
victim at the time of the traumatization, and the nature of the 
traumata endured.” 

Edward Frischholz continues the exploration of connections 
between dissociation and child abuse in Chapter 5, by relating 
these topics to hypnosis and hypnotizability. He makes it possible 
to appreciate the importance of the literature of hypnosis to the 
study of multiple personality disorder. His work draws together a 
number of themes from previous chapters, and anticipates my 
comments on treatment in Chapter 8. 

In Chapter 6, Dr. Bennett Braun describes his findings among 
the families of 18 patients suffering multiple personality disorder. 
His discovery that these patients’ families include a large number 
of individuals who suffer dissociative disorders, including multi- 
ple personality disorder, offers powerful evidence for the trans- 
generational incidence of these conditions. 

Closely related is Dr. Philip Coons’s study, comparing children 
of 20 multiple personality disorder patients to children of 20 
control cases, in Chapter 7. Dr. Coons documents a higher 
incidence of psychopathology among the children of the multiple 
personality disorder patients. He also finds a transgenerational 
incidence of multiple personality disorder, including a case of 
childhood multiple personality disorder. 

In Chapter 8, I describe the evolution of a predictor instrument 
for childhood multiple personality disorder and its clinical valida- 
tion on five actual cases of multiple personality disorder ‘in 
children. [ also discuss the presentations of the first cases of 
multiple personality disorder in children reported since 1840, draw 
distinctions between the adult and childhood forms of the condi- 
tion, and offer comments on the treatment of the childhood form. 
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In Chapter 9, I present information on childhood cases, adult 
cases, and previously unpublished data on multiple personality 
disorder in older adults, in an attempt to describe the natural 

history and “‘life cycle’ of multiple personality disorder. Data 
from childhood cases illuminate many of the most vexing dilem- 
mas that continue to confound the accurate recognition of this 
diagnostic entity. 

This monograph comes to a close with Dr. Richard E. Hicks’s 
discussion of the preceding chapters, and his commentary on their 
implications for clinical practice and research. 

Richard P Kluft, M.D., Ph.D. 
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VI. 

THE MIND CONTROL ASPECT OF 

SATANIC ACTIVITY 

Mind control experiments are an important aspect of satanic 
activity. Michael Acquino, co-author of the following article, is a 

former U.S. Army colonel. 



From Psyop to MincWar: The Psycholozy ot Victory 

- by - 

Colonel Paul E. Vallely 

- with - “3 

Major Michael A. Aquino . 

LTC Jobn Alexander's Military Review article in support of Vxsvehotsonieat 

- intelligence ‘and operational enployment of ESP - was decidedly Provoca ative. 

cre tleten of research in this area, based as it is on ‘existing frontiers of 

Scientific law, brites to mind the laughter that greeted the Italian scientist 

Spallanzani in 1794 when he suggested that bats navigate in the dark by means of 

what we now “call sonar. "If they see with their care, then do they hear with 

. their eyes?" went the joke, but I suspect that the U.S. Navy is Ri someone 
‘took the idea seriously enough to pursue it. 

Wycwinedic research is in its infancy, but the U.S. Arny already: 

Possesses on opemtional weapons system designed to do what LTC Alexarder sould 

like ESP to do - except that this weapons system uses existing cacmmicazticns 

; media. It seeks to map the minds of neutral and enemy individuals and then to 

change them in accordance with U.S. hational interests. It does this on a wide 

seale, Saleacing military wits, regions, nations, and blocs. In its present 

‘form it is called d Psychological aa ear a 

Does FSYOP work, or is it ‘merely a cosnetic with which tieid commanders 

would rather not be bothered? oo : om to 

Had that question been asked in 1970, the answer vould have been that PSi0P 

works very well indeed. In 1967 and 1968 alone, a total of 29,276 armed Viet 

Cong/NVA (the equivalent of 95 enemy infantry battalions) surrendered to ARVN or 

See 
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MACY forces under the Chicu Hoi amnesty program — the major FSYOP effort of the 

‘ Vietnam War. At the time NACV estimated that the Sn of that sane 

- . pumber of enemy troops in adatat would have cost us 6, 000 dead.” 

oa ne otner band, we lost the war — not because ve vere out-fought, but 

because we were out-PS\OPed “Our national will to victory was ettacked fore 

effectively “than we attacked thit of sie North V Vietnamese and Viet Cong, and 

eabceptios of this fact encouraged the enemy to hang on until the United States 

fically broke amt ran for home. ran not 

% 
sos eee 

‘So our FSYOP failed. It failed not because its pee sere umesound, 

“put rather because it was outmatched by the PSYOP of the eneny. ‘Te Army's 

efforts enjoyed sane battlefield success, but MACY PSYOP aid not really change. 

‘ the minds of the enemy populace, nor did it defend the U. s. populace at heme 

against the propaganda of the enemy. Furthermore the enany's SSOP was so 

; strong that it - not bigger armies or better weapons - overcame all of the 

eee and Spookys and ACAVs and B-52s we fielded. Te lesson is not to ignore 

our own Psyop capability, but rather to change it and strengthen it so ‘that it - 

can ‘do precisely that kind of thing to our eneny in the next war. Better 

bardsare is nece, Lut by tteelf it will ehasce nothin: is we do rot win the ar 

for tie mind. . ‘ 

f a 
‘ 

* The first cay. it 18 necessary ‘5 overcane ‘is a view of FSP that Limits 

- it to routine, peelictabis, over-cbvious, and hence ee effective 

."leatlet and lowispeaker" applications. Battlefield duvdices: of this sort have 

their place, but it ‘nould be tbat of an RCCESSOEY to the main effort. That 

main effort cannot begin at the canny or division level; “tt must originate at 

the caticaal lew 1. It must strengthen our national will to victory and it must 
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attack and ubtinately destroy that of the enany. It both causes and is affes ted 

by Physical comiat, but it is a type of wir which is fought on a far more subtle 

basis as sell - in the minds of the national populations Anvolved. 
| 

| 
So let us begin with a Shits name change. We sh2ll rid ourselves of the 

self-conscloys, almost "enbarrassed" concept of "psychological operations". In wey eS Ales 

its lag we shall create MindWar. The term is harsh and fear-inspiring, and so 

it should be: It is a term of attack and vActory - rot ose of rationslization 
+ cee. 

* and coaxing and conciliation. The eacuy may be cftended by it; that is quite 

all, 3 right as long as he is defeated by it. A definition is offered: 
sal lagrani in 1794 

“7 WindFar is the deliberate, agressive convincing of all 
see in a sar that te will win that war. 

‘+t -is. detibemte in that it is a plannd, systematic, ard coméschoncive 

effort iavulving all iisels of activity frem the strategic to the toctical. [t 

is 7 uprussive because opinions and attitudes must be actively changed ara those 

antagonistic to us to those supportive of us if we are to achieve ety Fe 

will cot win if we content ourselves with countcring opinions and attitudes 

dastilled by enemy governments. We must reach me People before they resolve to 

support their ames, ‘and we must. reach Those armies before our conkit troops 

ever see them on. battlefields. ‘ 
to 
’. 

. Caonmre this definition with that of psychological warfare as first offered 

by General William Donovan of the OSS in his World War II-era "asic Estimate of 

Psychological Warfare": , hie 
: é 

“Psychological warfare is the coordination and use of all means, 
including moral and physical, by which the end is attained - other 
than those of recognized military Operations, but including the 
psychological ~ exploitation of the result of those recognized nilitary 
actions - mien tend to destroy the will of the enany to achieve 
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victory and to damage his political or econanic capacity to do so: 
which tend to deprive the encmy of the Support, assistance, or symathy of his allics or associates or of neutrals, or to prevent his acquisition of such support, assistance, or symmthy; or which tend to create, maintain, or increase the will to victory of our oan people 

‘ assistance, and sympathy of neutrals. 

and allies and to acquire, maintain, gor to increase the support, 
uy 

. 

If the euphemism “psychological operations" resulted fran, as one general 

officer put it in a 1947 letter, "a great need for a synonym which could be used 

‘\ 

dn peacetime that would not shock the sensibilities of a citizen of denceracy", 
“then. it may have succeeded domestical ly.4 On the other hand it does not seen to 

have reassured the sensibilities of the Soviets, who in 1980 describe U.S, Army 

PSYOP as including: 

“..+ wunpardonable-methods of Idcological sabotage including not just flagrant lies, Slander, and disinformation, but also political ‘ blackmail, provocation, and terror." 
. 

The reluctance with which the Amy has accepted even an “antiseptic" PSYOP 

component is well-doctmented in Colonel Alfred Paddock's brilliant treatise on 

the history of the PSYOP establishment. Again and again efforts to forge this 

weapon into its most effective configuration were frustrated by leaders who 

could not or sould not sce that wars are fought and won or lost not on 

battlefields but in the miuds of men. ds Colonel Paddock so aptly conelides: 

"Ta a real sense, the manner in which psychological and unconventional warfare evolved from 1911 until their wnion as a formal Army capability in 1952 suggests a theme that mms throughout the history of special warfare: the story of a hesitant and reluctant Army attempting to cope 6 with concepts and Organimtions of an unconventional nature." 4. ae 
5 Cg 

According to present doctrine, PSYOP is considered an accessory to the main 

effort of winning battles and wars; the term Generally used is "force 

multiplier". Tt is certainly not considcred a precondition to  camnmand 

decisions. - Thus PSYOP cannot predetermine the political or psychogical 
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effectivcness of a given military action. It can only be used to mint that 

action in the best possible colors as it is iis 

MindWar cannot be so relegated. It is, in fact, the strategy to siich 

tactical warfare must conform if it is to achieve maximm effectiveness. The 

‘MindTar scenirio mist be preeminent in the mind of the commnder and must be the 

“principal factor factor in his ory field decision. Otherwise he sacrifices measures 

which actially contribute to winning the war to measures of immediate, tangible 

satisfactioa. ” (Gusider: the rationale: for "body counts" in Vietnam.] - 

Accordingly FSYOP “conkat erect usits as we now know thom must beccme a 

thing of the mst. MindWar teams must offer’ technical expertise to the 

comnasder fron the onset of the planning Process, and at all levels down to that 

“of the battalion. Such teams cannot be canposed - as they are now - of 

branch-icmaterial officers and NCOs who Imow simply the basics of tactical 

promgand: cperaticas. ‘They must be composed of full-time experts who strive to 

translate the stratcgy of national MindWar into tactical goals which maximize 

the effective winning of the war and minimize Joss of life. Such MindFar teams" 

will win S commen S* Roneess only if they can deliver. on their pranises. 

- oy 

¥hat the Army now considers to be its most effective PSi0P - tactical FSYOP 

- is actnlly the most limited and primitive effort, due to the difficulties of 

Yormututing and delivering messages under battlefield constraints. Such efforts 

must continue, but they are properly seen as a reinforcenent of ‘the main MindWar 

effort. If we do not attack the enemy's will until he reaches the datetatiand: 7 

his mtion will have strengthened it as best At can. We must attack that will 

before it is thus locked in place. We must instill in it a predisposition to 

inevitable defeat. Strategic MindWar must begin the manest sar is considered to 
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be dpevitable. It must seek out the attention of the enany nation through evcry 

ayeaiapie medium, and it mst strike at that nation's potential soldicrs before 

they put on their uniforms. It is in their bomes and their canmmitics that 

_ they are most jalnersbie: to MindWar. Was the United States defeated in the 

"jungles of bran or was it defeated dn the streets of American citics? 

1%. this end MindWar must be sider 46 euchuaia, with tactical 

applicatioas playing a reinforcing, supplanentary role. In its strategic 

“context, MindWar must reach out to friends, enemies, and neutrals alike across 

the globe -— peither tbhrovgh the primitive “bgetletield leaflets. and 

loudspeakers of FSYOP nor through the weak, imprecise, and harrow ‘effort of 

psychotronics - = but through the media possessed by the United States which have 

, the capabilities to reach virtually all people on the face of the Earth. These 

media are, of course, the electronic media - television and radio. ore of the 

‘grt developments in satellite commmication, video recording taebciqise, and 

laser and optical transmission of broadcasts make possible a penetration of the 

minds of the world such as would have been inconceivable just a few years ago. 

Like the aac aoa we bave but to reach out and seize this tool; and it 

can transform the world for us if we ‘have but the courage and the integrity to 

. Guide civilization with it. If we do not accept Excalibur, then we relinquish 

our ability to inspire foreign cultures with our morality. If they then devise 

poralities unsatisfactory to us, we have no choice but to fight them on a more 

brutish level. oe 

MindWar oust target all particijants if it 4g to be effective. It must not 

. only weaken tbe enemy; it must streogthen the United States. It strengthens the 

United States by denying cneny propaganda access to our people, and by 

explainiog and emphasizing to our people the rationale for our national interest 
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in a specific war. Under existing United States lay, PSYOP units may not target 

Aerie citizens. That prohibition 4g based upon the , presumption that 

“propiganda" dis necessarily a lic or at least a misleading half-truth, and tit 

the government has uo right waite to Gis people. The Promganda linistry of 

Goebbels must not be part of the American way of life. Quite right, acd so it 

- must ie axiomatic of Mindlfar that it always speaks the truth. Its power. lies in 

that of the present. MindWar thus involves the stated pramise of 2 truth that 

"the United States has resolved to mike real if it is not already. so. 

MindWar is not new. Nations’ greatest - and least costly - victories have 

resulted from it, both in time of actinl canbat and in time of threatened 

conmt. Consider the atomic attacks on Hiroshima and Nogamki. ‘The fbysical 

geatmeied of those two cities did not destroy Japan's ability to ccatirue 

fipatiow: Rather the psychological shock of the weapons destroyed sbat remained 

of Japan's mtional will to fight. Surrender followed; a long and costly ground 

invasion was averted. 

MindWar's effectiveness is a function of its skillful use of cammnications 

media, but no ee error could be made than to confuse MindWar with merely a 

greater and more mprincipled propaganda effort. “Promganda" as defined by 

Harold Lasswell “is the expression of opinions or actions carried out 

deliberately by individimls or groups with a view to influencing the opinions or 

actions of other individumls or groups for predetermined ends and through 

psychological manipulations."” 

Promganda, when it is recognized as such - and anything produced by a 

“psyor" unit is so recognized - is automatically assumad to be a lie or at least 
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a distortion of truth. Therefore it works only to tbe exteat that a 

‘ militarily-pressed enemy is willing to do shat we want him to do. It does not 

work because we have convinced him to sce the truth as se see it. 

In his "Conclusions" chapter to the Arny’s exhaustive 1976 case-study of 

PSiOP techniques, L. John birtin affirms this coldly and bluntly: - 

“What all this boils down to is that if our persnsive 
commnication ends up with a net positive effect, we must attribute it 
to luck, not science ... The effectiveness of propaganda may be even 
less predictable and contgollable than the effectiveness of mere 
persuasive comnmication." : « 

Correspondingly propagandists are assumed to be liars and hypocrites, 

willing to paint anything in attractive colors to dupe the gullible. As Jacques 

. Ellul puts it: 

“The propagandist is not, and cannot be, a ‘believer’. Morecver 
be cannot believe in the ideology he must use in his propoganda. He 
is merely a mon at the service of a mrty, a state, or sme other 
organization, and his task is to insure the efficiency of that 

' organization ... If the propagandist has any political conviction, he 
mst put it aside in order to be able to use some popular mass 
ideology. He cannot even share that ideology, for he must use it as 

‘an object and manipulate it without the respect that he would have for 
dt if he -believed in it. ge quickly acquires coatempt for these: 
popular images and beliefs ...' = 

Unlike PSYOP, MindWar has nothing to do with deception or even with 

“selected” —- and therefore misleading - truth. Rather it states a whole tmith 

that, if it does not now exist, will be forced into existence by the will of the 

United States. The examples of Kennedy's ultimatum to Khrushchev during the 

Cuban Missile Crisis and Hitler's stance at Munich may be cited. A MindWar 

message does not have to fit conditions of abstract credibility as do PSI0P 

themes; its source makes it credible. As Livy once said: 

"The terror of the Ranan name will be-such that the sorld shall 
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know that, once a Ronan amy has laid sicte toa city, nothing vill 
move it - not the rigors of sinter nor the ‘weariness of maths and 
years ~ that it moss no end but victory and is ready, if a swift and 
sudden strofe will not serve, to persevere until tmt victory is 
achieved." ; > 

Unlike Ellul's cynical propagandist, the MindWar operntive must know that 

he speaks the truth, and he must be personally carmitted to it. What he says ts 

only » part of Mindfar; the rest - and ‘the test of its effectiveness - lies in 

the conviction he projects to his audience, in the rapport he establishes with 

“4t.' And this is not something which can be easily faked, if in fact it cca be 

faked at all. "Rapport", which the Conprchensive Dictionary of Psychological 
and Psycboaralytical Terms defines as "“imconstrained relations of rutin 

confidence", approaches the subliminal; some researchers have suggested that it 

is itself a subconscious and perbaps even ESP-tmsed "accent" to 2a overt 

exchange of information. Why does one believe one television newsman more thon 

another, even though both may nepokt the same hendlines? The aaswer is that 

there is rapoort in the former case; and it is a rapport which is recognized and 

cultivated by the most successful broadcasters. 

“We bave covered the statenent of inevitable truth and the cooviction behind 

that statament; these are qualities of the MindWar Scerities himself. The 

recipient of the stateneat will judge such messages not only by his conscious 

understanding of then, but also by the mental conditions under which he receives 

then. The theory behind "brainwashing" was that physical torture and 

deprivation would weaken the mind's resistance to suggestion, and this was true 

to a point. But in the long run brainwashing does not work, because intelligent 

minds later realize thelr suggestibility under such conditions and therefore - 

discount impressions and cpinions inculcated accordingly. 

For the mind to believe in its own decisions, it must feel that {it made 
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hose éecisions without ccercion. ercive measures used by the Vindvar 

operative, consequently, must not be dctectable by ordinary mmns. There is no 

need to resort to mind-weakening drugs such as thos2 explored by the CIA; in 

‘fact the exposure of a single such method would do unacceptable damage to 

’ MindWar's reputation for truth. Existing PSYOP identifies purely-sociological 

factors which suggest appropriate idions for weSsages. Doctrine in this area is 

highly developed, and the task is basically one of assembling and maintaining 

‘individuals and teams with enough expertise and experience to apply the doctrine 

'\, effectively. This, however, is enty the soot ogiead _dimension of target 

receptiveness mensures. There are some purely natural conditions under which 

minds may become more or less Becautivs' te ideas, and MindWar should take full 

advantage of such phenamnena oe atmospheric electromagnetic activity’, air 

‘ donization’, and extremely low frequency waves! *, 

‘ At the root of any decision to institute MindWar in the U.S. defense 

establishment is a very simple A beeioas Do we wish to win the pext war in which 

ae choose to became involved, and do we wish to do so with minimum loss of human 

life, at minimm expense, and in the least amount of time? If the answer is 

veg then MindWar is a necessity. if we wish to trade that kind of victory for 

more Amcrican lives, ecoucmic disaster, and ncgotiated stalemates, then Mindfar 

is inappropriate, and if used superficially will actimlly contribute to our 

defeat. In MindWar there is no substitute for victory. 
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12. Atmosvheric electremennetic (EM) activity: The human body commnicates 
internally by DY and electrechanical impulses. The EM field displayed in 
Kirlian pootograchs, the effectiveness of acupuncture, and the body's physical 
responses to various tyres of Ef radiation (X-rays, infrared radiation, visible 
light spectra, etc.) are all exemples of human sensitivity to E{ forces and 
ficlds. Atmospheric EM activity is regularly altercd by such phencmena as 
sunspot cruptions and gravitational stresses which distort the Earth's magnetic 
field. Under varying extermal EY conditions, humans are more or less disposod 
to the consideration of new ideas. SlindWar should be timcd accordingly. Fer 
Dr. L.J. Ravitz: “Electrodynamic field constructs add fuel to the assumption 
unifying livirg matter harmoniously with the operations of nature, postulating 
that each biologic thing is organized by a total dynamic pattern, the expression 
of an electromagnetic field no less than non-living systoms: and that as points 
on spectruns, these txo entities may at last take their positions in the 
organimtion of the miverse ina way both explicuble and mtional ... A 
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tenable tbeory has been provided for emergence of the nervous systen, ceveloping 

not fram functional demands, but instcad deriving as a result of dynaric forces 

imposed on cell groups by the total field mittern. Living matter now has a 

definition of state based on relativity field physics, through which it has beea 

possible to detect a measurable property of total state functions." (Ravitz, 

Leonard J., M.S., M.D., F.R.S.H., “Electro-magnetic Field Monitoring of Cianging 

State-Functioo, Including Hypnotic States’ in Journal of American Soricty of 

Psychosomatic Dentistry and Medicine, Vol. 17, No. 4, 1970.) 

13. Yonization of the air: An abundance of ocgative condensition nucleti ("air 
dons") in ingested air enhances alertness and exhilaration, while an excess of 
positive ions enhances drowsiness and depression. Calculation of the iconic 
talance of a tarzct audience's atmaspheric environment will be correspondingly 
useful. Again this is a naturally-occurring condition - caused by such varying 

agents as solar ultraviolet light, lightning, and rapidly-moving water - rather 

.. than one which must be artificially created. [Detonation of nuclear weapons, 

hovever, will alter atmospheric ionimtion levels.) See for example Soyxe, Fred 
and Edmonds, Alan, The Ion Effect. New York: E.P. Duttoa, 1977. 

Navy's brolect Sues for Teubaaeiad ania Elf-waves are not 
normally noticed by the wmaided senses, yet their resonant effect upon the humen 
body bas been connected to both physiological disorders and enctional 
‘distortion. Infrasound vibration (up to 20 Hz) can subliminally influecce brain 
activity to align itself to delta, theta, alpha, or beta wave patterns, 
inclining an audience tonard everything from alertness to passivity. ' Infrasound 

could be used tactically, as FLF-waves endure for great distances; and it could 
be used in cenjimction with media broadcasts as well. See Playfair, Guy L. and 
Hill, Scott, The Cycles of Heaven. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978, pages 
130-140. : 



LSD experiment 
costs U.S. 7506 
WASHINGTON (AP) — 

The government has tenta- 
tively settled ‘a lawsuit 
charging the CLA used nine 
Canadians as human 
Guinea pigs in mind-con- 
trol research, including 
heavy doses of LSD, law- 
yers said yesterday. 
Sources who asked to re- , 

main anonymous said the 
CIA agreed to pay the 
plaintiffs a ‘total of 
$750,000. : 

The auit cited psycholog- 
fecal and emotional dam- 
age from treatment in the . 
late 19508 at McGill ra | 
versity's - Allan; Memorial 

—Anstitute._ -;- a 
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CHILDREN'S ALLEGATIONS OF ABUSE WARRANT EXAMINATION OF OCCULT THEOLOGY 
by Judy Hanson 

Preschool children in numerous parts of the country have made 
bizarre and unusual statements concerning what they allegedly 
have experienced. As allegations of child abuse in day care 
centers emerged, it was clear to me that the bizarre elements 
the children described possibly were connected to the occult. 

In 1979 I was involved in a child custody case. Due to the 
unusual circumstances surrounding this case, I developed an 
interest and concem involving the occult. As a result, I began 
a file on occult practices and beliefs. 

This article addresses those who attempt to discredit the 
children by stating publicly that the bizarre elements in the 
children's statements lack credibility. The following 
information was obtained by tesearching the occult and 
comparing that research to statements made by the children, 

Children in almost all of the cases where ritual abuse is 
Suspected stated that the adults involved undressed, undressed 
the children and while all of them were nude, danced in circles, 

Certainly this allegation is one of the more innocent in light of 
other allegations made by the children. However, 
documentation for adults and children dancing together in the 
nude is available, For example there is a photograph published 
in an occult book giving the-explanation that what can be seen 
in the photograph represents a dance and spell. In this 
photograph it is clear there are six adults and one child. At 
least three of the adults appear to be female. All are nude and 
all are dancing in a circle.! 

Children in several cases made the allegation that they were 
sexually abused with sticks while being forced to take part in 
what appears to be some sort of ritual. When the children were 
asked what kind of sticks were used, the majority of the 
children responded that the sticks were the kind that come off 
of trees. 

The children are clear in their descriptions. They are not 
describing a kite stick or a yard stick or any kind of finished 
wood, but rather the type of stick that would resemble a twig 
or small branch that is left in its natural state, In occult 
Practice, the practitioner who is preparing a magic circle for 
ritual magic would have a piece of equipment called a wand or 
tod. The wand or rod cut from a tree is left in a natural state 
and is considered to have supreme magical power. It is also 
considered to be a phallic symbol.2 

Several children in one case stated that they were sexually 
abused by a perpetrator who had a blue mark on his genitals, 
Another independent group of children stated that the 
perpetrator who sexually abused them had a red mark on his 

genitals. : 

A Witches Mark (sometimes referred to as the Devil's Mark) 
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can be either red or blue in color. 3 This mark is placed on the 
body of the practitioner, in an area not usually seen, such as 
under the arm’or on the genitals.4 

In some of the other cases the children expressed a fear of the 
power they believed was acquired through occultic practice. 
One of these cases involved a group of children from the same 
family. These children felt that they were being spiritually 
threatened and asked for something to put in their rooms that 
would protect them. Their mother consulted with someone 
who had some knowledge of occult theology. The 
recommendation was to give the children some salt to sprinkle 
around the room. The mother felt the children would respond 
better to glitter, so she offered them a choice between gold 
glitter and table salt to throw around their rooms, The children 
chose the salt. They took the salt and carefully sprinkled it 
around their rooms. The children appeared to have absolute 
confidence that the salt would keep them safe. 

Documentation for the use of salt is available in many of the 
books written on the occult, It can be purchased in stores that 
specialize in selling occult paraphernalia. The purpose of salt 
is purification. It is also an occult belief that salt can be used 
to control devils by keeping them away from a person or an 
areaS 

In yet another case a parent found an unusual piece of fabric 
tied in intricate knots in her home. When she asked her child if 
she knew what it was the child became extremely upset and 
She insisted that it had to be untied immediately, She became 
even more upset when she experienced difficulty untying the 
knots, 

Documentation for a Witch's Ladder can be found in several 
books written on the occult. The description given fora 
Witch's Ladder is a piece of fabric tied in knots and hidden. If 
the person it is intended for does not find the Witch's Ladder 
and untie it, the occult belief is that the person will die.6 

Not only do the children seem to demonstrate a belief in the 
more sinister side of occult theology and appear to have some 
understanding of the purpose of some of the occult 
paraphemalia, but they also appear to be familiar with some of 
the occult symbolism. The children draw the well known 
symbols of the upside down cross and the numbers 666, but 
they also draw symbols of a more sophisticated nature. 
Children from many independent cases have displayed some 
knowledge of the symbols described in the Lemegeton, or the 
Lesser Key of Solomon as well as those used by Eliphas Levi, 
a famous occult practitioner who lived and wrote many books 
on the occult in the early to mid 1800's. 

In one particular case the children consistently draw an equal 
armed cross and are clear that this particular cross was a 
symbol used by the adults during rituals in their case. 
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The equal armed cross of the occult represents the four 
elements and cardinal points. Research further reveals that 
this cross is also used in ritual magic.” 

In another independent case, the children consistently draw the 

shape of a"T". They insist that the “T* is a cross, This “T* 

shape is a pre-christian cross.* The children in this particular 
case also are adept at drawing runes. Runes are known to be 
used in the occult and date back to the Nordic deities. 

In several other cases the children appear to have been exposed 

to the Nazi belief system, or at least the occultic side of the 

Nazi beliefs. These children talk of a master race and are 

familiar with some of the Nazi symbols, 

Adolph Hitler was closely associated with the occultic Thule 

Society, and filled many of his key positions with Thule 

Society members.!° The belief of the Thule Society is to 

establish a super race of men and to eliminate inferior races.!! 

The Thule Society was linked to the Brotherhood of the 

Golden Dawn in England, Madame Blavatsky and Aleister 

Crowley.!2, The symbol that best reflects Nazi beliefs is their 

own swastika. The Nazi swastika, chosen by Adolph Hitler, is 

a left handed swastika, which usually represents darkness, 

black magic and destruction.!3 

One of the frequent allegations made by the children in the 

majority of cases concems the use of human feces, urine and 

blood. The children allege that feces, urine and blood have 

been smeared on their bodies and that they have been forced to 

eat and drink all three body products. 

The use of feces, urine and blood is well documented in most 

occult books. All three body products are used in various 

recipes for any number of reasons. The purpose of using these 

body products is the occult belief that feces, urine and blood 

retain the power and energy of the person they came from, 

which is then transferred to the person who consumes the 

product. 

Arthur Lyons, who has authored books on the occult and has 

appeared on radio and television discussing the subject, writes 

that one way to celebrate a black mass is to use water, human 

urine or menstrual blood and the host:or communion wafer 

offered during the black mass is to be made of human feces. 

During the service the host is either eaten or smeared on the 

face.'4 The children talk of experiencing both aspects of this 

ritual. 

Children in many independent cases where ritual abuse is 

suspected have stated that they have witnessed the cooking of 

babies. If this allegation were true, what would be the purpose 

for cooking a baby? 

Researching books on the occult, I discovered a recipe for 

Flying Ointment. This ointment likely produces the sensation 

of flight. Flying Ointment is made up of various substances, 
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some of which are hallucinogenic (deadly nightshade, 
henbane, aconite & belladonna) and then blended with an oil to 

be rubbed into the practitioner’s skin. One oil that is suggested 

in the traditional recipe is baby fat./5 To my knowledge the 

only certain way to obtain baby fat is to cook a baby. 

Another element the children have talked about is cannibalism. 
A reference to cannibalism can be found in the writings of 
Arthur Lyons. Lyons describes a lecture held at the home of 
Anton LaVey, founder of the Church of Satan. The subject of 
this lecture was cannibalism. Mr. Lyons states that a human 
leg was brought to the home of Anton LaVey and, after being 

basted in Triple Sec, was eaten by several people in the group 
attending the lecture. The person who provided this tasty 

morsel was, according to Lyons, a physician at East San 

Francisco Bay Hospital who was also a member of the Church 

of Satan.16 

While Lyons offers no explanation for the practice of 

cannibalism in his writings, an explanation can be found in the 

writings of other authors on the occult.!7 

Many children allege they have witnessed the killing of other 

children or babies during what appears to be a ritual. There is 

ample documentation in many occult books about the need for 

doing this to acquire the things that a baby's body would 

supply to accomplish a particular goal. Flying Ointment is 

only one.of many goals. 

In 1667 the Marquise de Montespan became interested in 

Louis XIV of France. In an attempt to become his mistress, de 

Montespan was responsible for at least two murders. The 

victims of these murders were children. The children had their 

throats cut during separate occult rituals. Their blood was used 

in potions to insure that de Montespan would not be replaced 

in the King's affections.!§ 

One of the more interesting stories I have read was written by 

Arthur Lyons. Lyons wrote that he had attended a meeting 

conducted by a man who claimed he was a satanist. As Lyons 

describes what takes place at the meeting, he also gives a 

chilling description of this man’s altar, The altar was actually 

some sort of tank filled with formaldehyde where a dead baby 

was kept. Lyons describes a male child with homs attached to 

his body. Lyons further states that the child was probably 

stillborn.!9 

Lyons may be an astute man, but I question his ability to make 

a determination concerning the cause of this child death. One 

can only hope Lyons’ assumption of a stillbom birth is correct. 

The question that must be asked is, did Mr. Lyons notify law 

enforcement? 

The foregoing information is not conclusive proof of infant 

murder by a satanist. However, it is my opinion that it 

certainly raises the point that it is possible in today's world that 

a person would murder a child for a religious belief or need, 
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and that this type of thinking was not necessarily left behind in 

the historical world of the occult. The foregoing information 

does however, point to one undeniable fact: there are people 

today who will use the body of a dead baby for occultic 

purposes. 

Children in numerous cases across the country have described 

what appear to be several different rituals that require the use 

of both human and/or animal bones. 

On October 14, 1986, the Orange County Register, a large, 

well respected newspaper in Souther California, published an 

interview with Ruth Ann Anderson, an occult practitioner. In 

this interview, Ms. Anderson explains that the bones she uses 

for her rituals during the full moon are a female pelvic bone, 

bird skull and the vertebra of a small animal. Ms, Anderson 

states that these bones represent "a connection to the cycle of 

life and death”.2 

This interview lends possible explanation to what the children 

describe, but it also raises the question, "How did Ms. 

Anderson acquire a female pelvic bone?” 

Ceremonial swords and knives, body painting, masks, human 

body parts, human and animal sacrifice are just a few of the 

topics that I discovered during the course of my research which 

are documentable as essential to various occultic rituals. 

When confronted with statements made by those who choose 

not to believe that occult practices involving black magic, 

black witchcraft, satanism or voodoo presently exist and that 

the only validation that is available for these practices is 

historical documentation, I would ask one question, "At what 

point in time did these types of occultic practices stop?” 

Some people stated that they believe the children were exposed 

to occult beliefs through Saturday morning cartoons or fairy 

tales such as Hansel and Gretel. To my knowledge, there are 

no fairy tales that teach the kinds of occultic beliefs of which 

these children have knowledge. 

Some of the people who have the Saturday moming cartoon 

theory also put forth the theory that the children were brain 

washed by their therapists. My response to that is the children 

were disclosing to their parents prior to being taken to a 

therapist. 

What I find unbelievable is that the people who disbelieve are 

sometimes our best witnesses. Arthur Lyons claims to be a 

staunch disbeliever and yet he is an eye witness to a man who 

used a dead baby for an occultic purpose, and gives an account 

of a lecture on cannibalism where a human leg was eaten. 

If the children's statements could not be validated in any way, a 

reasonable person would have to disregard what they were 

saying. But to disregard their allegations without investigating 

is unreasonable. 
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It has never been my intent to prove or disprove the allegations 

made by these children. However, to completely disregard the 

children's statements or to label them as fantasy or lies is 

simplistic and does not give ample explanation as to how these 

children acquired the knowledge they possess in terms of 

occult beliefs. 

Judy Hanson is a researcher and investigator. She has done research 

into the occult since 1979 and has worked both civil and criminal 

cases for 16 years, Her criminal case background includes serial 

killers, homicides and appellate work. 
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Experts Charge 

Evidence Suppressed 

in Child 

Molestation Case 



The following story 

was drawn from a 

radio interview with 

Ted Gunderson, a pri- 

vate investigator and 

former FBI agent look- 

ing into the bizarre Mc- 
Martin Pre-School 

child molestation case, 

which led to the most 

expensive criminal 

trial in history and 
which resulted in no 

convictions. Gunderson 

was interviewed on 

Radio Free America, 

hosted by Tom Valen- 

tine, on April 15. 

By THE SPOTLIGHT StaFF 
The Los Angeles County district 

attorney suppressed scientific evi- 

dence which would have convicted 

Raymond Buckey, the last defendant 
in the widely publicized McMartin 
Pre-School child molestation case in © 

Manhattan Beach, California—the 

longest and costliest criminal trial in 
American history. 

Buckey went free after a second 
trial which resulted in a hung jury. 

It was during that second trial that 

evidence which proved the truth be- 

hind the victimized children's 

charges against Buckey was discov- 
ered. 

Yet Los Angeles District Attorney 
Ira Reiner failed to introduce the 
new evidence even though it was 
freely available to his office. Reiner’s 
motivations here are suspect, to say 
the least. : 

Former FBI agent Ted Gunderson 
{now a private investigator) and Dr. 
Gary Stickel (a professor of archeology 
at the University of California/ Los 
Angeles) have charged specifically 
that Reiner refused to introduce in ev- 
idence proof that secret tunnels exist- 
ed underneath the McMartin school. 

This evidence would have clinched 
the case against Buckey and proved 
the children’s charges. 

Gunderson and Stickel were 
guests on the April 15 broadcast of 
The SPOTLIGHT’s nightly call-in 
talk forum, Radio Free America, 
with host Tom Valentine. 
The two experts appeared in the 

company of Mrs. Jackie McGauley, a 
mother of a little girl who had been 
victimized at the McMartin school. 
Many of the children—including 

Mrs. McGauley’s daughter—claimed 
they had been in secret tunnels un- 
derneath the school. 
CULTLIKE RITUALS 

The children alleged satanic and/or 
cultlike rituals had been conducted in 
these tunnels along with child molesta- 
tion, and that animal sacrifices, among 
other things, had taken place there. 

Additionally the children said it 
was through the tunnels that they 
had been secretly taken from the 
school grounds and taken elsewher: 
to be subjected to molestation by oth 
ers outside the school. 

Yet the district attorney's office 
—despite its prosecution of the 
case—never investigated whethe: 
the tunnels existed. The newspapers 
in particular the pro-homosexual Los 
Angeles Times, evinced no interest ir 
the blockbuster story. 
Some parents of the children, in- 

cluding Mrs. McGauley (whose own 
experiences are detailed in the ac- 
companying story), made efforts to 
prove their children were not imag- 
ining the existence of the tunnels. 

Mrs. McGauley and others hired 
former FBI man Gunderson to coor- 
dinate their own investigation. Gun- 
derson brought in Stickel as an ex- 
pert adviser in seeking to find the 
tunnels the children claimed existed. 
SECOND TRIAL 

The McMartin child molestation 
trial was a long-term affair that ac- 
tually resulted in a second trial of 
one of the defendants, Raymond 
Buckey. (An overview of the compli- 
cated series of events appears in an 
accompanying storv.) 

Mrs. McGauley and other Mc- 
Martin parents had asked Reiner’s 
office to begin excavations under the 
school in order to determine whether 
or not the tunnels existed, but, as 
she notes, “They said ‘no,’ and that, 
frankly, they didn't believe our chil- 
dren.” 

According to Mrs. McGauley, “Two 
of the parents independently told the 
district attorney they had observed 

= ee 

Raymond Buckey’s father and others 
‘working outside the school, mixing 
and pouring cement.” 

During the first trial, Buckev's fa. 
ther testified that he had supervised 
the construction of the school and 
that no tunnels existed there. 

What prompted the parents to 
push for further investigation was 
the fact that they had discovered 
new cement in a side lot alongside 
the school building, although the 
school had been closed for some six 
years since the scandal first broke. 

‘The parents obtained permission 
from the new owners of the property 
to begin excavating the area under 
the cement. 

Mrs. McGauley and the other par- 
ents, working with Gunderson, then 

retained the services of the archeolo- 
gist, Stickel, who came on the scene 
to examine the evidence. 
The initial digging began in April 

ef 1990 and ended on Memorial Day 
weekend—a 34-day period. Guards 
were posted outside the property at 
night to ensure the integrity of the 
excavation. This was, in fact, just 
prior to and during the first weeks of 
the second trial of Raymond Buckey. 
According to Gunderson, “We found 

a 35-foot tunnel. We found a seven- 
foot tunnel. We found the bones of 
over 200 animals in these tunnels.” 

Stickel, the archeologist, points 
out: “The children had maintained in 
testimony that they had been taken 
down into the tunnels and into a ‘se- 
cret room.’ (where animal sacrifices 
had been conducted). 

“This had been discounted (by the 
district attorney’s office]. The district 
attorney’s office had made the 
abortive attempt to search for tun- 
nels back [in the earliest stages of 
the case] in 1985. 

“The parents had tried to find the 
tunnels, but, of course, they were 
searching in the wrong place—in an 
adjacent lot and not underneath the 
school, which is where the children 
had said the tunnels were.” 
“The tunnels were exactly where 

the children said they were. In fact, 
the day before we found the main 
tunnel, one of the children took one 
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where she had entered the cunnel 
and where it ran beneath two rooms, 

classrooms three and four in the 
school above, and that’s exactly 
where the tunnel turned out to ine. 

“Of course, these tunnels {by this 
time) had been filled in. 
BURIED CLUES 

“Archeologists, by their training, 
are accustomed tu lovking fur duried 
features [such as tunnels| that hav 
been filled in by man on purpose o 
otherwise buried by nature. 

“We look for very subtle evidence 
but in the McMartin case, the evi 
dence wasn’t subtic. It was very ap 
parent because a lot of the tunnel: 
were chock full of artifacts that hac 
been used as filler. 

“Additionally, the tunnels couid be 
distinguished by different coiors o 
soil—generally it was darker withir 
the tunnel [and therefore from a dif- 
ferent locationJ—a:d the soil around 
the tunnels was lighter in color, and 
harder in texture. 

“The tunnel actually had a rvof, 
and you could walk into it at certain 
points. It ran between classroom 
four (which was Ray Buckey’s class- 
room) and classroom three. 

“There was even an arched area in 
the roof of the tunnel where the tun- 
ne] went underneath a dividing wall 
in the foundation between the two 
rooms above. 

“There were four lurge containers 

of broken bottles and tin cans that 
had obviously been hand-placed into 
this area.” 

According to Stickel, the tunnels 
were filled back in “intentionally.” 
He says there is no doubt about that. 
WHEELBARROWS 
Gunderson says it was, in fact, 

during che trial that parents had no- 
ticed there was activity around the 
school: people with wheelbarrows at 
work etc. 

Yet the police had never sealed the 
area off, even though there had been 
allegations of the existence of the se- 
cret tunnels by the children. 

Stickel noted, speaking as a lay- 
man and not as an archeologist, “If 
you wanted to find primary evidence 
fust and resulve the question about 
the existence of the tunnels—either 
for the defendants or for the prosecu- 
tion—the searcn for the tunnels 
should have heen done in the begin- 
rang 
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fact that the DA's office actually did 
see evidence of the tunnels: and 

tha: was after Jackie McGauley and 

other McMartin parents pressed the 

matter.” 
The Los Angeles County district 

attorney's office was not very adept 

in ig inquiry as far as digging for 

the tunnels. according to Stickel. 

“They [the DA's office] only dug 
about one foot deep. What we found 
was much deeper than that. 

“I don’t think you have to be a 
rocket scientist to figure out that if 

you are going to find a tunnel (of 

these apparent dimensions as de- 

scribed by the children] you're going 

to have to dig a lot deeper than that. 
“There’s no doubt what we found 

was a tunnel. Then when an assis- 

tant district attorney from DA Rein- 

er's office came to the site, we practi- 
cally had to beg him to get down into 

the tunnel so we could take him on a 
walking tour, so to speak. 

“The tunnel had a plywood roof 
with tar-paper above it. That was 
very clear and still in place when the 
assistant district attorney was there. 
However, he was very negative. He 
just didn't want to see what was in 
front of him. 

“Now, of course, the children said 
there were animal sacrifices down 
there and possible cult activity. It 
seems only logical that you go in 
there and do a thorough investiga- 
tive job. 

“Even after we showed the district 

attorney's office this, they were not 

impressed.” 
According to former FBI man Gun- 

derson, there was evidence of satanic 

rituals and animal sacrifices being 

conducted in the tunnels, just as the 
children had maintained. 

“We found a small white plastic 
plate with three hand-drawn penta- 
grams (ritualistic symbols) buried 

about six to eight inches under the 
surface. We also found many animal 

bones,” noted Gunderson. 
Why would the district attorney's 

office be interested in suppressing 

evidence of child molestation by the 
McMartin Pre-School operators? 

This is a question that plagues 

many who are confronted with the 

evidence provided by Gunderson and 

Stickel. There is a disturbing answer 

to this, however. 
Gunderson notes many of the chil- 

ate 

statements charged they had been 
taken out of the school and prostitut- 
ed. 

According to Gunderson, “Among 
those people who were identified by 
the children as having been among 
those to whom they were prostituted 
and who victimized them were 
household names: actors, sports fig- 
ures, politicians. 

“This may have been one of the 

reasons the district attorney's office 

did not want to dig toa deeply into 
the case. 

“Frankly,” said the former FBI 
man, “I don't think the district attor- 
ney's office was interested in prose- 
cuting anybody.” 
Gunderson cites an example of his 

basis for making that allegation. 
“In the second trial of Raymond 

Buckey, one of the district attorney's 
prosecutors, Pam Ferrero, was a for- 
mer McMartin student. We learned 
this in the middle of the second trial. 
INSURANCE POLICY 
“What does that mean?” asked 

Gunderson. “It means this: If Buckey 
had been convicted—with Ferrero 

= — 

not only being a former McMartin 
student, but also one of his prosecu- 
tors—Buckey could have demanded 
a mistrial. That was his insurance 
policy, in my opinion. 

“At any rate,” noted Gunderson, 
“the district attorney could have 

used our evidence of the tunnels in 

the second trial, but they chose not 
to and they ended up with a hung 
jury, and Buckey went free.” 

On the basis of his experience in 
California and elsewhere, Gunder- 

son believes the McMartin case is 

not isolated. e 
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Los Angeles after Buckey. was found innocent. Below, artifact found 

in play yard of McMartin school bears satanic emblem. 

Above, Peggy McMartin and her son Raymond Buckey leave court i 
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Tunnel entrances exposed by private investigation team. In the 

photo above, Ted Gunderson and a radio reporter walk past one of 

the entrances. 
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By norma Meyer 
Teer WS SOUL 
Charlies Buckey, busband and father 

of the two defendants in the McMaran 
Preschnol tril, tesufied Monday that 
(here were ny secret rooms an campus 
where prosecutors contend childreo 
were molested. 

Buckey, who deugued and super- 
vued construction of the nursery 
senool in 1968, sud neither subterra- 
ean areas not tuanels existed at the 

McMARTIN TRIAL 
testified they crawled through passage- 
wayt ta leave the scaoal. 

Buckey, 65, worked as an electronics 
engineer during the day. But he epeat 
weekends as the handyman and 
troundekeeper for the family-run 
school, mopping Moors, trimming Lees, 
building wooden clmbing toys, and 
even typing up parent notices. 

during school hours, working in the 
game jub he hag held for 19 years 

Hus wife, Pegry, 62, and son, Ray- 
mond, 30, remain charged snth 65 mo- 
lestation counts involving LL tote who 
attended the school from 1978 through 
1983. Buckey's daughter, Peggy Ann, 
and mother-in-law, preschool founder 
Virgina MeMartin, were dropped from 

je case, 
Taking the stand for the defense, 

Buckey disputed claums of youngsters 

two dead turtles an campus during a 
30-year span and neither aac wounds. 
A dead rabbit had its ears intact and 
died of natural causes, he said. 

He also rebuked testimony of ancth- 
er alleged victim, who ead Raymond 
Buckey buried him up to hus neck io 
the school's sand jot as past of a cam- 
paign of terror. The elder Buckey sad 
that was imposible because he poured 
the sand himself when the lot was 
built and it was only 3 inches deep. 

Charles Buckey: No secret rooms on campus 
“Just as the oame implies — 

fuard stood there and kept aut > 
people,” Buckey answered. 

Gunson asked who the guard waa 
“It war one of those knights in 1s 

Ing armors that we had,” Buckey oa 
“Are you being facetious?” Guns 

demanded angrily. 7 
“f'm not being facetious, 00,” Bux 

ey replied. “la the children’s min 
and the teachers minds thers wis 
puard there, 2." A 

Charles Buckey, husband and father of two of the defendants in the McMartin child molestation case, testified thz 
there were no “secret tunnels” underneath the pre-school as the vicitimized children alleged. New evidenc 
contradicts Buckey’s sworn testimony. The article reproduced above, appeared in the April 25, 1989 edition of th 
Torrance California Daily Breeze, detailed Buckey’s testimony. The media has ignored the new evidence. 

Parent of Pre-Schooler 
Tells Horror Story 

All too typical of the horror stories 
arising from the McMartin Pre- 
School child molestation case is that 
of Mrs. Jackie McGauley and her 
daughter Julie, a student at the 

school. 
Mrs. McGauley was instrumental 

in finding the secret tunnels under- 
neath the McMartin Pre-School that 
many of the children claimed exist- 
ed, evidence of which was ignored by 
the Los Angeles district attorney, Ira 
Reiner, during the second McMartin 

trial. 
One of the guests on the April 15 

broadcast of The SPOTLIGHT's 

nightly call-in talk forum Radio Free 
America, Mrs. McGauley described 
her family's nightmare and her 
search for the truth. 

Mrs. MeGauley enrolled her two- 
year-old daughter Julie in the Mc- 
Martin Pre-School in September of 
1983. 
MEDIA OVERLOAD 

According to Mrs. McGauley, 
“There was all this stuff in the 
media, on Phil Donahue and every- 
thing, talking about giving children 
a head start academically and social- 
ly. Twas shy, and Julie was shy, and 
{ thought it would help that.” 



It was four months afterward that 
the school was closed after teachers 
were accused of molesting the stu- 
dents. 

Initially Mrs. McGauley found the j 
charges impossible to believe. “How 
could they arrest all these sweet old 
ladies?” she asked herself. 

“In the beginning.” she said, “I j 
didn’t even know there were people 
who wanted to have sex with kids. 
That was beyond my scope of imagi- 
nation.” 
However, after Mrs. McGauley 

took her daughter for a medical 
exam, physicians determined there 

was evidence the child had been sex- 
ually molested. 
When Mrs. McGauley asked her 

daughter about the events, the girl 
disclosed details which, according to 
Mrs. McGauley. were “pretty 
startling and unbelievable.” 

TALK OF “DEVILS” 

The little girl talked about “devils” 
and described satanic ritual scenes 
involving the staff at the McMartin 
Pre-School. 
Julie McGauley also told her 

mother she had been taken to a local 

crematorium where she saw human 
bodies being cremated. 
The young mother found her 

daughter's stories incredible, but as 
Mrs. McGauley now says, “I learned 
the very important lesson of keeping 
an open mind,” after her little girl 
took her to the very crematorium 
where she said she had been taken 
and molested (among other places, 
apparently). 
The child also described tunnels 

underneath the school where some of 
the molestations had taken place. 
Yet the Los Angeles district attor- 
ney's office showed no interest in | 
seeking to find out if these tunnels 
existed. 
During the first of two trials, 

Charles Buckey, husband and father 
of two of the McMartin defendants, 

(See PARENT, Page 17) 
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testified under vath that he had de- 
signed und supervised construction 
of the nursery school and that no 
tunnels existed on the property 
INQUIRY BEGUN 

In an effort to determine the truth. 
Mrs. MeGaules and other MeMartin 
Pre-Schoo! student parents banded 
together. 

Recruiting former FBI agent Ted 
Gunderson (now a private investiga- 
tor). Mrs. McGauley and the other 
parents began an inquiry, Gunder- 
son hired on Dr. Gary Stickel, a pro- 
fessional archeologist and professor 
at the University of California. 

Yet, when the district attorney's 
office was shown Stickel's findings 
‘as noted in the accompanying 
story), the DA chose not to introduce 
this critical evidence in the second 
trial of Raymond Buckey. 

Stickel’s excavations proved the 
existence of the tunnels and suggest- 
ed, at the very least, that Charles 
Buckey’s testimony was perjurious. 
Evidence indicates it was none 

other than Charles Buckey who was 
involved in filling in the tunnels dur- 
ing the second trial. 
Today Mrs. McGauley. along 

with Gunderson, is trying to alert 
the public to the truth behind the 
children’s allegations and to publi- 
cize the problem of child molesta- 
tion. e 



A Summary of the 
McMartin Pre-School Scandal 

The McMartin Pre-School was established in Manhattan Beach. 
California in 1966 by Virginia McMartin. 
Among the employees were her daughter Peggy McMartin Buckey and 

her grandchildren (Mrs. Buckey's children) Raymond Buckey and Peggy 
ann Buckey. 
The first inkling something was wrong at the school came in August of 

1983 when Mrs. Judy Johnson reported to the Manhattan Beach Police 
Department that she believed her son had been molested by Raymond 
Buckey. 
Although Buckey was initially arrested, he was later released. However, 

the police continued the investigation and alerted the families of 
McMartin school students that an investigation was under way. 
Over several months in the winter of 1983 and 1984, some 400 children 

were interviewed extensively. Evidence indicated many of the children’s 
stories about molestation they had experienced coincided. 
SATANIC. RITUALS 

Many of the children described what appeared to have been satanic ritu- 
als, including the sacrifice of animals, which accompanied the sexual mo- 
lestation. 
The children also described having been secretly taken away from the 

preschool building to the outside through “tunnels.” According to the chil- 
dren, acts of molestation also took place in these tunnels. 

(The efforts of Jackie McGauley, a McMartin parent who has been in the 
forefront of the effort to prove the truth of her own child's story—and that 
of others—appear in the accompanying story.) 

Investigators determined that, in their judgment, at least 41 of the chil- 
dren interviewed had been victimized. This led to the formal convening of 
a grand jury by then-Los Angeles District Attorney Robert Philobosian. 

It was in March of 1984 that the McMartin family members were indict- 
ed, along with three other preschool employees, Mary Ann Jackson, 
Babette Spitler and Betty Raidor, on charges of child molestation. 
OEATH THREATS CHARGED ' 
They were charged with having sexually abused at least 18 children 

over a 10-year peridd, and it was charged they had used death threats to 
keep the children from talking about their experiences. 
The preliminary hearings in the case took an entire 18-month 

period—the longest preliminary hearing in California history. 
By January of 1986, newly elected Los Angeles District Attorney Ira 

Reiner announced the evidence was insufficient to warrant a trial for five 
of the seven defendants, and charges were dropped. 

ss a consequence, only Peggy McMartin Buckey and her son Raymond 
Buckey were turned over for trial. 

The trial did not formally begin until mid-1987 and then, finally, came 
to a close on November 2, 1989—the longest criminal hearing in U.S. his- 
tory. 
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After 2. months of jury delioerations, the jury reached a verdict on 

January 18, 1990 and acquitted Mrs. Buckey on all counts. However, the 

sury deadlocked on 13 counts involving Raymond Buckey. and the judge 

declared a mistrial on the Raymond Buckev case. 

At this point, Reiner announced Buckey would be retried on eight 

counts. 

POLITICAL CONTROVERSY 

On May 7, Buckey’'s second trial began. Within a week, @ political con- 

troversy arose when it was revealed Reiner had offered a tentative plea 

bargain for Buckey, although Reiner initially denied a dea! had been of 

fered. 
Reiner. a candidate for California state attorney general. was defeates 

in the June 5 primary, in part because of the controversy aver the Buckey 

case. 
It was during this period that private investigator Ted Gunderson and 

archeologist Dr. Gary Stickel, uncovered proof the secret tunnels, de- 

scribed by the victimized children, did indeed exist. 

However. as noted in the accompanying story, the district attorney's of- 

fice refused to use the evidence during the Buckey trial—mucn to the dis- 

gust and dismay of the parents of the children. 

By July 9, 1990 the case was ready for presentation to the jury, and 

after 15 stormy days of deliberations, including a revote on two of the 

counts, the jurors reached a deadlock. 

On July 27 the jurors announced they were deadlocked on all eight 

counts. At this point the judge declared a mistrial, and Buckey was free. 

According to Gunderson, if the evidence relating to the secret tunnels 

underneath the school had been introduced at the Buckey trial. the verdict 

might have been different. 
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From left, archeologist Dr. Gary Stickel, Don Flaherty and pri i i i i , g 7 : y private investigator Ted Gunderson discuss yatio 

work at the McMartin Pre-School in Manhattan Beach, California. nee 
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VIII. 

MISSING CHILDREN 



MISSING: 
‘100,000 Children a Year 
The figures are estimates. But the few known facts are 
appalling: thousands are murdered annually, the number 
of missing children is rising and no one is keeping an 
accurate count 

Condensed from Kiwanis MaGaZzine 
Gany Tussax 

. ‘A 

aout B:ju am. on Janusry 7, 
A 1980, Katheleen’ Mancil 

drove her daughter Marian 
Batson to school in Inverness, Fla. 
“See you tonight,” Kathceen called 

+ asthe petite, blue-eyed 16-year-old 
stepped from the car. ; 

Bur she did noc sec Marian thai 
night. Or the next. Or the next 

No one remembers secing Mar- 
ian after she left her mother’s car, 

“The day after her disappearance, 
” her purse was found in a trash can 
about ag miles from the school. She 
had joined the swelling ranks of 
children simply labeled sassinc. 

Sheila and Katherine Lyon, ages 
tz and 11, journeyed t a suburban 

shopping center on March 35; 1975, 
and were never seen again. In early 
Octaber 1980, two-year-old Brandy 
Barlow vanished from her front 
“yard. The list goes on. : 

Probably the most publicized 
mussing-child case of late has been 
that of siksyest-oll Euan Patz. On 

May 25, 1979, Esan walked alone 
for the first time to his Manhattan 
school-bus stop and has not been 
seen since. Methodical searches 
with bloudhounds, helicopters, psy- 
chics, and phalanxcs of pulice have 
failed to curn up any clues. 

These are not isolated cases. Ev- 
eryone close to the missing-child 
problem agrees that it is 3 large 
one—and growing. Statistics, how- 
ever, are tough to come by. Bound- 
aries between runaways, parenul 
kidnap victims and children stolen 
by strangers tend to blur. 

The best estimates are that about 
a million American youngsters 
leave home each year, with go per- 
cent returning in two weeks. Ap- 
proximately 100,000 children are 
thus unaccounted for. Add another 

25,000 ta 100,000 stolen by divorced 
or separated parents, and the tocal 
becomes signifieant “Kids who 
just disappear present a big prob- 
lem. that easels had Becter start 
opening their eyes to,” says Det. 
Sit. Dick Ruffino of the Bergen 
County, New Jersey, Sherull's Office. 

Yet no single U.S. agency con- 
cerns itself exclusively with missing 
children on a national scale. Auto- 
mobiles, handguns and silverware 
can be reyisterca, traced and recov- 
ered more easily than children. 
“Our priorities are mixed up,” says 
Ken Wooden, director of the Na- 
tional Coalition for Children's Jus- 
tice. “If someone steals 3 car, he can 
be traced and caught because we 
have a computer system for tracing 
stolen cars, But children apparently 
aren‘ that important to us.” 

Each missing-child case has its 
own poignant drama and irony. In 
July 1976, 12-year-old Dee Scofield 
disappeared while running an er- 
rand at a Florida shopping center. 
Two days later, a classmate repart- 
edly saw Dee looking out 3 van 
window, desperately forming the 
word “helo” over and over with her 
lips. Dee Scofeld has never been 
found, : , 

On October 18, 1981, Jimmy 
Rogers, 14, left his Hanson. Mass., 
home for a friend's house. He may 
have hicched a ride. He has not 
been seen or heard from sincc. 

“Child snatching, kidnapping 
and the ugly things chat happen to 
these kids are so horrendous that 
people refuse to deal with them,” 
explains Scan Pucz, father of miss- 
ing Exan. “Trying to handle cases 
like ourson a iocal level isa wemen- 
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dous impediment. We need 2 cen- 
tralized, national clearinghouse 
with information about which chil- 
dren are missing and how they can 
be identified.” 

Buc most cases fall to local police, 
against whom some parents ol miss 
ing children raise a litany of com- 
plaints. Because so many children 
do run away from home, police 
Libel most missing kids runaways. 
And unless the child is very young 
or evidence of foul play exists, police 

commonly will not act on a missing- 

child report for ay hours, The rea- 
son: sheer work volume. A surfeit of 

violent crimes—most with injured 

victims and plenty of evidence— 
takes priority over the “maybe 

crime of a missing youngster. 
The heart-rending tragedy, of 

course, occurs when the child is not 
a runaway and could possibly have 
been helped if immediate action 
had been taken. 

On the morning after Christmas, 
1974, 13-year-old Janna Hanson 
eon is fread’ house. A short 
time Liter, Doreen Hanson drove 
by co pick up her daughter; Janna 
wasn't there. Doreen immediately 
went to the police, bur they 
wouldn't search for 24 hours. 

When police did finally begin an 
investigation, it was too late. Jan- 
fa's body was found after several 
montha, and evidence indicated she 
had been murdered on December 26. 

Parents also complain bitterly 

about the Ful's refusal to help find 
missing children. The FH! becomes 

involved in a missing-child cise 



only when there's proof of a kid- 
napping—such as a ransom note— 
or evidence that the child was taken 
across state lines. 

“The first-time disappearance of 
a minor should be prima facie evi- 
dence that a kidnapping has taken 
place.” says John Clinkscales, whose 

son Kyle disapgzared six years ago. 
“The FBI could then become imme- 
diately involved, and there might be 
a chance of finding some of these 
children. We need help.” 

And answers. Parents always ask 
the inevitable: Why? Why would 
someone steal a child? Why my child? 
There are many answers, yet no 
answers. 

A million couples a year divorce 
in the United States, and many of 
these cases result in child snatch- 
ings. For love, hate, spite or re- 
venge, one parent steals a child 
from the other. 

In December 1974, Gloria Yer- 
kovich said yood-by to her four- 
year-old Joanna as the girl leit to 
spend the weekend with her fa- 
ther. She didn’t want to go, but 

a court order had said she must. 
Joanna never returned. The sep- 

aration that was to last a weekend 
has stretched to 7/4 years. 

Despicable as parental kidnap- 
ping is, these children may be more 
fortunate than others. At least 
there's a chance they will yo to 
school, grow up and lead a more or 
less normal life. 

When a stranger steals a child, 
anything can happen. Parents of 
missing children hope thac their 
child will end up in a loving, caring 
family, perhaps through black- 
market adoption. The cruel truth is 
that a missing child stands a fair 
chance of being murdered. Each 
year an estimated 2500 children in 
the United States disappear and 
later are found murdered. : 

While the abduction and murder 
of a child is a senseless, psychotic 
act, many children are used for 
much more calculated reasons. Says 
Ken Wooden, “Kids are constandy 
being sought for the lucrative child- 
prostitution business. Most police 
departments and public officials 

aren't doing 
anything 
about it” 

If fear 
about what 
may be hap- 
pening to 2 
missing child 
is the parents’ 
primary emo- 
tion, frus- 
tration is the 
second. Of- 

ten, little more is done once local 
police exhaust all leads. Teleprint- 
ed mussing-child reports from one 
city do not carry a high priority in 
another, Verbal descriptions alone 
are often useless. : 

Out of desperation, parents turn 
to posting Hiers and driving by 
pe and other areas frequented 
y children. “It's a totally helpless 

feeling,” says Stan Patz. “There's 
just nothing more we can do.” 

In the pase few years, however, 
various yroups have been formed— 
usually by parents or relatives of 
missing children—to advise and 
comfort distraught parents, One 
such organization is Child Find, Inc., 
Box 277, New Paltz, N.Y. 12561. Ic 
maincains a toll-free number (8oo- 
431-5005) to be used by children 
searching for their parents or parents 
trying to identify missing children. 

Bur such efTorts are noc likely vo 
solve the problem overnight At 
Present, hope is a parent's mox 
sustaining weapon. 

For sume tamilies, that hope 
does not cease even after a child's 
body is found. Says Doreen Han- 
son: “Alter our daughter's remains 
were discovered, we sill kept 
searchiny, at least in our minds. For 
weeks after, | would see a girl on 
” airest who cesembled my 

ughter and | would in m 
heart that ic was er , 

“No one on the outside aan un- 
derstand the trauma taking place in 
a family that has a child missing. 
The frustration, the not knowing, 
the agony are beyond explanation.” 
Another organization is SEAR 
which publishes The Netional hae 
atuay/Missing Persons Report, a may- 
azine containing os, descrip- 
Gons and personal daca chat can help 
identify che missing. The report is 
distributed about every three months 
(0 22,000 agencies and individuals in 
law enforcement, security, medicine 
and social service. SEARCH's adulress 
is Sylvan Ave, Englewood 
Ciilfs, .N. J. 07632. (Al correspon- 
dence should include a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope) Phone: 301- 
567-4040. 



SPECIAL REPORT 

Stolen Children 
Thousands of youngsters are abducted by strangers—and only a few areever found. 

as anyone seen Kevin Collins? 
Kevin is 10 years old and 4 feet 6 
inches tall, with brown hair, 
green eyes and a cheerful dispo- 

sition. When he vanished without a trace 
after basketball practice at St. Agnes School 
in San Franciscoon Feb. 10, the assumption 
was that he had been abducted, and thecity 
responded with all the shocked, if usually 
short-lived, attentivenesssuch outrages pro- 
voke. While San Francisco policeconducted 
a massive, round-the-clock search for the 
missing boy, volunteers distributed more 
than 100,000 fliers carrying his picture, the 
school offered $2,000 for information lead- 
ing to his return and Mayor Dianne Fein- 
stein posted an additional reward of $5,000. 

Kevin's parents, meanwhile, offered the 
only thing they could, a public appeal to his 
abductor that seemed all the more wrench- 
ing for the self-control it must have re- 
quired. “We are not interested in seeking 
justice or punishment,” said David and 
Ann Collins on local TV. “We are only 
interested in his safe return. We love ourson 
and we need him." A month has passed 
without a hint of the boy's whereabouts. 

Ceuelty: Of the approximately 
1.8 million children who are reported miss- 
ing each year, 90 to 95 percent are likely to 
be runaways or youngsters abducted by a 
parent involved in a custody fight. By wide- 
ly varying estimates, anywhere from 6,000 
to 50,000 missing children are, like Kevin 
Collins, presumed tobe victims of “stranger 
abduction,” a crime of predatory cruelty 
usually committed by pedophiles, porno- 
graphers, black-market-baby peddlers or 
childless psychotics bidding desperately for 
parenthood, Only a few cases are solved. 
Even fewer stranger-abducted children are 
recovered alive. 
Though they constitute the smallest por- 

tion of the missing-children phenomenon, 
they can be weighted at 10 times their 
number for the emotional havoc they leave 
in their wake. Noreen Gosch, of West 
Des Moines, lowa, whose 12-year-old son, 
John David, vanished from his Paper route 
on the morning of Sept. 5, 1982, recalls 
the sheer “physical pain” of the vigil. 
“Our hearts hurt, our stomachs hurt. 
We thought of him being tortured or mur- 
dered,” she says. Eighteen months later 
Noreen still holds whispered conversa- 
ons with her son's picture to steel her- 
self-for public talks about him: “Johnny, 
I know the percentages,” she murmurs. 
“So. Hut Lalo know you might be alive 
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—and I'm doing something about this.” 
Until recent years it was one of the sec- 

ondary shocks for parents of stolen children 
that they were alone in their crisis—and 
often nightmarishly thwarted by foot-drag- 
ging police departments, jurisdictional tan- 
gles and an FBI unable to enter a case unless 
there was clear evidence of an abduction. 
But things began to change about five years 
ago, when the disa: ce of six-year-old 
Etan Patz from Manhattan's Soho neigh- 
borhood brought the considerable force of 
the New York media into play. Since then, 
interest in the subject has snowballed. 

Fingerprint: To counteract what they re- 
gard as law-enforcement dawdling, self- 
help organizations—some of them founded 
by parents of victims—have sprung up to 
provide information and educational pro- 
grams and lobby for stiffer laws against 
abductors; some communities have begun 
to fingerprint children and teach them how 
to protect themselves against potential ab- 
ductors (page 80). On the national level, the 
case of Adam Walsh added to the growing 
public awareness. Adam, six, disappeared 
from a Sears store in Hollywood, Fla., on 
July 27, 1981; two weeks later his severed 
head was found in a canal 100 miles away. 
Last October, after NBC aired “Adam,” a 
two-hour dramatization of the tragic case, 
the network showed pictures and dataon $$ 
missing children. As a result, 14 of the 
children have since been found. (The pro- 
gram will be rebroadcast next month, with 
41 new cases appended.) 

It was the anguished testimony of Ad- 
am’s father, John Walsh, before two Senate 
subcommittees that helped lead to the Miss- 
ing Children's Act of 1982, which al- 
lows local police and parents appealing 
to the FBI to log local cases into the bu- ° 
reau‘s National Crime Information Center 
(NCIC) computer. (Public pressure has 
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Gosch's parents in his bedroom: ‘Johnny, I know the percentages, but you might be alive’ 

also forced the FBI to change its policies— 
they now enter cases after 24 hours on the 
assumption that the child has.been trans- 
ported across state lines.) Last month a 
Senate subcommittee began hearing testi- 
mony on a bill to strengthen the "82 act by 
providing funds for a national resource cen- 
teron missing children, buttressed by a toll- 
free hot line. “Millions of children remain at 
risk, vulnerable to exploitation, abuse and 
murder,” said Sen. Arlen Specter, the bill's 

, as the hearings opened. “It is 
imperative that the federal government as- 
sume a more active role.” 

But in spite of increased legislative activ- 
ity, the law-enforcement effort remains er- 
ratic and confused. Because the overwhelm- 

“ 
Our hearts hurt, our 

stomachs hurt,” says Nor- 

een Gosch. “We thought 
of (Johnny) being tor- 
tured or murdered.” 

ing number of the missing turn out to be 
runaways, police often avoid taking vigor- 
ous action until 24 to 48 hours have 
elapsed—tong enough for an abductor to 
have escaped to another jurisdiction, where 
the search is apt to get low priority. Richard 
Ruffino, supervisor of the missing-persons 
bureau ofthe Bergen County (N_J.)Sheriff’s 
Department (and himself a kidnapping vic- 
tim when he was nine), says that overbur- 
dened police departments “will play the 
“percentages if they have to, Uptoagenine, I 
can't conceive of any agency that wouldn't 
go all out, immediately, for a missing child. 
But when it gets into the age of the so-called 
runaway zone, perhaps more of an individu- 
al determination comes into play.” 

Palee Leads: On the whole, police dread 
such cases. Kidnappings of children are 
distressingly easy to commit and notorious- 
ly difficult to solve: a stranger or a vaguely 
familiar neighborhood figure talks a child 
into accompanying him on some ruse, with- 
out attracting the suspicions of passers-by. 
The trail, if there is one, soon goes cold 
and the police investigation sinks under a 
crushing number of false leads. Says Jay 
Howell, a consultant to the Justice Depart- 
ment on missing- and exploited-children's 
cases: “The abduction of a child is often a 
friendly encounter kaving no evidence be- 
hind to suggest the nature of the disappear- 

Jen Trever—Gommvatintean 

The Morts, where their son disappeared: ‘The nightmare Segins with chilling suddenness’ 
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Dr. Spock's bible on child-rearing 
doesn't mention it, and parents usually 
avoid it entirely or never venture beyond 
the old axiom: “Don't talk to strangers.” 
In fact, child psychologists agree that next 
to sex the most difficult subject for parents 
to discuss with children is kidnapping. But 
the need for a more sophisticated ap- 
proach to the possibility of child abduc- 
tion seems clear, 

Experts believe that the best way to talk 
to youngsters about the problem without 
instilling undue fear is to give them “sim- 
ple, direct messages” delivered straight- 
forwardly and geared to individual age 
levels. “This should be like telling your 
child to finish all his vegetables,” suggests 
Dr. C. Tomlinson Keasey, a professor of 
developmental psychology at the Univer- 

ance. It is unique in law enforcement.” 
The nightmare can begin with chilling 

suddenness: Adam Walsh vanished during 
the eight minutes in which his mother says 
she left him alone in the toy department of a 
Sears store while she shopped for a lamp 
nearby. A security guard remembered 
throwirg a rowdy group of older boys out of 

. the store aud admitted six-year-old Adam 
might have been among them. Beyond that, 
there was nothing but vague recollections of 
witnesses, including « [0-year-old who un- 

. 80 . 

The Simple Rules of Safety 
sity of California, Riverside. To demon- 
strate what can be done in a potentially 
dangerous situation, parents can engage 
children in role playing or make a game of 
exercises in precaution. But adults should 
avoid giving children postabduction de- 
tails. “It's the fire-deill syndrome,” says 
Nancy McBride, an instructor at the 
Adam Walsh Child Resource Center in 
Plantation, Fla. “You teach kids what to 
do but not what would happen to them if 
they are caught in a fire.” 

Rights: Most important, children need 
to know that they have rights where 
adults are concerned, that the stranger 
who towers over them doesn't necessarily 
have the authority to tell them what to 
do. Ken Lanning of the FBI's Behavioral 
Science Unit calls this “assertiveness 

‘ training for kids—teachirtg 
children that they have the 
right to say ‘no’.” 
Many tips provided by 

missing-children organiza- 
tions and law-enforcement 
agencies seem obvious. But 
authorities stress that par- 
ents will often convey in- 
complete information. It is 
common, for example, for 
children to know their 
home-phone number but 
not their area code; they 
may have their street ad- 
dress down cold, but ifasked 
where that is, they might 
just as easily say Minneapo- 
lis, Massachusetts or Mil- 
waukee. To help increase a 
child's awareness of poten- 
tial danger, parents should 

consider these general rules: 
Make sure your child 
knows his full name, ad- 
dress (including state) and 
telephone number (includ- 
ing area code) and how to 
reach the operator or make 
a long-distance call. 
aTeach your child that s 

Police in a Massachusetts 
elass: Knowing whom to call 

derwent hypnosis, of seeing Adam with a 
mustached man with a blue van. Two weeks 
later fishermen found Adam's head in a 
canal near Vero Beach. 

Two-and-a-half-year-old Russell Mort 
disappeared on May 5, 1982, some time 
between 12:20 p.m., when his mother sent 
him to play outside their trailer in a Wheat- 
field, N.Y., mobile-homes court, and 12:25 
p.m., when she poked her head out the door 
to check on him. By 5 p.m. around 50¢ 
people, plus the police, the volunteer fire 
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stranger is someone that he or you don't know or don't know very weil. “Bad" 
strangers are people who want kids to go 
somewhere with them or want togive them 
a present, like candy ora puppy, or want to 
take their picture. Tell your child that if he 
meets any bad strangers he should tell you 
about them. Many experts offer even 
stronger advice: they say children should 
avoid strangers entirely, 
wTell your child that it is unusual for 
adults to ask children for help or for direc- 
lions and that it is best to ignore them. Ifa 
stranger calls your child to a car, he 
shouldn't go near it. If he is followed by an 
automobile or on foot, he should run 
home, to the nearest public place or yell, 
“Help!” Children should not run and hide 
in a deserted place. ” 
« Keep a copy of your child's fingerprints 
and be able to locate dental records. Take 
photographs every year (four times annu- 
ally for children under two). 
= Don’t buy items with your child's name 
on them, such as T shirts or lunch boxes. 
Children will respond more readily to a 
stranger if they are addressed by name. 
a Instruct your child never to answer the 
door when home alone or tell anyone over 
the phone that he is home alone. 
a Outline what your child should do if he 
becomes separated from you. If separated 
while shopping, the child should not look 
for you but go immediately to the nearest 
checkout counter and ask a clerk for 
assistance, Tell him never to go to the 
parking lot. 
m Never leave a child unattended in a car. 
Advise him to walk and play with other 
children if you are not around. 
= Be sure your child’s school or day-care 
center will not release him to anyone but 
you or someone designated by you. Set a 
code word with your child to be used as « 
signal if you send an unfamiliar adult to 
pick him up. 
a Tell your child that no one has the 
right to touch him or make him feel un- 
comfortable or ask him to keep a secret 
from you. 

Often, spurred on by tragic incidents in 
their own areas, parents are organizing 
outside the home as well. After a three- 
month-old infant girl was abducted from a 
day-care center in Grand Prairie, Texas, 
last September, the city council passed 

department and a bloodhound were search- 
ing for him. The bloodhound traced his 
scent to a road leading out of the trailer 
park, and police have since followed leads in 
21 states and Canada. But Russell is still 
missing, and Ruth Mort says she tries, at 
this stage, to keep her weeping down to 
“three times a week.” 

Kevin Coilins finished basketball prac- 
lice at San Francisco's St. Agnes School at 6 
p.m. on Feb. 10. Then he and some schoal- 
mates headed toward a truck driven by Pau! 
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Fingerprinting in Lowa: Record keeping 

stringent day-care-center regulations that 
are the model for state legislation, now 
pending. In Salt Lake City, where Arthur 
Gary Bishop is on trial, charged with the 
murder of five boys, ages 4 to 13, elemen- 
tary schools have launched a program 
called “You're in Charge” to teach chil- 
dren about street safety and the ploys of 
would-be abductors. ° 

Law-enforcement officials are con- 
-vinced these measures can make 2 differ- 
ence. “We need to make children comfort- 
able about reporting situations when 
someone has approached them or touched 
them inappropriately,” says Jay Howell, a 
former Senate investigator now serving as 
a consultant to the Justice Department on 
missing and exploited children. “If we can 
get that single message across to America, 
we will sec a mushrooming in theinvestiga- 
tion of these cases.” If legislation now be- 
fore Congress is passed, a national hot line 
will be established to assist in missing- 
children cases. Until then, parents inter- 
ested in finding out about local programs 
should call Child Find Inc.'s toll-free num- 
ber (800-431-5005) or contact their local 
school or police. 

NIKKI FINKE GREENBERG with 
HOLLY MORRIS in Atlanta and bureau reports 

Fontana, the sixth-grade basketball coach, 
for a lift home. But Kevin never got to the 
truck, parked only a block away, and nei- 
ther Fontana nor the other children have 
any ides what happened to him. One wit- 
ness claimed to have seen him 15 minutes 
later at a bus stop, a block to the south. Two 
other witnesses say they saw him 15 minutes 
after tha, on # corner two blocks north 
Standing near a man and a large black dog. 

Since then, searchers have questioned 
around 2.000 people who live slong the bus 
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route Kevin sometimes took home. There 
have been scores of tips—some from psy- 
chics who are often called in on missing- 
person cases. One took them (o an aban- 
doned brewery, where they searched all 35 
vals. There were three sightings in the Sac. 
ramento area: one woman saw a child re- 
sembling Kevin seated in a frozen-yogurt 
shop between two men; another saw him 
with two men in an old Chevrolet sedan 
loaded with camping gear. Police actually 

~ tracked the car down-—none too swiftly, 
Kevin's parents complained—but the child 
was not Kevin. Meanwhile, David and Ann 
Collins sit at home, with their eight other 
children, waiting for news. 

The wait can be excruciating. Almost five 
years and thousands of dashed hopes after 
“their son Etan Patz disappeared on his way 
to his Manhattan school one spring morn- 
ing, Stan and Julie Patz are in therapy, 
trying to regain some perspective on their 
lives. The once ubiquitous posters of Exan 
have disappeared, public interest has long 
since subsided, and although the police still 
check out leads (more than 1,000 in the past 
year alone, including one that took them as 
faras Israel), there has never been areal clue 
to his fate. “Don't think we're bricks,” says 
Stan. “We're getting counseling and I think 
some kind of therapy is needed in a situation 
such as ours. What makes it more difficult 
than a mugging or a homicide is there is no 
resolution. We have no evidence 
he is dead and no evidence he is 
alive. The first week we couldn't 
cat, we didn’t think we could sur- 
vive one month without him. That 
in May it will be five years is some- 
thing that when it started would 
have been inconceivable.” 

Blue Sedan: It is always incon- 
ceivable, the more so because it 
can begin, as Stan Patz says of 
Etan's disappearance, “with a 
very ordinary occurrence. He is 
late—very late coming home from 
school.” John David Gosch still 
hasn't come home from the paper 
route he went out on in West Des 
Moines, Iowa, on Sunday mom- 
ing, Sept. 5, 1982, although his 
miniature dachshund, Gretchen, 
did—“the only living thing,” his 
mother believes, “that saw what 
happened to Johnny.” There were 
no other direct witnesses to the 
event, but as private detectives pieced it 
together, the boy may have been seized by 
one of two men who approached him, one in 
a blue sedan and one on foot. “I grew up 
watching ‘The FBI Story’ with Efrem Zim- 
balist Jr. blazing across the screen as he 
solved all those kidnappings,” Noreen 
Gosch says. “It was hard for us to realize we 
wouldn't get an answer soon.” 

Noreen and her husband, John. have 
done about all that i humanly possible ta 
find the answer themselves. They have held 
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“The abduction of a 
child is often a friendly 
encounter leaving no evi- 
dence behind. It is unique 
in law enforcement.” 

garage sales, auctions, pancake breakfasts, 
even horse shows, and sold 100,000 candy 
bars with wrappers carrying his picture and 
the legend “Help Find Johnny Gosch'"—all 
to raise around $80,000, most of which has 
gone to private-detective agencies. They 
have conducted 200 “abduction aware- 
ness” programs for schools, PTA’s and 
service organizations. On alternate Friday 
nights they meet with 20 or 30 supporters to 
discuss possible leads in the case. They send 
out a monthly newsletter and, with the help 
of two pizza chains and several other busi- 
nesses, they have blanketed the country 
with | million fliers seeking information on 
Johnny. “It's the kind of effort you have to 
make,” explains Noreen. “You're just one 
of a thousand good causes.” 
Conunk Calle: Casting thenet so wide inevi- 

tably has brought up some strange fish. The 
Gosches have received around 700 crank 
calls since Johnny's disappearance. Most 
unnerving was a September 1983 call froma 

fart Vetbena—fort Wort Star-Telegram 

Cherie Kennedy (foreground), family: Rare outcome 

man who said, “I've got Johnny. He's alive 
and you're never going to get him back, 
Mrs. Gosch, never." The Chicago detective 
agency now working for the family says 
there have also been hundreds of well- 
meaning but erroncous reports. 

One seemingly near miss has tormented 
the Gosches. According to Noreen, early 
fast year a teen-age boy spproached a wom- 
an icaving & Convenience store in a South- 
western cily and urgently said, “My name is 

(Continued on puge 85) 
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Steven Stayner has come home, in a 
way. In 1980 Steven's parents and the 
media celebrated the blessed return of a 
boy who had been kidnapped at seven in 
Merced, Calif, and escaped to freedom 
seven years later, with a tattoo on his arm 
but otherwise seemingly undamaged. As 
he told the story then, he bore no grudge 
against the abductor he had learned to 
call “Dad"—48-year-old Kenneth Par- 
nell—who he said had never sexually 
abused him and had enrolled him in var- 
ious schools around the state. Even Dis- 
trict Attorney Joe Allen, who eventually 
won a kidnapping conviction against Par- 
nell, acknowledged: “The two developed 
a close relationship. Apparently the man 
was kind to him.” 

Ic was something like that, and it was 
nothing like that. Recently, after some 
counseling sessions with Gary Hewitt 
of the Center for Missing Children, Ste- 
ven gave a more candid account to 
NEWSWEEK's Susan Agrest. According 
to Steven, Parneli—a man whose own 
father deserted him at five and who once 
served time for molesting an eight-year- 
old boy—became both his daytime father 
and his nighttime sexual abuser. Parnell 
sodomized him on their first day together, 
threatened him with beatings, convinced 

him he wasn’t wanted at homeand gradu: . 

A Stranger Comes Home 
ally demoralized him into half-walling 
captivity 

ithad begun in December 1972, when 
Parnell and a male companion got Steven 
into their car on the pretext that they were 
going to drive him home and ask his 
mother to make a church donation. In- 
stead, Parnell got out and 
pretended to phone Mrs. 
Stayner, then said he had 
gotten her permission to 
keep Steven overnight. 
He leamed that Steven 
had been punished by his 

father the day before and 
played on it, telling Ste- 
ven later that his parents 
didn’t want him. “I won- 
dered if it was true,” re- 
calls Steven. “For the 
first 10 days I cried and 
said I wanted to go home. 
But shortly after that 
I began to play in his 
house. It was also fear— 
he'didn’t ike to see me, With Timmy: ‘Do or die’ 
cry.” Parnell, says Ste- 
ven, hada terrible temper and would whip 
him when he was angered. 
A week after the abduction, Parnell 

said he had court papers to change 
Steven's name to Dennis, and he asked 
emuememems the boy to call him Dad. 

“I had hopes some day 
my parents would want 
me back,” says Steven. 
“I used to have fantasy 
thoughts of family life, but 
as time went on they 
dimmed and dimmed.” 
Chums: At about theage 

of nine, he began to realize 
“things weren't right— 
my parents wouldn't have 
hired a guy to pick me off 
the street." Afraid of being 
beaten, he made no at- 
tempt to run away even 
when Parnell was out of 
the house working. But 
he would scan newspapers 
and TV tosecif his parents 
were seeking him. “I'd ask 
myself, ‘Mom and Dad, 
where the heli are you?” It 
somehow reinforced the 
lie that Parnell told me 
they didn’t want me.” 

Despite the constant 
fear and sexual abuse, Ste- 
ven setiled into a sem- 
blance of family life as 
Parnell’s son. He created a 

doesa't Dad hug me?’ 
Steven, his parents: ‘Why, 

fictional family history to answer ordj- iiry questions school chums asked about hus life. He got Christmas Presents and birthday gifts, made friends and went 
to school—though he was repeatedly in 
trouble for setting fires and fighting. 

AL times he attended some of the very 
same schools that his family had sent 
fliers to in search of their missing son, 
but apparently no one had looked hard 

enough at the Stayner 
Photograph to realize 
that “Dennis Parmeli” 
was the missing child. 

: On 
: Valentine's Day 1980, 

Parnell brought home 
a fresh captive—a five- 
year-old boy named 
Timmy White—and be- 
gan taunting Steven that 
he was growing too old. 
Timmy kept crying and 
asking to go home, pain- 
fully reminding Steven 
of his own first days 
with Parnell. “I couldn't 
see Timmy suffer,” he 
says. “It was my do-or- 
die chance—and I also 

would be coming home for doing 
something positive, maybe get some 
congratulations.” 

Sixteen days after Timmy had been 
kidnapped, Steven brought him to a 
Ukiah, Calif., police station, and was 
himself reclaimed. (Parnell was subse- 
quently tried and convicted of kidnap- 
ping charges. Currently he is imprisoned 
at Soledad, and will be eligible for parole 
in September 1985.) But the homecom- 
ing has been a troubled one, as Steven 
evokes it in a stream of anguished, con- 
tradictory reflections. “I returned al- 
most a grown man, and yet my parents 
saw me at first as their seven-year-old,” 
he says. “After they stopped trying to 
teach me the fundamentals all over again 
it got better... Why doesn’t my dad hug 
me anymore? [ guess seven years 
changed him, too. We used to go to the 
lake fishing. He just sits in the house. 
Everything has changed... Sometimes | 
blame myself. I don't know sometimes if 
I should have come home. Would I have 
been better off if I didn't?" 

His parents say “absolutely not,” 
though last year they ordered him out of 
the house twice after quarrels. “Small 
arguments get out of hand,” he says. 
“We're all emotionally strained. 1 don't 
cry—in seven years [ built a wall around 
myself. If 1 could, 1 might not be able to 
stop." At 18, he is planning to g0 of to a 
Juptor college, and worried that his de- 
parture will upset his parents again. Dut 
iva sense, the boy the Stayners lost never 
came all the way home. . : 

DAVID GLIMAN 
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SPECIAL REPORT __ 
{Continued from page 8!} 
John David Gosch—please help me, lady! 
Before the woman could do anything, two 
men appeared from around the corner, 
twisted the boy's arm behind his back and 
dragged him off. She followed them to an 
apartment complex, then cailed the police, 
who dismissed the incident as probably a 
family problem. Seven months later she rec- 
ognized Johnny's face ina gallery of missing 
children shown at the end of the “Adam” 
dramatization on NBC, and she got word to 
the Gosches. 
Damage Suit: The detective agency is now 

concentrating its search in the area of that 
sighting. But the Gosches are bitter at the 
indifferent police response. “The feeling of 
coming that close and not getting him just 
runsa knife through me,” says Noreen. The 
family's relations with the West Des Moines 
police soured shortly after Johnny's disap- 
pearance and deteriorated into name-call- 
ing as the weeks and months wore on. At 
one point the Gosches threatened a SIS 
million damage suit against the city. “It 
became our burden to prove Johnny was in 
danger,” Noreen complains. 

The relations with police are almost un- 
avoidably rancorous in missing-children 
cases—much as they often are in a mugging 
case. The frantic families of victims under- 
standably want an all-out effort, but what 
they encounter are the routine, sometimes 
enigmatic, processes of the law. Despite the 
massive hunt for her son, Ruth Mort is still 
furious that police only searched under the 
186 trailers in her mobile-home park and 
Never got warrants to search inside the trail- 
ers—although they did tear apart her own. 
Once, she recalls, she even bawled out the 
federal lawmen. “When I start praying to 
the FBI, then I'll believe you make no mis- 
takes,” she told an agent. Typically, the 
families vent “displaced anger,” says Gary 
Hewitt, executive director of the Center for 
Missing Childrenin Rochester, N.Y., which 
counsels victims and their relatives. “Likein 
suffering a death, they go through denial, 
anger, grief—but there is no funeral, no 
funeral directorto take careof theirneeds.” 
No Man's Land: [n any case, the problem 

is not so much the local police department, 
which may keep track of a case for years, 
but the difficulty of getting the same 
degree of interest from other departments. 
Unfortunately, missing children fall al- 
most immediately into the jurisdictional 
no man’s land—across state lines and bu- 
reaucracies—that is one of the weakest 
areas of the justice system. It would seem 
the natural place for the FBI to step in, 
but the bureau is not required to do so and 
the onus of investigations still falls on 
local police. 
The Justice Department itself lobbied 

vigorously against the missing-children act 
because it feared the new law would thrust 
the bureau into the free-fire zone between 
poles and parents and that parents would 
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Bernard Gotirys—Hrewetes 

The Patzes: Pursuing a thousand leads 

misinterpret it to mean the FBI was always 
obliged to become involved. Some federal 
agents, moreover, believe that when a child 
vanishes, chances are he has run away, or 
succumbed to enticement, owing to trouble 
at home. “What has to be recognized,” says 
Ken Lanning of the FBI Academy’s Behav- 
ioral Science Unit in Quantico, Va., “‘is that 
it's relatively rare to have a family with Mr. 
and Mrs. All-America and—boom—the 
kid's gone. By and large, in most of these 
cases, there’s something there.” 

Indeed, the parents, because of the statis- 
tics, areoften the first suspects when a child 
disappears. It is one of the many insults 
added to their injury—along with the whis- 
perings of friends and total strangers about 

Walsh talks to reporters: Fueling new laws 

foal Piers 

Parsi are often sus- 
pects. It is another insult 
added to their injury, 
along with whisperings 
about their competence.” 

their parental competence. Many are made 
to submit to lie-detector tests and intensive 
investigation of their past. Noreen Gosch 
had to produce her first husband's death 
certificate when rumors circulated that he 
was alive and had abducted Johnny. Where 
there .were n0 answers, Julie Patz told a 
Senate subcommittee in 1981, people 
“made up their own.” Blaming the vic- 
tims, apparently, satisfies some perverse 
public need. 

About the abductors themselves, rela- 
tively little is known because there has been 
$0 little coordination of investigative data 
from around the country. The FBI Acade- 
my's Behavioral Science Unit broadly cate- 
gorizes them as: 
= The psychotic: Usually a woman who has 
lost a baby or cannot conceive and steals a 
child to fill the maternal void. 
« The profiteer: A criminal exploiter who 
sells babies to pornographers or adoption 
rings. Another type under this heading is 
the kidnapping for ransom, but far fewer of 
those have occurred in recent years. 
« The pedophile: Perhaps the largest cate- 
gory. Often an otherwise respectable com- 
munity member who abducts 2 child pri- 
marily for sexual pu A pedophile 
may abduct a child for only a day or a few 
hours or he may try to keep him indefinite- 
ly—and murder him when be demands to 
be taken home. 
 The“serial™ killer: The best known case in 
recent history wasin Atlanta when 29 young 
blacks—eges 7 to 27—were abducted and 
killed. Wayne Williams was convicted for 
the murders of twoof the older victims. 
The FBI has aconsiderable fileof manuals 

and other materials on child seduction that 
have purportedly been produced by and for 
pedophiles. And some authorities corrobo- 
rate the unit's categorizations. “There are 
people out there looking for surrogate chil- 
dren, there are people who steal kids to sell! 
them, there are people who want to exploit 
them sexually or kill them,” seys Tacoma 
detective Roger Price. “It's sad but true.” 

Price is working on a tragic case of his 
own al the moment. A little over a ycar ago, 
a Tacoma man nemed Stanley Guidroz 
went strolling in a neighborhood park with 
his two-year-old son, Wallace, and encoun- 
tered a couple with asmali blond girl, While 

. the children played together, the adults 
struck up a friendly conversation and, pres- 
efitly, the two men went off to have a quick 
beer, leaving the toddlers with the woman 
On the way back, Guidroz'’s cumpanron 

aN 



‘Jamas 0, Winen—Hewowase 
Keeping hope alive: The Collins family and local volunteers work to nd Kevin 

took off in another direction and he re- 
tumed to the park to retrieve his soa, but 
the woman and the children were gone. 
Wallace has not been found. His father, 
stricken with guilt, took an overdose of 

sleeping pills two days later and had to be 
hospitalized. 

Leaving Wallace with a stranger may 
have been a careless act, but no parent is 
always on guard. Guidroz thought he was 
dealing with a wholesome family group; 
Detective Price thinks it may bave been 
a preplanned abduction. Seven-week-old 
Cherie Kennedy was stolen from her moth- 
er's arms in a Ft. Worth outpatient clinic 
last May by a “woman in white” who asked : 
if. she could show the baby to “the other 
nurses.” Six months later, on a tip from her 
sister, federal agents arrested a woman 
named Linda Gomez, and recovered the 
Kennedy baby. Gomez, described by rela- 
tives as “a very sick person” who wanted a 

child of her own so badly that she used to 
stuff pillows under her blouse and pretend 
she was pregnant, is scheduled to be tried 
for kidnapping next month. 
Disarmed Parents: Parents of older kid- 

nap victims often berate themselves bitter- 
ly for raising their children to be too sub- 
missive to adults. “If I had taught him to 
scream, he might be alive now,” says John 
Walsh in NBC's “Adam" docu-drama. It 
is a sentiment that has been echoed in 
almost precisely those words by the others. 
Yet, as the Guidroz and Kennedy cases 
demonstrate, parents themselves can be 
disarmed just long enough to be victim- 
ized. And it would take an uncommonly 
alert child—or a very skittish one—to run 
tcreaming from an encounter with a 
friendly stranger. ‘ 

Self-help groups counsel parents against 
the lacerating guilts that destroy so many of 
their marriages after a child disappears. But 

86 ‘ 

the main educational effort is aimed at 
teaching children to be more self-possessed, 
even aggressive, with adult strangers who 
approach them. It is a notion that many 

parents find heretical, and some worry that 
it will make their children needlessly fearful. 
But ts believe it oe evil. “I'd 
rather have Meghan a little paranoid than 
have to identify her body in the morgue," 
says John Walsh, referring to the daughter 
who was bom after Adam was killed. 

The self-help groups have become a vig- 
orous force not only in educational pro- 
grams but lobbying for legislation and na- 
tional networks of information that have led 
to the recovery of missing children. The 
Society for Young Victims, based in New- 
port, R.L, circulates photos of the children 

and assists police and parents in the search- 
¢s. In the wake of the murders of five chil- 
dren, Salt Lake City’s SLAM (Society's 
League Against Child Molestation) helped 
push through a new state law—billed as the 
country's toughest—that mandates mini- 
mum, indeterminate prison terms for per- 
tons convicted of kidnapping or sexually 

abusing achild under 14. “We're just shout- 
ing a little louder out here," says Dorothy 
Williams, head of Sait Lake City's chapter 
of Child Find. 

The Adam Walsh Child Resource Cen- 
ter, headed by Adam's father, John, finger- 
prints young children and monitors court- 
room trials of sexual molesters. Child Find 
itself, the oldest (1980) and perhaps largest 
of the self-help groups, puts out an annual 
directory of missing children, with month- 
ly supplements. In Connecticut and New 
Jervey the directories are distributed 
Statewide in the public schools, and the 
organization is aiming at national distribu- 
tion by next year. 

Yet for all their efforts, the self-help 
groups are barely able to cover the terri- 

mate 

“Like in suffering a 
death, (parents) feel an- 
ger and grief—but there 
is no funeral director to 
take care of their needs.” 

tory. Most of them are overextended. The 
Center for Missing Children, for example, 
Operates on a shoestring: since last June it 
has spent just $20,000, raised from loans, 
donations and a benefit party. “The prob- 
lem is bigger than any of us,” says Child 
Find founder Gloria Yerkovich. “We refer 
and refer and refer.” 

The principal burden still rests with the 
police, and it is a measure of the fuzziness of 
the law-enforcement effort thet there are 
still a0 reliable statistics on child abduction. 
The figure that is most often heard is $0,000 
abductions a year, but that number, argues 
the Center for Missing Children's Gary 

Hewitt, is “not even a best guess. The num- 
bers came out of the sky.” Based on his own 
research, Hewitt says, a more accurate esti- 
mate is 6,000 to 8,000. 

Part of the probiem, clearly, is that most 
police-department records don't distin- 
guish between runaways and abductions or 
adult and juvenile missing persons. In most 
cases, a missing child is simply missing. For 
activists in the field, and in the absence of 

clarifying evidence, that conundrum under- 
scores the importance of funding the na- 
tional resource center and clearinghouse 
proposed in the pending Missing Children's 
Assistance Act. Besides coordinating spe- 
cific local data, it could furnish vital infor- 
mation “patterns” on typical abductors, 
typical victims or places and circumstances 
in which abductions happen. 
Moment's Notice: Meanwhile, for some 
parents, the data on missing children are all 
too precise. Ruth Mort still fantasizes that 
her son, Russell, has somehow, miraculous- 
ly, landed with loving foster parents. The 
Patzes still cling to the hope that Etan is 
alive, after five years. At the Gosches’ home 
in West Des Moines, Johnny’s room re- 
mains as he left it, except for his bed, upon 
which sits a suitcase packed with his cloth- 
ing, ready to go at a moment's notice should 
he be found. 
The bed also holds greeting cards and 

presents meant for their son for every holi- 
day since his disappearance. The marks of 
their grief are everywhere, yet they keep it 
muted. “Sometimes it's tough—oh, is it dif- 
ficult for us,” says Noreen. “But we took a 
vow never to forget who the victim is. The 
victim is Johnny.” 

“DAVID GELMAN muh SUSAN AGREST in New York, 
JOHN McCORMICK in Chicego, 

2 PAMELA ABRAMSON in Sen Erancisce, 
NIKKS FINKE GREENBERG in Washingion, 

MARSHA ZABARSKY in Boston, HOLLY MOKRIS 
wm Atlenta and TESSA NAMUTH ia Houston 
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CONTRACT KILLERS OPERATING FOR 

THE SATANIC CULT DRUG NETWORK 
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If Maury Terry is right, Charles Manson was little 
more than a hit man, and the organization 
responsible for the Tate/LaBianca murders is not 
only still active but behind a nationwide series of 

satanic killings, including Son ofSam 

BY MICHAEL BENDRIX 

arina Habe’s body was found on New Year's Day, 
1969, by a dog. The body had been tossed to the 
bottom of a ravine off Mulholland Drive, and 
when police arrived, the dog’s owner said he 
wanted to be sure his name got in the paper. 

Every detail of Marina’s murder and the time on either side of it 
left some sliver of absurdity. She was 17, coming home alone late at 
night from a date, got to her driveway and then, as her mother 
watched from a window—awakened by the sound of a racing en- 
gine and not knowing whether the man standing beside her daugh- 
ter’s car was friead or foe—disappeared into another car. The 

coroner said she was held for a day, fed, raped and stabbed. 
The murder was never solved. A detective on the case believes 

Marina wes the random kidnap victim of a dope dealer-biker nick- 
named Spanky, now dead, but the evidence is inconclusive. Others 
familiar with the case believe it may have been the work of Charles 
Manson's “family”; the Tate-LaBianca murders occurred sine 
months after Marina's. A newscaster at the time of the Manson 
trials even suggested that Marina had connections with the Men- 
soa Family, but I've always thought that extremely unlikely be- 
cause she had been living out of the state until a week before her 
death, and anyone who knew her—I'd grown up with her off and 
oa—could tell you that Marina, a devout Catholic, would never 
willingly have had anything to do with the likes of Charles Manson. 

Terry, author of The Ultimate Evils “Pm moc saying Helter Shetuer was 
aot « motive; Pm only saying there was 6 strenger enc.” 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RICHARD ARRINDELL 
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She was missing for (wo and a half days 
before her body was found, and of all the 
horror that circulated through the little 
bungalow off Doheny where her mother 
lived, certainly the worst was the horror 
that settled into the eyes of her mother. 
“Why don't you take me?” she often 
shrieked during those two days us she lay 
on her bed, her hand on the telephone 
wailing for a ransom call that never came. 
Sumetines she would cover her face with 
her hands. and through her fingers you 
could sce her screaming, bul she made no 
sound. 

Yheee years fater, Marina's mother 
macned my Cather, whom she had knuwa 
for many years, and together they have 
fecovered. Progress has been gradual and 
etratic, broken castly by the preonltke 
fact that Marina was aa only child. Now, 
20 years kiter, Maqaa’s mother hay te 
nally descloped the strength to separate 
herself Jrom that Gime, aut to logtet or to 
eee, but fo unlock hersel! from ai ob- 
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session. Her one remaining guilt is thut 
she wishes she has done more herself to 
try to solve the murder, 
A murder, and an unsolved one at that, 

incvitably permeates a family, leaving 
traces of guilt, resentment and, above all, 
cynicism, The stain never quite comes vut 
of the memory, and memory itself ts for- 
ever stimulated by pictures on a living- 
rou table, by letters and diaries in 3 bot- 
tom drawer, by odd belongings that from 
lime to time reappear in the hack of 4 
closet or hidden in the garage. The mem 
ory ts also in the survivors, in the faces of 
avy stepmother and my futher and, [ sup- 
pose, tu a lesser degree, myself dronically, 
it was in (he days just before her murder 
that Marina and | became closest 

The problems is that the aryinal ques 
Uuas have never been answered. wick ye, of 
course, the slain can't be removed Cyst 
the murderer, oc Wvurderers, stl be cud 
these? Winet was the motive Wht were 
the cireunistantces Witt was the stars 

— tbo ~- 

that goes along with the facts? 
{1 was in the hope of finding the story. 

or at least completing a scene of whut 
might have happened, thal [ became su 
fascinated by The Ultimate Evil, a bouk 
by an East Coast journalist named Maury 
Terry. The book shed new light on things 
onthe Manson murders in particular, und 
ubove afl on what the people may have 
been like who murdered Marina. After 
reading Terry's book, [ reached him 
arranged to meet him in Los Angel 
that we might talk about his book and 
about whal {assumed was his obsession. 

he Ultimate Evil, published 
justa year age (it has suld aa 
aupressive S000 copies. 
mostly on the East Coast). 

Presents evidence for an cadraordinary ts 

sertion that a single satanic network, © 
ating primarily in Cabtorois, Tes sand 

» New Yark, tits carted gut, are lias beer 

tavalsed in, qumerous murdcas incfudiey 



among many others, the Roy Radin mur- 
der in Copco Canyon in 1983; the Son of 
Sam serial killings in New York City in 
“T: and "7", the bizarre ntual murder of 
Aris Perry, # Stanford University gradu- 
ate student's wife, in 1974; and finally, the 
crime of crimes, the August 9, 1969, so- 
Called Helter Skelter killings of Sharon 
Tate, Jay Sebring, Abigail Folger and 
Woyiciech Frykowski, followed the next 
night by the murders of Leno and Rose- 
mary LaBienca. 

Terry's book, which focuses on the Son 
of Sarr shootings end revelations by Da- 
vid Bersowitz himself, is in part a record 
of Terry's struggle against the popularly 
held belief that Berkowsz did all the 
shootings and that he did them alone. 
Moreover, it was an investigation by 
Terry and a handful of others that estab- 
lisned a lina between Beraowitz and a sa- 

Cull operating is Westchester 
Counly «link thal units of the New York 
Polite Department have been investigat- 

satay 

THE 
CHARLIE 
CONSPIRACY 

“Abigail Folger 

met Manson in 

San Francisco 

and had evén 

given him money; 

Manson turned 

against her 

because she 

wouldn’t come 

across sexually” 

In Copce Canyon, where they found 
the body of Key Radin, a would-be 
movie producer whe Terry says was 

spencer of the Sen of Sam killings. 

ing for the last two years. 
Terry himself is now working closcly 

with police in Southern California and 
New York. His evidence for a nationwide 
satanic aciwork is based on testimony 
from a variety of sources, including 
Berkowitz, prison informants, undercover 
police aad FBI operatives, as well as for- 
mex satanists. The portrait Terry paints is 
that of mall groups of dedicated devil 
worshipers in New York, North Dakota, 
Houston and Los Angeles who willingly 
put themselves in the service of athers— 
drug lords and power brokers ia need of 
reliable assassins. 

The specific connection Terry estab- 
lishes between the Manson murders and 
the Som of Sem shootings is this: Al- 
though Manson and David Berkowitz 
Never knew each other, they both be- 

longed —at different times and on differ- 
ent coasus —1o the same umbrella satanic- 
cult orgaaization, calied the Process. Also 
known as the Church of the Final Judg- 

Lb( 

ment, the Process was begun by Robert 
deGrimstoa—s disciple of L. Roo Hub- 
bard, the crestor of Scientology, and a 
student of the late Aleister Crowley, the 
Motorious devil-worshiping Englishman 
who once described himsclf as “the 
wickedest man ia the world.” 

According to Terry, deGrimston, who 
Bow lives on the East Coast, met Manson 
on at least one occasion, in the spring of 
1968 at a residence in Topanga Canyon. 
Moreover, says Terry, deGrimstoa trav- 
eled in some of the same social circles as 
Manson—end alsa, interestingly, Man- 
son's victims. According to Terry, these 
circles were all at least tangentially 
linked. One was the Sharon Tate circle 
that included Jack Nicholson, Robert Ev- 
ans, Jobo and Michelle Phillips, Jay 
Sebring, Warren Beatty, Jane Foada, Pe- 
ter Sellers, Wojiciech Frykowski and Abi- 
gsil Folger. Another circle, the one 
Charles Manson has most often been as- 
sociated with, included Doris Day’s son 
Terry Melcher and Beach Boy Dennis 
Wilson. Still another circle revolved 
around Mama Cass Elliott and included 
someone that Terry in his book calls Man- 
son 11. According to Terry, Mansoa UI is 
as terrible a Gigure as Charles Manson 
and clearly a satanist. 

The link between Charles Mansoa and 
satanic cults is not new. In his 1971 book, 
The Family, Ed Sanders described bow in 
1968 Manson was involved not oaly with 
the Process but with a chapter of another 
cult knowa as the OTO (Ordo Templis 
Orientis), whose headquarters were in 
Blythe. The leader of this particular OTO 
chapter was Georgina Brayton, a long- 
time satanist who believed that e racial 
war between blacks and whites in Los An- 
geles would erupt in the summer of 1969. 
The notion of a race war was, of course, 
one of the key themes in Manson's vision 
of Helter Skelter. 

But Terry's assertion goes beyond 
Helter Skelter and the idea that by fram- 
ing blacks for the murders of whites, a 
race war would destroy Southern Califor- 
nia. Terry argues that the Tate murders 
had to do with drugs, one of the original 
police theories. As for the LaBianca mur- 
ders, he thinks they may have been either 
an effort to cover up the true purpose of 
the Tate killings or, possibly, another hit 
based on Rosemary LaBianca's alleged 
LSD deatings. 

In The Ultimate Evil, he quotes an un- 
mamed ex-FBi operative as saying: 
“Frykowsai was the mative He had stung 
his own suppliers for a fair amount of 
moncy, and that didn'i go down weil at all 
with the people at the top of the drug 
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THE 
CHARLIE 
CONSPIRACY 

weene here And ta make tl warse, he was 

upsctling the structure of the LSD mar- 

ketplace by dealing outside the estab- 

lished chain of supply. He was a rene- 

pede.” 
According to Terry, while the sale of 

slreet drugs was controlled by motorcycle 

gangs, particularly Hell's Angels, upscale 
distribution was handled by a pyramid- 
shaped chemical-dope organization that 
included, among other high-ranking 
members, “a former tsraeli who had 
strong links to the international intelli- 
gence community.” [1 was these people, 

Terry says, who, knowing Manson's sa- 
tunic background and his vision of Helter 
Skelter, offered Manson some kind of 
cuniractual arrangement—not money, 
but perhaps help in his recording career — 
in return for which Manson arranged the 

deaths of Frykowski and Abigail Folger, 
then living with Sharon Tate while Tate's 
husband, Roman Polanski, was in Europe. 

Folger was a target apparently because 

she was helping Frykowski finance his 

drug dealings. 
Moreover, according to Terry, there 

may have been a personal motive for 

Manson to want to kill Folger. A former 

undercover FBI operative told Terry that 

Fulger had met Manson in San Francisco 
and had even given him money. “Manson 
turned against Folger,” the informant 
tuld Terry, “when she refused to lay out 
any more bucks for him and also because 
she wouldn't come across for him sexu- 
ally. Charlie wanted 10 make it with her, 
but she shot him down.” 

Lasked Vincent Bugliosi, Manson Fam- 
ily prosecutor and author of the best- 
seller Helter Skelter, what he thought of 
Terry's book. Bugliosi said he had not 
tead it; he sticks to his conviction that the 
motives for the Tate-LaBianca murders 
were: (1) Manson's desire 10 create 
Helter Skelter; (2) Manson's {celings of 
rejection from the social circles his vic- 
tints traveled in; and (3) Manson's intense 
Prevecupation with death and murder. 

“We're in the area of speculation,” 

Bughosi says. “It's like the JEK assas- 
sination: Nu one comes up with hard evt- 

dence. There simply is nu hard evidence 
thet drugs were the motive. As for the 
suggestion that Manson killed the 

Laltaness tu cover up the first nights 

murders, don't forget that he had Susan 

Athing put Mr LaBrinea’s wallet ana ser 

vive Mabon an what he thoaght wits 

Pacoima nthe heart of the bhick com- 

tunity inthe Valley hut was actuctlly 

“Syfnae inthe hope that a bhick peqont 

would Gnd the wallet, use the credit ctrds 

aid he bhamed for the murders | very: 
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“They offered 

Manson some 

arrangement— 

not money, but 

perhaps help in 

his recording 

career—for the 

‘deaths of 

Frykowski and 

Folger” 

At the Cielo Drive murder site; 

Terry insists Wojicieck Prykowski's 

dealings in LSD brought the wrath 
ofa satanic cult called the Process. 

thing Munson did supports what he told 

his followers: that Heller Skelter was 
about 10 begin. | don't know of any other 
motives he had. Perhaps there were some, 
or maybe Charlie's the only one who 
really knows what his motives were.” 

Terry strongly rejects the word specu- 
lation: “| have an FBI operative who was 
at dinner in Sun Francisco with Charles 
Maosun, Abigail Folger und Manson 
Family member Shorty Shea ia Septem- 
ber 1967 two years before the murders. 
That alone changes the whole case. I'ns 
not saying Helter Skeller was not a me- 
tive, Pin only saying that a sironger mo- 
live was a drug burn.” 

Terry points lo another piece of eve 
dence he hay come up wath, samethary 
that Sep al Sant David Berkowite fe 

ieee 

vealed through a fellow prisoner, some- 

thing involving the man Terry calls Man- 

son II. In Tact, Manson I sppears to be 

the link between major satanic groups in 

Los Angeles, Houston and New York and 

the one person who may have played 

prominent role im the Son uf Sam shoat- 

ings in New York, the satanic murder i 

the Stanford University Memartal Cha- 

pel and the Roy Radin murder in L.A. 

According to Terry, Berkowits told hut 

that during wmecting of sation in New 

York, Mansun EH claimed Charles Man 

san “volunteered” te comant the Tate 

murders far a specie motive, heyond 

Helter Skelter But Berkowsts dil ant ev 

veal ia Terry whether Mansan ff hades 

planed exactly whirl the motive webs 

Why pve this stlinpe nian, Mtnyen il. 



credibility? Terry says that one reason is 
because in 1968 Manson ff hung out in 
the same social circle as Charles Manson; 
what's more, he was a member of the very 
drug organization that wanted Frykowski 
and Folger eliminated. 

{ was one of those heavy, lukewarm 
lemonade-colored = days = when 
Maury Terry and 1 drove up Bene- 
dict Cumyon to the house on C 

Drive that was the scene of the Tate 
sucre, and then later out ta Copco Cian- 
yon, where Roy Radin’s body was found 
A long drive tu see a couple of murder 
siles and get some pictures lor Maury, 
whose study af cults has left bint same 
thing af it celebrity. Ele dias talked the 
tilk-show circuit, done’ Geralda Rivera. 

and recently, he spoke before a special 
conference of law-enforcement ollicials 
in Rhode Island, He's been to the studios 
to talk about film possibilities from his 
book, and always when he returns home 
there are lelephone messages from pas- 
ents, police and prisoners, everyone ether 

ing help to solve a crime or offer- 
ing information or telling him sul an- 
other story about the devil. 

With all the time he's spent in Mephis- 
tuphelian terataries, Maury was nol whit 
I expected. There was not the residue f 
would have (hought, nat the stam al 

thinkeng about something for toa foag. the 
stain Eknow su well No apprehcasien, ao 
Tear, ust Catgue 

An aneedate told to me by a pavate 
mivestigatar sanied Judy Uansan best de 

LA 

seribes the man: “When Maury came out 
to California in 1987 to investigate the 
death of Roy Radin, 1 was helping out and 
chomping at the bil to gel started. but we 
had to shelve everything until ufter the 
Super Bowl. That's the funny thing shout 
Maury: He's not obsessed by what he 
docs. He just stumbled intuit, and 
frankly. he'd be the last person to go look- 
ing fur something like satanism. [1's loo 
West Coast for him, too weird 

Maury grew up in Yonkers, New York, 
played three sports in high school, went to 
lon College. got a job ay a husiness 
werter and hater as a journalist wath thie 
Gannett newspaper chain and die New 
York Past and hasa’t msc a New York 
Giants home pame un bd years He's ot 
neythberhowd us. pees tea be mea 

Poy antl es [4 



“Manson II lives 
in Hollywood, 

uses a store in 
West Hollywood 
for a mail drop 

and is as terrible a 
figure as Charles 
Manson and ~ 

clearly a satanist” 

where be lives called TGIF, plays golf and 
watches The Golden Girls oa Saturday 
sights His favorite movies include old 
Joba Ford films, parti The Search- 
ers, with Joba Wayoe. It was an interest 
ia the Soa of Sam case and a stubborn 
sense that “things 
Maury dows the path to the devil 

After speeding s0 much time investi- 
galing the dark side of the world, he often 
sounds more like a cop than a journalist: 

1 don’t care if they're satanists or aliens 
©¢ toa; ” says Terry. “There's a 
body, and somebody pulled the trigger. [ 
book upoa it as an investigstion. I doo't get 
wrapped up in the religious aspects. I have 
{tiends who have gotten too caught ap in 

this. They lost the ability to handle an in- 
vetligation because they saw it es a cru- 
sade, .ad whea you become a zeslot you 
make mistakes: You want things to be 
there that aren't” 
At4l, Maury likes what he's doing, but 

he'd prefer to write novels. Ia the mean- 
time, he's committed to writing a pair of 
books about satanism. After that maybe 
fiction, something slong the lines of 
Ludlum. 

As Maury knelt for his portrait outside 
the gates of the Tate house, a ecighbor 
"approached. He was angry. “You sce what 
you're causing?” he said. “You're encour- 
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aging more people to come up here even 
after all these years. And for what? Not 
for altruistic reasons. You're up here writ- 

FE were wel] known to police. 
dabbled in sstanism, and Terry 

r he was the chief sponsor of at 
beast some of the Son of Sam shootings. 

Before be died, Radin was trying to get 
iato the movie business and was ocgotiat- 
ing « deal with producer Robert Evans, 
then looking for $35 million to finsnce 
The Cotton Clua It was Radin’s old 
friend Elaine Jacobs, ex-wife of a big- 
time Miami cocaine dealer, who put 
Radin and Evens together. 

But things weat awry. In May 1983 
there was a falling out between Evans and 
Radia over the insue of participation in 
Cotton Club, Evans apparently suddenly 
found himself in 8 minority position in his 
own project and tried to buy Radin out. 
But Radin resisted. 
On the night of Friday the 13th, Radin 

got into a limousine with Jacoos outside 
the Regency Hote! in Hollywood. They 
were supposed to have dinner at La Scala, 
but they never made it, and sometime that 

F i 

—_ Ihe 

night Radia disappeared. 

Actor Demoad Wilson, who playa 
Redd Foxr's soa in the TY series Sanfors 
and Son and whose career Radin hac 

Radia‘ ee aoe. 3 oa this jou: 

lar sight—Radis bad wanted sae 
to stay with him chat aight because he hac 
received rs anonymous 

4 yguards were 
in New York, and it was Wilson's job tc 
trail the limo with his bass and Jacobs, bu! 
Wilson could aot keep up in heavy traffic. 

g 
Vy 
as a bodyguard, oftea for celebri- 

lives in Hollywood and uses a 
store in West Hollywood for s mail drop. 

According to Terry, Manson II has 
beeen involved with sstanism since he 
joined the Process, probably in 1968, and 
he once tried to commission an artist to 
paint pictures of humas sacrifices on the 
walls of a nightclub. (The artist declined 

the offer.) He has an arrest record and is a 
top suspect not only in the Radin case but 
in an orgsnized-crime disappearance / 
murder that took place in Washington, 
D.C., in 1977. Terry also says he has evi- 
dence that puts Manson II in one of the 
Son of Sam shootings, also in 1977. 

We arrived in Copco Canyon, and 
Maury found the spat where Radin's bods 
wat discovered. [{ was here, two montns 
after police had found the body, that 
Maury made his own amazing discov- 
ery—a Kiang James Bible, missed by po- 



“T don’t care if 

they're satanists _ 
oraliensor 
longshoremen, 

there’s a body, - 
and somebody 
pulled the 

trigger—I look | 

upon it as an. 
investigation” 

lice because it was so far under the shrub- 

reasons. First, it confirmed what Terry 
had bees told by informants—to look for 
a satanic sign at the murder site. Bat it 

something 
lice’s main suspect, Manson LI, asd con- 
firmed Terry's owa suspicions about 
Maasoa II's satanic consections. “It was 
Gcliberately folded open,” Terry wrote in 
his book about fisding the Bible, “bent at 
the spine so that its left-hand pages were 

beneath those on the right. To ensure that 
it remained opes to the intended passage, 
the front cover aad the first few hundred 
pages had bees torn off.” 

The intended pamage was Isaiah, 
Chapter 22, which reads, ia pert, “toss 
thee like a ball into a country and there 
thou shalt die ... Aad bebold, joy snd 
gladness, slaying oxea, and killing sheep, 
eating flesh and drinking wine; let us cat 
and drink, for tomorrow we shall die.” 

Terry believes that this particular pas- 
sage was deliberately left as proof that the 
people who did the killing were satan- 
ists—ironec because Radin himself had 
dabbled in setanism. 

The most frightening part of what 
Terry is suggesting, of course, is that most 
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of the satanic groups that were actively 
involved in crime in the 70s are still in 
place and atill active. Furthermore, be 
gays, they have become increasingly in- 
volved ia child pornography and cocaine 
distribution. He imsists that police are 
aware of the organizations asd often swap 
teformatioa with him, but they are slow to 
pick up om the vast threat posed by satan- iota. ee 

. “If you've got aa orgasization that cas 
boast David Berkowitz aed Charlie Man- 

exime. What kind of criminal could carry 
@at 20 perfect a crime? Maury’s doubts 
about the police's handling of Marina's 
ease coincided with everything my step- 
mother felt, though my father was less 
convinced. In any event, he had little de- 
fae to awaken his old nightmares. 

As for Maury, be has promised to look 
isto Marina's murder. He's ia touch with 
poopie on both sides of the prison walls. 
Perhaps someone remembers an old story 
that always stuck in the mind. 

fronicaily, his efforts have rejuvenated 
wy stepmother, brought her a miraculous 
emergy and a new belief that even if 
Maury finds nothing, she may be nearing 
ga end (o this stage of her grief. She can 
tow say thai she has made an effon. even 
after all these years, and that for better or 
for worse, now may be the time to pul the 
past away ‘Yhether she can actually do 

~ Lbs 

that particularly if Maary can't provide 
any pew details, ts dificult to say. 

As for mysel[, reading Maury’s book 
bax opened a strange door. I've reread the 
two classic Mansoa books, Helter Skelter 
and The Family There are still parts of 
thase books I can hardly masage, scenes 
that generate an extraordinary physical 
Feactioa, i an urge for re- 
wenge and the fantasy to be beck at that 
time, warn people, to 

Hi & i R f a 

sEFR th peor pits gibt nf j enti ere 

imagine. I tried for as instant, but that 
seemed like a dead cod. 

‘Thea this occurred to me: I doa't think 
Marina’s killer acted from aa intellectual 
need to prove be could kill sameone. Un- 
doubtedly, be acted on impulse. Sometime 
daring the 14 minutes police estimated it 
took Marina to drive home from ber 
date’s house, someone saw ber, followed 
her, grabbed ber. But what was it about 
ber that so caught bim? Did she remind 
him of someone else? Was it ber beauty? 

Or ber manner? Whatever it was, the 
killer took a bold step—to follow her into 
ber own driveway. The act suggests sorne- 
one not thinking, just acting. A msn, most 
likely, whose killer instinct was triggered 
by something in Marina, who, whatever 

ber worst faults may have been, was not 
an evil person. 

Maury believes that evil is simply an 
absence of good, but I think evil feeds on 
good, that you can never have one without 
the other, that something in the one ig- 
Rites the other. It's not much to go on, but 
if | have nothing else from Maury Terry, 
then at least now | have a theory about the 

forces that caused Manna Habe s mur- 

der. 
“C'mon.” my father said. “Let's get 

out of here.” And we did. . 
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on Club Murders: § Strange 

Bedfellows in Hollywood 
f : by Carol White 
July 29 (EIRNS)}—The 1983 murder of 

a relatively obscure producer of ben- 
efits for the police and various chari- 

table institutions, threatens to be- 

come a cause celebre, as a motley 

bunch of scoundrels now face trial in 

Los Angeles. Indeed, the most inter- 

esting parts of the case involve accu- 

sations of witnesses and defendants, 
which are at best peripherally in- 

volved with the murder in question. 

The victim. Roy Radin. was in- 

volved with film producer Robert Ev- 

ans in attempting to Gnance the pro- 

duction of the movie, the Cotton Club. 

Indicted for the murder is a woman 

variously known as Lanie Jacobs or 

Lanie Greenberger. (The latter name 

came from her marriage to a man who 

subdsequently died under mysterious 

circumstances!) 

Lanie Jacobs, was involved in a big 

way in cocaine drug trafficking. Evans 

now denies that he knew what the 

connections were of the financial 

backers whom she proposed to bring 

into the deal, but Evans himself has a 

police record as an admitted heavy 

cocaine user. Evans and Jacobs have 

been accused of contracting the mur- 

der of Radin, although so far Evans 

has not been indicted for the crime. 

§ ‘The Trial © 
, The murder case is coming to trial 

pow, five years later, because there has 

been an apparent falling out of thieves, 

involving a number of individuals who 

bad been involved with the security of 

Larry Flynt. pornography kingpin and 

then publiscer of Hustler magazine. 

One of these, a William Rider, who 

ran security for Flynt, has been given 

immunity and is a member of the Fed- 

eral Witness Protection Program. He 

bad a falling out with Flynt in 1964 

which involved mutual recrimina- 

tions—Flynt accused him of sexually 
abusing his teenage daughter, and Ri- 

der accused Flynt of demanding that . 

he give perjured testimony. 

In any event, reportedly Rider went 
to the Los Angeles district attorney, 

offering to inform on His erstwhile 

colleagues in return for government 

protection from Larry Flynt, whom he 
alleged to have taken out a contract 

on his life. Along with Lame Jacobs, 

former Flynt security operatives Wil- 

liam Malony Mentzer and Alex La- 

Mota Marti have been indicted in the 

Radin murder. : 

On the face of it, this case will prob- 

ably shed valuable light on a nation- 

wide murder inc. network which is 

thought to intermingle with practising 

Satanic cults. 
According to author Maury Terry, in 

his book, The Ultimate Evil, not only 

was the cult involved in the Son of Sam 

killings, directed to kill certain tar- 

getted enemies of drug runners, but 

contract killers were brought in to as- 

sist in at least one of the murders. ” 

There is some circumstantial evi- 

dence indicating that William Mentz- 

er may have been involved as the in- 

dividual named Manson IJ in the Ter- 

Ty book. 
The Terry profile of Mentzer, if it is 

borne out, would connect him to the 

Manson family, through their joint as- 

sociation with rock singer Cass Etiot 

Cass Eliot was a singer in the rock 

group, the Mamas and the Papas. Joho 

Phillips, the organizer of the group, 

was a close friend of both Robert Ev- 

ans and Roman Polanski. 
After the awful murder of Polan- 

ski's wife, Sharon Tate, by the Manson 

family, Polanski stayed with Evans. 

Evans and Polanski also attempted 

their own investigation of the Tate 

murder. 
Does the Cotton Club murder case 

then subtantiate much closer links 

between the Manson victims and the 

murder inc. network? What is the Sa- 

tanic connection? 
According to Terry, and other cor- 

roborating evidence, at the time of the 

Manson murders a Satanic group call- 

ing itself the Process Church of the Fi- 

nal Judgement was implicated. Not 

only was Manson's ideology, which 

justified murder on the basis of the 

approach of Armegeddon. almost 

identical to that published in Process, 

the Church's magazine, but there were 

many interconnections between mem- 

bers of the Manson Family and the 

Process Church. 
According to Terry, evidence also 

points to interconnections between the 

Process Church (then known as the 

Foundation Faith of the Millennium), 

the Son of Sam murder cult, and Roy 

Radin himself—whose home in 

Southhampton was a salon for society 

sado-masochists, drug users, and oc- 

cultists. 
Radin was murdered with thirteen 

bullets, on Friday the 13th, and a Bi- 

ble was left at the murder scene 

opened to a passage suggestive of Sa- 

a es 

tanic overtones to the crime. 
Strange Bedfellows 

Robert Evans was the number one 
honcho at Paramount studios when 
Roman Polanski directed the vicious- 
ly Satanic film, Rosemary's Baby. Ev- 

ans has also produced a number of 
films glorifying and glamorizing the 

Mafia Chief among these was “The 

Godfather,” but “the Cotton Club” is a 

close second. ” 

One hypothesis about the Tate mur- 

der in 1969, is that Polanski’s friends 

Woytek Frykowski and Abigail Fol- 

ger, who were also murdered at the 

same time, were the intended victims, 
and that they hac! been targetted for 

attempting {ov tuscle in on estab- 

lished drug‘ trafficking of LSD. Evi- 

dence of ritual activity, sado-maso- 

chistie pradtices, and pornographic 

video films was found at the Tate mur- 

der house. 
All of this suggests, that the evi- 

dence now surfacing in the Cotton Club 

murder case, which connects Evans to 

Radin only in 1983—when they had 8 

fallout over bow profits in the film 

were to be divided, after its produc-. 

tion—may be deceptive. 
The shocker is that Robert Evans 

was—and perhaps still is—a close 

friend of Henry Kissinger. Through- 

out the ‘seventies gossip columns were 

full of accounts of this well docu- 

mented friendship, which however is 

not surfacing today in accounts of the 

trial 
They were so close that Kissinger 

attempted to reunite Evans and his 

estranged wife Ali McGraw. Over at 

lezst a decade, as reported in the 

press, they frequented each other's 

parties, and were both invited guests 

of the Rockefeller family. 

The Vicki Morgan Connectica 

That Henry Kissinger has been an - 

intimate of a man heavily implicated . 

in a murder trial may not be that 

shocking—considering his political . 

record: however, just as in the case of 

John Markham (the U.S. Attorney who 

prosecuted LaRouche and his associ- 

ates in Boston and Virginia), who was
 

closely connected to the Process 

Chureh (and Foundation Faith) in the 

1970s, it is certainly indicative of the 

moral collapse within government to- \ 

day. , , 

There is another startling ramifi- 

cation of the case. Not six months aft- . 

er the Radin murder, the same body- 

guard crew was still working for Flynt 

9 



is Is before Rider and Flynt had 
ir falling out) 

-4At this time, Larry Flynt was sup- 
posedly in possession of videotapes 

deh were being used to blackmail 
fous individuals in the higher 

reaches of the U.S. government. Some 
pépple have even supposed that he 
war also negotiating their purchase 
with the Soviets, Reportedly, these 
tapes were extremely clever frauds. 

the middle of this hotbed of crim- 
indlity, perversion and drug use, an- 

jer ‘murder occurred. According to 
private detective Arthur Michael Pas- 
c4l, who was an intimate associiate of 
Wiliam Mentzer, William Rider 

: to bim that he and Larry Flynt 
murdered U.S. intelligence operative 
Mitchell Livingston WerBell IIL 

erBell died in December of 1983. 
was taken ill while enjoying the 

hospitality of Flynt At the time of his 
death, this ex-OSS Ggure was involved 
ina national security investigation of 

Flynt regarding possible blackmail of 
Bresident Reagan and members of his 
tmaner circle. 

1f.7 
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Report irks Reagan 

CIA ‘license tok 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON—The White House de- 

nied’ yesterday that .intelligence author- 
izations signed by President Reagan in the 
mid-1980s gave CIA agents latitude to use 
assassinations in the fight against ter- 
rorism, § 
Reagan said he was “quite upset” about a 

published report saying there had been such 
authorizations and said his 1981 executive 
order prohibiting assassinations “continues 

until this day.” 
White House Spokesman Martin 

Fitzwater acknowledged that language in 
two intelligence findings in 1984 and 1985 
subsequently was rescinded by the National 
Security Council, though he wouldn't’ say 
why. 

Reagan's spokesman took strong excepy 
tion to a Washington Post report yesterday 
which said phrasing in the earlier docu- 
ments amounted to a “license to kill” for in- 
telligence agents. 

Fitzwater suggested that.the Post story 
was an attempt to embarrass the adminis- 

tration during the election campaign. But 
he stopped short of saying precisely that, 

telling reporters to “make your own 
judgment. : , 

“T think this is an extraordinary cheap 
shot. It's not true," he said. . 
The Post's executive editor, Benjamin C. 

Bradlee, deflected the White House re- 
marks, saying, ‘We stand by our story and 
we have no further comment.” 

Fitzwater'’s harsh statements at the daily 
White House news briefing mirrored com- 
ments he made Sept. 28, 1987 on a book by 
Bob Woodward, assistant managing editor 
of The Post for investigative reporting, en- 
titled “VEIL: The Secret Wars of the CIA.” 
The book among other things described in- 

telligenée findings signed by Reagan in | 
1984 and 1985 which contained language in- 

_terpreted by some in the administration as 
providing a means for U.S. spies to make an 
end run around a 1981 Reagan executive or- 
der flatly prohibiting assassinations. 

In September 1987, Fitzwater, responding 
to the revelations in Woodward's book, said 
Reagan “was never aware of ... never au- 
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THLE HELPS ON DID ATC. PHLMSUAL. OCTUBRE GO. t 

ill’ denied 
thorized ... any assassination etforts ' 

Yesterday, he said, “This an old 
being rehashed again, interestingly 
but has no foundation.” Woodward wz 
author of the story that appeared in 
day's editions of The Post. 
Reagan, posing for pictures in thi 

Garden with recent Soviet emigre: 
asked whether he had signed papers ¢ 
venting the intent of that 1981 execut 
der on assassinatigns. 

“No, back in 1981, I issued a di: 
that the United States would not per: 
sassinating anyone with any of the 

“that we were doing,” he replied. 
Asked about the meaning of ‘langu 

subsequent documents suggesting tl 
sanctions would be brought against : 
committing an assassination in a goo 
effort to curb terrorist activity, he s 
don't know what language you're t 
about.” $. 

“But I do know that I reaffirmed. 
- ing that; reaffirmed that our’conduct 

be governed by thedirective," Reaga 
“It's still in effect.’, 7 
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SATANISM: 

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT © 

RESPONSE 

Satanism is on the rise in America. Hardly a day passes 
without reports of violent acts conducted by satanists. Across 
the country law enforcement organizations are receiving reports of 
homicide, mayhem, assault, suicide, child abuse and animal 
mutilatiqns that are linked with the satanic occult. 
Investigators may find it difficult to believe the strange and 
bizarre tales of criminal acts being committed by persons wearing 
priestly robes and adorned with symbols of the devil. 

Law entarcensit authorities have the responsibility to meet 
the challenge. .of the Satanist with education, knowledge, 
understanding, cooperation and appropriate resources at all 
governmental levels. 

Only through knowledge and understanding of the organization, 
beliefs, rituals and practices of various occult groups, will 
investigators be able to successfully prosecute persons engaged in 
Satanistic Criminal behavior. Appropriate communication regarding 
satanistic activities must be shared between law enforcement 
agencies throughout the country. There must be a renewed 
awareness of satanic overtones in certain crimes. 

cane 

THE BELIEFS OF SATANISM 

Satanism, also referred to as Black Magic, has existed since the 
dawn of Christianity. According to the Bible, God 1s the Father 
of all, including both Christ and Lucifer (the Devil). There was 
conflict in heaven between the forces of Christ and Lucifer, and 
the Lucifer forces lost and were “cast out into the earth” 
(Revelations 12:7-9 (2)). 

< : Thus, people have long realized the struggle between the 

- |%o- 



righteousness of God and the forces of evil in the devil. This Same struggle {s recognized by the Satanist, who {s coomitted with religious fervor to winning that battle. 

The Satanist believes Lucifer rules the earth, and when the end of the world comes, the forces of Lucifer will overpower the forces of God and Christ and rule tn Heaven. Therefore, the Satanist pledges allegiance to the Devil, not only for his assistance in this world, but in the world to come. ‘ 

Ouring the early 1900's, the leading advocate of Satanism was Aleister. CROWLEY. CROWLEY, born in 1875 in England, was £a1sed-a.. ‘eduatedfrom Cambridge University. Eventually, he became obsessed with anctent occult beliefs. His writings {n this area have probably popularized Satanism and devil worship more than any other source. 

Tn 1898, CROWLEY joined an occult organization called "The Order of the Golden Dawn" and quickly rose to a position of authority within that group. He later entered the Ordo Templ1 Orfentis (0T0), a Satanic ritual group founded by Ear] KELLER in 
1900. CROWLEY organized a chapter of the OTO in Los Angeles, California, in approximately 1905, 

CROWLEY published his,Book of.Law in 1904, in which "Do what thou wilt, shall be the whole law,” was advocated. Tt was from this philosophy that CROWLEY developed his ritual black magic which advocated violation of every moral code known to civilized men. In a later book, Magic(k) in Theory and Practic » he wrote, “For nearly all purposes human sacrifice is t e best, and a male child of perfect innocence and high intelligence is the most satisfactory and suitable victim." 

_ CROWLEY called himself "The Beast" and “The Wickedest Man in 
the World." In 1909, his book, The Equinox, became the Bible for 
the OTO. 

In his later years,. CROWLEY. spantes one..ttme sin an insane asylum and wes reportedly a heroin addict. He died ina. cheap rooming house in Hastings, England {n-1947. While CROKLEY {1s gone, his philosophies and literature live on. 

Authorities believe Anton LA VEY, also known as the “Black 
Pope,” is Probably the best known modern proponent of Satanism. Born in 1930, he ran off to Join a carnival as a magician's 
assistant after Sropping out of high school. He was a con artist and used his theatrical showmanship to found The Church of Satan tn April 1966 in San Francisco, California. The Church of Satan was the first legally recognized, tax-exempt, church of its kind. 
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In 1969, LA YEY published The Satanic Bible, which outsells 
the Bible 1n many. bookstores. Tn his book, CA VEY wrote, “We hold 
Satan as a symbolic, personal savior, who takes care of muncane, 
fleshy, carnal things. Satanism encourages any form of sexual 
expression you may desire, so long as it hurts no one else.° 
LA VEY later states, "Satanism does not advocate rape, child 
molesting (and) sexual defilement of animals..." 

It seems contradictory for a group to encourage all forms of 
sexual expression, and at the same time place parameters on that 
activity. It {s difficult to encourage indulgence and vengeance 
and not to expect debauchery, mayhem and other criminal acts. 

On human sacrifice, LA VEY said that, in general, a Satanist 
should not: sacrifice a human being unless “it were to serve a 
two-fold purpose; that being to release the magicfan's wrath in 
the throwing of a curse, and more important, to dispose of a 
totally obnoxfous and deserving individual.® 

The philosophy of LA VEY was much like that of CROWLEY: “A 

person lives only for today and should indulge in all life's good 

feelings. . . Satanism condones any type of sexual activity which 

properly satisfies your individual desires, be it heterosexual, 
homosexual or bisexual.” 

LA VEY'S satanic church fs now relatively inactive, due to 
dissatisfaction with his leadership. However, his followers have 
organized a number of splinter groups. The church of the Satanic 
Brotherhood was founded in March 1973 and the Temple of Set in 
1975. The latter organization has a national following of several 
hundred persons. The membership seems obsessed with the military 

and the Nazf movement in particular. 

Numerous smaller splinter groups have also developed; 

however, they seem to lack the sophistication and leadership of 

the larger, more formal organizations. Although these splinter 

groups may follow the basic satanfst teachings and practices, they 

tend to interpret some of these to meet their individual needs. 

These small groups are the ones that come to the attention of law 

enforcement, since it is within their memberships that the 
mentally i111, criminal psychopathic personality is found. 

Most Black Magic occult groups have certain practices and 

rituals that are common to all. They are usually organized into 

“covens,* consisting of 9-13 members. Estimates have indicated 
there were approximately 10,000 covens in the country fn 1946,. 
48,000 fin 1976, and 135,U007bY 1985. oo 

A new coven member must make a strong lifetime commitment to 

the group, which includes a strict vow of secrecy, not unlike the 

LA COSA NOSTRA (LCN). Members are not allowed to disassociate 

themselves from the group after having been exposed to their 
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various criminal activities. A member breaking the code of 
secrecy places his life and the lives of his family tn serious 
Jeopardy. 

The reasons for jofning the coven are as varied as the 
characteristics of the members themselves. The members come from 
all walks of life, all ethnic groups, and al} social and economic 
Tevels. Some join for reasons of personal gratification from the 
sadistic, anti-social or sexual behavior; while others may . 
possibly find the religious aspect meets their needs. 

wme__p Al l:members pay, strict obedience,to the .bigh.priest.or,. 
riestess;-who have complete control ‘over all, members. “The group 
eader uses fear, paranoia, intimidation, socialization, 

depersonalization, drugs, alcoho] and a rewards system to maintain 
control over members of the coven. Child members are secretive 
about their involvement due to the vow of secrecy, fear and the 
threat of retaliation against themselves, or their families. 
Coven members try to remain anonymous and unknown to law 
enforcement organizations. They believe their evil criminal acts 
will not be rewarded by Satan if they are identified and 
prosecuted by authorities. 

Coven rituals are usually individualistic in nature, but 
certain symbols and instruments are very basic. During a ritual, 
@ pentagram (a five-pointed star enclosed within a circle), 
usually nine feet in diameter, is drawn on the ground or floor. 
The relative position of star points to the altar determines the 
type of ritual or magic performed. 

Devices used during a ritual usually include red or black 
robes, hoods or masks, hats or helmets, music or chanting, black 
or white candles, a dagger or double edged short-sword, chalices, 
@ cauldron for fire, an altar for the high priest and various 
trappings bearing satanistic symbols. 

Several occultist rituals call for animal or human sacrifice. 
Satanists believe that a quantity of stored energy {s released to 
those nearby when a warm-blooded animal or human is killed. These 
sacrifices will usually be performed inside the sign of a 
pentagram, or triangle, which has been drawn on the floor or 
ground. This drawing forms a “cone of power" which focuses 
escaping energy on participants. Many rituals have violent sexual 
overtones and violent criminal acts have come to the attention of 
investigators as a result of these satanic coven rituals. 

THE HEAVY METAL MUSIC PHENOMENON 

: One major contemporary movement exploiting Satanism is the 
music industry and its punk rock and “heavy metal® productions. 
The mus{c attempts to promote such ideals as absolute freedom, 
irresponstbility and violence. This is done through lyrics 
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advocating self mutilation; assault; mayhem; suicide; drugs; 
murder; sex; ant{-establishment and anti-social rebellion against 
society, parents, education, law and order. 

In “heavy metal", these {deals also encompass the use of 
satanic symbols as evidenced on some heavy metal record album 
covers decorated with satanic violent themes. 

Some people believe this usic is only a fad. That may be 
true for some, but for others {t may lead to a way of life that 
drastically changes their basic ethics and value systems. 

- . Already groups have. organized to fight heavy metal rock's use 
of violence, sex, drugs, and Satanism for {ts major theme. One 
group proposes a warning label on records to inform consumers of 
their lyrical content. There is also a movement to have the 
lyrics printed on the covers of albums. These proposals have met 
with strong opposition from music industry and civil libertartans 
concerned with censorship, the stifling of creative art and 
freedom of speech. 

CONCLUSION 

Law enforcement managers realize this renewed interest in 
Satanism and the occult is a serfous national problem. 
Authorities must meet the challenge by assuring these crimes are 
ocr reported and prosecuted for what they are: Satanic 
related. 

This challenge is best addressed by a multi-faceted approach: 

- - An increased awareness of the satanic trend by all law 
enforcement personnel. 

- - Maintenance of special records on satanic type crimes. 

Dissemination of information to appropriate 
organizations. 

- - Cooperative intelligence gathering apparatus. 

- - County or state task forces to coordinate investigation 
of satanic related crimes. 



- - The development of reliable sources of information 

and possible informants. 

- - Allocation of adequate departmental resources. 

Generalized training at recruit and inservice levels. 

~ - Indepth training for spectalized investigators. 

- = Involvement of both community and private sector 
resources in combating this threat to the basic 
American value system. 

This response should lead to successful prosecution of 
persons performing satanic cult criminal acts and have important 
deterrent effects on persons engaged in other satanistic 
activities. In addition, this effort should add to the strong 
existing paranoia of detection and prosecution present among most 

satanic cult members. 

.-This challenge of Satanism will be met. by: progressive and 
.danovative law.enforcement administrators... Through education, 
> training, planning and mutual cooperation, this threat to our 
society will be contained. 



. FURTHER HISTORICAL NOTES: 

In 8th Century Asia minor the Greek magic theater majored in 
illusions. Participants dressed in animal skins, mutilated 
humans, engaged in sado-masochism, and stole infants from nearby 
villages. In 15th Century France, Gilles De Rais, the protector 
of Joan of Arc, turned to Satanism. He was the suspect in the 
disappearance of children from surrounding areas. Rumors | 
persisted, but official action did not commence until his death at 
which time the bodies of over 200 children -- dismembered, 
d{semboweled -- were recovered from beneath his castle's moat. 

The Cathers, of Gnostic background, openly practiced ‘Black 
Masses' ... At first in total opposition to Catholic high mass. 
They perverted traditional Catholic symbolism because they felt 
that Christian sacraments were themselves evil. Much of today's 
ritually significant acts stem from the Cather tradition. 
Medieval sorcerers made pacts with the devil, denfed God, 
practiced blasphemous acts, consecrated and sacrificed children to 
Satan before they were baptised, committed incest, swore by the 
devil's name, cannibalized sacrificed victims, destroyed 
livestock, and had carnal intercourse with Satan. 

Moving into the 20th Century, these traditions took root in the 
German Nazi movement. Adolph Hitler studied the occult arts in 
Munich starting in 1913; within a few years he had become the 
leader of National Socialism in Germany, preaching Gnostic Racism 
via the Thule Society. Hitler conducted human sacrifices openly 
for the world to see, He was addicted to drugs, especially 
solutions of animal genitalia, human excrement, and bella donna. 
(The occultic aura of human and animal excrement is tracable to 
antiquity). He suppressed other occult movements, but his S.S. 
held secret occult rituals at a mountain redoubt named Wewelsburg 
Castle, (NOTE: The Nazi S.S. adopted the ‘lightning S$.S.° symbol, 
the death's head skull, black uniforms, and §.S. officers carried 
ritual daggers. The S.S. officiated over mass murders, torture, 
and genoctde of the Jews). © 
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RECENT=HISTORY: 

In 1966 Anton LA VEY established the Church of Satan in San 

Francisco, California and obtained recognition as-a church 

organization. In 1975 a rift developed and a number of followers 

splintered off. In 1983 Michael ACQUINO formed the Temple of Set 

from which the Order of the Trapezoid later broke off. ACQUIKO is 

aligned with Neo (NEW) Nazi movements and seems to want to believe 

that his father was an S.S. member although this {s not believed 

to be a fact. He has spent time at Wewelsburg Castle absorbing 

what he could from S.S. traditions. ACQUINO, a U.S. Aray Officer, 

believes he fs the Anti-Christ. He seems to align himself with 

the Damien character of the movies; he draws young groupie females 

TPant and kids via a post office box in San Francisco. 



DATE 

“JAN. 7 

JAN 17 

FEB. 2 

FEB. 25... 

MAR. 1 

20 

APR, 
21-26 

APR. 26 = 
MAY 1 

JUN. 21 

SATANIC RITUAL CALENDAR 

CELEBRATION 

St. Winebald Day 

Satanic Revels 

"Satanic Revels 

St..Walpurgis..Oay 

St. Eichatadt 

**Feast Day 
(Spring Equinox) 

Preparation For 
The Sacrifice 

“Grand Climax 

*eFEAST DAY 
(Summer Solstice) 

.» Blood... 

TYPE USAGE 

Animal or Human 
Sacrifice 
(Oismemberment) 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Blood 

Sexual 

Sexual 

Blood and 
O1smemberment 

Orinking of 
Human Blood for 
Strength and 
Homage to the 
Demons 

Blood 

Oral, Anal, Orgfes 
Vaginal 

DA MEUR Corpus De Baahl 

Oral, Anal, Orgies 
Vaginal 

ae 

if Human) 

7-17 
(Female) 

7-17 
(Female) 

-Communion of .. ..-Animal . 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female - 
Human or 
Animal) 

1-25 
Female 

Any Age 
(Male 
or 
Female 
Human 

or Animal 



J0L. 1 

AUG. 3 

SEP. 7 

“SEP. 20 

SEP. 22 

OCT. 29 

NOV. 1 

NOV. 4 

DEC. 22 

DEC. 24 

Demon Revels 

“Satanic Revels 

Marriage To The 
Beast Satan 

Midnight Host 

**Feast Day 
(Fall Equinox) 

All Hallow Eve 

(Halloween) 

Satanic Revels 

"*Feast Day 
(Winter Solstice) 

Demon Revels 

Blood 

Sexual 

Sexual] 

Blood 

Orgies 

Blood 

Sexua] 

Sexual 

Orgies 

Druids Sexual 
Assoc. with 
Demons 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Sacrifice, 
_ Oi smemberment 

Dismemberment 
(Hands Planted) 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Sexual Climax 
Association 

With The Demons 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Da Meur High Grand 

*SIGNIFIES MOST IMPORTANT HOLIDAYS 

Climax 

**SIGNIFIES HOLIDAYS OF LESSER SIGNIFICANCE 

[fo ~ 

Any Age 
(Female) 

7-17 
(Female) 

Infant To 
21 (Female) 

Infant To 
21 (Female) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female - 
Human or 
Animal) 

Any Age 

(Male or 
Female) 

7-17 
(Female) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female - 
Human or 

Animal) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female) 



SIGNS OF SATAN 

AC/DC 

2080 

maRKgs 

FFF 

666 

NATAS 

6, 9, 13, XIN 

——_ 

2. HIE 

ANTI-CHRIST 
DEVIL CHILD 

THREE HEADED DOG 
GUARDS GATE TO HELL 

SATAN/STONER 

ABRACADABRA . 

“THE MARK OF THE BEAST” 
(REV. EP %6 6-13) 

ANTI-CHRIST 

SATAN REVERSED 

OCCULT NUMBERS 

HORNS AND TAIL 

ADDED TO ANY LETTER 

LIGHTNING BOLT 
HEAVEN TO HELL STRENGTH 

SWASTIKA 

ANTI-CHRIST 
CROSS OF CONFUSION 



“PENTAGRAM” OR W|THOUT 
THE CIRCLE, THE “PENTACLE” 
MAY BE USED IN BOTH BLACK 
AND WHITE MAGIC. GENERALLY, 
THE TOP POINT REPRESENTS 
THE SPIRIT, AND THE OTHER - 
POINTS REPRESENT WIND, FIRE, 
EARTH, AND WATER, 

THE UPSIDE DOWN PENTAGRAM, 
OFTEN CALLED THE ~BAPHOMET, ” 
1S STRICTLY SATANIC IN NATURE 
AND REPRESENTS THE GOAT’S HEA! 

THE “HEXAGRAM,” ALSO REFERRED 
TO AS THE “SEAL OF SOLOMON” 
IS SAID TO BE ONE OF THE 
MOST POWERFUL SYMBOLS IN THE 
OCCULT. . 

HORNED HAND 

THE SYMBOL OF “ANARCHY” 
REPRESENTS THE ABOLITION OF 
ALL LAW. JNITIALLY, THOSE 
INTO “PUNK” MUSIC USED THIS 
SYMBOL, BUT IT IS NOW WIDELY 
USED BY HEAVY METAL FOLLOWERS 

a 
HERE THE MOON GODDESS “DIANA 
AND THE MORNING STAR OF 
"LUCIFER” ARE REPRESENTED. 
THIS SYMBOL MAY BE FOUND IN 
BOTH WHITE WITCHCRAFT AND 
SATANISM. WHEN THE MOON IS 

TURNED TO FACE THE OPPOSITE 
DIRECTION, IT IS PRIMARILY 
SATANIC, 



San Francisco Police Report 



FRED...AN INTERESTING NOTE. ATTACHED IS A COPY OF A POLICE REPORT 

THAT WAS FROM A CRIME THE DAY WE LEFT ON THE CRUISE. I HEARD ABOUT 

IT ON THE RADIO ON THE WAY TO THE SHIP AND HAD LARS LOOK INTO IT. 

‘OTE THE SIMILARITIES TO THE OTHER STORIES WE'VE SEEN. THE POLICE 

HOWEVER DON'T BELIEVE THESE PEOPLE WERE INVOLVED IN ANY KIND OF CULT. 

HE SAID THEY WERE REAL PATHETIC PEOPLE. SHE GOT OFF SEXUALLY WITH THAT 

SKULL...HAD SEXUAL FANTASIES ETC. WITH IT. THAT SKULL WAS VERY IMPORTANT 

TO HER AND ASKED THE HOMICIDE INSPECTOR IF AFTER SHE GOT OUT OF JAIL 

COULD SHE HAVE HER SKULL BACK...HE SAID NO. CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW MUCH 

CF THIS GOES ON AND NO ONE CONNECTS IT WITH A SATANIC CULT? 
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XI. 

ATTEMPTS BY POLICE TO MINIMIZE, OR POSSIBLY 

COVER UP, THE PROBLEM 

Some police departments, including the FBI, are 
apparently attempting to minimize, or possibly cover up, 
the satanic cult problem. 
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SUBJECT : 

FORMII CS2119 

TLE POLICE DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM 

VICE SECTION PERSONNEL DATE 1-24-89 
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u 

Captain P.A. Muncter PAGE 10F 1 

Information on Satanism - CONFIDENTIAL 

It has come to my attention that some time ago the Vice Section 
became involved in an investigation that had "Satanic" (devil 
worship) overtones. That investigation has since been closed 
and the file has been sent to the Criminal Information Section 
(Intelligence) for storage, etc. 

Be advised that effective immediately: 

1. Vice Section Personnel are not to seek or accept 
the role of "Department Expert" on the subject 
of Satanism; 

2. No files, books, pictures, or other printed material 
are to be Kept on the subject; 

3. Any Satanic information that comes to our attention 

as part of a legitimate prostitution, sexual abuse 
of children, or other case will be promptly and 
thoroughly screened with a supervisor; 

4. Any other Satanic type information that comes to 
our attention will be promptly forwarded to the 
Criminal Information Section for their review, 
screening and/or filing. 

The type of information at issue is specifically regulated by City 
Ordinance SMC 14.12 (The "Intelligence Ordinance" - See Your SMC/RCW 
green binder). 

Criminal Information Section Personnel are trained and experienced at 

handling the many and specific provisions of the ordinance. They are 
available to assist us if this type of information becomes a question 
during the course of a Vice Investigation. 

See me or a supervisor if you have any questions about this directive, 

cc: Major B.A. Thompson 
Le. Adams, C.1.S. 

Leo Poort 

All Vice Section Personnel 

REVISED 10.78 ey { GO ~ 



Satanic, Occult, Ritualistic Crime: 

A Law Enforcement Perspective 

By KENNETH V. LANNING, Supervisory Special Agent, Behavioral Science Instruction and Research Unit, FB 

Academy, Quantico, Virginia 

Note: This article was completed after the 

killings in Matamoros, Mexico, became known 

in April 1989. There is nothing known to the 
author about this case that changes the opinions 
and recommendations set forth in this article. 

he belief that there is a connection 
between satanism and crime is 
certainly not new. In fact, one of 

the oldest theories of crime causation is 

demonology. Concern about satanic or 

occult activity has peaked from time to 

time throughout history. Concern in the 

late 1970s focused primarily on “unex- 

plained” deaths and mutilations of 

animals, and in recent years has focused 

on child sexual abuse and the alleged 
human sacrifice of missing children. In 

1999, it will probably focus on the im- 
pending “end of the world.” 

Today, satanism and a wide variety of 

other terms are used interchangeably in 

reference to certain crimes. This discus- 

sion will analyze the nature of “satanic, 

occult, ritualistic’ crime and focus on 

appropriate law enforcement responses 

to it. 
Recently a flood of law enforcement 

seminars and conferences have dealt with 

satanic and ritualistic crime. These 

training conferences have various titles, 

such as “Occult in Crime,” "Satanic 

Cults,” “Ritualistic Crime Seminar,” 

"Satanic Influences in Homicide,” “Occult 

Crimes, Satanism and Teen Suicide” and 
“Ritualistic Abuse of Children.” 

The typical conference runs from one 
to three days and many of them include 
the same presenters and instructors, A 
wide variety of topics are usually dis- 
cussed during this training, either as 
individual presentations by different 
instructors or grouped together by one 

or more instructors. Typical topics 
covered include the following: 

1. Historical overview of satanism, 

witchcraft and paganism from ancient to 

modern times. 
2. Nature and influence of fantasy role- 

playing games, such as Dungeons and 

Dragons. 
3. Lyrics, symbolism and influence of 

rock and roll, Heavy Metal and Black 

Metal music. 
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4. Teenage “stoner” gangs, their sym- 
bols and their vandalism. 

5. Teenage suicide by adolescents 
dabbling in the occult. 

6. Crimes committed by self-styled 
satanic practitioners, including grave and 
church desecrations and robberies, ani- 
mal mutilations and even murders. 

7. Ritualistic abuse of children as part 
of bizarre ceremonies and human sac- 
rifices, 

8. Organized, traditional or multigen- 
erational satanic groups involved in 
organized conspiracies, such as taking 
over day care centers, infiltrating police 
departments and trafficking in human 
sacrifice victims, 

9. The “Big Conspiracy” theory, which 
implies that satanists are responsible for 
such things as Adolph Hitler, World War 
I, abortion, pornography, Watergate and 
Irangate, and have infiltrated the Depart- 
ment of Justice, the Pentagon and the 
White House. 

During the conferences, these nine 
areas are linked together through the 
liberal use of the word “satanism” and 
some common symbolism (pentagrams, 
666, demons, etc). The implication often 
is that all are part of a continuum of 
behavior, a single problem or some 
common conspiracy. The information 
presented is a mixture of fact, theory, 
opinion, fantasy and paranoia, and be- 
cause some of it can be proven or 
corroborated (desecration of cemeteries, 
vandalism, etc.), the implication is that 
it is all true and documented. The 
distinctions among the different areas are 
blurred even if, occasionally, a presenter 

tries to make them. This is complicated 
by the fact that almost any discussion 
of satanism and witchcraft is interpreted 
in the light of the religious beliefs of those 
in the audience. Faith, not logic and 
reason, governs the religious beliefs of 
most people. As a result, some normally 
skeptical law enforcement officers accept 
the information disseminated at these 
conferences without critically evaluating 
it or questioning the sources. Nothing 
said at such conferences will change the 
religious beliefs of the attendees. Such 
conferences illustrate the ambiguity and 
wide variety of terms involved in this 
issue. 

Set 

Definitions 
The words satanic, occult and ritual 

istic are often used interchangeably. It i 
difficult to precisely define Satanisn 
(with a capital $), and no attempt wi 
be made to do so here. However, it i 
important to realize how the wor 
satanism (with a small s) is used by man 
people. Simply put, for some peopl 
satanism is any religious belief syster 
other than their own, The Ayatolla 
Khomeini referred to the United State 
as the “Great Satan.” In the Britis 
Parliament, a Protestant leader called th 
Pope the anti-Christ. In her book, Prepa: 
for War, Rebecca Brown, M.D, has 
chapter entitled “Is Roman Catholicisr 
Witchcraft?” Dr. Brown also lists amon 
the “doorways” to satanic power anc 
or demon infestation the followin; 
fortune tellers, horoscopes, fraternit 
oaths, vegetarianism, yoga, self-hypnosi 
relaxation tapes, acupuncture, biofee< 
back, fantasy role-playing games, adu 
tery, homosexuality, pornography, jud 
karate and rock music. Dr. Brown stat 
that rock music “was a carefully maste 
minded plan by none other than Satz 
himself.” The ideas expressed in this boc 
may seem extreme and even humorot 

This book, however, has been recor 

mended as a serious reference in la 

enforcement training material on th 

topic. 
In books, lectures, handout materi 

and conversations, the author has hea 
all of the following referred to as satanist 

Church of Satan 
Ordo Templi Orientis 
Temple of Set 
Demonology 
Witchcraft 
Paganism 
Santeria 
Voodoo 
Rosicrucians 
Freemasonry 
Knights Templar 
Stoner Gangs 
Heavy Metal Music 
Rock Music 
KKK 
Nazis 
Scientology 
Unification Church 
The Way 



Hare Krishna 
Rajneesh 
Religious Cults 
New Age 
Astrol 
Channeoig 
Transcendental Meditation 
Holistic Medicine 
Buddhism 
Hinduism 
Mormonism 
Islam 
Orthodox Church 
Roman Catholicism 
At law enforcement training conferer. 

ces, witchcraft, santeria, paganism and 
the occult are frequently referred to as 
forms of satanism. It may be a matter 
of definition, but these things are not 
necessarily the same as traditional Satan- 
ism. The worship of lunar goddesses and 
nature and the practice of fertility rituals 
is not satanism. Santeria is a combination 
of 17th century Roman Catholicism and 
African paganism. 

Occult means simply “hidden.” All 
unreported or unsolved crimes might be 
regarded as occult, but in this context 
the term refers to the action or influence 
of supernatural powers, some secret 
knowledge of them or an interest in para- 
normal phenomena. Occult does not 
imply satanism, evil, wrongdoing or 
crime. Indeed, historically the principal 
crimes deserving of consideration as 
“occult crimes” are the frauds perpe- 
trated by fortune tellers and “psychics” 
who, for a fee, arrange visitations with 
dead loved ones and commit other 
financial crimes against the gullible. 
Many individuals define satanism fom 

a totally Christian perspective, using this 
word to describe the power of evil in the 
world. With this definition, any crimes, 
especially those which are particularly 
bizarre, repulsive or cruel, can be viewed 
as satanic in nature. Yet, it is just as 
difficult to precisely define satanism as 
it is to precisely define Christianity or 
any complex spiritual belief system. 

What is Ritualistic Crime? 
The biggest confusion, however, is over 

the word ritualistic. During law enforce- 
ment training conferences on this topic, 
ritualistic almost always comes to mean 
satanic or at least spiritual. Ritual can 
refer to a prescribed religious ceremony, 
but in its broader meaning refers to any 
customarily repeated act or series of acts, 
The need to repeat these acts can be 
cultural sexual or psychological, as well 

~ a5 spiritual 
Cultural rituals could include such 

things as what a family eats on Thanks- 
giving Day or when and how presents 
are opened at Christmas. The initiation 
ceremonies of fraternities, sororities, 
gangs and other social clubs are other 
examples of cultural ntuals. 

Since 1972, the author has lectured 
about sexual ritualism, which is nothing 

more than repeatedly engaging in an act 
or series of acts in a certain manner 
because of a serua! need. In order to 
become aroused and/or gratified, a 
person must engage in the act in a certain 
way. This sexual ritualism can include 
such things as the physical charactens- 
tics, age or gender of the victim, the 
Particular sequence of acts, the bringing 
or taking of specific objects and the use 
of certain words or phrases. 

This is more than the concept of M.O. 
(method of operation) known to most 
police officers. M.O. is something done 
by an offender because it works. Sexual 
ritual is something done by an offender 
because of a need. Deviant acts, such as 
urinating on, defecating on or even 
eviscerating a victim, are far more likely 
to be the result of sexual ritualism than 
religious or “satanic” ritualism. 
From a crimunal investigative Perspec- 

tive, two other forms of ritualism must 
be recognized. The Diagnostic and Stastical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III-R) 
defines obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(OCD) as “repetitive, purposeful and in- 
tentional behaviors that are performed 
in response to an obsession, or according 
to certain rules or in a stereotyped 
fashion.” Such compulsive behavior fre- 
quently involves rituals. Although such 
behavior usually involves noncriminal 
activity such as excessive hand washing 
or checking that doors are locked, 
occasionally compulsive ritualism can be 
part of criminal activity. Certain gamblers 
Or firesetters, for example, are thought by 
some authorities to be motivated in part 
through such compulsions. Ritual can 
also stem from psychotic hallucinations 
and delusions. A crime can be committed 
in a precise manner because a voice told 
the offender to do it that way or because 
a divine mission required it. 

To make this more confusing, cultural 
religious, sexual and psychological 
Titualism can overlap. Some psychotic 
people are preoccupied with religious 
delusions and hear the voice of God or 
Satan telling them to do things of a 
religious nature. Offenders who feel little, 
if any, guilt over their crimes may need 
little justification for cheir antisocial 
behavior. As human beings, however, 
they may have fears, concerns and an- 
xiety over getting away with their 
Criminal acts. It is difficult to pray to God 
for success in doing things that are 
against His commandments. A negative 
spiritual belief system may fulfill their 
human need for assistance from and 
belief in a greater power or to deal with 
their superstitions. Compulsive ritualism 
(e.g., excessive cleantiness or fear of 
disease) can be introduced into sexual 
behavior. Een many “normal” people 
have a need for order and predictability 
and therefore may engage in family or 
work ntuals. Under stress or in times of 
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change. thus need for order and ritual may 
increase. 

Ritualistic crime may fulfill the cultural 
spiritual, sexual and psychological needs 
of an offender, Crimes may be ritualis. 
tically motivated or may have ritualistic 
elements. The ritual behavior may also 
fulfill basic criminal needs to marupulate 
victims, get rid of rivals, send a message 
to enemies and intimidate co-conspira- 
tors. The leaders of a group may want 
to play upon the beliefs and superstitions 
of those around them and try to convince 
accomplices and enemies that they—the 
leaders—have special or “supernatural” 
powers. 

The important point for the criminal 
investigator is to realize that most 
titualistic criminal behavior is not mo- 
tivated simply by satanic or religious 
ceremonies. At some conferences, pre- 
senters have attempted to make an issue 
of distinguishing between “ritual.” “ritu- 
alized” and “ritualistic” abuse of children. 
These subtle distinctions, however, seem 
to be of no significant value to the crim- 
inal investigator. 

What is Ritualistic Abuse of 
Children? 

This is not an easy question to answer. 
Most people today use the term to refer 
to abuse of children that is part of some 
evil spiritual belief system, which almost 
by definition must be satanic. 

Dr. Lawrence Pazder, author of Michelle 
Remembers, defines ritualized abuse of 
children as “repeated physical, emotion- 
al mental and spiritual assaults com- 
bined with a systematic use of symbols 
and secret ceremonies designed to tum 
a child against itself family, society and 
God." He also states that “the sexual 
assault has ritualistic meaning and is not 
for sexual gratification.” 

This definition may have value for 
academics, sociologists and therapists, 
but it creates potential problems for law 
enforcement. Certain acts engaged in 
with chiidren (kissing, touching, appear- 
ing naked, etc.) may be criminal if per- 
formed for sexual gratification. Lf the 
ritualistic acts were in fact performed for 
spiritual indoctrination, potential prose- 
cution can be jeopardized, particularly if 
the acts can be defended as constitution- 
ally protected religious expression. The 
mutilation of a baby’s genitals for sadistic 
sexual pleasure is a crime. The circum: 
cision of a baby’s genitals for religious 
reasons is most likely not a crime. The 
intent of the acts is important for criminal 
prosecution. 

The author has been unable to pre- 
cisely define ritualistic abuse and prefers 
not to use the term It is confusing, 
misleading and counterproductive. Cer- 
tain observations, however, are impor- 
tant for investigative understanding. 

Not all spiritually motivated ritualistic 
activity is satanic. Santeria, witchcralt, 
voodoo and most religious cults are not 
satanism. In fact, most spiritually or 
religiously based abuse of children has 



abuse that could be termed ntualistic by 
vanous definitions is more likely to be 
physical and psychological rather than 
sexual in nature. If a distinction needs 
to be made between satanic and non- 
satanic child abuse, the indicators for that 
distinction must be related to specific 
satanic symbols, artifacts or doctrine, 
rather than the mere presence of any 
ntualistic element. 

Not all such ritualistic activity with a 
chdd is a crime. Almost all parents with 
religious beliefs indoctrinate their chil- 
dren into that belief system. Is curcum- 
cision for religious reasons child abuse? 
Does having a child kneel on a hard floor 
reciting the rosary constitute child 
abuse? Does having a child chant a sa- 
tanic prayer or ‘attend a black mass 
constitute child abuse? Does a religious 
belief in corporal punishment constitute 
child abuse? Does group care of children 
in a commune or cult constitute child 
abuse? Does the fact that any acts in 
question were performed with parental 
permission affect the nature of the crime? 
Many nitualistic acts, whether satanic or 
not, are simply not crimes. 
When a victim describes and investi- 

gation corroborates what sounds like 
ritualistic activity, several possibilities 
must be considered. The ritualistic ac- 
tivity may be part of the excessive re- 
ligiosity of a mentally ill psychotic 
offender. It may be a misunderstood part 
of sexual ritualism. The ritualistic activity 
may be incidental to any real abuse. The 
offender may be involved in Fitualistic 
activity with a child and also ‘may be 
abusing a child, but one may have little 
or nothing to do with the other. 

The offender may be deliberately en- 
gaging in ritualistic activity with a child 
as part of child abuse. The motivation, 
however, may not be to indoctrinate the 
child into a belief system, but to lower 
the inhibitions of to control and manip- 
ulate, and/or to confuse the child. In all 
the turmoil over this issue, it would be 
a very effective strategy for any child 
molester to deliberately introduce mtu- 
alistic elements to his crime to confuse 
the child and therefore the criminal 
justice system. 

The ritualistic activity and the child 
abuse may be integral parts of some 
spiritual belief system. In that case, the 
greatest risk is to the children of the 
practitioners. But this is true of all cults, 
not just satanic cults. A high potential 
of abuse exists for any children raised 

, in a group isolated from the mainstream 
of society, especially if the group has a 

charismatic leader whose orders are 

unquestioned and blindly obeyed by the 
members. Sex, money and power are 
most often the main motivations of the 
leaders of such cults. 

yynat Makes a Cnme Satanic, 
Occult or Ritualistic? 
Some would answer that it is the 

offender's spintual beliefs or membership 
ina cult or “church.” If that is the critena, 
why not label the crimes commutted by 
Protestants, Catholics and Jews in the 
same way? Are the atrocities of Jim Jones, 
in Guyana, Christian crimes? 
Some would answer that it is the 

Presence of certain symbals in the 
possession or home of the perpetrator. 

What does it mean then to find a crucifix, 
Bible, rosary, etc, in the possession or 
home of a bank robber, embezzler, child 
molester or murderer? If different crim- 
inals possess the same symbols, are they 
necessarily part of one big conspiracy? 

Others would answer that it is the 
presence of certain symbols such as 
pentagrams, inverted crosses and 666 at 
the crime scene. What does it mean, then, 
to find a cross spray-painted on a wall 
or carved into the body of a victim? What 
does it mean for a perpetrator to leave 
a Bible tied to his murder victim? What 
about the possibility that an offender 
deliberately left such symbols to make 
it look like a “satanic” crime? 
Some would argue that it is the 

bizarreness or cruelness of the crime: 
body mutilation, amputation, drinking of 
blood, eating of flesh, use of urine or feces. 
Does this mean that all individuals in- 
volved in lust murder, sadism, vampir- 
ism, cannibalism, urophilia and coprophi- 
lia are satanists or occult practitioners? 
What does this say about the bizarre 
crimes of psychotic killers such as Ed 
Gein or Richard Trenton Chase, both of 
whom mutilated their victims as part of 
their psychotic delusions? 
A few might even answer that it is the 

fact that the crime was committed on a 
date with satanic or occult significance 
(Halloween, May Eve, etc.) or the fact that 
the perpetrator claims that Satan told him 
to commit the crime. What does this 
mean for crimes committed on Thanks- 
giving or Christrnas? What does this say 
about crimes committed by perpetrators 
who claim that God or Jesus told them 
to do it? One note of interest is the fact 
that in handout and reference material 
collected by the author, the number of 
dates with satanic or occult significance 
ranges from 8 to 110. This is compounded 
by the fact that it is sometimes stated 
that satanists can celebrate these holi- 
days on several days on either side of 
the official date or that the birthdays of 
practitioners can also be holidays. The 
exact names and exact dates of the 
holidays and the meaning of symbols 
listed may also vary depending on who 
prepared the material. The handout 
material is often distributed without 
identifving the author or documenting 
the ori,:nal source of the information. It 
is then fequently photocopied by at- 
tendees and passed on to other police 
officers with no one really knowing its 
validity or origin. 
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Far more crime and child 
abuse has been commit- 
ted by zealots in the 
name of God, Jesus and 
Mohammed than has 
ever been committed in 
the name of Satan. 

Most, however, would probably an- 
Swer that what makes a crime satanic, 
occult or ritualistic is the motivation for 
the crime. It is a crime that is spiritually 
motivated by a religious belief system. 
How then do we label the following true 
crimes? 

© Parents defy a court order and send 
their children to an unlicensed Christian 
school. 

© Parents refuse to send their children 
to any school because they are waiting 
for the second coming of Christ. 

© Parents beat their child to death 
because he or she will not follow their 
Christian beliefs, 

© Parents violate child labor laws 
because they believe the Bible requires 
such work. 

@ Individuals bomb an abortion clinic 
or kidnap the doctor because their 
religious belief system says abortion is 
murder. 

© A child molester reads the Bible to 
his victims in order to justify his sex acts 
with them. 

® Parents refuse life-saving medical 
treatment for a child because of their 
religious beliefs, 

© Parents starve and beat their child 
to death because their minister said the 
child was possessed by demonic spirits. 

Some people would argue that the 
Christians who committed the above 
crimes misunderstood and distorted their 
religion, while satanists who commit 
crimes are following theirs. But who 
decides what constitutes a misinterpre- 
tation of a religious belief system? The 
individuals who committed the above- 
described crimes, however misguided, 
believed that they were following their 
religion as they understood it. Religion 
was and is used to justify such behavior 
as the Crusades, the Inquisition, Apar- 
theid, segregation, and violence in 
Northern Lreland, India and Lebanon. 



Who decides exactly what “satanists” 
believe? In this country, we cannot even 
agree on what Chnstians believe At 
many law enforcement conferences, The 
Satanic Bible is used for this, and it isoften 
contrasted or compared with the Chris. 
tan Bible. The Satanic Bible is, in essence, 
a 150-page paperback book written by 
one man in 1969. To compare it to a book 
written by over 30 authors over a period 
of thousands of years is ridiculous, even 
ignoring the possibility of divine reve- 
lation in the Christian Bible. What satan- 
ists believe certainly isn’t limited to other 
peoples’ interpretation of a few books. 
More importantly, it is subject to some 
degree of interpretation by individual 
believers, just as Christianity is. 

The fact is that-far more crime and child 
abuse has been committed by zealots in 
the name of God, Jesus and Mohammed 
than has ever been committed in the 
name of Satan. Many people don’t like 
that statement, but few can argue with 
it. 

Although defining a crime as satanic, 
occult or ritualistic would probably 
involve a combination of the criteria set 
forth above, tne autnor nas been unable 
to clearly define such a crime. Each 
Potential definition presents a different 
set of problems when measured against 
an objective, rational and constitutional 
Perspective. Each offender in a group 
may have a different motivation for the 
crime. The author has discovered that the 
facts of $0 called “satanic crimes” are often 
significantly different from what is 
described at law enforcement training 
conferences or in the media. The actual 
involvement of satanism or the occult in 
these cases usually turns out to be 
secondary, insignificant or nonexistent, 

The Law Enforcement Perspective 
The perspective from which one looks 

at satanic, occult or ritualistic crime is 
extremely important. Sociologists, ther- 
apists, religious leaders, parents and just 
plain citizens each have their own valid 
concems and views about this issue. This 
discussion, however, will deal only with 
the law enforcement perspective. 

The law enforcement perspective must 
focus on crime, recognizing that the fact 
that an activity is “satanic” does not 
necessarily nean it is a crime or that it 
is not a legitimate religious practice pro- 
tected by the First Amendment. Within 
the personal religious belief system of a 
law enforcement officer, Christianity may 
be good and satanism evil Under the 

Constitution, however. both are neutral 
This is an important. but difficult, con- 

cept for many law enforcement officers 
to accept. They are paid to uphoid the 
Constitution and enforce the penal code, 
not the Ten Commandments. The appar- 
ently increasing numbers of teenagers 
and some adults dabbling in satanism 
and the occult may be cause for concern 
for parents, school officials and society. 
What law enforcement can or should do 
about it is another matter entirely. Police 
interference with free exercise of consti- 
tutional nghts potentially creates major 
problems and conflicts. 
What is the justification for law en- 

forcement officers giving presentations 
on satanism and the occult to citizen 
groups, PTAs or school assemblies? Is it 
public relations, a safety program or 
crime prevention? [f it is crime preven- 
tion, how much crime can be linked to 
satanic or occult activity, and what do 
such presentations do to prevent the 
crime? Law enforcement agencies should 
carefully consider the legal implications 
and justification for such presentations. 
Is the fact that satanism or the occult is 
or can be a negative influence on some 
people enough justification for such law 
enforcement efforts? 
When an emotional issue, such as the 

sexual abuse of children, is combined 

with an even more emotional issue, such 
as people's religious beliefs, it is difficult 
to maintain objectivity and remember the 
law enforcement perspective. Some 
police officers may even feel that all crime 
is caused by evil, all evil is caused by 
Satan and, therefore, all crime is satanic 
crime. This may be a valid religious 
perspective, but it is of no relevance to 
the investigation of crime for purposes 
of prosecution. 
Many of the police officers who lecture 

on satanic or occult crime do not even 
investigate such cases. Their presenta- 
tions are more a reflection of their 
personal religious beliefs than docu- 
mented investigative information. They 
are absolutely entitled to their beliefs, but 
introducing themselves as current or 
former police officers and then speaking 
as religious advocates causes confusion. 
As difficult as it might be, police officers 
must separate the religious and law en- 
forcement perspect'ves when they are 
lecturing or investigating in their official 
capacities as law enforcement officers. 
Many law enforcement officers begin 
their presentations by stating that they 
are not addressing or judging anyone’s 
religious beliefs, and then proceed to do 
exactly that. 
Some police officers have resigned 

rather than curtail or limit their invol- 
vement in this issue as ordered by their 

ell ec? 

departments. Perhaps such officers de- 
serve credit for recognizing that they 
could no longer keep the perspectives 
separate. 

Law enforcement officers who believe 
that the investigation of satanic/occult 
cnme puts them in conflict with super- 
natural forces of evil should probably not 
be assigned to these cases. If however, 
such officers must be or are assigned, 
they will need the power of their own 
spiritual belief system in order to deal 
with the superstition and religious 
implications of these cases. The religious 
beliefs of officers should provide spiritual 
strength and support for them, but 
should not affect the objectivity and 
professionalism of the investigation. 

The law enforcement perspective re- 
quires avoiding the paranoia that has 
crept into this issue and into some of the 
law enforcement training conferences. 
Paranoid belief systems are characterized 
by the gradual development of intricate, 
complex and elaborate systems of think- 
ing based on and often proceeding logi- 
cally fom muisinterpretation of actual 
events. Paranoia typically involves 
hypervigilance over the perceived threat, 
the belief that danger awaits around 
every comer and the willingness to take 
up the challenge and do something about 
it. Another very important aspect of this 
paranoia is the belief that those who do 

Law enforcement officers 
must be objective fact 
finders. It is not their job 
to believe children or 
other complainants; it is 
their job to listen. 

not recognize the threat are evil and 
corrupt. In this extreme view, one is 
either with them or against them. : 

Concern over satanic crime and ritu- 
alistic abuse of children is highly polar- 
izing. After one presentation on this topic, 

a student wrote in a critique that the 

author was obviously an “agnostic cult- 
ist.” Some zealots even use the term 

“clean” to refer to law enforcement 

officers who have not been infiltrated by 
the satanists. If some police officers or 
military personnel practice satanism or 
paganism, does that mean that law 

enforcement and the military have been 
infiltrated? The word “infiltrated” is used 
only when talking about an unpopular 

belief system. Protestants, Catholics 2 d 
Jews are no longer thought of as “inBl- 



trating” the police and military, but not 
long ago Jews were thought by many to 
have done so. 
Overzealousness and exaggeration 

motivated by the religious fervor of those 
involved in law enforcement training is 
more acceptable than that motivated by 
ego or profit. There are those who are 
deliberately distorting and hyping this 
issue for personal notoriety and profit. 
Satanic and occult crime has become a 
growth industry. Speaking fees, books, 
video and audio tapes, prevention 
material, and television and radio appear- 
ances all bring egoistic and financial 
rew 
Law enforcement officers must be 

objective fact finders. It is not their job 
to believe children or other complainants. 
It is their job to listen. The law enforce- 
ment perspective can’t ignore the lack 
of physical evidence (no bodies or even 

hairs, Gbers or fluids left by violent 
murders), the difficulty in successfully 
committing a large-scale conspiracy 
crime (the more people involved in any 
crime conspiracy, the harder it is to get 

away with it), and human nature (intra- 
group conflicts resulting in individual 
self-serving disclosures would be bound 

to occur in any group involved in or- 
ganized kidnapping, baby breeding and 
human sacrifice). If and when members 
of a destructive cult commit murders, 

they are bound to make mistakes, leave 

evidence and eventually make admis- 

sions in order to brag about their crimes 
or to reduce their legal liability. The 
discovery of the murders in Matamoros, 
Mexico, in April 1989 and the results of 
the subsequent investigation are good 
examples of these dynamics. 

Bizarre crime and evil can occur with- 
out organized satanic activity. The law 

enforcement perspective requires that we 

distinguish between what we know and 

what we're not sure of 
The facts are ; 

® Some individuals believe in and ar 

involved in satanism and the occult. 

@ Some of these individuals commit 

crime. 
@ Some groups of individuals share 

these beliefs and involvement in satan- 

ism and the occult. © 
@ Some members of these groups 

commit crime together. 
The unanswered questions are 
@ What is the connection between the 

belief system and the crimes committed? 

© Is there an organized conspiracy of 

satanic and occult believers responsible 

for interrelated serious crime (e.g, mo- 
lestation, murder)? 

After all the hype and hysteria is put 

aside, the realization sets in that most 

satanic/occult activity involves the com- 

mission of no crimes, and that which does 

usually involves the commission of 
relatively minor crimes such as trespass- 
ing vandalism, cruelty to animals or 
petty thievery. The law enforcement 
problems most often linked to satanic or 

occult activity are vandalism, desecration 

of churches and cemeteries, thefts from 

churches and cemeteries, teenage gangs. 
animal mutilations, teenage suicide, child 
abuse, kidnapping, and murder and 
human sacrifice. 

Valid evidence shows some “connec- 

tion” between satanism and the occult 

and the first six problems set forth above. 

The “connection” to the last three prob- 
lems is far more uncertain. 

Even where there seems to be a 

“connection,” the nature of the connec- 

tion needs to be explored. It is easy to 

blame involvement in satanism and the 

occult for behaviors that have complex 
motivations. A teenager's excessive 

involvement in satanism and the occult 

is usually a symptom of a problem and 

not the cause of a problem. Blaming 

satanism fora teenager's vandalism, theft, . 

suicide or even act of murder is like 

blaming a criminal’s offenses on his 

tattoos: both are often signs of the same 

rebelliousness and lack of self-esteem 

that contribute to the commission of 

crimes. 
The law enforcement investigator must 

objectively evaluate the legal significance 

of any criminal’s spiritual beliefs. In most 

cases, including those involwing satanists, 
it will have little or no legal significance. 
If a crime is committed as part of a 

spiritual belief system, it should make no 
difference which belief system it is. The 
crime is the same whether a child is 
abused or murdered as part of a Christian, 
Hare Krishna, Moslem or any other belief 
system. Crimes generally are not labeled 
with the name of the perpetrator's 
religion. Why then are the crimes of child 

molesters, rapists, sadists and murderers 
who happen to be involved in satanism 
and the occult labeled as satanic or occult 

crimes? If criminals use a spiritual belief 
system to rationalize and justify or to 

facilitate and enhance their criminal 

activity, should the focus of law enforce- 

ment be on the belief systera or on the 
criminal activity? 

Several documented avurders have 

been committed by individuals involved 

in one way or another in satanism or the 

occult. In some of these murders, the 

perpetrator has even introduced ele- 

ments of the occult (e.g, satanic symbols 

at the crime scene). Does that automat- 

ically make these satanic murders? It is 

the author's opinion that the answer is 

no. Ritualistic murders committed by 

serial killers or sexual sadists are not 

necessarily satanic or occult murders. 

Ritualistic murders comumitted by psy- 
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chotic killers who hear the voice of Satan 
are no more satanic murders than 
murders committed by psychotic killers 
who hear the voice of Jesus are Christian 
murders. 

Rather, a satanic murder can be defined 
as one committed by two or more 

individuals who rationally plan the crime 
and whose primary motivation is to fulfill 
a prescribed satanic ritual calling for the 
murder. By this definition, the author has 
been unable to identify even one doc- 

umented satanic murder in the United 

States. Although such murders may have 

and can occur, they appear to be few in | 

number. In addition, the commission of 

such killings would probably be the 

beginning of the end for such a group. 

It is highly unlikely that they could 

continue to kill several people, every 

year, year after year, and not be dis- 

covered. 
A brief typology of satanic and occult 

practitioners is helpful in evaluating what 

relationship, if any, such practices have 

to crimes under investigation. The 

following typology is adapted from the 

investigative experience of Officer Sandi 

Gallant of the San Francisco Police 

Department, who began to study the 

criminal aspects of occult activity long 

before it became popular. No typology 

is perfect, but the a'*hor uses this 

typology because it is s- nple and offers 

investigative insights. Most practitioners 

fall into one of three categories, any of 

which can be practiced alone or in 

groups. 
1. Youth Subculture, Most teenagers 

involved in fantasy role-playing games, 

heavy metal music or satarism and the 

occult are going through a stage of 

adolescent development and commit no 

significant crimes. The teenagers who 

have more serious problems are usually 

those from dysfunctional families or 

those who have poor communication 

within their families. These troubled 

teenagers turn to satanism and the occult 

to overcome a sense of alienation, to 

obtain power or to justify their antisocial 

behavior. For these teenagers, it is the 

symbolism, not the spirituality, that is 

important. It is either the psychopathic 

or the oddball, loner teenager who is most 

likely to get into serious trouble. Extreme 

involvement in the occult is a symptom 

of a problem, not the cause. This is not 

to deny, however, that satanism and the 

occult are negative influences for a 

troubled teenager. But to hystenc «lly 

warn teenagers to avoid this “mysterious, 

powerful and dangerous” thing called 

satanism will drive many teenagers right 

to it. Some rebellious teenagers will do 

! whatever will most shock and outrage 

: society in order to Gaunt their rejection 

of adult norms. 
2 Dabblers (Self-styled). For these prac- 

titioners, there is little or no spiritual 

motivation. They mix satanism witch- 

craft and paganism. Symbols 
mean what- 



ever they want them to mean. Molesters, 
rapists, fae eae and murderers may 
dabble in the occult and may commit 
their crimes in a ceremonial or ritualistic 
way. This category has the potential to 
be the most dangerous, and most of the 
“satanic” killers fall into this category. 
Their involvement in satanism and the 
occult is a symptom of a problem and 
a rationalization and justification of 
antisocial behavior. Satanic/occult prac- 
tices (as well as those of other spiritual 
belief systems) can be used as a mech- 
anism to facilitate criminal objectives. 

3. Traditional (Orthodox, Multigenera- 
tional). These are the true believers. They 
are usually wary of outsiders, Because of 
this and constitutional issues, such 
groups are difficult for law enforcement 
to penetrate. Although there is much we 
don’t know about these groups, as of now 
there is little or no hard evidence that 
they are involved in serious, organized 
criminal activity. In addition, instead of 
being self-perpetuating master crime 
conspirators, true believers probably 
have a similar problem with their teen- 
agers rebelling against their belief system. 
Many police officers ask what to look 

for during the search of the scene of 
suspected satanic activity. The answer is 
simple: look for evidence of a crime. A 
penta; is no more criminally signif- 
icant than a crucifix unless it corroborates 
a crime or a criminal conspiracy. If a 
victim’s description of the location or the 

instruments = me crime ee : 
tagram, then the tay wo! 
evidence. But the ran sud: be true 

if the description included a crucifix. 
There is no way any one law enforce- 

ment officer can become knowledgeable 
about ail the symbols and rituals of every 
spiritual belief system that might become 
part of a criminal investigation. The 
officer needs only to be trained to rec- 
ognize the possible investigative signif- 
icance of such signs, symbols and rituals. 
Knowledgeable religious scholars, aca- 
demics and other true experts in the 
community can be consulted if a more 
detailed analysis is necessary. Any 
analysis, however, may have only limited 
application, especially to cases involvin; 
teenagers, dabblers and other self-sty| 
practitioners. The fact is, signs, symbols 
and rituals can mean anything that 
practitioners want them to mean and/or 
anything that observers interpret them 
to mean. The meaning of symbols can 
also change over time, place and circum- 
stance. Is a swastika spray-painted on a 
wall an ancient symbol of prosperity and 
good fortune, a recent symbol of Naziism 
and anti-Semitism, or a current symbol 
of paranoia and adolescent defiance? The 
peace sign, which in the 1960s was a 
familiar antiwar symbol, is now supposed 
to be a satanic symbol. 

Despite what is sometimes said or 
seen ey at law enforcement training 
¢ ces, police have no authority to 
seize any satanic or occult paraphernalia 
they might see during a search. A legally 
valid reason must exist for doing so. It 
is not the job of law enforcement to 

prevent satanists from engaging in 
noncriminal teaching, rituals or other 
activities. 

Conclusions 
There must be a middie ground in this 

issue. Concern about satanic or occult 
activity should not be a big joke limited 
to religious fanatics. On the other hand, 
law enforcement is not now locked in 
a life-and-death struggle against the 
supernatural forces of ancient evil Law 
enforcement officers need to know 
something about satanism and the occult 
in order to properly evaluate their 
possible connections to and motivations 
for criminal activity. They must know 
when and how beliefs, symbois and 
paraphernalia can be used to corroborate 
criminal activity. From a community 
relations perspective, they must also 
learn to respect spiritual beliefs that may 
be different or unpopular but not illegal 
The focus must be on the objective 
investigation of violations of criminal 

statutes. : 
Until hard evidence is obtained and 

corroborated, the American people 
should not be frightened into believing 
that babies are being bred and eaten, that 
50,000 missing children are being mur- 
dered in human sacrifices or that satan- 
ists are taking over America’s day care 
centers. No one can prove with absolute 
certainty that such activity has not 
occurred. However, the burden of proof, 
as it would be in a criminal prosecution, 
is on those who claim that it has occurred. 
As law enforcement agencies evaluate 
and decide what they can or should do 
about satanic and occult activity in their 
communities, they might also consider 
how to deal with the hype and hysteria 
of the “anti-satanists.” The overreaction 
to the problem can clearly be worse than 
the problem. An unjustified crusade 
against those perceived as satanists could 
result in wasted resources, unwarranted 
damage to reputations and disruption of 
civil liberties. 

In general, the law enforcement per- 
spective can best be maintained by 
investigators repeatedly asking them- 
selves what they would do if the acts 
in question were part of Protestant, 
Catholic or Jewish activity. If a law 
enforcement agency wants to evaluate 
the group spiritual framework within 
which a crime is committed, it is more 
appropriate, accurate and objective to 
refer to such crimes as cult crimes rather 
than as satanic, occult or ritualistic 
crimes. The “Sects, Cults and Deviant 
Movements” seminar put on by the In- 
stitute of Police Technology and Man- 
agement at the University of North 
Florida in Jacksonville, Florida, is a good 
example of this more objective, broad- 
based approach. Satanic cults have no 
more law enforcement significance than 
many other potentially destructive cults 
that exist in this country. © 
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Interview: Ted Gunderson 

FBI's Lanning sides with Satan, 
says former top bureau official 
Former FBI official Ted Gunderson, tn an interview to E/R 

editors Jeffrey Steinberg and Carol White. warned about the 

spreading plague of satanism and satanic-related crime and 

sharply criticized the bureau for covering up the crisis. A full 

text of the interview will be published in the July 1990 issue 

of E/R‘s counterintelligence newsletter /nvestigative Leads. 

Prior to his retirement from the FBL on March 30, 1979, 

Gunderson had spent 28 years with the bureau, ending his 
career as the senior special agent-in-charge of the Los 
Angeles Ficld Division, directing 700 employees and an an- 
nual budget of $22.5 million. [mmediately following his 
retirement, he was appointed by then-Attorney General Grif- 
fin Bell to direct the security arrangements for the Pan-Ameri- 
can Games in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Returning to Los 
Angeles, he set up a private firm, International Security Con- 
sultants. 

Among the first investigations Gunderson undertook with 
ISC involved a former Green Berct officer, Dr. Jeffrey Mc- 
Donald, who was accused of murdering his wife and children 

in Fayetteville, North Carolina in 1970. McDonald cantends 
that his family was murdered by a setttie edit similar to the 

Manson Family, which had carried out their grisly murders 

onthe West Coast just months before the McDonald murders. 
As the result of his work for attorneys representing Dr, 

McDonald, Gunderson became increasingly aware of the 

existence of a nationwide satanic underworld engaged in 
drug trafficking, pornography, ritualistic murders, and other 

crimes. For the last decade, Gunderson hus developed an 

expertise in the field. More recently he has been involved in 
investigating alleged ritualistic sexual abuse of studeats at 

the McMartin Day School in Manhattan Beach, California, 

and similar allegations of satanic cult-related crimes in Wash- 

ington State. (In the McMartin case, a jury acquitted the vo 
defendants on 52 counts of the indictment in January 1990, 
but failed to reach a verdict on 13 of the counts; a second 

trial is expected to take place on those charges.) In 1983, 

Gunderson, along with investigative journalist Maury Terry, 
author of The Ultimate Evil, helped develop critical evidence 
in the ritualistic murder of Broadway impresario Roy Radin, 

Gunderson has appeared on nationwide television shows, 
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including the Geraldo Rivera show, probing the satanic crime 
threat. He has recently written a book-length guide for locat- 

ing missing persons, titled How To Locate Anyone Anywhere 
Without Leaving Home, which is available from Ted L. 
Gunderson Associates, P.O. Box 5080, Long Beach, Cali- 

fornia 90805 for $10, shipping and handling included. 

The FBI suppressed evidence 
In his interview with E/R, Gunderson was particularly 

critical of the role that his former agency has played in recent 
years in suppressing evidence of a burgeoning nationwide 
satanic criminal structure. He focused much of his harshest 
criticism on FBI Special Agent Kenneth Lanning, the current 
head of the bureau's Behavioral Science unit at the FBI Train- 
ing Academy in Quantico, Virginia. 

Since the discovery of a satanic burial site on a drug 
plantation near Matamoros, Mexico last spring, Lanning has 
written a number of articles denying the existence of a satanic 
problem in the United States, blaming the widespread con- 
cem over ritualistic crimes on religious fundamentalists, ov- 
erzealous investigators, and quacks. Two of Lanning’s 
harshest attacks on the idea of satanic ritualistic crimes ap- 
peared in the October 1989 issue of Police Chief magazine 
and in a special report published in December 1989 by the 
National Center For Missing and Exploited Children. Lan- 
ning has written that more people have been killed in the 
names of Jesus and Mohammed than in the name of Satan. 

To which Gunderson responds: 
“In my opinion, other than Aleister Crowley, Anton La- 

Vey, and Michael Aquino [all well-known satanists active ia 

the United States this century], Ken Lanning is probably the 
most effective and foremost speaker for the satanic move- 

ment in this country, today or any time in the past.” 
Based on his own experiences probing the McDonald, 

McMartin, and other cases, Gunderson is certain that a na- 

tionwide satanic underground exists in the United States: 
“My investigations over a [0-year period have led me to 

the exact opposite conclusions than those of Ken Lanning. 
There is every indication that there is a loose-knit satanic cult 

network operating in the U.S. It is probably a combination 

EIR) May 25, 1990 



of: a high-level group of people linked to kiddy porn, prustt- 

tution, drug trafficking and other criminal activity interna- 

tionally. This more organized structure filters dawn to inde- 
pendent groups of satanists probably not tied directly to the 

first network, These local groups also engage in drug traf- 

ficking, ritualistic activities like animal and human sacrifices. 

And below them, we encounter high school-age kids who go 
to the occult shops and buy the satanic literature and set 

up their own local independent groups. From hundreds of 
interviews that I have personally conducted in every part of 
the country, I encounter a persistent pattern everywhere. All 

the stories fit the same mold: animal and buby sacrifices, the 
use of candles and other ritualistic props, robes, chaning, 

etc. All of these victim-survivors, from children to adults, 
are all telling the same basic story. 

“In the McMartin case, for example, before any criminal 

charges were filed against anyone, 460 complaints were filed 

with the Manhattan Beach police. Are we to believe that 460 
families fed their children the same story of ritualistic sexual 
abuse, animal sacrifices, etc.? This is a suburban, altluent 

area, middle class and up—not the kind of people inclined 

toward the belief in satanic conspiracies.” 

How many children are really missing? 
Gunderson attacked Lanning’s recent claims that the 

number of documented cases of missing children in the Unit- 
ed States last year was under 100, with the majority of those 
cases being teenagers flceing rotten home environments: 

“The FBI has an accurate count of the number of automo- 
biles stolen every year. It knows the number of homicides, 
rapes, and robberies. But the FBI has no idea of the number 
of children who disappear every year. They simply do not 
ask for the statistics. Every month every major police depart- 
ment in the United States files its uniform crime statistics 
with the FBI. It would be simple for the bureau to add one 

more column to the statistics and get a breakdown of every 

reported case of missing children. But they don’t do it, They 

have no scientific basis for making any estimates about the 

number of missing children—not to even mention children 
who are kidnaped for ritualistic purposes and, in some cases, 
murdered. | am convinced that the FBI does not ask for these 

statistics because they do not want lo see them. They wouki 
be confronted with an instant public outery for action. be 

cause the figures would show a major social problem. “Tat 

problem would demand action. 

“Up until several years ago, there was a built-in prejudice 
among even local police and prosecutors against investigat- 
ing ritualistic crimes. I have interviewed parents who went 
to the police with detailed accounts from their children hav- 

ing been sexually abused. As soon as the investigations began 
to get into areas of ritualistic activities the probes would be 

shut down. I don’t think that this was duc to satanist penctra- 
tion of law enforcement in every instance. | think that there 
was a built-in prejudice. 

EIR May 25, 1990 

“Fortunately, in the past few years, a number of local 

police investigators in different parts of the country have 
seriously taken up the issue of satanic crime. In some cases, 

these officers have developed their expertise on their own 
time. Now, however, local police are more conscious of 
the growing menace represented by satanic related crime, 

ritualistic violence, etc. But the problem is national. Many 
of the crimes we are talking about—interstate transporting 
of pomographic material, kidnaping, interstate drug traffick- 
ing, etc.—are federal crimes. A federal clearing house for 
intelligence on satanic-related crime is urgently needed. 

“I have evidence chiseled in stone 
showing that the U.S. Army and the 
Department of Justice covered up 
that satanic angle and framed up Dr. 
McDonald. The McDonald case could 
have exposed a major heroin- 
smuggling operation out of Vietnam 
involving highly placed Army 
officials running drugs into the U.S. 
in the body cavities of dead Gls.” 

Rather than creating such a capability to assist the work being 
done by local police and many private groups, the FBI is 
consciously attempting to bury the entire issue and drive local 
police into dropping their own efforts. 

“Lam convinced that we are confronted with a serious 
satanic penetration of every level of society, government at 

every level. 
“I was first exposed to this problem of penetration when I 

investigated the McDonald case. Within 10 months of being 
hired, [had obtained a signed affidavit from Helene Stokeley, 
a member of the satanic cult that carried out the murders of the 
McDonald family. Yet an overzealous prosecutor ignored that 
cevnlence and proceeded to prosecute Dr. McDonald. [ have 

evidence chiseled in stone showing that the U.S. Army and 
the Department of Justice covered up that satanic angle and 
tramed up Dr. McDonald. Why? Among other things the Mc- 

Donald case could have exposed a major heroin-smuggling 
operation out of Vietnam involving highly placed Anny offi- 
cials running drugs into the U.S. in the body cavities of dead 
American Gls—green body bags loaded with heroin. Ele- 
ments of this story even came out publicly in the Jan. 1, 1973 
issue of Time magazine. But that was just the tip of the iceberg. 
When the McDonald case goes into a retrial—as I am confi- 
dent it will—there will be definite information about the cov- 
erup—-the drug angle and the corruption of the prosecution.” 
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MISSING CHILDREN 



MISSING: 
(100,000 Children a Year 
The figures are estimates. But the few known facts are 
appalling: thousands ure murdered annually, the number 
of missing children is rising and no one is keeping an 
accurate count 

Condensed from Kiwanis MaGatine 
Gary Tussax 

euur Biju am. ‘on January 7, 
A 1980, Katheleen’ Mancil 

drove her daughter Marian 
Bauson to school in Inverness, Fla. 
“See you tonight,” Kachueen called 

+ asthe petice, blue-eyed 16-year-old 
stepped from the car. z 

But she did noc see Marian that 
nighe Or the next Or the next. 

No one remembers secing Mar- 
ian alter she left her mothes’s car. 

-- The day after her disappearance, 
her purse was found in a trash can 
about 25 miles from the school. She 
had joined the swelling ranks of 
children simply labeled sussinc. 

Sheila and Katherine Lyon, ages 
ty and 11, journcyed to a suburban 

shopping center on March 25; 1975, 
and were never seen again. In early 
October 1940, two-yezr-old Brandy 
Rarluw vanished from her front 
yaril, The list goes on. ; 

Prubably the most publicized 
mussing-child case of late has been 
that al siasvear aed Etan Patz. On 

May 35, 1979, Etan walked alone 
for the first time to his Manhatan 
school-bus stop and has not been 
seen since. Mcthouical searches 
with bloudhounds, helicopters, psy- 
chics, and phalanxes of palice have 
failed to curn up any clues. 

These are not isolated cases. Ev- 
eryone close to the missing-child 
problem agrees that it is 2 large 
one—and growing. Statistics, how- 
ever, are tough to come by. Bound- 
aries between runaways, parental 
kidnap victims and children stolen 
by strangers tend to blur. 

The best estimates are that about 
a million American youngsters 
leave home each year, with go per- 
cent ceturning in two weeks. Ap- 
proximately 100,000 children are 
thus unaccounted for. Add another 

2§,000 to 100,000 stolen by divorced 
of separated parents, and the tocal 
becomes signifiant “Kids who 
just disappear pen a big prob. 
fem that people had better start 
Opening their eyes to,” says Det. 
Sgt. Dick Ruffino of the Bergen 

County, New Jersey, Sheriffs Office. 

Yet no single US. agency con- 
cerns itself caclusively with missing 
children on a azuonal sesle. Auto- 
mobiles, handguns and silverware 
can be registered, traced and recov- 
ered more easily than children. 
“Our priorities are mixed up,” says 
Ken Wooden, director of the Na- 
tional Coalition for Children's Jus- 
tice. “If someone steals 3 car, he can 
be traced and caught because we 
have a computer system for tracing 
stolen cars, But children apparently 
aren't that important to us.” 

Each missing-child case has its 
own poignant drama and irony. In 
July 1976, 12-year-old Dee Scoheld 
disappeared while running an er- 
rand at a Florida shopping center. 
Two days later, a classmate report- 
edly saw Dee looking out a van 
window, desperately forming the 
word “help” over and over with her 
lips. Dee Scofield has never been 
found. , ‘ 

On October 18, 1981, Jimmy 
Rogers, 14, left his Hanson. Mass., 
home for a friend's house. He may 
have hitched 3 mde. He has not 
been seen of heard from since. 

“Child snatching, kidnapping 
and the ugly things that happen to 
these kids are so horrendous that 
people refuse to deal with them,” 
explains Stan Patz, father of miss- 
ing Ezan. “Tryiny to handle cases 
like ours on a iacal level ts a tremen- 
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dous impediment. We need a cen- 
tralized, national clearinghouse 
with information about which chil- 
dren are missing and how they can 
be identified.” 

Buc most cases [all to local police, 
ayainst whom some parenu of miss- 
ing children raise a litany of com- 
plaints, Because so many children 
do run away from home, police 
bel most missing kids runaways. 
And unless the child is very young 
or evidence of foul play exists, police 

commonly will not act ona missing- 
child report for 24 hours. The rea- 
son: sheer work volume. A surfeit of 
violent crimes—most with injured 

victims and plenty of evidence— 
takes priority over the “maybe” 
crime of a missing youngster. 

The heart-rending tragedy. of 
course, occurs when the child is not 
a runaway and could possibly have 
been helped af emmediste action 
had been wken. 

On the morning after Christmas, 
1974, 83-year-old Janna Hanson 
went to 3 friend's house. A short 
time Liter, Durcen Hanson drove 
by to pick up her dauyhter; Janna 
wasn't there. Doreen immediately 
went to the police, but they 
wouldn't search for 24 hours. 

When police did finally begin an 
investigation, it was too late. Jan- 
na's body was found after several 
montha, and evidence indicated she 
had been murderedon December 26. 

Parents also complain bitterly 
about the Fil'’s refusal to help find 
missing children. The FH! becomes 
involved in a missing-<child case 



only when there's proof of a kid- 
napping—such as a ransom note— 
or evidence that the child was aken 
across state lines. 

“The first-time disappearance of 
2 minor should be prima facie evi- 
dence that 2 kidnapping has uken 
place.” says foha Clinkscales, whose 
son Kyle disapgeared six years ago. 
“The Fal could then become imme- 
diately involved, and there might be 
a chance of finding some of these 
children. We necd help.” 

And answers. Parents always ask 
the inevitable: Why? Why would 
someone wcal a child? Why my child? 
There are many answers, yet no 
answers. 

A million couples a year divorce 
in the United States, and many of 
these cases result in child snatch- 
ings. For love, hate, spite or re- 
venge, one parenc steals a child 
from the other. 

In December 1974, Gloria Yer- 
kovich said yood-by to her four- 
year-old Joanna as the girl lett to 
spend the weekend with her fa- 
ther. She didn’t want to go, but 

a court order had said she must. 
Joanna never returned. The sep- 

arauon that was to last a weekend 
has stretched to 7'4 years. 

Despicable as parental kidnap- 
ping is, these children may be more 
fortunate than others. At least 
there's a chance they will yo to 
school, grow up and lead a more or 
less normal life. 

When a stranger steals 2 child, 
anything can happen. Parents of 
missing children hope thac theie 
child will end up in a loving, caring 
family, perhaps through black- 
market adoption. The crue! uruth is 
that a missing child stands a fair 
chance of being murdered. Each 
year an estimated 2500 children in 
the United States disappear and 
later are found murdered. . 

While the abduction and murder 
of a child is a senseless, psychotic 
act, many children are used for 
much more calculated reasons. Says 
Ken Wooden, “Kids are constandy 
being sought for the lucrative child- 
prostitution business. Most police 
departments and public officials 

arent doing 
anything 
abouc ic” 

If fear 
about what 
may be hap- 
pening to a 
missing child 
is the parents” 
primacy emo- 
tion, frus- 
tration is the 
second. Of- 

ten, little more is done once local 
police exhaust all leads. Teleprint- 
ed mussing-child reports from one 
city do not carry a high priority in 
another. Verbal descriptions alone 
are often useless. : 

Out of desperation, parents turn 
to posting fiers and driving by 
parks and other areas frequented 
y children, “It's a totally helpless 

feeling,” says Sean Patz. “Theres 
just nothing more we can Jo.” 

In the past few years, however, 
various groups have been formed— 
usually by parents o¢ relatives of 
missing children—to advise and 
comfort distraught parents, One 
such organization is Child Find, Inc, 
Box 377, New Paliz, N.Y. 12561. It 
maintains a toll-free number (Soo- 
431-50u5) to be used by children 
searching for their parents or parencs 
trying to identify missing children. 

Buc such efforts are nut liked 
solve the - problem ovemight. At 
Present. hope is a parent's mow” 
sustaining weapon. 

tome families, that 
does not cease even after a child's 
body is found. Says Dercen Haa- 
soa: “Alter our daugheer’s remains 
were discovered, we sill kept 
searching. at least in our minds, For 

weeks after, 1 would sce 3 girl on 
= i who resembled my 

ughter and I would in 
wart it was oa : 

“No one on the outside can un- 
derstand the trauma taking place ia 
a family that has 3 child missing. 
The frustration, the aot knowing, 
the agony are beyond explanation.” 
Another organizsoon & SEAR: 
whack eae National reid 
aiuey hE Repor:, a 

azine conta _ dente: 

Semly he micigg Tee re lentify s missing. ne ear 

to 22,000 agencies aad individuals in 
hw enforcement, security, medicine 
and social service. SEARCH’: aduress 
is = Sylvan Ave, Englewood 
Ciiffs, N. J. 07632. (All cerrespon- 

dence should include a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope) Phone: 201- 
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Stolen Children 
Thousands of youngsters are abducted by strangers—and only a few areever founc 

as anyone seen Kevin Collins? 
Kevin is 10 years old and 4 feet 6 
inches tall, with brown hair, 
green eyes and a cheerful dispo- 

sition. When he vanished without a trace 
after basketball practice at St. Agnes School 
in San Franciscoon Feb. 10, theassumption 
was that he had been abducted, and the city 
responded with all the shocked, if usually 

short-lived, attentiveness such outrages pro- 
voke. While San Francisco policeconducted 
a massive, round-the-clock search for the 
missing boy, volunteers distributed more 
than 100,000 fliers carrying his picture, the 
school offered $2,000 for information lead- 
ing to his return and Mayor Dianne Fein- 
stein posted an additional reward of $5,000. 

Kevin's parents, meanwhile, offered the 
only thing they could, a public appeal to his 
abductor that seemed all the more wrench- 
ing for the self-control it must have re- 
quired. “We are not interested in secking 
justice or punishment,” said David and 
Ann Collins on local TV. “We are only 
interested in his safe return. We love ourson 
and we need him." A month has passed 
without a hint of the boy's whereabouts. 

Ceuelcy: Of the approximately 
1.8 million children who are reported miss- 
ing each year, 90 to 95 percent are likely to 
be runaways or youngsters abducted by a 
parent involved in a custody fight. By wide- 
ly varying estimates, anywhere from 6,000 
to 50,000 missing children are, like Kevin 
Collins, presumed to be victims of “stranger 
abduction,” a crime of predatory cruelty 
usually committed by pedophiles, porno- 
graphers, black-market-baby peddlers or 
childless psychotics bidding desperately for 
parenthood. Only a few cases are solved. 
Even fewer stranger-abducted children are 
recovered alive. 
Though they constitute the smallest por- 

tion of the missing-children phenomenon, 
they can be weighted at 10 times their 
number for the emotional havoc they leave 
in their wake. Noreen Gosch, of West 
Des Moines, lowa, whose 12-year-old son, 
Joh David, vanished from his paper route 
on the morning of Sept. 5, 1982, recalls 
the sheer “physical pain™ of the vigil. 
“Our hearts hurt, our stomachs hurt. 
We thought of him being tortured of mur- 
dered.” she says. Eighteen months later 
Noreen still holds whispered conversa: 
fons with her son's picture to steel her- 
selffor public talks about him: “Johnny, 
Uhnow the percentages,” she murmurs 

» But Palo know you might be alive 

TH 

Wee 
Love You Kev 

WHERE ane vou vrs 

YOU SEE ME 

PLEASE CONTACT 
gfPD at 

(4188 653-0123 

daenes 0 Wisens-tu arent te 
Auu and David Collins: We are not interested in punishment, ouly int his safe return? 
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—and I'm doing something about this.” 
Until recent years it was one of the sec- 

ondary shocks for parents of stolen children 
that they were alone in their crisis—and 
often nightmarishly thwarted by foot-drag- 
ging police departments, jurisdictional tan- 

glesand an FBI unable toenter acase unless 
there was clear evidence of an abduction. 
But things began to change about five years 
ago, when the disappearance of six-year-old 
Etan Patz from Manhattan's Soho neigh- 
borhood brought the considerable force of 
the New York media into play. Since then, 
interest in the subject has snowballed. 

Pingerpeint: To counteract what they re- 
gard as law-enforcement dawdling, self- 
help organizations—some of them founded 
by parents of victims—have sprung up to 
provide information and educational pro- 
grams and lobby for stiffer laws against 
abductors; some communities have begun 
to fingerprint children and teach them how 
to protect themselves against potential ab- 
ductors (page 80). On the national level, the 
case of Adam Walsh added to the growing 
public awareness. Adam, six, disappeared 
from a Sears store in Hollywood, Fla., on 
July 27, 1981; two weeks later his severed 
head was found in a canal 100 miles away. 
Last October, after NBC sired “Adam,” a 
two-hour dramatization of the tragic case, 
the network showed pictures and data on 55 
missing children. As a result, 14 of the 
children have since been found. (The pro- 
gram will be rebroadcast next month, with 
41 new cases appended.) 

Tt was the anguished testimony of Ad- 
am's father, John Walsh, before two Senate 
subcommittees that helped lead to the Miss- 
ing Children’s Act of 1982, which al- 
lows local police and parents appealing 
to the FBI to log local cases into the bu-- 
reau's National Crime Information Center 
(NCIC) computer. (Public pressure has 
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Gosch's parents in his bedroom: Johnny, I know the Percentages, but you might be alive’ 

also forced the FBI to change its policies— 
they now enter cases after 24 hours on the 
assumption that the child has.been trans- 
ported across state lines.) Last month a 
Senate subcommittee began hearing testi- 
mony on a bill to strengthen the '82 act by 
providing funds for a national resource cen- 
ter on missing children, buttressed by a toll- 
free hot line. “Millions of children remain at 
risk, vulnerable to exploitation, abuse and 
murder,” said Sen. Arlen Specter, the bill's 
cosponsor, at the hearings opened. “It is 
imperative that the federal government as- 
sume a more active role.” 

But in spite of increased legislative activ- 
ity, the law-enforcement effort remains er- 
taticand confused. Because the overwhelm- 

“Oi hearts hurt, our 
stomachs hurt,” says Nor- 
een Gosch. “We thought 
of [Johnny] being tor- 
tured or murdered.” 

ing number of the missing tum out to be 
runaways, police often avoid taking vigor- 
ous action until 24 to 48 hours have 
elapsed—tong enough for an abductor to 
have escaped to another jurisdiction, where 
the search is apt to get low priority. Richard 
Ruffino, supervisor of the missing-persons 
bureau of the Bergen County (NJ) Shen's 
Department (and himself'a kidnapping vic- 
tim when he was nine), says that overbur- 
dened police departments “will play the 
‘percentages if they have to. Uptoage nine, I 
can’t conceive of any agency that wouldn't 
go all out, immediately, for a missing child. 
But when it gets into the age of the so-called 
runaway Zone, perhaps more of anindividu- 
al determination comes into play.” 

False Leads: On the whole, potice dread 
such. cases. Kidnappings of children are 
distressingly easy to commit and notorious- 
ly difficult to solve: a stranger or a vaguely 
familiar neighborhood figure talks a child 
into accompanying him on sonve ruse, with- 
out attracting the suspicions of passers-by. 
The trail, if there is one, soon goes cold 
and the police investigation sinks under a 
crushing number of false leads. Says Jay 
Howell, a consultant to the Justice Depast- 
ment on missing- and exploited-children's 
cases: “The abduction of a child is often a 
friendly encounter leaving no evidence be- 
hind to suggest the nature of the disappear- 

des Teaver—-Gonuna-Listean 
The Morts, wheee their son disappeared: ‘The nightmare begins with chilling suddenress* : 
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The Simple Rules of Safety 
Dr. Spock's bible on child-rearing 

doesn't mention it, and parents usually 
avoid it entirely or never venture beyond 
the old axiom: “Don't talk to strangers.” 
In fact, child psychologists agree that next 
to sex the most difficult subject for parents 
todiscuss with children is kidnapping. But 
the need for a more sophisticated ap- 
proach to the possibility of child abduc- 
tion seems clear, 

Experts believe that the best way to talk 
to youngsters about the problem without 
instilling undue fear is to give them “sim- 
ple, direct messages" delivered straight- 
forwardly and geared to individual age 
levels. “This should be like telling your 
child to finish all his vegetables," suggests 
Dr. C. Tomlinson Keasey, a professor of 
developmental psychology at the Univer- 

ance. It is unique in law enforcement.” 
The nightmare can begin with chilling 

suddenness: Adam Waish vanished during 
the cight minutes in which his mother says she left him alone in the toy department ofa. 
Sears store while she shopped for a lamp 
nearby. A security guard remembered 
throwirg a rowdy group of older boys out of 

. the store aud admitted six-year-old Adam 
might have been among them. Beyond that, 
there was nothing but vague recollections of 
witnesses, including a 10-year-old who un- 

. . 

sity of California, Riverside. To demon- 
Strate what can be done in a potentially’ 
dangerous situation, parents can engage 
children in role playing or make a game of 
exercises in precaution. But adults should 
avoid giving children postabduction de- 
tails. “It's the fire-drill syndrome,” says 
Nancy McBride, an instructor at the 
Adam Walsh Child Resource Center in 
Plantation, Fla. “You teach kids what to 
do but not what would happen to them if 
they are caught in a fire." 

Rights: Most important, children need 
to know that they have rights where 
adults are concerned, that the stranger 
who towers over them doesn't necessarily 
have the authority to tell them what to 
do. Ken Lanning of the FBI's Behavioral 
Science Unit calls this “assertiveness 

‘ training for kids—teachirg 
children that they have the 
right to say ‘no’. 
Many tips provided by 

missing-children organiza- 
tions and law-enforcement 
agencies seom obvious. But 
authorities stress that par- 
eats will often convey in- 
complete information. It is 
common, for example, for 
children to know their 
home-phone number but 
not their area code; they 
may have their street ad- 
dress down cold, but ifasked 
where that is, they might 
just as easily say Minneapo- 
lis, Massachusetts or Mil- 
waukec. To help increase a 
child's awareness of poten- 
tial danger, parents should 
consider these general rules: 
Make sure your child 
knows his full name, ad- 
dress (including state) and 
telephone number (includ- 
ing area code) and how to 
Teach the operator or make 
a long-distance call. 
eTeach your child that a 

Police in a Massachusetts 
class: Knowing whom to call 

derwent hypnosis, of seeing Adam with a 
mustached man with a blue van. Two weeks 
later fishermen found Adam's head in a 
canal near Vero Beach. 

Two-and-a-half-year-old Russell Mort 
disappeared on May 5, 1982, some time 
between 12:20 p.m., when his mother sent 
him to play outside their trailer in a Wheat~ 
field, N.Y., mobile-homes court, and 12:25 
p.m., when she poked her head out the door 
to check on him. By 5 p.m. around $0 
people, plus the police, the volunteer fire 

~ ($3 — 

stranger, is someone that he or you don't 
know or don't know very well. “Bad* 
strangers are people who want kids to go somewhere with them or want to givethem 
& present, like candyora Puppy, or want to 
take their picture. Tell your child that ifhe 
meets any bad strangers he should tell you 
about them. Many experts offer even 
stronger advice: they say children should avoid strangers entirely, 
«Tell your child that it is unusual for 
adults to ask children for help or for direc- 
tions and that it is best to ignore them. If'a 
Stranger calls your child to a car, he 
shouldn't go near it. Ihe is followed by an 
automobile or on foot, he should run 
home, to the nearest public place or yell, 
“Helpt" Children should not run and hide 
in a deserted place. ” 
m Keep a copy of your child's fingerprints 
and be able to locate dental records. Take 
photographs every year (four times annu- 
ally for children under two). 
= Don’t buy items with your child's name 
on them, such as T shirts or lunch boxes. 
Children will respond more readily to a 
stranger if they are addressed by name. 
« Instruct your child never to answer the 
door when home alone or tell anyone over 
the’ phone that he is home alone, 
« Outline what your child should do if he 
becomes separated from you. If separated 
while shopping, the child should not look 
for you but go immediately to the nearest 
checkout counter and ask a clerk for 
assistance. Tell him never to go to the 
parking lot. 
a Never leave a child unattended in a car. 
Advise him to walk and play with other 
children if you are not around. 
« Be sure your child's school or day-care 
center will not release him to anyone but 
you or somcone designated by you. Set a 
code word with your child to be used as a 
signal if you send an unfamiliar adult to 
pick him up. 
aTell your child that no one has the 
right to touch him or make him feel un- 
comfortable or ask him (o keep a secret 
from you. 

Often, spurred on by tragic incidents in 
their own areas, parents are organizing 
outside the home as well. After a three- 
month-old infant girl was abducted from a 
day-care center in Grand Prairie, Texas, 
last September, the city council passed 

department and a bloodhound were search- 
ing for him. The bloodhound traced his 
scent to a road leading out of the trailer 
park, and police have since followed leads in 
21 states and Canada. But Russell is still 
missing, and Ruth Mort says she tries, at 
this stage, to keep her weeping down to 
“three times a week.” 

Kevin Collins finished basketball prac- 
tice at San Francisco's St. Agnes School al 6 
-p.m. on Feb, 10. Then he and some schodl- 
mates headed toward a truck driven by Paul 
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Fingerprinting in Iowa: Record keeping 

stringent day-care-center regulations that 
are the model for state legislation, now 
pending. In Salt Lake City, where Arthur 
Gary Bishop is on trial, charged with the 
murder of five boys, ages 4 to 13, clemen- 
tary schools have launched a program 
called “You're in Charge to teach chil- 
dren about street safety and the ploys of 
would-be abductors. 

Law-enforcement officials are con- 
-vinced these measures can make a differ- 
ence. "We need to make children comfort- 
able about reporting situations when 
someone has approached them or touched 
them inappropriately,” says Jay Howell, a 
former Senate investigator now serving as 
a consultant to the Justice Department on 
missing and exploited children. “If wecan 
get that single message across to America, 
we will seca mushrooming in theinvestiga- 
tion of these cases.” If legislation now be- 
fore Congress is passed, a national hot line 
will be established to assist in missing- 
children cases. Until then, parents inter- 
ested in finding out about local programs 
should call Child Find Inc.'s toll-free num- 
ber (800-431-5005) or contact their local 
school or police. 

NIKKI FINKE GREENBERG with 
HOLLY MORRIS in Atiants and burees reports 

Fontana, the sixth-grade basketball coach, 
for a lift home. But Kevin never got to the 
truck, parked only a block away, and nei- 
ther Fontana nor the other children have 
any idea what happened to him. One wit- 
ness claimed to have seen him 15 minutes 
later at a bus stop, a block to the south. Two 
other witnesses say they saw him 15 minutes 
after tha, on a corner two blocks north 
standing near a man and a large black dog. 

Since then, searchers have questioned 
around 2,000 people who live along the bus 
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route Kevin sometimes took home. There 
have been scores of tips—some from psy- 
chics who are often called in on missing- 
Person cases. One took them to an aban- 
doned brewery, where they searched all 35 
vats, There were three sightings in the Sac- 
ramento area: one woman saw a child re- 
sembling Kevin seated in a frozen-yogurt 
shop between two men; another saw him 
with two men in an old Chevrolet sedan 
loaded with camping gear. Police actually 

* tracked the car down—none too swiftly, 
Kevin's parents complained—but the child 
was not Kevin. Meanwhile, David and Ann 
Collins sit at home, with their eight other 
children, waiting for news. 

The wait can be excruciating. Almost five 
years and thousands of dashed hopes after 
“their son Etan Patz disappeared on his way 
to his Manhattan school one spring mom- 
ing, Stan and Julie Patz are in therapy, 
trying to regain some perspective on their 
lives. The once ubiquitous posters of Etan 
have disappeared, public interest has long 
since subsided, and although the police still 
check out leads (more than 1,000in the past 
year alone, including one that took them as 
faras Israel), there has never been areal clue 
to his fate. “Don't think we're bricks,” says 
Stan. “We're getting counseling and I think 
some kind of therapy is needed in a situation 
such as ours. What makes it more difficult 
than a mugging or a homicide is there is no 
resolution. We have no evidence 
he is dead and no evidence he is 
alive. The first week we couldn’¢ 
eat, we didn’t think we could sur- 
vive one month without him. That 
in May it will be five years is some- 
thing that when it started would 
have been inconceivable.” 

Blue Sedan: It is always incon- 
ceivable, the more so because it 
can begin, as Stan Patz says of 
Etan's disappearance, “with a 
very ordinary occurrence. He is 
tate—very late coming home from 
school.” John David Gosch still 
hasn't come home from the paper 
route he went out on in West Des 
Moines, Iowa, on Sunday morn- 
ing, Sept. 5, 1982, although his 
miniature dachshund, Gretchen, 
did—"the only living thing,” his 
mother believes, “that sew what 
happened to Johnny." There were 
no other direct witnesses to the 
event, but as private detectives pieced it 
together, the boy may have been seized by 
one of wo men who approached him, onein 
a blue sedan and one on foot. “I grew up 
watching ‘The FBI Story’ with Efrem Zim- 
balist Jr. blazing across the screen as he 
solved all those’ kidnappings,” Noreen 
Gosch says. “It was hard for us to realize we 
wouldn't get an answer soon.” 

Noreen and her husband, John, have 
done about all that is humanly possible to 
find the answer themselves, They have held * 

Ser 

“The abduction of a 
child is often a friendly 
encounter leaving no evi- 
dence behind. It is unique 
in law enforcement.” 

garage sales, auctions, pancake breakfasts, 
even horse shows, and sold 100,000 candy 
bars with wrappers carrying his picture and 
the legend “Help Find Johnny Gosch"—all 
to raise around $80,000, most of which has 
gone to private-detective agencies. They 
have conducted 200 “abduction aware- 
ness" programs for schools, PTA's and 
service organizations. On alternate Friday 
nights they meet with 20 or 30 supporters to 
discuss possible leads in the case. They send 
Out a monthly newsletter and, with the help 
of two pizza chains and several other busi- 
nesses, they have blanketed the country 
with 1 million fliers seeking information on 
Johnny. “It’s the kind of effort you have to 
make,” explains Noreen. “You're just one 
of a thousand good causes.” 
‘Crank Calls: Casting thenet 50 wide inevi- 

tably has brought up some strange fish. The 
Gosches have received around 700 crank 
calls since Johnny's di ce. Most 
unnerving was a September 1983 call from a 

Pearl Votbone—Fert Worth Star-Tologrem 

Cherie Kennedy (foreground), family: Rare outcome 

man who said, “I've got Johnny. He's alive 
and you're never going to get him back, 
Mrs. Gosch, never.” The Chicago detective 
agency now working for the family says 
there have also been hundreds of well- 
meaning but erroneous reports. 

One scemingly near miss has tormented 
the Gosches. According to Noreen, carly 
last yeara teen-age boy approached a wom- 
an feaving a convenience store in a South- 
western cily and urgently said, “My name is 

: (Continued on puge 85) 
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Steven Stayner has come home, in a 
way. In 1980 Steven's parents and the 
media celebrated the blessed return of a 
bay who had been kidnapped at seven in 
Merced, Calif., and escaped to freedom 
seven years later, with a tattoo on his arm 
bul otherwise seemingly undamaged. As 
he told the story then, he bore no grudge 
against the abductor he had learned to 
call “Dad"—48-year-old Kenneth Par- 
nell—who he said had never sexually 
abused him and had enrolled him in var- 
ious schools around the state. Even Dis- 
trict Attorney Joe Allen, who eventually 
won a kidnapping conviction against Par- 
nell, acknowledged: “The two developed 
a close relationship. Apparently the man 
was kind to him.” 

It was something like that, and it was 
nothing like that. Recently, after some 
Counseling sessions with Gary Hewitt 
of the Center for Missing Children, Ste- 
ven gave a more candid account to 
NEwsweex's Susan Agrest. According 
to Steven, Pameli—a man whose own 
father deserted him at five and who once 
served time for molesting an eight-year- 
old boy—became both his daytime father 
and his nighttime sexual abuser. Parnell 
sodomized him on their first day together, 
threatened him with beatings, convinced 

— 

himhe wasn't wanted at home and gradu- 

A Stranger Comes Home 
ally demoralized him into half-willing 
caplivily. 

Ithad begun in December 1972, when 
Parnell and a male companion got Steven 
into their car on the pretext that they were 
going to drive him home and ask his 
mother to make a church donation. In- 
Stead, Parnell got out and 
pretended to phone Mrs. 
Stayner, then said he had 
gotten her permission to 
keep Steven overnight. 
He learned that Steven 
had been punished by his 
father the day before and 
played on it, telling Ste- 
ven later that his parents 
didn't want him. “I won- 
dered if it was true," re- 
calls Steven. “For the 
first 10 days I cried and 
said I wanted togo home. 
But shortly after that 
T began to play in his 
house. It was also fear— 
he-didn't like to see me 
cry.” Pamell, says Ste- 
ven, had aterrible temperand would whip 
him when he wasangered. 
A week after the abduction, Parnell 

said he had court papers to change 
Steven's name to Dennis, and he asked 
pemmmess the boy to call him Dad. 

“I had hopes some day 
my parents would want 
me back," says Steven. 
“T used to have fantasy 
thoughts of family life, but 
as time went on they 
dimmed and dimmed.” 
Chums: At about the age 

of nine, he began to realize 
“things weren't right— 
my parents wouldn't have 
hired a guy to pick me off 
thestreet." Afraid of being 
beaten, he made no at- 
tempt to run away even 
when Pamei!l was out of 
the house working. But 
he would scan newspapers 
and TV tosee if his parents 
were seeking him. “I'd ask 
myself, ‘Mom and Dad, 
where the hell are you?’ It 
somehow reinforced the 
lie that Parnell tald me 
theydidn't want me.” 

Despite the constant 
fear and sexual abuse, Ste- 
ven settled into a sem- 
blance of family life as 

Parnell's son. He created a 

“mR 

Steven, his parents: Why, 
doesn't Dad hug me?" 

_With Timmy: ‘Do or die’ 

fictional family history to answer ordi- nary questions schoal chums asked about his life. He got Christinas Presents and birthday gifts, made friends and went to school—though he was repeatedly in trouble for setting fires and fighting. 
At times he attended some of the very same schools that his family had sent fliers to in search of their missing son, but apparently no one had looked hard 

enough at the Stayner 
Photograph to realize 
that “Dennis Parnell” 
was the missing child. 

3 On 
- Valentine's Day 1980, 

Parnell brought home 
a fresh captive—a five- 
year-old boy named 
Timmy White—and be- 
gan taunting Steven that 
he was growing too old. 
Timmy kept crying and 
asking to go home, pain- 
fully reminding Steven 
of his own first days 
with Parnell. “I couldn't 
see Timmy suffer,” he 
says. “It was my do-or- 
die chance—and I also 

would be coming home for doing 
something positive, maybe get some 
congratulations.” 

Sixteen days after Timmy had been 
kidnapped, Steven brought him to a 
Ukiah, Calif., police station, and was 
himself reclaimed. (Parnell was subse- 
quently tried and convicted of kidnap- 
ping charges. Currently he is imprisoned 
at Soledad, and will be eligible for parole 
in September 1985.) But the homecom- 
ing has been a troubled one, as Steven 
evokes it in a stream of anguished, con- 
tradictory reflections. “I returned al- 
most a grown man, and yet my parents 
saw me at first as their seven-year-old,” 
he says. “After they stopped trying to 
teach me the fundamentals all over again 
it got better... Why doesn't my dad hug 
me anymore? I guess seven years 
changed him, too. We used to gO fo the 
lake fishing. He just sits in the house. 
Everything has changed ... Sometimes I 
blame myself. I don't know sometimes if 
I should have come home. Would I have 
been better off if I didn't?” 

His parents say “absolutely not,” 
though last year they ordered him out of 
the house twice after quarrels. “Small 
arguments get out of hand,” he says, 
“We're all emotionally strained. | don't 
cry—in seven years | buili a wall around 
myself. If f could, I might not be able to 
stop." At 18, he is planning to go off toa 
junior college, and worried that his de- 
parture will upset his parents again. But 
ma sense, the boy the Stayners last never 
cume all the way home. : , 

7 . DAVID GELMAN 
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SPECIAL REPORT 
{Continued from page 81) 
John David Gosch—please help me, lady!” 
Before the woman could do anything, two 
men appeared from around the corner, 
twisted the boy's arm behind his back and 
dragged him off. She followed them to an 
Spartment complex, then called the police, 
who dismissed the incident as probably a 
family problem. Seven months later she rec- 
ognized Johnny's face ina gallery of missing 
children shown at the end of the “Adam™ 
dramatization on NBC, and she got word to 
the Gosches. 
Damage Suit: The detective agency is now 

concentrating its search in the ares of that 
sighting. But the Gosches are bitter at the 
indifferent police response. “The fecling of 
coming that close and not getting him just 
runs a knife through me,” says Noreen. The 
family's relations with the West Des Moines 
police soured shortly after Johany's disap- 
pearance and deteriorated into name-call- 
ing as the weeks and months wore on. At 
one point the Gosches threatened a $15 
million damage suit against the city. “It 
became our burden to prove Johnny was in 
danger,” Noreen complains. 

The relations with police are almost un- 
avoidably rancorous in missing-children 
cases—much as they often are in a mugging 
case, The frantic families of victims under- 
standably want an all-out effort, but what 
they encounter are the routine, sometimes 
enigmatic, processes of the law. Despite the 
massive hunt for her son, Ruth Mort is still 
furious that police only searched wader the 
186 trailers in her mobile-home park and 
never got warrants to search inside the trail- 
ers—although they did tear apart her own. 
Once, she recalls, she even bawled out the 
federal lawmen. “When I start praying to 
the FBI, then I'll believe you make no mis- 
takes,” she told an agent. Typically, the 
families vent “displaced anger,” says Gary 
Hewitt, executive director of the Center for 
Missing Childrenin Rochester, N.Y., which 
counsels victims and their relatives. “Likein 
suffering a death, they go through denial, 
anger, grief—but there is no funeral, no 

funeral director to take care of their needs.” 
No Man's Land: In any case, the problem 

is not so much the local police department, 
which may keep track of a case for years, 
but the difficulty of getting the same 
degree of interest from other departments. 

Unfortunately, missing children fall al- 
most immediately into the jurisdictional 
no man’s land—across state lines and bu- 
reaucracies—that is one of the weakest 
arcas of the justice system. It would seem 
the natural place for the FDI to step in, 
but the bureau is not required to do so and 
the onus of investigations still falls on 
local police. 

The Justice Department itself lobbied 
vigorously against the missing-children act 
becsuse it feared the new law would thrust 
the bureau into the free-fire zone between 
police and parents and that parents would 
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Dornerd Getirys—Heweetts 

The Patres: Pursuing a thousand leads 

misinterpret it to mean the FBI was always 
obliged to become involved. Some federal 
agents, moreover, believe that when a child 
vanishes, chances are he has run away, or 
succumbed to enticement, owing to trouble 
at home. “What has to be recognized," says 
Ken Lanning of the FBI Academy's Behav- 
ioral Science Unit in Quantico, Va, “is that 
it's relatively rare to have a family with Mr. 
and Mrs. All-America and—boom—the 
kid's gone. By and large, in most of these 
cases, there’s something there." 

Indeed, the parents, because of the statis- 
tics, areoften the first suspects when a child 
disappears. It is one of the many insults 
added to their injury—-along with the whis- 
perings of friends and total strangers about 

Walsh talks to reporters: Fueling new laws’ 

~ [$b ~- 

Perens are often sus- 
pects. It is another insult 
added to their injury, 
along with whisperings 
about their competence.” 

their parental competence. Many are made 
to submit to lie-detector tests and intensive 
investigation of their past. Noreen Gosch 
had to produce her first husband's death 
certificate when rumors circulated that he 
was alive and had abducted Johnny. Where 
there .were no answers, Julic Patz told a 
Senate subcommittee in 1981, people 
“made up their own.” Blaming the vic- 
tims, apparently, satisfies some perverse 
public need. 

About the abductors themselves, rela- 
tively little is known because there has been 
so little coordination of investigative data 
from around the country. The FBI Acade- 
my's Behavioral Science Unit broadly cate- 
gorizes them as: 
u The psychotic: Usually a woman who has 
‘Idst a baby or cannot conceive and steals a 
child to fill the maternal void. 
= The profiteer: A criminal exploiter who 
sells babies to pomographers or adoption 
rings. Another type under this heading is 
the kidnapping for ransom, but far fewer of 
those have occurred in recent years. 
= The pedophile: Perhaps the largest cate- 
gory. Often an otherwise respectable com- 
munity member who abducts a child pri- 
marily for sexual purposes. A pedophile 
may abduct a child for only 2 day or a few 
hours or he may try to keep him indefinite- 
ly—and murder him when he demands to 
be taken home. 
w The“serial™ killer: The best known casein 

recent history wasin Atlanta when 29 young 
blacks—ages 7 to 27—were abducted and 
killed. Wayne Williams was convicted for 
the murders of two of the older victims. 

The FBI has aconsiderable fileof manuals 
and other materials on child seduction that 
have purportedly been produced by and for 
pedophiles. And some authorities corrobo- 
rate the unit's categorizations. “There are 
people out there looking for surrogate chil- 
dren, there are people who steal kids to sell 
them, there are people who want to exploit 
them sexually or kill them," says Tacoma 
detective Roger Price. “It's sad but true.” 

Price is working on a tragic case of his 
own at the moment. A little over a year ago, 
a Tacoma man named Stanley Guidroz 
went strolling in a ncighborhood park with 
his two-year-old son, Wallace, and encoun- 
tered a couple with a small blond girl. While 

- the children played together, the adults 
struck up a friendly conversation and, pres- 
ently, the two men went off fo have a quick 
beer, leaving the toddlers with the woman 
On the way back, Guidroz’s companion 

HS 



Serres 0. Wikson—Newrous 
Keeping hope alive: The Collins family and local volunteers work to find Kevin 

took off in another direction and he re- 
turned to the park to retrieve his son, but 
the woman and the children were gone. 
Wallace has not been found. His father, 
stricken with guilt, took an overdose of 
sleeping pills two days later and had to be 
hospitalized. 

Leaving Wallace with a stranger may 
have becn a careless act, but no parent is 
always on guard. Guidroz thought he was 
dealing with a wholesome family group; 
Detective Price thinks it may have been 
8 preplanned abduction. Seven-week-old 
Cherie Kennedy was stolen from her moth- 
cr’s arms in a Ft. Worth outpatient clinic 
last May by a “woman in white” who asked 
if she could show the baby to “the other 
nurses.” Six months later, on a tip from her 
sister, federal agents arrested a woman 
named Linda Gomez, and recovered the 
Kennedy baby. Gomez, described by rela- 
tives as “a very sick person” who wanted a 
child of her own so badly that she used to 
stuff pillows under her blouse and pretend 
she was pregnant, is scheduled to be tried 
for kidnapping next month. 
Disarmed Parents: Parents of older kid- 

nap victims often berate themselves bitter- 
ly for raising their children to be too sub- 
missive to adults. “If I had taught him to 
scream, he might be alive now," says John 
Walsh in NBC's “Adam" docu-drama. It 
is a sentiment that has been echoed in 
almost precisely those words by the others. 
Yet, as the Guidroz and Kennedy cases 
demonstrate, parents themselves can be 
disarmed just long enough to be victim- 
ized. And it would take an uncommonly 
alert child—or a very skittish one—to run 
‘creaming from an encounter with a 
friendly stranger. 7 

Self-help groups counsel! parents against 
the lacerating guilts that destroy to many of 
their marriages after a child disappears. But 

8 . 

the main educational effort is aimed at 
teaching children to be more self-possessed, 
even aggressive, with adult strangers who 
approach them. It is a notion that many 
parents find heretical, and some worry that 
itwill make their children needlessly fearful. 
But others believe it is the lesser evil. “I'd 
rather have Meghan a little paranoid than 
have to identify her body in the morgue,” 
says John Walsh, referring to the daughter 
who was bom after Adam was killed. 

The self-help groups have become a vig- 
orous force not only in educational pro- 
grams but lobbying for legislation and na- 
tonal networks of information that have led 
to the recovery of missing children. The 
Society for Young Victims, based in New- 
port, R.L, circulates photos of the children 
and assists police and parents in the search- 
es. In the wake of the murders of five chil- 
dren, Salt Lake City’s SLAM (Society's 
League Against Child Molestation) helped 
push through a new state law—billed as the 
Country's toughest—that mandates mini- 
mum, indeterminate prison terms for per- 
sons convicted of kidnapping or sexually 
abusing achild under 14. “We're just shout- 
ing a little louder out here,” says Dorothy 
Williams, head of Salt Lake City's chapter 
of Child Find. * 

The Adam Walsh Child Resource Cen- 
ter, headed by Adam’s father, John, finger- 
prints young children and monitors court- 
room trials of sexual molesters. Child Find 
itself, the oldest (1980) and perhaps largest 
of the self-help groups, puts out an annual 
directory of missing children, with month- 
ly supplements. In Connecticut and New 
Jersey the directories are distributed 
statewide in the public schools, and the 
organization is aiming at national distribu- 
tion by next year. 

Yet for all their efforts, the self-help, 
groups are barely able to cover the terri- 

SLi in suffering a 
death, [parents] feel an- 
ger and grief—but there 
is no funeral director to 
take care of their needs.” 

tory. Most of them are overextended. The 
Center for Missing Children, for example, 
Operates on a shoestring: since last June it 
has spent just $20,000, raised from loans, 
donations and a benefit party. “The prob- 
lem is bigger then any of us," says Child 
Find founder Gloria Yerkovich. “We refer 
and refer and refer.” 

The principal burden still rests with the 
Police, and it is a measure of the fuzziness of 
the law-enforcement effort that there are 
still no reliable statistics on child abduction. 
The figure that is most often heard is 50,000 
abductions a year, but that number, argues 
the Center for Missing Children’s Gary 
Hewitt, is “not even a best guess. The num- 

bers came out of the sky.” Based on his own 
research, Hewitt says, a more accurate esti- 
mate is 6,000 to 8,000, 

Part of the problem, serail that most 
police-department records "t distin- 
guish between runaways and gbductions or 

adult a aria In — 
cases, a missi ild is simply missing. For 
activists in the eld, and in the absence of 
clarifying evidence, that conundrum under- 
scores the importance of funding the na- 
tional resource center and clearinghouse 
proposed in the pending Missing Children's 
Assistance Act. Besides coordinating spe- 
cific local data, it could furnish vital infor- 
mation “patterns” on typical abductors, 
typical victims or places and circumstances 
in which abductions happen. 
Moment's Notice: Meanwhile, for some 

parents, the data on missing children are all 
too precise. Ruth Mort still fantasizes that 
her son, Russell, has somehow, miraculous- 
ly, landed with loving foster parents. The 
Patzes still cling to the hope that Etan is 
alive, after five years. At the Gosches’ home 
in West Des Moines, Johnny's room re- 
mains as he left it, except for his bed, upon 
which sits a suitcase packed with his cloth- 
ing, ready to go at a moment's notice should 
he be found. 

The bed also holds greeting cards and 
presents meant for their son for every holi- 
day since his disappearance. The marks of 
their grief are everywhere, yet they keep it 
muted, “Sometimes it's tough—oh, is it dif- 
ficult for us," says Noreen. “But we took a 
vow never to forget who the victim is. The 
victim is Johnny.” 

“DAVID GELMAN with SUSAN AGREST in New York, 
JOHN McCORMICK in Chicego, 

r FAMELA ABRAMSON in Sen Francisco, 
NIKKI FINKE OREENBERO in Washington, 

MARSIIA ZABARSKY in Boston, HOLLY MORRIS 
tn Ailanta and TESSA NAMUTH in Huuston 
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IX, 

CONTRACT KILLERS OPERATING FOR 

THE SATANIC CULT DRUG NETWORK 



If Maury Terry is right, Charles Manson was little 
more than a hit man, and the organization 
responsible for the Tate/LaBianca murders is not 
oaly still active but behind a nationwide series of 

satanic killings, including Son of Sam ~ 

BY MICHAEL BENDRIX 

arina Habe’s body was found on New Year's Day, 
1969, by a dog. The body had been tossed to the 
bottom of a ravine off Mulholland Drive, and 
whea police arrived, the dog's owner said he 
wanted to be sure his name got in the paper. 

Every detail of Marina’s murder and the time on either side of it 
Sekt some sliver of absurdity. She was 17, coming home alonc late at 
night from a date, got to her driveway and then, as her mother 
watched from a window—awakened by the sound of a racing en- 
ginc and not knowing whether the man standing beside her daugh- 
ter’s car was fricad or foc—disappeared into another car. The 
coroner said she was held for a day, fed, raped and stabbed. 
The murder was aever solved. A detective on the case believes 

Marina was the random kidnap victim of a dope dealer-biker nick- 
named Spanky, now dead, but the evidence is inconclusive. Others 
familiar with the case believe it may have been the work of Charles 
Manson's “family”; the Tate-LaBianca murders occurred nine 
months after Marina's. A newscaster at the time of the Manson 
trials even suggested that Marina had connections with the Man- 
son Family, but I've always thought that extremely unlikely be- 
cause she had been living out of the state until a week before her 
death, and anyone who knew her—I'd grown up with her off and 
oa—could tell you that Marina, 2 devout Catholic, would never 
willingly have had anything to do with the likes of Charles Manson. 

Terry, author of The Ultimate Evils “I'm not saying Helter Skelter wes 
wel a motive; Pm enly saying there was a streager ene.” 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RICHARD ARRINDELL 
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She was missing for two and a half days 
before her body was found, and of all the 
horror that circulated through the little 
bungalow off Doheny where her mother 
lived, certainly the worst was the horror 
that settled into the eyes of her mother. 
“Why don't you take nate?” she often 
shricked during thuse (wo ditys us she lay 
on her bed, her hand on the telephone 
waiting for a ransom call thal never came. 
Sometimes she would cover her face with 
her hands. and through her fingers you 
could see her screaming, but she made nu 
sound, 

Three years later, Marina's mother 
marred my father, whom she had known 
for many years, and together they have 
tecovered, Progress has been gradual and 
cenibe, broken easily by the prisontike 
(act that Marina was an only child, Now, 
20 years hater, Marina's ‘mother hay ti: 
tally developed the strengih ta separate 
bevel trom that tune, net to farget ar to 
accept, but to unlock hersell Jeon an ab- 

lan TON ANGELES 

session, Her one remaining guilt is that 
she wishes she has done more herself tv 
iry to solve the murder. 
A murder, and an unsolved onc at tht, 

inevitably permeates a family, leaving 
traces of guilt, resentment and, ubove atl, 
cynicism. The stain never quite comes out 
of the memory, and memory itself ix for- 
ever stimulated by pictures on u fiving- 
room table, by letters and diaries in 4 hot- 
tom drawer, by odd belongings that frum 
time tu time reappear in the back of + 
closet or hidden in the garage. The mem- 
ory is also in the survivors, ia the faces of 
my stepmother and my father and, | sup- 
pose, tua lesser degree, myself. Lrontcally, 
it was ia the days just befere her murder 
that Marina and | became closest 

the original ques- 
ve never been answered, wmbse. ot 

coune, the stain can’t he removed 
Uhe murderer, of mvurderees, stall be cut 

What was the mative” What were 
the cocumataaces? Whit was the stars 

asgeg 

that goes along with the facts? 
It was in the hope of finding the story. 

or at least completing a scene of what 
might have happened, that { became su 
fascinated by The Ultimate Evil, 1 bouk 
by an East Coast journalist named Maury 
Terry, The book shed new light on things: 
oa the Manson murders in particular, and 
above ull on what the people may have 
been like who murdered Marina. After 
reading Terry's book, | reached him and 
arranged to meet him in Los Angeles, so 
that we might talk about his book and 
about what [ assumed was his obsession. 

he Ultimate Evil, published 
just a year ago (it has sold an 
impressive $0,000 cupies, 

st), 
atraardinary as 

anic network, ev: 
Torna, Yeas and 

presents every: 
sertion thats 
wing pamarily in Cs 

> New York, has carried oul, or las bees 
tovulved in, nunicrous arurders clude, 



among many others, the Roy Radin mur- 
der in Copco Canyon in 1983; the Son of 
Sam serial killings in New York City in 
‘Je, and 7°; the bizarre ritual murder of 
Aris Petry, a Stanford University gradu- 
ate student's wife, in 1974; and finally, the 
crime of crimes, the August 9, 1969, so- 
called Helter Skelter killings of Sharon 
Tate, Jay Sebring. Abigail Folger and 
Woyiciech Frykowski, followed the next 
night by the murders of Leno and Rose- 
mary LaBianca. 

Tetry's book, which focuses on the Son 
of Sarr shootings and revelations by Da- 
vid Bersowitz himself, is in pact a record 
of Terry's struggle against the popularly 
held behef that Berkowitz did all the 
shootings and that he did them alonc. 
Moreover, 11 was an investigation by 
Terry and a handful of others that estab- 
lished a link between Berkowitz and a sa- 

sul operating an Westchester 
Cuunty o link that units of the New York 
Pole Department have been investiput- 

batty 

“Abigail Folger 

met Manson in 

San Francisco 

and had evén 

given him money; 
Manson turned 

against her 

because she 

wouldn’t come 

across sexually” 

In Copco Canyon, where they found 
the body of Rey Radin, a would-be 
movie produccr whe Terry says was 
@ eponser of the Sen of Sam killings. 

ing for the last two years. 
Terry himself is now working closely 

with police ia Southern California and 
New York. His evidence for s nationwide 
satanic meiwork is based oa testimony 
{rom a varicty of sources, including 
Berkowitz, prison informants, undercover 
police and FBI operatives, ax well as for- 
mex satanists. The portrait Terry paints is 
that of small groups of dedicated devil 
worshipers in New York, North Dakota, 
Houstoa and Los Angeles who willingly 
pul themselves in the service of others— 
drug lords and power brokers in nced of 
telisble assassins. 

The specific connection Terry estab- 
tishes between the Manson murders and 
the Som of Sam shootings is this: Al- 
though Manson and David Berkowitz 
never kaew each other, they both be- 
bonged—at different times and on differ- 
ent coasts — to the same umbrella satanic- 
cull orgasization, called the Process. Also 
kaown as the Church of the Fina! Judg- 
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ment, the Process was begun by Robert 
deGrimston—a disciple of L. Roa Hub- 
bard, the creator of Scientology, and a 
student of the late Aleister Crowley, the 
notorious devil-worshiping Englishman 
who once described himself as “the 
wickedest man in the world.” 

According to Terry, deGrimston, who 
now ay oa the East Coast, met Manson 
on at one occasion, in the spring of 
1968 at & residence in Topanga Caton 
Moreover, says Terry, deGrimston trav- 
eled ia some of the same social circles as 
Manson—and iso, interestingly, Man- 
son's victims. According to Terry, these 
circles were all at feast tangentially 
linked. One was the Sharon Tate circle 
that included Jack Nicholson, Robert Ev- 
ans, Joha and Michelle Phillips, Jay 
Sebring, Warren Beatty, Jane Fooda, Pe- 
ter Sellers, Wojiciech Frykowski and Abi- 
gail Folger. Another circle, the one 
Charles Manson has most ofien been as- 

* ‘sociated with, included Doris Day’s soa 
Terry Melcher and Beach Boy Dennis 
Wilson. Still another circle revolved 
around Mams Cass Elliott and included 
someone that Terry in his book calls Man- 
son II. According to Terry, Manson II is 
as terrible a Gigure as Charics Manson 
and clearly a satanist. 

The link between Charles Manson and 
satanic cults is oot new. In his 1971 book, 
The Family, Ed Sanders described bow in 
1968 Manson was involved not oaly with 
the Process but with 2 chapter of another 
cult known as the OTO (Ordo Templis 
Orientis), whose headquarters were ia 
Blythe. The leader of this particular OTO 
chapter was Georgina Brayton, a long- 
time satanist who believed that a racial 
war between blacks and whites in Los An- 
geles would erupt in the summer of 1969. 
The notion of a race war was, of course, 
one of the key themes in Manson's vision 
of Helter Skelter. 

But Terry's assertion goes beyond 
Helter Skelter and the idea that by fram- 
ing blacks for the murders of whites, a 
face war would destroy Southern Califor- 
nia. Terry argues that the Tate murders 
had to do with drugs, one of the original 
Police theories. As for the LaBianca mur- 
ders, he thinks they may have been either 
an effort to cover up the true purpose of 
the Tate killings of, possibly, another hit 
based on Rosemary LaBianca's alleged 
LSD dealings. 

An The Ultimate Evil, he quotes an un- 
named ex-FBI operative as saying: 
“Frykowski was the motive He had stung 
his own supptiers for a fair amount of 
money, and that didn't go down weil at all 
with the people at the top of the drug 
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wene here. And to make it worse, he was 
upsetting the structure of the LSD mar- 
ketplace by dealing outside the estab- 
lished chuin of supply. He was a rene- 
fade.” 

According to Terry, while the sale of 
street drugs was controlled by motorcycle 
gangs, particularly Hell's Angels, upscale 
distribution was handled by a pyramid- 
shaped chemical-dope organization that 
included, among other high-ranking 
members, “a former Israeli who had 
strong links to the international intelli- 
gence community.” It was these people, 
Terry says, who, knowing Manson's sa- 
tunic background and his vision of Helter 
Skelter, offered Manson some kind of 
contractual arrangement—not moncy, 
but perhaps help in his recording carcer— 
in return for which Manson arranged the 
deaths of Frykowski and Abigail Folger, 
then living with Sharan Tate while Tate's 
husband, Roman Polanski, was in Europe. 
Folger was a target apparently because 
she was helping Frykowski finance his 
drug dealings. 

Moreover, according to Terry, there 
may have been a personal motive for 
Manson to want to kill Folger. A former 
undercover FBI operative told Terry that 
Folger had met Manson in San Francisco 
and had even given him money. “Manson 
turned against Folger,” the informant 
told Terry, “when she refused to lay out 
any more bucks for him and also because 
she wouldn't come across for him sexu- 
ally, Charlie wanted to make it with her, 
bul she shot him down.” 

{asked Vincent Bugtiosi, Manson Fum- 
ily prosecutor and author of the best- 
seller Helter Skelter, what he thought of 
Terry's book. Bugliosi said he had not 
tead it; he sticks to his conviction that the 
miutives for the Tate-LaBianca murders 
were: (1) Manson's desire to create 
Helter Skelter; (2) Manson’s feelings of 
rejection from the social circles his vic- 
tints traveled in; and (3) Manson's intense 
preoccupation with death and murder. 

“We're in the area of speculation,” 
Bughosi says. “I's dike the JFK assas- 
sination: No one comes up with hard evi- 
dence. There simply is no hard evidence 

thet drugs were the motive. As for the 
suggestion that Manson killed the 
LaBaness tu cover up the first night's 
murders, don’t forget that he had Susan 

Atkins put Mr LaBranea’s wallet ina ser- 

vice sittion in what he thought was 

Pacoima ia the heart of the bhaick com: 

tunity an the Valley but was actually 
“Sylinar. in the hepe that a bhick person 
would find the wallet, ase the credit cards 

and be blamed four the murders fvery- 
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“They offered 

Manson some 

afrangement— 

not money, but 

perhaps help in 

his recording 

career—for the 

‘deaths of 

Frykowski and 

Folger” 

At the Cielo Drive murder site; 
Terry insiats Wojiciech Frykowski's 
dealings in LSD brought the wrath 
of a satanic cult called the Process. 

thing Manson did supports what he told 
his followers: that Helter Skelter was 
about lo begin. | don't know of any other 
motives he had. Perhaps there were some, 
or maybe Charlie's the only one who 
really knows what his motives were.” 

Terry strongly rejects the word specu- 
lation, “have an FBI operative who was 
at dinner in San Francisco with Charles 
Munson, Abigail Folger and Manson 
Fantily member Shorty Shea in Septem- 
ber 1967 two years before the murders. 
That alone changes the whole case. fm 
not saying Weller Skeller was not a mo- 
tive; Min only saying that a spronger ie- 
live was a drug buro.” 

Terry points to another prece of evi 
dence he has come up with, something 
that Sun of Sam David Berkawste tc 

ss gee 

vealed through a fellow prisoner, some- 
thing involving the man Terry calls Man- 
son IL. In fact, Manson If appears to be 
the link between major satanic groups in 
Los Angeles, Houston and New York and 
the one person who may have played 

prominent rule in the Son of Sam shout- 

ings in New York, the satanic murder in 

the Stanford University Memorial Cha- 

pel and the Roy Radin murder in L.A. 

According to Terry, Berkowity told hin 

that during a mecting of satunists in New 

York, Manson I claimed Charles Man 

son “volunteered” to camant the Tate 

murders las a specie motive, beyond 

Helter Shelicr Hut Berkowsts did nat ev 

veal la Terry whether Manson HL bad ex 

plsaed exactly what Ure motive was 

Why give thes strange nian, Mivasart I. 



credibility? Terry Says that one reason is because in 1968 Manson Ut hung out in the same social circle as Charles Manson: what's more, he was a member of the very drug organization that wanted Frykowski and toiger eliminated, 

' was one of those heavy, lukewarm lemonade-colored days when Maury Terry and I drove up Bene- dict Canyon to the house on Drive that was the scene of the Tate n Sacre, und thea fater oul to Copco Can- yon, where Roy Radin's body wis found A long deve tu see a vouple of murder Miles and get some pictures for Maury, whinge study of culty has left him sone: thane af ae ebrty He has cathe the Valh-shaw cocurt, done’ Getalda Rivera, 

and recently, he Spoke before a special conference of law-enforcement ollicials in Rhode Islnd. He's been to the studios to talk about film Possibilities from his book, and always when he fteturns home there are telephone messages from 
Ss. police and Prisoners, everyone either fequesting help to sulve a time or offer. ing information of telling him still an- other story about the devil. 

With all the time he's spent in Mephis- tuphetian tecritor Maury was not whit f expected. There was not the residue f would have thought, not the stam of thinkeng about something foe tou luug, the Main {know so well, No Mpprehensin, ne Fear, puse YG 
An snee : pevate witined fudy Elansan best de 

— [63 — 

scribes the man: “When Maury came out to Cutifornia in 1987 to investigute the death of Roy Ridin, | was helping out snd chomping at the bit to Bet started, but we had to she everything until after the Super Bowl. That's the funny thing about Maury: He's not obsessed by what he docs. He just stumbled inte it, and mkly. he'd be the last person to fu look. for something like satanis ne ICS tae West Coast for him, too weird.” 
Muaury grew up in Yonkers, New York, played three sports in high school, went 

fon College. BOl wt job ast business water aad later ay a journalist with the Camnet) newspaper chain and the New York Hose and hasn't mised New York 
Giants heane Rane nm dd sears He's a Nephhurhoad pus. pues toe bar 
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“Manson II lives 
in Hollywood, 
uses a store in 
West Hollywood 
for a mail drop 
and is as terrible a 
figure as Charles 
Manson and- 
clearly a satanist”’ - 

pod it as an investigation. I doa't get prepped up in the religious aspects. I have friends who have gotten too caught up in this. They lost the ability to handle an in. because they saw it as 9 cru- 

At 41, Maury likes what he's doing, but he'd prefer to write novels. Ta the mean- lime, he's committed to writing pair of books about satanism. After that maybe fiction, something along the lines of Ludium, 
As Maury knelt for his Portrait outside (he gates of the Tate house, a seighbor SPProached. He was angry. “You see what You're causing?” he said, “You're encour- 
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aging more people to come up here even 
after all these year, Aad for what? Not for altruistic reasons, You're up bere writ- ings te make a beck. Well, every- body's fe up with it. I could get awfally sasty if I wanted ta.” 

He was 

feast some of the Soa of Sam shootings. 
Before be died, Radin was tying to get 

into the movie business and was negotiat- 
ing a deal with producer Robert Evans, 
thea booking for $35 million to finance 
The Cotton Club. It was Radin’s old fricod Elaine Jacobs, ex-wife of a big- 
time Miami cocaine dealer, who put 
Radia and Evans together. 

But things went awry. In May 1983 
there was a falling out between Evans and 
Radin over the imue of Participation in 
Cotton Club, Evans “pparently suddenly 
found himself in» minority position in his 
@wn project and tried to buy Radin out. 
But Radin resisted. 
On the night of Friday the 13th, Radin 

get into 2 limousine with Jscobs outside 
the Regency Hotel in Hollywood. They 
were supposed (o have dinner at La Scala, 
but they never made it, and sometime that 

— 14 

night Radia disappeared. 
Actor 

with satenism since he 
joined the Process, Probably in 1968, and 
be oce tried to commission an artist to 
paint pictures of human sacrifices on the 
walls of a nightclub. (The artist declined 
the offer.) He has an arrest record and is a 
top suspect not only in the Radin case but 
in an organized-crime disappearance / 
murder that took place in Washington, 
D.C. in 1977. Terry also says he bas evi- 
dence that puts Manson II in one of the 
Son of Sam shootings, also in 1977, 

We arrived in Canyon, and 
Maury found the spot where Radin‘s body 
was discovered. It was here, two months 
after police had found the body, that 
Maury made his own amazing discov- 
ery—a King James Bible, missed by po- 



“T don’t care if 
they’re satanists . 
oraliensor 
longshoremen, . 
there’s a body, - 
and somebody 
pulled the 
trigger—I look . 
upon it as an. 
investigation”? 

lice because it was 90 far ander the shrub- , 

significant for several 

the spine 90 that its pages were beaeath those ea ae To easure that 

the front cover and the 
Pages had bees torn off. 

which reads, in part, “toss ball into a country and there 

ying oxea, aad killing sheep, 
and drinking wine; let us eat 

for tomorrow we shall die.” 
this perticular pas- 

left as proof that the 
the killing were satan- 

because Radin himself had 

Terry believes thet 
sage was deliberately 

The most frightening part of what 
Suggesting, of course, is that most 
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of the satanic Groups that were actively involved in crime in the "70s are still in place end still active. 
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More reassuring than 
thought that all the available expertise and technology still coulda solve the rime. What kind of criminal could carry @Xt 90 perfect a crime? Maury's doubts about the police's handling of Marina's asc coincided with everything my step- mother felt, though my father was less Convioced. In any event, he had little de- aire to awaken his old nightmares. 
As for Maury, be has promised to look isto Marina’ murder. He's in touch with people on both sides of the prison walls. 

Ps someone remembers an old story that always stuck in the mind. 
Ironically, his efforts have rejuvenated my stepmother, brought her a miraculous 

cecrgy and 2 new belicf that even if Maury finds nothing, she may be nearing aa end to this stage of her grief. She can @ow say that she has made an effon. even after all these years, and that for better or for worse, now may be the time fo pul the past away 'Y’hether she can actually do 

~~ losx = 

y if Maury can't provide 

him of someone else? Was it her beauty? 
Or ber manner? Whatever it was, the 
killer took a bold step—to follow ber into 
her own driveway. The act suggests some- 
One not thinking, just 
likely, whose killer 
by something in Marine, wha, whatever 
her worst faults may have been, was not 

il person. 
Maury believes that evil ix simply an 

absence of good, but I think evil feeds on 
good, that you can never have one without 
the other, that something in the one ig- 
Rites the other. It's not much to go on, but 
if | have nothing else from Maury Terry, 
then at least now U havea theory about the 
forces that caused Manna Habe's mur- 

acting A man, most 

“C'mon,” my father said. “ 
oul of here.” And we did, 



£ by Carol White = 
July 29 (EIRNS}—The 1983 murder of 
a relatively obscure producer of ben- 
eGits for the police and various chari- 
table institutions, threatens to be- 
come a cause celebre, as a motley 
bunch of scoundrels now face trial in 
Los Angeles. Indeed, the most inter- 
esting parts of the case involve accu- 
sations of witnesses and defendants, 
which are at best peripherally in- 
volved with the murder in question. 
The victim, Roy Radin, was in- 

volved with film producer Robert Ev- 
ans in attempting to finance the Pro- 
duction of the movie, the Cotton Club. 
Indicted for the murder is a woman 
variously known as Lanie Jacobs or 
Lanie Greenberger. (The latter name 
came from her marriage to a man who 
subsequently died under mysterious 
circumstances!) 

Lanie Jacobs, was involved in a big 
way in cocaine drug trafficking. Evans 
now denies that he knew what the 
connections were of the financial 
backers whom she Proposed to bring 
into the deal, but Evans himself has a 
police record as an admitted heavy 
Cocaine user. Evans and Jacobs have 
been accused of contracting the mur- 
der of Radin, although so far Evans 
has not been indicted for the crime. 

» The Trial ~ 
+ The murder case is coming to trial 
now, five years later, because there has 
been an apparent falling out of thieves, 
involving a number of individuals who 
had been involved with the security of 
Larry Fiynt. pornography kingpin and 
then publister of Hustler magazine. 
One of these, a William Rider, who 

Fan security for Flynt, has been given 
immunity and is a member of the Fed- 
eral Witness Protection Program. He 
had a falling out with Flynt in 1984 
which involved mutual recrimina- 
tions—Flynt accused him of sexually 
abusing his teenage daughter, and Ri- 

2 

der accused Flynt of demanding that . 
he give perjured testimony. 

In any event, reportedly Rider went 
to the Los Angeles district attorney, 
offering to inform on his erstwhile 
colleagues in return for government 
protection from Larry Flynt, whom he 
alleged to have taken out a contract 
on his life. Along with Lanie Jacobs, 
former Flynt security operatives Wil- 
liam Malony Mentzer and Alex La- 
Mota Marti have been indicted in the 
Radin murder. : 

——— 

ws in Hollywood 
On the face of it, this case will prob- 

ably shed valuable light on a nation- 
wide murder ine. network which is 
thought to intermingle with practising 
Satanic cults. 
According to author Maury Terry, in 

his book, The Ultimate Evil, not only 
was the cult involved in the Son of Sam 

killings, directed to kill certain tar- 
getted enemies of drug runners, but 
contract killers were brought in to as- 
sist in at least one of the murders. - 
There is some circumstantial! evi- 
dence indicating that William Mentz- 
er may have been involved as the in- 
dividual named Manson HJ in the Ter- 
Ty book 
The Terry profile of Mentzer, if it is 

borne out, would connect him to the 
Manson family, through their joint as- 
sociation with rock singer Cass Eliot 
Cass Eliot was a singer in the rock 
group, the Mamas and the Papas. John 
Phillips, the organizer of the group, 
was a close friend of both Robert Ev. 
ans and Roman Polanski. 

After the awful murder of Polan- 
ski's wife. Sharon Tate, by the Manson 
family, Polanski stayed with Evans. 
Evans and Polanski also attempted 
their own investigation of the Tate 
wourder. 
Does the Cotton Club murder case 

then subtantiate much closer links 
between the Manson victims and the 
murder inc. network? What is the Sa- 
tanic connection? 
According to Terry, and other cor- 

roborating evidence, at the time of the 
Manson murders a Satanic group call- 
ing itseifthe Process Church of the Fi- 
nal Judgement was implicated. Not 
only was Manson's ideology, which 
justified murder on the basis of the 
approach of Armegeddon, almost 
identical to that published in Process, 
the Church’s magazine, but there were 
many interconnections between mem- 
bers of the Manson Family and the 
Process Church. 

According to Terry, evidence also 
points to interconnections between the 
Process Church (then known as the 
Foundation Faith of the Millennium), 
the Son of Sam murder cult, and Roy 
Radin himself—whose home in 
Southhampton was'a salon for society 
sado-masochists, drug users, and oc- 
cultists. 

Radin was murdered with thirteen 
bullets, on Friday the 13th, and a Bi- 
ble was left at the murder scene 
Opened to a passage suggestive of Sa- 
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tanic overtones to the crime. 
Strange Bedfellows 

Robert Evans was the number one 
honcho at Paramount studios when 
Roman Polanski directed the vicious- ly Satanic film, Rosemary's Baby. Ev- 
ans bas also produced a number of 
films glorifying and glamorizing the 
Mafia. Chief among these was “The 
Godfather,” but “the Cotton Club” is a 
close second. “” 
One hypothesis about the Tate mur- 

der in 1969, is that Polanski’s friends 
Woytek Frykowski and Abigail Fol- 
Ser, who were also murdered at the 
same time, were the intended victims; 
and that they hac’ been targetted for 
attempting tov muscle in on estab- 
lished drug’ 
dence of rjtual activity, sado-maso- 
chistic pradtices, and pornographic 
video Sims was found at the Tate mur- 
der house. 

All of this suggests, that the evi-” 
dence now surfacing in the Cotton Club 
murder case, which connects Evans to 
Radio only in 1983—when they had a 
fallout over how profits in the film 
were to be divided, after its produc-. 
tion—may be deceptive. 
The shocker is that Robert Evans 

was—and perhaps still is—a close 
friend of Henry Kissinger. Through- 
out the ‘seventies gossip columns were 
full of accounts of this well docu- 
mented friendship, which however is 
not surfacing today in accounts of the 
trial 
They were so close that Kissinger 

attempted to reunite Evans and his 
estranged wife Ali McGraw. Over at 
least a decade, as reported in the 
press, they frequented each other's 
Parties, and were both invited guests 
of the Rockefeller family. 

The Vicki Morgan Connection 
That Henry Kissinger has been an 

{icking of LSD. Evi- 

intimate of a man heavily implicated . 
in a murder trial may not be that 
shocking—considering his political . 
record; however, just as in the case of 
John Markham (the U.S. Attorney who 
prosecuted LaRouche and his associ- 
ates in Boston and Virginia), who was 
closely connected to the Process 
Church (and Foundation Faith) in the , 
1970s, it is certainly indicative of the 
moral collapse within government to- 

day. : : 
There is another startling ramifi- 

2 

cation of the case. Not six months aft- . 
er the Radin murder, the same body- 
guard crew was still working for Flynt 
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Report irks Reagan 

CIA ‘license tok 
Associated Press . 
WASHINGTON—The White House de-_ 

nied’ yesterday that .intelligence author- 
izations signed by President Reagan in the 
mid-1980s gave CIA agents latitude to use 
assassinations in the fight against ter-° 
rorism, : : 

Reagan said he was “quite upset” about a 
published report saying there had been such 
authorizations and said his 1981 executive 
order prohibiting assassinations “continues 
until this day.” 
White House Spokesman Marlin 

Fitzwater acknowledged that language in 
two dntalligenes findings in 1984 and 1985 
subsequently was rescinded by the National 
Security Council, though he wouldn't’ say 
why. 
Reagan's spokesman took strong excepy 

tion to a Washington Post report yesterday 
which said phrasing in the earlier docu- 
ments amounted to a “license to kill” for in- 
telligence agents. . 

Fitzwater suggested that.the Post story 
was an attempt to embarrass the adminis- 

TITRE HLT 
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tration during the election campaign. But 
he stopped short of saying precisely that, | 

telling reporters to “make your own 
judgment. : 

“T think this is an extraordinary cheap 
shot. It’s not true,” he said. : 
The Post's executive editor, Benjamin C. . | 

Bradlee, deflected the White House re- 
marks, saying, “We stand by our story and 
we have no further comment.” 

Fitzwater's harsh statements at the daily 
White House news briefing mirrored com- 
ments he made Sept. 28, 1987 on a book by 
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| denied 
thorized ... any assassination efforts.’ 

Yesterday, he said, “This an old 
being rehashed again, interestingly 
but has no foundation.” Woodward we 
author of the etary that appeared in: 
day’s editions of The Post. 
Reagan, posing for pictures in thr 

Garden with’ recent Soviet emigre: 
asked whether he had signed papers ¢ 
venting the intent of that 1981 execut 
der on assassinatigns. ‘ : 

“No, back in- 1981, I issued a dir 
that the United States would not per) 

Bob Woodward, assistant Managing editor * sassinating anyone with any of the 
of The Post for investigative reporting, en- 
titled “VEIL: The Secret Wars of the CIA.” 
The book among other things described in- 

telligenée findings signed by Reagan in . 
1984 and 1985 which contained language in- 

, terpreted by some in the administration as 
providing a means for U.S. spies to make an 
end run around a 1981 Reagan executive or- 
der flatly prohibiting assassinations. n 

In September 1987, Fitzwater, responding 
to the revelations in Woodward's book, said 
Reagan “was never aware of ... never au- , 
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that we were doing,” he replied. 
Asked about the meaning of ‘langu 

subsequent documents suggesting t! 
sanctions would be brought against ¢ 
committing an assassination in a goo 
effort to curb terrorist activity, he s: 
don't know what language you're t 
about.” < o 

“But I do know that I reaffirmed. 
* ing that, reaffirmed that our’conduct 
be governed by the.directive,” Reaga 
“It's still in effect.") 
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SATANISM; 

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT 

RESPONSE 

Satanism is on the rise in America. Hardly a day passes 
without reports of violent acts conducted by satanists. Across 
the country law enforcement organizations are receiving reports of 
homicide, mayhem, assault, suicide, child abuse and animal 
mutilatiqns that are linked with the satanic occult. 
Investigators may find it difficult to believe the strange and 

c€ bizarre tales of criminal acts being committed by persons wearing 
| priestly robes dnd adorned with symbols of the devil. 7 

Law enforcement authorities have the responsibility to meet 
the challenge .of the Satanist with education, knowledge, 
understanding, cooperation and appropriate resources at all 
governmental levels. 

Only through knowledge and understanding of the organization, 
beliefs, rituals and practices of vartfous occult groups, will 
investigators be able to successfully prosecute persons engaged in 
Satanistic Criminal behavior. Appropriate communication regarding 
Satanistic activities must be shared between law enforcement 
agencies throughout the country. There must be a renewed 
awareness of satanic overtones in certain crimes. 

THE BELIEFS OF SATANISM 

Satanism, also referred to as Black Magic, has existed since the 
dawn of Christianity. According to the Bible, God is the Father 
of all, including both Christ and Lucifer (the Devil). There was 
conflict in heaven between the forces of Christ and Lucifer, and 
the Lucifer forces lost and were “cast out into the earth" 
(Revelations 12:7-9 (2)). 

€ ; Thus, people have long realized the struggle between the 

- |%e - 
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righteousness of God and the forces of evil in the devil. This Same struggle is recognized by the Satanist, who fs committed with religfous fervor to winning that battle. 

The Satanist believes Lucifer rules the earth, and when the end of the world comes, the forces of Lucifer will overpower the forces of God and Christ and rule in Heaven. Therefore, the Satanist pledges allegiance to the Devil, not only for his assistance in this world, but 1n the world to come. “ 
During the early 1900's, the leading advocate of Satanism was Aleister CROWLEY. CROWLEY, born in 1875 in England, was ea4sed-a.. aduated.froa Cambridge University. Eventually, he became obsessed with ancfent occult beliefs. His writings tn this area have probably popularized Satanism and devil worship more than any other source. 

In 1898, CROWLEY joined an occult Organization called “The Order of the Golden Dawn” and quickly rose to a position of authority within that group. He later entered the Ordo Temp? 4 Orfentis (070), a Satanic ritual group founded by Ear] KELLER in 1900. CROWLEY organized a chapter of the OTO in Los Angeles, California, in approximately 1905. 

CROWLEY published his.Book of-Law in 1904, tn which "Do what thou wilt, shall be the whole aw,” was advocated. It was from this philosophy that CROWLEY developed his rituai black magic which advocated violation of every moral code known to civilized men. In a later book, Magfc(K) in Theory and Practice, he wrote, “For nearly all purposes human sacrifice is the best, and a male child of perfect innocence and high intelligence is the most Satisfactory and suitable victim. * 

. CROWLEY called himself "The Beast” and “The Wickedest Man in the World." In 1909, his book, The Equinox, became the Bible for the OTO. 

In his later years, CROWLEY. spaNTes one..t tee <in'an insane asylum and wes reportedly a herofn addict. He died in’a.cheap rooging house fn Hastings, England 1n'°1947, While CROWLEY {s gone, his philosophies and literature live on. 

Authorities believe Anton LA VEY, also known as the "Black Pope," is probably the best known modern proponent of Satanism. Born in 1930, he ran off to Join a carnival as a magician's assistant after dropping out of high school. He was a con artist and used his theatrical Showmanship to found The Church of Satan tn Apri] 1966 in San Francisco, California. The Church of Satan was the first legally recognized, tax-exempt. church of its kind. 
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In 1969, LA VEY published The Satanic Bible, which outsells 
the Bible fn many, bookstores. . Tn his book, VEY wrote, “We hold 
Satan as a symbolic, personal savior, who takes care of mundane, 
fleshy, carnal things. Satanism encourages any form of sexual 
expression you may desire, so long as it hurts no one else." 
LA VEY later states, “Satanism does not advocate rape, child 
molesting (and) sexual defilement of animals...° 

It seems contradictory for a group to encourage all forns of 
sexual expression, and at the same time place parameters on that 
activity. It is difficult to encourage indulgence and vengeance 
and not to expect debauchery, mayhem and other criminal acts. 

On human sacrifice, LA VEY said that, in general, a Satanist 
should not sacrifice a human being unless "it were to serve a 
two-fold purpose; that being to release the magictan's wrath in 
the throwing of a curse, and more important, to dispose of a 
totally obnoxfous and deserving individual.® 

The philosophy of LA VEY was much I{ke that of CROWLEY: °A 
person lives only for today and should indulge {n all life's good 
feelings. . . Satanism condones any type of sexual activity which 
properly satisfies your individual desires, be it heterosexual, 
homosexual or bisexual." 

LA VEY'S satanic church {s now relatively inactive, due to 
dissatisfaction with his leadership. However, his followers have 
organized a number of splinter groups. The church of the Satanic 
Brotherhood was founded in March 1973 and the Temple of Set in 
1975. The latter organization has a national following of several 
hundred persons. The membership seems obsessed with the military 
and the Nazi movement fn particular. 

Numerous smaller splinter groups have also developed; 
however, they seem to lack the sophistication and leadershtp of 
the larger, more formal organizations. Although these splinter 
groups may follow the basic satanist teachings and practices, they 
tend to interpret some of these to meet their individual needs. 
These small groups are the ones that come to the attention of law 
enforcement, since {t is within their memberships that the 
mentally 111, criminal psychopathic personality is found. 

Most Black Magic occult groups have certain practices and 
rituals that are common to all. They are usually organized into 
“covens," consisting of 9-13.members. Estimates have indicated 
there were approximately 10,000 covens in the country tn 1946,. 48,000 in 1976, and 135,u00:by¥° 1985. 

A new coven member must make a strong lifetime commitment to 
the group, which includes a strict vow of secrecy, not unlike the 
LA COSA NOSTRA (LCN). Members are not allowed to disassociate 
themselves from the group after having been exposed to their 
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various criminal activities. A member breaking the code of 
secrecy places his life and the lives of his family fn serious 
Jeopardy. 

The reasons for joining the coven are as varied as the 
characteristics of the members themselves. The members come from 
all walks of life, all ethnic groups, and all soctal and economic 
levels. .Some join for reasons of personal gratification from the 
sadistic, anti-soctal or sexual behavior; while others may - 
possibly find the religious aspect meets their needs. 

ag Al lumembers pay, strict. obedience,to.the .bigh.priestavor,: .. 
“priestess;-who have Complete contro] ‘over-all. members. ‘The group 
eader uses fear, paranoia, tntimidation, soctalfzation, 

Gepersonalization, drugs, alcohol and a rewards system to maintain 
control over members of the coven. Child members are secretive 
about their involvement due to the vow of secrecy, fear and the 
threat of retaliation against themselves, or their families. 
Coven members try to remain anonymous and unknown to law 
enforcement organizations. They believe their evil criminal acts 
will not be rewarded by Satan if they are identified and 
prosecuted by authorities. 

Coven rituals are usually individualistic in nature, but 
certain symbols and instruments are very basic. During a ritual, 
a pentagram (a five-pointed star enclosed within a circle), 
usually nine feet in diameter, is drawn on the ground or floor. 
The relative position of star points to the altar determines the 
type of ritual or magic performed. 

Devices used during a ritual usually include red or black 
robes, hoods or masks, hats or helmets, music or chanting, black 
or white candles, a dagger or double edged short-sword, chalices, 
@ cauldron for fire, an altar for the high priest and various 
trappings bearing satanistic symbols. 

Several occultist rituals cal) for animal or human sacrifice. 
Satanists believe that a quantity of stored energy {s released to 
those nearby when a warm-blooded animal or human is killed. These 
sacrifices will usually be performed inside the sign of a 
pentagram, or triangte, which has been drawn on the floor or 
ground. This drawing forms a “cone of power" which focuses 
escaping energy on participants. Many rituals have violent sexual 
overtones and violent crimina? acts have come to the attention of 
Investigators as a result of these satanic coven rituals. 

THE HEAVY METAL MUSIC PHENOMENON 

; One major contemporary movement exploiting Satanism is the 
Music industry and its punk rock and “heavy metal* productions. 
The music attempts to promote such ideals as absolute freedom, 
irresponsibility and violence. This is done through lyrics 
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advocating self mutilation; assault; mayhem; suicide; drugs; 
murder; sex; antt-establishment and anti-social rebellion against 
society, parents, education, law and order. 

In "heavy metal", these {deals also encompass the use of 
satanic symbols as evidenced on some heavy metal record album 
covers decorated with satanic violent themes. 

Some people belfeve this music is only a fad. That may be 
true for some, but for others it may lead to a way of life that 
drastically changes their basic ethics and value systems. 

_ . Already. groups have. organized to fight heavy metal rock's use 
of violence, sex, drugs, and Satanism for its major theme. One 
group proposes a warning label on records to {nform consumers of 
their lyrical content. There fs also a movement to have the 
lyrics printed on the covers of albums. These proposals have met 
with strong opposition from music industry and civil libertarians 
Concerned with censorship, the stifling of creative art and 
freedom of speech. 

CONCLUSION 

Law enforcement managers realize this renewed interest in 
Satanism and the occult is a sertous national problem. 
Authorities must meet the challenge by assuring these crimes are 
detected reported and prosecuted for what they are: Satanic 
related. : 

This challenge is best addressed by a multi-faceted approach: 

- - An increased awareness of the satanic trend by all law 
enforcement personnel. 

- - Maintenance of special records on satanic type crimes. 

- - Dissemination of information to appropriate 
organizations. 

- - Cooperative intelligence gathering apparatus. 

- - County or state task forces to coordinate investigation 
of satanic related crimes. 

ecide: 



~ = The development of reliable sources of information 
and possible informants. 

= - Allocation of adequate departmental resources. 

- = Generalized training at recruit and inservice levels. 

= Indepth training for spectalized investigators. 

- Involvement of both community and private sector 
resources in combating this threat to the basic 
American value system. 

This response should lead to successful prosecution of 
persons performing satanic cult criminal acts and have important 
deterrent effects on persons engaged in other satanistic 
activities. In addition, this effort should add to the strong 
existing paranoia of detection and prosecution present among most 
satanic cult members. : 

This challenge of Satanism will be met:by- progressive and 
:lanovative law enforcement administrators...:.Through.education, 
‘ training, planning and mutual cooperation, this‘ threat to our 
society will be contained. 



_ FURTHER HISTORICAL NOTES: 

In 8th Century Asia minor the Greek magic theater majored in 
illusions. Participants dressed in animal skins, mutilated 
humans, engaged in sado-masochism, and stole infants from nearby 
villages. In 15th Century France, Gilles De Rais, the protector 
of Joan of Arc, turned to Satanism. He was the suspect in the 
disappearance of children from surrounding areas. Rumors. 
persisted, but official action did not commence until his death at 
which time the bodies of over 200 children -- dismembered, 
disemboweled -- were recovered from beneath his castle's moat. 

The Cathers, of Gnostic background, openly practiced ‘Black 
Masses' ... At first in total opposition to Catholic high mass. 
They perverted traditional Catholic symbolism because they felt 
that Christian sacraments were themselves evil. Much of today's 
ritually significant acts stem from the Cather tradition. 
Medieval sorcerers made pacts with the devil, dented God, ( 
practiced blasphemous acts, consecrated and sacrificed children to 
Satan before they were baptised, committed incest, swore by the 
devil's name, cannibalized sacrificed victims, destroyed 
livestock, and had carnal intercourse with Satan. 

Moving into the 20th Century, these traditions took root in the 
German Nazi movement. Adolph Hitler studied the occult arts in 
Munich starting in 1913; within a few years he had become the 
leader of National Socialism in Germany, preaching Gnostic Racism 
via the Thule Society. Hitler conducted human sacrifices openly 
for the world to see. He was addicted to drugs, especially 
solutions of animal genitalia, human excrement, and bella donna. 
(The occultic aura of human and animal excrement is tracable to 
antiquity). He suppressed other occult movements, but his S.S. 
held secret occult rituals at a mountain redoubt named Wewelsburg 
Castle, (NOTE: The Nazi $.S. adopted the ‘lightning $.S.‘ symbol, 
the death's head skull, black uniforms, and S.S. officers carried 
ritual daggers. The S.S. officiated over mass murders, torture, 
and genocide of the Jews). ” 
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RECENT=HISTORY: 

In 1966 Anton LA VEY established the Church of Satan in San 
Francisco, California and obtained recognition as-a church 
organization. In 1975 a rift developed and a number of followers 
splintered off. In 1983 Michael ACQUINO formed the Temple of Set 
from which the Order of the Trapezoid later broke off. ACQUINO {s 
aligned with Neo (NEW) Kaz{ movements and seems to want to believe 
that his father was an S.S. member although this is not believed 
to be a fact. He has spent time at Wewelsburg Castle absorbing 
what he could from $.S. traditions. ACQUINO, a U.S. Arwy Officer, 
believes he fs the Anti-Christ. He seems to align himself with 
the Damien character of the movies; he draws young groupie females 
and kids via‘a post office box in’San Francisco. ” : 



SATANIC RITUAL CALENDAR 

DATE CELEBRATION TYPE USAGE AGE 

“JAN. 7 = St. Winebald Day Blood = Anfmal or Human = 15-33 
Sacrifice (Male, 
(Dismemberment) if Human) 

JAN 17 Satanic Revels Sexual Oral, Anal, 7-17 
Vaginal (Female) 

FEB. 2 “Satanic Revels Sexual Oral, Anal, 7-17 
Vaginal (Female) 

oer -» FEB. 25....St..Walpurgts.Day .. Blood. ..-Communion of . ....-Animal . 
Blood and 
Ofsmemberment 

MAR. 1 St. Eichatadt Blood Orinking of Any Age 
Human Blood for (Male or 
Strength and Female 
Homage to the 
Demons 

MAR. 20 **Feast Day 
(Spring Equinox) Orgies Oral, Anal, Any Age 

Vaginal (Male or 
Female - 
Human or 
Anima?) 

APR. 

21-26 Preparation For 
The Sacrifice 

APR. 26 = “Grand Climax DA MEUR Corpus De Bash? 1-25 
MAY 1 : Female 

JUN. 22 **FEAST DAY Orgies Oral, Anal, Any Age 
(Summer Solstice) Vaginal {Male 

or 
Female 
Human 

or Animal 

aie: * 
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vl. 1 

AUG. 3 

SEP. 7 

SEP. 20 

SEP, 22 

OCT. 29 

NOY. 1 

NOV. 4 

DEC. 22 

DEC. 24 

Demon Revels 

*Satanic Revels 

Marrtage To The 
Beast Satan 

Midnight Host 

**Feast Day 
(Fall Equinox) 

All Hallow Eve 

(Halloween) 

Satanic Revels 

**Feast Day 
(Winter Solstice) 

Demon Revels 

Blood 

Sexual 

Sexual 

Blood 

Orgies 

Blood 

Sexual] 

Sexual 

Orgies 

Drufds Sexual 
Assoc. with 
Demons 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Sacrifice, 
Dismemberment 

Dismemberment 
(Hands Planted) 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Sexual Climax 
Association 

With The Demons 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Oral, Anal, 
Vaginal 

Oa Meur High Grand 

*SIGNIFIES MOST IMPORTANT HOLIDAYS 

Climax 

**SIGNIFIES HOLIDAYS OF LESSER SIGNIFICANCE 

~ [80 - 

Any Age 
(Female) 

7-17 
(Female) 

Infant To 
21 (Female) 

Infant To 
21 (Female) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female - 
Human or 
Animal) 

Any Age 

(Male or 
Female) 

7-17 
(Female) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female - 
Human or 
Animal) 

Any Age 
(Male or 
Female) 



AC/DC 

Z0S0 

MARKQS 

FFF 

666 

NATAS 

6, 9, 13, XIII 

Y 
oe 

4 
an, =a 

SIGNS OF SATAN 

181 

ANTI-CHRIST 
DEVIL CHILD 

THREE HEADED DOG 
GUARDS GATE TO HELL 

SATAN/STONER 

ABRACADABRA . 

“ wo THE MARK OF THE BEAST 
(REV. 15. 6-13) 

ANTI-CHRIST 

SATAN REVERSED 

OCCULT NUMBERS 

HORNS AND TAIL 
ADDED TO ANY LETTER 

LIGHTNING BOLT 

HEAVEN TO HELL STRENGTH 

SWASTIKA 

ANTI-CHRIST 
CROSS OF CONFUSION 



“PENTAGRAM” OR WITHOUT 
THE CIRCLE, THE “PENTACLE” 
MAY BE USED IN BOTH BLACK 
AND WHITE MAGIC. GENERALLY, 
THE TOP POINT REPRESENTS 
THE SPIRIT, AND THE OTHER - 
POINTS REPRESENT WIND, FIRE, 
EARTH, AND WATER, 

THE UPSIDE DOWN PENTAGRAM, 
OFTEN CALLED THE “BAPHOMET,” 
1S STRICTLY SATANIC IN NATURE 
AND REPRESENTS THE GOAT’S HEA 

THE “HEXAGRAM,” ALSO REFERRED 
TO AS THE “SEAL OF SOLOMON” 
IS SAID TO BE ONE OF THE 
MOST ‘POWERFUL SYMBOLS IN THE 
OCCULT. . ” 

HORNED HAND 

THE SYMBOL OF “ANARCHY” 
REPRESENTS THE ABOLITION OF 
ALL LAW. JNITIALLY, THOSE 
INTO “PUNK’ MUSIC USED THIS 
SYMBOL, BUT IT IS NOW WIDELY 
USED BY HEAVY METAL FOLLOWERS 

HERE THE MOON GODDESS “DIANA 
AND THE MORNING STAR OF 
LUCIFER” ARE REPRESENTED. 

THIS SYMBOL MAY BE FOUND IN 
BOTH WHITE WITCHCRAFT AND 
SATANISM. WHEN THE MOON IS 
TURNED TO FACE THE OPPOSITE 
DIRECTION, IT IS PRIMARILY 
SATANIC, 

“ 



San Francisco Police Report 



FRED...AN INTERESTING NOTE. ATTACHED IS A COPY OF A POLICE REPORT 

‘HAT WAS FROM A CRIME THE DAY WE LEFT ON THE CRUISE. I HEARD ABOUT 

IT ON THE RADIO ON THE WAY TO THE SHIP AND HAD LARS LOOK INTO IT. 

NOTE THE SIMILARITIES TO THE OTHER STORIES WE'VE SEEN. THE POLICE 

HOWEVER DON'T BELIEVE THESE PEOPLE WERE INVOLVED IN ANY KIND OF CULT. 

HE SAID THEY WERE REAL PATHETIC PEOPLE. SHE GOT OFF SEXUALLY WITH THAT 

SKULL...HAD SEXUAL FANTASIES ETC. WITH IT. THAT SKULL WAS VERY IMPORTANT 

TO HER AND ASKED THE HOMICIDE INSPECTOR IF AFTER SHE GOT OUT OF JAIL 

COULD SHE HAVE HER SKULL BACK...HE SAID NO. CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW MUCH 

CF THIS GOES ON AND NO ONE CONNECTS IT WITH A SATANIC CULT? 
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INCIDENT.REPORT FORM CONTINUATION SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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XI. 

ATTEMPTS BY POLICE TO MINIMIZE, OR POSSIBLY 

COVER UP, THE PROBLEM 

Some police departments, including the FBI, are 
apparently attempting to minimize, or possibly cover up, 
the satanic cult problem. 



SEATTLE POLICE DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM] 

TO: VICE SECTION PERSONNEL , DATE 1-24-89 

fit FROM : Captain P.A. Muncer PAGE 10F 1 

SUBJECT : Information on Satanism — CONFIDENTIAL 

It has come to my attention that some time ago the Vice Section 
became involved in an investigation that had “Satanic” (devil 
worship) overtones. That investigation has since been closed 
and the file has been sent to the Criminal Information Section 
(Intelligence) for storage, etc. 

Be advised that effective immediately: 

1. Vice Section Personnel are not to seek or accept 
the role of “Department Expert" on the subject 
of Satanism; 

2. No files, books, pictures, or other printed material 
are to be Kept on the subject; 

3. Any Satanic information that comes to our attention 
as part of a legitimate prostitution, sexual abuse 
of children, or other case will be promptly and 
thoroughly screened with a supervisor; 

4. Any other Satanic type information that comes to 
our attention will be promptly forwarded to the 
Criminal Information Section for their review, 
screening and/or filing. “ 

The type of information at issue is specifically regulated by City 
Ordinance SMC 14.12 (The “Intelligence Ordinance” - See Your SMC/RCW 
green binder). 

Criminal Information Section Personnel are trained and experienced at 
handling the many and specific provisions of the ordinance. They are 
available to assist us if this type of information becomes a question 
during the course of a Vice Investigacion. 

See me or a supervisor if you have any questions about this directive. 

cc: Major B.A. Thompson 

Le. Adams, C.I.S. 
Leo Poort 

All Vice Section Personnel 

FORMU C8219 HEWSEOIO-7A { 4O ca 



Satanic, Uccult, Ritualisiic Crime: 
A Law Enforcement Perspective 

By KENNETH V. LANNING, Supervisory Special Agent, Behavioral Science Instruction and Research Unit, FB] 
Academy, Quantico, Virginia 

Note: This article was completed after the 
killings in Matamoros, Mexico, became known 
in Aprit 1989, There is nothing known to the 
author about this case that changes the opinions 
and recommendations set forth in this article. 

lhe belief that there is a connection 
| between satanism and crime is 

certainly not new. In fact, one of 
the oldest theories of crime causation is 
demonology. Concern about satanic or 
accult activity has peaked from time to 
time throughout history. Concern in the 
late 1970s focused primarily on “unex- 
plained” deaths and mutilations of 
animals, and in recent years has focused 
on child sexual abuse and the alleged 
human sacrifice of missing children. In 
1999, it will probably focus on the im- 
pending “end of the world.” 

Today, satanism and a wide variety of 
other terms are used interchangeably in 
reference to certain crimes. This discus- 
sion will analyze the nature of “satanic, 
occult, ritualistic” crime and focus on 
appropriate law enforcement responses 
to it. 

Recently a flood of law enforcement 
seminars and conferences have dealt with 
satanic and ritualistic crime. These 
training conferences have various titles, 
such as “Occult in Crime,” “Satanic 
Cults,” “Ritualistic Crime Seminar,” 
“Satanic Influences in Homicide,” “Occult 
Crimes, Satanism and Teen Suicide” and 
*Ritualistic Abuse of Children.” 

The typical conference runs from one 
to three days and many of them include 
the same presenters and instructors. A 
wide variety of topics are usually dis- 
cussed during this training either as 
individual presentations by different 
instructors or grouped together by one 
or more instructors. Typical topics 
covered include the following: 

1. Historical overview of satanism, 
witchcraft and paganism from ancient to 
modern times. 

2. Nature and influence of fantasy role- 
playing games, such as Dungeons and 
Dragons. 

3. Lyrics, symbolism and influence of 
rock and roll, Heavy Metal and Black 
Metal music. 
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4, Teenage “stoner” gangs, their sym- 
bols and their vandalism. 

5. Teenage suicide by adolescents 
dabbling in the occult. 

6, Crimes committed by self-styled 
satanic practitioners, including grave and 
church desecrations and robberies, ani- 
mal mutilations and even murders. 

7. Ritualistic abuse of children as part 
of bizarre ceremonies and human sac- 
rifices, 

8, Organized, traditional or multigen- 
erational satanic groups involved in 
organized conspiracies, such as taking 
over day care centers, infiltrating police 
departments and trafficking in human 
sacrifice victims. 

9. The “Big Conspiracy” theory, which 
implies that satanists are responsible for 
such things as Adolph Hitler, World War 
U, abortion, pornography, Watergate and 
Irangate, and have infiltrated the Depart- 
ment of Justice, the Pentagon and the 
White House. 

During the conferences, these nine 
areas are linked together through the 
liberal use of the word “satanism” and 
some common symbolism (pentagrams, 
666, demons, etc.). The implication often 
is that all are part of a continuum of 
behavior, a single problem or some 
common conspiracy. The information 
presented is a mixture of fact, theory, 
opinion, fantasy and paranoia, and be- 
cause some of it can be proven or 
corroborated (desecration of cemeteries, 
vandalism, etc.), the implication is that 
it is all true and documented. The 
distinctions among the different areas are 
blurred even if, occasionally, a presenter 
tries to make them. This is complicated 
by the fact that almost any discussion 
of satanism and witchcraft is interpreted 
in the light of the religious beliefs of those 
in the audience. Faith, not logic and 
reason, governs the religious beliefs of 
most people. As a result, some normally 
skeptical law enforcement officers accept 
the information disseminated at these 
conferences without critically evaluating 
it or questioning the sources. Nothing 
said at such conferences will change the 
religious beliefs of the attendees. Such 
conferences illustrate the ambiguity and 
wide variety of terms involved in this 
issue. 

o fey 

Definitions 
The words satanic, occult and ritual 

istic are often used interchangeably, It | 
difficult to precisely define Satanisn 
{with a capital S), and no attempt wil 
be made to do so here. However, it i 
important to realize how the wor 
satanism (with a small s) is used by man: 
people. Simply put, for some peopl 
satanism is any religious belief systen 
other than their own. The Ayatollal 
Khomeini referred to the United State 
as the “Great Satan.” In the Britis! 
Parliament, a Protestant leader called th 
Pope the anti-Christ. In her book, Prepar 
for War, Rebecca Brown, M.D, has 
chapter entitled “Is Roman Catholicisn 
Witchcraft?” Dr. Brown also lists amon 
the “doorways” to satanic power and 
or demon infestation the following 
fortune tellers, horoscopes, fraternit 
oaths, vegetarianism, yoga, self-hypnosi: 
relaxation tapes, acupuncture, biofeed 
back, fantasy role-playing games, adu, 
tery, homosexuality, pornography, jud< 
karate and rock music, Dr. Brown state 
that rock music “was a carefully maste 
minded plan by none other than Sata 
himself.” The ideas expressed in this boo 
may seem extreme and even humorou 
This book, however, has been recor 
mended as a serious reference in la\ 
enforcement training material on thi 
topic. 

In books, lectures, handout materi 
and conversations, the author has hear 
all of the following referred toas satanisn 

Church of Satan 
Ordo Templi Orientis 
Temple of Set 
Demonology 
Witchcraft 
Paganism 
Santeria 
Voodoo 
Rosicrucians 
Freemasonry 
Knights Templar 
Stoner Gangs 
Heavy Metal Music 
Rock Music 
KKK 
Nazis 
Scientology 
Unification Church 
The Way 



Hare Krishna 
Rajneesh 
Religious Cults 
New Age 
Astrology 
Channeling 
Transcendental Meditation 
Holistic Medicine 
Buddhism 
Hinduism 
Mormonism 
[slam 
Orthodox Church 
Roman Catholicism 
At law enforcement training conferer. 

ces, witchcraft, santcria, Paganism and 
the occult are frequently referred to as 
forms of satanism. It may be a matter 
of definition, but these things are not 
necessarily the same as traditional Satan- 
ism. The worship of lunar goddesses and 
nature and the practice of fertility rituals 
is not satanism. Santeria is a combination 
of 17th century Ronlan Catholicism and 
African paganism. 

Occult means simply “hidden.” All 
unreported or unsolved crimes might be 
impeded as occult, but in this context 
the term refers to the action or influence 
of supernatural powers, some secret 
knowledge of them or an interest in para- 
normal phenomena. Occult does not 
imply satanism, evil, wrongdoing or 

: crime. Indeed, historically the principal 
crimes deserving of consideration as 
“occult crimes” are the frauds perpe- 
trated by fortune tellers and “psychics” 
who, for a fee, arrange visitations with 
dead loved ones and commit other 
financial crimes against the gullible. 
Many individuals define satanism from 

a totally Christian perspective, using this 
word to describe the power of evil in the 
world. With this definition, any crimes, 
especially those which are particularly 
bizarre, repulsive or cruel, can be viewed 
as satanic in nature. Yet, it is just as 
difficult to precisely define satanism as 
it is to precisely clefine Christianity or 
any conrplex spintual belief system. 

What is Ritualistic Crime? 
The biggest confusion, however, is over 

the word ritualistic. During law enforce- 
ment training conferences on this topic, 
ritualistic almost always comes to mean 
satanic or at least spiritual, Ritual can 
tefer to a prescribed religious ceremony, 
but in its broader meaning refers to any 
customarily repeated act or series of acts. 
The need to repeat these acts can be 
cultural sexual or psychological, as well 

* as spiritual. 
Cultural rituals could include such 

things as what a family eats on Thanks- 
giving Day or when and how presents 
are opened at Christmas. The initiation 
ceremonies of fraternities, sororities, 
gangs and other social clubs are other 
examples of cultural rituals, 
‘Since 1972 the author has lectured 

about sexual ritualism, which is nothing 

more than repeatedly engaging in an act 
or series of acts in a certain manner 
because of a serual need. In order to 
become aroused and/or fratified, a 
person must engage in the act in a certain 
way. This sexual citualism can include 
such things as the physical characteris- 
tics, age or gender of the victim, the 
particular sequence of acts, the bringing 
or taking of specific objects and the use 
of certain words or phrases. 

This is more than the concept of MO. 
{method of operation) known to most 
police officers. M.O, is something done 
by an offender because it works. Sexual 
ritual is something done by an offender 
because of a need. Deviant acts, such as 
urinating on, defecating on or even 
eviscerating a victim, are far more likely 
to be the result of sexual ritualism than 
religious or “satanic” ritualism. 

From a criminal investigative Perspec- 
tive, twa other forms of ritualism must 
be recognized. The Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-UI-R) 
defines obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(OCD) as “repetitive, purposeful and in- 
tentional behaviors that are performed 
in response to an obsession, or according 
to certain rules or in a stereotyped 
fashion.” Such compulsive behavior fre- 
quently involves rituals. Although such 
behavior usually involves noncriminal 
activity such as excessive hand washing 
or checking that doors are locked, 
occasionally compulsive ritualism can be 
part of criminal activity. Certain gamblers 
or firesetters, for example, are thought by 
some authorities to be motivated in part 
through such compulsions. Ritual can 
also stem from psychotic hallucinations 
and delusions. A crime can be committed 
in a precise manner because a voice told 
the offender to do it that way or because 
a divine mission required it. 

To make this more confusing, cultural 
religious, sexual and psychological 
ritualism can overlap, Some psychotic 
peuple are preoccupied with religious 
delusions and hear the voice of God or 
Satan telling them to do things of a 
religious nature. Offenders who (eel little, 
if any, guilt over their crimes may need 
little justification for cheir antisocial 
behavior. As human beings, however, 
they may have fears, concerns and an- 
xiety over getting away with their 
Criminal acts. It is difficult to pray to God 
for success in doing things that are 
against His commandments. A negative 
Spiritual belief system may fulfill their 
human need for assistance from and 
belief in a greater power or to deal with 
their superstitions. Compulsive ritualism 
(e.g. excessive cleanliness or fear of 
disease) can be introduced into sexual 
behavior. Een many “normal” people 
have a need for order and predictability 
and therefore may engage in family or 
work rituals. Under stress or in times of 
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change, this need for order and ritual may 
increase. 

Ritualistic crime may fulfill the cultural spiritual, sexual and psychological needs of an offender. Crimes may be ritualis- 
tically motivated or may have ritualistic 
elements. The ritual behavior may also 
fulfill basic criminal needs to manipulate 
victims, get rid of rivals, send a message 
to enemies and intimidate co-conspira- 
tors. The leaders of a group may want 
to play upon the beliefs and superstitions 
of those around them and try to convince 
accomplices and enemies that they—the 
leaders—have special or “supernatural” 
powers. 

The important point for the criminal 
investigator is to realize that most 
ritualistic criminal behavior is not mo- 
tivated simply by satanic or religious 
ceremonies. At some conferences, pre- 
senters have attempted to make an issue 
of distinguishing between “ritual.” “ritu- 
alized” and “ritualistic” abuse of children. 
These subtle distinctions, however, seem 
to be of no significant value to the crim- 
inal investigator, 

What is Ritualistic Abuse of 
Children? 

This is not an easy question to answer. 
Most people today use the term to refer 
to abuse of children that is part of some 
evil spiritual belief system, which almost 
by'definition must be satanic. 

Dr. Lawrence Pazder, author of Michelle 
Rememlxrs, defines ritualized abuse of 
children as “repeated physical, emotion- 
al men‘al and spiritual assaults com- 
bined with a systematic use of symbols 
and secret ceremonies designed to tum 
a child against itself family, society and 
God.” He also states that “the sexual 
assault has ritualistic meaning and is not 
for sexual gratification.” 

This. definition may have value for 
academics, sociologists and therapists, 
but it creates potential problems for law 
enforcement. Certain acts engaged in 
with children (kissing, touching, appear- 
ing naked, etc.) may be criminal if per- 
formed for sexual gratification. If the 
Nitualistic acts were in fact performed for 
spiritual indoctrination, potential prose- 
cution can be jeopardized, particularly if 
the acts can be defended as constitution- 
ally protected religious expression. The 
mutilation of a baby’s genitals for sadistic 
sexual pleasure is a crime. The circum- 
cision of a baby’s genitals for religious 
reasons is most likely not a crime. The 
intent of the acts is important for criminal 
Prosecution. 

The author has been unable to pre- 
cisely define ritualistic abuse and prefers 
not to use the term It is confusing, 
misleading and counterproductive. Cer- 
tain observations, however, are impor- 
tant for investigative understanding. 

Not all spiritually motivated ritualistic 
activity is satanic. Santeria, witchcraft, 
voodoo and most religious cults are not 
satanism. In fact, most spiritually or 
religiously based abuse of children has 



a0ust (nat Could be termed ntualistic by 
various definitions is more likely to be 
physical and psychological rather than 
sexual in nature. Lf a distinction needs 
to be made between satanic and non- 
satanic child abuse, the indicators for that 
distinction must be related to specific 
satani¢ symbols, artifacts or doctrine, 
rather than the mere presence of any 
ritualistic element. 

Not all such ritualistic activity with a 
child is a crime. Almost all parents with 
teligious beliefs indoctrinate their chil- 
dren into that belief system. Is circum- 
cision for religious reasons child abuse? 
Does having a child kneel on a hard floor 
reciting the cosary constitute child 
abuse? Does having a child chant a sa- 
tanic prayer or‘attend a black mass 
constitute child abuse? Does a religious 
belief in corporal punishment constitute 
child abuse? Does group care of children 
in a commune or cult constitute child 
abuse? Does the fact that any acts in 
question were performed with parental 
permission affect the nature of the crime? 
Many ritualistic acts, whether satanic or 
not, are simply not crimes. 
When a victim describes and investi- 

gation corroborates what sounds like 
Fitualistic activity, several possibilities 
must be considered. The ritualistic ac- 
livity may be part of the excessive re- 
ligiosity of a mentally ill, psychotic 
offender. [t may be a misunderstood part 
of sexual ritualism. The ritualistic activity 
may be incidental to any real abuse. The 
offender may be involved in ritualistic 
activity with a child and also ‘may be 
abusing a child, but one may have little 
or nothing to do with the other. 

The offender may be deliberately en- 
gaging in ritualistic activity with a child 
as part of child abuse. The motivation, 
however, may not be to indoctrinate the 
child into a belief system, but to lower 
the inhibitions of to control and manip- 
ulate, and/or to confuse the child. In all 
the turmoil over this issue, it would be 
a very effective strategy for any child 
molester to deliberately introduce ritu- 
alistic elements to his crime to confuse 
the child and therefore the criminal 
justice system. 

The ritualistic activity and the child 
abuse may be integral parts of some 
spiritual belief system. In that case, the 
greatest risk is to the children of the 
practitioners. But this is true of all cults, 
not just satanic cults. A high potential 
of abuse exists for any children raised 

. in a group isolated from the mainstream 
of society, especially if the group has a 

charismatic leader whose orders are 
unquestioned and blindly obeyed by the 
members. Sex, money and power are 
most often the main motivations of the 
leaders of such cults, 

writal IYidACS @ VME Satanic, 
Occult or Ritualistic? 
Some would answer that it is the 

offender's spiritual beliefs or membership 
in a cult or “church.” If that is the criteria, 
why not label the crimes committed by 
Protestants, Catholics and Jews in the 
same way? Are the atrocities of fim Jones, 
in Guyana, Christian crimes? 
Some would answer that it is the 

Presence of certain symbols in the 
Possession or home of the Perpetrator. 
What does it mean then to find a crucifix, 
Bible, rosary, etc, in the possession or 
home of a bank robber, embezzler, child 
molester or murderer? If different crim- 
inals possess the same symbols, are they 
necessarily part of one big conspiracy? 

Others would answer that it is the 
Presence of certain symbols such as 
pentagrams, inverted crosses and 666 at 
the crime scene. What does it mean, then, 
to find a cross spray-painted on a wall 
or carved into the body of a victim? What 
does it mean for a perpetrator to leave 
a Bible tied to his murder victim? What 
about the possibility that an offender 
deliberately left such symbols to make 
it look like a “satanic” crime? 
Some would argue that it is the 

bizarreness or crueiness of the crime: 
body mutilation, amputation, drinking of 
blood, eating of flesh, use of urine or feces. 
Does this mean that all individuals in- 
volved in lust murder, sadism, vampir- 
ism, cannibalism, urophilia and coprophi- 
lia are satanists or occult practitioners? 
What does this say about the bizarre 
crimes of psychotic killers such as Ed 
Gein or Richard Trenton Chase, both of 
whom mutilated their victims as part of 
their psychotic delusions? 
A few might even answer that it is the 

fact that the crime was committed on a 
date with satanic or occult significance 
(Halloween, May Eve, etc.) or the fact that 
the perpetrator claims that Satan told him 
to commit the crime. What does this 
mean for crimes committed on Thanks- 
giving or Christmas? What does this say 
about crimes committed by perpetrators 
who claim that God or Jesus told them 
to do it? One note of interest is the fact 
that in handout and reference material 
collected by the author, the number of 
dates with satanic or occult significance 
ranges from 8 to 110. This is compounded 
by the fact that it is sometimes stated 
that satanists can celebrate these holi- 
days on several days on either side of 
the official date or that the birthdays of 
practitioners can also be holidays. The 
exact names and exact dates of the 
holidays and the meaning of symbols 
listed may also vary depending on who 
prepared the material. The handout 
material is often distributed without 
identifying the author or documenting 
the ori,ial source of the information. It 
is then frequently photocopied by at- 
tendees and passed on to other police 
officers with no one really knowing its 
validity or origin. ° 
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far more crime and child 
abuse has been commit- 
ted by zealots in the 
name of God, Jesus and 
Mohammed than has 
ever been committed in 
the name of Satan. 
_ COC 

Most, however, would probably an- 
swer that what makes a crime satanic, 
occult or ritualistic is the motivation for 
the crime. It is a crime that is spiritually 
motivated by a religious belief system, 
How then do we label the following true 
crimes? 

© Parents defy a court order and send 
their children to an unlicensed Christian 
school 

© Parents refuse to send their children 
to any school because they are waiting 
for the second coming of Christ. 

©@ Parents beat their child to death 
because he or she will not follow their 
Christian beliefs, 

© Parents violate child labor laws 
because they believe the Bible requires 
such work. 

® Individuals bomb an abortion clinic 
or kidnap the doctor because their 
religious belief system says abortion is 
murder, 

© A child molester reads the Bible to 
his victims in order to justify his sex acts 
with them. 

© Parents refuse life-saving medical 
treatment for a child because of their 
religious beliefs. 

© Parents starve and beat their child 
to death because their minister said the 
child was possessed by demonic spirits. 
Some people would argue that the 

Christians who committed the above 
crimes misunderstood and distorted their 
religion, while satanists who commit 
crimes are following theirs. But who 
decides what constitutes a misinterpre- 
tation of a religious belief system? The 
individuals who committed the above- 
described crimes, however misguided, 
believed that they were following thew 
religion as they understood it. Religion 
was and is used to justify such behavior 
as the Crusades, the Inquisition, Apar- 
theid, segregation, and violence in 
Northern Lreland, India and Lebanon. 



Who decides exactly what “sataniste 
believe? In this country, we cannot eve, agree on what Christians believe. At 
many law enforcement conferences, The Satanic Bible is used for this, and it is often 
contrasted or compared with the Chris. 
tian Bible. The Satanic Bible is, in essence, 
a 150-page paperback book written by 
one man in 1969. To compare it to a book 
written by over 30 authors over a period 
of thousands of years is Tidiculous, even 
ignoring the possibility of divine reve. 
lation in the Christian Bible. What satan- 
ists believe certainly isn’t limited to other peoples’ interpretation of a few books. 
More importantly, it is subject to some 
degree of interpretation by individual 
believers, just as Christianity is, 
The fact is that-far more crime and child 

abuse has been committed by zealots in 
the name of God, Jesus and Mohammed 
than has ever been committed in the 
name of Satan. Many people don’t like 
that statement, but few can argue with 
ate 

Although defining a crime as satanic, 
occult or ritualistic would probably 
involve a combination of the criteria set 
forth above, tne aucnor nas been unable 
to clearly define such a crime. Each 
potential definition presents a different 
set of problems when measured against 
an objective, rational and constitutional 
perspective. Each offender in a group 
may have a different motivation for the 
crime. The author has discovered that the 
facts of so called “satanic crimes” are often 
significantly different from what is 
described at law enforcement training 
conferences or in the media. The actual 
involvement of satanism or the occult in 
these cases usually turns out to be 
secondary, insignificant or nonexistent. 

The Law Enforcement Perspective 
The perspective from which one looks 

at satanic, occult or ritualistic crime is 
extreme Mportant. Sociologists, ther- 
apes, religious leaders, parents and just | 
plain citizens each have their own valid 
concems and views about this issue. This 
discussion, however, will deal only with 
the law enforcement perspective. 
The law enforcement perspective must 

focus on crime, recognizing that the fact 
that an activity is “satanic” does not 
necessarily nean it is a crime or that it 
is not a legitimate religious Practice pro- 
tected by the First Amendment. Within 
the personal religious belief system of a 
law enforcement officer, Christianity may 
be good and satanism evil Under the 

Constitution, however, both are neutral 
This is an important, but difficult, con- 

cept for many law enforcement officers 
to accept. They are paid to uphold the 
Constitution and enforce the penal code, 
not the Ten Commandments. The appar- 
ently increasing numbers of teenagers 
and some adults dabbling in satanism 
and the occult may be cause for concem 
for parents, school officials and society. 
What law enforcement can or should do 
about it is another matter entirely, Police 
interference with free exercise of consti- 
tutional rights potentially creates major 
problems and conflicts. 
What is the justification for law en- 

forcement officers giving presentations 
on satanism and the occult to citizen 
groups, PTAs or school assemblies? Is it 
public relations, a safety program or 
crime prevention? If it is crime preven- 
tion, how much crime can be linked to 
satanic or occult activity, and what do 
such presentations do to prevent the 
crime? Law enforcement agencies should 
carefully consider the legal implications 
and justification for such presentations. 
Is the fact that satanism or the occult is 
or can be a negative influence on some 
people enough justification for such law 
enforcement efforts? 
When an emotional issue, such as the 

sexual abuse of children, is combined 

with an even more emotional issue, such 
as people's religious beliefs, it is difficult 
to maintain objectivity and remember the 
law enforcement perspective. Some 
police officers may even feel that all crime 
is caused by evil, all evil is caused by 
Satan and, therefore, all crime is satanic 
crime. This may be a valid religious 
perspective, but it is of no relevance to 
the investigation of crime for purposes 
of prosecution. 
Many of the police officers who lecture 

on satanic or occult crime do not even 
investigate such cases, Their presenta- 
tions are more a reflection of their 
personal religious beliefs than docu- 
mented investigative information. They 
are absolutely entitled to their beliefs, but ° 
introducing themselves as current or 
former police officers and then speaking 
as religious advocates causes confusion. 
As difficult as it might be, police officers 
must separate the religious and law en- 
forcement perspect'ves when they are 
lecturing or investigating in their official 
capacities as law enforcement officers. 
Many law enforcement officers begin 
their presentations by stating that they 
are not addressing or judging anyone's 
religious beliefs, and then proceed to do 
exactly that. 

Some police officers have resigned 
rather than curtail or limit their invol- 
vement in this issue as ordered by their 
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*partments. Perhaps such officers de- 
tve credit for recognizing that they 
could no longer keep the perspectives 
separate. 

Law enforcement officers who believe 
that the investigation of satanic/occult 
crime puts them in conflict with super- 
natural forces of evii should probably not 
be assigned to these cases. lf however, 
such officers must be or are assigned, 
they will need the power of their own 
spiritual belief system in order to deal 
with the superstition and religious 
implications of these cases. The religious 
belies of officers should provide spiritual 
strength and support for them, but 
should not affect the objectivity and 
professionalism of the investigation. 

The law enforcement perspective re- 
quires avoiding the paranoia that has 
crept into this issue and into some of the 
law enforcement training conferences. 
Paranoid belief systems are characterized 
by the gradual development of intricate, 
complex and elaborate systems of think- 
ing based on and often proceeding logi- 
cally from misinterpretation of actual 
events. Paranoia typically involves 
hypervigilance over the perceived threat, 
the belief that danger awaits around 
every comer and the willingness to take 
up the challenge and do something about 
it. Another very important aspect of this 
parahoia is the belief that those who do 

Law enforcement officers 
must be objective fact 
finders. It is not their job 
to believe children or 
other complainants; it is 
their job to listen. 

not recognize the threat are evil and 
corrupt. In this extreme view, one is 
either with them or against them. 
Concer over satanic crime and ritu- 

alistic abuse of children is highly polar- 
izing. After one presentation on this topic, 
a student wrote in a critique that the 
author was obviously an “agnostic cult- 
ist.” Some zealots even use the term 
“clean” to refer to law enforcement 
officers who have not been infiltrated by 
the satanists. lf some police officers or 
military personnel practice satanism or 
panko, does that mean that law 
enforcement and the military have been 
infiltrated? The word “infiltrated” is used 
orly when talking about an unpopular 
belief system. Protestants, Catholics a d 
Jews are no longer thought of as “infil- 



trating” the police and military, but not 
long ago Jews were thought by many to 
have done so. 

Overzealousness and exaggeration 
motivated by the religious fervor of those 
involved in law enforcement training is 
more acceptable than that motivated by 
ego or profit. There are those who are 
deliberately distorting and hyping this 
issue for personal notoriety and profit. 
Satanic and occult crime has become a 
growth industry. Speaking fees, books, 
video and audio tapes, prevention 
material, and television and radio appear- 
ances all bring egoistic and financial 
rewards, 
Law enforcement officers must be 

objective fact finders. It is not their job 
to believe children or other complainants. 
It is their job to listen. The law enforce- 
ment perspective can’t ignore the lack 
of physical evidence (no bodies or even 
hairs, fibers or fluids left by violent 
murders), the difficulty in successfully 
committing a large-scale conspiracy 
crime (the more people involved in any 
crime conspiracy, the harder it is to get 
away with it), and human nature (intra- 
group conflicts resulting in individual 
self-serving disclosures would be bound 
to occur in any group involved in or- 
ganized kidnapping, baby breeding and 
human sacrifice). If and when members 
of a destructive cult commit murders, 

they are bound to make mistakes, leave 
evidence and eventually make admis- 
sions in order to brag about their crimes 
or to reduce their legal liability, The 
discovery of the murders in Matamoros, 
Mexico, in April 1989 and the results of 
the subsequent investigation are good 
examples of these dynamics. 

Bizarre crime and evil can occur with- 
out organized satanic activity. The law 
enforcement perspective requires that we 
distinguish between what we know and 
what we're not sure of. 

The facts are 
@ Some individuals believe in and are 

involved in satanism and the occult. 
© Some of these individuals commit 

crime. 
© Some groups of individuals share 

these beliefs and involvement in satan- 
ism and the occult. © 

@ Some members of these groups 
commit crime together. 

The unanswered questions are 
@ What is the connection between the 

belief system and the crimes committed? 
© Is there an organized conspiracy of 

satanic and occult believers responsible 
for interrelated serious crime (e.g, mo- 
lestation, murder)? 

After all the hype and hysteria is put 

aside, the realization sets in that most 

satanic/occult activity involves the com- 

mission of no crimes, and that which does 

usually involves the commission of 
relatively minor crimes such as trespass- 
ing, vandalism, cruelty to animals or 
petty thievery. The law enforcement 
problems most often linked to satanic or 
occult activity are vandalism, desecration 
of churches and cemeteries, thefts from 
churches and cemeteries, teenage gangs, 
animal mutilations, teenage suicide, child 
abuse, kidnapping, and murder and 
human sacrifice. 

Valid evidence shows some “connec- 
tion” between satanism and the occult 
and the first six problems set forth above. 
The “connection” to the last three prob- 
lems is far more uncertain. 

Even where there seems to be a 
“connection,” the nature of the connec- 
tion needs to be explored. It is easy to 
blame involvement in satarism and the 
occult for behaviors that have complex 
motivations. A teenager's excessive 
involvement in satanism and the occult 
is usually a symptom of a problem and 
not the cause of a problem. Blaming 
satanism fora teenager's vandalism, theft, . 
suicide or even act of murder is like 
blaming a criminal’s offenses on his 
tattoos: both are often signs of the same 
rebelliousness and lack of self-esteem 
that contribute to the commission of 
crimes. 

The law enforcement investigator must 
objectively evaluate the legal significance 

of any criminai’s spiritual beefs. In most 
cases, including those involving satanists, 
it will have little or no legal significance. 
If a crime is committed as part of a 
spiritual belief system, it should make no 
difference which belief system it is. The 
crime is the same whether a child is 
abused or murdered as part of a Christian, 
Hare Krishna, Moslem or any other belief 
system. Crimes generally are not labeled 
with the name of the perpetrator‘s 
religion. Why then are the crimes of child 
molesters, rapists, sadists and murderers 
who happen to be invotved in satanism 
and the occult labeled as satanic or occult 

crimes? If criminals use a spiritual belief 
system to rationalize and justify or to 

facilitate and enhance their criminal 

activity, should the focus of law enforce- 
ment be on the belief systera or on the 
criminal activity? 

Several documented murders have 

been committed by individuals involved 

in one way or another in satanism or the 

occult. In some of these murders, the 

perpetrator has even introduced ele- 

ments of the occult (e.g. satanic symbols 

at the crime scene). Does that automat- 

ically make these satanic murders? It is 

the author's opinion that the answer is 

no. Ritualistic murders committed by 

serial killers or sexual sadists are not 

necessarily satanic or occult murders. 

Ritualistic murders committed by psy- 
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atic killers who hear the voice of Satan 
no more satanic murders than 

saurders committed by psychotic killers 
who hear the voice of Jesus are Christian 
murders. 

Rather, a satanic murder can be defined 
as one committed by two or more 
individuals who rationally plan the crime 
and whose primary motivation is to fulfill 
a prescribed satanic ritual calling for the 

murder. By this definition, the author has 
been unable to identify even one doc- 
umented satanic murder in the United 
States. Although such murders may have 
and can occur, they appear to be few in | 

number. In addition, the commission of 
such killings would probably be the 

beginning of the end for such a grou . 

It is highly unlikely that they cot 
continue to kill several people, every 
year, year after year, and not be dis- 
cov 

A brief typology of satanic and occult 

practitioners is helpful in evaluating what 

relationship, if any, such practices have 

to crimes under investigation. The 

following typology is adapted from the 

investigative experience of Officer Sandi 

Gallant of the San Francisco Police 

Department, who began to’ study the 

criminal aspects of occult activity long 

before it became popular. No typology 

is perfect, but the a*hor uses this 

typology because it is s- nple and offers 

investigative insights. Most practitioners 

fall into one of three categories, any of 
which can be practiced alone or in 

groups. 
1. Youth Subculture. Most teenagers 

involved in fantasy role-playing games, 

heavy metal music or sataruism and the 

occult are going through a stage of 

adolescent development and commit no 

significant crimes. The teenagers who 

have more serious problems are usually 

those from dysfunctional families or 

those who have poor communication 

within their families. These troubled 

teenagers turn to satanism and the occult 

to overcome a sense of alienation, to 

obtain power or to justify their antisocial 

behavior. For these teenagers, it is the 

symbolism, not the spirituality, that is 

important. It is either the psychopathic 

or the oddball, loner teenager who is most 

likely to get into serious trouble. Extreme 

involvement in the occult is a symptom 

of a problem, not the cause. This is not 

to deny, however, that satanism and the 

occult are negative influences for a 

troubled teenager. But to hysteric ly 

warm teenagers to avoid this “mysterious, 

powerful and dangerous” thing called 

satanism wil drive many teenagers right 

to it. Some rebellious teenagers will do 

whatever will most shock and outrage 

society in order to flaunt their rejection 

of adult norms. 
2. Dabblers (Self-styled), For these prac: 

titioners, there is little or no spiritual 

motivation. They mix satanism witeh- 

craft and paganism. Symbols mean w hat- 



ever they want ti io mean. Molesters, 
rapists, drug deal » and murderers may 
dabble in the occult and may commit 
their crimes in a ceremonial or ritualistic 
way. This category has the potential to 
be the most dangerous, and most of the 
“satanic” killers fall into this category. 
Their involvement in satanism and the 
occult is a symptom of a problem and 
a rationalization and justification of 
antisocial behavior. Satanic/occult prac- 
tices {as well as those of other spiritual 
belief systems) can be used as a mech- 
anism to facilitate criminal objectives. 

3. Traditional (Orthodox, Multigenera- 
tional). These are the true believers. They 
are usually wary of outsiders. Because of 
this and constitutional issues, such 

| gtoups are difficult for law enforcement 
to penetrate. Although there is much we 
don't know about these groups, as of now 
there is little or no hard evidence that 
they are involved in serious, organized 
criminal activity. In addition, instead of 
being self-perpetuating master crime 
conspirators, true believers probably 
have a similar problem with their teen- 
agers rebelling against their belief system. 
Many police officers ask what to look 

for during the search of the scene of 
suspected satanic activity. The answer is 
simple: look for evidence of a crime. A 
pentagram is no more criminally signif- . 
icant than a crucifix unless it corroborates 
a crime or a criminal conspiracy. If a 
victim’s description of the location or the 
instruments of the crime includes a 

eee then the pentagram would 
evidence. But the same would be true 

if the description included a crucifix. 
There is no way any one law enforce- 

ment officer can become knowledgeable 
about all the symbols and rituals of every 
spiritual belief system that might become 
part of a criminal investigation. The 
officer needs only to be trained to rec- 
ognize the possible investigative signif- 
icance of such signs, symbols and rituals. 
Knowledgeable religious scholars, aca- 
demics and other true experts in the 
community can be consulted if a more 
detailed analysis is necessary. Any 
analysis, however, may have only limited 
application, especially to cases involving 
teenagers, dabblers and other self-styled 
practitioners. The fact is, signs, symbols 
and rituals can mean anything that 
practitioners want them to mean and/or 
anything that observers interpret them 
to mean. The meaning of symbols can 
also change over time, place and circum- 
stance. Is a swastika spray-painted on a 
wall an ancient symbol of prosperity and 
good fortune, a recent symbol of Naziism 
and anti-Semitism, or a current symbol 
of paranoia and adolescent defiance? The 
pat sign, which in the 1960s was a 
familiar antiwar symbol, is now supposed 
to be a satanic symbol 

Despite what is sometimes said or’ 
suggested at law enforcement training 
col ces, police have no authority to 
seize any satanic or occult paraphernalia 
they might see during a search. A legall 
valid reason must exist for doing so. it 
is not the job of law enforcement to 

prevent satanists f engaging in 
noncriminal teaching, ..tuals or other 
activities. 

Conclusions 
There must be a middle ground in this 

issue. Concern about satanic or occult 
activity should not be a big joke limited 
to religious fanatics. On the other hand, 
law enforcement is not now locked in 
a life-and-death struggle against the 
supernatural forces of ancient evil. Law 
enforcement officers need to know 
something about satanism and the occult 
in order to properly evaluate their 
possible connections to and motivations 
for criminal activity. They must know 
when and how beliefs, symbols and 
paraphernalia can be used to corroborate 
criminal activity. From a community 
relations perspective, they must also 
learn to respect spiritual beliefs that may 
be different or unpopular but not illegal. 
The focus must be on the objective 
investigation of violations of criminal 
statutes, 

Until hard evidence is obtained and 
corroborated, the American people 
should not be frightened into believing 
that babies are being bred and eaten, that 
50,000 missing children are being mur- 
dered in human sacrifices of that satan- 
ists are taking over America’s day care 
centers, No one can prove with absolute 
certainty that such activity has not 
occurred. However, the burden of proof 
as it would be in a criminal prosecution, 
is on those who claim that it has occurred. 
As law enforcement agencies evaluate 
and decide what they can or should do 
about satanic and occult activity in their 
communities, they might also consider 
how to deal with the hype and hysteria 
of the “anti-satanists.” The overreaction 
to the problem can clearly be worse than 
the problem. An unjustified crusade 
against those perceived as satanists could 
result in wasted resources, unwarranted 
damage to reputations and disruption of 
civil liberties. 

In general, the law enforcement per- 
spective can best be maintained by 
investigators repeatedly asking them- 
selves what they would do if the acts 
in question were part of Protestant, 
Catholic or Jewish activity. If a law 
enforcement agency wants to evaluate 
the group spiritual framework within 
which a crime is committed, it is more 
appropriate, accurate and objective to 
refer to such crimes as cult crimes rather 
than as satanic, occult or ritualistic 
crimes, The “Sects, Cults and Deviant 
Movements” seminar put on by the In- 
stitute of Police Technology and Man- 
agement at the University of North 
Florida in Jacksonville, Florida, is a good 
example of this more objective, broad- 
based approach. Satanic cults have no 
more law enforcement significance than 
many other potentially destructive cults 
that exist in this country. * 
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Interview: Ted Gunderson 

FBI's Lanning sides with Satan, 
says former top bureau official 
Former FBI official Ted Gunderson, in an interview to EIR 

editors Jelfrey Steinberg and Carol White, warned about the 

spreading plague of satanism and satanic-cclited crime and 

sharply criticized the bureau for covering up the crisis. A full 
text of the interview will be published in the July 1990 issue 
of EIR's counterintelligence newsletter /nvestigative Leads. 

Prior to his retirement from the FBI on March 30, 1979, 

Gunderson had spent 28 years with the bureau, ending his 
career as the senior special agent-in-charge of the Los 
Angeles Field Division, directing 700 employees and an an- 
nual budget of $22.5 million. Immediately following his 
Tetirement, he was appointed by then-Attorney General Grif- 
fin Bell to direct the security arrangements for the Pan-Ameri- 
can Games in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Returning to Los 
Augeles, he sct up a private firm, Intemational Security Con- 
sultants. 

Among the first investigations Gunderson undertook with 
ISC involved a former Green Beret officer, Dr. Jeffrey Me- 
Donald, who was accused of murdering bis wile and children 
in Fayetteville, North Carolina in 1970, MoDonald cantends 

that his family was murdered by a gatunig eufhsimilar to the 

Manson Fatnily, which had carried out their grisly niurders 

on the West Coast just months before the McDonald murders. 
As the result uf his work for attorneys representing Dr. 

McDonald, Gunderson became increasingly aware of the 
existence of a nationwide satanic underworld engaged in 
drug trafficking, pornography, ritualisGe murders, and other 

crimes. For the last decade, Gunderson has developed un 
expertise in the field. More recently he has been tavelyed in 

investigating alleged ritualistic sexual abuse of students at 
the McMartin Day School in Manhattan Beach, California, 

and similar allegations of satanic cult-related crimes in Wash- 
ington State. (in tie McMartin case, a jury acquitted the two 

defendants on 52 counts of the indictment in January 1990, 
but failed to reach a verdict on [3 of the counts; a second 

trial is expected to take place on those charges.) [n 1983, 
Gunderson, along with investigative journalist Maury Terry, 
author of The Ultimate Evil, helped develop critical evidence 
in the ritualistic murder of Broadway impresario Rey Radin. 

Gunderson has appeared on nationwide television shows, 
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including the Geraldo Rivera show, probing the satanic crime 
threat, Fle has recently written a book-length guide for locat- 
ing missing persons, titled How To Locate Anyone Anywhere 
Without Leaving Home, which is available from Ted L. 
Gunderson Associates, P.O. Box 5080, Long Beach, Cali- 

fornia 90805 for $ 1, shipping and handling included. 

The FBI suppressed evidence 
In his interview with E/R, Gunderson was particularly 

critical of the role that his former agency has played in recent 
years in suppressing evidence of a burgeoning nationwide 
satanic criminal structure. He focused much of his harshest 
criticism on FBI Special Agent Kenneth Lanning, the current 
head of the bureau's Behavioral Science unit at the FBI resi: 
ing Academy in Quantico, Virginia. 

Since the discovery of a satanic burial site on a ae 
plantation near Matamoros, Mexico last spring, Lanning has 
written a number of articles denying the existence of a satanic 
problem in the United States, blaming the widespread con- 
cern over ritualistic crimes on religious fundamentalists, ov- 

erzcalous investigators, and quacks. Two of Lanning's 
harshest attacks on the idea of satanic ritualistic crimes up- 
peared in the October 1989 issue of Police Chief magazine 
and in a special report published in December 1989 by the 
National Center For Missing and Exploited Children. Lan- 
ning has written that more people have been killed in the 
naines of Jesus and Mohammed than in the name of Satan. 

To which Gunderson responds: 
“In my opinion, other than Aleister Crowley, Anton La- 

Vey, and Michael Aquino [all well-known satanists active in 

the United States this century], Ken Lanning is probably the 
most effective and foremost speaker for the satanic move- 
ment in this country, today or any time in the past.” 

Based on his own experiences probing the McDonald, 
McMartin, and other cases, Gunderson is certain that a na- 

tionwide satanic underground exists in the United States:, 
“My investigations over a 10-year period have led me to 

the exact opposite conclusions than those of Ken Lanning. 
There is every indication that there is a loose-knit satanic cult 
network operating in the U.S. It is probably a combination 

EIR May 25, 1990 
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of: a high-level group of people linked io kiddy Porn, prosti- 
tution, drug trafficking and other criminal activity interna- 
tionally. This more organized structure fillers down to inde- 
pendent groups of satanists probably not ticd directly to the 
first network. These local groups also engage in drug traf- 
ficking, ritualistic activities like animal and human sacrifices. 

And below them, we encounter high school-age kids who go 
to the occult shops and buy the satanic literature and set 
up their own local independent groups. From hundreds of 
interviews that I have personally conducted in every part of 
the country, I encounter a persistent pattern everywhere. All 
the stories fit the same mold: animal and buby sacrifices, the 

use of candles and other ritualistic props, robes, chanting, 
ete. All of these victim-survivors, from children to adults, 
are all telling the same basic story. 

“Inthe McMartin case, for example, before any criminal — 
charges were filed against anyone, 460 complaints were filed 
with the Manhattan Beach police. Are we to believe that 460 
families fed their children the same story of ritualistic sexual 
abuse, animal sacrifices, cic.? This is a suburban, affluent 
area, middle class and up—not the kind of people inclined 
toward the belief in satanic conspirucies.” 

How many children are really missing? 
Gunderson attacked Lanning's recent claims that the 

number of documented cases of missing children in the Unit- 
ed States last year was under 100, with the majority of those 
cases being teenagers flceing rotten home environments: 

“The FBI has an accurate count of the number of automo- 
biles stolen every year. It knows the number of homicides, 
rapes, and robberies. But the FBI has no idca of the number 
of children who disappear every year. They simply do not 
ask for the statistics. Every month every major police depart- 
ment in the United States files its uniform crime statistics 
with the FBI. It would be simple for the burcau to add one 
more column to the statistics and get a breakdown of every 
reported case of missing children. But they don't do it. They 
have no scientific basis for making any estimates about the 
number of missing children—not to even mention children 
who are kidnaped for ritualistic purposes and. in some cases, 
murdered. | am convinced that the FBI does not ask for these 

Statistics because they do not want to see them, Vhey would 
be confronted with an instant public outery for action, be- 
cause the figures would show a major social problem. ‘Tit 

problem would demund action. 

“Up until several years ago. there was a built-in prejudice 
among even local police and prosecutors against investigal- 
ing ritualistic crimes. I have interviewed parents who went 
to the police with detailed accounts from their children hav- 
ing been sexually abused. As soon as the investigations began 
to get into areas of ritualistic activities the probes would be 
shut down. I don't think that this was due to satanist pencira- 
tion of law enforcement in every instance. | think that there 
was a buill-in prejudice. 

EIR May 25, 1990 

“Fortunately, in the past few years, a number of local 
police investigators in different parts of the country have 
scriously taken up the issue of satanic crime. In some cases, 
these officers have developed their expertise on their own 

time. Now, however, local police are more conscious of 
the growing menace represented by satanic related crime, 
ritualistic violence, ete. But the problem is national. Many 
of the crimes we are talking about—interstate transporting 
of pomographic material, kidnaping, interstate drug traffick- 
ing, etc.—are federal crimes. A federal clearing house for 
intelligence on satanic-related crime is urgently needed. 

“I have evidence chiseled in stone 
showing that the U.S. Army and the 
Department of Justice covered up 
that satanic angle and framed up Dr. 
McDonald. The McDonald case could 
have exposed a major heroin- 
smuggling operation out of Vietnam 
involving highly placed Army 
officials running drugs into the U.S. 
in the body cavities of dead Gls.” 

Rather than creating such a capability to assist the work being 
done by Socal police and many private groups, the FBI is 
consciously attempting to bury the entire issue and drive loca! 
police into dropping their own efforts. 

“Lam convinced that we are confronted with a serious 

satanic penetration of every level of society, government at 
every level. : 

“I was first exposed to this problem of penetration when I 
investigated the McDonald case. Within 10 months of being 
hired, [had obtained a signed affidavit from Helene Stokeley, 
a member of the satanic cult that carried out the murders of the 
Mcdonald family, Yet an overzealous prosecutor ignored that 
evidence and proceeded to prosecute Dr. McDonald. I have 
evidence chiseled in stone showing that the U.S. Army and 
the Deparment of Justice covered up that satanic angle and 
trained up Dr. McDonald. Why? Among other things the Mc- 
Donald case could have exposed a major heroin-smuggling 
operation out of Vietnam involving highly placed Army offi- 
cials running drugs into the U.S. in the body cavities of dead 
American Gls—green body bags loaded with heroin. Ele- 
ments of this story even came out publicly in the Jan. 1, 1973 
issue of Time magazine. But that was just the tip of the iceberg. 
When the McDonald case goes into a retrial—as I am confi- 
dent it will—there will be definite information about the cov- 
crup—the drug angle and the corruption of the prosecution.” 
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ARMY AND C.I.A. INVOLVEMENT IN BRINGING 

DRUGS TO THE UNITED STATES FROM VIETNAM 

A Report 



In 1980 an informant told me that drugs were being flown into 

Army bases from Viet Nam in the late 1960's and early 1970's, 

I visited the library and researched the subject.’ To my surprise 

there has only been one article written on this topic in a nation- 

al publication. (See attached Time Magazine article January 1, 

21973). 

I have been told by informants that the Aray personnel involved in 

this operation, who vere subsequently prosecuted were a minute per- 

centage of those active in the drug Operation. I have also been 

told that some high ranking Army officers who were in charge of 

this drug ring have never been identified, Informants have advised 

that the Army investigation of the Operation was controlled and 

manipulated to conceal its magnitude and the extent of participa- 

tion, If true, this accounts for the Army drug cover up of the 

MacDonald murders as described by Helena Stoeckley. 

Helena Stoeckley advised that her Satanic Cult group planned the 

MacDonald murders Halloween night 1969, At that time MacDonald was 

assigned to the military hospital in Fort Bragg, N.C. but was moon- 

lighting for extra money at the civilian hospital in Fayetteville, 

Most military personnel sought treatment for arug overdose at the 

Civilian rather than the military hospital to avoid a dishonorable 

discharge, Someone at the civilian hospital was reporting these 

individuals to Army officials and they were dishonorably discharg- 

ed. 
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Stoeckley told P.£. Beasley, a retired Fayetteville police officer, 

that her Satanic Cult group was trafficking drugs during this per- 

fod. (Stoeckley was an informant for Beasley at the time). One 

of their members delivered drugs to New York City every other 

week. The group planned and carried out the MacDonald murders 

without the knowledge or approval of the drug community which 

included a number of civilians (at least two attorneys) and 

military personnel. stoeckley told Beasley that the leaders of 

the Fayeteville/rort Bragg drug network felt that their operation 

would be exposed if the Satanic Cult group was investigated for 

the murders so they framed Dr. MacDonald, 

Stoeckley told Beasley and me in October 1980 she would “drop a 

bombshell® and *tell all® if given immunity. I asked the Department 

of Justice for immunity for her. When Dr. MacDonald's new defense 

attorney (a former Assistant U.S. Attorney) learned about this in 

1982, he wrote to the Department of Justice and told them to dis- 

regard my request. There was never any follow up. 

Stoeckley died in January 1983. She had been dead in her apartment 

for four days. She was nude from the waist down, the kitchen faucet 

was running* and her six month old child was alive on the floor, 

*aAccording to informants, Satanists almost always leave a satanic sign at the murder scene, Running water is a known satanic sign. 



According to the autopsy report she died of "slight" pnemonia of 

each lung and cirrhosis of the liver. (Normally this is ae linger- 

ing death not a sudden death). A week before she died she was 

beaten up in a parking lot and told to keep her mouth shut. four 

Gays before she died she called Beasley who lived five hours away 

and told Seasley she had an emergency and must see him immediate- 

ly. Beasley called MacDonald's defense attorney who forbid hin 

to go to Stoeckley. 



CRIME 

Coffins aud Corruptions 
The literatuce of the illicit nureotics 

trade avistles with tales of perniciously 
ingenious capers und offic iul coreuption. 
ie will probably be a long time, haw- 
ever, before any avw chapters can top 
the two now unfelding. ta ene case, it 
is believed that traffickers used the bod- 
ivs and caskets of Aimerivan servicemen 
ta amuggle drugs into the US. from 
Southeast Asia. in the second, huge 
quantities of heroin confiscated by the 
New York polive department were syt- 
tematically stolen, put beck into the 
stceet trade, ural muy aow be @ source 
of horse for the huliduys. Herewith co 
ports on the two cases: 

Grisly Smuggling 
+ It looked like a routine flight home 

from Southeast Asia with a stop at 
Hickam Field, Hawaii, before the final 
€g © Dover Air Force Base in Det- 
«ware. Aboard the KC-135 were 64 pas- 
engers, many of them G.1s, and two 
nilitary coffins. Suddenly. the plane was 
wéered to reroute slightly and land at 
\ndrews Air Force Base in Marytand. 
There federal authorities, acting on a 
ip = 20 kilos days heroin were aboard, 
itually took the transport apart They 
id not find any drugs. but they did dis- 
over that onc of the two bodies, which 
ad undergone autopsy earlier, had re- 
ently been restitched. 

The agents arrested Thomas Ed- 
ard Southerland, 31, of Castle Hayne, 
‘SC, who was drened in the uniform 
Ca US. Army sergeant Southerland, 
ho falsely claimed he had served a 
velve-year hitch in the Army, was ar- 
sted on charges of impenonation and 
ing fake documents, 

arisly logistics ere not so difficult, 
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Southerland was arraigned in US. 
district court in Baltimore and held ia 
liew of $50,000 bail. That seemed pret- 
ty stiff for the format charges, but As- 
sistant U.S. Attorney Michael E. Marr 
made the bail stick by convincing a dis- 
trict court last week that Southerland 
was an “incredibly high bail risk." The 
reason: federal authorities believe that 
Southerland is an operative in an in- 
ternational ring that allegedly has beea 
smuggling millions of dollars worth of 
heroin into the U.S. over the past eight 
joni principal modus transportati, 

nivestigators contend, is G.1. cadavers, 

ficult as may to be, Smug- 

sen wit ce omy appsrently have to sew 
percin into the corpses in Southeast 
Asia. While the body count is low these 
days, it only takes a few to bring in a siz- 
able cache of drugs. The cn 
do this—es well as travel back and forth 
at wi dint of counterfeit creden- 
tials. On this flight the heroin was 
sumably removed at Hickam 
where many military tra: from 
Indochina stop for 16 to 
fore proceeding to the mainland. The 
planes there are under minimal guard. 

Since there are no customs i: 
tions, this is relatively easy. ‘Author tes 
estimate that the buys the drug in 
Southeast Asia for $1,700 8 kilo and re- 
selis it in the States for up to $250,000. 
A Cull-scale investigation is under way 

irk an bee mae suspicions, = it bears out 
nation—already battered by the sorry 

conflict—will itself face to face 
with the most vicious case of war- 
profiteering in its history. 
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Will a Bizarre Suit Become 

a Watergate of the Jungle? 
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The following article appeared in the April, 1988 issue of 

INTERVIEW Magazine: 

Note Mr. Daniel Sheehan states the CIA flew drugs into the g.S. 

during the viet Nam War. If the Army and the CIA flew drugs in- 
—— oi 

to the U.S. during this period there possibly was collusion be- “<E 

tween members of these agencies. 



The rere ery es ‘s ee Sheehan spins atale of seeret 
wars, CIA Gaara ane global conspiracy. 

Sometime this summer, Daniel: 
Shechan, chlefcounscitothe ~ 
hristic Institute, a Washington 
ubilc-Intcrest law firm, fs finally 
Oye Oe a eee le BES Reh] 
hat he calls the “secret team.” 
hcehan, representingafreelance : 

ants); the First Amendment criminai 
Meee CLC AMG e tat ee lie! 

pumalist Injured In a bombing a?- 
mpt on the [Ife of an uncoopera- 
Wd Sat eet hee 

Mame bt Tolo eG csi el eels) cle a 
Reindel, The New York Times’ victory 

Veter Les ae 
Ce a 

verseelng a secret war of covert 
ssassination, drug smuggling, — 
UPL e eee sea esi 
Ith the assIstance of U.S. officlals - 
Stee ut DT ey ae 

rlentation. Because of the unlqu 
et sit Fla toad itt 
TEU d ese be ee 

osue an entire syndicate fordam- - 
TREE EST re cle uy] 
STR tC Su cleleils £2) 7 ee 
TCP eu a 
PC PRC te ee 

Cy eT Ce ht) ieee 

Bl rae RE 

iain ieee Dose) aie ee 

ere Pree Te A eT nen 
boro, North Carolina, two police 

officers, and the Ku Klux Klan for 

the familles of five demonstrators 
killed In 21979 rally (this despite 

* verdicts of Innocence In state and 

fedcrat trials of the same defend- 

‘Last Tango In Paris; and, as a young 

- an the Pentagon Papers case. © - 
Pee ee ee Loe 

Sarah Nelson, executive director of 
: the Institute, to put together the 
Macs te Stl) Sl) Fo 

-. feged consplrators. Sheehan says ~ 

Meese CDT Ee | eee fe 
‘budget of $3 Milllon; most ofthe © 

: 60 staff members, Cor aa 7 a ; 
ale Ee CED Beg ate) Pee RCCL Eh eM pets ag 
he can show Injurytohiscllent— ~~ “$15,000 a year. While Sheehan's - 

_ considerable charisma and Chris- 
AT eter cre Eka lcs 
progressives throughout the coun- 

“try, most of beer hold pearance a 
quite skeptical, ~ is ; 
SS] eR iar een) io the 

Beatie phe cies in 
_ a decaying nelghborhood In Lee 

ae TP ee OP ee De ae 
- aging brownstone far away from 
Se Di el ee 

a 
Alterma 



ERIC ALTERMAN: So you're going to nail 
the “secret team™ in court. Let's start at 
the’ beginning. We've got a bombing that - 
takes place when? 
DANIEL SHEEHAN: May 30, 1984. 
EA:.Contra leader Eden Pastora, who's 
not cooperating with the CIA, is bombed 
at his press conference in La Penca, Nic- 
@ragua, just over the Costa Rican border. 
Three journalists are killed— 
DS: And five others—nonjoumalists. 
Eighteea to twenty-four people are seri- 
ously injared. We don't kmow the exact 

EA: Pastora is injured but not killed. The 
United States blames the Sandinistas. 
DS: The United States docsa't do any- 
thing. The Reagan administration—ex- 
ecutive branch, State Department, and 
ClA—all accuse the Sandinistss. 
EA: Your client, ABC cameraman Tony | 

Hull as the man who. facilitated the 

OS: That's right. a 
EA: John Hudl sues them for libel. 
DS: Brings an actual criminal charge 
against them in Costa Rica. - 

Miami. We'll do that for you.” In May of 
1986, Or gee the Christic Institute to 
prepare a Case against 29 people who 
conspired to blow up the press conference. 
More broadly, we are charging under the 

Racketeer nfisenced and Corrupt Organi- 
zations (RICO) Act that these 29 people 

- Organized a “criminal racketcering enter- 
prise” that engaged in drug smuggling, 
guarunaing, political assassinations, 
money laundering, and other criminal acts 
in support of the coniras and earlier covert 

Under the RICO Act, we are given 
broad powers to subpoena and examine 
these people's business records and other - 4 
wansactions. Under RICO, in order to have 
standing to prosecute the syndicate, a 
member of the syndicate or one of its lieu- 
tenants has to have injured you in your 
commercial activities. A cameraman's 
equipment was blown up and his business 
wrecked. We've got standing, then, to go 
after the people who bombed him. We're 
going ee like John Hull, Felipe 
Vidal, Ren& Corvo, the Villaverde broth- 
ers, Rama Palacio, and others. We talk 
about the detailed mectings that took place 
@ plan the bombing. We name who was 
there. We're saying that they used C-4 
eaplosives, which were part of the syndi- 

cate's shipment of arms to mount an illegal 
war against Nicaragua. Pastora was in the 
way. Members of the syndicate took steps 
to eliminate him. 
EA: This is the CIA? 
DS: This is men in the CIA. There’s a 
group of men within, and around, the CIA 
who've been involved together in covert 
activities since the passage of the National 
Security Act in 1947, which set up the 
Central Intelligence Agency. Clark 
Ctifford {Counsel to the President under 
Truman] stated expressly that there was 
never any intention to allow members of 
the CIA the right to engage in covert ac- 
tions. What happened is that field oper 
ators in the agency decided to garner that 
authority for themselves. But we can't 
really get at any of them because they 
weren't directly involved in the supply of 
military equipment that injured our cli- 
ents, We tracked as far back as we.could, 

10 1959, to find the guys who were dintctly * 2 
involved. We saw very clearly that they 
had undertaken a virtually identical opera- 
tion against Cubs. 
EA: This is the “secret tam"? 
DS: Exactly rigtt. They crossed into a 

totally black area when they decided t0 set 
Up a secret assassination imi 

were garden-variety Maficsi. That way, if 
any part of their enterprise was ever ex- 

posed, people would say the mob did ix. It 
was a good piece of disinformation. It was 
believable. 

syndicate 
It dida’t work, people 
lished relationships with the Mafia. 

There's a lat of information that the Mafia 
has access to which is of 

operation, 1 was tht down bes ran 
cause several operatives were caus 

z es info fh bi 

EA: How do you know that Clines was his 
deputy? 
DS: Clines was the director of training. 1 
know that because I've talked to Carl 
Jenkins, a fellow CIA agent, who trained 
the guys on the ground. Clines took over: 
from Jenkins. Shackley went over to Lacs. 
1 know that fr i A i 

met with him. I know that 

“TIENT FESAT Coe To ei” 
iciary , who talked, 

dal ®...6 Of when he nad portiones 

ure aut who he was going to bring in. He 

fecruit an 
to 

Ven~ 

1965. 

tonnage, of weapons 
removed from Vietnam during the last two 
years of the war and brought to an indoor 
air base in Thailsnd. You've got moncy 
going down to Nugan-Hand and weaponry 
going to the air bese. 
EA: So these men in hi, je 
CA. ling heroin ‘Laos and 

liand, qnd 

OS: That's right. 
EA: John Stockwell, Ralph McGehee, and 
Frank lent ex-ClA agents— 
have problems with your thesis at this 
point. They attribute the transportation of 
heroin and the smuggling of guns directly 
to the CIA. . 
DS: They‘re saying that this is definitely 
the CIA ing the operation as a matter 
of policy. | don’t know that (o be truc. If 
Stockwell, McGehee, and Snepp want to 
aaeue thas the (4A tald thaee anus they 



tacking me for being more conservative in 
my charges than they are. They're saying 

that the CIA did it. I'm saying that all I've 
got is that these men did it. 
EA: Pick it up from there. 
DS: At that stage, from 1971, when the 
Phoenix Project was.exposed, to 1976, 
which was the year to elect a new presi- 
dent, there was a whole chain of public 

_ tevelations about covert operations by 
Seas eek Coen Se Cree 

Salvador Allende in Chile was being 

}» Shackley, who was the sssoci- 
‘ ate deputy director for operations—this is _ 

a savvy guy we're dealing with—says, 
_ “We've got potential big trouble here.” He 
calls a meeting, off the record. A coaver- 

* sation occurs in the winter of °75 10°76, in 
the armored limousine of Richard Secord. 
Edwin Wilson, who's sitting there, says, 
“What if Carter gets elected? What's 
going to happen to our operations? We're 
going to have to set up some sort of opera- 
tion “outside,” because we know how es- 
sential these activities are.” All the steps 
being taken—shipping the weapons to 
Thailand, the money to Australis—are 
“preparations.” ta my opinion, they are 
not a “back channel!” for the agency. They 
are preparations for an “off-the-shelf op- 
eration. if « becomes necessary. 

EA: Like that described by Ollie North at 
the franicontra hearings?. : . 
DS: Exactly. After Carter was elected in 
November of 1976, Shackley, Clines, 
Secord, Erich von Marbod /assistont sec- 
retary of state for Far Eastern affairs un- 
der Kissiriger], and Wilson met at the 

“Bingol Ir heated, We're looking at : 8 "re looks staan } looking at 2 

Curtains for our operation. We're going to 
have to set up a private company to be able 
to continue.” And they set up the Intemna- 
tional Research and Trade Corporation 
(IRT). One of Wilson's attorneys started 
setting things up over in Switzerland; they 
set something up down in the Grand 
Caymans. They set up the account in 
Switzerland; IRT became partners with the 
Egyptian-American Transport and Service 
Company (EATSCO). Clines came out of 

alticer toe IRT, which later became EATS- 
CO, becuuxe EATSCO owned 51 percent 
of IRT. That's their operation. The purt- 
ners were Shackley, Clinex, Sccord, vua 
Marbod, and Wilson. 
EA: This company was set up to transfer 
arms to Egyptin the aftermath of the Camp - 
David Accord? pe 
DS: That's right. This ix the “off-the-, 
shelf operation. = 
EA: Tell me about their connection ta the 
Shah and Somaza, = 
DS: The link between Iran and Nicaragua ~ 
ix really a faxcinating one. Wilson was 

call a reat live terror ist train bing hace: DS: The executive branch wedi st 
were direct-action teams. I'm not takir 
position on this, good or-bad. | 

3 "s group is assassinating th 
: beige is told to Pass the intormaiion 

icaraguans trained in Liby: 
Cai Chi Quintero. . . a 

; a Who was Chi Chi Quintero work. 
fort 
DS: For Shackley and Clines. 

working for Clines and Shackley in lran.”.- O&:} 
He wes supplying clectronic surveillance _ 
equipment to the SAVAK, the Shah's se- 

cret police, to help them in their search- 

five people are leaving Libya for Iran. He = 
gets the false names on their passports and 
their flight numbers. And then they're as- - 
sassinated. He also finds out that a group 
of Nicaraguans and Salvadorans, as well’ . 
as people agsinst Marcos in the Philip- 
pines, are being trained in Libya. 

DS: Oh, yes. They're all in Libya: oppo- 
nents of Marcos, opponents of Somoza, 
opponents of the government in El Sal- 
vador, opponents of the government in 

and-destroy missions against alleged ter = «who 
rariats opposing the Shah. , 
EA: Officially or ially? ‘ SEW Sheckk 
DS: Officially through 1976. But Wilson’s ag under 
funding was axed because he woulda’t*: ‘Carter: ‘i 

reveal what the program was about. How- — equigmont and forther nsclignece ia 
ever. in (977 Wilson discovered that he mation to Somoza. In February of 19 
.was still being funded—by someone elec. _ Wilsom, Clines, Doug Schlachter- 
He was working directly for Shackley and - longtime Wi associate—Quinte 
Clines, who were both still in the agency. - and Good-Time Charlie Wilson—a c: 
EA: So Wilson wus unwittingly working for , gressman from © 
5 retro company ae eo lene Ser Pe meet with Somoza and offer him a & 

. government? they're going © him intelligence 
OS: Wittingly or unwittingly—with | formation on bisope . coming ii 
Wilson. it doesn’t make much difference. Nicaragua, who to be assassins: 
as long as he thinks he’s covered. He's They have a special security team of fi 
doing that operation. He's going with men, paid $80,000 apiece, headed up 
ahem when they bust all these people— Chi Chi Quintero. We've:got the pepe: 
they line them up and blow them away. the contracts, And they of 
They eh them, one eee cs Sean tee that have be 
time after time, mission after mission. He ':’ eyt off. They carry on negotiations for 
knew exactly what was happening. from February of 1978 to February 
EA: They were opponents of the Shah? _ 1979. The deal is closed by Chi Chi Qui 
DS: That's right. Thea they discover that — tero, How do I know that? Because Qui 
there's a group of Iranians being trained tarp told Carl Jenkins about it in deta 
outside Iran who are coming back into thei EA: Why do you think Jenkins gave. 
cowstry and assassinating the SAVAK — his & ? 

leadership. Shackley and Clines tip Wilson = DS: To try to protect the CIA. He sat 
that they're being trained somewhere in = down in a meeting with this guy Fergus 
bys. Wilpon moves ia with fellow CIA the deputy of Bob Gites [deputy dire: 

agent Frank’ land the others, who first af she CIA], who said, “1 want you 
start supplying slow fuses to the Libyans, understand this: Shackley's operatior 
then C-4 explpsives, then trainers to use = not the CIA's. If you're to suc h 
the C-4s, assassins, anditgoeson — let the chips fall where they may. It i: 
up te hi until Wilson can locate us." : 
the base. He finds the base. He gets a PLO _ So they've got a major assassinat 
Contact to tell him when the next group of - "“ operation going on down there in Cen 

America. They started to supply eq: 
ment to Somoza before he fell. Afterw: 
Quintero reestablished the contract : 
continued to supply Somoza's top lift. 

_ military commanders, in their incamat 
as the “contras. To this day, the top f 

commander & thon 7 * teen of the fiftees, military 
2 These are left-wing people? 3 the contra army are the same men v 

were present at those meetings with Qi 
tero. They're being supplied by Shack 
Clines, Secord, and Albert Hakim, v 
became involved with them. Secord u 



Gei me 10 Ollie North. 
DS: January ‘81, in comes Ronald Reagan. ministration decid ' 

Tmiliery equipment ‘ot the coniras. ¥ at 

are they going to use? They've got a whole 

gunrunning network set up by Theodore 

Shackley. 
EA: Did Bill Casey have any relationship 

with these people? : 

DS: Well, Shackley was the director of the 

transition team for covert operations for 

the Reagan administration, selected by 

Bill Casey. But they couldn't bring 

ley. back into the CIA, because it 

would reveal that he was Wilsoa’s partner, 

aad, by this polat, Wilson had been in- 

cted for selling arms 0 Qaddafi. 

EA: What happens then? 
DS: Casey takes over the cofura supply : 

. This is where it’s not clear. The 

jaformation we have is that the CIA used 

the same supply network—the same guys 

who got caught mining the Nicaraguan 

passing out —— 

was gupposedly no big assassination pro- 

gram going on down there, what were all 

those dead bodies? They were just assassi- 

gations from the program. And, as of 

1981, a particular guy had to give the okay 

on all of these hits before they could be 

made, That was William Buckley. 

EA: William Buckley, thé CIA agent who 

was held hostage? . 

DS: That's right. The head of the antiter- 

eocist group of the CLA, whom they stu- 

pidly seat over to become the Beirut 

gation chief for the agency. In March of 

"84, Buckley was kidnapped and taken out 

t the Bekaa Valley outside Beirut. He was 

then taken to Iraa, to the holy city of Qum, 

but brought back to die in the Bekaa 
Valley. : 
EA: Does this explain the CIA's and the 
White House's obsession with Buckley? 
DS: That's exactly right. Because he 
started talking sbout the “off-the-shelf” 
operation—the assassination program. 
EA: Why haven't the franians revealed 
«what he said? 
DS: Because that's exactly what has given 
them the leverage to get the Tow missiles. 

EA: But right now, that's over with? 
DS: It isn’t over with. It isn’t close to over 

with. George Shultz made three more 

passes at getting those missiles, even after 

the arms deal was revealed. You just go 

check it. [The public record of the 
traniconira affair shows only one meeting, 
en December 13, 1985, between State De- 

partment and CIA officials and represen- 
satives of the Iranian government after the 
arms sales were revealed—ed.J 
oy - eee Of Buckley's videotaped 

re: 7 
rae eping Iran safe from the 

OS: That's exactly right. That's why the 

Va AERA Cate tee . 

November of '84. It's no coincidence, 

you've got this private enterprise 
engaged 

in a number of operations. They" ve got an 

assassination program going, which is 

functioning under Shackicy, Clines, and 

Quintero. They've got Secord supplying 

weapons. They're supplying weapons not 

only to the contras, but also to the anti- 

Marxist UNITA rebels in Angola and the 

rebels in Ethiopia, as they had to the Smith 

govemment in Rhodesia ia the ° *70s—all_, 

over the place. They’ve got six major dhe- 

aters of operation. Congress doesn't have 

the spine, froma their point of view, to do 

what has to be done to fight the comma- 

nists. Thea, when they take Buckley ia 

Iran, it tums out these guys who are in- 

volved in the “off-che-chelf™ aperation are 
the same ones who were eliminating ter 

rocists ia [ran with Wilson. Why is it that . 

happen? There must be more people 

around than that who can speak Farsi. But" 

you don’t have more people than that who 

work for Shackley. That's bow that thing 

comes le wee 

EA: First 7f all, how do you know that 

Shackley the man in charge here? David 

MeMi who also works at the Chris- 
tic Institute bad is a former CIA agent—a 

“dissident” CIA agent—says that this is’ 

only a passing hypothesis, — ; 

DS: I know i because the people who told 

* me that Secord, Hakim, nnd Clines were 
C 

same ones who said that this was 

Shackley’s operation. 

EA: You've given those sources 10 the 

judge. but you haven't released them to the 

media? 

officer, Wheaton 

rorist advisor to the SAVAK for the US. 

Army. He knows all these guy
s. He was 

involved with some of the officers in the 

Air Force's special investigations section 

who were looking into cost overruns and 

overcharges from when Secord was the 

Foreign Military Sales director. 

EA: So your sources are Jenkins and 

Wheatoa? 

DS: Right. Jenkins, Wheaton, and 

Ferguson. 
EA: What happened next? 
DS: Casey comes on board, and the supply 
network functions from June of 1981. But 
by March of *84, Casey knew that the jig 
was up. Congress was going to pass the 

take .. uf hands olf and tet ut rue. And it 

SL What 1s Ollie North EA: "s relationship 
the “emerprise”"? ws - 
DS: North was the deputy director ef the 
National Security Council in charge of 
“political and military liaison,” whatever 
that means, He was “Haisoa” to the secret 

> Bette. 3 > 

team, Buckley was kidnapped in March of . 
“$4. and in April of that year the National 
Security Council Decision Directive 138 , 
was signed. The directive formed a Ter- 
rorist lateragency Working Group headed, 
by none other than Ollie North. Ollie was. 
aa expert on terrorism; he got involved, 
with the antiterrorist dimensions of the, 

They went to Joha Hull. 
EA: An American citizen living on a ranch 

OS: A North Americen guy. Twenty-five 

years down there. He's not only a recipient 

Of the syndicate's weapons for the coniras 

down there; he's the base of operations for 
ulra-right-wing crazies, like Tom Posey's 
Civilian Military Assistance group. 

EA: This is ani American far-right pare- 

military organization, a Soldier of For 

tune—tvne eroup? 



St Uley Fealize Ue Uiey wall t Paueus 
'Pastora to join the FDN. Hull's guys, 
"being more sophisticated than the average 
‘bear, start saying, “Hey, what's the story 
‘with this guy Pastora? Are you kidding? 

operations, the supply of weaponry. 
They've tried to open up the Southern 
Froat. Their people have got the power to 
come ia and run the Souther Frost, and 
this guy has got to go. So he does. The 
esiverprice mot only supplied the C-4 ex- 
plosives with the specific knowledge that 
they would be used for terrorist bombings 
inside Nicaragua, against civilians, to 
show that the Sandinistas can't protect 
people, but also, there was a specific eb- 

jective: to get rid of Pastora. : 
EA: What do you hope to accomplish with 
the affidavit against these guys? 
DS: We hope to obtain all the information 
on the activities of these people from Janu- 
ary 1, 1959, to show the people of the 
United States, in an irrefutable way, whet 
happened. Then we will obtain a judgment 
agninst the “secret team.” We.will require 
that the court face the question, which 
wobody wants to ask: does the executive 
branch have the authority to allow people 
ee Oe gar taad 

"t think so. We want to get that ruled 
wpon. Then, very importantly, we want to 
demonstrate that an “off-the-shelf,” stand- 
ing-alone, self-financing covert-opere- 
tions czpacity, which the Iran/contra 
investigation supposedly revealed and put 
an end to, existed in this form since 1977; 
exists today; and will continue to exist, 
unless something is done to stop it. 
EA: The Christie institute, you, and speci- 

Seally this affidavit have very litle credi- 
Miliry in Washington. 
OS: Because Washington didn't want to 
edmit that the enterprise existed in the first 
place. 
EA: Why didn't you come with through with, 
your sources when you testified before the 
House Select Committee on Narcotics 

DS: Do you wart to hear how that thing 
went? I'll tell you exactly how. | said, 
“Look, the Democratic majority in Con- 
gress is trying to get information to prove 
that the contras are cunning drugs. The 
Republican Party in this administration 
supports the contras. Ergo, the Re- 
publican Party is endorsing drug smug- 
gling in this country. Isn't that awful? 
‘That's nat how this thing should go.” I 
said. “I'm pretty willing to give you the 
sources. But if t give them to you, the 
Republicsa guys sitting here—GBob Dor 
nan [Renublican. Catifarniat ard the othe 

ers—will be compelled to deny it. They'll « 
say that it isn't true. They will be com- 
pelicd to go out and talk to their comra 
fiends and tell them exactly who the 

sources are. So I'd like to propose that we 
torm & suBcommultee of inrce Ke- 

(wo Democrats, chosen by the Democrats, 
80 that the Republicans contro! the sub- 
group. I will sit dowa with them and give 
them every single source I’ve got. Not 
caly that—tI will personally take you to a 
source.” 
EA: Why doesn't Washington believe you 
today, even after all that we've heard? 
DS: Because it's taboo, talking about this 

group. 
EA: But it's not taboo among liberal Dem- 
ecrats. ‘ 
DS: it sure is taboo among liberal Demo- 
crats. Liberal Democrats are being told to 
vote $36 million to the coniras. What, are 
you kidding? 
EA: You showldn't say that, because you 

could be araven wrens tamarwns and is 

down 
cause, you know, they're Marxists, but we: 
“disagree on how it should be done.” ” 
® 3 



EA: What was the function of the Iranicon- 
a committee? 
DS: The function of the Iras/contra com- 
mittee was to respond to the fact that Ed 
Meese was getting ahead of the curve. We 
were talking to these guys for six months 
(o.try to get them (o set up aselect commit- 
tee. We were offering them any sources 
they wanted, They woulda’t do a thing 
about it because there was no short-term 
political advantage. [t's a criticism of the 
limitations of our democratic system. The 
difference between reality and political 

pretense is profound in this town. I'm not 
trying to be vulgar or hanging my tic in my 
Grink with these people. I'm simply saying 
thet the Constitution is in major danger 
here. There is a covert structure in place, 
which Congress knows is in place. These 
guys are not dumb. They know this thing 
exists, but they don't want to talk about it. 

«When we were trying to set up a select 
committee bearing, Peter Rodino, the 
Democratic chairman of the House Judici-- 
ary Committee, said, “My God, if this is 
true, my whole life has been a lic. I've 
been telling people to vote for their coa- 
gressman, to write to their congressman if 
they disagree with a certaia policy. If this 
is rue, we haven’t bea in charge. I'm not 

. going to investigate anything like that.” 
What does that mean? The evolution of 
our political consciousness has a long way 
to go. 
The difficulty ig that the American peo- 

ple have a deep and abiding sense that 
they're being hoodwinked by politicians. 
They don't know exactly how. The fact is, 
when you go out and tell them sbout this 
thing, they say, “Right!" Seventy-three 
percent of the Amicrican people don’t sup- 
port giving a dime to the coniras. The 
lowest the polls have gone is fifty-nine 

percent. How are these guys reflecting that 

your success feel that you've 
your hand: that, by not being careful 
enough about the accusations and sources 
in your affidavit, which may be seized 
upon in court, you could put the country in 
an even worse position, in effect clearing 
these guys by destroying your own 
credibility. 
DS: The fact is, without the affidavit, we 
wouldn't be anywhere at all. I've set forth 
the information on the basis of a good faith 
belief as to what is true, and I have dared to 
say what nobody wanted to say. There may 
be a disagreement over particular items. 
Obviously, I'll be able to demonstrate that 
big opium money has been used to fund a 
covert operation. We're very big on that. 
Former agents are saying that they believe 
it’s true. 

LA. David McAbicha SCALISUC, 5 nor 

£0 gure. . 

DS: For someone not to bdelicve it, they 
don't know it, and they have a regular 
proclivity for saying that if they don’t 
know, it can't be true. “How could some- 
thing be true without my knowing in” 
That is the arrogance of . That 
is what we ran into at the very beginning. 
But we're in the process of showing se- 
riatim that our claims are true. It's my 
opinion that we have been very responsi- 
ble and will be held responsible for prov- 
ing what we've said. The fact is that we 

FCAT, Wut Rbk 

sand is spending the vest f kis life in Mar- 
ion Prison. According to your ergument, 
he was a main player in the “secret team.” 
Is he the most credible of witnesses? 
DS: He was sitting down there in K Unit, 
with nobody talking to him. 3 said, “I'm 
aware tliat you believe you somehow go - 
the dhaft: Aed I want you to explaia to me 
why you think you got.the shaft. I know 
ttiet you were in there, dealing with the 
guys who set up the assassination pro- 
gram. You're in prison for 52 years. No- 
body gives a shit about you. They all think 
you're a total asshole. If you want to ex- 

plaia why you're not, here I am." And so 
he started talking to me. When he'd get to 
Sera tie clase areac ed 
about it, I'd say, “I know about that,” and 
('d tell him what I knew. He'd say, “How 
did you find out?” I'd say, “It doesn't mat- 
ter how; just tell me about this part.” And 
he'd tell me. 
EA: You seem an unlikely person for 
Wilson to choose as a confessor. Why you? 
DS: { don’t know. I really don’t know. 1. 
know that people talk to people and you 
ca ever Riera cat wij | aon bane 
why people talk to cops after they've been 
arrested. The cops say, “I think you robbed 
8 bank. Let's talk.” ta In a c~uple of hours, 
the nersan will tell them hrw they mhhed * 



; coma LY, eee 
General Vang Pao, commande CES, 
on January 21, 1972, the day reporters - 
were first admitted to the onee-sceret base at S 
Long Cheng, Laos. ee eres = 

will talk t0 me. They think I'm more like them thaa a lot of the liberals. O) 



Afterword: 

DOES THE 
CHRISTIC 
INSTITUTE’S 

HOLD UP? | 
hy Ken Silverstein - 

Institute's case is the famous 45-page affi- 
éevit drawa up by Danie! Shechan and his 
calleagues on behalf of their clients, the 
jewmalists Martha Honey and Tony Avir- 
gm. ‘The couple retained Sheehan after 
deriegna was seriously injured ia the bomb- 
img atiemm 00 contra leader Eden Pas- 
tora’s life at La Penca in 1984. The affida- 
‘wit sets forth Sheehan's theory as ‘o who 
was behind the bombing. Despite some 

dubious assertions, the portion of Chris- 
tic’s investigation dealing with the imme- 
Emtec circumstances of the bombing carries 
wright. It's when Sheehan and his associ- 
ates start to spin their worldwide web of 

+ Cue central problem stems from Chris- 
tic's apparent desire to avoid charging any- 
ageacy of the U.S. government, and in 
articular the CLA, with complicity in the 

pict. Instead, the affidavit proposes a 
“worrel team” of private individuals mas- 
femminding decades of criminal coaspir- 
acy, including assassinations and drug; 
qwaning. The practical Consequence of 
confining the accusations to these individ- 
emis is that Christic's case will.not be con- 
tested by the U.S. Justice Department, 
wah its limitless financial resources, but 
is expedient—if such it was—has not 
Geciped the persuasiveness ofthe case. 

‘The basic premise of the Christic In- 
stiaate Lawsuit is that a secret team of for- 
omer CIA officials, U.S. military officers, 
amd arms merchants, led by Theodore 
Stackley and his loyal “deputy,~ Thomas 
Climes, is the group that masterminded the 
Gaavcontra affair. The team, as the theory 
gees, has worked together since the late 
W95¥c, planning the Bay of Pigs operation 
end other anti-Castro activities. Their ac- 

! covert operations’ on several continents. 

: ret war in Laos in the 1960s, acsassinating’ i. political opponents of the Shah, destabiliz- 
[ ing Allende’s. Chile in"the 1970s,. and 
* organizing the con.ra war in the 1980s. At 

times as an “off-the-shelf,” off-the-books peivake acts a 

Unfortunately, the theory, as advanced 
. in the affidavit that is-the basis ‘of the 
lawsuit and Daniel Shechan's public pro- | nouncements, is marred by factual errors 

j.and what one critic has referred to as “Mexeessive extrapdlation.”: Some of the 

On the rellability'of Shéchan and Christic, 
dates are inaccurate, and numbers are 
seemingly plucked from the air. But the 
most serious problems involve Shechan's 
contentions about the secret team's actual 
activities during the past several decades. 

Shack’ 
from 

year Shackley was named chief of station, 
with Clines serving as his deputy. Their 

| Primary duties involved training indig- 
| enous Hmong tribesmen in unconven- 

tional-warfare activities, with a special 
emphasis on political assassination. Ac- 
cording to the affidavit, this Hmong unit 
“secretly assassinated over 100,000 non- 
Combatant village’ mayors, bookkecpers, 
Clerks and other civilian bureaverats in the 
countries of Laos, Cambodia and 
Thailand.” funded 1 ivi 
large! 
rofits of Van, in the 

affidavit), « warlord whom Shactley had 

icers 
and Clines transferred 

Acco,..ag to Ralph McGehee, ez—ClA agent who served with a in Southeast Asia and is now a major criti of the agency, this account is Unreliable, ‘The United States was funniag & major war in oe which included approxi- mately 170,000 sorties per year—mosti bombing runs—between 1969 and iz. Records show that the entire effort was being funded by the U.S. government, to 
4p to $260 million per year, To suggest that 
any significant portioa of these activities 

' could is 
Van; y i; 
McGehee. He also claims that the figure of 100,000 political assassinations is highly inflated, and poines out that the United 
errs me emir. eee 

States would have 80 reason jo kill civilian 
* bureaucrats is Lacs, ’s:country’ the US. 

" was supposed to be defending::.. 
According to the: Christic Institute, ‘Shackley' and Cline’ “after transfers to Saigon in the late 1960s, ‘were recalled to the United ‘Stnee'e'1972_yo direct the “Track II” optnition, which ved both 

the “political stsassiaation of Chilean 90- + cialist president Salvador Allende and his 
chief Of staff'in Chile snd the military 
overthrow .of the’ democratically elecied 
government. :. ia. September of 1973." 

Actually, the. “Track II” operation had be- 
gua in 1970, eveg: before Allende took 
office, and his chief of staff; General Rene 
Schoeider, had" heen assassinated in Oc-. 

tober of that yead, +0. ate, ot... 

to the CIA's East’ Asig division, where 
they “directed the Phoenix Project in Viet- “ 
nam in 1974 and 1975.” The Phoenix Proj- 
ect, the affidavit says, resulted in the polit- 
ical assassination “of some 60,000 village 
mayors, treasurers, school teschers and 
other non—Viet Cong administrators.” But 
the Phioenix Project, which began during 
the 1960s, was over by 1972. William 

Colby, who supervised the project and was 
later named ‘director of the agency, has 

. acknowledged that spproximately 20,000 
people were killed. Some South Viet- 
hamese estimates place the figure as high 
as 40,000, but no one else has claimed that 
60,000 people were assassinated. Also, 
the purpose of Phoenix was to destroy the 
political infrastructure of the NLF {Na- 
tional Liberation Front}. \t would hardly 
make sense, then, to target village mayors 
and ueasurers, who were a part of the 
South Vietnamese political infrastructure. 
In fact, as McGehee points out, these were 
the people who were being targeted by the 
Viet Cong. ; 

After a mid-1970s stint supposedly di- 
recting an assassination project against the 
Shah's opponents, Shackley and Clines 
supervised Edwin Wilson's dealings with 
Muamar Qaddafi. Wilson, though provid- 
ing Qaddafi with arms, explosives, and 
-AlYt 



. Cordiag to the affidavit, “intelligence 
ing sctivities—designed to put into 

his hands the identities, missions and tar- 
gets of the Libyan, anti-Shah terrorist op- 
erations.” The operation was blows when 
Kevin Mulcahy (spelled Mulcahey in the 
affidavit), who worked with Wilson, 
“wnknowingly revealed” his boss’ activi- 
ties 10 @ person friendly with s federal 

- lave again, the Christie version of 

terrorists. But the record shows that 
‘Wilson offered to pay the Cubans to kill an 
epponent of Qaddafi's living br eva 

about murders, are hard-line anticom- 
eumnists and were upset that Wilson would 
tus be aiding QaddaGi. Ia September of 

89%6, Quintero feportedly phoned Clines; 
‘with whom he had previously worked, and 
puotested. lines thea passed the informa- 

tion on to Shackley. According to a 1981 
sory in the i Shackley — 
then-passed this information .on to ather 

_ CIA officials, who notified. the-FBI. 

Fahy Kevin Muleahy did not’ “un- 
taowingly” reveal any information. Hé 
eas talking to anyone who would listen, 
trying to get the CIA to take action against 
Wilson. He had become concerned about 
Wilson's activities and in 1976 called the 
CAA, where he talked to Shackley, to re- 
port an them. Mulcahy then changed his 
appearance and went into hiding. During 
te next several years he talked to federal 
agents from six different investigutory 
agencies, irying to expose Wilson. He was 
found dead outside a Virginia motel in late 
9982, and was said tc have diced of natural 
asses, though some peuple believe he 
sex murdered for reporting on Wilson's 
actrvitics, 

PCCIS Of the Lawsuit that appear to be mise 
taken. Firs, Sheehan claims that Clines 
was Shackicy's deputy in Lacs, Vietnam, 
and the United States. McGehee and Joha 
Stockwell, another intelligence officer 
turned critic, both claim that Clines was 
never of sufficient rank to have served as 
Shackicy’s deputy. McGehee, who 
worked on a 

in Sai says that 
at only did he never see Clines there but 
he also knows who Shackley's deputy was 
at the time (he cannot reveal the man's 
name because of 

anti-Shah hic squads with Clines' assis- 
tance, they weren't even working together, 

Sheehan further claims that the secret 
team moved off the books of the agency in 
1973. According to the affidavit, team 
members “knew that their secret sniicom- 

to be shut down™ in Southeast Asia. 
Therefore, they began their non-CIA, pri- vate network “to operate after the end of 
the Vietnam ign.” The seeret team's 
worldwide banker was supposedly 
Richard a then a naval officer in 
Saigon, who served as bursar for Vang 
Pao's opium money. According to 
Sheehan, Armitage moved to Bangkok in late 1975 and remained there until 1979, Carrying out government and personal du- 
ties but largely Sunneling money out of Southeast Asis into secret team assets in 
—— Australis. 

igh Armitacc is szid ta have been a key player in Shackicy's net work. he is not charged in the Christic lawsuit, A fumber 
of people familiar with the suit claim there 
is n0 solid evidence that connects Armi- 
tage to any of the activities in which he is 
implicated. fa at least x portion of the 
time, be was supposed to be in Bangkok. 
Armitage was working in Washington ax 
an administrative assistant to Senator Bob 
Dole, according to Doles office and the Pentagon. ; 
While Sheehan sees a maverick cabal, 

some analysts belicve that Shackley 
worked on a number of covert activities 
but always for the CIA. By creating a 
mythical conspiracy, they say, Shechan is 
letting the CIA off the hook. Stockwel! 
told one reporter that “Theodore Sha, Shackley 
“was only one of the top 300 officers in the: "7 Béency. The problem is with the policy of " govert operations.” : 

_ McGehee doesn’t believe that there was a secret team either, He says that Shackley Was Certainly not the mastermind behind the Uran/contra affair and, in fact, had a minimal: role. According to McGehee, Shackley was “wying to get in on the ac- tion but they ignored him.” 

— Ms ~ 
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through his Iranian contacts, ,.. UY return to the United Stats, Shackicy seat & memorandum about his Meeting with 
Gaorbanifer to Lt, Gen, Vernon Wakers, 
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Information contained in the April 1988 Interview 

magazine, the August 8, 1988 Spotlight and the 

August 24, 1982 Wall Street Journal could explain the 

reason the Army framed Dr. Jeffrey R. MacDonald. 

The following relates to this case. 



SPOTLIGHT Aagast 8. Ivan 

. N IN-DEPTH LOOK AT: AMERICA’S DRUG PROBLE’ 
————— 

: CIA and Big Bankers 
Key Drug Trade Players 

The illegal drug plague bs the major cause 
of crime in our nation and is contributing to 
the near destruction of an entire generation of 
Americans. The drug industry is a multibillion- 
dollar venture; and its enormous profitability is 
the primary reason it is so hard to contain, 
much less wipe out. . : 

The economies of entire nations are run on 
drug money, and the private armies raised to 
protect the growers and distribution networks 
rival, and, in some cases, outgun, those of ma- 
tional defense forces, such as Colombia. j 
Of course, such financial power has enor- 

mous political implications. 
For years, rumors have circulated that the 

drug traffic could not continue without official 
U.S. compliance, if not active participation. 
These rumors have particularly centered 
around U.S. intelligence agencies, alleging that 
the drug lofds were being permitted to carry on 
their trade in return for performing certain fa- 
vors for these agencies. 

In this week’s OVERVIEW, we examine the 
roots of these allegations and some of the more 

.| intriguing, and supportable, examples of these 
charges. 

Uf any of these charges are true, then the 
U.S. government has much to answer for. 
Drugs are a serious social problem, one of the 

-| most serious facing the country today. If the 
government is in any way involved in drug 
smuggling, or even turns a blind eye to drug 
smugglers in return for certain favors, the pub- 
lic has every right to know. And, if these 

| charges are true, and the public is informed, it 
would certainly topple whatever political party 

-| was in control at the time. Ee 

Thus, it is doubtful that a full and public in- 

quiry will be called on the matter by any politi- 

| cian, but these charges need to be aired in 
order to stir the public to demand such a hear- 

ing. 

—~ Are 
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east Asie. anulszed ina monte. a. SPOTLIGHT 
Sues. throws new light on the ren et the ChA ard 
the international banks tn the hoeming nurcoues 
business. 

The most revealing testimony —such as the report 
of Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz and the declarations of 
heroin warlord Khun Sa in the following pages— 
comes from first-hand observers or seasoned players 
in this lawless trade. Read in context they provide 
answers to the underlying questions of the U.S. drug 
crisis. 

The narcotics market, long confined to the crimi- 
nal underworld, entered on a period of expansion in 
1963, law enforcement experts explained. Today it 
is no longer just another racket; it is the fastest- 
growing commodity cartel in the world. 

How was the illegal “coke and smoke” trade, de- 
nounced by politicians and pursued by police, ele- 
vated to such economic eminence? The answer that 
appears most likely at this pyint is that behind-the- 
scenes Washington bureaucrats and Wail Street 
bankers both proved willing to participate in it. 
CIA operatives say that the agency is always in 

need of guns and money for its worldwide covent 
operations. It is willing to work with drug smugglers 
able to provide either—or both. 
HAULING POT 

“I was flying weapons from Florida to Honduras 

onl = 

RICHARD 42M TAGE 
“ley hle 

- a 

on CIA con, in 1980." AL hei Tolliver told g 
Senate subbommittee in swom teatumons last Muy. 
“On a typical flight we shipped about 2%.000 
pounds of military supplies—guns. ammunition, 
things like that.” ; 

“What kind of cargo did you bring back?” Tol- 
liver was asked. 
“Pot—some 25,000 pounds of it. | mean marijua- 

na. Yeah, marijuana.” the ex-CIA pilot explained. 
“We brought the marijuana back to Florida in the 
same plane.” iz 

Tolliver’s startling account, The SPOTLIGHT 
found, is supported by similar testimony from four 
other drug pilots. Testifying under oath, they'gave 
detailed descriptions of missions flewn for the CLA 
that frequently involved black market weapons 
going into Central America, with loads of narcotics 
smuggled to Florida on the return trip. 

The Latin country where the interlocking network 
of intelligence agents, dope dealers and international 
bankers is most visibly dominant is Panama; 

“Drug money is the lifeblood of our economy.” - 
exiled Panamanian joumalist Jaime Pedron told The 
SPOTLIGHT's diplomatic correspondent in Miami 
recently. “Panama’s government pays the police and 
firemen with dollars derived from the narcotics traf- 
fic. Panama's two leading industries are drugs and 
money laundering.” 

Matching recent intelligence about the Panama 
scandals with data obtained from southeast Asia 
tums up a number of key figures linked to drugs 4 

th regions. Assistant tary of Defense Rich- 
ard Armilage, cited by Gritz for his alleged links to 
Golden Triangle drug lords, was also found to be a 
familiar visitor in Panama where he has held several 
Private meetings with Gen. Manuel Antonio Nori- 
ga. the nation’s strongman, in recent months. 
SHADOWY PRESENCE 

The Mossad, Israe!'s secret service, has acquired 
a shadowy presence in southeast Asia since the 
United States abandoned Vietnam in 1973. It is also 
a major plaver in Panama's financial and drug mar- 
kets. The SPOTLIGHT found. Michael Harari, vel- 
eran boss of a Mossad hit squad. has emerged in re- 
cent vears as Noriega’s right-hand man. 

“There is overwhelming evidence.” asseried_au- 
thor Jonathan Kwitny, a veteran investigator of in- 
temational crime. “that_U.S. agents nurtured the 
heroin svndicate of the Golden Triangle in the 1960s “Indhelped exponthe dre” 
andhelped export the drug. 

witny found that CIA operatives played a simi- 
lar role in Central America. “Drug imponis into the 
United States have been facilitated by Latin 
American covert operations run_bv the CJA and the 
Defense Department,” the noted investigative writer 
concluded. . , 

Some Americans may find startling—and hard to 
secewt—that “respectable” leaders of government 

Bo bi. at mt ee $25 



low” said) Dr Phibppe Rivers Huchessen. a drug 
consultant at UN headquarters in New York. 

“In 196s the U.S. federal budget tur narcotics en- 
forvemetu—the total appropriation tor this purpose 
—stood 41 under $4 million. Today it’s over §4 bil- 
lion. a thousandfold increase. The drug bureaucrats 
have acquired an empire of their own. They have 
become a ‘nurcocracy’.” 
ENFORCEMENT EMPIRE 

The domain of the Reagan administration's Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA). which doles 
out most of these funds, includes fleets of ships and 
speedboais: squadrons of jets and helicopters: even | 
stands of radar blimps. tethered in the waters around 
Flonda and Georgia In Washington. the DEA oper- 
ates some of the largest official computers: abroad. 
it has its own attaches in U.S. embassies. 

Yet. despite the growth of this empire of enforce- 
ment. dope is cheaper and more plentiful in 
America than ever before. Wholesale cocaine prices 
have dropped from a high of some $50.000 per kilo 
during the early vears of the Reagan era. to around © 

= ved uly We 

(Continued From Page 13) 7 rae: ' 
forcement agent, who asked not to be quoted by 
name, “suggest that despite all the hoopla, more co- 
caine is entering the United States, along better-or- 
ganized import linés and a more efficient distribu- 
tion system, than ever before.” 

If door-pounding, badge-popping federal en- 
forcers cannot stop the flow of dope, how does the 
DEA hang on to its Christmas tree of powers and 
perks? The answer is that it has converted the drug- 
alarm publicity into a racket. consistently reporting 
its seizures of contraband in terms of the drug's 
street value. 

A major raid netting, say. 1.000 pounds of smug- 
gled cocaine is announced on the front Pages as a 
Major victory: It has inflicted a heavy loss on the 
drug cartel—as much as $250 million, assert the 
DEA spokesmen. 

But in reality, law enforcement expéms say, when. 
a narcotics smuggler loses a shipment, his loss 

amounts only to the cost of replacing it. Currently, 
the seizure of a hypothetical 1,000-pound dope 
Cargo means a setback of about $5 millica to the 
Colombian cocaine cane!—a jarge sum that is. nev- 
ertheless, factored into the cost of doing business in 
advance. 

CONTRARY INDICATOR 
“The seizure rate for contraband drugs has shot 

UP In recent vears. nearly a hundredfold.” said the 
law enforcement agent. “But as atr indicator, it 
shows only that more and more dope is coming in 
and going into retail outlets. It is not a mark of suc- 
cessful drug suppression—just the contrary.” - 

As for some of the largest Wall Street banks. led 
by the Federal Reserve. “I can tell you firsthand that 
they regard narcotics, not as a crime problem. but as 
just another commercial! venture.” deciared Bamon 
Milian. a major money manager for the Colombian 
drug moguls. - . 

Milian. who is serving a 43-year federal prison 
sentence for laundering hundreds of millions of dol- 
lars in dope profits. has appeared before several 
congressional committees. His calm, detailed ac- 
count of how he made use of America’s largest fi- 
Hancial instirutions—in fact, of the entire Federal 
Reserve System—to sanitize and invest vast 
amounts of “hot money” is one of the most reveal- 
ing testimonies ever obtained by Congress. 

“The banks were never concerned about the” 
source of my mammoth cash assets,” Milian re- 
counted. . , 

“They were prenccupied only with making ¢ven:. 

ae ee 
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Gritz Says US. 

sovernment in League 

With Drug Dealers 
The following is a transcript of a re - 1 knew gman 

cent edition of Radio Free America, Manuel) Norless was oor a ; dope 
‘| the talk show on North America One ‘smuggler but 2 communist. | recommend- 

hosted by Tom Valentine. Tom's guest ed that we dump him, we didn't, and now 
was Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz. Gritz. he's emerged as a wart on our political 
@ hero of the Viéinam War, has alleged nose. 1 cannot vote for George Bush be- 
that high US. government officials are cause of what | know about him, and the. 
actively involved in the international smuggling of drugs, and the use of drugs 
drug trade. — : : to circumnavigate our Constitutional sys- 

Valentine's questions are in bold. "tem. ‘ : 
Responses are in regular type. Now, I don‘t know enough about Du- 

Bo, you were on a television show 
with a fellow by the name of Ron Paul. 
the Libertarian candidate for president, 
I understand. And last night Ron was 
our guest on this show and we talked al! 
about the Libertarian point of view and 
then we finally got into the legalization 
of narcotics, of dope. 

And 2 lot of the cailers and the people 
got a little uptight with that one, and 1 
understand that you have some very 
strong views about narcotics in this 
country. . 

Tom, there is no question that I have a 
strong stand on narcotics. { was with Ron 
‘Paul; we were on the Morton Downey Jr. 
show—which is becoming quite popular. 
It's a kind of a scream talk show. 

And Ron Paul made a statement that I 
couldn't believe. 1 was looking for an al- 
ternative candidate because honestly I can- 
not vote for Bush. I was Commander of 
Special Forces in Latin America the same 
time that Bush was head of the CIA in the 
United States. 



» « . Names names, daies and places. 

kakis so I was ‘looking at Ron Paul. But 
when Ron Paul stood there on the Moran 
Downey show and said with an angry 
face, “We must legalize all drugs,” and 
Downey said. “You mean to tell me you 
wauld legalize crack?” and he said. “Yes, I 
would, and heroin and cocaine.” 

Tom. this is the greatest nation on the 
face of the Earth. I honestly believe—you 
may think I'm a fool—but I believe that 
God allowed us to inhabit this nation and 
to have it as ours as long as we remained a 
righteous people. | think it’s supposed to 
be a nation where people from all over the 
world can come here in religious freedom 

- as long as we remain a righteous nation. 
. And. it’s simple. ail you need to do is 

check your conscience—Is it right. is it 
wrong? How can we stand, regardless of 
our religious beliefs, before God one day 

- and say. “We took a nation of milk and 
honey that you gave us and we decided for 
various political pressures. or to take the 
profit out of it. or to go along with the 
Supreme Count. that we would legalize 
drugs in your nation and be poison to your 

children.” : 
It's not right, it’s not American and it 

makes me wonder about these people who 
would do with this nation what we know 
that our Father in heaven would not do to 

“it. So, | am strongly against it. If you com- 
promise. Tom. you lose. 

Now we've already seen we can't teach 
Creationism in the schools any more. so 
that leaves only one thing we all find out, 
that we ail came out of the ocean as slime. 
You can’t say the Pledge of Allegiance 
any more because it has “God” in it. You 

" can't pray but you can do oms (medita- 
tien] in school. 7 

And then we wonder how’come the 
United States is being baked in a heat 

" Wave and our crops are shriveling in the 
Midwest and the Mississippi and Missouri 

rivers are drying up? We better look at 
who we need to be thankful for and get 
back.to being a righteous nation before we 
take “In God We Trust™ off our coinage. 

So, that’s why I am so strongly against 
it: if you don't mind me continuing here 
for just a minute, I'll tell you that George 
Bush. his office, asked me and a comrade 

* of mine. Scott Weekly. to go into Burma in 
1986 to took for prisoners of war. We got 
in there. General] Khun Sa is the overlord. 
of the Golden Triangle. which produced in 
1986 700 tons of heroin that came into the 
free world. Now, in 1987, it was 900 tons 
and this year it is 1.200 tons. 
We didn't find any prisoners of war 

there. But we brought back a video inter- 
view with Khun Sa intended to go to the 
president and on that interview Khun Sa 
said, “I will stop 900 tons of opiates in 
1987 and | will divulge every U.S. govern- 
ment official that has been my ‘best cus- 
tomer for the last 20 years if President 
Reagan will help me to legitimize my 
economy.” ed 2 
‘Now. Khun Sa is anticommunist. He's 

surrounded by communist Burmese, by 
communist Chinese, and by communist 
Lao. Every one of his weapons, all his 
military equipment is made in the U.S.A. 
Now, | thought not having any prisoners 
of war we have failed there but I thought 
we were going to get an “atta boy” from 
the White House, because you got Nancy 
Reagan saying “no” to drugs. . 

We tured those videotapes over to the 
, White House just before Christmas of 
1986 and the White House response was . 
“no interest.” I went back into Burma and 
came out again in 1987, June, just about a 
month ago this time last year. I brought 
back the names of government officials 
that Khun Sa says have been dealing hero- 
in and trading for arms for more than 
years, |g 8 ee ee 



Thes inglude high-ranking CLA offi- 
cials: they also include a currently serving ee SOC Te 4 Currents serving, 
assistant secretary of defense. Now what 
Takes this crime even more heinous. Tom. 

MANUEL NORIEGA _ 
+ + + Gritz warned goverameat about him. 

is that the man that Khun Sa named as the “ 
bag man. the accountant. the man who was 
dealing with the banks in Australia, was a 

{ man ng j rij 
1 Armitage is not a publicly cléened offi- 

cial. but was appointed by George Bush 
and is serving as an assistant secretary of 
defense today. He is responsible to thi 

msoners Ww; 

Now. 1 couldn't figure out why in five 
attempts to rescue Americans we kept los- 
ing in the 11th hour. Something would 

’ happen. an enemy gunboat would show 
1 up. the American prisoners of War being-’ 

recaptured by the enemy. One time it was 
Voice of America announcing that we 

; were in Laos—commandos from America 
| —to rescue U.S. POWs and of course we 
; had to abort our mission. 

When Khun Sa identified Richard Ar- 
mitage in June, 1987 it tumed a light on 
for mé. I returned to the United States and 

_ brought this information before the U.S. 
Congress and. “no inte 

' paint to the Justice Department naming 
: same in June. 1987. Nothin 
‘happened. Then, in March, 1988, Khun Sa 

Tote a letter making an offer to give, as a 
show of good faith, one ton of refined 
heroin to George Bush if Bush would open 

. 78 dialog tdtstop the trafficking Of a] hero- | 

i ; thi 7 know, thi wr 1:20 tons this year. You know, the 

Ma 

The reason there's no interest ts Decause 
these bureaucrats are Irying to cover up 
their wrongdoing for more than 20 years. 
For more than 20 years they have been by- 
passing the Constitutional system. going 
around Congress in executive decisions, 
much like Oitie North said, they were set- 
ting up a way to suspend the Constitution 
of the United States, (to establish] a paral- 
lel government . 

Well. all that is done. Because I know 
the guys that are in the middle of all of 
this. | work for them. 

You and Ollie North are the’ same 
rank, aren't you? 

Well, that’s correct and | was made a 
fieutenant colonel back in “1972. so my 
date of rank goes. way back there. But the 
thing is, Tom. that it is disgusting. | know 
that a lot of your listeners have probably 
contributed money to help the “contras™ 
and I agree with that. But here is what 
happened to their money: ; 

The money did not go to the contras, the 
+ money went int f_arms deal- * 

ers. Then those-arms deglers, through - 
rae!, bought weapons from the Soviet 

"bloc, helping the Soviets—brought those 
weapons in and sold them to the cantras at 
up to 300 percent profit. It fattened their 

_ pockets, it heiped the communists. and we 

sandinisias yet in Nica re 
No Ged. Richard” Pisa man 
ones right. in the-middie ofthat and 
worked very clos¢ly with Ollie Narth. 

. When Secord appeared before the Senate 
+ investigating committee looking into the 
: Iran-contra scaridal he was asked, “Were 
* you selling arms to the contras?” and he 
_ Said, “Yes.” : 

—=— 

They said, “Were you selling at a prof: 
it?” and he said. “Yes.” - 

And they said: “I thought we were there 
to help the contras. Why.were you selling 
those arms at a profit?” : ae 

And he said: ‘Well. couldn't we have 
two purposes? We were in business to 
make money.” : Ea, 

He also said about the Iran arms deal=*1 
think I deserve the $8 million that we 
made for all my hard work:” Bos 

Now, Tom. I submit to you that if you 
have to pay a, patriot. you've got the 
wrong man. These are patriots for profit. 
Theyre people that wear a veil of Patrio- 
tism but their real business is war, money 
and guns. .. oe” fe 

And they are using dope because the 
Third World countries that they'te seHingi 
to don’t have the money to buy the arms. 
But all of them have one thing in com- 



mon—a lot of ilkegal narcotics. 
You see. their planes are taking arms to 

Nicaragua. turning around and bringing 
dope into the U.S.A. You see American 
bankers and you see international banks 
fattening themselves on this dope profit. 
It's part of a conspiracy and a year ago. 
Fom, I wouldn't have believed it. But | 
shave touched the beast and I've seen it and 
I've smelled it and tasted it. 

The fact is that there is a conspiracy ip 
the United States. It involves international 
banking. It involves parallel governments 
that would steer the United States toward 
destruction. For what purpose? I reatly 
don’t know yet but it certainly isn’t in the 
interest of the American people. 

Well, that's my opinion right now. And 
it’s not only mine. 

When | got hack here in June of ‘87 | 
thought I was the Lone Ranger. | had in- 

‘ormation from the jangle, fro 
hun Sa. that American officials. by 

name. w ing_in drugs. But when 
arrived here J read in the May issue of 
“Time” magazine that a super-patriot by 
the name of H. Ross Perot. down in Dal- 
las, Texas. had received police reponss. 

Now. they didn’t say this in “Time” but 
I've goi a copy of those Ses reports 
since then. And. he receiv: lice reports 
from the . from the pe pollen D.C. 
police, and other agenci¢s around the 

ited States ny 2 Armitage as 

a drug smuggler and an army dealer. Perot. 

it says in “Time” magazine—May 4. page 
18, for your listeners if they’ want to check 
it—went to see his old friend. George 
Bush. and that Bush told him to go to the 
Proper authorities. 

He went to William Webs en head 

It's said he was seen going in to the White 
Ouse care a pile of documents, yes. 

quoting “Time” magazine. 
a er See given bi 

ecretary of Defense Frank} Car- 
luce. ie is Armitage’s boss, went to My. 

(See GRITZ, Page 18) 

(Continued From Page 17) 
Perm and asked him to me rxuin - 
mitage. So you have un. on 
the biggest 

—and nothing j s 

happenin: 
I've heard your story several times 

and each time I just sit there and J think 
it is shocking to the core. I know that 
you know what you are talking about 
because you have your facts. Now, 
you've presented those things and your 
friend Scott Weekly has been sent to 
prison on a trumped-up charge. Is he 
still in prison? And if his time's up, why 
isn’t he out? 

Well, thank you, Tom. Just this last Fri- 
day, praise God, the judge for the first 
time in 14 months actually heard evidence 
about Scott in Oklahoma City. A man by 
the name of Alley, a federal judge, who 
had sentenced Scott to five years in prison, 
heard evidence and immediately released 
him. Scott walked out-of the courtroom 
last Friday. He's back with his family. 

Right now he is a free man. He was 
truly a political prisoner. What happened 
was when we came back in December of 
*86 and we gave that videotape showing 
Khun Sa offering to divulge government 
officials, the White House, I think, and 
specifically, Richard Armitage, became 
very alarmed and very. 

The Justice Department notified Okla- 
homa authorities that 1 was an arms dealer 
with Iran, that I had been dealing with 
Ollie North and there was more to be 
found by investigating me than Ollie 
North. They said ‘they couldn’! get to me 

because 1 had connections in the White 
House; that they ators get to me through’ 

Scot. 
Now, we had been training Afghan free- 

dom fighters in the deserts of Nevada, 

near where I live, in August and Septem- 
ber of '86. Then we received our briefing 

from the White House in October of °86; 
we went to Burma in November of "86. - 

They knew that Scott had access to _ 
——_—_———— rr 



Plastic explosives, and had shipped the 
same out here from Fort Hill, Oklahoma. 
and they charged him and he never had the 
Opportunity to have a lawyer. He was sen- 
tenced by Judge Alley to five years. They 
charged him with transportation of explo- 
sives aboard a commercial airliner, which 
is not against the law if you are working 
for the government. 

The judge finally heard the evidence but 
it was 14 months too late. The whole 
thing, Tom, was a setup in order to try to 
crush us so that we could not go into, 
Burma and it worked on the other end too, 
because the United States threatened to re- 
move the tens of millions of our tax dol- 
lars that we give to the communist 
Burmese and the Thais for drug suppres- 
sion unless they were able to kill Khun Sa. 

They were banner headlines in al! of the 
newspapers for about three months about, 
“U.S. declares no mercy in drug war,” 
and, “Air strikes against Khun Sa.” Finally 
I read-one that said, “Khun Sa mountain 
stronghold seized.” - 

You know it took Scott and me six days 
—three ‘days coming, three days going 
—on horseback to get to Khun Sa's head- 
quarters in ‘86. In ‘87, 1 drove in a pickup 
truck on a newly built highway straight to 
his headquarters and there were 10-ton 

: military vehicles fram Thailand coming 
* thé otHerway loaded with heroin. 

Yes, and they were supposed to be 
“making war‘on this drug lord, and you 

* ‘thought there was a war going on from 
““the papers. And I recall this is Ameri- 
can tax money; did it have to do a lot 

name of David Wesley. who is the No. 2 
man in our Drug Enforcement Administra- 
tion. called me and said: “Bo. that is not a 
heroin ‘highway. That is a graduation 
road.” . 

Now, if you believe this then I'm from 
the government and I'm here to help you, 
Tom.-and all your listeners. At first they 
denied there was any road at all. But then 
he finally said. “We admit there is a road 
there.” reas’ , 
~ But he said Khun Sa was having a spe- 
cial military graduation and he didn’t want 
to have the Thai VIPs that he'd invited 
have to ride horses for three days coming 
and then again three days going back. so'a 
road to his headquarters was built so they 
could drive there. 

Well, wait a minute now. I thought. 
the Thais were supposed to be wiping 
him out with our money. : . 
..When I saw Khun Sa I was amazed be- 
cause it only took us 12 hours to get to his z 
headquarters on this new road. When I = 

- Saw him he asked me, “Col. Bo, what topk ~" 
solong?” : Ba ee 

And I said, “General, 1 was waiting for’. ~ 
the war to die down.” —  #" S - - ie 

_ And he just laughed and said, “It 
newspaper war.” RIP ae 

‘ The Thais’ and the Burmése; who are. 
communist both, came to him.. Hé-said: 
“They told me they stood to lose tens of 
millions of U.S. dollars in drug supp : 
sion unless they made it look like they: * 
were doing something. I told‘them, “You -2 

, 80 ahead. and make it ‘look*tike anything ... 
you want to dut 1 want a highway built <% 
here’.” 

And:so in exchange for the ‘road they with that road? : 
I don't know, but I know they bulldozed 

it because this is virgin teak forest in 
Burma. These are mountains like you find 
only in West Virginia, they go straight up 
or straight down, thickly covered with 
hardwood teak. Gigantic, U.S.-made. bull- 
dozers were being used by the Thais to 
make this heroin highway. 

Now, funnily enough a man by the 

got to put the headlines in. And it worked, -. 
because one of the later headlines showed -= 
‘an American ambassador giving a’ very 
‘Smiling Thai an additional $1.8 millién for - 
the good job they had done’ agavhst-Khun 
Sa See Saye Meter ete to, 

Lee 
as 

Bk 

Yes, and of course we net@ more --— 
money to fight the drug war, dont we? =. 
We better budget more money or it'll - 
never stop the flow of drugs. ~~ : 

It’s not more money we need, it's better __ 
and clean government, Until we gefthese 3 
cockroaches out of there we're nit ‘going 

. to have a chance, I don’*t care who-you* 
_ Vote for president in'1988, 3! wbierns. 

mae 



Now, Bo, you are a soldier, you have 
fought for this country and I know you 
are one of the most sincere patriotic 
fighting men I've ever heard speak. 
You’re almost a dinosaur in this age of 
aaivete, as you said yourself. But, when 
you returned to the United States you 
did not dream that your reception 
would be even colder than chilly. They 
tried to indict you, I understand. 

‘What they did is, they did it with wam- 
ings. Now, when we first took the video- 
tapes in 1986 I thought we were going to 
get a pat on the back, because here was an 
opportunity to stop 900 tons of heroin and 

. discover who the guys in the-government 
were that had been dealing in it : 

I was amazed _when there was no inter- 
¢st by the White House. Then when | went 
back, they knew that | had gone [although] 
I didn’t go on White House authority the 
second time. The White House knew that | 
had used a false passport during my trav- 
els in the '87 trip into Burma and I ‘was 
called and told that. and this is 2 quote. 
“Bo. if you don’t erase and forget every-. 
aS ed, 

NANCY REAGAN | 
- - Didn't she say ‘‘no'’? 

+4. 

SS ee 

thing you've learned vou are going to hun 
the government” ——~ 

And | said: “Whose government? Not 
mine. not the one my dad died for during 
World War II.” 

And they said: “Bo, knock it off. We are 
trying to help you.” 

They said: “You've got to erase and for- 
{RFt.OF Youjae going to,get hurl yourself. If “you don't cooperate with uakys yourself 
are going to serve 15 years as a felon be- 

_ an tile witnesses against you.” 
—T Told the guy—t called him “citizen” 

—"Citizen, let me tell you something. 
That's an insult to me, to you, and to 200 
years of Constitutional govemment.” 

And so they did, they brought up the 
only thing they could get against me, Tom: 
misuse of a passport. Now, Jane Fonda 
used a false passport when she went in to 
cavort with the enemy in Hanoi during the 
war. fe 2 * 

Ollie North and Robert McFarlane used 
false Irish passports when they went in to 
Iran to effect an illegal arms deal. So, I 
consider it a““weeny” charge.. My trial 

’ comes up.on the 12th of September and 
interestingly enough the maximum penalty 

. if 'm found guilty is five years in prison, 
asafelony. : 

:, Yow are coming up for trial this Sep- + tember, a little over two months from 
‘now. wee aa 
, _ Yeah, on the 12th of September, I have 
> great faith in the American jury systeri 
- and I don’t believe that there's & jury [thar 
would convict me}, once they hear the evi- 

. dence. Of course the judge has to allow 

. the evidence to be heard... 
- Of course. © 
And of course in Scott's case there 

wasn't any evidence even presented. He 
_ Was just sentenced to five years in prisgn. . 

And he spent 14 months in the Lom- 
. poc federal prison. . 
: Fourteen months away from ‘his two 
" small children. He had a little son who was 
just a year old, and a wife. There was no 
employment, and his wife did not work. It 
was really a strain on him and his family 
just because they were trying to keep us 
from bringing the truth before the Ameri- 
can people. 



Right. and Scott was in reality a vol- 
unteer like yourself to go after the miss- 
ing in action, and he was, what, a Navy 
man? 

interestingly enough Scott Weekly was 
a classmate of Ollie North in the naval 
academy. He was in the Navy Seals over in 
Vietnam. He's been with me twice on res- 
cue missions for prisoners of war and he 
was with me on the initial mission when | 
went into Burma in 1986. 

Now, I understand our government is 
trying to discredit vou on those missions 
into Laos and so forth. 

Well. what they _do is they conduct a 
smear campaign and a hate camnaion. 
They put out a National Security Council 
memo—undated. unsigned-—that basically 
makes me look like some kind of a charac- 
ter. But the truth is that all vou have to do 
is read “Time™ magazine or wonder how 
Bo Gritz could have top secret special mn- 
telligence information that only the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had if 1 wasn’t working 
within the government. 
How could I have 1.500 photographs 

going into Laos? Why would they. over 
Voice of America—which is not an NBC 
affiliate. it’s run by the U.S. Information 
Agency—put out information that Ameri- 
‘can commandos were in Laos to rescue 
Prisoners if they wanted to stop us? 

And it was the U.S. government that 
asked us to go. But I don’t think they ever 
intended for us to actually come back with 
Prisoners. They wanted it to look like. they 
were doing something just like they look 
like they were doing something with Khun 
Sa. 

So it doesn't make any difference, Tom, 
what happens to me. I'm just one man. 
I've been a soldier, never wanted to be 
anything but a soldier, of this nation. If I 
go down swinging and it helps this nation 
then I'm satisfied. 

Well, you know, Bo, we've only got 
five more minutes and I know-you're 
going to go out and . . . By golly, ladies 
and gentlemen, he's got a Boy Scout 
thing to go to tonight, and he’s a dedi- 
cated man... He has fo leave here in 

~ about five more minutes. But in the next 
few minutes, Bo, I wanted to go into one 
other aspect of this thing. 

You've got a trial! coming up and that 
should be a sensational trial with lots of 
media. You think there will be any 
media coverage? 

Well. a lot of it will depend upon how 
much evidence the judge will allow in. | 

- want to make the trial a forum to get out 
the information we have on prisoners of 
war and the government dealing in drugs 
and the only reason I have ever used this 
false passport, and I'm not denying that ! 
used it ps : 

As a matter of fact, the U.S. attorney is 
having trouble with that. But most people 
come in and claim the Fifth Amendment 
or they would deny it. I'm saying, yes; I 
used a false passport. [ used it many 

- times—every time in pursuit of U.S. pris, 
oners of war. 

Artd I've got that passport. I'm willing 
» to. show it to the jury. It shows many en- 

tries, every entry only going to one place. 
+ All right. I'm looking at this like the 
listeners out there. We.probably have 
thousands of TY satellite listeners sit- 
ting there saying. “How come I never 
heard this?” ; 

I want to point out that the first time I 
met you it was at a press conference that 
you had called in Los Angeles, at the 
Press club, and every network, all the 
local television and the Los Angeles 
“Times” and the “Daily News" and As- 
sociated Press were all there. You told 
this story and you documented it with 
videotapes and the only newspaper that 
brought it out was The SPOTLIGHT. 

, + Yeah, The SPOTLIGHT. The reason is. 
we found out later. every assignment edi- 
tor for’all of the large papers and televi- 
sion—NBC, ABC, CBS—wanted to do 
the story but. “Someone at the top 

* dquelched it. : 
+ 50 there you go. I think that the conspir- 
acy includes people that control the media. 
And they're not going to let anything out 
that might shake their house of cards, 

_ No, “conspiracy” is a’bad word, you 
know, it’s a terrible thing to.be.so con- 
troversial. And yet, here we have Ollie 
North and he is getting all of this play, 

_ While the people in the right wing were 
saying, “This guy should get a medal 
and not go to jail.” te ie 

What you need, Bo, is a beautiful sec- 
‘wetaryscts 2 oe 

That may help. You know one thing, 

~ 2ab 



Tom. thal we ve vot tu be very caretul of. 
and that is. 1f you are being raped you 
don’t want to talk in civil tones. unless sou 
like being raped. 

This nauion is betng attacked. This na- 
tion 1s, without knowing it. fighting a war 
against a destrover for its very life. And 
we've got to speak out in strong terms, and 
the hell with being controversial. Because 
the only way we are guing to survive is to 
speak out and to make astand.  * 

Well. | agree with you, Bo, and we are 
gving to help you speak out. EH be 
watching your trial. You are running for 
Congress in your area of Nevada, is that 
correct? 

Yes. sir, I'm a Republican and I'm on 
the-Republican ticket. The way I figure it 
is. that you have got to take a stand and a 
platform and planks to make it firm. like'l 
do. As a soldier I fought for this nation 
against foreign enemies. Now as a soldier ; 
Tm willing to Gght those domestic ene- 
mies and the way to fight is probably 
through the Constitutional system. : 

And I intend to do it and I'll be a con- 
gressman not only. for southern Nevada, 
but for every American ous there thar 
wants to see this nation a nation under ae 

” God. e ee 

OLIVER NORTH RICHARD SECORD 
- « » Bo Gritz says patriots shouldn't profit. 



Khun Sa: Here’s How 

to Eradicate Problem 
The following is a tener writen by Thar Gen. Khun Sa. overlord of Asia's “Golden Triangle” drug producing and exporting region. The letter was written to the US. Justice Department in June of 1987, and in it Khun Sa asks the US. government to help his people eet out of the drug exporting business. The general has made the same offer in previous communicanons. Net aa one in the gavernment has seen fit ta: take him up on it. 

Ref. No. TRC/FA-0687 Date: June 28. 1987 
To U.S. Justice Department, Washington. D.C. U.S.A. 

SUBJECT: imponant fact for-the Drugs Eradication Program to be successful. 
Sirs: 

mat This letter to the U.S. Justice Depariment is to make it clear about our deepesi con- cem in wishing to help eradicate drugs and for all the American people as well as the 

world to know the truth that for the past (15) Sears they have been misled to look Upon us as the main source of all the drug problems. 
|. The refusal of the United States government to accept our “SIX YEARS DRUGS ERADICATION PLAN“ Presented at the Congressional Hearing by Congressman Mr. Lester Wolff after his visit to Thailand in April 1977, was really a great disappointment for us. 2 

- Even after this disappointment. we continued writing leners a0 Presidesit Caner and President Reagan forwarding our sincere wish to help and panicipate in eradicating drugs. We are really surprised and doubtful as to “why the U.S. government refuses cur participation and help to make a success of the drugs eradication Program. 2 Furthermore. “why the world has been misled to accuse us as the ‘main culprit for all the drug trades . . . while in reality, we are most sincere and willing to help solve the drug problems in South East Asia.” 
Through our own secret investigation, we found out that some high officials in the U.S. government's drugs control and enforcement department and with the influence 

of corrupted persons objected to our active participation in the drugs eradication pro- fram of the U.S. government so as to be able to retain their profitable self-interest from the continuation of the drug problems. 
Thus. the U.S. government and the American people as well as the world have been 

hoodwinked. 
2. During t 965-1975) CIA Chief in Laos, Theodor J the drug business. having contacts with the Sing Han and 

lowers. Santo Trafficante acted as his byying and transportung agent while Richard Armitage handled the financial section with the Bunks in Australia. 
ven vi ‘ . when Richard Armmage was being posted to the U.S. Embassy in Thailand. his dealings in the drug business continued as before. He was then acting as the U.S. government official conceming with the drugs problems in South East Asia. After 1979, Richard Armitage resigned from the U.S. Embassy's Posting and set up the “Far East Trading Company™ as a front for his continuation in 

the drug trade and to bribe CIA agents in Laos and around the world. ' 

NP OH ; 



Seen after Danis Mya thd te Andis tbe drug busines eel] as the 
Transportivien of arm: es Jor Dauuetoghen Wok aver the drug tra com Richard 
Amnage For over 10 scary, Amutage supported his men in Laos and Thailand with 
the profits irom his drug trade and most of the cash were deposited with the banks in 
Australia which was to be used in buying his way tor quicker promotions to higher 
Positions. 

Within the month of July, 1980. Thailand’s English newspaper Bangkok “Post” 
included a news-repon that CIA agents were using Australia as a transit-base for their 
erug business and the banks in Australia for depositing. wansferring the large sum of 
r-oney involved. 6 . . 

Verifications of the news report can be made by the U.S. Justice Deparment with : * 
bangkok “Post™ and in Australia. : : ; 

Other facts given herewith have been drawn out from our Secret Reports files so as 
to present fo you of the real facts as to “why the drug problem Lis being prolonged till 
today.” . es 

3. Finally, we sincerely hope in the nearest future to be given the opponunity to 
actively take part in helping the U.S. government, the Americans and people of the _ 
world in eradicating and uprooting the drug problems. : 

. remain 
. Yours Respectfully, 

: - »» > Vice Chairman 
THAILAND REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL 

KHUN SA St 
. 
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Cover-Up Alleged in Drug Agent’s Deatl 

Part I! - Friday. Aucust (9, 1988 ® 

By KIM MURPHY, Times Staff Writer 

Lawyers for two of three men 
accused in the murder of U.S. drug 
agent Enrique Camarena said 
Thursday they have evidence that 
the U.S. government has failed to 
Prosecute one of Mexico's major 
drug smugglers, because he has 
secretly provided financial support 
and arms assistance to the Nicara- 
guan Contras. 

In a motion filed in Los Angeles 
federal court, the defense claims 
that it has received new Drug 
Enforcement Administration re- 
ports indicating that Miguel Felix- 
Gallardo, a suspect in the Camar- 
ena case who has not been indicted, 
advanced more than $150,000 to the 
Nicaraguan rebels through his pi- 
lot, Werner Lotz. 

Defense lawyers said the DEA 
reports reveal that Lotz, who is 
now an informant for the U.S. 
government, told DEA agents in 
November that Felix-Gallardo was 
“a big supporter” of the Contras 
and was also involved with Lotz in 
smuggling arms into Nicaragua. 
“From an examination of all the 

available evidence, it is apparent 
that various agencies of the federal 
government, including the C1A, 

were aware of Felix-Gallardo's co- 
caine smuggling activities and 
have purposefully ignored them 
due to Felix-Gallardo's ‘charitable 
contributions’ to the Contras,” at- 
torneys Barry Tarlow and Donald 
Randolph, representing defendant 
Jesus Felix-Gutierrez, said in their 
motion. 

The two lawyers, joined by at- 
torneys for defendant Rene Martin 
Verdugo-Urquidez, accused the 
government of covering up evi- 
dence that Felix-Gallardo partici- 
pated in the torture and murder of 
Camarena to “avoid the embar- 
rassment of disclosing compelling 
evidence that thé ‘freedom fight’ of 
the Contras was funded by illicit 
drug revenues with the tacit ap- 
proval of branches of the United 
States government.” 

According to the court papers, 
Lotz told DEA agents that Felix- 
Gallardo had advanced Lotz “be- 
tween $150,000 and $170,000" for 
transfer to the rebels—money that 
Lotz was apparently expected to 
repay—and was, himself, a sup- 
porter of the Contras. 
Government prosecutors have 

admitted that Felix-Gallardo, be- 
lieved to be one of Mexico's largest 

ees 

flos Angeles Simes 

Marijuana and cocaine traffickers. 
may have had some role in the 
kidnap and murder of Camarena 
and his pilot, Alfredo Zavala-Ave- 
lar, in Guadalajara in February of 
1985. 
But the US. attorney's office in 

Los Angeles refused Thursday to 
comment on the new defense alle- 
gations or the status of any investi- 
ation involving Felix-Galiardo. 
“We will respond to the motions 

filed today in our opposition papers, 
which will be filed Monday,” U.S. 
Atty. Robert C. Bonner said 
through a spokeswoman. 
A DEA spokesman in Washing- 

ton said Felix-Gallardo is now 
being sought by Mexican authori- 
ties for “complicity” in Camarena’s 
murder. “He is very big. and very 
significant in our view,” the 
spokesman said. “He's a much- 
sought-after fugitive and believed 
to be in Mexico.” 

Defense lawyers have refused to 
publicly disclose any of the reports 
upon which they base their allega- 
tions about Felix-Gallardo’s pur- 
ported involvement in the murder 
or in support of the Nicaraguan 
rebels. 

But according to their court_ 
papers, some of the evidence comes 
from a mysterious new transcript 
of the interrogation of Camarena, 
which was produced by the gov- 
ernment three weeks into the trial. 
The government has said it does 

“not have the tape from which the 
transcript was derived and has 

* refused to disclose in open court 
how the transcript was obtained. 

‘Political Pressure’ 

Tarlow and Randolph have said 
they believe the transcript was 
obtained through “political pres- 
sure” exerted by the U.S. govern- 
ment on the government of Mexico. 
Two tape recordings of the tor- 

ture session have already been 
played to the jury, both of which 
appear to incriminate the govern- 
ment’s key suspect in the case, 
drug baron Rafael Caro-Quintero, 
who has been indicted along with 
the three men now facing trial in 
Les Angeles, but who remains in 

” Mexican custody. 
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But defense lawyers say the new 
transcript reveals that Camarena 
told his captors that it was Felix- 
Gallardo who was the “most impor- 
tant” target of the DEA in Guada- 
lajara. The transcript also purport- 
edly reveals that Camarena had 
seen Felix-Gallardo’s car in the 
past at the Guadalajara residence 
believed to have been the scene of 
the torture-murder. 

The defense has also introduced 
evidence that a photograph of 
Camarena was found at Felix-Gal- 
lardo’s house a few days after the 
murder, when he fled Guadalajara. 
The new evidence is critical to the 
defense, because it appears to but- 
tress their argument that Caro-. 
Quintero and his associates were 
set up as “sacrificial lambs” by 
corrupt Mexican authorities to cov- 
er up for the real culprits. 

Cases Against 3 

Felix-Gutierrez is not accused of 
the murder, but of helping Caro- 
Quintero flee Mexico shortly after 
the killing. Verdugo-Urquidez and 
a third defendant, Raul Lopez-Al- 
varez, are accused of being at the 
scene of the interrogation and 
murder. 

Assistant U.S. Attys. Jimmy Gu- 
rule and Roel Campos, who are 
prosecuting the case, have said that 

‘ evidence against Felix-Gallardo 
does not absolve Caro-Quintero 
and his associates of responsibility. 

“Caro-Quintero may have had 
assistance from other Mexican traf- 
fickers who may have had an 
interest in the information to be 
forced out of Camarena,” the gov- 
ernment said in papers filed with 
the court. “Any evidence of Felix- 
Gallardo’s criminal participation is 
not exculpatory, unless it further 
shows that Caro-Quintero did not 
Participate in any way in the 
kidnapings and murders.” 
Government prosecutors said 

they have already introduced evi- 
dence that Camarena had headed a 
Massive investigation into Caro- 
Quintero’s marijuana operations in 
Mexico, resulting in plantation 
raids that had cost Caro-Quintero’s 
organization at least $5 billion in 
lost profits. 
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XII. 

NUGAN HAND BANK OF AUSTRALIA 

et = 

Nugan Hand Bank of Australia handled funds fom 
international drug trafficking. 
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Banker Frank N ugan 
In Final Days Faced 
A Charge of Fraud 

—— 

But His Violent Death Came 
As Surprise to Associates: 
His Partner Disappears 

But as the fateful date of Jan. 26 ap- Proached, Mr. Nugan was confronted with 

- In retrospect, Moreover, there were signs of eccentric be- oo that should have served as warn- 

Mr. Nugan had stopped Spending most of 
his time at Nugan Hand's Sydney headquar- 
ters. and be was making more first-class jet trips around the world on missions his asso- 
Clates didn’t always understand. 
A Walk With Jesus 

He began polng to church dally and 
scrawling mystical notes in his Bible, which was always with him. A sample: “I place 
this day my Ilfe. my work, my loved ones in 
the Lord’s hands. He is so good and it will 
be a good day I belleve, ! believe it will be a Glorious, magical, miraculous day. He ts 
with me now, Jesus walks with me now. VI- 
sualize 100.000 customers worldwide. 
Prayerize. Actuaile.” 

One of Mr. Nugan‘s legal problems grew 
Out of a 1877 scandal thal had developed 
over a fruit and vegetable business run by 
Mr. Nugan’s brother, Ken, in their home 
town, Griffith, 400 miles intand from Sydney. 
Several large insurance companies had ac- 
quired a 40% interest in the business during 
& 1973 stock sale to raise $700,000 for a new 
cannery. Later, they complained that Ken 
Nugan was diverting funds. 

Auditors discovered big cash payoffs to 
People apparentiy linked to narcotics traffic. 
Ken Nugan explained that the payments 
were to fruit farmers who wanted to remain 
anonymous for tax reasons and so were us- 
Ing dope dealers’ names as pseudonyms. 
Amid much publicity, Ken Nugan fired the 
auditors and kicked the insurance men off 
the company’s board. 

rETASas Ha iftars rial ea 7 che 

Te Ft el eee BE peng cae alae iat E Fe i : 
sg & g 

i [Wi ik i i By a? i i fi i 
RFEF 5 : 1 

a s a E E Teputation. 
(Ken Nugan's trial now ts scbeduled for 
tater this year, after many delays.) 

A Problem With Price Waterhouse 
The other problem probably weighing on 

Frank Nugan’s mind on the night of Jan. 26 
was the refusal of Price Waterhouse & Co.’s 
Bahamas office to sign Nugan Hand bank's 
books for the year ended June 30, 1979. (The 
Bahamian office covers we Cayman Is- 
lands, where the bank had legal headquar- 
lers because of the soft regulatory climate 
there.) Mr. Hill had taken the books to the 
Caymans in October 1979. The local Price 
Waterhouse partners had approved the 
books for the two previous years, but this 
lime there was a new Price Waterhouse au- 
ditor on hand, Clive Jennings. He balked. 
“There were significant gaps in the re- 
cords,” Mr. Jennings says. 3 

Mr, Hill has testified that he rewrote the 
accounts annually on instructions from 
Frank Nugan. He said that in 1979 his boss 
ordered $4 millon in customer accounts 

Please Turn to Page i6. Column 
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XIV. 

INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN BOTH MIA 

AND DRUG TRAFFICKING MATTERS 

Some of the same people involved MIA matters are 
reportedly also involved in the satanic drug.cult.. _.. 
network. 



The following was furnished by the American 
Defense Institute, 1055 North Fairfax Street, 
Second Floor, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
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page 5 

Statement of Barry A. Toll to the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs 

June 14, 1992 

This extraordinary statement speaks for itself. Mr. Toll was in the loop just out- side the Oval Office from 1973 to 1975. Nixon knew. Kissinger knew. Ford knew. 
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page 7 

Statement of Barry A. Toll (cont.) 

END OF STATEMENT OF BARRY ALLEN TOLL 2930 29th Street North 

° a eral 

a 

BARRY ALLEW TOLL State of Florida 
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fatyileeh il Het 
Elite ‘ vb i aut ett eila 
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hl ae 

It also seems convenient that Pfc. Garwood is a convicted The Senate Select POW Committee has held five full days of 

collaborator. He is the only free Amercian who claims first-hand, public hearings since Mr. Toll submitted this statement. He has not been called to testify. The Pentagon alleges that Mr. Toll is a con- victed drug dealer and therefore is not credible. If true, this seems very convenient for the Pentagon. on-the-ground knowledge of living American POWs in North Vietnam after 1973. Garwood has not testified either. 
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American POWs in Southeast Asia 
Mounting evidence indicates a U.S. coverup at high levels 

Are American prisoners of war still 
being held hostage in Southeast Asia? A 
growing number of military and intelli- 
gence officers are publicly charging that 
not only are American POWs still alive 
.in Vietnam and Laos, but that the U.S. 
government has been negligent in taking 
actions which would result in the rescue 
of American prisoners. 
The debate over whether American 

POWs are still being held against their 
will in Vietnam has raged since 1973, 
when the government of North Vietnam 
released a total of 591 American pris- 
oners of war over a three-month period. 
For the families of those still missing, the 
issue has never lost its urgency. But for 
many Americans, who would like to put 
the Vietnam War behind them, the issue 
has seemed far removed. 

Over the past several years, however, 
a series of movies has reenergized the 
national debate over Americans still 
missing in Southeast Asia. First came 
Uncommon Valor in 1983. Then, Missing 
In Action in 1984. And now, last year's 
box-office hit Rambo: First Blood, Part 
II, Once again, the specter of American 
servicemen being held by Communist 
governments in Southeast Asia has cap- 
tivated the nation. 

Yet Hollywood cannot claim all the 
credit for this resurgence of popular in- 
terest about the fate of the 2,441 Amer- 
icans still missing in Southeast Asia. 
Last October, Robert McFarlane, at the 
time National Security Advisor to Pres- 
ident Reagan, commented during what 
he assumed was an off-the-record dis- 
cussion that “there have to be live Amer- 
icans there.” He went on to admit, “There 
is more that we ought to be doing than 
we are.” 
McFarlane’s comments aroused a 

great deal of controversy in Washington. 
But it was not until last month, when 
two high-ranking U.S. delegations trav- 
eled to Vietnam and Laos to discuss a 
timely resolution of the matter, that the 
issue began to receive widespread na- 
tional attention. In the aftermath of the 
trip taken by the second of these dele- 

6 

in Southeast Asia since he was shot down 
over the Vietnamese-Laotian border in 
1968, presented the committee with a 
pair of documents written by the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Defense In- 
telligence Agency (DIA). He claimed 
these documents prove “beyond a doubt 
that the Central {ntelligence Agency 
knew American prisoners were in Lao- 
tian prison camps” in the early 1970s. 

* oe a < . . 

—* “It is significant,” he noted, “that these 

The Unknown Soldier of the 
Vietnam War honors all who 

did not come back 

reports give the number of American 
prisoners held at specific locations in 
‘Laos. More significant, however, is the 
CIA's designation of these camps as con- 
firmed prison camps. [The report] states 
that in order for a prison camp to be con- 
firmed, it must be reported by two or 
more independent sources.” pare 
“Why weren't these prisoners returned 

and where are they today?” Hopper 
asked. “Someone knows the answer to 
these questions. The burden of respon- 
sibility to obtain answers rests squarely 
on the shoulders of the United States 

gations — which was headed by Senator j\government. To date, they have not ful- 
Frank Murkowski (R-AK), chairman of # filled that responsibility.” 
the Senate Veterans Affairs Committee ‘ 
—a series of hearings was scheduled for 
January. 
“We will proceed in an open forum to 

hear from the administration and those 
who maintain the position that there still 
are American servicemen being held 
against their will in Southeast Asia,” 
Senator Murkowski stated. “In the light 
of public debate, the Committee will at- 
tempt to give all Americans a clear pic- 
ture of this troubling portion of the 
MIA/POW issue.” 
The picture emerging from the two 

days of hearings held thus far is that 
American POWs are, in fact, still being 
held captive in Southeast Asia. “It is my 
personal opinion that American prison- 
ers of war, servicemen and civilians who 

Hopper’s testimony leads to the con- 
clusion that when American POWs were 
released from North Vietnam in 1973, 
the U.S. government knew more POWs 
were being held in Laos and apparently 
did nothing about it. None of the Amer- 
icans captured in Laos were ever re- 
turned alive. Over the last thirteen 
years, the Laotian government has, how- 
ever, returned fifteen sets of remains. 

Yet the question remains: Are Ameri- 
can POWs still living in captivity in 
Laos? According to sworn testimony pre- 
sented to the Senate Veterans Affairs 
Committee by three U.S. Army officers, 
the answer to that question is yes. 

Retired Army Major. Mark Smith tes- 
tified: “As recently as five days ago, | per- 

, Sonally viewed evidence which proves be- 
were left behind are still being held today {yond any doubt that in excess of thirty 

against their will in Southeast Asia by 
the Communist governments of Vietnam 
and Laos,” retired Colone! Earl P. Hop- 
per told the committee. 

Opper, whose son has beeh missing 

- 208 - 

Americans and other nationalities are 
being held as prisoners of war in South- 
east Asia. This evidence cannot be de- 
scribed in detail but can generally be de- 
scribed as current and specific evidence 
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\- When Smith — a former POW who was 

which one of my sources in Southeast { was respénsible for this compromise was pation in the POW/MIA issue [ was told 
Asia has allowed me to see.” Lieutenant Colonel Paul Mather, as- that if | wanted to be a Lieutenant Cof. 

Smith, together with Sergeant First/\ signed to the Joint Casualty. Resolution onei in the Army, I should forget about 
Class Melvin Meintire, told the commit- | Center. the POW/MIA information which had 
tee of the experiences related to the live In April 1984, Smith's testimony noted been reported to intelligence channels for 
POW issue which they encountered that “in conjunction with preparing a the past three years. | was told in no 
while serving on active duty with the briefing paper lor-a tertain U.S. Army uncertain terms that I should forget th 
Special Forces Detachment in South Ko- Major Gene received the code word matter. 
rea (SFD-K). Smith and Mcintire have from a genergl officer in Thailand that “The conclusion | reached about the 

+ also filed suit againgt the Reagan Admin- there were three American prisoners of _ significance of this change of method of 
istration over what they believe to be a war available to be taken out of Laos in operations,” Smith told the Veterans AI- 
concerted effort by government officials May 1994.” This general has been iden- fairs Committee, “is that the production 
to cover up evidence about living Amer- _ tified by reliable sources as Army Major of intelligence on American prisoners of 
ican POWs in Southeast Asia. e |_Kenneth Leuer, currently com- war was determined by some agency of 

manding general at Fort Polk. the U.S. government to be unacceptable.” 
released in 1973 — was first assigned to fe recalled that after General 
SFD-K, he did not believe that there were / Leuer had read two cover letters accom- 
any American POWs still being held panying the briefing paper, he “turned 
against their will in Southeast Asia. white, handed the briefing back to me, 
However, in 1981, he became acquainted and said ‘this is too hot for me to handle, 
with a military officer in Thailand who big guy.’ I told him at that time: ‘If you 
gave him “a complete briefing on sus- as a Major General can't handle this, 
pected and known locations of United what am I supposed to do with it” I was 
States prisoners of war. The suspected told that if was smart, what I would do \ tion that was presented here by Major 
and known locations of POWs-as re- © was to put the briefing through a shred- } Mark Smith and Sergeant First Class 
ported to me were all in Laos.” der and forget the entire issue.” Mclntire is honest, truthful information. 

Over the next three years, in conjunc- Two weeks later, when Smith notifi And I appear here today to confirm their 
tion with Sergeant McIntire, Major General Leuer that three American} statements.” 
Smith established a network of agents POWs held in Laos could be brought out When asked whether the intelligence 
among “the Thai military, the Laos re- if the U.S. met certain condition, “all ) information on which the Smith and 
sistance, the Pathet Lao, the free Viet- SFD-K operations to Thailand or to’ McIntire claims are based was available, 
namese, gun smugglers, gold smugglers, Southeast Asia were declared unauthor4 Colonel Howard replied. “I have been 
drug smugglers, and anyone who could ized and terminated. told that some of the evidence is not 
provide information’: - ~ “Prior to this time.” Major Smith available now because some of the evi- 
By early 1982, Smit! and others be- [ added, “SFD-K operations had been dence has been destroved.” However. re- 

came convinced that American POWs \ goingon for three and a half years, [was liable sources have told THE NEW AMER. 
were being held captive in Laos. “I toldthat it was no Tonger the SFD-K’s CAN that during a subsequent seven- 
learned-of approximately 200 living job to develop or have any futher partic. hour closed session of the committee. 
Americans in Lao} who weré prisoners : : 
of war,” Meintire testified. “I was being sent 
provided information in detail sufficient 7 
to identify the number of American pris- 
oners of war being held in the general 
vicinity. I was also being told of the con- Bs 
ditions under which they were being 
held.” 

Smith regularly briefed representa- 
tives of Military Intelligence, the DIA 
and the Joint Casualty Resolution Cen- 
ter in Bangkok on the progress of their 
investigation. However, in 1984, “there 
was a major compromise of one Laos 
agent who was reported to have been 
shot by the Vietnamese.” As a result, 
Smith sought to establish a different 
channel of communication which would 
allow him “to bypass American military 
intelligence channels because of all the x 
leaks.” Informed sources have told THE = 2 at cE 
NEW AMERICAN that the individual who The family of one returned POW rushes to greet him after five long years 

Claims Backed By Others 
As incredible as the story told by Smith 

and McIntire may seem, it is not without 
support. Lieutenant Colonel Robert 
Howard, their commanding officer in Ko- 
rea, told the committee: “I would like to 
say to this committee that the informa- 

ow] 
7 ce 
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Smith and McIntire turned over copies 
of the documents they were ordered to 

destroy. They also presented photo- 

graphs of POWs currently in captivity, 
the names of POWs (“numbering in the 
teens") and their specific location. 

In addition, the person who made the 
actual contacts that led to the possibility 
of rescuing three live American POWs 

has submitted a sworn affidavit to be 

used in Smith's lawsuit. “My fictitious 

name is John Obassy. I presently reside 

in Southeast Asia,” the affidavit begins. 
“My experience in Southeast Asia. . . has 

largely consisted of being a businessman 

in this region.” 
Obassy claims to have seen and ac- 

tually talked to American POWs in Laos. 

“During numerous occasions between 

1976 and 1978 in Laos, I encountered 

Americans who I presumed were doing 

similar activities as mine {smugglingl. 

The usual encounters were quite hostile 

as they apparently felt [ was encroaching 

on their sanctuaries,” he recalled. “I per- 

sonally spoke with these people who con- 

firmed to me that they had been left be- 

hind. There were approximately twenty 

to thirty of these Americans, in different 

areas, which I talked to.” 
He continued, “I was also led and\ Southeast Asia. and have gone to great \ 

shown by free-Lao the sites or camps 
which had male Caucasian and Asian 

prisoners — some were in chains — who 

were heavily guarded by- Vietnamese. 

They were also guared ny other nation- 

alities.” Obassy estimated that the sec- 

ond group of “forty to fifty” prisoners 

were Americans. He said, “these prisoner 

details were all mining for gold. Each 

prisoner had at least three armed guards 

on them.” Furthermore, he revealed that 

the last time he had personally seen such 
a detail was in October 1985. - 

As for Obassy's “knowledge of the op- 
portunity for Americans to come out! of 

Laos” in 1984, he stated: “The senior 

Thai official known to me confirmed to 

Major Smith what I had previously re- 

ported. This was that there were three 

live American prisoners of war who could 

be released if the Communist criteria 
could be met. This meant that there had 
lo be a set of conditions — which had to 
be agreed upon by the American govern- 
ment in written form and endorsed by a 
third government — that an exchange 
would be made possible if political asy- 
lum was given to certain members of the 
Lavtian Communist government. [t was 

x 

An artist shows us how a POW's 
Christmas must have been 

also agreed that Major Smith would have 
to be there to receive these prisoners. [ 
was the individual who made the actual 
contacts with the free-Lao.” 

If the Smith and McIntire claims are” 
true. then officials within the U.S. gov- 
ernment have conspired to cover up ev- 

idence of POWs still living in captivity in 

lengths to prevent Americans from being 

rescued. This would contradict the Rea- 
gan Administration's official position, 
which is: 

Although we have thus far been 

unable to prove that Americans are 

still being detained against their 

will, the information available to 

us precludes ruling out that pos- 

sibility. Actions to investigate live- 

sighting reports receive and will 

continue to receive necessary prior- 

ity and resources based on the as- 

sumption that at least some Amer- 

icans are still held captive. Should 

any report prove true, we will take 

appropriate action to ensure the re- 

turn of those involved. 

* Reliable, informed sources — whose 

information and identity are known by 

the White House — have told Tie New 

AMERICAN that the coverup conspiracy 

goes as high as President Reagan him- 

self. According to sources, President Rea- 

an has known since 1981 that a large 

group of Americans was still being held 

hostage in Southeast Asia. They say that 

-~ Jta~ 

Perr 

in 1981, shortly after coming to office, 
President Reagan was made aware of an 
official communication from a foreign 
government which provided positive 
proof that live POWs were still being 
held. “Think about what kind of govern- 
ment would be proof positive,” one source 
hinted. 

It is almost unthinkable to many con- 
servatives that President Reagan would 
be a willing party to such a cover-up. Yet 
sources provide an explanation which, 

while troublesome. is nonetheless tena- 
ble. That explanation runs as follows: 

In 1981. the United States was 
just recovering from the Iranian 
hostage crisis. The White House. 
seeing how that crisis contributed 
to the downfall of the Carter 
Administration. did not want a re- 
peat in the Reagan Administra- 
tion's first term. These sources re- 
port that the live POWs are not 
easy to extract from Southeast Asia 

— some are reportedly held in un- 

derground bunkers. The White 

House reasoned. these sources 

charge. that to have gone public 

with the positive proof of live 

POWs would have precipitated an- 

other hostage crisis, this time with 

abandoned American POWs in 

} Southeast Asia. Now after almost 

five years, the White House doesn't 
want to admit the truth because 

the people would begin to ask. 

“How long have you known?” And 

then the Reagan Administration 
would not have a first-term hostage 

crisis, but a second-term Water- 

gate-style disaster. 

If these charges are true, und the Vet- 

erans Affairs Committee is reportedly on 

the right track to discover the truth, the 

Reagan Administration and the Repub- 

lican Party are in serious trouble. But 

these sources — loyal Republicans and 

Reaganites that they are — claim they 

do not want to bring down the Reagan 

Administration: they just want the 

American POWs still being held by Laos 

and Vietnam brought home. In effect, 

they are telling the Reagan Administra- 

tion, in the words of Rambo. “You know 

there's more men out there. You know 

where they are, Find ‘em. Or Tl find 

vou.” 
— RIKK RIDWELL 
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XV. 

GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION AND COVERUP 



The Dr. Jeffrey R. MacDonald Case 

dor 



On May 5, 1986, P. E. Beasley, retired Fayetteville, North 

Carolina police officer advised that Helena Stoeckley was his 

drug informant from 1968 to 1972, Helena told Beasley that 

drugs, mainly heroin, were being smuggled into the United States 

in the body cavities of the dead soldiers from Viet Nam. These 

drugs were being brought into the country in U.S. Army planes. 

Stoeckley furnished this information to Beasley prior to the 

MacDonald murders on February 17, 1970. 

After the MacDonald murders, Stoeckley told Beasley the drugs 

were placed in the body cavities in plastic bags after the autopsy 

in Viet Nam and before the bodies were placed on the airplanes. 

The bodies were then sewn up and shipped to various U.S.Army 

air bases in the U.S., including the air base at Fort Bragg. 

Stoeckley advised that those who handled the bodies in Viet 

Nam and the U.S. were army personnel. Most of the drugs came 

from Thailand. 

Stoeckley stated she could give names, dates, places and more 

details after she was given immunity by the U.S.Government. 

She stated military and civilian police officers were involved 

in this net work. Stoeckley advised her Satanic Cult group 

that murdered Colette MacDonald and MacDonald children were 

involved in this international drug network. Army authorities 

were concerned that an investigation of Stoeckley's Satanic 

Cult group involvement in the MacDonald murders could expose 

this international drug network. 



5/5/86 

Fayetteville, N.c. 

I, Prince Everette Beasley, make the following free and 

voluntary statement to Ted L. Gunderson, a private investigator 
from Los Angeles. No threats or promises were made to get me 

make this statement. 

I was born 6/15/25 at Maxton, N.C. I presently reside at 

104 Myra Rd., Raeford, N.C., 28376, Phone: 919-875-3693. 

I am a retired police officer who served on the Fayetteville, N.C. 

Police Department from 1953 to 1973. 

Helena Streckley was my drug informant from approximately 1968 

until 1972. She was turned over to me by Lt. R.A. Studer, 

Fayetteville, N.C. Police Dept. He turned her over to me because 

Helena's parents were mad at him for working Helena in the drug 

community, and because he was made a Lieutenant, and couldn't 

devote the necessary time to working with her. Studer told me 

the reason he turned Helena over to me was because of his promotion. 

Helena told me he turned her over to me because of the problem with 

her parents. 

Shortly after I was assigned to the Narcotic Squad, Helena told 

me that drugs, primarily heroin, were being smuggled into this 

country in the body cavities of the dead soldiers being returned 

by air from Viet Nam to the United States. She named Ike Atkinson 

as the ring leader. Atkinson was located in Goldsboro, N.C., 

supposedly working out of Johnson Air Force Base. Helena told me 

they were smuggling drugs in the same manner into Johnson Air Force 

Base. Johnson Air Force Base is located at Goldsboro, N.C. 

She advised Atkinson was in the service, but subsequently got out 

and continued his business in drugs with the same contacts. 

I didn't pay much attention to Atkinson because he wasn't in 

our jurisdiction. 

The above information is all that Helena told me up to the time 

of the MacDonald murders in 1970. 
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Helena told me after the MacDonald murders that there were 

contacts in Viet Nam who put the drugs in the G.I.'s bodies, 

in plastic bags, after the autopsies were complete. The bodies 

were sewn up and shipped to Pope Air Base, Ft. Bragg, Johnson 

Air Base, and other bases which she did not name. 

When the bodies arrived in the U.S., they were met by a contact 

in the United States at one of the military bases, and after the 

drugs were removed by this contact, the bodies were sent to their 

final destination. 

The person who met the bodies at the respective Air Bases knew 

which bodies to check, based on a pre-determined code. Although 

I believe Helena knew their identities, she never gave me this 

information. Helena told me that the people who handled the 

assignments in Viet Nam, and those who met the planes in the 

United States, were military personnel. She stated most of the 

drugs came from Thailand. 

Helena stated the drugs and the pickups were made at the base 

at Fort Bragg. The reason she gave me more details after the 

MacDonald murders was because she wanted me to know that she 

knew what she was talking about, and she stated she would give 

me details, including names, dates, and places, once she was 

given immunity by the U.S. Government. When Ted L. Gunderson 

and I initially interviewed her, we told her we would attempt to 

get immunity for her on these matters. 

Helena advised that Spider Newman, his son, Red Newman, Wineford 

(Winnie) Cole, Tommy Hart, and June Bug Walters (I don't know 

Walters’ real first name) were several steps in the organization 

under Atkinson. All of these individuals were civilians who 

operated in the Fayettville, N.C. area, selling drugs. None of 

these individuals had a business cover, but sold drugs out of 

their house. 

Those of us in law enforcement knew through our intelligence 

community that Atkinson ran the Viet Nam smuggling operation on 

the Eastern Seaboard. I believe Atkinson was arrested by the 
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Federal Narcotic authorities in the middle 1970's, and he is 

presently serving time. He was recently turned down on parole. 

Spider Newman was being tried for drugs in the mid 1970's, 

There was a court room break, and he was later found in his car 

behind his home, shot in the head. I later heard that Spider 

was getting ready to turn states evidence when this happened. 

The police ruled this a suicide. His trial was in Federal Court. 

Red Newman has been tried on drugs, and is serving time in the 

Federal System. Cole went to State Prison on drug charges in 

Fayetteville. 

Winford Cole, Tommy Hart, and June Bug Walters were all tried 

and convicted of drug trafficking. I believe they were all 

tried in local and Federal Court at different times. I don't 

know if Cole and Walters are in jail now, but I know Hart is in 

the North Carolina State Penal System. 

In regard to the Viet Nam operation, Helena told me that 

military, civilian, and police officers were involved in the 

Viet Nam drug network. She stated there were two prominant 

local attorneys and Army officers as high as Generals, who were 

part of the operation. She stated she would name and identify 

the people if given immunity by the U.S. Government. I believe 

this is part of the "bomb shell" she said she was going to drop. 

Helena never named the police officers she said were involved in 

the Viet Nam operation, but she did state that Studer and Sonberg 

were involved in drugs. Possibly these are the individuals she 

was referring to in regard to the Viet Nam drug network, who were 

police officers. Helena also told me after the MacDonald murders, 

that Alan Mazorelle, who was in her coven Satanic Cult, was a 

drug runner up and down the East Coast. Mazorelle took drugs 

as far away as Florida and New York City. Mazorelle was in the 

Army at the time. She never said where Mazorelle obtained his drugs. 

Helena also told me that Don Harris, also a member of her coven 

Satanic Cult, was a heavy user of drugs. This is all she said 

about him. 
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Helena told me that Dwight Smith was a drug dealer locally. She 

never said where Smith obtained his drugs. She said Smith was 

an "alright guy.” 

Helena told me that Kathy Perry was a user of drugs. She said 

Perry took as many drugs as she could get her hands on. She said 

Perry dealt drugs only to maintain her habit. 

Helena told me that Greg Mitchell was a dealer and a heavy user 

of drugs. She never gave details regarding how he dealt, but she 

stated anytime someone couldn't find drugs, they could always go to 

Mitchell, and he would have them. At times, he would supply the 

whole group. 

Helena told me that Bruce Fowler was a drug dealer and a user, 

and that she was his girlfriend. She never gave more details 

than this. 

' Dwight Smith, Don Harris, Alan Mazorelle, Bruce Fowler and 

Greg Mitchell were all in the same coven Satanic cult with Helena, 

and were all in the military. She stated that all of the above 

were dangerous, but she was the most afraid of Mazorelle. She 

stated Mazorelle would kill you in a minute. 

I had extensive intelligence files on all of the above close 

associates of Helena's, but this information has disappeared from 

the Fayetteville Police files. I learned these files disappeared 

in August, 1979. During the MacDonald trial I was given a subpoena 

to bring these records to the trial. It was then that I learned 

they were gone. 

In 1981 or 1982, I talked to Mrs. Greg Mitchell, after Greg 

had died. She told me Greg had previously told her about 

drugs being smuggled into the U.S. in the body cavities of the 

dead G.I.'s from Viet Nam. She stated Greg didn't give her the 

names of persons involved, but told her about the contacts in 

Viet Nam who placed the drugs in plastic bags, into the bodies, 

and others in the U.S. at our Air Bases who met the planes, and 

took the drugs from the bodies. She stated military personnel 

were involved in this operation in Viet Nam and ‘n the U.S. 
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Lieutenant Studer told me in 1968-1969 that drugs were being 

brought into the U.S. from Viet Nam in the body cavities of the 

dead soldiers. He said they were being flown into the United States 

to the military Air Bases, and dispersed from there by contacts 

within the military. 

Studer subsequently was promoted to Captain, Chief of Detectives, 

but was forced to resign because he misappropriated pornographic 

material obtained during an investigation. Helena told me that 

Studer monitored the drugs that Helena obtained, and if he didn't 

like them he had her exchange those drugs for drugs that Studer 

could use. Helena told me that if the police obtained drugs on an 

arrest, they would often be on the street the next day. Studer 

would take the drugs and give them to Helena to sell back on the 

street. The only way I know that Studer could get these drugs was 

from the evidence room. Studer and Detective Larry Sonberg both 

had keys to the evidence room. 

Helena told me that William F. Ivory, C.I.D., and Studer were 

close friends. She stated that Ivory was dealing drugs with Studer. 

She stated she would give more details concerning Ivory if she 

was given immunity. Ivory was involved in the crime scene search 

on the MacDonald case. She also stated she would give more information 

on Studer if she was given immunity. 

Joseph Bullock was an informant and undercover operator for me and 

Studer from 1969 to 1971. Bullock advised me that he saw Studer 

and Ivory exchange envelopes on occasion at the Dunkin' Donuts, 

Bragg Blvd., Fayetteville, N.cC., during this period of time. Studer 

dropped Bullock shortly after this because, according to Bullock, 

Studer knew too much of what was going on. Bullock was subsequently 

shot in the head during an ambush when he came home from work. It 

was general knowledge in the community that Bullock was an informant 

for me. Bullock described Studer as a "son of a bitch." 

Sonberg left town unexpectedly, shortly after the MacDonald murders. 

The rumor was that Sonberg had double-crossed some drug dealers, 

and had to leave town. Helena told me that Sonberg was dealing 
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drugs even though he was a police officer. I have no knowledge 

that Sonberg was involved with the drug operation out of Viet Nam. 

Helena once mentioned the name Proctor to me. I don't recall 

what was said about him, but I know she knew him. I assume she 

was referring to James Proctor, Judge DePree's former son-in-law. 

I don't recall if she referred to Proctor by his first name. 

She mentioned this sometime after the MacDonald murders. She 

said she would talk more about Proctor if given immunity. 

Helena told me that 3 or 4 nights after the MacDonald murders 

she was picked up by Ivory and I believe C.I.D. agent, Shaw. 

(I don't know his first name.) She stated they talked to her about 

the MacDonald murders. Helena advised she gave them a story that 

they didn't believe, and they turned her loose. 

Helena told me that Studer contacted her shortly after the MacDonald 

murders and Studer told her to get out of town because Beasley 

was after her. She ultimately left, and went to Nashville, Tennessee. 

During the time I worked with Helena (1968 to 1972) I estimate 

that she was responsible, as an informant, for the arrest of hundreds 

of individuals. I estimate at least 200 persons or more were arrested 

as a result of information furnished by her. 

She set up Mazorelle and Thomas Rizzo for the arrest on drugs just 

before the MacDonald murders. When I looked for the intelligence 

files on the Stretchly group in 1979, I recall also looking for 

the arrest file on Mazorelle and Rizzo for their arrest. I recall 

they were arrested in January 1970. I remember that these arrest 

files were intact at that time. I have since been told that the arrest 

files on Mazorelle and Rizzo are now missing. 

It is interesting to note that Mazorelle claims he was in jail the 

night of the MacDonald murders. He claims he can prove this from 

Superior Court records in Cumberland County. I have been told 

there is a slip of paper in the court records that shows Mazorelle 

was in jail the night of 2/16-17/70. These records are available 

to the public. 
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I know MazOrelle was not in jail 2/16-17/70 because I arrested 

him in January 1970 and recall that the trial was set for 

Mazorelle the day of 2/17/70. If Mazorelle had been in jail 

that date (2/16-17/70) he would have been available for trial 

on 2/17/70, and I would have appeared in court as a witness. 

John De Carter of the Sheriff's office was with me in the arrest of 
Rizzo and Mazorelle and he would have also had to appear in court 

2/17/70. I specifically recall that I did not appear in court 

on any case at the Cumberland County Court House on 2/17/70. 

I was on the street all day looking for suspects on the 

MacDonald murders. 

I don't recall that Mazorelle was out on bail, but I believe he 

was, or he would have appeared in court 2/17/70. Since he didn't 

appear I believe he jumped bail, which means a bench warrant 

would have been issued for him. I recall he was subsequently 

arrested in Waycross Georgia for burglary, but I have been informed 

through my sources in law enforcement that the Waycross arrest 

records are also missing. 

I recall that a bondsman, C.B. Avertt, went to Waycross to extradite 

Mazorelle for jumping bond on my drug arrest. I talked to Avertt 

in 1979, and he told me that he didn't recall making the bond 

and had no record. I talked to him a month later and he recalled 

that he made bond for Mazorelle for $2500.00 after the MacDonald 

murders, which, according to him, would confirm that Mazorelle was 

in jail the night of 2/16-17/70. Avertt is either involved in the 

cover up or is mistaken. Mazorelle's bond could not have been made 

after the MacDonald murders because the trial was set for 2/17/70, 

as explained above. 

I don't have knowledge concerning the possible altering of Court House 

records concerning the Mazorelle-Rizzo drug arrest, but I recall a 

number of occasions when Cumberland Court House records were altered 

after working hours at night. I don't believe Mazorelle was in jail 

the night of the murders. 



In addition to the above, Helena told me that Mazorelle was out 

that night and involved in the MacDonald murders. 

In regard to cases that Helena made for me, I recall that she 

was responsible for the largest drug recovery in the history 

ef our police department up to the time I retired. Several months 

before the MacDonald murders, she tipped us on drugs that were 

being transported from Canada to Fayetteville. Seven suspects 

were arrested, and over $20,000.00 worth of drugs were recovered. 

Helena was also responsible for the arrest of four suspects 

from Texas, who were also transporting and selling drugs in 

Fayetteville. We recovered about $40,000.00 worth of drugs 

on this case. 

Helena told me about every instance where drugs came into Fayetteville 

from other areas. At the time I didn't think about it, but I now 

believe she told us about drugs coming from outside Fayetteville 

to eliminate competition, probably protecting the local drug scene, 

i.e. The Viet Nam operation. This is my opinion. 

Judge DePree and the U.S. Government have attempted to discredit me, 

insinuating I am having, and have had mental problems. I would like 

to point out that I have been on the Police Officers Advisory 

Commission for North Carolina since before I returned from the 

Fayetteville Police Department in 1973. 

I have read this 8 page statement, and it is true and correct, to 

the best of my knowledge. 

Prince E, Beasley 

Witness: Ted L. Gunderson 

5/5/86 
Fayetteville, N.C. 



SUMMARY OF 

DR. JEFFREY R. MACDONALD INVESTIGATION 

Dr. Jeffrey R. MacDonald was convicted of the murder of his wife, Colette, and 
their two children. The trial took place in the United States District court, 
Raleigh, North Carolina in August 1979. Dr. MacDonald was sentenced to three 
consecutive life sentences. This conviction was the culmination of a nine-year 
effort by the Department of Justice and the Criminal Investigation Division 
(C.LD.), Department of the Army. The government claimed Dr. MacDonald 
staged a Manson-type slaughter of his pregnant wife and two children in his home 
at Fort Bragg, North Carolina on February 17, 1970. 

The government case is allegedly supported by a very hypothetical reconstruction 
of the crime scene. The government claims blood spots, fibers from torn 
garments, and "fabric impressions” on a sheet disprove the (jumbled) memories 
of Dr. MacDonald when he recounted to investigators what happened in those 
early morning hours. The government, admittedly, has never developed any 
credible motive to account for such brutal slayings; additionally, the government 
admits to many crime scene errors and losses of evidence, which the defense 
claims invalidates the government’s hypothetical crime scene reconstruction. 

The defense scenario is quite different from the government scenario. The 
defense claims that in the early morning hours of February 17, 1970 Dr. Jeffrey 
MacDonald, then a Green Beret captain and physician at Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, was awakened by the screams of his wife. She was in their bedroom; 
he had gone to sleep on the couch because his younger daughter had climbed 
into the double bed in the master bedroom and wet the bed. Dr. MacDonald saw 
at least three men and a woman standing over him. There was a brief struggle, 
during which he was beaten and stabbed. His pajama top had been pulled up 
over his head and had bound his wrists, rendering him somewhat defenseless. He 
collapsed in the hallway and later awakened to a cold, quiet house. He went to 
his pregnant wife, then to each of their two daughters, trying to resuscitate them. 
They had been brutally murdered. In disbelief, he called for police and 
ambulances, and finally collapsed next to his wife’s body. 

What happened during the next few hours (and, indeed, days and weeks) of the 
initial investigation was as criminal, although in a different way, as the violence 
that occurred that morning. To be brief, the crime scene was never secured, 
upwards of 30 people walked through the house moving things, contaminating the 
scene, and changing and destroying evidence. Dr. MacDonald was rushed to the 
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hospital with a collapsed lung and multiple other wounds. His pajama bottoms 
were negligently discarded, even though they would have been a crucial piece of 
evidence. Importantly, because the MP dispatcher automatically figured that 
there must have been some sort of family dispute, investigators went to the task 
with a mind-set which likely tainted the investigation from the outset. Within 
hours, the Army C.I.D. had focused on Dr. MacDonald as the chief suspect, 
ignoring all evidence to the contrary. 

Awoman matching the description of the female assailant, Helena Stoeckley, who 
later confessed on several occasions, had been seen in the area near the house 
shortly after the incident by one of the responding MPs. She was not pursued at 
that time. The defense was later to learn that there was much additional 
exculpatory evidence, some negligently destroyed, but some intentionally 
destroyed, the existence of which was withheld from the defense until discovered 
through tireless investigation and the release of Freedom of Information Act 
(F.O.LA.) documents, aided by some congressional pressure. Importantly, it 
wasn’t until 1983, four years post trial, that the majority of the exculpatory 
evidence was discovered in F.O.1L.A. files. 

Back on April 6, 1970, Dr. MacDonald was first told that he was a suspect. An 
Army tribunal (Article 32 Hearing) was subsequently convened, and after hearing 
all the evidence over five months, including the testimony of many witnesses who 
knew the MacDonalds and had observed a normal marriage and family 
relationship, Dr. MacDonald was found to be innocent of the charges against him. 
The hearing officer recommended that the woman, Helena Stoeckley, and her 
group be investigated. The hearing officer specifically cited both forensic 
evidence and extensive psychiatric evaluations of Dr. MacDonald by both defense 
and prosecution as important to his findings. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, in October 1970, the following recommendations 
were made: 

1. “All charges and specifications against Captain Jeffrey R. MacDonald be 
dismissed because the matters set forth in all charges and specifications 
are not true. There are no lesser charges and/or specifications which are 
appropriate.” 

2. "That appropriate civilian authorities be requested to investigate the alibi 
of Helena Stoeckley, Fayetteville, North Carolina, reference her activities 
and whereabouts during the early morning hours of 17 February, 1970, 
based on evidence presented during the hearing.” 



In spite of these recommendations, the Army virtually ignored the possibility that 
Helena Stoeckley and her associates committed the murders and continued to 
investigate Dr. MacDonald. 

Dr. MacDonald was honorably discharged from the Army and began rebuilding 
his life in California as a respected emergency physician. However, the Army 
C.LD. undertook a reinvestigation of the crimes after having received pressure 
when Dr. MacDonald and his father-in-law pressured Congress. In 1974, a 
federal grand jury was empaneled and investigated the case for six months, finally 
returning an indictment against Dr. MacDonald in 1975. The prosecution was 
handled by a Department of Justice grand jury "specialist," now deceased, and a 
lawyer, Brian Murtaugh, who worked in the C.L.D. "reinvestigation" in 1971-72, 
and who now worked for the Department of Justice. The grand jury indictment 
was later to be called one of the most bizarre "inquisitions” ever to mock our 
constitutional due process standards. 

There followed years of procedural maneuvers from both prosecution and 
defense, and in the summer of 1979 there was a trial in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
The trial judge, Franklin Dupree, never disclosed the fact that the early 
prosecutor in the case had been his son-in-law, now divorced from the judge’s 
daughter, but still, of course, the father of the judge’s grandchild. 

During the trial, all 24 consecutive defense motions for admission of evidence or 
discovery were denied. Simultaneously, the government received positive 
decisions on seven of their eight motions. 

Additionally, numerous critical exculpatory items were hidden from the defense 
at trial. These items included fingerprints, the loss of a crucial piece of skin from 
under Colette’s fingernail, photos, reliability of witnesses, bloody boots from the 
female intruder, and the existence of witnesses who saw the group of assailants. 
Helen Stoeckley’s vague admissions of guilt were held to be unreliable for 
purposes of admitting them as evidence. Yet she was a drug informant for 
several law enforcement agencies and as an informant she was considered 
sufficiently reliable to have provided local police with the apprehension of over 
a hundred suspects for drug-related crimes, although the proof of this statement 
was hidden until the 1983 release of F.O.LA. documents. Later, F.O.1.A. 
documents also proved Helena Stoeckley was so competent, she was used by 
Nashville police for internal affairs investigations. 

The judge also disallowed Dr. MacDonald’s seven critical witnesses, those being 
seven persons who corroborated the admissions of guilt by Helena Stoeckley, the 
so-called woman in the floppy hat with the candle. She had, additionally, 
implicated herself in a C.I.D. polygraph, but the testimony of the C.D. examiner 
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who came to the defense over prosecution objections was not allowed by the 
judge. 

Finally, due to the loss of all 24 consecutive motions by the defense (for discovery 
or for presentation of critical evidence), the trial came down to the allegedly 
carefully constructed case against Dr. MacDonald, based on very sketchy (and 
grossly hypothetical) forensic evidence reconstructed from a destroyed crime 
scene on the one hand, and on the other hand opposed basically by character and 
psychiatric witnesses for Dr. MacDonald. This brings us to Dr. Brussel and a 
final crushing blow to the defense. 

Judge Dupree declared that if the defense hoped to have its psychiatrists testify 
at trial, Dr. Macdonald would have to submit to an additional psychiatric 
evaluation by the government's psychiatrist. This seemed unusual at the time, 
since Dr. MacDonald had already been evaluated by two sets of defense 
psychiatrists, and also by a three-man team at Walter Read Army Hospital for the 
prosecution -- and all exams were essentially very positive and similar. The new 
exam turned out to be a "sham"; the examiner was one Dr. James Brussel, from 
New York, aided by New Jersey psychologist Hirsch Lazaar Silverman. The 
"psychiatric exam" lasted 35 minutes and consisted of no psychiatric questions. 
Instead, Dr. Brussel read prosecution questions typed by prosecutor Brian 
Murtaugh. Dr. Brussel was almost 80 years old, senile, had recently had a stroke, 
was drooling from his mouth, and thought he was in Maryland, not North 
Carolina. He asked for his hat as he departed that day, having to be told by 
defense counsel that it was already on his head. 

Astonishingly, Dr. Brussel told Judge Dupree, in camera, that his findings were 
in total contrast to those of all other examiners ~ and Judge Dupree promptly 
disallowed all psychiatric evidence at trial, claiming he didn’t want a “battle of the 
experts.” 

Having effectively excluded all possible exculpatory evidence, much of which was 
yet unknown to the defense, the government succeeded in a conviction on all 
counts, resulting in three consecutive life sentences for Dr. MacDonald. Appeals 
followed on the basis of many issues, including speedy trial and due process 
grounds, prejudicial failure to admit the declaration against interest made by 
Helena Stoeckley, exclusion of the defense expert psychiatrist, after-discovered 
evidence, and recusal of the trial judge for bias. All appeals failed, including 
recusal. 

Unless we can get to the heart of the reasons for some of the coverups, Dr. 
MacDonald is without remedy. At this point, Dr. MacDonald has been fighting 



for vindication for 18 years, and has been in prison for over twelve years. The 
defense believes, with strong evidence, he is innocent and wrongly incarcerated. 

The defense case has been reinvestigated by two investigators since 1979. Ted 
Gunderson, retired FBI and former Special Agent-in-Charge of the Los Angeles, 
California FBI office, initially began in 1979, months after the convictions. He 
has, to this date, logged thousands of hours on the case, most of them unpaid. 
At present, he still works on the case, operating out of his Los Angeles, 
California office. It was Gunderson’s work which produced the initial signed 
confessions from Helena Stoeckley, as well as later F.O.I.A. releases. 

In 1982, new attorneys in the case retained Raymond Shedlick, Jr., a former New 
York homicide detective, who was based in Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina. 
He worked almost exclusively on the case for two full years. He, too, has logged 
countless thousands of hours on the case, corroborating facts, weeding out the 
lunatic fringe that often tries to associate with a case of this magnitude. 

The investigations of these two renowned investigators has dovetailed into a 
coherent set of facts and witnesses, buttressed by forensic evidence, expert 
testimony and polygraph evidence, that clearly indicates the innocence of Dr. 
Jeffrey MacDonald and the guilt of Helena Stoeckley, Greg Mitchell and their 
co-assailants. Raymond Shedlick built on Ted Gunderson’s initial confessions 
from Helena Stoeckley, and via F.O.].A. material and new witnesses, they have 
constructed a scenario for the crimes that totally disproves, in real evidence, the 
hypothetical government scenario set forth at trial in 1979. 

The following is a list of some major points and facts in the MacDonald case. 
Each point is documented many times by government files released under 
F.O.LA. 13 years after the crimes and four years post-conviction. 

1. The original crime scene was chaos. It was never secured in the first 
several hours. Upwards of 30 persons, including military police, 
neighbors and unidentified persons, wandered through the crime scene. 
Evidence is known to have been touched, moved, changed and destroyed. 

2. Crucial evidence seen by C.LD. investigators never appeared in later 
CD. lab reports; additionally, crucial evidence favorable to MacDonald 
was left off government diagrams and charts used at trial in 1979. This 
includes most crucially both blood and fiber evidence from the living 
room end of the hallway, the location of Dr. MacDonald's struggle. 

3. Evidence developed in 1980 by Gunderson and confirmed by both the 
F.O.LA. material and the independent Shedlick investigation confirms 
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that the initial prosecutor in the case was James Proctor, son-in-law of 
Judge Dupree. Dupree was the trial judge who emasculated almost 
every bit of exculpatory evidence for the defense, and he remains, to this 
day, the judge on the case for any new evidence or appeals. James 
Proctor is the person who personally turned the investigation from 
Helena Stoeckley and co-assailants to Dr. MacDonald for the 
Department of Justice. 

Much evidence is available to believe that a major investigator for the 
Army C.I.D. and his good friend, one of the local Fayetteville, North 
Carolina police lieutenants, were heavily involved in drug trafficking that 
included the importation of narcotics from Vietnam. 

According to Helena Stoeckley, the lieutenant had used her over a 
period of time for sex, holding the threat of jail over her head for some 
drug-related offense. Stoeckley died in 1983, post-trial, allegedly of 
natural causes. She died at home, purportedly of a liver disease and 
pneumonia, but it was a sudden death, inconsistent with liver disease or 
pneumonia in a 32 year old person. She was home alone with her baby 
and it was her custom to seek help when she was ill, since she was a very 
attentive mother to her son. She did not seek help at this time but she 
had previously expressed to her friend and an investigator that she was 
ready to tell something that she knew was going to be a “major 
bombshell” about the MacDonald case. She had hesitated to do so 
before because she had asked for immunity and it had been denied. 
(Interestingly, a resident of Stoeckley’s apartment building had seen two 
clean-cut men in suits who had asked for Stoeckley and hung around for 
about two days immediately prior to her death. A forensic pathologist 
was present at her autopsy, and if, in fact, Stoeckley had been the victim 
of foul play, it was undetectable on autopsy.) 

The defense discovered that Dr. Brussel was not a “neutral examiner" at 
trial in 1979, as purported. F.O.LA. records released in 1983 confirm 
that he was a "consultant" on the case from 1970 to 1971, until the time 
of the trial. He was, incredibly enough, consulted as an "expert" in LSD, 
and was brought into the case by William Ivory, C.LD., the chief 
investigator in the case, who had been responsible for the “loss” of all the 
initial exculpatory evidence. Unbeknownst to the defense, from 1970 to 
1979 Brussel had opined that Dr. MacDonald was a liar, a psychopathic, 
homicidal and that “hippies wouldn’t have done the crimes" in 1970 
because it wasn’t haphazard enough. He reached his conclusion with his 
only source of information being C.1.D. agent William Ivory. 
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Clearly, then, his exam of Dr. MacDonald in 1979 not only was a sham, 
as Dr. MacDonald and his attorneys recognized in 1979, but it was also 
a fraud upon the court as well. Needless to say, Judge Dupree denied 
every review of these startling findings, a decision confirmed by the 
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, and cert was denied by the United 
States Supreme Court. 

Regarding Helena Stoeckley: She initially made ora! admissions of guilt 
in 1970 to Fayetteville, North Carolina police detective Prince Beasley. 
The C.L.D. was not interested enough to even interview her until ordered 
to do so by the Article 32 hearing officer, Col. Warren V. Rock, some six 
months after the murders. 

Post-trial, once Ted Gunderson entered the case, he and Prince Beasley 
tracked her down and began extracting information of considerable 
value. Over the next two years, in signed and taped confessions, Helena 
Stoeckley named her co-assailants, described "insider" detail to 
Gunderson, and for the first time provided the real motive for the 
killings, ie., anger at MacDonald for not being sympathetic to drug 
abusers, plus a fear he had turned in several users, a claim supported by 
other reputable Army personnel in sworn testimony. 

Ted Gunderson’s efforts didn’t stop with Helena Stoeckley and her 
confessions. He began the investigations into her co-assailants and 
located significant corroborating witnesses. In addition, he had Helena 
Stoeckley polygraphed and had her examined by a forensic psychologist 
at UCLA, Dr. Rex Julian Beaber, who found her totally capable of 
recall, memory and accurate testimony. 

Helena Stoeckley was polygraphed by a United States Army lead 
polygrapher, Robert Brisentine, in 1971. Mr. Brisentine felt the results 
corroborated Helena Stoeckley’s involvement, that she was present at the 
crime scene, and that she knew the identity of the co-assailants. Mr. 
Brisentine was ordered by the prosecutor not to discuss his results with 
the defense, but he did so over their objections. His testimony was not 
heard by the jury due to a Judge Dupree ruling at the trial. 

Ted Gunderson had Helena Stoeckley polygraphed again in 1982. The 
results confirm-her complicity in the crimes. 

Helena Stoeckley named, among others, Dwight Smith (a Negro male 
who oftentimes wore an Army jacket with E-6 sergeant stripes), Greg 
Mitchell and Shelby Don Harris as co-assailants. She admits to being 
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part of a drug-orientated “cult” that sacrificed animals and had a history 
of violence, including stabbings. The MacDonald murders involved her 
initiation into the Satanic cult. 

The defense has approximately 40 witnesses who corroborated the 
admissions of guilt by Helena Stoeckley, Greg Mitchell, Shelby Don 
Harris, Dwight Smith and Cathy Perry. These witnesses had, variously, 
overheard the group before the killings, seen the group immediately 
prior to the killings, seen the group leaving the area of the MacDonald 
house at the time of the killings, and had seen the group in bloody 
clothing after the killings. 

Most importantly, these witnesses corroborate the confessions of Helena 
Stoeckley, Greg Mitchell and Cathy Perry, as well as overheard 
admissions of guilt from two others of the group. The confessions of 
Helena Stoeckley and Cathy Perry are signed confessions. The 
confessions of Greg Mitchell was to multiple witnesses on several 
occasions under various circumstances. 

Helena Stoeckley named Greg Mitchell as the person who personally 
murdered Colette. Found under Colette’s fingernail was skin (now 
missing) and blood of the blood type of Greg Mitchell, not blood from 
Dr. MacDonald, who has a different blood type than either Colette or 
Greg Mitchell. 

Insider information given by Helena Stoeckley to Ted Gunderson 
includes the presence of a rocking horse in one child’s bedroom with a 
broken spring, a phone call from a now-identified individual, a barking 
German shepherd next door, the presence and type of jewelry box in the 
MacDonald bedroom, and the specific wounds on one of the children 
(stab wounds on her chest in the shape of an "S"; Helena Stoeckley 
stated the "S" was for "Satan"). Additionally, Stoeckley described vehicles 
used that night, and independent witnesses corroborate the presence of 
two of the vehicles (the Mustang and a cream-colored sedan). 

Helena Stoeckley was told by C.LD. investigators in 1972 to “let sleeping 
dogs lie" regarding her coming forth with new evidence in the case. This 
information corresponds with C.I.D. and prosecution hiding of the 
polygraph of Helena Stoeckley and prosecutor directions to an MP in 
1970 not to volunteer information that he, as responding MP to the 
crime scene, had seen a woman in a floppy hat just blocks from the 
MacDonald home at 3:50 A.M. in freezing rain. 
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Requests for immunity for Helena Stoeckley were ignored in 1979 and 
1982. She died in January 1983, shortly after contacting Fayetteville, 
North Carolina police detective Prince Beasley, saying she had urgent 
information for him. Before Beasley could arrange to get from North 
Carolina to South Carolina she was dead. 

Helena Stoeckley, in 1970, frequently wore a blonde wig and boots and 
used candles for many reasons, including so-called " cult" ceremonies. 
Her group was involved in stabbings and animal sacrifices. She was seen 
to be in black mourning clothes on the day of the MacDonald funerals, 
and she had a wreath on her house at that same time. 

There is ample corroboration of her association with Dwight Smith, 
Shelby Don Harris, Greg Mitchell, Cathy Perry and others in their group. 

Helena Stoeckley made admissions of guilt in this case as early as 24 
hours after the murders to Fayetteville, North Carolina police detective 
Prince Beasley, who was aware of her association with a black male who 
wore an Army fatigue jacket with sergeant stripes. Beasley was also 
aware she had a blonde wig and often wore boots. This information was 
transmitted to the C.I.D. on several occasions, yet no one from the C.LD. 
investigated Helena Stoeckley for complicity in the crimes. 

Importantly, Ted Gunderson began the F.O.1.A. requests in late 1979 and 
early 1980, He was stonewalled and rebuffed until 1983, at which point 
increasing congressional pressure finally opened the F.O.LA. "gates" and 
long-suppressed documents began to be released. To this date, perhaps 
10,000 pages of an admitted 90,000 have been released to the defense, 
but heavily censored. 

In these pages, multiple crucial items of evidence favorable to Dr. 
MacDonald were discovered. These include: 

a. The loss of a piece of skin from under Colette’s fingernail. This 
loss was hidden for 13 years. 

b. The intentional discarding of seven fingerprints of unknown persons 
at the crime scene, the reason being, "they kept getting mixed up 
with the known prints." 

c. The loss of a bloody, half-filled syringe from the crime scene, 
important because it corroborated an assailant confession. 
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d. Hiding from the defense the discovery of writing on the wall of 
Helena Stoeckley’s apartment in which the "G" matched, according 
to one of the government investigators, the "G" in the word "PIG" 
written in blood on the headboard in the MacDonald master 
bedroom. 

e. The fact that a witness in the case was given bloody clothing and 
boots from Helena Stoeckley shortly after the crimes and told to 
hide them from the police. These were turned over to the Army 
C.LD. and later returned to the witness. Today, the prosecution 
claims they were "negative" for blood, but has refused to produce 
any lab tests or reports to corroborate this statement. 

f. It was discovered that the federal agents knew Helena Stoeckley 
was a reliable informant, including involvement in internal affairs 
investigations for the Nashville Police Department after the 
murders. This is important because the prosecution successfully 
kept evidence regarding Helena Stoeckley from the jury by arguing 
she was unreliable while simultaneously hiding the evidence of her 
reliability from the defense. (The ruling judge, of course, was 
Judge Dupree, whose son-in-law had "dismissed" Helena Stoeckley 
in 1970-71.) 

The C.I.D. never had Dr. MacDonald review any suspects by line-up, nor 
did they construct police artist sketches of the assailants. Importantly, 
the FBI did voice-record several suspects, but the C.LD. refused to allow 
Dr. MacDonald to listen to these recordings. 

The defense, finally, during the initial 1970 investigation, had police artist 
sketches drawn. These were done in the summer of 1970 by a police 
artist from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and are labeled #1, #2, #3, and 
#4 (attached). In 1979, while under forensic hypnosis performed by a 
medical doctor, and while being questioned by a former FBI man who 
worked with hypnosis, another police artist from Los Angeles, California 
resketched the assailants. These drawings are labeled #5, #6, #7 and 
#8 (attached). The prosecution claims that Dr. MacDonald described 
different persons can be compared to the two groups of drawings, and 
you may draw your own conclusions. 

The descriptions given by Dr. MacDonald in 1970 minutes after being 
resuscitated by an MP and later memorialized in the two sets of police 
sketches fit the group of persons around Helena Stoeckley. 
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Dr. Thomas Noguchi, world-renowned forensic pathologist, has studied 
the evidence extensively and has determined that multiple assailants were 
involved, and that one of them was most likely left-handed. Greg 
Mitchell was left-handed; Dr. MacDonald is right-handed. 

Jeffrey MacDonald has passed, conclusively, a polygraph administered to 
him by Dr. David Raskin, one of the world’s foremost polygraphers. (An 
"indeterminate" polygraph was performed on Dr. MacDonald by Joseph 
Reid in 1970. Upon review of the test, polygraphers and forensic 
psychiatrists feel the "indeterminate" status was due to the confusion in 
Dr. MacDonald’s mind over the guilt he felt at not having been able to 
save the lives of his family.) 

All legitimate forensic psychiatrists who have examined Dr. MacDonald 
(five) have argued that he is sane, normal, shows no psychopathology, 
and appears to be truthful. 

The FBI questioned Greg Mitchell in 1982. Shortly after that, Mitchell 
requested money and help from friends to leave the country because he 
had been involved in "serious crimes.” Mitchell confessed involvement 
in the MacDonald killings both at a drug detoxification center in 1971-72 
and also to friends ten years later after being interviewed by the FBI. 

During the autopsy in 1970, hairs were found in Colette’s hand. The 
C.LD. forcibly assaulted Dr. MacDonald’s attorneys and forcibly removed 
12 hair samples (head, chest, groin, arms, legs) from Dr. MacDonald in 
June 1970 while he was in custody. 

However, the hair report from the C.I.D. lab was inexplicably "delayed," 
then "misplaced" by the C.D. agent Grabner in the evidence safe. 
Investigation during the Article 32 hearing revealed the delay was to 
enable the prosecutors to try to pressure the C.LD. lab at Fort Gordon 
to change the report. It turned out the original report said the hair in 
Colette’s had was "dissimilar" to Dr. MacDonald’s hair. The second, 
changed, hair report implied not enough samples had been taken from 
Dr. MacDonald to be sure of the results. The C.LD. "resolved" this 
series of astonishing events by exhuming the bodies of the family four 
years later and having FBI agent Paul Stombaugh swear under oath to 
the federal grand jury that the hair in Colette’s hand was her own. Of 
course, all forensic hair experts know it is scientifically impossible to 
match hair in an individual - all that can be said is "similar" or 
"dissimilar." 
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In 1970, Dr. MacDonald described the female assailant as carrying light, 
possibly a candle, since the light was flickering on her face. Later it was 
determined that the C.I.D. "held up,” again, wax dripping reports from 
the crime scene. These crucial wax reports state unequivocally that no 
candle in the MacDonald house matched the wax drippings ~ some of 

which were in the bedding of Kimberly, the five year old child. 

Dr. MacDonald suffered multiple wounds in the assault. Observers, 
including many physicians, confirm he suffered multiple ice pick and 
knife stab wounds and blunt trauma to his head and left shoulder/arm. 
One stab wound penetrated his right chest, collapsing his lung and 
narrowly missing his liver. Other stab wounds and lacerations were in his 
abdomen, arm, hand and left chest. Examining physicians and experts 
testified at least one wound was life threatening, and no one, including 
a physician, could know the consequences of the wounds. 

A document released in F.O.I.A. documents in 1983, an important letter 
from a C.LD. colonel to J. Edgar Hoover, documents at least 17 stab 
wounds, plus other injuries to Dr. MacDonald. This information was 
later denied by prosecutors and writers in an attempt to strengthen their 
case in court and against appeals. 

When Dr. MacDonald, lying next to his wife, was initially revived by MP 
Mica, his first words were about his children, his wife, and descriptions 
of his assailants. 

No road blocks were initially established. No patrol was sent to 
approach the woman in the floppy hat seen only blocks away, despite 
numerous requests by MP Mica to do so. 

Dr. MacDonald was treated with two separate chest tubes being 
surgically inserted into his chest to re-expand the lung. He was admitted 
to the intensive care unit and remained in the hospital 10 days, leaving 
only once, to attend the funerals of his family. 

A psychiatric note in his chart at that time states "normal grief process 
continues.” 

Information was uncovered by investigators Ted Gunderson, Ray 
Shedlick and one of columnist Jack Anderson’s investigators, Don 
Goldberg, that finally uncovered the person who made a phone call to 
the MacDonald house that night. Jimmy Friar made the call to locate 
"another Dr. MacDonald,” actually Dr. Richard McDonald, and post 
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telephone operators in the early morning hours past 2:00 A.M. put him 
through to Dr. MacDonald’s house. Friar recalls a woman answered, 
that he could hear a commotion in the background, and a male said, 
"Hang up the God-damned phone." In her confession, Helena Stoeckley 
used almost identical words to say what one of her male co-assailants 
said to her when she answered the ringing telephone. 

Jan Snyder, a former neighbor of the MacDonalds now living in Ohio, 
furnished a statement advising that during the early morning hours of 
February 17, 1970, she looked out her window at 308 Castle Drive and 
saw a cream-colored automobile parked directly in front of 310 Castle 
Drive. She also saw a blue Mustang and a "military vehicle” (jeep). The 
last time she saw the vehicles they made a U-turn and were heading in 
the direction of Dr. MacDonald’s home. This confirms information 
furnished by Helena Stoeckley. Snyder was interviewed by the C.D. for 
approximately five minutes the morning of February 17, 1970. She 
relayed this same information to the C.LD. The C.D. agent said they 
would return to obtain a formal statement but never did. 

Cathy Perry gave a confession to the FBI in 1984, prior to an upcoming 
movie on the case (in contrast to prosecutor statements that the 
confession was made after the movie). In her confession, she said she 
participated in the murders of a mother and two young boys in North 
Carolina in 1970. The government belittled her confession due to the 
discrepancies in the sex of the children, and because she said there was 
a flight of stairs in the home. In fact, there were two steps between the 
living room and hallway in the MacDonald home, and other portions of 
Perry’s confession contained astonishing facts related to the crime scene, 
including trying to "inject" victims (missing bloody syringe), and that one 
of the children hid in a closet (hair torn out by the root was found in 
that location). 

C.LD. investigators on the case have admitted the direction of their 
investigation towards Dr. MacDonald was determined in the early 
morning hours of February 17, 1970, prior to any investigation of any 
leads. This direction was based on a theory that the living room scene 
was "staged," i.e., that the overturned furniture, an overturned flower pot 
and other lack of general disarray appeared to be “staged.” It wasn’t 
until six months later, during the Article 32 proceedings, that it was 
conclusively proved the elements of the "staged scene” theory were all 
incorrect, and much of the confusion was directly a result of crime scene 
changes made by on-the-scene personnel such as military police and 
ambulance attendants. Unfortunately, although the genesis of the theory 
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that Dr. MacDonald was guilty was not disproved, C.LD. investigators 
would never again truly investigate the case in any neutral fashion. 

There was a clearly documented "turf" war between the United States 
C.LD. and the FBI for control of the crime scene and processing of 
forensic material. In effect, the Army C.L.D. froze out the FBI, and the 
FBI withdrew (formally on February 26, 1970, nine days after the 
murders, but in fact withdrawing by February 21, 1970, only four days 
after the crimes). This fiasco insured no civilians would ever truly be 
investigated, since the C.].D. had jurisdiction only over United States 
Army personnel, i.e., Dr. (then Captain) MacDonald. 

Additionally, this insured the less competent C.D. lab a chance to 
handle the forensic material, a move which turned out to be catastrophic, 
witness the lost, changed and ignored evidence of many types at the 
crime scene. 

The list of destroyed or lost evidence handled by the C.D. is 
astonishing. It includes, among others: 

a. Fingerprints, at least seven, intentionally destroyed 

Fingerprints "inadvertently" destroyed, such as at least two on the 
door of entry to the master bedroom used by the assailants 

c. Bloody syringe -- now "lost" 

d. Piece of skin -- now "lost" 

e. Bloody clothing and boots - now "lost" 

f. Pajama bottoms of Dr. MacDonald — now “lost" 

g. Wet leaves and grass from inside the crime scene -- never collected 

h. Blood evidence from the exact spot where MacDonald struggled 
with assailants -- hidden by prosecution (not recorded on crime 
scene chart at time of trial) 

i. Fibers, crucial evidence from the exact spot where MacDonald 
struggled with assailants -- never collected 
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j. Bloody footprints in child’s bedroom destroyed as C.LD. agents 
tried to saw floor to transport to crime lab. 

In addition, the C.I.D. was responsible for almost innumerable failures 
to follow up on legitimate leads, including leads of real value given to 
the C.ILD., each on several occasions. Clearly, their focus was Dr. 
MacDonald, and any evidence not consistent with their theory was 
discarded, ignored or changed. 

Unfortunately, the small amount of investigation they did do was 
woefully lacking in completeness and in expertise. For instance, to this 
day large areas of the crime scene have never been processed for 
fingerprints. Crucial items, such as the flower pot and a baby bottle 
found near one child, were not processed for fingerprints. 

And absurd events occurred in the crime scene, such as the theft of a 
wallet after the arrival of C.L.D. investigators; and VIP tours of the crime 
scene for high ranking "brass" prior to crime scene forensic investigations 
being performed. 

The absurdity of the crime scene work is evidenced by an Esquire 
magazine, alleged by the prosecution to be important since it mentioned 
the Manson killings in California, and since it allegedly had blood on it. 
What the C.D. didn’t make clear until years later was that the Esquire 
magazine had been picked up and looked at by multiple investigators at 
the crime scene, for a total of three days prior to the alleged discovery 
of blood on the magazine. It was only then (over a lab: person’s 
objecting statement that the magazine couldn’t possibly be considered 
evidence) that the Esquire magazine was collected as "evidence" against 
Dr. MacDonald. The majority of the fingerprints eventually found on the 
magazine were, indeed, investigator prints, yet to this day an unidentified 
print remains from this "exhibit." 

The government contends “fabric impressions” and blood stains on a 
sheet imply Dr. MacDonald, for whatever bizarre and unsupported 
reason, carried Colette to the master bedroom from one of the children’s 
rooms. 

Evidence uncovered by Raymond Shedlick, Jr. conclusively proves a 
witness in the house at the crime scene saw the sheet on Colette prior 
to crime scene photographs. Other witnesses saw Colette not under the 
sheet before and after those events. This evidence destroys any validity 
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in the fabric impressions, since a crime scene person was the individual 

who placed the sheet in contact with Colette, not Dr. MacDonald. 

It is known from sworn testimony that the telephones were used by not 

only Dr. MacDonald but also by the MPs in calling for help. Therefore, 

someone at the crime scene wiped the phones clean while the 
investigators were there, contrary to the C.D. theory that Dr. 
MacDonald wiped the phones. 

Similarly, witnesses at the crime scene have stated under oath they saw 
a knife with a bloody blade in the master bedroom. The C.LD., 

however, states the blade was clean and says Dr. MacDonald was lying 

about removing a knife from Colette’s chest. Obviously, with witnesses 

seeing a bloody knife at the scene after Dr. MacDonald was removed to 

the hospital, someone other than Dr. MacDonald wiped the blade. In 
fact, C.I.D. reports now released indicate blood smears on a towel that 
are consistent with a wiped blade. 

No inventory was ever taken of the contents of the MacDonald house, 

and the C.LD. admitted that it never thought to ascertain whether any 

jewelry was missing. Possible blood and an unidentified fingerprint were 

found on the jewelry box in the master bedroom. Two family heirloom 

rings are still missing. Dr. MacDonald learned about this loss later, in 
the five-month Army Article 32 hearing. 

In 1982, Ted Gunderson submitted to the FBI a four-volume report 
containing his investigations to date. The response of the FBI was, 

unfortunately, not to consider Gunderson’s work, but to attack the 

motives of Gunderson and retired police detective Prince Beasley, who 

cooperated in obtaining the initial Stoeckley confessions. Since that 

time, information has been developed from F.O.LA. requests that the 

FBI conducted four separate investigations into of Gunderson after he 
entered the case as opposed to any real investigation into the evidence 
uncovered in the MacDonald case. 

In 1982 an attempt was made by the FBI and DEA to frame Gunderson 

on a drug charge by utilizing a female informant as the instigator. She 

was paid $2,000.00 over a six-month period and finally came to 

Gunderson and told him about the plot. Government agents wrote out 

questions the informant should ask prior to the informant making taped 

phone calls to Gunderson. The agents forgot to retrieve one of the notes 

and the informant furnished this note to Gunderson who has it in a 
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safety deposit box. Gunderson later learned that his telephones were 

tapped. He sued GTE and obtained an out-of-court settlement in 1989. 

Gunderson was also the victim of a disinformation program. 

Government agents circulated rumors that he was a homosexual, 

suffering from mental problems, and trafficking in drugs. 

Similar occurrences happened in relation to Prince Beasley and other 

witnesses who tried to come forward with new evidence. 

The "pivotal" piece of evidence, according to the prosecution, in the 

entire case is the pajama top of Dr. MacDonald. Brian Murtaugh, a 

prosecution lawyer, asked Paul Stombaugh of the FBI laboratory, in 

1974, to see if he could "match up 48 holes in the pajama top from ice 

pick thrusts with the 21 ice pick wounds in Colette’s chest." The 

government theory, as bizarre as it sounds, is that for some reason Dr. 

MacDonald put his pajama top on Colette and stabbed her through the 

garment. 

Not surprisingly, two weeks later, Stombaugh said, yes, he could match 

up 48 holes in the pajama top with 21 holes in Colette’s chest. This 

became the infamous "pajama top experiment” that was so convincing to 

the jury. 

The pajama experiment is a fraud. There are approximately 12 reasons 

why the pajama top experiment is false information, but perhaps the 

clearest is the government’s own evidence. Stombaugh had determined 

with a microscope the “directionality,” i.e., the exit and entrance, of 13 of 

the holes in the pajama top (by fibers broken one way). However, in 

order to comply with layer Murtaugh’s request for “evidence,” he had to 

ignore this proven directionality -- in fact, he reversed six of the 13 

directions in order to "match up" the 48 pajama top holes with 21 wounds 

on Colette. 

There are additional important reasons why the pajama top experiment 

is fraudulent, including Stombaugh ignoring Colette's pink pajama top; 

other wounds on Colette; and the massive discrepancy between the depth 

of wounds necessary in Stombaugh’s experiment as opposed to the depth 

of wounds as determined by autopsy. Yet the pajama top experiment 

was seen by the jury and believed, and was admitted by Judge Dupree 

despite overwhelming evidence it was totally false. In essence, a man 

today sits in federal prison convicted by knowingly false and misleading 
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“evidence” manufactured in response to a lawyer’s plea for “new 
evidence.” 

41. An unexplained doll head and feathers were found in the house. 
Gunderson, who is considered a satanic cult expert, advises that when Satanists commit a murder they leave Signs at the scene. Gunderson believes that the doll head and feathers and stab wounds on one of the children’s chest were satanic Signs. 

42. — Stoeckley stated her cult was active in a drug operation that was bringing drugs in plastic bags in the body cavities of the dead Gls from southeast Asia to the U.S. in military planes. Her cult murdered the MacDonald family without the permission of the leaders of this operation. The leaders, some of whom were in the military, were afraid that if the cult was identified as involved in the murders, it might expose the dmg operation, so they framed Dr. MacDonald. 

Today, there are roughly 40 witnesses who strongly corroborate Dr. MacDonald’s version of events. This is in addition to the seven witnesses excluded at trial in 1979. Shockingly, the group he described existed, was drug and violence-oriented, was seen going to and coming from the house, was seen in bloody clothing, and fits his descriptions. Insider information and independently arrived at forensic information ties the group of assailants to the crime scene. And, most incredibly, three of the group of assailants have confessed, and other admissions of guilt were overheard by third parties. Dr. MacDonald has passed a polygraph and five legitimate forensic psychiatric examinations. He suffered multiple wounds in the assault, at least one of which could have been fatal. 

The “evidence” convicting him in 1979 was simply "forensic" evidence of a confusing nature that did no more than place him in his own home on the night of the murders. There is no evidence that says he committed murder ~ and there is voluminous evidence that points to the guilt of Helena Stoeckley, Greg Mitchell and their co-assailants. Yet, as of this date, Dr. MacDonald remains in federal 
prison, a victim of injustice of the worst sort. 

Additional evidence was recently developed that further corroborates Dr. MacDonald’s innocense. This evidence was presented in the U.S. District Court. Judge Dupree ruled in favor of the government. The decision was then appealed to the Fourth Circuit. They also ruled in favor of the government. An effort will be made to appeal this decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. See the following newspaper article for details, 
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‘Fatal Vision’ Do 
for Ruling on New Trial 
MacDonald would be free 
today if fiber evidence in the 
1970 killings had been 
presented, lawyers say. 

By DAVID WILLMAN 
TIMES STAFF WRITER 

Twenty-two years later, Jeffrey R. 
MacDonald still insists that he didn’t do 
it: He didn't stab and club to death his 
Pregnant wife, Colette, and their two 
young daughters early in the morning of 
Feb. 17, 1970, at Ft. Bragg, N.C. 

MacDonald, a physician whose case 
was etched into the nation's conscious- 
ness with the 1980s book and television 
movie “Fatal Vision” is waiting again to 
hear whether the legal system will be- 
lieve him. A panel of the U.S. 4th Circuit 
Court of Appeals in Richmond, Va., is 
expected to rule soon on his request for a 
new trial. : 
Tz request is based on evidence that 

MacDonald's lawyers, including 
Harvard Law School professor Alan M. 
Dershowitz, say is new. 
“Tam absolutely convinced of Jeffrey 

MacDonald's innocence,” said Harvey A. 
Silvergiate, MacDonald's lead attorney. 
“MacDonald wanted me to represent 
him in 1984, and I turned him down. 
When I looked at the evidence in 1989, I 
immediately agreed to take the case. 
This is the strongest habeas corpus peti- 
lion I have filed in 25 years.” 
The Justice Department. in briefs 

signed by Criminal Division chief Robert 
S. Mueller IIL, rejects as insignificant the 
new evidence and urges denial of Mac- 
Donald's request for a new trial. 

“[(MacDonald] attacked his wife and 
family with makeshift weapons from his 
household, moved their bodies and rear- 
ranged the crime scene to comport with 
his version of Manson-type murders,” 
says the Justice Department brief. 

MacDonald, a Princeton-educated 
former Army captain, has told the same 
story since the hour he was questioned 
in his blood-spattered home: He and his 
family were attacked by four intruders, 
one of whom was a woman with dark 
clothing and flowing blond hair. One 
chanted: “Acid is groovy. Kill the pigs.” 

Now, MacDonald’s lawyers contend 
that materials they have found through 
Freedom of Information Act requests 

prove his innocence. These include notes revealing that dark woolen fibers were discovered in Colette MacDonald's 
mouth and that a 22-inch synthetic 
blond strand was found in the house. 
Other notes, the lawyers say, show that human limb hair found in Colette's 

left hand was tested by a government 
examiner before trial and did not match that of Jeffrey MacDonald. A prosecu- tion expert testified in 1979 that the limb hair at issue was too small to be of value. 

If the evidence of the woolen fibers and the blond strand had been known 
earlier, MacDonald's lawyers assert, the trial judge might have allowed testimo- ny that a woman named Helena Stoeck- ley claimed to a government investiga- tor and six other people that she and 
three male companions committed the murders. Stoeckley died in 1983. 

“If the original MacDonald jury had 
learned of the undisclosed forensic evi- dence and heard the testimony [related 
to Stoeckley), Jeff MacDonald would 
have been acquitted,” said Roger C. 
Spaeder, a Washington lawyer and for- mer assistant U.S. attorney now working 
for MacDonald's defense. 

Silvergiate also alleges that the gov- ernment purposefully shielded laborato- ry notes and other evidence from Mac- 
Donald's original defense team. 
Tx Justice Department denies those- 

assertions and contends that some of 
the purportedly new information was, or should have been, known to MacDon- 
aid’s previous lawyers. The government contends that the dark fibers in Colette's 
mouth “were forensically insignificant” 
and speculated that the 22-inch biond 
strand may have come from a doll. 

Not in dispute is that 22 years ago, someone using an ice pick, two knives 
and a club killed Colette MacDonald and 
Kimberly, 5, and Kristen, 2. Jeffrey 
MacDonald was found at the scene with 
less severe stab wounds, including a 
Partially collapsed lung. 

In telephone interviews from an Ore- 
gon prison, MacDonald, now 48, says he 
still thinks of his wife and children. The 
memories, he said, can be worst during 
April and May—on their birthdays. 

“Ttry to aim at the next achievable 
goal,” said MacDonald, called “Doc” by other inmates... . There's a comfort 
deep within me, because I know the 
truth. I know I’m innocent.” 

ctor Waits 
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Profile: 
Jeffrey R. MacDonald 

Age: 48 
Geaidence: Federal prison, Sheridan, 

Former occupation: Emergency 
physician —————— 
Case background: 
Feb., 27, 1970: Colette MacDonald 
and the two MacDonald children, 
Kimberly, 5, and Kristen, 2, are 

October, 1970: The Army ends its 
formal investigation into the killings 
with no charges being filed. 
1971: MacDonald works at St. Mary 
Medical Center in Long Beach, 
earning praise for his long hours and 
care for indigent patients. He lives in 
Huntington Harbour. 
1975: The doctor is indicted in the 
deaths of his wife and children. 
1979: MacDonald is convicted on 
one count of first-degree murder and 
two counts of second-degree 
murder. 
1880: The U.S. 4th Cireuit Court of 

Appeals thet thet a conviction, 
it toaspeedy 

tal we violated. MacDonaid is 

1962: The U.S. Supreme Court 
reinstates MacDonald's conviction, 
and he is imprisoned immediately. 
1991: The doctor's request for anew 
trial is denied by the federal district 
Judge who oversaw the 1979 trial. 
2992: MacDonald, now ina 
medium-security prison in Oregon, 
seeks a new trial. 
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Subject of ‘Fatal Vision’ Book — 
Loses Appeal for a New Trial 

Special to The Times 

ICHMOND, Va.—Jeffrey R. MacDonald, whose murder case 
inspired the best-selling book “Fatal Vision,” on Tuesday lost 

his bid for a new trial. : : 
A three-judge panel of the U.S. 4th Circuit Court of Appeals 

ruled unanimously that newly identified evidence raised by 
MacDonald's lawyers “neither supports MacDonald's account of 
the murders nor discredits the government's theory” of how the _ 
killings occurred. , 

MacDonald’s wife, Colette, and their two daughters were 
clubbed and stabbed to death on Feb. 17, 1970, in the family’s home 
at the Ft. Bragg, N.C., Army base. MacDonald, a physician, was 
convicted of the crimes in 1979 and freed by an appellate court in 
1980. But went back to prison in 1982 when the Supreme Court 
reinstated his convictions. 

“I don’t know what to say,” MacDonald said in a telephone 
interview from a federal prison in Sheridan, Ore. “It’s outra- 
geous. . . . It’s very tough to get justice in this country.” 

In. an 1l-page decision, Judges David Russell, Francis O. 
Murnaghan Jr. and John D. Butzner Jr. said that the new 
evidence—hair, wool and synthetic fibers that MacDonald's 
lawyers suggest back his claim that a gang of hippies killed his 
family—“simply does not escalate the unease one feels with this 
case into a reasonable doubt” of his guilt. 
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THOMAS T. NOGUCHI, MD 
1110 Avoca Avenue 

Pasadena, California 91105-3405 

(818) 441-1506 
September 4, 1986 

Re: Medicolegal opinion on the case of Jeffrey R. MacDonald, M.D. 

Based on my review of the autopsy reports, photographs, investigative 

reports and at scene photographs and review of the case by other, the following 
is my opinion and medicolegal interpretation of the wounds and injury patterns. 

Collette MacDonald: 

1. Three types of weapons were involved in the attack on Collette: 
a. a blunt object with a square contact area 

b. a knife 

c. an ice pick-like piercing object. 
2. The wounds were inflicted while she was alive. 

3. The three types of wounds were inflicted within in a short interval of time.. 
4. The blunt force injuries are on the right side of the face indicating the 

assailant was left handed. 

Kimberley MacDonald: 
1. Two types of weapons were involved in the attack on Kimberley: 

a. a blunt object with flat surfaces 

b. a knife 

2. The wounds were inflicted while she was still alive. 
3. Most of the injuries are found on the right side of the body. 
4. The blunt injury to the right side of the face was inflicted first. 

5 
6 

The blunt force injury was delivered by a left handed person. 

The wounds were inflicted within a short interval of time. 

Kristen MacDonald: 
1. Two types of weapons were involved in the attack on Kristen: 

a. a knife 
b. an ice pick-like piercing object. 

2. The injuries were sustained while she was still alive. 

3. The ice pick type wounds were inflicted first followed by the stab wounds 

on the chest. : 
4. The stab wounds in the back were inflicted after the injuries to the front. 

Lastly, additional ice pick type wounds were inflicted on the chest as she 

was dying. 

5. There are linear wounds on the neck which appear to have been caused by 

a constrictive force delivered by a ligature, such as a thin rope or a heavy 

string. 

Based on the sequence of injuries and the types of injuries on the three 

deceased, my opinion is that multiple assailants, at least one of whom Is left 
handed, carrying a blunt object, knife/knives, and an ice pick type object, 

are involved. They appear to have coordinated their activities. Al a 

~ 292.6 ~ 



PRESS RELEASE 

Dr. David C. Raskin, a professor at the University of Utah and one of the leading 

polygraph experts in the country, recently performed a polygraph (lie detector) 

test on Dr. Jeffrey MacDonald at the federal correctional institution in Phoenix, 

Arizona. Dr. Raskin asked Dr. MacDonald the following questions: 

Did you inflict any of the injuries which resulted in 
the deaths of your wife and children? 

Answered "No." 

Did you yourself directly cause the deaths of your wife and 
children? 

Answered "No." 

Did you arrange with or directly assist anyone to 
cause the deaths of your family? 

Answered "No." 

Dr. Raskin concluded that Dr. MacDonald gave truthful answers to all of these 
questions and was, in fact, telling the truth when he stated that he did not kill his 

family. 

Dr. Raskin has testified before the Senate, acted as an expert in the Patricia 

Hearst and DeLorean cases, and is recognized as a pioneer in using computer 

analysis of polygraph results so that the operator's subjective feelings do not enter 

into the analysis of the results. Using all of the above described methods, Dr. 

Raskin is convinced of Dr. MacDonald’s innocence. 

Dr. Raskin also consults with several government investigatory agencies as an 

expert in the polygraph, including the Central Intelligence Agency and the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
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2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE TATE AND MACDONALD 
MURDER CULTS: — 

BOTH CASES INVOLVED THE USE OF DRUGS BY SLAYERS DURING THE 
MURDERS. 

IN BOTH CASES, THE VICTIMS WERE EITHER USING, OR WERE CONN- 
ECTED WITH DRUGS. DRUGS WERE FOUND AT THE TATE HOME. DR. 
MACDONALD WAS INVOLVED WITH THE TREATMENT OF ADDICTS. 

BOTH CASES INVOLVED “CULTS* THAT WERE INTO SATANISM AND RITUAL- 
ISTIC DEATH RITES. 

IN BOTH INCIDENTS, BLOODY OATHS WERE WRITTEN AT CRIME SCENE 
USING THE BLOOD OF THE VICTIMS. 

BOTH CRIMES INVOLVED THE PARTICIPATION OF A FEMALE OBSERVER os 
WHO DID NOT TAKE PART IN THE KILLINGS. 

BOTH CASES INCLUDED VICTIMS THAT WERE EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIR- 
ECTLY RELATED TO PROFESSIONAL MILITARY PERSONNEL. TATE'S FATHER 
WAS A RETIRED OFFICER. 

BOTH CRIMES TOOK PLACE DURING THE EARLY MORNING HOURS. 

IN BOTH INSTANCES, THE MURDERERS RETURNED TO THE SCENE IMMEDIATELY 
OR SHORTLY AFTERWARDS. MANSON RETURNED TO THE TATE RESIDENCE, TWO 
HOURS AFTER THE KILLINGS. 

BOTH KILLINGS INVOLVED PREGNANT WOMEN. SHARON TATE AND COLETTE MAC- 
DONALD. 

BOTH CASES HAD MORE THAN THREE MURDERERS AT THE SCENE. 

BOTH SLAYINGS INVOLVED “HIPPIE” TYPE KILLERS. 

IN BOTH INCIDENTS, ROBBERY WAS NOT CONSIDERED A MOTIVE. MANY VAL- 
UABLES WERE LEFT BEHIND IN EACH INSTANCE. 

IN BOTH CASES, THE NON-PARTICPANT FEMALE WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR BRING- 
ING THE FACTS OF THE MURDERS TO LIGHT BY LATER TELLING PRISON IN- 
MATES OF HER INVOLVEMENT. 

IN BOTH CASES THE PRIMARY DEATH WEAPON WAS A KNIFE USED REPEATEDLY 
IN A RITUALISTIC MANNER. 

IN BOTH CASES, THE "CULT" IS SUSPECTED IN OTHER LOCAL MURDERS. 

IN BOTH CASES THE "CULT" HAS REMAINED INTACT OVER THE YEARS, AND 
IS ACTIVE IN THREATENING MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS SHOULD THEY TEST- 
IFY IN REGARDS TO THE MURDERS. 
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17) 

18) 

19) 

20) 

22) 

23) 

IN BOTH CASES, THE “CULT” MEMBERS REMAINED TOGETHER IMMEDIATE- 
LY AFTER THE MURDERS AND MET AT A SINGLE LOCATION. MACDONALD"S 
KILLERS AT THE HICKORY TRAILER PARK, TATE'S AT THE SPAHN RANCH 
IN RURAL SYLMAR, CALIFORNIA. 

IN BOTH CASES, THE MURDERS WERE PLANNED WELL IN ADVANCE, AND 
WERE NOT IMPULSE KILLINGS, OR CRIMES OF PASSION, THAT HAPPENED 
"HEAT OF THE MOMENT”, 

IN BOTH CASES, NEIGHBORS NOTICED “UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR" BEFORE, 
DURING AND AFTER THE MURDERS, BY "PERSON OR PERSONS UNKNOWN". 
IN EACH INSTANCE, THE NEIGHBORS NEGLECTED TO REPORT THIS TO 
POLICE UNTIL THEY WERE LATER QUESTIONED. 

IN BOTH CASES, THE KILLERS CHANTED AND LAUGHED DURING THE 
CRIMES. 

IN BOTH INSTANCES, VALUABLE EVIDENCE WAS NEGLECTED OR ALTERED 
BY ARRIVING INVESTIGATORS WHO SHOULD HAVE KNOWN BETTER, 

BOTH HUSBANDS SURVIVED. 

TATE WAS HUNG. ONE OF THE MACDONALD CHILDREN HAD ROPE OR CORD 
BURNS ON HER NECK (SHE WAS POSSIBLY HUNG). 



TO: DEFENSE TEAN 

FRON: JEFF KACDONALD 

SUBJECT: CASUAL COMPARISON OF “HELTER SEBLTBR* BY VIBCEET BUGLIOSI AND 
FACTS LN MACDONALD CASE 

NOTES FROM READING “HELTER SKELTER*---- ON EXHAUSTIVE: NOT COMPULSIVELY 
DONE 

A FBV SIMILARITIES IN TATE/LA BIABCA INVESTIGATIONS AS OCCURRED IF 
INVESTIGATION aT 544 CASTLE DRIVE: 

PLEASE NOTE: All peges are reference paperback “Helter Skelter” by Vincent 
Bugliosi. 

1. pg. 14: 

2. pg. 17: 

3. pg. 18: 

4. pg. 22: 

5. pg. 26: 

6. pg. 27: 

7. pgs. 46-47: 

8. pg. 75: 

Officer DeRosa obliterates fingerprint on gate (multiple 
examples in MacDonald case) mes ee ~ 

Investigator tracks on scene confusing----just like mud/water 
at 544 Castle Drive. Difference: Tate/La Bianca investigators 
iamediataly questioned crime ecene people 

Multiple omissions of blood typing 

Plastic bags put on hands--~not done in MacDonald case 

“Fothing Stolen*---peeudo-inventory taken within days. In 
MacDonald case, no inventory for 6 months 

“Theory immediately made by investigators that hlinded 
investigators from then on, i.e. “Drug sale® 

SGT. Buckles ignores kay lead. Similar to many 
examples in MacDonald case, 1.e., girl in floppy hat, Beasley 
stopping Helena Stoeckley, etc. 

Peter Hunkos---Psychic (Ted Gunderson‘s friend from Canada in 
MacDonald case) 
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9. pg. 88: 

10. pg. 93: 

11. pg. 92-93: 

12. pg. 102: 

13. pge.100-104: 

14. pgs. 108-109: 

15. pg. 226: 

16. pg. 397: 

17. pgs. various: 

18. pg. 460: 

19. pg. 466: 

Truman Capote quoted on case. He was wrong, juet as he was 
when he was quoted on TY talk show in 1970, one day after 
MacDonald appeerance on Dick Cavett Show (Capote also on 

Dick Cavett next day.) 

Col. Tate forays into underworld---sisilar but more extensive 
then attempts by MacDonald (with Col. Kingston) and Kassab 

Rewards offered---similar to our multilple newspaper ads--- 
both (Tate/La Bianca & NacDonald ads) developed 
many leads 

Susan Atkins stabbed others---just as did Cathy Perry 
' Williame) 

Cops ignore multiple leade to “The Family* 
(Ranson Family) 

Cope question Manson---he makes simple denial (°No")---that 
it as far aes cope went. Sisilar to Ivory interviewing Helena 
Stoeckley, and similar to the CID interview of her group 

Various accounts of stabbing not consistant. Very 
similar to Cathy Perry/Helena Stoeckley differences 

Mary Brunner repudiates her own testimony several times, 
as did Suean Atkins, and as did Helena Stoeckley in the 

MacDonald case 

Leader not present at crime ecene in Tate and 
only present short time at La Bianca crime scenes. Similarly, 
Marzerolle in jail and “Candy” not at crime scene in MacDonald 
case 

Blood “expert® (Joe Grando), who ecrewed up the blood work 

moves from LAPD to FBI!!! Lab “experts” in MacDonai? c2s0 © 

who fouled up evidence mixture of CID (Medlin, Chazberlin, 
etc.) and PBI (Stombaugh and Green) 

Discussion of “normal absence of fingerprints of : 

intruders at crime scene by Bugliosi---I believe Susan Atkins 
never left fingerprints at crime scenes in Tate/LaBlanca. We'll 

never know in MacDonald case, because so many fingerprints 

were destroyed and crime scene 60 poorly dusted for prints 
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GENERAL THOUGHTS: 

20. Multiple weapons used in both cases 

21, Situation of group violence with “leaders” and “followers* 

22. Ritual type Killings to some extent in each 

23. Mental instability tn both groupe---i.e. Susan Atkins and 
nk in Manson crowd, Cathy Perry and Helena Stoeckley in Stoeckley 

24. Many witnesses eventually found who saw/heard group soning 
"and going in each cace 

25. Senselessnean of the killings in anek case 

26. Partial knowledge of layout of home, etc. in each case, i.e., 
Manson had been to Tate residence several times. At least Helena 
Stoeckley had been to MacDonald home, she said 

27. Vords written at crime scene in blood 

28. Emormous legends built up by prees in both cases, f.e., % 
trip" in Manson case (denied by Bugliosi); “hoods” on victims in Manson 
case. 

In MacDonald case: term “bippie* used by Col. Kriwarnek/Press, not by 
MacDonald. Later on, falee info extended to: MacDonald wounds, 
amphetamines and false government story of raodblocks and manhunt for 
the assailants 

29. Association of each group with drug use, including but not limited to, 
LSD and mescaline 

30. Poor autopsies performed in MacDonald case. In Tate/La Bianca, those 
overseen by Dr. Noguchi were well done; those done by assistant coroner 
were poorly done (or at least testimony was poor.) 

31. Connection of ascailants to widespread group of social miefite/dropouts/ 
dopers with violence and abuee part of their life. Drug informers present 
in both groups 

32. A few good cops in each case who tried to do right thing: Inyo County 
cope and two of La Bianca detectives in Manson cases; Prince Beasley in 

- MacDonald case. Majority of cops sloughed off and cimply went thru 
motions after making initial decieion as to “probable assailants” 

a8 
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The Washington 

Merry-Go-Round 
By JACK ANDERSON 

with Les Whitten 

% | WASHINGTON — The Justice Department has used 
f | outrageous stalling tactics to deny Dr. Jeffrey MacDo- 

naid his legal right to see government's files on 
, | himself. Alter more than three years of trying, MacDo- 

h ; nald has yet to receive a single page of the department's 
eee file. 

nald was a Green Beret doctor at Fort Bragg, 
N.C., in 1970 when hispregnant wife and two daughters 
were brutally murdered in their home. MacDonaid 
claimed that a drug-crazed “hippie group" killed his 
family and seriously wounded hins. An Army investiga- 
Uon cleared him. 

But the Justice Department, at the urging of MacDo- 
nald’s father-in-law, puraued the case. Nine years alter 

1G@ - 
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h press releases. 

f | nald’s file ia confusing, to say 

A wards wrote, “it appears thal the 

ee wo os en sonsnsscssnsess 
the crime, the doctor was broughi to trial. Evid 
that he believes could have oe seaman es 
held, and he was found guilty. He ki now serving three 
consecutive life sentences for crimes he insists he did 
not commit. 

supperis'is claim of fanocence, MacDueid nuneerted o! . Oy 
his Ties upder the Freedom of Tiformation Act in Janu- 

bellewesihe files alec contsiapeeat chasten ens tate ove: nt mis- 
conduct that prejudiced his cane rn 

The Justice Department put him on a waiting list, 
informing him that there were 135 requests to be pro- 
cessed ahead of his. Last June, nearly two-and-a-half 
years alter his initial request, he got a letter from the 
Justice Department — asking If he was still Interested. 

Despite the law's requirement that FOIA requests be 
handled as quickly as possible, Justice scsigned a sin- 
gle employee to review the 90,000-page file. Officials 
said there was no way they could up the process. 
MacDonald's attorneys offered to pay for copies of 

the file so that processing could be done more quickly. 
The Justice Department did not accept the offer. 

Rep. Don Edwards, D-Callf., wrote to Attorney Gen- 
4 eral William French Smith on MacDonald's behalf. “I 
would request that steps be taken to speed this process 
80 a8 to achieve the pu the Act in this case,” 
Edwards wrote. ‘Given the significance of the statuto~ 
ry rights involved in the MacDonald case, more diligent 
attention should be given to fulfilling the Department's 

4 responsibilities ..."" 
MacDonald did a little better with the FBI — but not: 

much. He has received 39 of the 1,148 pages of | 
ments on him in the FBI files. However, 38 pages 
consist almost entirely of newspaper clippings and 

onto the rest of MacDo- 
feast. The bureau ad- 

mittedly has no ongoing investigation as such. But ac- 
cording to FBI Director William Webster, ‘“This case 
remains in_a pending status, with the FBI ee 
making inquines as specifically requested by the U.S. 

The FBI's reason for hangi: 

Z Department of Justice." 
ngressman Edwards questioned the FBI's asser- 

tion in bis letter to the attorney general. “tn light of the 
facts that Dr. MacDonald was coavicted in 1979 and that 
the Supreme Court denied .... his final appeal,” Ed- 

ition taken by the 
Buresu is In error, as well as at odds with the position of 
the Department of Justice.” 
Inshort, through unconscionable stalling and specious 

reasoning, ine Susuice Department and the FBI are 
keeping MacDonald {rom seeing his files. What is the 
government afraid of? .7 yh 
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‘The same day that Alisha Owen's jury found her guilty of eight 

Counts of perjury, perjury charges against another young person with 
a similar story were dropped. Paul Bonacci, 23, who is now in prison 
at the Lincoln Correctional Center serving a five-year sentence for 
fondling a minor in 1989, was indicted on three counts of, perjury last 
August by the Douglas County grand jury. The stories involve 
allegations of sex abuse centering around Larry King and others, 
some of whom were involved in the failed Franklin Credit Union. 

Bonacci's attorney John DeCamp is disappointed that the charges 
were dropped because certain documents he needed as evidence 
were unavailable to him until Alisha Owen's trial ended. Now they 
are unavailable to him because the charges were dropped 

Bonacci was indicted for saying: 1) he saw Alisha Owen and 
Robert Wadman having intercourse, 2) he saw Robert Wadman use 
Cocaine, and 3) that he was sexually abused by Harold Andersen. 

Bonacci has multiple personality disorder (MPD), a condition 
first diagnosed by court-appointed psychiatrist Beverley Mead. He 
has been seen by two other psychiatrists. MPD is said to be the result 
ofearly severe trauma. According to Mead, Bonacci is not psychotic. 
At the time of this interview, Bonacci told the Observer that he and 
his psychiatrist had discovered 103 personalities so far. 

Bonacci bas told the same story, according to him, since a 1986 
interview with the Omaha Police Department, and before that to 
friends. Danny King and Troy Boner, former friends of Alisha Owen, 
recanted their stories before testifying to the grand jury. Bonacci says 
he is not a friend of Owen and has never recanted his story. 

The Observer first contacted DeCamp, for permission to do this 
interview. After receiving that, we contacted the prison and Mr. 
Bonacci. Bonacci agreed to the interview immediately, and tells us 
that he did so without consulting DeCamp. “A lot of people and the 

Nebraska 
Observer 

Paper Never Brought to Justice 

Bonacci Recalls Early 

Zo! 

press make me out like a marionette or something, and DeCamp pu 
all the strings and stuff. That’s the reason I decided to give the Obsery 
(the interview). Everybody tells me what to do, now I have to : 
something on my own,” he said. facet Tey 
The taped interview lasted three hours and was conducted at t 

Lincoln Correctional Center July 3. The Observer will make copies 
the transcript available for $10 July 20. Lk Bs : 

‘The material in the interview is shocking. While wemake no preten 
at being able to understand the psychological importance or literal tru 
of it, wehave decidedto print significant excerpts for three reasons. Fit 
‘because we question whether any serious attempt has ever beenmadet 
law enforcement people to investigate the allegations. Phone inquiri: 
from the Observer to several law enforcement agencies were met wi 
stonewalling; one police officer said that the allegations of Bonacci we: 
just repeats of charges that had already been dealt with by the grand ju 
and others. Another, Sgt. Bovasso, said that he had done an investigatic 
at the time of Bonacci's 1989 arrest, but it was not clear that he wi 
referring to Bonacci's past allegations, Bovasso, like many others, w: 

unwilling to give details because of the civil suit filed against him an 
many other individuals named in this story, and institutions by DeCam 
oa Bonacci's bebalf after the criminal charges were dropped. 

. Seennd, because much of the story resembles things that Alist 
Owen said. Bonacci, however, was not called as.a witness cither by th 
prosecution or the defense in Owen’s trial. And third, because Bonact 
regrets that he will be denied his day in court, now that perjury charge 
against him have been dropped. He wants his story to be told. : 

It is important to remember thet different personalities speak : 
different times. They may seem to contradict each other as when on 
recalls the first time something happening was age eight and the othe 

recalls the first time as age four. Actually, the two personalities just hav 
different memories, «~:~ SORE FIN ge 

inst, Clana SE AG aes a hy “ata - 

~~ 
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Observer Inter, 3 
by Frances Mendenhall 

PB. (Whea he heard they had dropped the Charges) I started crying. I should have been happy, but I wasn’t. Cause I just felt that..ali’s it’s going todois allow them tokeep it covered up. I know one thing. I didn't Say all this stuff just to have the charges dropped, it’s like [ wasn't afraid of the Charges. I still wait for a way to tell the truth. And [ felt cheated because...the charges are dropped. But does that ever leave mea chance to prove that Itold the truth? Oris everybody going tothink of me 

Continued from Pagel 
Moines, Kansas City, New Orteans and: Dallas, 

P.B. Alan Baer would take me ina car to Des Moinesand Kansas City. Andthen I'd fly from usually Sioux City Washington D.C. or to other towns sometimes, Larry King would set up the Qights sometimes. 
EM. Commercial or Private? 
PB. Usually Private, there was a little plane from that heusedto have us flown around, one Of the big ones. . EM. And did Larry King fly usually out of . Sioux City, is that what you said? PB. Um hmm. (affirmative) 
EM. Did he ever fly out of Omaha? P.B. We flew out of Omaha usually on com- mercial planes that | remember were never booked like(?) commercial planes. So they’ book our ticket and call us a different name or something. 

ed 

W With Paul Bonacci 
as a liar? | 

EM. So only 5 or 6 were with Citron, is that right. In 1979 Bonacci recalls meeting a man ae d 
who would molest him, Walter Catt n, at PB. Sanne: Te majerty were all done for a picnicon July 4th. Carlson “started pick- E Een Baer? that summer,” took him to his meals pe 
ing me up re P.B. And for King house where they would watch cartoons, 
later sexual films, and have sex. Bonacci 
was eleven in 1979. 

Bonacci says he was introduced to Peter Citron at Peony Park by his (Bonacci 's) (riend John Camp. He says he took five or six trips to San Francisco with Citron. Another person, a white fat male with brown hair, would get the tickets for him. 
There were more trips. 

FM. How many trips do you think you took? PB. With Citron? 
FM. Well, either way, with Citron or alto- gether, 
P.B. With Citron, 5 of 6 and with (unintelti- gible) probably hundreds, 
EM. Hundreds. Where all did you go? P.B. California, Colorado, um, New York, Minnesota, (unintelligibie) 

David Thorstadt is 2 founding member of NAMBLA, the North American Man Boy LoveAssociation. This New York based Sroup can be reached at 2 12-807-8578. The outgoing message on their machine clearly identifies the group's goals, 
EM. Where would you stay? . PB. Usually in one of the guys’ homes in New York. 

: EM What guys? . P.B. David Thorstadt and Wayne Sunday. EM. Who's Wayne Sunday? | 
P.B. He’s kind of a big round fat baid guy. “M. Is he associated with anybody else? P.B. Yeah, with David Thorstadt. He's in NAMBLA. 
EM. He’s in NAMBLA? 
PB. (unintelligible), Hugh Hammell FM. Hugh Hammell? 

P.B. And Larry King. We had meetings at this church out there. First Coramunity that was in Boston.~ 
EM. What kind of meetings? 
P.B. NAMBLA 
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Bonacci recalls having sex with men in East Coust cities, including Washington D.C. One wasa congressman, Barney Frank. Bonacci found out who he was by checking his wallet. Bonacct said he “was with him about seven times,” : 
-- New Yorkand Boston were the cities they went to most, but the Jjst also includes Drs ‘ ontunued on page 

EM. What would happen at the Meetings? P.B. Well at the Meetings tiey would have, they would taik about what they were going to they would also have it ‘was pretty well orga- nized they’d check out everybody with this Sumber (unintelligible) came in and auc- tioned off for the night and they deny that they Go that but they do, oo shen 
Bonacci had a Sreat deal to say about Alan Baer: The Observer attempted unsuc- cessfully to contact Mr, Baer by calling the number listed for him In the telephone book, as well as by asking People known to associate with him how to reach him. We are aware of a number of stories about Baer doing such things as paying for AIDS treatment for People, and helping another person get drug treatment. Many ex-lovers of his remember acts of kindness by him. Some also question whether he would involve himself with a tainor. 



gether kind of or were they just doing their 
own things? ‘ 
P.B. Most of the time they were doing t.._.r 
own things. They did have uh some state, 
mutual interest in the state parks. 
PB. Yeah, I was there. (Unintelligible) drugs , 
and the parties. 
EM. Who brought them? Where'd they come 
from? 
P.B. There was I don’t, know who brought 

. them, they were either there when we got 
there so..they all lived in a... most of the time 
I don’t remember Alan Baer drinking too 
much he was mainly drinking pop or some- 
thing. Last time I would stop in there. There 
were no uh, I don’t remember seeing King 
taking any drugs or anything. But I know that 
he knew that there were drugs around there. 
Whether or not.. 

EM. He knew what? 
P.B. He had to have known that there were 
drugs around at his parties, 
EM. Ok 
P.B. And they were sometimes very obvious 
smoking. And you'd walk into a room and he 
would be snorting coke or doing some acid, 
kind of hard not to.. ’ ' 
FM. You said Alan Baer, you never saw him 
drink, is that right? 
P.B. Yeah I never seen him drink. 
EM. Did you ever see him do any drugs? + 
‘PB. No. But it, you know, I don’t know 
whether hebad any fix down, you know, being 
without drugs, he tried at his apartment, one of ! 
his apartments at Twin Towers he always had 
a refrigerator full of pop, he'd always have 
diet pop io the refrigerator, 

AS Mikey 
Bonacci refers to Paul as be or him and all 
the personalities together as we or us. 
PB. He (Alan Baer) started threatening his 
family and then in '86 he started receiving 
threats out where ‘he’s living at be started 
receiving threats that they would, by Walter . license 

P.B. There's a simp 
run. 
FM. The run? 
P.B. Yeah, the run. The milk run. 
FM. The milk run? 
P.B. Yeah, it's now it runs by the Run, it goes 
right in front of the correctional center in 
Omahe or right behind it. 
EM. Like the Run bar? 
P.B. Yeah. Used to be called I think the Cave 
EM. Ok. 
P.B. Then there was the Max but it’s (unintel- 
ligible) called the Hollywood, so that was 
something else. The Diamond Bar is not on 
the, isn't where it’s at now, cause now it's at a 
Part they used to call (unintelligible), but I 
used to work there as 2 bartender. Across the 
Street from the bus station now, which is 
probably one-way, 
FM. So when was it that you met Alan Baer, 
what year? 
PB. 1979. Itwas sametime I met Peter Citron. 
EM. How did you run into him, what were you 
doing. 
PB. I was with (unintelligible) and we were: 
on the run. ; 
FM. When you say on the run does that mean 
you ran away from home or what? 
P.B. No, I was, being on the nun is being it’sa 
it’s like a area where prostitutes hang out. 
Male prostitutes in Omaha hang out on the 
fun. 
EM. So when you're on the run does that 
mean you, what do you do? What do you do| 
when you're on the run? 
P.B. When you're on it usually you sell your- 

| self. 
FEM. Do you meet People there that y. 
arranged on the phone, do you just stand the 
how docs ithappen? - 
PB. Yeah. Most of the time you just mee 

people that are driving by andit’s like one wa 
youcan tell if it's acop or not if you look at the} 

Plates...The Omaha police they use Carlson and some of the other guys tbat were | plates that say “city government” on them, being investigated at the time. And even by 
Baer mostly if we ever came if it came out 
with anything that ub they would kill us, they 
would start killing our friends. Jn which at first. 
it didn't bother me see because we figured 
they didn’t know where any of our friends - 
were. "Till we started secing notes on our 
window of our trailer on our my room and 
we'd read jt and we'd sit there and talk about 
what my friends look like and then we saw 
(unintelligible) walking with them or some- 
thing across the cornfields going to QuikShop - 
and which started scaring us and stuff and they 
knew their name and stuff and that started 
Scaring us because we figured well we protect 
Ourselves but we can’t protect our friends all 
thetime, 
PB. First time I met Alan Baer was on the 
“run.” 

they're detective cars. And when you seen a 
car that had city detective — or no it's city 
government — on it you never tried to get 
picked upby that and the person, youask him 
“are you a cop?” 
EM. Yeah. : 
PB. And they bave to tell you they're a cop. 
FM. Amazing. i 

P.B. I remember (unintelligible) one time I 
broke this guy’s window in his car. And the 
Police arrived, and this one officer was going 
to make a report about it. And Alan Baer came’ 
Out of the Club Max, ¢ame out of it and told 
the guy, he paid the guy money so the cop! 
made no report. I didn't get in any trouble, he 
just paid for the window. 

— @n2 ee 

through Omahacalled*’ -| Bonacci also recalls that Baer would him money for “transportation,” $60 though he lived only six blocks away f Baer’s apartment in Twin Towers. 

P.B. I heard from someone they had 
Security there (at Twin Towers) it’s like, if 
bad good Security there, I'd like to find i 
like you walk in and if you act like you | where you're going, kind of go up thereal 
UP, ONCe you get up there to the floor ye 
going to you've got to get on the phone 
call anyway, call the apartment, they fi 
you know it’s really easy to get into that < 
the glass built in around it. 
FM. And you never had any trouble? 
PB. No'l’d just go up there and call 
number that we were lold to Bive the gu 
EM. Were they somebody’s apartment? 
P.B. Yeah, these were Alan Baer’s apartm< 
EM. Did be answer the phone? | 
P.B. Yes, usually he’d answer the phone. 
EM. Was he expecting you. , 
PB. Yeah, he was expecting us. When 
we'd go up there he was always ¢: 
anyone. Sometimes where they'd try togei 
where they'd get some extra People, the 

” ave one person go into the apartment ; 
they'd have two, they’dhave One guy who! 
to stand (unintelligible) in the fire esca 
you'd have one guy down there and yo 
have one guy on the floor where the party. 
at with the door open so that you could get 
at the door so you'd have like ten, fifteen k 
&O up the fire escape, Well you didn't have 
pass the guard. 

One of the three counts of perjury ( 
grand Jury indicted Bonacci for was | 
allegation of being molested by someo 
named [Jarry Andersen who he believes 

, Harold Andersen of the World-Haro! 
Anderser declined to be interviewed { 
this article, aes ee tne 
P.B. Nobody has ever showed mea picture 
Harold Andersea, to this day, and said this 
HaroldAndersen. I've been shown pictures 

people that I said was Harold Andersen, to, | 
Roy Stevens, but he’s the first one and that w 
just a couple of moaths ago. But he’s nev 

verified whether or not that it was. So I dot 
"now whether or not that it was the same gi 
but I know it was the guy that I know as Har 
Andersea. Whether or not his real name 
Harry Andersen or not, I don’t know. 

P.B. And the other thing was about Haro 
Andersen, saying x was Harold Andersen wt 
was the ex-editor from the World-Herald. Ar 
I’vealways maintained about that was the fa 
that I’ve peverbeen shown a picture. And/’: 
remembering what this guy told me abot 

saying that h: wasa journalist, a writer, and 
ran a local paper. 



been shown a picture identifying.” | 
PB. Yes. I’m pretty sure. One reason J 

Pretty sure is because [ don’t think that [dou - 
think if this guy didn’t have anything to hide : 

about or hide or didn’t have anything lo worry 
about him doing things they wouldn't be 
slandering himself so much, they wouldn't be ; 
putting down so much with Alisha. Cause he | 
was innocent there shouldn’t be need for him 
to go through all this stuff that he’s done by 
putting down everybody. And I think that the 
thing is it would be hard if they did go to trial 
to try to find any of my friends to go against 
me. I’ve had friends from 1984 that I’ve told 
about this who'd give their testify to that fact 
that I have. . 
FM. Would they name cames? 
P.B. I don't think they'd be ab‘e to because I 
never really told any names then. 
FM. Tell me about your encounters with 
Harry Andersen. 
P.B. That's the most uncomfortable person to 
talk about because he used to, he was de- 
ranged, to me. He’d always want tic you up or 
tie me up or tie me up with other kids [ went 
with. He had me, he had this game where he'd 
lake a cigarette and he'd make us bave sex 
with each other and lay it on the fronts of our ‘ 
chests or something, push it together with the 
Cigarette still lit. And he'd burn our genitals 
aod.. 
FM. You and who else? 
P.B. Other kids that went to these parties or 
that were with him up there in the Red Lion 
Inn. 
EM. They were parties? 
P.B. At the Red Lion? No they were just, we 
would, at the Red Lion you could go in either 
front way or the back way. You cat go by the 
gift shop whenever you go in there, that's 
where if you go in you go up the elevator. And 
you go to whatever floor they tell you to. 
FM. How would you know what room to go 
to? 
P.B. Other kids would know. 

Bonacci recalled that it was a different 
room every time, sometimes a different 
hotel, Holiday Inn, Howard Johnson's. 

FEM. Did he come after you got there or was : 
he there waiting? 

P.B. He was usually there waiting, usually 
alone. He had a camera sometimes, or a guy 
taking pictures. f . 
EM. Do you know the person’s name? 
P.B. No. ? 

EM. Why did you do it? Did he pay you, were 
you afraid, you know, what... 
P.B. He paid, sometimes was afraid. Because i 
if I didn’t do something I was told to do by! 
Baer or, any of the guys that they would get I 
could get beat up or threatened. 
FM What made vie think that Raer would 

wen ney wee, 

(Nods) 
EM. How were they connected? 

P.B. Well {saw Andersea at partics with Baer 
all the time. In 1983 I got so upset at Harold 
Andersen because in 1983 be was hanging 
around a kid named Andy, me and Andy were 
like brothers, we were so clase, you couldn't 
really separate us. Andy lived in South Omaha. 
And Harold Andersen was coming on to him, 
and (unintelligible) we totally ran Andersen 
off that night. Told him never to go around him 
again. 
EM. You who? 
P.B. All the guys. 
EM. You all ganged up on him. 
P.B. (nods) 
EM. What happened? 
P.B. Harold Andersen got Andy in the bed- ° 
room, they were having sex. 
EM. Who else was at that party? 
P.B. That I can remember? Alaa Baer. 
Barksdale or something like that, he was from | 
Boys’ Town. John or something, Barkstel. He 
used to pick me up from allover the place and 
take me. A guy that looked like P.J. Morgan. 
But be isn't P.J. Morgan 

Bonacci recalled that Harry Andersen 
had a scar across his abdomen, mostly 
horizontal but sloped 2 little. He then drew 
a picture of it, 

Bonacci, asAlexandrew, recalled the boy 
named Andy, referred to above. 

EM. Can we talk about a kid named Andy? 
Who are we talking to? 
P.B. Alexandrew, He was kind of always dirty. 
Used to hang around with Alan Baer and Pete 
Citron a lot. Used to remind me of Joey, 
looked a lot alike, about the same size, had the 
same faciat features, but not exactly. He was 

_ younger. In 83 he would have been about {2 
' of 13. Lused to hang around with him like be 
_ was a little brother, like when me and bim 

were together. 

P.B....most of the time he did it because his 
family was poor and needed the money. And 
his mom even saw what was going on. She 
lived in South Omaha near some school. ° 
EM. What did he look like? 
P.B. Dirty blonde hair. Didn't really have 
anything else about him, a cute little kid. He! 
had a lot of problems, though. He didn’t like 
his mom very well. He didn’t like anybody 
very well. I was about the first person ever got 
to him and talked to him. 
I don’t want to see anybody hurt him. Now 
he's hanging out by the cun. Saw him in 89; 
about a month before I got arrested. 

Another count of perjury that Bonacci. 
was charged with was saying that he had | 
seen Alisha Owen and Robert Wadman 
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savy sex, 

P.B.As far as saying Isaw Wadman and Alist 
having sex, that aight I remember that sinc 
the personalities bave been talking to ea 
other, , OG€ personality saw Alisha and Wadm; 
together and the next thing that be saw wi 
Alisha baving sex with somebody. And act, 
ally there was about an hour or two in betwee 
that. And the person that was actually han 
sex with her we believe was Troy Boner. § 
when we talked to the grand jury we didn 
have the communication, we can now knot 
that there was two bours(amnesia is a com 
mon problem for people with multiple pes 
sonalities) in between. Mikey went int 
the bathroom, he’s the one that said that 
saw them having sex, that he went into th 
bathroom and then that’s when a kid by thx 
same of Andy weal with him, be had som 
LSD and then he switched to Alexander an 
Alexander came out, and they went back int« 
the bathroom then Mikey came out aad in 
{bought he just went in and he looked back ir 
the bedroom and he saw Alisha, or this girl an 
guy baving sex, and hesaw Alisha and Wadmar 
when he went in the bathroom. So he figures 
that they had to have been having Sex, in 
were the same peopic. 
EM. Do you think it was the same people? 
P.B. I bave no idea. Alexandrew came out and 
saw Troy Boner witb her too. 
FM. Are you confident that Alisha was with 
Wadman? 
P.B. Yes. 

: FM. Butaotsosur that shohadsex within, 
is that accurate? 
P.B. That’s accurate. 

The third count of perjury against 
Bonacci was forsaying hesaw Wadman use 
cocaine. : 

P.B. They said Isaw Wacman use drugs, oruse 
cocaine. Which I remember talking to the 
grand jury and saying I saw him io a room 
where people were taking drugs. That’s what 
I said to (unintelligibie) to the police, to 
everybody. cae 
jury that I saw him take drugs oe 

Bonacci, like Alisha Owen, recalls parties 
at Twin Towers and a person —— an 
the Kid. . 

PB. ‘Also ttt night Lary King wes there, 1 
think Wadman came, but be came in later. Just 
about the time school started in ‘83. At the 
Twin Towers. I'm trying to remember, the 
penthouse or the apartment downstairs. Cause 
ii Beal Boas or five apartenents downstairs. 
FM. He who? =" @ 
PAD Lacey: 1 isbck thle Wha WE ctr 
apartments. I don’t think this was at the pent- 

‘There were a bunch of young people that were 
there. Troy Boner was there, Danny King, 
Larry the Kid. 
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P.B. A guy that liked to beat up all the ki¢- 
liked to make pizza out of their faces. He 

kind of big and he didn’t look like a kid to me. 
EM. What did he look like? 
P.B. (Unintelligible) black, big. Fat, be wasn’t 
that tall. 
FM. What was be doing there? 
P.B. He would mess around with some of the 
guys that were there, I never had anything to 
do with him cause J didn’t like him or Larry 
King cither. He worked at a hotel(uactear) for 
Alan Baer. Alan Baer is the one who’dtell him 
what to do and he'd do it. 
I only weat with him once and he drove a 
Mercedes. 
EM. What's his real name? 
P.B. I doa't know. There’s a guy in here now 
named Bentley Buckner who bas threatened 
me since I've been here, and there's alittle bit | 

of resemblance between the two of them 
cause Bentley's real short, but then again I've 
grown a lot since that time. 
F.M. So you don't think they’re the same 
person, or do. 
P.B. I’m not sure. 
FEM. Why does Bentley Buckner threaten 
you. 
PB. He worked for Alan Baer, or did work for 
him. He was at those partics on and off while 
he was not in prison. I've heard that he’s been 
contacting Baer. 
FM. How does he do that? 
P.B. Call him. 

Bonacci was committed to Nebraska Psy- 
chiatric Institute in 1986.According to him 
at the time, April 22, 1986, the police were 
called and interviewed him and he told of 
his history of abuse, naming the Omahans 
who had allegedly abused him. The mother 
ofa friend had contacted his school, North- 

west Ligh, and the school had called in 
Diane Zipay, who was then working as a 
student personnel assistant for OPS. Bonacci 
says the police interviewed him at that time. 
is mother told the Observer that at the 
time Zipay and the doctors at NPI told her 
that he had been repeatedly assaulted, but 
not by a member of the family. The Ob- 
server contacted the Police Department 
about the incident but they could find no 

record of it. 

PB. Fises waa Stebodt athe polis ks °86, + 
first time I named people, Walter Carlson, Joe 
Burke, Harry Andersen, Peter Citron, Alan 

Baer, Larry King. They laughed. 
FM. Do youremember who it was — who the 
police officers were? 

P.B. I wish I could. 
EM. When did they do this interview witb 
you? 

oes ene ee ge ee teeters meses mere ee 

Principal and assistant principal hadito leave 5 
for a few minutes and they could talk to me 
alone. I was sent to NPI because the school | were making us do. 
and the Omaha Police Department wanted me 
to go. 

Bonacci did notidentify HarryAndersen | 
at the time as Ilarold Andersen the pub- 
lisher. 

EM. Sodid the police have any reason tothink 
at the lime it was tbe same person? 
P.B. I don’t think so. 

By far the most chilling part of Bonacci’s 
story is about ritusi satanic cult abuse. 
Although we make no pretense at under- 
standing the significance of this story, we 
Include it here because it ls compelling and 

, because It bears some resemblance to sto- 
' ries of satanic abuse that we understand 
were told to the grand jury by « girl whose 
name has not been in print but who was 
referred to as “a young Omaha girl.” The 
grand jury report said “she has suffered 
miere sthuey andl neglect thecamyomeshenid | 
ever have to endure.” 

P.B. (As Mikey):They used to say that they 
would try to kill my family, aod kill me, 
FM. Who? 

P.B. Baer, King, Andersen, all of them. The 
only two whodidn't threaten me were Carlson 
and Burke. They only threatened meat theend 
and they got arrested in °86. 
F.M. Why did you believe that they were 
serious? 
PB. Because they used to beat me up some- . 

times. And I saw them also hurt other kids. 

EM. Did you believe that i oe kill 

somebody? : 

P.B. They did. i 
EM. Who did they kill? ie 

P.B. it was in California. They were, ‘Lary 

King were out around flying to Stockton, 

(unintelligible) around we picked up Nicho- . 

las who went out with us and when we got ; 

there I don’t know where we landed at or 

where we were at, they had me tied and 

drugged up. They took us out toa placeand all 

I can remember is that there was a Kem River | 

or something that went by, there was a bridge 

that had the name on it. It was near there that 

we would wait. And they had this little boy 

that was in a cage when we got there and they 

told us me and Nicholas to put on these Tarzan 

suits. First they told us we better do what they 

told us. 

They told us we'd better do what they ‘wanted | 

jor they'd kill ustoo. Sowedideverything they + 

toldusto. =. 

EM. What did they tell you to do? 

Bos x ~ 

P.B. Sacrifice{?), and torturing this child. Ax 
didn’t want to, and we were me and Nichola 
aerebothcrying, and wedida’t like what the: 

EM. Was the kid litUler than you? - 

P.B. Probably...cleven 
EM. How old were you? 
P.B. I don’t remember. 
FM. Do you remember what year it was? 
P.B. °84. And they had one guy that came ii 
and they were having sex with him. 
EM. Having sex witb the little kid. 
P.B. They used us as rag dolis. Then they pu 
me shoved me and Nicholas in the cage. The: 
had the boy outside the cage and shot him i 
the head. 
FM. Who shot him io the head? 

- PB. The guy that (unintelligible). Theo the: 
took me and Nicholas out into the woods am 
they took me out into the other side. The: 
made us have sex before they took us away 
from him, he was dead. They took Nicholas 
off in the woods and they took me out and I 
heard a shot...(unintelligible) up in the air by 
where I was ai and I didn't see Nicbolas till 

* fateronintheday and thought they had killed 
him too. He said (unintelligible) he thought 
tbey'd killed me. (Unintelligible). 
FM. Who was there that you know the names 
of. 
PB. Larry King and a guy named Hunter, the 
guy that was (unintelligible). 

- FM. Does Hunter have another name?... 
s P.B. I don’t know. Thomas or something like 
* that, 

EM. What did he look like? 7 
P.B. Kind of he had glasses on or some kind of 
weird glass that he was wearing. I hadn't seen 
ibem like that before. He was kind of tall, 
white, greying bair, had a white: belt on and 
(unintelligible). 

FM. Doyouknow anything elseabout Hunter? 
P.B.(negative) . 
FM. Do you know anything else about thi 
place where you were? 
P.B. Kem River, it's near Bakersfield. . 
EM. Whatelsedo youremember about Bakers. 

field? ; . 
P.B. There were some other people and they 
were into witchcraft and stuff that Zachara 
knew all about and said they were into witch: 
craft and they used to sexually abuse kids. 

’ (Zacharal is another personality.) 
That's what they did with the body, they gave 

_ him to, they took the body and were flying the 
plane and flying low and when the:’ dropped 

* the body out they said “Let the (?)Mehr go 
ahead and take care of it.”... 
EM. Ok, go on so what did they do that night. 
P.B. They were having human sacrifice. 
EM. Another person?..1 6 + vont 
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Stuff and he was crying and screaming some- | 
thing, and the priest picked him up and (unir 
telligible) lady came up and just (gestures) can 
him up. . 
FEM. Cuthim uphis chest, is that where you’ re 

Dointine? 

P.B. Yeah and the priest had blood all over and 
Larry King just... 
EM. The priest held bim and abe womiad ee, 
bim? 

‘P.B. (Nods) Larry King just came out. 
FM. That was at night. 
P.B. (Nods) 
FM. Was it some kind of ceremony? 
PB, Um hmm. 
EM. And what bappened then? 
P.B. They werechanting, (unintelligible) bay- 
ing sex with the dead bodies. 
EM. There were two dead bodies? 
P.B. Um bmm. They were cating the dead 
bodies, thirteen adults there. 
EM. So thirteen adults had to eat two dead 
bodies; did they eat it all? 
P.B. No they'd keep the red parts and cat 
certain things like eyes and the rest of the 
bodies, like bones were always used for mak-"; 
ing tools and ground up. (Unintelligibie). 
Larry King had his driver pick us up and take 
us back. 
EM. What's his driver's name? 
P.B. I don't know. 
EM. And he picked you up in this place near 
the Kern River in oo and took you 
where. : . 

P.B. Took us back to the hotel. 
FM. Where? 
P.B. Idon’t know because when we mee 
car me and Nicholas fell asleep. 
EM. Have you been to other ceremonies 
where they cat body parts? os 
P.B. (Nods) ‘ : 
FEM. How many do you think you've been to. 

five.- 
F.M. How many bas Mikey been to? 
P.B. None. ¢ 
EM. Has anybody else been to any? 
P.B. Lebai and Matlachai have. A boy was 
killed when I was three. Mark can tellus about -| 

it, 
FM. Are you Mark? 

P.B. Yes. We hung out with each other when I 
. was four. 

Living, I remember my mom used to go to 
work and I would try to chase ber to work. 

She'd be going on getting ona bus and I'd try 
to follow her actually. A couple up the street 
gave him cookies. They were ok. 
Aweird guy lived close to us would take me 
home too, but he (unintelligible) started to 

* harm me(7). 

P.B. Four or five. Zacharai's been to four or 
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a human altar, which they have in some of the 
culls like the Northwest cult, which is a 
teenage gic] who is a virgin. That was one of 
the altars, they used her as an altar. 

EM. They used her as an altar. And what kind 
of altar did this guy have? 
P.B. He just had it was like a, made out of 
wood, oak. 

He had this little boy that was down there he 
was probably about two years old, and I was 
only about four. He made me havesex with the 
boy. 

‘EM. Intercourse? © 
P.B. (Nods). And I was doing it, be started 

- cutting the boy. . 
_ RM. Was he an old guy? 

- P.B. No, be was in his tweaties. 
FM So it was just you and him and the two- 
year-old, 

P.B. Um hmm. Hestarted cutting him, He kept 
telling me that he was putting the boy's spirit 
in me and then aficrwards be told me the boy : 
wasn't really burt that was just a game (unin- 
telligible). 

* That's how Alec was formed cause Alec is| 
only about two years old and be doesa’! talk | 
or speak, he’s a baby person. He kind of 
represents tbe baby that was killed. - 
He took the boy’s skin off and put it oa me and 
that's why (unintelligible) [ want to take five 
or six showers I'm like washing my hands but 
T can't get the blood off. I ae it, it's 
right there. 
EM. Counting everybody, bow many satanic 
rituals do you think you participated ae 
PB. Teeny Bye to thie : c: 

: Bonaccl eos some pines in Ne- 
bores 

PB. The underground ia Ekhorn, i's like a. 
sewer sysiem. 
Ooe like that in Bellevue. Durand’s been 
there. 

| There was the triangle in Bellevue, in the, 
sewer system, called a triangle because there 
were three priests that lived there with the 
sewer system in the middle. One was tbe high 
priest, one was the next, and one was a pricst 
in another group. One was with the Shadows. 
They don’t live there any more. It's been 
tumed into a Christian yard. One guy lived | 
across from the school yard, he could use that 

to lure kids into the cult. They like to get lhem 

when they're elementary through junior high | i 
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because that’s whea they ‘re most influencad): 

iM. You mentioned a human altar, bow di 
you know about that? 
P.B. Because they've bad it. Larry didn’t thir 
that the sacrifices of the animals or of the w 
«of they bave it when it would be i impregna 
ing the girl for the sacrifice of ber child whe 
it was born. It's kind of done te mock th 
Christian religion, it's done on the 22nd ¢ 
December, 21st or 220d. The acorns are use 
as part of the ritual to impregnate ber. 
EM. I don't understand. 

P.B. [don’t understand either, all I now is th: 
there were acoms that were used that wer 

place up in her at the time to help. 
EM. Did it have something to do with makin 
her get pregnant? 

P.B. Um hmm. I know it’s weird, but every 
thing we do in the cult is weird. 
FM. Did you see them impregnate a girl? 
PB. (Nods) 
FM. More than once? 
PB. Just one is all Isaw. And we sacrificed thi 
baby. They would cut the mother up and the: 
take the baby out alive and they sacrificed i 
And the third person in tbe cult would bave ti 
eat the eyeballs which Malachai was third tha 

time, but he was out of favor. 
EM. Where was this? 
P.B. At the triangle or the woods. 
EM. Which is down in Bellevue? 
P.B. Near Fontenelle Forest. 
EM. Where's the triangle? 
PB. There's actually two triangles, there’ 
one with the sewer system and one in thi 
woods. © 
EM. Then did they eat the whole body? 
P.B. They oaly eat certain parts of it. They ea 
the flesh and there is what they call commun 
ionin Christian and stuff. And it was just done 
they mixed urine and blood and (unintelli 
gible) drink it. The way they’d get it they” 
have somebody they'd (unintelligible) cx 
you right bere and then drain the blood out 
you (on his wrist). 
They drew blood from him three or fou 
times. 4 



F.M. What year was that? 
P.B. 1984. 
FEM. When was the last time you were in- 
volved in a satanic ritual? 
P.B. 1984. 
FEM. Where was that. 
P.B. Out in California when they took the kid 
F.M. They shot in the head. 
EM. And when was the first time? 
P.B. 1979. 

EM. But wasa’t 1971 was when Alec was 
formed? 

Donacci recalls all but the 1971 memory as 
being between 1979 and 1984. 

FM. We really only know of one Omaha 
person that was involved in satanic ritual that 
you can name, is that right? 
P.B. (Another person named)Dr. Khage, same 
as Lord Bevins. He’s the ove that was a priest 
when I first got involved. He's a proctologist. 
He used to take care of kids if they were hurt. 
If they would bleed be would stitch them up 
and everything. I was at his office. It was near 
Skateland at 84th and F. He could walk from 
Skateland. 

...0 

Bonacci Is Willing 
To Submit To 
Lie Detector Test 

The Nebraska Observer is attempt- 
ing to make arrangements to have‘a lie 
detector test administered to Paul 
Bonacci. Bonacci's attomey has ex- 
Pressed an interest in this and says 
Bonacci himself will cooperate fully. 

It may take some time to make ar- 
rangemeats for this. Both DeCamp and 
the Observer appreciate the special pro- 
fessional challenge presented by ad- 
ministering a polygraph to’a person 
with multiple personalities: each per- 
son with a story to tell must be tested. 
For that reason, it seems desirable to 
select the examiner with great care. 
Additionally, since there are no longer 
criminal charges against Bonacci, the 
cost of the exam must be addressed 
somehow; it will not be born by the 
county prosecutor’s office. 

Flight Inward From 
What Is Intolerable 

Bonacci’s Illness: 
Some Background 
The Observer contacted Dr. Beverley Mead 
the psychiatrist who first diagnosed Bon- 
acci’s multiple personalities, We were 
seeking some understanding of the condi- * 
tion, in particular, the links between the 
disorder and early trauma, as well as the 
reliability of the patient to remember 
truthfully details and events. We asked 
Mead whether he believed the stories \ 
Bonacci tells about cult sexual abuse. “Its 
always important to maintain a certain 
level of skepticism,” he said. “At the same 
time, we should keep an open mind.” Mead 
believes that the ultimate literal truth of 
such stories can be determined by careful 
fact -checking and follow-up on leads given 
by Bonacci, and that this should be done. 
Mead also referred us to several sources as 
background on MPD. The most useful one 
was a section on multiple personality 
disorders from a chapter called “The 
Dissociative Disorders,” in the Textbook 

of Psychiatry (American Psychiatric Press, 

1988). Below are excerpts. - 
Although the recognition of multiple per- 

sonality disorder (MPD) is not new, scientific; 
research into it is in its infancy. Since 1980, 
however, the literature has expanded along 
with the upsurge in recognition of the disor- 
der. Onc factor that has contributed to this 
rising awareness is the increased awareness of 
child abuse and incest. 

In two studies by Richard Kluft, M.D.,“97 
, -feent and 98 percent (of the MPDs in the 
study) had experienced child abuse, usually 
including physical, sexual (usually including 
incest), and psychological mistreatment, and 
concomitant neglect was not uncommon. 
Other etiologic factors may be object loss, 
illness and pain, trauma other than intentional 

abuse, exposure to overwhelming stiniulisuch 
as accidents or war, cultural dislocation, etc.” 

The condition has ils oaset in childhood, 
usually before the age of nine. 

The number of personalities that each pa- 
tient has varies, with half having 10 or fewer, 
The average number is over 13, but this is 
skewed by cases of remarkable complexity. 

The personalities’ awareness of one ao- 
“other varies, Some are unaware of some or all 

of the others’ existence, some may be aware 
of some or all but bave no interaction with 
them, and some may bave definite relstion- 
ships, as friends, protectors or helpers, or 
adversaries. Sometimes they are aware of one 
another's activities in the sense of perceiving 
them as a dream, without according them 
ceality. Not uncommoaly, a personality may 
perceive the others’ voices as hallucinations, 
and their affects, intentions, and conditioas as 
passive influences. 

Many children have transient dissociative 
symptomology, yet relatively few develop 
distinct dissociative disorders. Those that 
develop MPD have been unable to heal their 
burts because they have not been protected, 
against further iraumatization, not had suffi- 
cieat restorative experiences with significant 
others, and may not be enabled to process 
their burt in environments that deny the trauma 
has occurred, double bind the victim, or dis- 
courage the candid exploration of a 
feelings and experieaces. 

MPD emerges in the context ot the efforts. 
of an overwhelmed child, unable to either, 
fight or take flight, to flee inwardly by aban- 
doning sense of ownership of what is intoler- 
able and unacceptable. Despite widespread 
fears of iatrogenesis and the documentation 
that many of the features of MPD can be 
mimicked or induced by a number of inter- 
ventions, there is no evidence that the full 
clinical picture of this condition can be cre-_ 
ated and sustained over time. 

Most reports of child abuse and incest have 
a basis in reality, except for custody disputes, 
in which the adversarial system encourages ' 
the use of allegations as weapons. . O° 



Owen Trial Was A Far 

Pages 

Cry From Justice| 
by Frances Mendenhall 
Two Observer reporters covered all but a 
day and a half of Alisha Owen's five-week 
trial, 

. The jury in the Alisha Owen perjury trial 
handed down its verdict June 21. She was 
found guilty on all eight counts. She is now 
awaiting sentencing while court ordered psy- 
chiatric testing is being administered. 

Owen had told her story first on videotape 
to Gary Caradori who was investigating for | 
the Legislature's special committee to inves- 
tigate the child abuse allegations surrounding 
the collapse of the Franklin Credit Union, and 
later under oath to a Douglas County grand 
jury. Caradori came to her at the Nebraska 
Women's Center in York on October 30, 1989 
where she was serving a sentence for writing 
bad checks. Caradori and his eight-year-old 
son were killed when his private plane crashed 
July 11, 1990. There has as yet been no report 
from the FAA detailing the cause of the crash. 

The story she told detailed involvement 
beginning in the summer of 1983 with people 
allegedly connected with Larry King, the 
head of the credit union, who allegedly had 
abused her sexually themselves, bad forced 
ber to have sex with others, and had flown her 
to Califomia where sbe and other minors were 
exploited sexually and involved in trafficking 
drugs and pornography. The grand jury ig- 
nored the allegations about the trips to Cali- 
fornia and focused on Owen's allegations 
about prominent Omaha men. - 

Her perjury indictments were for her state- 
ments that former police chief Robert Wadman 
had had sex with her about twenty times over 
a period of a year and had fathered ber child, 
that she had seen former World-Herald pub- 
lishe: Harold Andersen fondle an cleven- 
year-old boy, and that she had been forced to 
have sex with Judge Ted Carlson. 

Mt was the first time in recent memory that 
anyone outside of organized crime had been 
brought to trial for perjury. Also hard to 
explain was the grand jury indictment; such 
indictments in theory are handed down or not 
handed down for the crimes alleged—it is 
unheard of to lum the process around and 

indict the person bringing the allegations in 
the event they are not believed, especially 
when the charges include child sex abuse. The 
likelihood of disbelief is chilling enough to 
potential witnesses in sex abuse trials; they 
Should not also have to face perjury indict- 
ments. 

A Question of Motives 
Although it became hard to keep straight 

during the trial which often got sidetracked in 
salacious testimony about Owen’s sexual his- 
tory, it must be remembered that the charges 
against Owen were perjury. That means that 
the prosecution was charged not with proving 
that what she said was preposterous, but with 

proving that she said something that she did 
cot herself believe to be true. In my opinion 
they failed to prove this at all, much less to 
Prove it “beyond a reasonable doubt.” 

It comes down to motives which prosecu- 
tor Gerald Moran listed as three: 1) to get out 
of prison, 2) to make money on a book or 
movie, and 3) to be somebody. 

1) If Owen believed the testimony she gave: 
could get her out of prison she would have 
given it before she was sent to prison. Moran 
never explained exactly how it might have 
worked that her testimony would bave takea 
time off her current sentence, let alone offered 
any reason to believe that Owen was thinking 
along those lines. - 

2) The prosecution's premise that she wanted 
to get rich off of a book or movie was pure 
speculation. Much more believable was pros- 
ecution witness Mary Dvorak's recollection 
that the comments about a movie were made 
in a joking way, tounderscore how bizarre the 
whole situation was. “Mary, you know, this 
would make a wonderful book or wonderful 
movie...” And with that some cause for hope, 

or at least laughter, out of the situation: “We _ 
could makea lotof money.” The warden at tbe 
prison, Larry Wayne said that her comment 
about making a movie was facetious, and had 
many positive things to say about Owen.(The 
Worid-Herald’s description of his testimony 
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left the reader with the impression that he was 
confirming the prosecution’s point). 
- Making money from lawsuits would not 

have been possible: one of the alleged perpe- 
trators was already in jail (Larry “the kid”) 
when Caradori spoke to her; another 
(Andersen) had never abused her personally; 
and neither Wadman oor Carlson are wealthy. 
Larry King was already in a prisoa for mental 

patients. . : 

Owen Shunned Publicity 

3)The prosecution's claim that she did it~ 
“to be somebody” is ludicrous to anyone who 
paid attention to the sequence of events; Alisha 
Owen never sought out anyone to tell the 

story, not Caradori, not the FBI, not the grand 
jury. In fact, the evidence is tbat she was 
coerced into telling her story to the FBI by the 
agents and by her lawyer, Pamela Vuchetich. 
Testimony by Owen's parents detailed how 
the FBI approached them in late January of | 
1990 to try to get them to persuade their ; 
daughter to talk. The Owens testified, and the ‘ 
prosecution never challenged this, tbat the 
FBIhadtold them ifshe didn’t talk to them she 
could be transferred to another facility in a ' 
State too far for them to visit on weekends. ; 
Both warden Wayne and Mary Dvorak testi- 
fied that she was scared. Owen, in prison, , 
should have been read Miranda rights and told ; 
that she did not bave to make any statements, | 
but this was never done. 

Owen has shuoned media attention from 

the beginning, refusing to grant interviews, 
either before or after ber present attomey ; 
Henry Rosenthal took the case in May, 1990. ° 
Rosenthal told her that if he were to take the . 
case, sbe must refuse all contact.with the . 
media. But even from the beginning in late | 
1989, Owen was avoiding the media. State | 
Patrol Officer Charles Phillips visited Owen 
on December 15, 1989, and insisted on taking 
astatement. He promised to keep it quiet, said 
that the State Patrol docs not make press ‘ 
releases, But the next day Alisha heard on ; 
KFRX that there were three witnesses. Alisha 



was afraid, called Caradori and asked who | 
was talking. 

During February and March of 1990, the. 
was a lot of unwelcome publicity. Owen's | 
lawyer Pamela Vuchetich was talking to the 
press. Donna Owen, Alisha’s mother, testified 
that Alisha would phone home crying, want- 
ing to know who was talking. Owen's parents 
testified that they called Vuchetich numerous ! 
times asking her to stop. Owen recalled $600 
and $700 phone bills at that time. Neither she, 
nor Alisha, nor Al were talking to the press. 

Whom Did She Tell and 
When Did She Tell t? 

According to Caradori’s testimony to the 
grand jury, when heand his assistant Karen 
Onmiston found Owen, be confronted her with 
the fact that she had extensive knowledge of 
abuse. She was surprised since she hadn't ever 
told anyone. Caradori said it was Owen who 
brought up the names Larry King, Robert 
Wadman, and Harold Andersen. Owen testi- 
fied that she told them at that point that she 
“knew” them. It is unclear from what Caradori 
told the grand jury whether he believed when 
he first visited Owen that she was herself a 
victim of these particular men; what is clear is 
that he believed she was very knowledgeable 
about others who were. Caradori gave her a 
week before he came back to videotape the 
interview. , 

According to the testimony of Warden 
Larry Wayne, the next day Owen told the | 
Prison psychiatrist her story of abuse and that | 
Caradori knew about it. Her concem at that 
point was safety. If Caradori knew her story, 
thea others probably did too, and those who 
had abused her might try to silence her. The 
psychiatrist, also concerned about safety, en- 
couraged her to tell the warden so they could 
take precautions to protect ber. 

Aweck later Caradori retumed. Owen then 
told Caradori about Troy Boner and Danny 
King, twoother young people whoshe alleged 
had been with her on several trips to Califor- 
nia and who bad.been caught up in certain 
Other aspects of the sex and drug lifestyle. A 
few weeks later Caradori found Boner and 
immediately took him to the Residence Inn in 
Lincoln to tape his statement. The prosecu- 
tion would argue that before they went to the j 

Residence Inn, they stopped at Carsdori's 
office and Boner talked to Owen on the phone 
for twenty minutes in order to be instructed in 
what to say. No evidence of this call, which 
would have been billed somewhere, was ever 
produced. If Alisha had talked to anyone, the 
Prison would have bad a guard standing near 
ber the whole time, but no prison official was 
ever produced to testify that it happened. 

Another time in the grand jury be was asked 
whether Alisha talked with Troy before the 
tapes were made. He said “not that I know of. 
Before they went to the Residence Inn Troy 
was never out of my sight.” 

The idea that Owen's story is a scam 
becomes hard to explain in light of what 
happened and when it happened. First there is 
the question of how it happened that the 
Stories told by the three, had any common 
details since Owen never had an opportunity 
tobe with or talk to Boner to script him. Boner 
testified that he hadnt seen her fora year prior 
to making the tapes with Caradori. (This sub- 

+ ject is dealt with in a tonger article on page 4 
of this Observer.) 
Second, if we are to believe that the part 

about Wadman is a hoax, we then must believe 
that Owen was extraordinarily lucky in choos- 

ing a name out of the air for the child's father, 
@ person to whom the child then and now bears 
a breathtaking resemblance. Owen had no | 
time to think it over, and no photo file to 
consult. Caradori dropped in without notice 
and she gave him the name. She alleges and 
the prosecution did not dispute that she had 
never before told anyone that Wadman fa- 
thered her child. 

Boner's Recantation 

The recantation by Boner deserves special 
comment. The story that unfolded in the trial 
portrayed Boner as a chronic liar, a substance 
abuser, and a scam artist; the obvious conclu- 
sion that should be drawn is that his testimony 
is always suspect. But another part of thestory 
had to do with Boner under pressure. And he 
was indeed under pressure from the FBI to 
recant, a8 several witnesses, and a telephone 
recording of a call by him to Owen revealed. 
Boner, on March 9, 1990, phoned Owen in 
prison while his attorney and the FBI listened 
in and taped the conversation In the call, he 
tried to get her to admit that the stories were 
made up, but Owen didn't budge. “Just tell the 
truth, Troy," was all she would say. , 

Then in July, 1989, Caradori was killed. 
Boner again behaved as if pressured, perhaps 
from the guilt of having betrayed a man now 
dead. Numerous witnesses reported that right 
after Caradori's death he expressed an inten- 
tion to recant his recantation. Boner told 
people that be bad gone to the FBI, but they 
laughed and refused to allow him to change 

“a mind. Sandy Caradori also testified of a 
afrontation with an FBI man Mickey Mott 

that confirmed that Boner had actually rens| 
to the FBI office to do it, but bad been! 
rebuffed. 4 
According to Sandy Caradori's testimony 

from the notes she took the night of ber 
husband's death, Boner said, “I'm really sorry, 
this shouldn't have happened. Gary was tell- 
ing the truth. I’ve been pressured to change. I 
shouldn't have changed. You don’t under- 
stand bow much pressure I’m under. I'm 
Feally scared.” _. 

Is Boner to be believed under any circum- 
stances? Perhaps not. But he shouldbe viewed 
as least credible under pressure, as he was 
when be recanted. And the testimony be gave 
‘under the least amount of pressure bad to 
that which he gave Caradori. 

Who Was Vuchetich Helping? 

"Owen's original lawyer Pamela Vuchetich 
played a strange role, appearing more to 
collaborate with the FBI than to defend Owen. 

that the abuse victims were greater than 100in 
number. Agent Culver of the FBI testified that 
for the FBI interviews between 2/12/90 and 4/ 
10/90 Vuchetich signed in with them and 
discussed the victim with them while riding 
out and back with them. Vuchetich had in her 
possession materials given her by Owen, docu- 
meats such as personal calendars, address 
books, letters, notes on meetings, lists, anda 
Special collection of documents called “Alisha 
Owen, VIP (very important papers).” These | 
Papers were turned over to the FBI even, 
though the subpocna specifically excluded: 
materials that were exempted by the lawyer- 
client privilege. When Owen's new attormey 
Heary Rosenthal was to trying to get needed | 
materials from her he was met with stonewall- 

ing. 7 : ae 
Owen testified during her pretrial bearings 

that her lawyer, Pamela Vuchetich, had asked . 
bertomakea list of all the people she had been ° 

intimate with, and the list became part of the | 



VIP file. The defense made the case in the 
pretrial bearings that this list was used 
discover ways to discredit her to the gra. 
jury. No discussion about the list was ever 
Presented at the trial in the presence of the 
Jury. 

The Observer asked Pamela Vuchetich for 
an interview and she agreed, and made an 
appointment. But she didn't keep the it and 
bas not retumed messages left at her father’s 

office. Herown phone is “temporarily discon- 
aected.” : . 

Vuchetich told me at the time arranged for 
the interviewthat Alisha was “precious” to 
ber and that she would do nothing to hurt her. 
If T bad been able to talk to her I would have 
asked why, if she cared for Alisha did she 
choose to represent Danny King after he had 
retracted his story; the “conflict of interest” 

sbecitedat the time would suggest that Danny's 
interests could not be represented without 

hurting Alisha. I would also have asked her 
bow it bappened that Terry Clemmens, the last 
minute prosecution witness bought in to add 
to mud thrown, was her client. \ 

Defense's Weaknesses 

There were two big weaknesses in Owen's 
defense. The first was her volunteering at her 
presentencing evaluation that she had met 
‘Troy Boner in 1988. It was a glaring inconsis- 
tency in a story that she otherwise sustained ; 
for a year and 2 half with remarkable consis- | 
tency. 

The second was their failure to bring forth 
witnesses who could back up her stories of the : 
parties at Twin Towers. Some of the people 
she described may be around; for example, 
the Observer has viewed a videotape that 
Caradort made of another Franklin related 
person named David Matsen who remem- 
bered Sheila Calder, the woman who was 
Supposed to have let Wadman and Owen into 
the French Cafe. Matsen also recalled a black 
man named Larry who was serving as a buffer 
between Larry King and the public. Matsea 
encountered this person during his employ- 
meat at the credit union in late 1985 and early 
1986 when he went to sec King at the Twin 
Towers. They sat around and talked because 
Larry King was going to be late. Larry was 
black, people in the building such as the mail 
carrier, office manager, the security guard 
kuew who he was, and he seemed to be 
running interference for King.This person 
could have been Larry “the kid” referred toby 
Owen. Another possible connection with Larry 
“the kid” is Paul Bonacci, (see Bonacci inter- 
view, page 15). Larry “the kid” was known to 
Owen as Larry King's enforcer. He was the 
one she describedas frightening her and threat- 
ening her into doing things she might not have 

done. It was Larry the Kid who allegedly 
arranged for her sexual liaisons, drove ber to 

the motels, and raped her three times. : 
Someone close to the grand jury told this | 

reporter that another child witness involved 
with King testified to the grand jury referring 
to a similar character. 

Matsen, as well as numerous others, recal 
Odell, Tony, and Rod Evans, black brothers 
sevn ui Lurry King’s parties and mentioned 
(except for Rod) by Owen. 
There was, from the Observer's point of 

* view, a problem in that people were afraid to 
come forth. While gathering information for 
these articles, I talked to three sources, one 
who approeched me and two whom I sought 
out, who expressed fear. Two of the three 
changed their minds completely after first 
agreeing to allow me to use their information 
without their names, the third allowed me to 
use her information but refused to allow ber 
name to be used. The two who completely | 
backed off cited fear that something might 
happen to them as it had “happened™ to 
Caradori. : 

Unanswered Questions 

Professioinals say thatAlisha Owen fits the 
profile of an abuse victim. She is bulemic and 
overweight and has had severe mood swings. At 
onetime she was suicidal. (Friends and family 
are quuick to point out that she is not suicidal 
now, however. Neither was her brother Aaroa 
who was found dead with a suicide note in his 
prison cell last November.) : 

The grand jury said it and members of the 
recent petit jury agreed that some of her story 
was probably true. Yet the prosecution made 
no attempt to explain who abused her, which 
would have made the prosecution's story more 
cohesive. Why? Perhaps they tried to find the 
perpetrator but couldn't find anyone except 

If abuse by prom inent men were to happen, 
‘bai are the real chances it could ever be 
fought to light? Judging from what bappened 

in this case, such allegations in Omaha would 
___ likely result in an attempt to massively retali- 
ate and discredit the alleged victims, without 
ever addressing the source problems. If the 
alleged victims were like many sex abuse 
victims, poor, frieadless, without strong sup- 
port, or even addicted, as Danny King and 

‘Troy Boner are, they must now have gotten 
the message that they will be coerced intc| 
telling law enforcement officers what they: 
want to hear quickly, with no attempt made to 
get them the belp they need. If the alleged 

victims were strong persons who can support! 
their story and count on their families, the best 

_ they can expect is to know that their friends! 
believe them. In such a climate the powerful! 
will always make their own rules. 

On the other hand, if false abuse allega- 
tions are made, the public deserves a beiter| 

Trespoose than what came of this trial, which 
lef completely unanswered the questions 
about parts of the story that were true, and how: 
the system should respond to young people 
who have been damaged. State Sen. Loran 
Schmit asks, “why didn't the grand jury charge 
law enforcement agencies with the task of 
finding the ones who did it?” That surely was 
the more important concern than the outburts 
of vindication nen. 
displayed by our judicial system. It was a 
cry from justice, 

‘Wadman to pin it on. Why has the focus been - 
punitive when, even if she is lying, she so 
obviously is herself a victim? 

Still unanswered, bow extensive was sex 
abuse of niinors in the social circle of Larry 
King and Alan Baer? Baer was never pros- 
ecuted for abusing Troy Boner, but much 
undisputed testimony in this trial indicated j 
that he did, What about the abuse of the Webb 
girls, and other victims interviewed by the 
grand jury? The prosecution's “proof” that 
Twin Towers could not have been the scene of 
the parties described by Owen because King 
didn’t bave a lease there until 1987 was 
inadequate; we know people who saw Larry 
King at Twin Towers in the carly eighties on 
@ regular basis and believed that he lived 
there. $ 

‘What about the rest of the evidence Caradori 
uncovered?There were many others besides 
Boner, King, and Owen. 

= to. = 
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Evidence the Owen Jury. by Rita Hamilton : & — 

Didn't Get to.See 
A possibly important part of the evidence in the Alisha Owen trial were the taped state- 
ments of Troy Boner and Danny King. Although Bonerand King were later to recant their 
stories, the possibility still remained in some minds that their original versions were : 
truthful, as Boner did later attempt to recant his recant and since there were some similari- | 
ties in the three tapes that, it was argued, could not have been fabricated without the three 
getting together to agree on details. The prosecution never adequately explained how they 
could have gotten together: when investigator Caradori found her, Owen was in prison, 
and except for Boner's testimony that he talked to her for 20 minutes before making his 
tape, there was no evidence that phone communication ever happened—no documentation 
of long distance charges and no prison personnel who witnessed Alisha’s end of the call. °~ 
The similarities in the three taped stories, then, become important in the jury's consideration 
of whether the stories indeed were fabricated. Unfortunately, however, the jury was not — 

_ allowed to make the judgment about the similarities since Judge Case did not allow the : 
tapes of King and Boner to be submitted as evidence. , : 
The Observer viewed all of the tapes and attempted to answer the question, “were there 
important similarities that could not have showed up in the stories unless they were true?” 
Although it has been necessary to edit for space,it is our intention to include a fair 
sampling of the details from the tapes that would suggest either corroboration or contra- 
diction. In truth, the stories were more dissimilar than similar because the majority of , 
material narrated by all three covered completely different events. Alisha was charged - 
with eight very specific counts of perjury. Neither Boner nor King talked about the exact - 
subject matter of each count in its entirety but rather made statements that would either 
add to or detract from the credibility of the overall story. It is interesting that the parts of 
the tapes where there is the most corroboration are those that describe trips to other cities, ° 
a subject not included in the indicenents and apparently of no concern to the grand jury. 
What we have selected then is an annotated version of excerpts from the Boner and King 
tapes. Bold highlighting indicates corroboration. Underlining indicates contradiction. 

— 30 ae 



Owen says her first contact with the peopic 

and events in thisstorycameinA +, 1983 
when she went toa party at Twins. .ers with 
a boy named Jeff Hubbell whom she had met 
at Peony Park Sprite Night the week before. 
She met Larry “the kid”, Larry King, Alan 
Baer, Haroid Anderson and Rob Wadman that 

night. They played the “S01” game. This was 
a party game where one person undid the 
buttons of another persoa’s “501” Levis with 
their toes. 

‘Troy Boner says his first involvement with | 
any individuals connected to homosexual 
activity occurred in August, 1983 when he 
was introduced to Alan Baer by a mutual 
friend named Rod Bier(spelling uncertain). 
He says he did not meet Alisha until early 
1984. He does not know what the “501” game 
is. He was the first person to have sex with 
Owen. 

Owen talks of having a long term sexual. 
relationship with Wadman. She talks of being, 
taken to the Starlite Motel in Council Bluffs. 
Danny King talks of having sexual experi- 
ences at the Starlite Motel. Troy tells of being 
in the Starlite Motel while Wadman and 
Owen are having sex in an adjoining room. 
He was there for the purpose of fixing Wadman 

up with another young girl when he was done _ 
with Owen. Owen says that in the summer of 
1986 Larry "the kid" told her ‘you had better 
be good because you got some ‘competition’. 
Boner talks of being at a party ina “big house 
about 90 blocks north of the Crossroads” and 
secing Wadman in 2 poolroom engaged in 
sexual activities with Owen anda young boy. 
Owen maintains she knew of no homosexual 

involvement on the part of Wadman._Boner 
talks of seve, 

edge of homosexual activity by Wadman, 
Owen said that she was picked up many 

Wednesdays by either Wadman or Larrv “the 

kid” and taken to various motels around town 
for sexual purposes. If Wadman picked her up 
she would be taken to a motel and have sex 
with him. If Larry “the kid” picked her up she 
would be taken to a motel to bave sex with 
whatever man happened to be there. Boner 
says that both he and Larry King would fix 
Owen up with various ‘men for various 
Wednesday encounters. ~ 

Owen and Boner speak of a photogra- 

tances of personal know]-. 
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pher named Rusty Nelson. Boncr also says 
he used the name“Russell Barry”. 

’ Both Bonerand Owen spoke ofa‘Swedish 
blonde named Shella Calder’. Boner called 
her an ‘owner’ and Owen called her a ‘man- 
ager’ of the French Cafe. Both said Sheila | 
was involved in organizing parties and re-. 
cruiting kids for parties. 
“Both Owen and Boner speak of ‘black - 

brothers from Boys Town named Tony and 
Odell. Trov also sneaks of Rodney. 

Boner maintains that he jatroduced Owen 

to Rob Wadmaninf  er,1985, 
Boner said that in ..<¢ end of 1984 he was 

forced to have sex with Owen in a hotel room 

in front of Wadman and Larry King. He first 
said Owen was 14 and then corrected to 15 to 
account for her recent birthday. Owen said 
that at the time. of her first exnerience with 
Wadman he was aware that she had receatly 
been with Boner but she did not say that Boner 
had been forced or that anybody had watched. 

Boner said that he was with Owen after she 
had been given an injection by Wadman that 
made_her very laid-back. Owen said that 

Wadman had nothing to do with drugs. 
Both Owen and Boner talk about being" 

taken on trips later on (86 or 87) for the 
purpose of | babysitting or taking care of the 
younger kids. 

Owen and Boner both talk of a trip to | 
California to buy cocaine. They purchased | | 
$4000 worth of cocaine with money givento_ 
them by Alan Beer. Both Boner and Oweri | 
say that Baer did not know that Owen went_ 
on the trip with Boner. ‘Boner says the trip | { 

happened in May 1986 and that Owen carried | 
the ine fi E) the : 
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Both lt of making a trip to Californis' 

to pick up two porno films. Owen says for 
Alan Baer, Boner says for Larry King, Boner 
Says they were very special tapes. Hee 
some kid got killed at the end. 
Both mentlona drugdealer namedZeke - 

or Zig. 
Owen tells a story about a trip to Kansas 

City during July of 1984. She and Danny King 
were taken to a motel with a waterfall. Two 
mea came into the room. Alisha says she was 

taken to a back bedroom by one man where 
she was subjected to several hours of very 
bizarre, brutal behavior. She was taken back 
to the living room where Danny King was 
sitting on the couch between two men. He 
appeared to have been burt. The mea left, 
Larry and Larry “the kid” came back. They 
came back to Omaha very carly the next 
moming. Danny says that he made a trip to 
Kansas City with the same people to a hotel 

with a waterfall, but he maintains it hap- 
pened in the winter of 1986, They did not stay 

vernight. He av 2) 

mask but said no one was hurt, oO 

“— 
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by Rita Hamition’,” < 

Owen, Boner, and King describe many ie 
trips in their taped stories. Many of them 
have little or nothing in common. There 
was one trip in each of the three stories, 
however, that had in our opinion a 
Significant number of. overlapping 
details, Below is our condensation of the 
three stories. 

Boner's version : 
Can't say I can even say what time 

Period it was, I was really enjoying cocaine 
at the time. Left from Omaha from Sky 
Harbor, it didn't have a propelior. Alisha, 
Danny, myself and two white kids, maybe 
9 yrs. old. I didn't talk tothe kids. Isat inthe 
back, got high and tripped. Larry King was 
there too. ‘Danny and Alisha were set up by 
Larry King to do some f--—, shit, look 
man, I don’t know the details.’ It was all 
pre-arranged. We landed at Pasadena. 

‘There was a big old white Guy that took 
* Danny and Alisha. It was all pre-arranged. 

. Danny and Alisha neither one wanted tobe 
there, they let me know that. Me and Larry 
dropped the kids off in two different places, 
The first one really cried when we took him 
tothedoor. Ididn’teven ask what happened 
to those kids. I’ve wondered many times. 
That was my last involvement with these 
guys. We were there for two days. We 
Picked Danny and Alisha up at the same 

From the Tapes: Common Threads in Three. Stories 
house where we dropped them off. Alisha 
“looked like s-—-, it was obvious that she'd 
been f-——- every where but her eye Probably. 
T don't know ifthey had kept her locked upin 
@ room of what. She smelled terrible.’ She 
didn’t talk to me for a long time after that. 
Danny wouldn't tell me what happened. He 
was extremely angry and wanted to kill them. 

King's version 
June, Thursday oc Friday, 1986. It was a 

Private plane from Omaha. Danny, Alisha, 
Troy, Larry King and two little kids that were 
12 of 12 yrs old but they looked a lot younger 
than that. They sat like statues the whole trip. 
Nobody talked to them but the rest of us were 
drinking and having fun. We landed at LAX. 
Troy and Larry teft with the two kids. They 
didn’t come back with us. There was an older 
white man there to pick up Alisha and Danny. 
They stopped at McDonalds, then drove one 
or one and a half hours to a big fancy house 
with lots of people there. Danny had sex with 
one man about 28 yrold.The encounter lasted 
about three hours and he got about $500 worth 
of cocaine for it. 

Next day when he saw Alisha she was a 
mess. Looked like she had just ‘come out of 
the jungle or something I figured she must 
have been gangbanged or something’. We 
both cried together for a long time. The two 
kids never came back with us. I think harm 
came to them, I really do.’ He thinks it’s 
possible that he had more sexual experiences 

sta ~ 

than what he said but he was real loaded. 

- Owen's version 

. Spring break, March 1984. The flight 
was in a private Cessna with a bathroom. 
They flew from Omaha to Los Angeles 
through Denver. Alisha, Troy, Danny, 
Larry, Jeremy and little kid I did not 
know. one guy from the French Cafe, I 
was 15 Danny was 13, Troy was 17. The 
little boy that didn't retum couldn't have 
been more than 12. We made a stop in 
Denver for about 1 hour. Larry King and 
the guy from the French Cafe got off for 

about 1 hour. We landed ina small airport 
in Los Angeles and Larry King and the 
boy got out. We went on to another air- 
port. Danny and I were taken to a motel. 
Two business type men came to the door, 
one with snow white hair. Each took a 
young person to a room. I was forced to 
perform oral sex, and was threatened and 
thrown and hit for about five hours. Then 
they left.At first Danny King wouldn'tlet - 
me into the room with him. After awhile -- 

~he let me in. We cried and showered. We 
were afraid the men would come back. 
‘We spent the night there and left the next 
morning when Troy and the man from the 
French Cafe came back. Troy apologized. 
I was very happy to be with somebody 
that wouldn't hurt me. I never saw the 
little boy again, He seemed like a happy 
child. 
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About the Owen Trial. 
By Frances Mendenhall 

1. Isnt the story over now ? Two juries have! 
Said it was a hoax, two of the three hoaxers 
have recanted, and the third was found guilty 

of perjury. : 
The story is far from over. : 
Ifa retrial is not granted there will surely be 

an appeal for Alisha Owen. But this story goes 
beyond Alisha. Many people think she falsely 
accused Wadman, Andersen, and Carlson, but 
that her basic story of young people being 
used in a network that many times took them 
on planes to other cities was true. Many 
people know of sex for pay that went on with 
AJan Baer and the habits of Larry King to 
travel with an entourage that often included 
young people. Pressurc must be kep: on inves- 
ligative agencics to continue to bring Light to 
these events. - 

The recanting of the two, Troy Boner and 
Danny King, must be kept in perspective. 
Both young men are addicted, one to metha- 
done, the other to cocaine. They are both 
abused, lacking in family support, low-self 
estcem, low credibility type people. Boner, 
additionally is a manipulative person who 
simply changes his story a lot. Boner told 
many others how much pressure he was under. 
In retrospect it is really no surprise that they! 
would yield to the pressure. 

The question for Boner and King is not 
whether one should believe their original 
tapes based on their reliability, but whether 
the points of similarity in the tapes of Owen, * 
King and Boner could have happened in the 
absence of an opportunity for them torehearse 
the “hoax.” (See page 4.) 

There is reason to believe that Boner and 
King, in as much as their stories overlap with 
testimony from others {such as Paul 
Bonacci—see front page), were doing their 
best to tell the truth at tbe time. The stories 
have too much in common. 

2. But the jury must have taken all that into 
account, 

The jury was not allowed to sec King and 
Boner’s tapes because the judge believed they 
were irrelevant. The Observer is printing se- 
lections from the tapes that we believe are 
‘televant so you can judge for yourself, 

Neither was the jury allowed to benefit 
from the testimony of Special Prosecutor Sam 
Van Pelt who some say kept important infor- 
mation from the grand jury. Paul Bonacci, 
who reports experiences many of which re- 
semble Alisha’s, was not called as a witness. 

Neither did the jury hear of the extensive 
dirty tricks the FBI and Alisha’s former attor- 
ney Pamela Vuchelich used to get her testi- 
mony. Charles L. Phillips of State Patrol 
testified that he took a subpoena to Vuchetich 
and got the contents of the “VIP” file, where 
Alisha kept “very important papers,” and 
gave Mr. Dougherty of the grand jury infor- 
mation regarding the contents of the file. 
Phillips had run errands for the FBI before. 

Armed with inside information the FBI, the 
Grand Jury, and ultimately the prosecution io 
the recent trial were able to come up with ee 
astonishing numbers of friends and former , 
friends who would portray Alisha as a grand , 
stander, a liar, and a tramp. Even with that 
advantage, however, they were not able to 
come up with a potential father for Amanda, 
Owen's six-ycar-old daughter. 

3. Hadn't she been planning this all along 
with Mike Casey? 

There is absolutely no evidence that Casey 
masterminded anything. Anyone who reads 
the World-Herald, however, might think that. 

The prosecution never made the case that 
Casey was pulling the strings. He was not 
even called as a witness. Yet, for reasons 
unknown toanyone we have talked to, Michael 

Casey's letters to Alisha were included in the 

exhibits. Ironically, Jobn C. Hurley, the juror 
described by the World-Herald as the last 
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. holdout (for conviction) made his decision| 
based on letters from Michael Cascy. Accord- 
ing to Hurley, quoted by the World-Herald 
(we have not been successful in reaching 
bim), Casey wrote something like this to 
Owen: “Maybe [ should have prepared you a 
little better before I told Gary Caradori about 
you.” Sources close to the trial and Casey 
himself in an interview with the Observer 
deny that letters he wrote to Owen said any- 
thing like that. He also vehemently denies 
ever promising her any movie contracts. If 

Hurfey had the idea that Casey was so influ- 

ential over Owen he got it outside the court- 

room, which is one example among many of 

widespread misinformation that cause people 
to questioned whether it was even possible for 
Owen to get a fair trial in Omaba. 

4. Didnt Caradori lead the wimesses? 
Caradori told the grand jury that when 

Owen would talk about sexual matters she 

would break down and be would shut the 

camera off. There were also times when there 
were distracting interruptions that came from 

rooms nearby that caused him to tum the 

camera off. , 

S.Wasn’ the FBI just doing its job? 
The FBI is capable of extraordinary dirty 

tricks. 
The evidence is that Owen was coerced 

into telling her story to the FBI by the agents 

and by her lawyer, Pamela Vuchetich. Testi- 

mony by Owen’s parents detailed how the FBI 

approached them in late January of 1990 totry 

to get them to persuade their daughter to talk. 

Owen, in prison, should have been read 

Miranda rights and told that she did not have 

to make any statements, but this was never 

done. On March 9, 1990 the FBI gained 0 

cooperation of Troy Boner and placedacallto 

Owen attempting toset her up. Boner tried to 

get her to say that the stories were made up. 

Owen didn't do it. Ultimately, the grand jury 

and the prosecuting attorney for her trial were 



able to come up with a seemingly unlimited 
supply of witnesses who would testify as 
her promiscuity. They did it with inside infor 
mation that they got through questionable 
means. 

6. | know a disturbed young person who is 
a pathological liar, It seems to me that Alisha 
Owen is like her. 

Pathological liars are able to keep a hoax 
going and manipulate situations. But their 
luck and credibility eventually run out aod 
they get exposed to those they have deceived. 
Alisha Owen has consistently told the same! 
story since October 30, 1989. Her family and 
herattomey havestood behind her unshakably. 
Attorney Henry Rosenthal resigned from the 

case after the trial. As he had required of Owen 
throughout the previous year, he would make 
no comment tothe press, leaving some specu- 
lation that he was disenchanted. Actually, 
Rosenthal was worn out from a very trying 
year in which his health had suffered. 

IfOwen is a pathological liar, she has done 
an exceptional job of gaining loyal support 
from her family and others. 

.7. If her story is true, why did Alisha keep 
it a secret for so long? 

The real question is, if her story isn't true, 
why did she decide to tell it when she did. 
Many abuse victims wait much longer, some 
ocver tell at all. 

Owen had told no one about the abuse 
when she first went to jail. She testified that 
when Caradori came to her in prison October 
31, 1989, be introduced himself as an inves- 
tigator for the legislative committee and said 
that her name kept coming when he investi- 
gated Larry King. She testified that she was 
taken off guard, and admitted that she knew 

Larry King, Harold Andersen, and Robert 
Wadman. She said she did not know whether 
at that point Caradori bad identified her as a 
victim of the abuse. They agreed to meet in a 
week. 

“I was scared to death,” she testified. She - 
was having oightmares and went to see the 
prison psychiatrist, demanding confidential- 
ily. The psychiatrist told her that the warden 
would need toknow what she had already told | 
bim, for her security. According to her testi- 
mony, she realized while talking to the war- 
des: that she would be more at risk if she kept 
quiet than if she talked. “If I don’t say any- 
thing and they know he’s been here maybe I’ 
geta midnight visitor to make sure Inevertell. 
But if I tell, won't they (law enforcement) 
have to protect me?” she recalled asking the 
warden, The warden said she was right, and 
she decided to tell the whole story. _ 

8. How could her parents not know? 
They did know about some things. Donna 

Owen testified that in 1983 Alisha would 
come home and go straight to the bathroom to 
change clothes. There was a bad odor. Mrs. 
Owen talked to her daughter about hygiene, 

and also considered a medical problem. It 
happened several times, and Alisha passed it 
off as a result of her having not changed 
clothes or showered after gym. She was later 
to testify that Wadman would not allow ber to 
shower after they had sex. When Mrs. Owen 
was about (o take her to a doctor, the problem 
went away. After Alisha graduated she got 
combative and had mood swings. It was not 
nommal; she went from nice to mean. Mrs. 
Owen testified that by then she bad been _ 
watching Donahue and suspected that she was 
acting out some abuse, She remembered that 
it was enough of a concer to her that she 
shared it with the other women in her prayer 
group before she confronted Alisha. 

Donna Owen also recalls a very different 
version of the story told by prosecution wit- 
ness Steve Solberg about their first evening 
together. The story Steve Solberg told for 
example about bringing her home at 1:30 00 
January 2, 1984 after a wild night of a pickup 
date and sex. But according to Donna Owen, 
Alisha and her cousin Stephanie had been 
together and had gone to Westroads. They 
were supposed to take the bus and be home by 
9:30. When they arrived homeat 10:30—Mrs. 
Owen remembered she was watching tbe 
news—tbey were in trouble. Mrs. Owen tes- 
tified that she told them to get in the house, 
called Stephanie's mother and had her taken 
home, and grounded Alisha. 

Donna Owen told me that she allowed her 
children to do things that had been safe when 
she was a young person—stay overnight with 
friends, babysit, and go on outings. While it 
was supposed to have happened, she had no 
idea of the sexual abuse her daughter would 
later describe. 

9. Several people who knew her in high 
school say she was very promiscuous. How 
can we believe her story now? 

Owea's motheracknowledges that she was 
promiscuous, and so does Alisha herself, and 
they're not lying about that. 

In general lhe sexual history of a possible 
sex crime victim has nothing to do with ber 
credibility. According to many people in so- 
cial service professions, victims of sex abuse 
often later become promiscuous, although no 
one has proven a direct cause and effect. 
According to testimony undisputed by the 
prosecution, Alisha was not promiscuous be- 
fore the time she said she got involved in sex 
and drug parties with people associated with 
Lary King. ba Ore 

10. Why do so many credible people doubt 
thas story? 

Attomey Marc Delman is one who decided 
carly that Owen was lying. Delman testified 
that he never viewed Owen's tape, but that be . 
had viewed King's and Boner's tapes and 
from them decided that the whole story was a 
scam. It seems possible that he might have 
drawn a different conclusion had bé actually 
listened to what Owen was saying. Also testi- 
fied that he has “a habit of calling the FBI to 
see what's going on,” but that he does not have 
2 working relationship with them. It is no 
Surprise that someone who networked in any 
way with law enforcement people would hear 
things that descredited Owen. 

11. Owen said Wadman would pick her up 
at Central High School on Wednesdays and 
take her to a motel for sex. That's incredible 
that someone as easily recognized as he is 
would risk doing that? 

Owen actually said that Wadman picked 
her up only three times, all on Wednesdays, 
only once at a bus stop near Central, the other 
two times at what was then the McDonald's 

restaurant at the Galleria Mall. She would 
stand in a place over Douglas street and watch 
for him. 
The rest of the times someone else, usually 

Larry “the kid,” came for ber. 

12. What will hones now? 
As this is being written, a retrial has been 

sought. More likcly would be an appeal, with 
new evidence brought in. 

‘There are many people who know of the 
parties that King held referred to by Owea. 

, The prosecution’s “proof” that Larry King 
" wasn'ta tenant at Twin Towers until 1987 is | 
laughable to anyone who knows residents of | 
the building or Old Market personalities. 

- The proseaution also left the impression 
with the jury that the characters described by ' 
Owen were products of fantasy, but many are ° 
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known around towa. One that could surface in 
the next trial is Larry “the kid.” 

13. So you're saying the whole thing was 
true? Get real! 

Itis true that there are holes in Owen's case. 
People who know Wadman and Andersen doubt that they would take the kind of risk 
involved in an exploitive sexual relationship with a minor. People who know Alan Baer 
doubt whether he would have anything to do 
with drugs. It is, however, just as reasonable to question what Owen bad to gain by lying 
initially and thea by Sustaining that lie for 
Over a year. Neither question teally bas a 
Satisfactory answer, 

Furthermore, Owen could have called it 
wrong o0—or lied about—Carlsoa. She failed 
to identify him in some photos. Qn the other 

band, her description of his penis (3* erect) 
was not disputed by the prosecution's witness, 
his physician, who, under cross-examination, 
admitted that the exam was done without an 
erection. One bit of evidence that the defense 
tried to get in concemed a health problem of 
Judge Carlson that homosexuals sometimes 
have, a fistula. Prosecuting Attommey Moran 
objected and the evidence was not allowed. 

14, What about the blood tests? 
See remark #5, ee 
It seems just as reasonable to ask about ber 

knowledge of descriptive details about 
Wadman. Owen mentioned a bunion, freck- 
les, and uncircumcised penis. Although the ! 
Prosecution had both Wadman and his physi. 
Cian on the stand, none of those three descrip- | 
tions were disputed. oe 

Missing Witnesses From the Owen Trial 
Karen Ormiston, Gary Caradori’s assis- 

tant who was with Caradori when be first 
visited Alisha Owen and helped with the taped 
interviews later. Ormiston told the Observer 
that Caradori did not know that Owen would 
claim to have been abused at all, much less by 
Prominent men, when they first approached 
her October 30, 1989. She recalled that when 
they told her they knew she had important 
information about abuse, “her eyes got big” 
and she asked if they had any idea who they 
were investigating. Later in that interview 
Owen told them the names of King, Wadman, 
and Andersen. 

Michael Casey. Casey was a freelance 
writer who made early contact with many of 
the people later identified as victim-witnesses. 
Although the grand jury blamed what they 
called a “carefully crafted hoax" on Mike 
Casey, the prosecutor in the Owen trial never 
tried to make this connection. After the ver- 
dict was rendered, however, it was revealed 
that Casey's letters had been submitted as 
evidence and bis “influence” over Owen given 
as areason to convict her by at least one juror. 

Casey is now serving a prison sentence for 
drunk driving in California. The Observer 
asked Donna Owen why Casey was not called 
as a witness. Owen said it was because there 

was a 100-mile limit on witnesses they could 
call since they had rejected defease by the 
public defender and instead sought a private 
attorney. 

Larry King. King is now in a mental 
facility associated with his imprisonment. 
King was in Omaha forsentencing on June 17, 
and was only a few blocks away from the 
location of the Owen trial. 

Alan Baer. Baer bad been subpoenaed, but 
was never called. A letter filed with the court 
clerk to defease attomey Henry Rosenthal 5/ 
24/91 “in exchange for Mr. Baer's cooperatioin 
in this regard you are relieving him from any 
further responsibilities under the subpeona.” 
Baer’s cooperation was to appear in the audi- i 
ence on the day that prosecution witness | 
Darlene Hohndorf testified. Rosesnthal asked ; 
ber whether Baer was in the room and she ! 
failed to identify him. Neither King nus Baer | 
has ever given testimony regarding the | 
Fraoklin sex abuse allegations. 

Special Prosecutor Sam Van Pelt. Van Pelt 
“conducted the county grand jury which in- 
dicted Owen. 

Paul Bonaccl, who was indicted forsaying 
he had seen Owen and Wadman having sex 
and for saying that Harold Andersen had 
abused him. 
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‘LETTERS 

Caradori \ Widow Questions 

Fairness 35 of ‘48 3 Hours’ 
The national telecast that I witnessed bas 

Caused an untimely and emotional upheaval 
that our family absolutely does not need nor 
should we have been subjected to. Like Mr. 
Wadman, my husband hasbeen accused, slan-; 
dered and libelled but unlike Mr. Wadman, my 
husband isn’t alive to defend himself. Gary A. 
Caradori and Andrew James Caradori, our 8 
year old son, died in a fiery plane crash near 
Aurora, Illinois on July 11, 1990. I, like Mrs. 
Wadman also feel the disgust and emotional 
Stress of secing a husband’s reputation and 
“Life long career” being tom apart. Unlike 
Mrs. Wadman, ! stand alone because my 
husband is dead. How fortunate she is to be 
able to have the opportunity to stand by her: 
husband, to share a life, to rebuild. 1 cannot. 

Your interview of Mr. Boner was also so 
biased and unprofessional that I find it very 
difficult to even discuss it. If your reporter had 
done a thorough job of research, he would 
have found how questionable Mr. Boner's 
allegations have become. I cannot and will not 
say if Mr. Boner is or is not telling the truth 
regarding any or all allegations regarding his 

past. [canand willsay that what Mr. Bonerhas : 
said about my husband is false and slander- 
ous. Your reporter did not take the time to do | 
research on my husband's credentials nor his 
reputation. Your reporter failed to uncover the 
questions raised regarding the grand jury's | 
demeanor, report and findings. 

Further, no mention was made about the 
convictions that have resulted from the legis- 
-lative investigation and my husband’s work. 
No mention was made about the proposed 
changes in the Social Services standards, 
child abuse laws or legislation. Why? 

It appeared the whole case was surround- 
ing Mr. Wadman. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. In fact his name was only one 
of many that had surfaced during this investi- 
gation. Names that surfaced before my hus- 
band was even on the case. For instance, Mr. 
Peter Citron, a television-radio-newspaper * 
journalist has been convicted and is currently 
Serving a prison term for child molestation. 
News accounts and investigation have shown 
that Mr. Citron was a known pedophile for ‘ 
yc ars and was left unchecked, why? Icanonly , 

conclude that his story would be “old news” OF | 

possibly you chose not to report on a fellow 
ceporter. I trust that you bave more profes- 
sional ethics than that. 

Alan Baer, a wealthy Omahan has been 
charged with a plea bargained-down count of 
pandering. Interestingly enough, Mr. Boner 
did say that his testimony regarding Mr. Baer 
wasn't false. On Your program he alleged that, 
all his “stories” were lies???? 

As you said in our telephone conversation, 
your program only highlighted certain cases 
of accusations of child abuse and the damage | 
they can do. What youdidn’tsay inthe Omaha | 
segment was what damage it--THE ABUSE- 
-can do. Nor did you address the damage that 

Mr. Boner’s statements and recantations and 
grand standing has done to countless people. 
You did not talk to the head of the Franklin | / 
Legislative Committee, Senator Loran Schmit 
and find out the damage the case has done to 
him. You did not speak to associates of my 
husband, to me or to ourson. You didnot speak 
to one average Omaha citizen and get his or 
her gut reaction to this whole mess. Maybe 
you did some of these things...if you a they 
weren't aired. 

Your report did mention the trial of Alisha 
Owen, You showed her in chains. Did you 
interview hermother, her father, her attorney? 
The jury bas been out in deliberations for 3 
days. Indeed, they may come back and find 
her guilty, but the mere fa fact that it has taken 

this long does lend some ome credibility to the 

evidence, does it not? 
Further, I find the timing of the telecast to 

be highly questionable. The jury should have 

been sequestered, at the least, from viewing 
the program. They were not. They were only 

instructed not to watch the telecast! Even if ' 
they did follow the judge's instructions, the 
news that followed showed excerpts and gave 

commentary that could influence their judge- 
ment. 2 

Mr. Glauber, I bave tried to justify why my 

husband would, according to Mr. Boner, prom- 

ise millions for lies to Mr. Boner, while Miss | 

Owen has vehemently denied that my hus- 
band ever promised her any money, fame or : 

reward. In fact, in testimony, She has said that 
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Gary said she could expect a lot of problems 
and mental anguish. If she did lie, why in 
God's name would she continue to hold fast to 
her story when she knew that she could face 
160 years of prison. She could have chosen to 
plea bargain or request some kind of immu- 
nity, as did Boner, and be out of jail very soon. 
Gary did make a promise to the people who 

spoke to him, to the people who testified to 
him. He did promise to stand by any and all 
persons he interviewed. He attempted to get . 
cooperative investigation into the allegations 
and further, he strived to investigate any and 
all claims. He promised to fight for the truth 
until the day he died. , 

Gary did that. 
Sincerely, 
Sandra L. Caradori (Mrs. Gary A. Caradori) 



AND DON'T Sic 
AROUND EXP re 
A FAIR TRIAL IF you GET 

RAPED BYA PROMINENT. 

PERSON, EITHER, 
YOU HOAXTER . 

NEXT TIME ‘You Ger 
RAPED, KID, YOU 
BETTER HAVE 3 
WITNESSES, A (/ 
VIDEO TAPE 0 

ANDA signeD 
NOTARIZED 

{IF YOUR CHILD OR GRANDCHILD WAS RAPED, 
WOULD YOU TELL ANYONE BASED ON WHAT 
HAS HAPPENED TO OTHER VICTIMS? 

Alisha Owen faces years in jail having been found quilty 

of perjury. Her crime? Telling the Grand Jury who it was 
that sexually abused her. Alisha has been portrayed as will- 

ingly broadcasting her abuse stories to get money and atien- 

tion. The truth is, she wanted it kept a secret and only 

talked when her name was brought up as a victim by 
‘ others several times. She feared now that some people 

knew, she could be killed and believed it safer to tell the warden. (She was in jail 

for writing badchecks.) Never was there any attempt to find out who did abuse her, 

if it was not who she said. I¢has been beretofore unheard of to indict the person 

bringing the allegations. Alisha’s original lawyer, Pamela Vuchetich appears to 

have collaborated with the FBI while she was supposedly defending Alisha. This 

was denied as admissible evidence in Alisha's trial. In fact numerous important 

points of evidence were denied. It seemed all the prosecutor hadto do was say “T 

object” andthe Judge, went along with it. Hopes for a fair trial were low from the 

beginning. 
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ALISHA OWEN'S TRIAL: QUR ea system 

Fe eta st te eee 

WELL, THERE YOU HAVE IT FOLKS. ALL THE EVIDENCE 
1S IN ~HEH-HEH- (EXCEPT FoR WHAT WAS SUCCESSFULLY 
KEPT OUT). SHe's HAD ATRIAL BY A JURYOF HER 
PEERS CAND BY THE MEDIA), THE ygusTICOE SYSTEM 

DOES WORK. AND LET THIS BE A LESSON TO YOU 
OTHER VICTIMS OUT THERE. KEEP YOUR MOUTH 
SHUT OR YOU CAN GO TO JAIL TAO // 

Paul Bonacci was avictim of abuse as achild and teenager. 
When he told his story to the Grand Jury they refused to be- 
lieve it and labeled him a liar "incapable of telling the truth." 
He was charged with perjury. The charges have been 
dropped, though probably not in the interest of justice, but 
rather to further supress the truth by not allowing the facts to 
come out in court. 

When internationally renowned psychiatrist Dr. J. Densen 
Gerber appeared before the Franklin Investigative committee 
aS anexpert witness she testified that she had found Paul B. to 

have mutiple personalities. She had interviewed him for four hours, She believed he 
was telling the cuth. She said, "Muttiple personalities don't lie (unless they have a 
pathologiacal personality). They tend to be more truth telling than the rest of the pop- 
ulation, because when they get into something they don’t like they switch to adifferent 
personality. Paul is unusual becanse he has ‘computer chip’ personality with meticu- 
lous attention to detail. This personality keeps track of all the other personalzies. Be- 
cause of this "computer chip" memory Paul has been invaluable in providing details 
to help locate missing children, He has dedicated his life to helping prevent other chil- 
dren from suffering the same abuse he did. As avery young child he was sexually 
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abused by ababysitter. At age six apriest sexuually abused him. His life became 
apattern of abuse. He was flownnationally and internationally to participate in 
sex parties and forced at gunpoint to have sex with adead boy. He witnessed chil- 
dren being killed during the m aking of “snuff films" (a pornographic film in 
which a child is killed). In one instance a pitch fork was pushedup a boy's rectum 
till he died. The men watching laughed. He was kept in place by numerous 
threats to himself or was told his friends orfamily would be mut. Whenhe told 
the Om aha police they laighed. Dr. Densen Gerber urged Nebraska, "Dont si- 
lence him just because the truth is hard to hear. She said, "I've never seen young 
people arrested for telling their stories.” 

ry clus to YEAR 
4 OD corRe? , 

\ o) S 

PAUL WITNESSED THESE AUCTIONS 
HE DESCRIGED MEN IN 'TURBANS' 
LIke THE SAUDIS WEAR. 

Gary Caradori. and 
his 8 year old son 

Andrew were killed 

in a plane cash 

July 11. 1990. 
Most Nebraskans 

believe foul play 

was involved in the 

accident. 

Gary Caradori, special investigator hired 

by legislature to investigate child sexual 

abuse and Franklin Credit Union failure: 

WHAT DID HE FIND OUT 
THAT GOT HIM KILLED? 
Why has the media gone all out to discredit 
him? 

Don't Ict his First the Nar/dHer- 
a/d, then 48 Hours 

did smear campaigns 
The guilty don't want on Caradori. They 
the truth known, la- questioned only the 
beling this a hoax. Join alteged perpetrators 
those who are exposing @ none of the vitims 
the real liars, not pun- gy people with ac- 
ishing the victims. cess to evidence.Why? 



ANT YOU TO BELIEVE. 
I'M TELLING THE 
TRUTH THIS 
Time WHEN T 

OBVIOUSLY You roLKs 

witt GELieve THAT 

GARY _CARADOR! 
ONE OF THE COUNTRYS 

TOP 5 INVESTIGATORS. 
WOULD RISK HIS 
CAREER, (NOT TD MENTION 

WIS LIFE) TO TELL Me, A, 
TOTAL UNKNOW That + 

COULD EXPECT To MAKE 
MILLIONS BY WRITING 

“AGBOOK. I cot PAID, 
ALRIGHT. YEAH, SO 
FAR, SINCE © 

RECANTED, THEY VE 
\ LET ME Live! 

Well, there vou have it folks He lied. 
Nothing could be truer that that. No need 
tointerview Loren Schmit, the legislative 
committee or anyone with the facts. That 
settles it. And we know that you know if 
the media say's it, it must be true. Yours, 
for truth in media...... 

I BELIEVE IN SANTA 
CLAUS, A POTOF GOLD 
AT THE END OF THE 
RAINGOW, AND THAT 
PORNOGRAPHY 

‘S| DOESN'T HURT ANYONE, 

community. Our children 
sould never have to be the 
target of this “acting out.” 
Let's make a stand to pro- 
tect them. First Amend- 
ment rights were not 
established to protect 

a a as ee. 

Some myths don't hurt. Some do materials that incite 
PORNOGRAPHY sexual assault of children. 

ALWAYS HAS A VICTIM 4. Every Nebraskan should 
é ok A know the facts. To find out 
tudies show that porno- ; ae 
graphy is almost always an } what the media didnttell you 

influence in sex crimes. If ; read: 
pornography nee =f A The Mystery of the Carefully } 
addiction “soft porn” leads 
to “hard core porn” anda H Crafted Hoax. Send $6.00 

desire to act out what (ppd) to P.O. Box 30165, 
they've seen. You have § Lincola, NE 68503. 
every right toa porn-free 
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ISSUES INVOLVING POSSIBLE 
MISCONDUCT AND CORRUPTION 

BY NEBRASKA LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES BROUGHT TO THE 
ATTENTION OF ATTORNEY 
GENERAL DON STENBERG 

MARCH 10, 1992 
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Mr. Ted Gunderson wrote to Nebraska Attorney General 
Don Stenberg on January 3, 1992, alerting him to possible 
misconduct by various law enforcement agencies in the state 
of Nebraska. 

Mr. Stenberg responded January 28, 1992. These letters in 
their entirety are included in this report. 

Also included are copies of letters to the FBI, copies of 
letters to the U.S. Attorney General, and their responses. 

ny 



TED L. GUNDERSON AND ATSOCIATES  ¢ international Secur  Zonsuiting and invest:gations 
2210 Wilshire Bly» Suite 422 ¢ Santa Monica. CA 90403 6 2, 354-5171 

January 3, 1992 

Honorable Don Stenberg 
State Capitol, Room 2115 
P.O. Box 98920 
Lincoln, NE 68509-4906 

Dear Mr. Stenberg: 

I have been asked by the Nebraska Leadership Conference to work as a consultant 
on the Franklin Credit Union investigation. During my review of the-case I noted 
the following: 

1. Pornographic material has been seized as follows, with no known follow-up 
investigation: 

a) FBI raid on Franklin Credit Union November 4, 1988. 

b) Omaha Police Department arrest of Peter Citron in February 1990. 

c) Sarpy County Sheriff's Office raid on residence of Mike Heavrin. 

d) Omaha Police Department investigation of Walter Carlson and Joe 
Burke. 

2. During the summer of 1990 the FBI reviewed the Senate Franklin Credit 
Committee investigation files without the permission or knowledge of Senator 
Loran Schmit. It was later learned that a number of items are missing. 

Alisha Owen’s first attorney, Pam Vuchetich, provided privileged attorney- 
client information to the FBI. She also failed to file a timely appeal in Miss 
Owen’s conviction on bad check charges. Ms. Vuchetich has reportedly been 
romantically involved with an FBI agent. 

uw 

4. The Nebraska Leadership Conference has developed information that the FBI 
has not only leaked information to Omaha TV stations, but asked for and 
teceived money for this. 

D2 Larry King and others were. never subpoenaed to the Douglas County Grand 
Jury. Although this was an apparent judgment decision, King and others 
should have been subpoenaed. 

Member, Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 



Honorable Don Stenberg 
January 3, 1992 
Page 2 

10. 

11. 

12. 

I hope 

Numerous individuals identified as perpetrators have never been interviewed 
by law enforcement officers. 

Instead of conducting follow-up interviews, law enforcement officers, 
particularly the FBI, have attempted to discredit and harass the victims 
(claims made by Alisha Owen, Paul Bonacci and Troy Boner. Boner advises 
that the FBI, U.S. Attorney’s Ron Lahners and Tom Thalkin threatened him 
that “if he didn’t recant his testimony they'd bring him up on perjury charges 
and send him to jail"). 

Paul Bonacci has new information about the Johnny Gosch kidnapping case 
in Des Moines, Iowa, yet law enforcement officers refuse to interview him or 

to consider further investigation of the matter. Parents of the victim advise 
that based on their interview with Bonacci they are confident he is telling the 
truth. 

In February 1990 Robert Fenner, General Counsel for the National Credit 
Union Association, was advised by the FBI not to cooperate with the Franklin 
Credit Committee’s investigator, Gary Caradori. 

On March 9, 1990 the FBI attempted to entrap Owen by taping an arranged 
phone call from Boner to her. 

A deposition by former Omaha Chief of Police Robert Wadman disappeared 
during the Owen trial. 

Wadman lied_under oath claiming he was not carrying a gun during the period 
Owen says she was involved with him. 

you will look into the above matters. 

Sincerely, oP 
ey / yee es 
Sak“, ats Et mo 

Ted L. Gunderson 

TLG:te 

ce: Mr. Ed Weaver 
Mr. John Morrow 
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STATE OF NEBRASKA 

(Office of the Attorney General 
2115 STATE CAPITOL BUILOING 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68509-8920 

(402) 471-2682 

FAX (402) 471-3297 

January 28, 1992 L. STEVEN GRASZ 
DON STENBERG SAM GRIMMINGER 

ATTORNEY GENERAL 
DEPUTY ATTORNEYS GENERAL 

Ted L. Gunderson 
International Security Consulting 

and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 422 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 

Dear Mr. Gunderson: 

The Attorney General’s Office received and reviewed your 

letter of January 3, 1992, regarding your impressions as a 

consultant on the Franklin Credit Union investigation. 

Many of the issues and allegations you raise have either been 

addressed, are rumor, or are so vague and nebulas as to defy 

resolution by diligent investigation. 

Nevertheless, we desire to comment as follows: 

Te We note the allegation that the FBI sold information 

to Omaha t.v. stations. Please provide all of the 

information and leads you have available on this 

particular allegation. We will then review and follow up 

as necessary; 

2. We also note the allegations regarding new 

information on the Johnny Gosch kidnapping case. Please 

provide all details on this that are available to you. 

We would particularly like to know when Mr. Bonacci 

initially disclosed this new information and to whom and 

whether there is any written record of the same in either 

a statement.by Paul Bonacci or a transcribed record of 

his remarks or interview. It also would be helpful were 

you to provide us with names, addresses and rank of any 

law enforcement officials who refused to interview him or 

to consider the information. 

We are assuming, Mr. Gunderson, that in the preparation of 

your letter of January 3, 1992, you have done more than simply 

parrot unsubstantiated allegations made to you orally or which you 

may have picked up in written material reviewed, and therefore, 

have specific information to back up your concerns. Hence, the 

above requests. 

L. Jay Bartel David Edward Cygan Marilyn 8. Hutchinson Fredrick F. Neid John A. Thompson 

J. Kick Brown Mask L. Ells Kimberly A. Klein Paul N. Potadle Barry Waid 

David T. Bydaiek James A. Elworth Donald A. Kontz Marie C, Pawol Terri M. Weeks 

Smith Camp Laura H. Essay Charles E. Lowe Kenneth W. Payne Alfonza Whitaker : 

. Chapman Lynne A. Fritz Lisa D. Martin-Price Jan E. Rempe Metante J. Whittamore-Mantzios 

PnaRarhon Rovee N. Harper Lynn A. Maison James H. Spears Linda L. Willard 



Ted L. Gunderson 
January 28, 1992 
Page -2- 

We will keep certain other matters under advisement. In the 

meantime though, you are encouraged to send us any specific, 

substantiating material available to you regarding any one or more 

of the other items mentioned-—af your yorrespondence. 

2-2883-3 

Dad.; 



TED L. GUNDERSON AND ASSOCIATES ® international Security Consulting and Invesugations 
2210 Wilshire Bly Suite 422 « Santa Monica. CA 90403 « 213/8 171 

March 10, 1992 

Honorable Don Stenberg 
Attorney General 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Nebraska 
2115 State Capitol Bldg. 
Lincoln, NE 68509-8920 

Dear Mr. Stenberg, , 

Thank you for your response to my letter. Your reference to my 
“impressions” indicates to me that you do not place much importance on the 
issues outlined by me. Regardless, I hope you will review the enclosed 
report with fair minded professional and responsible judgement. 

There is a high level of frustration and animosity building among concerned 
‘citizens in Nebraska who are either victims or who have seen enough through 
time to prove that there may be a conspiracy of sorts to cover up a series 
of indisputably disgraceful, scandalous crimes. 

You may not want to address their concerns, but you must agree that they 
deserve the attention such allegations require without being flippantly 
disregarded. 

It is because of their frustrations that I was hired as a consultant by the 
Nebraska Leadership Conference. As you can see by my resume I am more than 
qualified to investigate this matter. I expect your level of 
professionalism predisposes your office to do the same. 

Cordially, 

TLG/1kh 

Encl. (11) 

cC: Senator Loran Schmit 
Attorney John DeCamp 
Governor Ben Nelson 

Member. Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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ALLEGATIONS 

1. Pornographic material was seized with no known follow up investigation: 
a) FBI raid on Franklin Credit Union 11/4/88 
b) Omaha Police Department arrest of Peter Citron in February 1990 
c) Sarpy County Sheriff‘’s office raid residence of Mike Heavrin 
d) Omaha Police Department investigation of Walter Carlson and Joe 

Burke 

DOCUMENTATION 

Since writing you January 3, 1992 I have learned about a raid in the Spring 
of 1989 by the Douglas County Sheriff's Office at the home of Bob Andresen 
at Ralston, Nebraska. 

The Omaha Police Department, Nebraska State Police and Douglas County 
Sheriff’s Office have pornographic pictures, taken during this raid, of Troy 
Boner, Danny King and others (this information is from a reliable source). 

Why wasn’t this used to discredit Boner at the Alisha Owen trial? More 
importantly, why is this being ignored? 

LARRY KING 

Immediately prior to the FBI Larry King raid, King removed pornographic 
material from hie home and office and placed it in the trunk of his 
automobile. Regardless, the FBI did confiscate a porno movie containing 
"local children". Why haven’t efforts been made to identify the children? 

PETER CITRON 

Two counts of sexual assault on a child were filed against Citron on 
February 23, 1990. He pleaded "no contest” in Douglas County District 
Court. A vast quantity of pornographic material was confiscated when he was 
arrested. Since he plead no contest, none of it was ever introduced into 
evidence. What happened to the material? No one seems to know. In 
addition to the pornographic material Citron had computer discs which 
contained the names of all his victims with their addresses and dates they 
were abused. 

WALTER CARLSON AND JOE BURKE 
"4 

Walter Carlson and Joe Burke were among thirteen men arrested in Omaha in 
connection with a large pornography/pedophile case. Joe Burke had a library 
of 2,000 videos and 10,000 photos which were confiscated. Convicted in 
December of 1985, Carlson was paroled in February of 1989. What happened to 
this material? 

IS) N 

Alisha Owen was taped on video during a formal interview while she was 
incarcerated. The purpose of the interview was to furnish detailed 
information known to her concerning kiddie pornographic activity by Larry 
King, Peter Citron, and others. This interview was played on December 16, 
1989 in the presence of Judge Deacon Jones, Harold Le Grande, Nebraska State 
Patrol, Dick Roth, Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and Bill Howland, 
Nebraska Attorney General’s Office. 
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TWIN TOWERS 

One of the jurors in the Alisha Owen trial decided to check out the much 
vaunted security system of the Twin Towers. The prosecution tried to prove 
that it would have been impossible to gain entrance as easily as the kids 
had said they did. So unannounced, the juror went to the Towers and found 
no guard at the door. He opened the door, went in and proceeded unhindered 
to the fourth floor. 

Coincidentally, Alan Baer had some problems with a security guard at the 
Towers who complained to Baer about all the traffic Baer was getting. The 
guard subsequently began videotaping arrivals and departures at Baer’s 
apartment. The FBI picked up the tape the first part of March 1990 and it 
was never seen again. 

If you are interested, detailed documentation of the above information and 
the identity of the more than 80 victims in the Pranklin investigation are 
available through Senator Schmit’s office. A responsible agency should 
review the above seized pornographic material and attempt to match the 
pictures with the victims of the Franklin case. 

I am confident you have the contacts to document and confirm the above raids 
and incidents relating to seized pronographic material. 

ALLEGATION 

2. Material was missing from Senator Schmit’s office after FBI agents 
reviewed his records. Senator Schmit was not in his office at the time. 

DOCUMENTATION 

This can be documented by contacting Senator Schmit and his staff. 

ALLEGATION 

3. Pam Vuchetich provided privileged attorney - client information to the 
FBI, failed to file a timely appeal for Alisha Owen and reportedly has been 
romantically involved with an FBI agent. 

DOCUMENTATION 

On March 9, 1990 the FBI and Nebraska State Patrol searched Alisha Owen’s 
cell. They were looking for a red file “Alisha Owen VIP* (very important 
papers) Prison officials asked that an inventory be made of all articles 
taken. When the articles were returned several were missing and simply had 
been scratched off the list. Apparently, through error the FBI returned 
eight letters postmarked after March 9, 1990. (Did the FBI illegally 
intercept this mail?) At the time of the raid Miss Owen told the 
investigators that the red file had been given to her attorney Pam 
Vuchetich for safe keeping. The investigators contacted Mra. Vuchetich the 
next day and she voluntarily gave them the file without the permiasion of 
Miss Owen. 

After Miss Owen dismissed Mrs. Vuchetich as her attorney, Mrs. Vuchetich 
refused to return evidence to Miss Owen. Among this material was a 
personal note from Jeff Hubbell to Miss Owen. 
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Hubbell introduced Mise Owen to former Chief of Police Robert Wadman. 
Hubbell testified at the trial that he didn't know Owen. This note would 
have refuted Hubbell‘s testimony. 

NEBRASKA STATE BAR 

Mrs. Vuchetich was subsequently charged with two counts of violating 
attorney - client privileges and one count of not filing a timely appeal on 
Mism Owen’s behalf. 

Two weeks later a FBI agent appeared before the bar association on her 
behalf and the charges were dropped. The bar association files have been 
sealed. 

MRS. VUCHETICH’S INVOLVEMENT 

WITH THE FBI 

From December 1989 to April 1990 Mrs. Vuchetich spent more than 1,166 
minutes (177 phone calls) talking to someone at the FBI office. 

On April 25, 1990, Alisha’s parents were approached by Mrs. Vuchetich who 
at that time was Miss Owen's attorney. Mrs. Vuchetich advised that the FBI 
asked her to approach Miss Owen and have her claim that a journalist, Mike 
Casey, had gone to Miss Owen and given her seven hours of testimony to 
memorize. Miss Owen was to claim that this case involved a scenario made 
up by Casey to create material for a TV movie. 

Vuchetich told them if Alisha would tell the FBI that this was true, then 
they could help Alisha and the plot would be uncovered and everybody could 
go home. She refused. 

Mrs. Vuchetich possible romantic involvement with an PBI agent is not 
significant to these allegations. 

Documentation for the above is available through the Nebraska Legislative 
Committee and the Nebraska State Bar. 

ALLEGATION 

4. The Nebraska Leadership Conference Geveloped information that the FBI 
has not only leaked information to Omaha TV stations, but asked for and 
received money in exchange for information. 

DOCUMENTATION 

Michael McKnight of wow-TV reportedly told Alisha Owen that he bought the 
taped Caradori interviews of Owen, Troy Boner and Dan King from the FBI. 
He apparently is the only reporter who has these tapes. They were 
initially furnished to the FBI by the Franklin Senate Investigative 
Committee. McKnight also reportedly told this to Donna Owen, Dan and 
Stephanie Gruber and other members of Concerned Parents Group. Their names 
are available through the Grubers. 

ALLEGATION 

5. Larry King and others were never subpoenaed to the Douglas County Grand 
Jury. 
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DOCUMENTATION 

This can be verified from a review of records. Others who were not 

Gubpoenaed before the Grand Jury include Peter Citron, Alice King, Jeff 
Hubble, and Mike Casey, the person who, according to the Grand Jury, is 
responsible for the carefully crafted hoax. How can the Grand Jury blame 
this scenario on Casey and not have him teatify? Is it because they didn’t 
want his testimony on record? Alan Baer was subpoenaed but never appeared. 

Most of the victims did not appear before the Grand Jury including Rod, 
Tony and O'Dell Evene who were known by the police to be close associates 
of Larry King. Wouldn’t a Grand Jury normally be interested in the victims 
of a crime, particularly when their testimony would be pertinent to the 
investigation? This information can be verified through court records. 

ALLEGATION 

6. Numerous individuals identified as perpetrators have never been 
interviewed by law enforcement officers. 

NTAT. 

Larry the Kid was never interviewed. The Grand Jury decided that this 
individual mentioned by numerous victim/witneases was a fictitious 
character. In fact he was the same individual identified by several 
witnesses as “King’s Horses" who was named as being in attendance at 
satanic rituals on several occasions. 

The official of the Fort Calhoun School system was never interviewed. 

Other names can be obtained from a review of the Franklin Committee Files, 
copies of which are in your possession. 

E ION 

7. Instead of conducting follow-up interviews, law enforcement officers, 
particularly the FBI, have attempted to discredit and harass the victims. 

DOCUMENTATION 

These claims were made by Alisha Owen, Paul Bonacci and Troy Boner. Boner 
advised that the FBI, U.S. Attorney’s Ron Lahners and Tom Thalkin 
threatened him that “if he didn’t recant his testimony they’d bring him up 
on perjury charges and send him to jail" (this is exactly what happened to 
Miss Owen). SBoner‘’s taped interview is available for review. Lisa and 
Tracy Webb were among the first victims to claim they were sexually 
molested. Following interviews by the FBI and Nebraska State Patrol, Lisa 
stated she was unwilling to testify. The allegations made by the Webb 
girls, as well as the 15-year old patient at Richard Young Hospital, would 
ultimately be corroborated, even expanded upon, by numerous children who 
also claimed to be victims of King and others. A witness for the 
prosecution at the Owen perjury trial, Steve Solburg admitted under cross 
examination that when the FBI interviewed him he felt intimidated and that 
all the Grand Jury’s questions asked of him were designed to discredit 
Owen. 
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Shawnetta Moore, Den King, Jamee Christopher Davis and Mike Holses have 
reputediy been intimidated by law enforcement officers. 

geports of feeling intimidated were commen azong victine/witnesses who 
ee interrogated ray uaF, and FBX. As a result some victin/witnesses 

sefused te testify. 

On December 14, representatives of the PBI and the state Patrol contacted 
the Foster care Review Board, and began to queation the children’s 
veliability and credibility even though one of thes had passed four 
Polygraph tests administered by the state Patrol. 

Ovher names can be obtained from the Franklin senate tavestigation 
Committes. 

ALLEGATION 
a &. Paul Bonacei has new information about the Johnny Gesch kidnapping case i in Bes Moines, fowa, yet law enforcesent officers refuse to interview hia : or to consider further investigation of the matter. Parents Of the victia advise that besed on their interview with senace! they are confident he is telling the truth. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Documentation concerning this along with transeripts of interviews with Mr. Bonacei were furnished to you by ur. John W. DeCamp on 8/7/91. (see attached letter.) : 

Thies information was alec furnished to the following individuals and agencies: 

Nebraska Department of Social services 
Douglas County Attorney 
Omaha Police Department 
Nebraska Yoater Care Review Board 
Nebraska Legielature Health and Welfere Comittee Nebraska Legislature Judiciary Committee 
Douglas Gounty Sherlf!‘s office 
U.S. Attarney for state of Nebraska Nebraska Leadership Conference : 
De. Beverly Mead, Cralghton University 
De. Judienne Densen-Gerber 
De. Lilly Stroller, rmmanuel Medical Center Judge Patrick Nullen/Douglas County District court 

Za’ answer to your questions: 
1. Mr. Bomacci disclosed this information to private investi ater Ro: Stephens on 1/19/91, = , 2. Mis trancoribed interview vas furnished to yeu on §/7/91. 3. here bas been no response from any of the agencies, including yours. Aftez the inforsation wag Geveloped by Mr. stephens there wae a delay until Me. and Mrs. Gosch Could travel from Des Moines to Lines) G@iscuse the matter vith BSonacei. 

nae 4. The Gosches released the fellow: statement after their interv with Benaccis : sshd 
- Bonacci’s statensnts vere credible. ~ Be bes information ebout details of the case that he: never been made public. 

= 
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- Information developed by Mr. Stephens indicate a child sex ring of 

four men planned and carried out the abduction of their son. 
5. Bonacci claims he participated in the abduction of Johnny Gosch who 

was taken for child pornography. 

6. Noreen Gosch, Johnny Gosch’s mother, said that Bonacci knows "some 
incredible things about the case”. 

7. Mrs. Gosch stated “there were photos taken of Johnny prior to the 

kidnapping. We know because a woman reported it to police. We're 

convinced Bonacci saw those photos. He accurately described the 
location which is not far from our home. He described many things 
about the photos which we have never talked about.” 

Lt. Gerry Scott who is in charge of the investigation for the West Des 
Moines police said the Gosch family has shared some of the information with 
investigators. He said police have no plans for interviewing Bonacci. “Wwe 
are aware of what’s going on. We're not going to re-invent the wheel. 

This has been investigated in Nebraska. When things need investigating 
here, they will be investigated." 

The above information appeared in the Lincoln Star in March 1991. 

Bonacci claims that during his Sth grade year at Carter Lake School, he met 
a man named Emilio while at a park near Carter Lake. There was a 13 year 
old boy name B---- with him, who told Paul that Emilio kidnapped young boys 
and sold them to men for use in kiddie porn, snuff films, or for personal 
sexual use. "Emilio told me how much fun I could have going with him and 
B----." Emilio told Bonacci that he could get rich and then showed him a 
bag with a lot of money in it. 

Emilio was described as Mexican with a slight accent. He was about 5’'9", 

190 pounds with a mustache and a beard. He had brown eyes, black, curly 
short hair and a tattoo of a naked lady on his left arm. He had a scar 
from a knife wound under the tattoo. Bonacci later went with Emilio to Des 
Moines in September of 1982 when he was 15. Bonacci claims he was present 
when Emilio abducted a 12-year-old paperboy, Johnny Gosch. 

Paul Bonacci was later to see Emilio in California while on a trip for 
Larry King in 1984. Emilio tried to get him to go with him to help "snag" 

kids so they could be sold near Las Vegas for $5,000 to men who would use 
them as sex slaves. He saw him once in ‘86 but not since then. 

There has been no contact with Mr. Bonacci concerning this matter by either 
Iowa or Nebraska authorities. 

The above can be confirmed from a review of information in your files 

(see John DeCamp‘s letter of 5/7/91) and an interview with Mr. and Mrs. 
Gosch. 

ALLEGATION 

9. In February 1990 Robert Fenner, General Counsel for the National Credit 
Union Association, was advised by the FBI not to cooperate with the 
Franklin Credit Committee’s investigator, Gary Caradori. 

NTATION 

This information can be documented from the Senate Franklin Committee 
files. 
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ALLEGATION 

10. On March 9, 1990 the FBI attempted to entrap Owen by taping an 
arranged phone call from Boner to her. 

DOCUMENTATION 

On March 9, the FBI arranged for Boner to phone Owen from their office to 
try to entrap her while taping the conversation. The tape was played in 
court. Owen kept telling Boner to just “tell the truth” but the media 
reports made it sound like Boner was telling that to Owen. 

Miss Owen claims the tape has been altered. 

This can be verified by examination of the tape by an expert. The tape is 
available at the office of the Senate Legislative Committee. 

ALLEGATION 

11. A deposition by former Omaha Chief of Police Robert Wadman disappeared 
during the Owen trial. 

DOCUMENTATION 

A deposition by Attorney Jerry Spence taken from Robert Wadman in a 1980 
lawauit had been introduced into evidence by the defense. It was important 
because it proved that Wadman had lied about not carrying a gun since 1973. 
When the jury requested that evidence during their deliberations, a 40 
minute search was made of the Evidence Room. The evidence had disappeared 
and was not available. 

School records for Dan King were introduced as evidence in the trial. The 
records showed that King was enrolled in school at Grandview, Texas for 16 
weeks during the fall of 1983. During this 16 week period he missed 8 
weeks plus the holidays. Out of 16 weeks he was only in school for 5 
weeks. When the jury requested these records during deliberation it was 
learned that they had disappeared. 

This can be documented from a review of court records. If the records have 
now reappeared the incidents can be verified through the Franklin Senate 
Investigative Committee. 

ALLEGATION 

12. Wadman iied under oath claiming he was not carrying a gun during the 
period Owen says she was involved with him. : 

DOCUMENTATION 

One of the counts on which Owen was indicted for perjury concerned Wadman 
showing her a gun. Wadman testified that he had not carried a gun since 
‘73. Attorney Jerry Spence was taking a deposition from Wadman in 1980 in 
connection with a Utah lawsuit. He asked Wadman if he were carrying a gun 
to which Wadman replied "yes". Wadman lied to the Grand Jury! 

This can be documented by reviewing court transcripts and the Spence 
deposition. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

In addition to the above I have learned that the Legislative Committee gave 
videotaped interviews of Troy Boner, Alisha Owen and Dan King to the FBI 
and Nebraska State Patrol. 

The FBI synopsized the interviews in a 45 page document. The purpose of 
the synopsis was to brief judges and the Attorney General's office. I have 
been informed that there was information in the synopsis that was not in 
the tape. 

Troy Boner’s tape, which had been in the control of the FBI, was Played to 
the Grand Jury. I have been informed that the tape was altered. Miss Owen 
claims that everything Boner said that corroborated her statements were 
deleted. In one instance there was no break in the tape yet Boner’s shirt 
was different from the previous scene. 

These tapes are available for review at the Senate Investigative office. 

I have been informed that in the spring of 1984 Troy Boner, Larry King, 
Larry the Kid, Dan King, a fat man from a French restaurant, a pilot named 
David Hughes, Alisha Owen and a 10- to 13-year-old boy made a trip to Los 
Angeles. The boy cried during the trip from Omaha to Los Angeles. The boy 
did not make the return trip to Omaha. 

Troy Boner and Danny King were never polygraphed as reported by the Lincoln 
Star and the Omaha World-Herald. None of the kids were except Lisa Webb. 
And she passed. Paul Bonacci is willing to take one. Miss Owen was 
polygraphed and passed. 

Karen Orminston, Gary Caradori‘’s associate, took a polygraph test. She 
wanted to refute the charges that Caradori had scripted or led the 
witnesses. She passed. 

T trust you will give these matters the attention they obviously deserve. 
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DeCamp Legal dervices, F.C. 
Leg Public Relations - Lobbying 

Execulive Bldg. - Suite 300 
521 So. 14th 

Lincoln, NE 68508 

John W. DeCamp Phone: (402) 477-3974 
Attorney at Law Fax: (402) 477-4487 

Nebraska Department of Social Services 
Douglas County Attorney 
Omaha Police Department 
Nebraska Foster Care Review Board 7 MAY 1991 
Nebraska State Attorney General 
Nebraska Legislature Health and Welfare Committee 
Nebraska Legislature Judiciary Committee 
Douglas County Sheriff's office 
U.S. Attorney for State of Nebraska 
Nebraska Leadership Conference 
Dr. Beverly Mead, Creighton University 
Dr. Judienne Densen-Gerber 
Dr. Lilly Stoller, Immanuel Medical Center 
Judge Patrick Mullen/Douglas Co. Dist Crt 

Dear people: 

Nebraska Revised statutes 28-711 impose specific duties, 
with criminal penalty for those who fail to follow the 
mandates of the law, upon all individuals having "reasonable 
caure to believe that a child has been subjected to abuse or 
neglect...." 

I believe that under this law I have an obligation to provide 
information I have received from an individual named Paul 
Bonacci to the proper authorities for appropesate action. 
Further, Mr. Bonacci himself has, as he has in the past when 
he first provided information to public officials, made it 
clear to me that he also wants to comply with all terms of 
the child abuse laws of the state of Nebraska. 

The information has come to me as a result of agreeing to act 
as attorney for Mr. Bonacci in conjunction with indictments 
issued against him by the Douglas pooney Franklin Grand Jury 
for allegedly lying to the Grand Jury about certain. aspects 
of child abuse he had either witnessed or been a victim of. 

Mr. Bonacci has been diagnosed by at least two court 
appointed psychiatrists as having multiple personality 
syndrome or disassociative behavior syndrome, which is a form 
of mental illness but which is not insanity. A third 
legislatively ordered psychiatrist nationally recognized for 
her specializing in multiple personality syndrome has also 
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thoroughly examined th* young man. 

As I understand it from all of them, they have concluded that 
the ailment Mr. Bonacci suffers is a direct consequence of 
very serious trauma caused by child abuse over a prolonged 
period of time. Another characteristic the Court ordered 
psychiatrist Mead of Omaha and Legislatively ordered 
nationally recognized psychiatrist Dr. Densen-Gerber have 
identified as a characteristic of this MPD syndrome is that 
the individual characteristically tells the truth about the 
abuse. At least the truth so far as they know it or perceive 
or understand it. The records of the third psychiatrist are 
sealed by Judge Mullen, but I presume law enforcement or 
proper investigative authorities would have the ability to 
obtain these results which I am not at liberty to discuss 
here as per Judge Mullen’s order. 

Both of these highly competent psychiatrists mentioned have 
repeatedly examined this young man and concluded that they 
believe his complex tale of abuse is essentially accurate and 
that this individual, Paul Bonacci, is accurately reporting 
what he experienced. 

However, each of them have also repeatedly emphasized the 
fact that BECAUSE OF THE MULTIPLE PERSONALITY FACTOR the true 
story of abuse and individuals involved in the abuse CAN ONLY 
BE UNDERSTOOD IF ONE PIECES TOGETHER OR CREATES A COMPOSITE 
OF THE STORIES TOLD BY THE VARIOUS PERSONALITIES. 

Needless to say, this was not done at the time of the Grand 
Jury investigation and the purpose of this letter is NOT TO 
DEAL WITH MR. BONACCI’S CRIMINAL INDICTMENTS OR ANY GRAND 
JURY MATTERS. JI FEEL COMPLETELY COMFORTABLE IN SAYING THAT 
THESE MATTERS WILL BE HANDLED IN THE COURTS AND, HOPEFULLY, 
DUE PROCESS WILL OCCUR AND JUSTICE WILL OCCUR. 

It is the purpose of this letter, however, to now provide, as 
per the above cited Nebraska law, information from Mr. 
Bonacci which has been obtained relative to child abuse of 
the past--involving not only Mr. Bonacci but a host of 
others--which information IS THE COMPOSITE OF HIS STORY OF 
CHILD ABUSE AS PRESENTED BY THE VARIOUS PERSONALITIES. This 
is the first time this composite has been available and is 
being provided to authorities immediately upon transcription. 

Mr. Bonacci has agreed that he wants to comply with Nebraska 
law and wants this information presented for investigation 
and examination as required by law. Further, he wants it 
made available so that the situation can be corrected so that 
others do not experience what he has been a victim of. 

For the protection of other individuals identified in the 
transcripts provided with this letter, I have taken the 
liberty of obliterating the names of certain individuals 
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whose name, because of national attention, would be immediately recognizable and would put those individuals at risk for their life. 

However, there is no intent to keep this information from law enforcement. Quite the contrary. There is every intent to share this information along with a wealth of other information received from Mr. Bonacci. In the interest of protecting others, however, we would provide this information only under controlled circumstances to authorities specifically conducting the investigations as required by law. 

Again, as stated, the purpose of this letter and this transcript of many hours of tapes which reflect the gradual piecing together of the Bonacci abuse story via the different pergonalities is simply to comply with Nebraska Child Abuse aws. 

There is a second package of tapes which are being transcribed at this time. The moment they are available, I will provide them to the proper authorities for further investigation. 

Paul Bonacci has instructed me that he does not want to see these abuses occur to others. Towards that end, and of course in compliance with Nebraska law, he feels this information should go to the proper law enforcement authorities and any other proper entities who can assist in stopping child abuse activity. In accordance with those ‘instructions, I am making this information available to you and will provide whatever other assistance or information you request. 

authorities in any 
ams, polygraph exams 

estigative ethods 
naccl’s 

Finally, Mr. Bonacci would cooperate wi way possible including further medical or use of other scientific tools or } for determining and verifying /the a 
stories. 

John W. De Camp, Attor 
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ALLEGATIONS AND DOCUMENTATION 

CONCERNING POSSIBLE COVERUP 

Copies of the above documents were forwarded early 1992 to: 

¢ William Barr, U.S. Attorney General, Washington, D.C. 

¢ Judge William Sessions, Director, F.B.I., Washington, D.C. 

¢ Ron Lahners, U.S. Attorney, Omaha, Nebraska 

¢ Governor Ben Nelson, Lincoln, Nebraska 

« F.B.L, Omaha, Nebraska 

¢ F.B.L, Los Angeles, California 



TED L. GUNDERSON AND ASSOCIATES © international Security Consulting and Investigation: 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. » Suite 422 » Santa Monica*CA 90403 « 310/854-5171] 

March 11, 1992 

Judge William Sessions 
Director of F.B.I. 
F.B.I. Headquarters 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear Judge Sessions: 

The enclosed report contains information which indicates that 
FBI personnel have been in violation of the Obstruction of 
Justice Statute. 

This report also contains information concerning the Johnny 
Gosch kidnapping case in Des Moines, Iowa. There appears to 
be an organized kidnapping ring operating in this country 
within the jurisdiction of the FBI that is not receiving the 
proper attention. I would appreciate your checking into this 
Matter. 

Cordially, 

TED L GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Ted L. Gunderson 
Private Investigator 

TLG/sej 

Encl. (1) 

CC: FBI - OMAHA, NE 
FBI - LOS ANGELES, CA 
SENATOR SCHMIDT - NE 
ATTORNEY JOHN DECAMP - NE 
GOVERNOR BEN NELSON - NE 
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TED L.GUNDERSON AND A. OCIATES ¢ International Securi, _onsulting and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. « Suite 422 « Santa Monica. CA 90403 © 213/854-5171 

March 11, 1992 

Mr. William Barr 
U. S. Department of Justice 
10th and Constitution Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mr. Barr: 

The enclosed report contains information which indicates that 
FBI personnel have been in violation of the Obstruction of 
Justice Statute. 

This report also contains information concerning the Johnny 
Gosch kidnapping case in Des Moines, Iowa. There appears to 
be an organized kidnapping ring operating in this country 
within the juridiction of the FBI that is not receiving the 
proper attention. I would appreciate your checking into this 
matter. , 

Cordially, 

Jl 2 A IN & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Ted L. Gunderson 
Private Investigator 

TLG/sej 

Encl. (1) 

CC: FBI - Omaha, NE 
FBI - Los Angeles, CA 
Senator Schmidt - NE 
Attorney John DeCamp - NE 
Govenor Ben Nelson - NE 

~ 

Member, Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 



U.S. Department Astice 

Cnminal Division 

ee 
Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington, D.C. 20330 

APR 20 |992 

Mr. Ted L. Gunderson 
Ted L. Gunderson and Associates ‘ International Security Consulting 

and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 422 
Santa Monica, California 90403 

Dear Mr. Gunderson: 

The letter and enclosures that you recently sent to Attorney General Barr have been referred to this office. 

Your letter alleges that personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) have obstructed justice and states that you have information concerning kidnapping within the jurisdiction of the FBI. 

Having reviewed your enclosures, however, there is no evidence of misconduct by FBI personnel that would justify your charge of obstruction of justice. 

If you have any new evidence about kidnapping, please provide it to your local office of the FBI. 

Sincerely, 

Robert S. Mueller, III 
Assistant Attorney General 

sy > 

John C. Keenby 
( puty Assistant A ney General “Criminal Division 
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TED L. GUNDERSON AND AS, JCIATES ¢ international Security _.nsulting and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Bivd « Suite 422 e Santa Monica. CA 90403 « 213/854-5171 

May 26, 1992 

Mr. Robert S. Mueller, III 
Assistant Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Criminal Division 
Washington, DC 20530 

Re: Your letter dated April 20, 1992 

Dear Mr. Mueller: 

Thank you for reviewing the material I sent you March 11, 1992. 

I did not state that FBI personnel were in violation of the Obstruction of 
Justice statute. I only advised that there was an indication of this. I thought 
you would want to at least check into the matter. I am sorry to learn you do 
not feel it deserves further attention. 

I have enclosed the book The Franklin Cover-up, by former Nebraska State 
Senator John W. DeCamp. Your attention is directed to Chapter 14, “Cover- 
up Phase III: The FBI," which makes additional allegations of FBI 
misconduct and possible violations of the Obstruction of Justice statute. 

Sincerely, 

Ted L. Gunderson 

TLG:te 
Encl. 

Member. Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 



TED L. GUNDERSON AND ASSOCIATES « International Security Consulting and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. « Suite 422 « Santa Monica. CA 90403 © 310/854-5171] 

April 4, 1992 

Honorable Ron Lahners 

U.S. Dept. Of Justice 
F.O. Box 12298 OTS 
Omaha, NE. 6468101 

Dear Mr. Lahners: 

The enclosed report contains information which indicates that 
the FRI personnei have been in violation of the Obstruction of 
Justice Statute. 

This report also contains information concerning the Johnny 
Gosch kidnapping case in Tles Moines, Iowa. There appears to 
be an organized kidnapping ring operating in this country 
within the jurisdiction of the FBI that is not receiving the 
proper attention. IT would appreciate your checking into this 
matter. 

Cordially, 

TED L. GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES 

Ted L. Gunderson 

Private Investigator 

TLG/dm 

Encl. (1) 

CO: FBI - Omaha, NE 
FBI - Los Angeles, CA 
U.S. Dept of Justice, Washington, D.C. 
Governor Ber Nelson, NE 
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March 23, 1992 

Special Agent In Charge 
215 North 17th Street 
Omaha, NE 68102 

Dear Sir: 

On March 11, 1992, I wrote to William Barr U.S. Department of 

Justice in an effort to draw his attention to the Obstruction of 

Justice Statute which I believe is being violated in the State of 

Nebraska and what appears to be an organized kidnapping ring 
operating within this nation. 

On January 3, 1992 I wrote to Nebraska Attorney General Don 
Stenberg alerting him to possible misconduct by various law 
enforcement agencies in the State of Nebraska. Mr. Stenberg 
responded on January 28, 1992 through one of his assistants and 
the documents enclosed are in response to Mr. Stenberg’s letter. 

I am sending copies to you because the evidence clearly shows 
that there is a problem in Nebraska and a national problem that 
must be cleaned up if the citizens of this country are to enjoy 
justice and safety. As a leader in your community I felt sure 
that you would want to be informed. 

If you have questions or comments please contact me at your 

earliest convenience. 

Cordially, 

TED L. GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Ted L. Gunderson 
Private Investigator 
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Documentation of Coverup by FBI 

Chapter 14 of the book 

The Franklin Coverup 

by Former Nebraska State Senator John DeCamp 

(For a copy of this book, send $9.70, check or 
money order, to A.W.T. Inc., P.O. Box 85461, 
Lincoln, NE 68501. The book contains numerous 
references to President George Bush.) 
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CHAPTER 14 

COVER-UP 

PHASE Itt: THE FBI 

2 

_ln a deposition taken October 13, 1989, John Stevens Berry, 
counsel for the Franklin committee, was grilling OPD Chief 
Wadman about the lack of OPD follow-up on the child abuse 
when it was first reported. In exasperation, Wadman replied: 

The tough thing with this, Mr. Berry, is that we have the 
FBI who conducts an investigation and basically says the 
same things that we have said. If the FBI, are they now 
linked to this cover-up in some way? Should the Justice 
Department be investigated as somehow or another assisting 
in this “cover-up?” 

Wadman said it, but in this case it’s true. The Justice Depart- 
ment, acting through the FBI and the U.S. Attomey’s Office 
in Omaha, emerges from the record of the Franklin investiga- 
tions not so much as a party to the cover-up, but as its coordina- 
tor. Rigging grand juries, harrassment of witnesses, incitement 
to perjury and tampering with evidence—federal personnel 
were seem to apply all of those tecfiniques in the Franklin case. 

in a case full of reported trips across state lines for sexual 
exploitation purposes, involving prominent persons from the. 
national! political parties, where was the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation? It was running interference, and worse. 

Maybe Senator Schmit and I got the message in its purest 
: form, when we met with Omaha FBI head Nick O'Hara in his 
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office in early 1989. O’Hara, who kept Wadman’s picture on 

his desk, ‘threatened, “You f-— with Bob Wadman, you f--- 

with the FBI!" 

There was a hint of trouble from the Bureau already in the 

summer of 1988, as OPD Officer Iri Carmean recollected in a 

memo to Deputy Chief Charlie Parker, dated December 20, 

1988. A fellow officer had just reminded Carmean of a meeting 

back in July or August, where 

Lt. [Bill] Goodrich spoke of the Larry King investigation 

and stated that he (Goodrich) had been in contact with a 

federal agency that was also investigating King. To the best 

of Officer Bemey’s recollection, Lt. Goodrich said that the 

federal agency was concemed that our child pomography/ 

abuse investigation might hamper their investigation. Officer 

Bemey told me that although he waso’t sure, it was either 

directly stated or he (Berney) got the impression that we 

were to either “slow down or back off” in our investigation 

so as not to impede the federal case. 

In 1988 and 1989, according to testimony to the Legislature's 

Franklin committee, the FBI claimed to be interested in Frank- 

lin money issues, but not child abuse. Dennis Carlson of the 

Foster Care Review Board testified to the Franklin committee, 

citing state Assistant Attorney General William Howland, that 

U.S. Attorney Tom Thalken had said “that the federal authori- 

ties were investigating Mr. King. . . . But he said basically 

_ their investigation was confined to the money issues, and they 

were not specifically investigating allegations of child abuse.” 

Howland’s part-time investigator, Vlahoulis, told the Frank- 

lin committee that it was his impression the FBI had inform
ation 

on private charter flights, something Gary Caradori would 
con- 

firm in a dramatic way. . 

’ Moreover, as.advertised in a May 12, 1990 article in the 

World-Herald, the FBI had been looking at Franklin since 

1987, for over a year before it was closed! The FBI men coulc 

hardly have been unaware of the Franklin ambiance, not ( 

mention’ the bedroom in the new addition, and the evidenct 

shows that they were not. It was reported in the Lincoin Journa 
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in December 1988, as- summarized by Jerry Lowe for the 

Franklin committee, that “an ex-employee who is not identified 

said that when FCU shut down, FBI agents immediately began 

asking questions regarding child pornography, drugs and the 

lifestyle of Larry King.” 

Caradori's notes of March 14, 1990 record that on the day 

of the federal agents’ raid, he was told by a member of the 

accounting firm that was auditing Franklin, that 

a large amount of pornographic material was taken out of 

the credit union, including videos and photographs depicting 

sexual acts. I was told that if Friedrichs* or any of the other 

people working for the CPA firm that was contracted by the 

government would say anything, that they would automati- 

cally lose their jobs. 

That evidence was never made available to the Franklin 

committee, nor its existence publicly acknowledged by the 

FBI. All warrants concerning the raid were sealed by U.S. 

Magistrate Richard Kopf. 

The Douglas County grand jury proclaimed on July 23, 

1990, that the allegations and evidence of Franklin-linked child 

abuse were a “carefully crafted hoax.” Its report implied that 

the perpetrators were Alisha Owen, journalist Michael Casey, 

and the late Gary Caradori. According to testimony of Alisha 

Owen and her parents before the Franklin committee, the FBI 

had this line already in March of 1990, before the grand jury 

even started sitting. . 

Alisha testified to the Franklin committee on June 11, 1990, 

before promulgation of the grand jury report, that her former 

lawyer Pam Vuchetich had come to see her in the spring, 

giving a proposal from the FBI that if I recanted my story then 

nothing would happen to me, I could possibly get out of prison 

and no charges would ever be brought against me. Such as, if 

I recanted my story, they wouldn't charge me with perjury, 

they wouldn't charge me with lying, they would just drop the 
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whole thing, they would write letters to the judge asking for : 

my sentence reduction so I could get out of prison. And if— 

and in this deal | would have to say that Gary Caradori and 

Mike Casey came to me, they set this whole thing up, they told 

me what to say, we got scripts, we were promised monetary 

values. And I would be taken care of. 
: 

On June 21, 1990, Donna and Alvin Owen told the Franklin 

committee about that incident. 

Donna OWEN: My concer is that Pam came to us and said 

that the FBI wanted Alisha to say this, to drop it. 

Senator LYNCH: You testified that your husband was there? 

ALvin Owen: Sitting in the living room, I remember. 

SENATOR LYNCH: You heard her say that? . . . Did she tell 

you who in the FBI made that deal, made that offer
 to her? 

Donna Owen: Mickey Mott... . P 

Senator LyNcH: Was Mickey Mott—was there anybody 

else with this Mickey Mott? 

Donna Owen: He works closely with Rick Culver and John 

Pankonon. : 

Senator LyNcH: Okay. Well, for the record, do you re- 

member the date at which time she told you about the F
BI 

deal when your husband was present? 

Donna Owen: This would have been on Tuesday, I believe. 

If Tuesday ig April 25, then it would have been Tuesday, 

April 25, 1990. It would have alt—that was brought up then, 

but it was also brought up earlier, in March. Because at that 

time, I called Senator Labedz and I said, do you realize tha
t 

this is what is happening and I want to tell yon this because 

I think when all is said and done it’s not going to just be this 

man Mike Casey, they are going to say that Gary Ca
radori 

was in on it and that members of the legislative comm
ittee 

were in on it. And she was very concerned and she i
mmedi- 

ately went to get Senator Schmit and I talked with him about 

it also. And that would have been in March. 

SENATOR SCHMITT: I recall that. 

cao, "= 
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In order for the FBI to claim that all of the Franklin commit- 
tee’s evidence was a hoax, they had to break one or more of 
the witnesses Caradori had taped. Troy Boner and Danny King 
recanted; what-happened with Troy shows the hand of the FBI. 

On the evening of July 11, 1990, the day her husband crashed 
to his death, Sandie Caradori received several phone calls from 
Troy Boner. She wrote up her notes on the calls: 
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I need to preface this writing by explaining that in the course 
of the Franklin Credit Union investigation, many calls were. 
received at our home from Troy Boner. | was familiar with 
the individual's voice and can be 100% assured that | did, 
in fact, receive the telephone calls from him. 

In the early evening of Wednesday, July 11, 1990, several 
telephone calls were received at our home by an individual 
identifying himself as “Troy.” Different individuals an- 
swered the telephone and took the message from him. I was 
either talking to other visitors at our home or in no shape to 
come to the telephone. In any event, if necessary I can 
supply names of the parties who can attest to the fact that a 
“Troy” called for me during that evening. 

Later in the evening, Troy again called and I was able to 
go the telephone. It should be noted that | did not initiate 
the call, nor did I know what, if anything, he wanted to 
speak to me about. 

The following is a synopsis of the conversation: 

sc: This is Sandie Caradori. . . 
say? 

. Troy, what do you want to 

Ts: First, you have to be careful. 

sc: Troy, that is the least of my worries. How are you? 

Ts: [ am so sorry. [ am so sorry. He shouldn't have died. 

sc: What are you saying Troy? What are you trying to tell 
me. 

Ts: Gary wasn't lying. He didn’t tell me what to say. What 
I told him was the truth. (He spoke rapidly as if fighting 
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beck tears.) They made me take it beck. They threatened 
me. 

sc: Troy, you should tell someone. . «. Do you want me to 
call Senator Schmit? You need to come out with the truth 
once and for all. Troy, what has happened? 

Ts: You don't understand, they threatened me. They made 
me take it back. 1 was so scared. 

{At this point I felt | needed someone else to hear this so 
{ asked Troy to tell what he had'just told me to our son, 

Sean.) 

Sc: Troy, I want you to talk to Sean, Gary's 16-year old son. 
Please tell him, alright? 

Te: Yeah, sure. 

Sean: Yeah, man what do you want? 

1, along with the ten to 15 other people in our kitchen/ 
family room ‘heard Sean's portion of the conversation as 

follows: . 

SEAN: Okay buddy, you need to do it for my Dad, man, 

Okay... Okay... 

I got back on the telephone and told him I would try to 
contact Senator Schmit or Karen [Ormiston]. He said he'd 
be at [phone number] but only for 2 short time. He said he 
was going to be “on the move” or something to that effect. 
He further stated, “I'll go to anyone who'll listen. I'll go 
without my lawyer. I'm gonna come clean.” 

He then asked if I would talk with his mother. She wanted 
to talk. I said, “Of course.” 
Troy’ 's mother’s voice was familiar. She had called our | 

house several times for Gary. . . . Troy’s mother related the 
following: 

Mrs. Boner: Mrs. Caradori, | am so sorry. I'm so sorry. 
This is such a tragedy. ‘1 knew something-happened to Troy. 
He got so scared just before he changed his story. They were 
threatening him. I knew he shouldn't have backed away 
from the truth. . 

Troy thea got back on the telephone and I repeatedly 
asked that he would promise me that he would come through 
for me, for Gary, and for A.J. He said, “I promise . . . 
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tomorrow. . . . To anyone who will listen . . . the FBI, the 
news—anyone.” = 

The next day I did not hear anything on the television or 
the radio and I really felt that Troy had probably backed 
away. That evening he called me again. He said, “Sandie, 
I cried, I tried. I went to Mickey Mott and........ (FBI 
agents). They laughed at me. They said they spent too much 
time and money on this case now for me to change my story. 
I also went to Frank Brown [Channel 7 TV] but he said he 
didn’t want to take a statement because of my Grand Jury 
testimony.” 

The next day, Sandie Caradori arrived at the offices of her 
husband’s firm for the first time since his death, to find two 
FBI agents already there, with a subpoena for all of Caracorp’s 
records. Mrs. Caradori recalled: 

I was extremely upset because the timing certainly left much 
to be desired. I opened the closed door and noted two FBI 
agents, Karen Ormiston, and our security director, Joe Heb- 
enstreit. They were all seated in the office. I said, “I don’t 
think I need to introduce myself. What are you doing here? 
I can’t believe this.” 

The smaller individual stammered a bit and looked at 
Karen and said, “Who . . . who is this?” “She's Gary's 
widow.” He then halfway stood up and extended his hand 
as if to shake mine and expressed his/their sympathy. The 
whole ordeal was extremely unprofessional. He then looked 
over his shoulder at the other agent, gave him a smirk, and 
shook his head. He identified himself as Mickey Mott. . . . 
I then asked them directly whether Troy Boner had tried to 

speak with them on the previous day. Mr. Mott said, “I can’t 
confirm or deny that.” I indicated that 1 did deserve an 
answer. Mr. Mott then said, “Yeah, he came to the office but 
we can’t waste our time with him. He has lost all credibility.” 

Troy Boner did attempt to come clean. He went not only to 
the FBI office, but to Senator Schmit’s—and then pretended 
he had not. The World-Herald reported July 27, 1990: 
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State Senators Loran Schmit of Bellwood and Berni Labedz of Omaha said Troy Boner told blatant lies when Said he did not come to Schmit's office last week and wh he said he didn’t recant what he told a Dougias County gra jury... « Schmit said at least eight people were in his offi last week when Boner, in essence, recanted his recantatn 

truth. 
Six of the eight appeared at a press conference Thurada 

including four—Schmit, Sen. Labedz, Caradori associa 
RJ. Nebe and Jody Gittins, an attomey who works | Schmit’s office—who said they heard Boner’s commen 
directly. . . - The six at the press conference Thursday sai 

Boner was in Schmit's office both July 16 and July 17, th 
day of Caradori’s funeral. ne 

Under pressure, Boner reasserted that what he told Gar Caradori was not true. His new lawyer, Marc Delman, insiste that his client had lied to Caradori. A specialist in child abus cases when he worked in‘the Douglas County Attomey’s Of fice, Detman was now better known for defending pomogra phers. Since Boner was penniless, many people in Omah: wondered if Alan Baer or another patron had given him th 
money to hire Delman. . 

On Sept. 25, 1990, a federal grand jury returned findings 
almost identical to those of the Douglas County jury: 

There is no credible evidence for us to believe that funds ot 
individuals connected with the Franklin Community Federal 
Credit Union were involved in the sexual exploitation of 

minors, the interstate transportation of minors, the interstate 
transportation of minors for sexual purposes or the traffick- 

All of the big shots named in the Caradori investigation were cleared: : ; 
There is no credible evidence for us to believe that any 

_ Prominent individuals in the Omaha community were in- 
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volved in any ring of organized activity to sexually exploit 
minors, transport minors in interstate commerce for sexual 
purposes, or to traffic in controlled substances. 

Alisha Owen was indicted again, on eight counts of perjury. 
The FBI, as Boner said, had threatened Boner into recanting 

his videotaped statement, which enabled the Douglas jury to 
retur its “carefully crafted hoax” verdict, and set the pattern 
for the federal grand jury. Federal officials in charge of the 
latter, in particular Assistant U.S. Attorney Thomas Thalken, 
attempted to terrorize Alisha Owen into recanting as well. 

In testimony to the Franklin committee on June 21, 1990, 
Owen told about her experience with the federal grand jury, in 
an exchange with committee counsel. 

Berry: Now, I do not want to know what questions were 
asked and what answers you gave. But you told me earlier. 
that your life hasn't been easy and the worst three days of 
your life were in front of the county grand jury. Was the 
federal grand jury a more pleasant experience or— 

Owen: Well, now I have to clarify that statement. No 
longer-—the worst three days of my life were not in front of 
the county grand jury but they were in front of the federal 
grand jury... . 

Imagine if you were woken up at 5:00 in the moming, 
told to take a shower and get dressed. You were not told 
where you were going. | mean, if sombody came to your 
home at 5:00, did not tell you where you were going, they 
had the authority to drag you out of bed. After you got 
dressed you were then taken outside your home and wrapped 
in chains and driven two hours. to another city, all—you 
were still not told where you are going and what is actually 
happening. Officially you are not told. 

Then once you get to this other city, you're put into an 
actual cage. | mean, I have seen kennels look nicer than 
where [ was held. And five minutes before 9:00, you are 
given a subpoena telling you that you have to testify at 9:00 
in front of a'grand jury. Now, that—I mean that in itself is 
suspect. Okay. Especially if you are the witness. | might be 

able to understand it if you are the perpetrator... - 
[am in a room and it's a cage, okay, it's—it really is a 
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cage like a zoo cage. The whole front is just a cage. And 

there is a hallway and there is—there is an opea door so I 
can hear what's going on in the hallway because it's just a 
cage, there is no sound barrier. I heard Mr. Thalken repeat- 
edly and repeatedly in a very disrespectful—what I consider 

dis—I wouldn't talk to anybody like that, disrespectful tone, 

saying things repeatedly, over and over, if she gets up there 

and she doesn’t tell the truth I’m going to charge her with 

perjury. Over and over and over and over again. I have not 

heard the word perjury so many times in my entire life than 

that day. . . . He was saying this to my attorney, saying I'm 

going to put her on the stand and if she doesn’t, you know, 

if she doesn't tell the truth I'm going to charge her with 

perjury. . , 

Alisha’s attorney Henry Rosenthal confirmed her account: 

Well, I don’t know Tom Thaiken. .”. . He came at me like 

a litle grizzly bear. ... And he had a finger about two 

inches from my nose and kept yelling about perjury. And I 

didn't even know what he was talking about. Over and over 

about this and that and this and that. I said, let me tell you, 

if you think you have got any evidence of perjury when she's 

done, please charge her, just please do that. And that's— 

every time there was a recess, yelling about perjury. . . . 

This was before the evidence even started. 

Long before Thalken’s behavior in dealing with Owen, his 

name had surfaced in Gary Caradori's investigation, as an 

alleged pedophile who frequented adult book stores in Council 

Bluffs, lowa. Moreover, a confidential. informant told Cara- 

dori, that Thalken was key to the cover-up in progress. In a 

February 22, 1990 report, Caradori transcribed an interview 

with this confidential informant. 

Gc: Are the federal people still putting me down, have you 

heard? | mean they want me off this case. 

ct: Well, they don’t want anybody to get too close to it. . . . 

This thing is way bigger than Nebraska. . . . You get one 

of those dominoes to fall I think it could reach to the White 

‘House and back so fast. That's why it's just almost hopeless. 
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Gc: What have you heard that they're doing [sic] to do to try 
to squash this case? . 

ci: Well, their ace in the hole is the assistant prosecutor. 

cc: Thalken. 

ct: Yeah. And the term was a year ago, finger in the dike. 

Rosenthal was Alisha’s second lawyer. He succeeded Pa- 
mela Vuchetich, who had conveyed to Alisha the FBI’s offer 
of a deal, from Vuchetich’s friend Mickey Mott. In her Franklin 
committee testimony of June 11, 1990, Owen reported another 
incident involving Vuchetich and the FBI, which appeared to 
be an attempt to craft some evidence of the “carefully crafted 
hoax”: 

They had Troy call me in the beginning of March. He called 
me in the afternoon and I got on the phone. . . . Pam had 
told me that Troy had recanted his statement about Danny. 
She never told me he recanted his statement about me. And 
you know, maybe I was naive, maybe | was just dumb, but 
I never once thought he could do that because, | mean, ] had 
all this evidence, you know, and I mean, I’m the one that— 
you know, that told them about Troy and others. It never 
dawned on me that he would ever do that, recant about 
Danny. : 
So we—I got on the phone and I—one of the first things 

1 asked him was, why are you doing this to Danny, he's one 
of your best friends, how could you do this, what are you 
doing? And he said. something, Alisha, I'm scared. And his 
voice—the FBI has this tape..His voice is just really scared. 

And I know Troy sleeps until 4:00 or 5:00 at night, so I 
started to think oh, my God, he's in Omaha for a week, it’s 
3:00, 2:30 in the afternoon, somebody must be at his house 
making him dp this. And I thought this must be a taped 
phone conversation. | was—I was literally scared. | thought 
either they sat down a lot of money in front of him or else 
somebody has got a gun to his head making him say this. I 
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mean, I never thought—it never dawned on me the FBI 
would be s0, you know, devious as to try and do something 
like that. ee 
So I asked him, why are you doing this? And he—and 

he said, Alisha, I'm scared, I don't know what to do, tell 
me what to do. And then he asked me, quote, unquote, do 
you think we're going to get any money? And I—I stopped 
for a second and I said, I don't give a damn about any 
money, you know, just tell the truth. That's what I said, 
quote, unquote. Excuse my French. But I just—just tell the 
truth. He said, what should If do? And I said, just tell the 
truth. 

And he kept trying to make these leading statements, 
Alisha, what should I do? And that's when I realized at that 
point in time that whoever was listening was probably law 
enforcement, trying to do entrapping statements. . . . And 

after I got off the phone, I tried to get ahold of Pam. Weil, 
Pam is sitting down in the FBI's office with them making 
that call. Tried to get hold of Pam, Pam is not around. So 
I was upset enough and I was worried enough that possibly 
somebody was sitting there with a gun that I called Gary. 
And I thought, okay, if anybody is going to be able to do 
anything or know anything, Gary will know or he'll be able 
to find out. 

I called Gary. And Gary said, Alisha, Troy is sitting 
down at the FBI's office right now. So okay, I knew that 
the FBI was the one that prompted him to that call... . So 
Gary told me that it was the FBI. And Gary said to me at 
that time, Alisha, maybe you should start wondering why 
your attorney is spending so much time with the FBI. 

Against Alisha Owen's specific instructions, she reported, 
Vuchetich tured over to the FBI a file that Alisha maintained 
on acquaintances from her past. Vuchetich had suggested she 
assemble this information. In it were the names of some people, 
like former boyfriends, who could be expected to be bitter 
toward her. 

Alisha Owen told the Franklin committee, that the FBI also 
directly advised her to tell a lie—to say that she had lied on the 
videotapes. 
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Senator ScHMrT: In other words, they advised you to say 
that you had lied on the tapes? 

AutsHa Owen: Uh-huh. 

Senator Lasenz: The FBI? 

Owen: The FBI had advised me that I should say that not 
everything on the tapes is true, just a blanket staternent, and 
Say not everything on the tapes is tue, and that I should 
forget all about the tapes because they can come back to hurt 

Scrum: I want to interrupt there because that is almost an 
identical statement that we heard in the press made by Troy, 
that not everything on the tapes was true. 

Owen: That's what they told me to say... . And there were 
times when they tried to get me to say that Gary Caradori 
was withholding evidence from them, there were times when 
they—they basically really rammed Gary into the ground. 

Caradori wrote in his daily notes of April 20, 1990: 

At approximately 1415, this writer received a telephone call 
from Alisha Owen. She talked about the FBI hinting to her 
that if she changed her story that they would insure that they 
would “go after” this writer and Mike Casey for “fabricating” 
an investigation. She informed me that she had not fabricated 
any part of any story and that she was sticking to the story 
she told me, and that she wished me well. For my own 
protection, I tape recorded the telephone conversation which 
lasted approximately 30 minutes. 

According to an associate of Caradori, Franklin committee 
counsel John Stevens Berry alerted Caradori that he should get 
a lawyer, since he would likely:bé indicted. 

Alisha was not the only witness.the FBI was reported to have 
harrassed or told to lie. At a Franklin committee session on: 
June 22, 1990, Senator Labedz related her discussion with 

former Franklin employee Noel Seltzer: 
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One of the most important things that | thought he told me 
was the fact that when they first went into the investigation 
of Larry King, be was talked to by the FBI and he told them 

mostly everything that he told me about the sexual abuse 
and so forth. And then he said he was told by the FBI, we're 
going to advise you it’s best for you that you keep your 
mouth shut. And I said, say that again, and he repeated it 
80 I could write it down. 

Gary Caradori interviewed a victim-wimess named Terry 
Muller*. In his daily report of April 20, 1990, Caradori wrote: 

Further this writer received a telephone call from Sue Tomp- 
kins*, sister of Terry Muller. Briefly, Sue told this writer 
that the FBI and a member of the State Patro! were harrassing 
her brother and trying to get him to talk about things that he 
just didn't know about. She stated that her‘brother is ex- 
tremely scared. He wants to tell the truth, however, he 
felt extremely uncomfortable with the FBI and State Patrol 
investigators. She stated that 2 Phillips and FBI Agent 
Coulter were very harsh with her brother. 

On May 4, 1990, Caradori added: 

Following this meeting, this writer placed a telephone call 
to Sue Tompkins, who is the sister of Terry Muller. She 

advised me that Terry had retained an attorney to protect 
him from the FBI. f told her that I wished him well and 
hoped that everything worked out for him. 

Caradori’s investigative notes for February 19, 1990 record 
his talk with Joanie Gregory, a Department of Social Services 
social worker who screened families applying for foster care 
licenses: 

Approximately 2.5 years ago she was inspecting the home 
of Jarrett and ‘Barbara Webb for a renewal of their license. 
She felt the environment was not right and wrote a letter to 
DSS in Lincoln. She received no response. After a couple of 
months, she wrote a letter to the Omaha Police Department 
regarding this same situation with the Webbs. She was then 
contacted by the FBI. In the meantime she had tried to do 
some research on her own, but evidently files were missing. 
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To this writer's knowledge, a letter was not written to the 
FBI. The FBI informed Joanie Gregory that it would proba- 
bly be in her best interests if she “forgot this information.” 

Caradori recorded in his notes for December 1, 1989: _ 
At approximately 4:00 PM Senator Schmit arrived at (com- 
mittee counsel) Steve Berry's office, during which time 
he advised me that within the last 48 hours the FBI were 
scrutinizing several of his businesses such as his gambling 
machineg in southeastern Nebraska and other related 

matters. 

On his own bitter experience with the Bureau, Caradori 
commented to the Franklin committee, on June 22, 1990. 

Caraponi: I think the [Douglas Co.] grand jury is being 
misfed information. 

Sen. LyncH: By who, can you tell? 

Canaponi: | think they are being misled by the influence of 
the State Patrol investigator and various people in the FBI. 

Berry: Do you think the FBI and the State Patrol are deliber- 
ately misleading che grand jury? 

Caraport: I do, but I can‘t—you know, I have nothing to 
base it on. You know, the people . . . in law enforcement 
say, we checked every lead you got, every lead that you 
have and it's nothing. And it's like, you know, all the work 

that you have done is not worth a damn. . . . [T]he most 
frustrating thing in this whole case, and no sense dwelling 
on it, has been that you produce a work product, not every 
lead is going to be in gold but you produce a work product 
and then one of the aspects of your investigation is the State 
Patrol and right away it goes to them, goes to the FBI and— 
ima And yeah, it "s been really 
frustrating. . 

Sew. Lyncn: So the impression that we talked about being 
left with the grand jury wasn’t an impression that this com- 
mittee or witnesses that we had or any staff in addition to 
you, our counsel, misled us with information, but the fact 
that information we developed that we shared with the FBI 
and the police department was in fact used by them to— 
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Carapont: Work against us.- 

Sen. Lyncu: Ditcredit us. © 

CARADORI: 1g on record and sy did't wat ge 
them our dats. . 

Benny: wi Caaagar aad Laas following oer advice the 
chairman and the committee members, have instructed you 
that everything you have must be turned over to both the 
grand juries, federal and county, you feel that sometimes 
your investigative effort has been sabotaged, is that—is that 
the source of your frustration? 

Carapori: That’s right. 

The legislative ‘investigator found that the FBI interfered 
with material even before he got to it. One afternoon in late 
1989, Caradori and Karen Ormiston spent several hours at YNR 
Airlines in Sioux City, lowa, photocopying flight manifests of 
Larry King’s charter flights. At other airlines, staffers had 
already confirmed to Caradori, that King took underage boys 
and girls with him on charter flights. At YNR, children's names 
were listed for the flights—proof that King was transporting 
children around the country as the Webb girls, Alisha Owen, 
Paul Bonacci, and others had 
The owner of YNR made a phone call, and prevented Cara- 

dori from feaving with the records, some of which had yellow 
FBI tabs attached to them. Since the Franklin committee had 
only limited, in-state subpoena power, Caradori requested the 
NCUA to subpoena the records, tum them over to him, and 
hot mention this to the FBI. NCUA general counsel Robert 
Fenner agreed. 

Caradori never got the records, but someone else apparently 
did. Caradori told a friend, that he saw some of the FBI stickers 
from YNR, in a notebook carried by FBI agent Mickey Mott. 
The FBI maintained that there was no proof whatsoever that 
King had transported children; the Douglas County grand jury 
lamented, that it was a pity charter companies did not keep 
flight manifests, so no trips could be verified. 

In a September 25, 1990 letter to Senator Schmit, Ormiston 
summed up the FBI's activities: 
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There must be some kind of provision which allows the State 
of Nebraska to retain its information so that there is not a 
probable cover-up when this stuff is tumed over to the federal 
level. It is my sincere hope that the federal agencies ‘cannot 
just walk all over the state agencies, especially since we 
have given them everything we have yet we have been 
allowed to see nothing that they have. This in itself has not 
only prolonged the investigation, but it has also been 2 major 
factor in that the FBI does seem to get to our leads since 

they do have a lot of manpower. I do feel that the leads 
tured over to the FBI have effectively been stonewalled as 
it pertains to this investigation. 

The FBI's eagerness to discredit the victim-witnesses may 
be based on more than just an institutional commitment to 
protect former Omaha FBI chief Nick O'Hara's friend Chief 
Wadman, or Assistant U.S. Attorney Thalken, or higher-ups 
in Washington. A look at life inside the Bureau, including its 
Omaha branch, shows why. 

In August 1990, black FBI agent Donald Rochon settled his 
suit against the FBI for racial discrimination. A highly decor- 
ated veteran of the Los Angeles Police Department, Rochon 
joined the FBI in the early 1980s. According to the settlement, 
Rochon, who worked in the Omaha FBI office in 1983 and 
1984, will receive more than $1 million over his lifetime, and 
have his $500,000 in legal expenses paid. 

In his suit, Rochon charged Omaha FBI personnel with 
sexual perversion. Some of the details are recorded in a “Motion 
of the {U.S.] Attorney General for Summary Judgment as to 
Plaintiff's [Rochon] ‘Chicago Claims,’ ” filed on September 
13, 1989 in Washington, D.C. After his Omaha assignment, 
Rochon had moved to Chicago, where the harassment con- 
tinued. 

Subhead II of that motion, “The Sexual Deviance Complaint 
and Investigation,” reads in part: 

In response to his telephonic complaint, a signed sworm 
Statement was taken from Rochon on July 3, 1984. In his 
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statement, Rochon described a series of acts or events whic 
he alleged were evidence of sexual deviance by SA [Special 
Agent] Dillon and other SAs assigned to the Omaha office. 

Specifically, Rochon alleged that be had “personally ob- 
served” Dillon “French kissing” SA Agent Terry J. Bohle, 
a male, at « going-away party for SA Bohie, and that be 
likewise had “personally witnessed” Dillon “exposing him- 
self in the Omaha office during a regular work day to aumer- 
ous Omaha employees, both male and female.” In addition, 
Rochon said that he had heard reports that Diflon had allowed 
Bohle to urinate inté his mouth and to “urinate into a beer 
bottle, [from] which he subsequently drank:” and that Dillon 
had been observed “picking out the deodorant block in [the] 
men’s urinal and placing this block in his mouth.” Rochon 
further alleged that Dillon appeared preoccupied with homo- 
Sexual sex, kept homosexual pomography at his desk, and 
had frequently spoken in the office of homosexual acts. 

Another agent backed up Rochon’s account of Dilfon's 
allowing Bohle to urinate into his mouth. In an official re- 
sponse, Dillon protested that SA Bohle only “accidentally” did 
urinate on him on one occasion. He added that he, Dilion, had 
not exposed his penis in the office, as Rochon charged, but 
merely his buttocks. The Bureau defended Dillon's possession 
of pornographic homosexual literature, as necessary for his 
investigation of homosexual prostitution. But Rochon's claims’ 
of discrimination and harassment were so well substantiated, 
that the FBI chose to settle. 

In October 1983, the FBI announced it had investigated a 
male prostitution ring in Omaha. Apparently one of the agents 
on the case was none other than SA Dillon. U.S. Attomey Ron 
Lahners commented privately at the time, “This thing is so big 
and involves so many prominent people around this state." The 
investigation was expected to bring high-level indictments, but 
never did. One Nebraska insider said recently, “There is no 
doubt that the pedophile networks investigated in 1983 over- 
lapped those of Larry King; in fact King himself was probably 
looked at at that time.” / 

Special agent Dillon, who was investigating homosexual 
prostitution in those years, was “real close to some priests at 
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Boys Town,” according to a law enforcement source who knew 
Dilfon then. Years later, Caradori received allegations that 
some priests associated with Boys Town, in particular Father 
Pat Henry and Father Fiala, were pedophiles; Father Henry was 
sent to Bolivia when child abuse scandals surfaced at Boys 
Town in the mid-1980s. 

Donald Rochon was a successful agent, part of whose re- 
sponsibility while in Omaha was to find missing children. He 
once was commended for finding a kidnapped girl within one 
day of beginning work on the case. Inevitably, as a black agent, 
he would have developed ties in the black community in north 
Omaha, where Larry King’s pedophilia was notorious. Many 

_of the boys King used as prostitutes were black, and were 
recruited from Boys Town, where the alleged pervert SA Dillon 
seemed to have friends. Would it have been just a matter of 
time until Rochon found himself investigating SA Dillon, and 
others in Dillon’s clique? One thing was established for certain 
by Rochon’s court documents: Dillon was the ringleader of the 
harassment operation which drove Rochon from Omaha, and 
most of the rest of the Omaha FBI office covered up for Dillon. 
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Letters of Response from the FBI 

and the U.S. Attorney General 



U.S. Department of _stice 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

JUL. 4992 

Mr. Ted L. Gunderson 
Ted L. Gunderson and Associates 
International Security Consulting 

and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 422 
Santa Monica, California 90403 

Dear Mr. Gunderson: 

The letter and book that you recently sent to Assistant 
Attorney General Mueller have been referred to this office. 

The Public Integrity Section is responsible for prosecuting 
public officials who are shown to have violated federal criminal 
law. The Section can initiate an investigation only in those 
instances where it receives specific and sufficient information 
that federal criminal laws have been violated by public officials 
or certain other persons. 

Based upon the information that you have provided, there is 
not sufficient evidence indicating that such a violation of federal 
criminal law has been committed. 

Thank you for bringing this mattor to our attention. 

Sincerely, 

ey vice eos Knfer 

William A. Keefer 
Deputy Chief 
Public Integrity Section 
Criminal Division 

A. “Qa 



U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D. C. 20535 

July 13, 1992 

Mr. Ted L. Gunderson 
Ted L. Gunderson and Associates, Inc. 
Suite 422 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. 
Santa Monica, California 90403 

Dear Mr. Gunderson: 

This letter will acknowledge receipt of your March 14, 
1992, letter to Director William S. Sessions, which has been 
forwarded to the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR), FBI 
Headquarters (FBIHQ), Washington, D. Cc. 

As you are aware, OPR has the responsibility of 
investigating all allegations of serious misconduct or 
criminality on the part of FBI employees. 

OPR has reviewed your letter of March 14, 1992, as well 
as the enclosed information and has determined your allegations 
lack specificity. Should you have information relative to the 
specific, verifiable acts of serious misconduct or criminal 
behavior on the part of FBI employees, I would encourage you to 
provide this information so that it may be reviewed by OPR. 

Thank you for your interest in providing this 
information for review. 

Sinc ly yours 

lbert C. Toohey 
Assistant Director 
Inspection Division 
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STEPS MUST BE TAKEN! 



STEPS MUST BE TAKEN! 

Government bureaucrats and politicians have refused to 

recognize a satanic cult problem exists in the United States 

today. The FBI has the responsibility to protect the internal 

security of America and must take a leading roll in coordinating 

and investigating this movement. 

The satanists claim they are a religion. This may be true, but it 

does not give them immunity from investigation for kidnapping, 

murders and other crimes. Write your national and local 

politicians, write the bureaucrats, write your local and state law 

enforcement agencies and, most of all, write to the FBI: 

Mr. William Sessions 
Director 
FBI 
J. Edgar Hoover Building 
Washington, DC 20535 

THE SATANIC CULT DRUG NETWORK MUST BE STOPPED! 
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AFFIDAVIT AFFIDAVIT AFFIDAVIT AFFIDAVIT AFFIDAVIT AFFIDAVIT 

Troy Boner, being first duly sworn, does depose and say of his own knowledge 

and experience as follows: 

EXHIBIT 

REASONS FOR THIS AFFIDAVIT: 2 

I am making this affidavit freely and voluntarily and for the protection of 

myself and my family now and Eicthe Fatuve: second, because it is right to do; 

and finally, because I want to undo some of the damage and injury I have caused 

and to help force legitimate and honest investigtions of such matters as my 

brother's death, Gary Caradori's death and ALL CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING MY 

ALLEGATIONS HEREIN, PARTICULARLY THE ALLEGATIONS THAT I LIED TO THE GRAND JURY 

AND AT THE ALISHA OWEN TRIAL BUT THAT SUCH LIES WERE CAUSED BY OTHERS INCLUDING 

PARTICULARLY THE F.B.I. I, and my mother and teatiy ace exhausted from living 

in fear of death or injury as a result of my personal involvement in the Franklin 

matters which ended up in my testifying at the Grand Jury hearings as well as 

at the Alisha Uwen Trial. I lied at the Grand Jury hearings and I lied at the 

Alisha Owen trial. I lied when I "recanted" my original testimony to Gary 

Caradori. I lied because I truly believed and still do believe that it was a 

situation where I must either "...lie or die," and at the insistence primarily 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation officials who were dealing with me at 

that time, specifically Mr. Mott and Mr. Culver. 

The purpose of this affidavit, very simply, is to provide John De Camp the 

information he requires to file an action seeking protection for me and for my 

family from various individuals and the F.B.I. so that my true story can be 

told without fear of death or injury to myself or my family and so that others 

in a similar situation to myself can also come forward safely and tell their 
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stories which | believe will prove very clearly that what To am saying in this 

affidavit is true. 1 am also certain now that only by telling the Lruth as 

openly and publicly as I can will I ever stand a chance of providing protection 

for myself and my family for the future. I have asked John De Camp to do 

whatever is necessary to seek Witness Protection, including Federal Witness 

Protection if possible, for myself and my mother and my pregnant fiancee and 

child-to-be. Yes, I know full well the very great risk I run by taking this 

action but I and my mother and family can not go on the way we are and I can 

not live with myself unless I take this action. 

I will be as brief as possible in this affidavit but T will also try to answer 

the questions that have to be answered in the situation I am in. 

WHY JOHN DE CAMP £S MY ATTORNEY FOR THIS UNDERTAKING: 

I know some of the people I am accusing in this affidavit, and the legal action 

accompanying it, will immediately claim that John De Camp somehow contacted te 

and convinced me to take this action for his purposes. So he has told me. 

The exact opposite is true. Never have I spoken with John De Camp prior to 

this and he has never contacted me directly or indirectly. I had a friend of 

mine contact Jehn De Camp severa), weeks ago and bring him to a meeting with ine 

and my family al a secrel Jocation. At the time, John De Camp did not even 

know he was coming to meet me or my family. Ile thought he was being brought to 

meet a girl who needed representation on some matter. I searched him before 

our meeting began. We both agreed--with my entire family present--that anything 

said at the meeting could not and would not be recorded or ever used against me 

ar to hurt me by John De Camp if I did not want to go ahead with this action. 

He agreed. T proceeded, along with my mother, to detail for John De Camp the 

fact that I had lied; why I had no choice but to lie; and many other facts. 

an 
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then asked John De Camp whether he would represent me in helping to correct 

matters. I told him I went to him not because I liked him or knew him but 

because I felt he was the only honest one in this entire mess who could and 

would do something about my situation and who would not back down when the 

going got tough and who would "stick by tia thru thick and thin if I (Troy) was 

telling the truth absolutely." He promised to do this so long as I told the 

truth and would agree to comply with any lie detector or other truth test he OR 

ANY LEGITIMATE INVESTIGATIVE OFFICIALS might ask for no matter what and so long 

as I and my family were doing this action not for money damages but for our 

safety and to get the truth told and myself and my mother and other kids 

protected. John DeCamp also told me that he could not and would not represent 

me and my family in this effort if he, De Camp, believed that I was lying or if 

he believed he had any conflict of interest between myself and any other clients 

of his, specifically Alisha Owen and Paul Bonacci. After researching and 

investigating what I, Troy Boner, had told him, De Camp said he would represent 

me and my family on a Pro Bono basis seeking only such compensation for 

representation as a Court might provide him. He also agreed to assist in any 

way he could personally in helping procure a secure and safe environment for me 

and my fiancee and child-to-be and to procure such other assistance for us as 

was possible thru social agencies or other groups or government agencies able 

to assist me and my family. He specifically refused in advance to provide any 

personal financial assistance in any way saying that he felt that would raise 

questions as to the correctness of his work on this case. I have included this 

information in this affidavit at his, De Camp's, request, to answer in advance 

questions he said others would ask. 

MY ORIGINAL STORY TO GARY CARADORT: 
ee ee 

What I told Gary Caradori in the original taped interviews Gary had with me was 

the truth. It is still the truth. From about age 14 to 17 I was seriously 
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involved in sexual and drug and related activities with a wide range of 

individuals but primarily and specifically Alan Baer, Larry King, Robert Wadman, 

Peter Citron, Eugene Mahoney, and others of prominence and wealth whom I will 

identify for any legitimate investigative officials who seriously wish to 

correct the problems and stop the conduct these individuals are and were engaged 

in rather than cover up that conduct. 

It has been repeatedly publicly stated that my story and the stories told by 

Alisha Owen, Paul Bonacci, AND A LARGE NUMBER OF OTIIER YOUNG PEOPLE NOT PREVIOUSLY 

IDENTIFIED WHO WERE SIMPLY INTIMIDATED FROM TALKING OR WHO WERE RIDICULED, were 

a "Carefully Crafted Iloax." The stories were not a hoax. The only carefully 

crafted thing that occurred was in fact the cover-up of the facts and the 

subsequent conviction of Alisha Owen and the original Grand Jury Investigation. 

In short, there was a carefully crafted cover-up by the very people who were 

supposed to be exposing the conduct of these people rather than covering it up. 

And, YES, I WAS A VERY, VERY CRITICAL ELEMENT IN THAT COVER-UP BUT THAT 

PARTICIPATION BY ME WAS DONE BECAUSE OF THREAT AND PROMISE MADE TO ME PRIMARILY 

FROM THE F.B.I., AND MR. MARK DELMAN, THE ATTORNEY ARRANGED FOR ME BY OTHERS. 

1 repeat. The original story I told on taped interview to Gary Caradori was in 

fact substantially the truth and substantially accurate. I say substantially 

because I am sure on some points I exaggerated and on some points I did not 

remember exactly the date or place or time of this or that event or particular 

person or persons involved. But, specifically, the material and substantive 

facts about the (1) Parties that took place at Twin Towers; (2) the use of 

myself and other children as DRUG COURIERS FOR ALAN BAER AND LARRY KING; (3) 

the involvement of Alisha Owen at the parties and as a drug courier also and 

her involvement with former Omaha Police Chief Robert Wadman;' (4) my relationship 

with Alan Baer sexually and otherwise as well as the involvement of a number of 
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other children with him; (5) Wadman's presence and participation at these 

parties in question ; (6) my delivering Alisha Owen personally to Bob Wadman on 

several occasions; (7) my involvement sexually as a boy with Eugene Mahoney, 

the former Game and Parks man; (8) Peter Citron's presence and involvement in 

the parties and related sexual activities and filmings, WERE ALL TRUE, CORRECT 

AND ACCURATE ON THE MATERIAL FACTS. And, contrary to what the F.B.I. and others 

tried to get me to say and what I did say and in saying did lie about under 

pressure and threat and promise from the F.B.I. and others, GARY CARADORI DID 

NOT INTIMIDATE, THREATEN, COACH, MAKE UP THINGS OR IN ANY WAY IMPROPERLY OR 

FALSELY PORTRAY THE INFORMATION I PROVIDED HIM. HE SIMPLY ASKED ME TO TELL THE 

TRUTH, NO MATTER WHAT IT WAS, AND THAT IS ESSENTIALLY WHAT I DID WITH HIM. le 

told me that was the law; that I had to report these things about Child Abuse 

under the state laws. But that was the only pressure of any kind he applied. 

And I know now it is the state law and all I want to do is comply with that law 

without fear of me or my family being hurt or killed for having complied with 

that law. 

MY CONTACT WITH THE F.B.I. AND WHY I LIED AFTER THAT CONTACT: 

After telling my story to Gary Caradori, I was assured that it was most important 

that EVERYTHING I KNEW BE KEPT ABSOLUTELY SECRET. That I should talk to no-one 

or reveal what I had provided Caradori or the Legislative Committee. Everybody, 

including Caradori and the Committee and the Feds told me this. I KNOW NOW 

THAT THIS WAS THE STUPIDEST THING I COULD DO AND THAT MY FOLLOWING THEIR VERY 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CONCEAL THINGS IN FACT MADE ME AND MY FAMILY SUBJECT TO AND 

VICT] S OF LATER THREATS AND INTIMIDATION. That is one of the main reasons 

that I have definitely determined that I will now conceal nothing from any 

legitimate investigative source--including the press. I am certain that had 

the press really known what was happening and all the facts that they would 

have done a far better investigation than others and would not have allowed the 
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cover-up to occur. I will explain later why I now believe this to be the case. 

In my first contact with the F.B.I. the F.B.I. officials, particularly Mickey 

Mott and Mr. Culver, made it clear to me that (1) They were ONLY interested in 

DISPROVING everything I had told them; that (2) they were taking the position 

that "...we know you are lying and we are only trying to figure out why and who 

is your leader who is having you lie; and that (3) "if you will tell us you are 

ljeing then we will let you off the hook but if you insist on sticking with the 

story you told Caradori then WE will stick you in prison for a long, long time. 

What you told on your tapes to Caradori can land you in prison for twenty years 

each on a lot of different charges of perjury. If you insist on sticking with. 

your story, YOU WILL GO DOWN." 

When the F.B.I. dealt with me, they made it clear that they had the power to 

put me in prison--whether my story to Caradori was true or not--and the power 

to put Caradori and others in prison including Alisha for providing the 

information we did to Caradori. And they made it clear that was what they 

intended to do unless I “recanted” my original story to Caradori and the 

Legislative Committee. 

The F.B.I. in conjunction with my new attorney, Marc Delman, who was arranged 

for me by others including particularly Frank Brown of the Television Station 

in Omaha, made it crystal clear to me that my only hope of staying out of prison 

was in “recanting" my original story to Gary Caradori even though my story to 

Caradori was and is the truth. 

To make a long story short, I was put into the following situation by the F.B.I. 

and my attorney, Mare Delman, and I am confident in my own mind that they knew 

exactly what they were doing although I still do not understand ail the reasons 

why they wanted me to lie or who they were doing this for: I HAD TO LIE TO 

STAY OUT OF PRISON AND I HAD TO SAY THAT THE TRUTH WAS A LIE AND THAT THE LIES 

THEY WANTED ME TO TELL WERE TiZ TRUTH. So, when I went before the Grand Jury, 
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at the insistence and instruction of Marc Delman and the F.B.1., I told the 

Grand Jury what che F.B.{. and Delman wanted me to tell the Grand Jury which is 

that the story to Gary Caradori was a "hoax." But, as stated, the exact opposite 

is true. 

Some time after my testimony to the Grand Jury, Gary Caradori was killed. I 

have no proof but 1 do believe ‘he was deliberately killed. But, someone else 

will have to determine this. because I acknowledge I have no information to 

prove or disprove this. Immediately after Gary Caradori was killed, and BECAUSE 

I DID BELIEVE HE HAD BEEN KILLED AS PART OF A COVER-UP AND AS A RESULT OF MY 

LIES TO THE GRAND JURY, I immediately called his home (from the Red Lion Hotel) 

at which time I spoke to his wife Sandy and told her I had in fact lied to the 

Grand Jury and that I was going to help straighten it out now. She suggested I 

go to Senator Schmit and provide him that information. This I immediately did 

and told Senator Schmit personally in his office that I had lied to the Grand 

Jury and that what I told Gary Caradori was the truth and that I only lied out 

of fear that the F.B.I. and others, particularly my attorney Marc Delman, would 

hurt me or my family and particularly because they promised me they would put 

me in jail if I did not say what the FBI and Delman wanted me to say which I, 

and I am sure they also knew WAS A LIE. 

I also met Senator Berniece Labedz at the Caradori funeral and agreed I would 

meet her and Senator Schmit for lunch immediately following the funeral at 

which time we would go over my alleged "recantation" and I would provide her 

and the Committee all the facts. At the funeral, however, the F.B.I. agents, 

particularly Mickey Mott made it clear to me thru their actions that they knew 

what I was up to and gave me the clear impression that IE was in "great danger" 

if I went ahead and met with the Legislative Committee and tried to tell them 

the truth. So, immediately following the funeral, I told my mother, who was 

with me, that we were not going to the meeting with the Senators and I was 
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going to stick with my lies to the Grand Jury because of what [ feared the 

F.B.1. or others associated with them or whom they were protecting would do to 

me or the members of my family. 

Later, Senator Labedz called me and asked why I did not show up at the meeting. 

At first I pretended like I did not know what she was talking about because by 

this time I was really scared especially because of Caradori's death. Then she 

said she knew I was scared. So I was honest and I remember I flat told her I 

was "scared" and could not do anything now. She said she felt sorry for me and 

that she understood. 

Then, Marc Delman and Mickey Mott saw Senator Schmit say on T.V. that I had 

been in his, Schmit's office, and that my "recantation" had been false. They 

both called me. Even though Marc Delman knew I had been at Schmit's office and 

that what Schmit was saying was the truth, he, Delman, asked me whether the 

conversation had been taped or whether there was any other record of my having 

been in Schmit's office to talk to Schmit. I told Delman there was no tape or 

any other record I had been with Schmit & that I had not signed anything. So, 

acting on Delman's instructions I publicly lied and denied any meeting or 

discussion with Senator Schmit and Delman publicly did the same and suggested 

Senator Schmit was lying. Delman then instructed me to deny that I was in 

Schmit's office and to simply imply that Schmit was lying about all these 

things. Delman's exact words to me were, “It's your word against his...as long 

as there are no tapes." Mickey Mott the F.B.I. man also met again with me and 

again made it clear that if I told the truth--in other words, if I recanted my 

recantation--that I was in big trouble and would go to prison and for the first 

time Mickey Mott said something I interpreted then and now to have been a direct 

and personal threat that later came to pass. 

When I told Mickey Mott and Culver the F.B.I. people one time when I was feeling 
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a bit cocky about their threats to me that Alan Baer and others "could not 

afford" to do anything to hurt me now because too much publicity was focused on 

me and that they could not afford the risk of doing anything to me, Mott right $ 

away told me that they probably would not do anything directly to me, that 

instead "they will do something to a family member."' And, of course that is 

what happened shortly thereafter after I had met with Schmit and talked to 

Sandy Caradori and when the F.B.I. and Delman and Baer and others thought I 

might break away from them, the F.B.I. and Delman, and teil the truth and 

confirm that I had lied when I testified to the Grand Jury. 

I am completely certain in my own mind, which I believe a decent and honest 

investigation will show, that my brother Shawn was killed as a message to me to 

stick with my lies and not.to back down because they were afraid I might back 

down and tell the truth at the Alisha Owen trial. After Shawn got killed, I 

had no doubt at all that they really were.as dangerous as I had originally 

feared; that they would do anything and kill anybody to keep the truth contained 

and to keep me lying for them; and I complied with every request they wanted me 

to do or say with respect to the whole so called Franklin thing. 

Before the Alisha Owen trial I was carefully rehearsed by the F.B.I. as to what 

I would say ent what questions would be asked and then after rehearsing everything 

with the F.B.I. I was taken over to Mr. Moran the prosecutor to go thru the 

Rehearsal again. I do not know whether Mr. Moran knew I was lying but for sure 

the F.B.I. had to know because they were the ones who forced me to "recant" in 

the first place and threatened me with prison if I did not. Additionally, the 

F.B.I. themselves had actual pictures of me and other prominent individuals in 

their possession including particularly Alan Baer (1983 picture of he and me in 

very pornographic sexual acts) as well as checks from Alan Baer to me. So, 

they had to absolutely know I had a relationship with him and that they were 
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forcing me to Lie when I denied such relationships. Additionally, the F.B.1. 

had seized photos and tapes involving among others myself and a Mr. ANDREASEN 

and LARRY KING. These were video tapes of a party. - And I know from having 

seen tapes at Peter Citron's house that the F.B.I. had access to tapes which 

clearly documented much of the conduct and the personalities I and ot! er kids 

had identified as having occurred but which later I lied about before the Grand 

Jury and again at the Alisha Owen trial when I claimed--again to satisfy the 

F.B.I.--that the events never occurred. I do not know what the F.B.1. ever did 

with these cickuten of me and Baer, for example, BUT I KNOW THEY HAD THEM 

BECAUSE I SAW THEM. So, they, the F.B.I. had to know the real truth all along 

and had to know what they were doing when they forced me to LIE. I am also 

sure that there are other pictures which would prove the things we kids told 

Caradori. Why do I say this? Because, the one thing I remember above all else 

is that these people like Baer, Mahoney, Citron, Andreasen, King, always loved 

to have pictures of themselves and others, particularly the kids, in weird 

sexual poses. 

MY CREDIBILITY AND THE CREDIBILITY OF THE OTHER KIDS: 

I know the first thing that the F.B.I. and Marc Delman and others involved in 

these Franklin and related matters will say when I submit my affidavit is 

something like: "You can't believe these kids and you can't believe Troy Boner 

now. If he lied once, he will lie again. He's a drug addict. He's a sex 

pervert. Who you going to believe, these kids with their wild stories or 

respectable people like Alan Baer or the F.B.I. or Attorney Marc Delman. 

Besides, these kids were as guilty or more guilty than anybody else. They were 

using the drugs and they were selling their bodies and they were getting paid 

well for it and they did it all voluntarily." Or something like this is what 

they will say. I have heard it before. But, let me give the other side of 

that story. 
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Yes, we kids, from early age, sold our hodies. We became drug addicts. We got 

lots and lots of money from these people. But today we are ruined because of 

that. And we were turned into sex perverts and drug.addicts by these people. 

In my particular case, just like a lot of other young boys, I was directly 

turned into a true drug addict by Alan Baer. He was the one who first taught 

-me to mainline and who first directly injected heroin directly into my veins-- 

same as he did to a lot of other boys. He was the one who made me a prisoner 

of drug addiction to where he could completely control me and use me to deliver 

drugs or deliver sex or anything else. Sure, he paid me well, but he also 

destroyed me in the process. It was Alan Baer who first injected me with a 

"speed ball", for example. A speed ball is a heroin/cocaine mix that zips you 

up immediately but brings you down mellow. And it was Mare Delman, my attorney 

arranged for me by others who claimed I owed him more than $500,000.00 for work 

he did protecting me, when what he really was doing was having me lie to protect 

others. 

But to those who really want the truth it really is all there for you to find 

out if you will only check on the things that are available. And the truth is 

the truth whether it is told by us street kids whom you may not want to believe 

or the richest and most powerful people in Omaha who you think you have to 

believe. Same with a lie. 

So, here are some things that any honest investigator can check out to see who 

is lying and who is telling the truth. 

I. Marc Delman wrote my script for the program 48 hours wherein I claimed that 

the entire story of myself and the other kids was a "hoax." He promised me ten 

or fifteen thousand for this. I got virtually nothing. 48 hours -old me that 

they had "paid my attorney." There should be records on this. I think Marc 
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got. about $10,500.00 for doing that, and as everyone knows, the 48 hours 

program was played on television just before the Alisha Owen jury began their 

deliberations, Marve Delman also claimed that T had not met with Senator Schmit 

to tell the truth and T followed his Instructions in denying it also. This 

sure can be checked out. ‘There were people who saw me with Schmit. 

Same with my contact with Senator Labedz, 

II. I saw the picture the F.B.I. had of me and Alan Baer. Some official] sure 

ought to be able to get this picture to prove who is lying--me or the Fr. 

III. Lots of kids, other than myself and Alisha and the ones who tried to come 

forward and tell the truth, know about Alan Baer, Larry King and the major drug 

dealing activity they and other prominent people were involved in. But, as 

long as they ave scared for their lives because of what: happened to Alisha and 

me, they are not going to say anything. If an honest prosecutor would step in 

and offer immunity and protection to these kids, many of Chem young men and 

women now, I am sure the entire network of drug dealing, use of kids for sex, 

and related things could be proven and corroborated to everybody's satisfaction. 

IV. But, maybe the most important thing that any honest: investigator should do 

is to ask me, Tray Boner, or any of the other kids such as Alisha ox Paul 

Bonacei, to take polygraph, lie detector, tests SIDE BY SIDE ON TIE SANE 

QUESTIONS WITH THE PEOPLE WE ARE ACCUSING OF THESE THINGS. Example, ask Alan 

Baer if he shot mainline drugs into me and if he is a major drug dealer and if 

he had sex with me. Ask Eugene Mahoney if he met me at the book store in 

Council Bluffs and used to regularly pay me Lo have sex with him as a boy? Ask 

fiw 
a to’ take a polygraph test on whether he is a big-time drug 

dealer.~ Ask the F.B.1I. guys to take a polygraph test on whether they threatened 



me with jail if 1 did not say the things they wanted me to say which things 

were a lie. Ask Mare Delman about the 48 hours thing and the Schmit meeting. 

Obviously, either us kids are lying or the rich prominent people are lying. 

And just because they are rich and prominent does not mean they are telling the 

truth or because we are thought of as scum and kids who were ainposadiy all 

willingly involved in the drug trafficking and sexual activity does not mean we 

are lying. And like it or not, if we are not worth protecting then other young 

kids now and in the future will not ‘be worth protecting either; and the prominent 

and respectable cliieana: whe took us as children and made us a part of this 

drug dealing and sex abuse activity will continue without fear to do the same. 

Maybe to your children next time. 

I promised my mother and myself after my lying at Alisha Owen's trial caused 

her to get convicted that if I ever got the chance to straighten things out I 

would come forward and do it and set the record straight. I owe it to my 

brother Shawn. 

A couple months ago I met investigators from a British Television Broadcasting 

Company. They convinced me that they honestly wanted to tell the true story no 

matter what that story was. 

I believed after talking with them that my and my family's safety lies in 

telling everything particularly to press sources outside Nebraska and not 

controlled by Nebraskans. I have done this in many hours of tapes with them. 

They have checked on many of the queers I told them about--not dealt with in 

this affidavit--and have satisfied themselves that I am telling the truth about 

my lying to the Grand Jury and to convict Alisha Owen and the reasons why I had 

to lie, just as I have explained in this affidavit. The reason I mention this 

is simply to establish that eliminating me or any member of my family will do 
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nothing to suppress the information or keep me from reporting it because I have 

already done so in many hours of tapes which have been taken outside this 

country but which will be made available to Federal Authorities and legitimate 

investigators here and in Washington, D.C. 

But right now, I need protection for myself and my family so that I can tell 

the truth totally and without fear of being punished or jailed for doing it. 

That is the purpose of this affidavit. To help Mr. De Camp in filing the proper 

papers to seek tide: peotectlony. Mr. De Camp has discussed with me the fact 

that someone may attempt to file perjury charges against me for taking this 

action at this time. I understand that. I want to repeat one final thing: I 

told the truth co Gary Caradori. I tried to tell the truth to the F.B.I. and 

Marc Delman but they did not want to hear the truth and the only thing they 

wanted was to have me say the truth was in fact a hoax; and they scared me with 

threats of jail and other things into lying to the Grand Jury and then later 

into lying for them at the Alisha Owen Trial. I want to tell the truth without 

fear and to help other kids who.are and were in the same situation as I am and 

was. That is the reason I am doing this. 

STATE OF NEBRASKA 

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

BEFORE ME A NOTARY. PUBLIC ON THIS 27]day of October, 1993, PERSONALLY APPEARED 

TROY BONER,- TO ME PERSONALLY KNOWN, WHO EXECUTED THE ABOVE AFFIDAVIT, AFFIRMED 

THE TRUTHFULNESS OF THE STATEMENTS MADE THEREIN, AFFIRMED THAT HE WAS VOLUNTARILY 

AND WILLINGLY SIGNING THE AFFIDAVIT AND DOING IT FOR THE PURPOSES STATED THEREIN. 

ae 
DATED AND SIGNED ruts) DAY OF OCTOBER 1993 by NOTARY PUBLI 

ROTARY-State of Nebraska 
ASAD aamsieena ans 
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TED L. GUNDERSON AND AS ‘XCIATES e Intemational Security sulting and Investigations 
2210 Wilshire Blvd. « Suite 422 « Santa Monica. CA 90403 ¢ 213/0.4-5171 

November 12, 1993 

Senior Resident Agent 
Edward Freyer 

F.B.I. Office 
Santa Rosa, California 

HAND DELIVERED 

To: Agent Freyer: 

I enclose documents for your information and file and request that you make 
them available for investigative purposes. 

An autographed copy of my enclosed book is provided for you personally. 

The enclosed resume provides personal information for your use and file. 

Out of courtesy to you, the Senior Resindent Agent in the Santa Rosa office, 
I want you to know that I have volunteered my services to the Polly Klaas Committee. 
While my time has been offerred free of charge, I did ask them to pay for my travel 
expenses incurred in my endeavors on their behalf. 

I am in contact with five confidential sources,.all of whom are cooperating 
with me-and have been active in the past in a national child kidnapping ring. 
They have made trips in this connection to the bay area and may have information 
that will help us on this case. 

Thank you for your attention in this regard. Of course, feel free to contact 
me at any time on this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Ted L. Gunderson 

TLG: fe 
encl: Booklet, Mystery of the Carefully Crafted Hoax 

2 Volume Book, Corruption: The Satanic Cult Drug Network and Missing Children 
Suspect report regarding Dave Hoff 
McMartin Pre-school Tunnel Report (Preliminary) 
3 Affidavits from Troy Boner, Lani Hicks, and Paul Bonnacci 

Symptoms Checklist of ritual abuse in children 
Kerry Richardson Report 
October 1993 copy of Napa Sentinel 
(documents described above are also enclosed) 

Member. Society of Former Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
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29 November, 1993 

Reference: My letter, 12 November, 1993 

Mr. Kelby Jones 
Polly Klaas Committee 
1050 Petaluma Blud. North 
Petaluma, CA 94952 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

1 have developed information concerning a location in 

Nevada where children kidnapped by a national child kidnap ring, 

mentioned in referenced letter, have been auctioned off. 

| have been told that some of the children were sold for as 

much as $50,000 each. Some were placed in airplanes with no 

markings on them, and others were placed in campers for 

transportation out of the location. 

My source told me that the last time he was there he saw 

@ man in a police uniform overseeing the operation. There were 

between twenty five (25) to thirty (30) campers _—at the site. 

Sincerely, 

Ted L. Gunderson 

TLG:j 

cc: FBI, Santa Rosa 

r to (Hh Kaae Ave ee gL, 2 he 
Never vecevrel & vepl yo thé lettan 

Grom the FBZ pv the Po\ly Klaas @Commettee 
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ROBBING THE INNOCENTS 
A spate of murder-kidnappings raises alarm among parents. What can b

e done? 

HEARTBREAK: In Missouri friends helped 
Rhonda Senter to the gravesite of her 10- 

in one case, dise: 

your f 
P 0, Qurseeretyis breaking down, 
and you can’t expect kids to watch them- 

selves anymore.” 
Social scientists, however, advise 

against hysteria. “While this kind of inci- 
dentis every parent’s worst nightmare, like 

most nightmares it’s not likely to happen,” 

girl, Cassidy Senter, 19, was the object ofa | says Steven Nagler of the Y
ale Child Stud- 

massive heli roadblock search. | ies Center. Adds Ernie Allen, president of 

Her body was in an alley, her head the National Center for Missing and Ex- 

beaten, several fingers missing, her pants ploited Children (wemec): “There are go- 

. ing to be outrageous acts that even the most 

been outrage. | cautious of families will not be able to pre- 

radio talk | vent” The specialists stress two things: 

there is little protection against kidnapper- 

eer | home from the commer 
store with some candy. Claude Davis, a 
roadworker living across the street from 
the Parsons home, claimed that he saw her 
being forced into a car by four Hispanic 
men. Then last month he changed his sto- 
ry: Andrea had been helping him look for 
aluminum cans in a Dumpster. She fell, hit 
her head and died, he said. Yet no body has 
tured up, and Andrea's mother Linda down. a 

doesn’t believe Davis: “Andrea would rath- The public reaction has 
er be grounder than take out the trash” | In’St. Louis callers's 
Linda and the local authorities think some- | shows demanding 



‘WATCH AND BEWARE: Police lectured grade schoolers outside St. Louis; in California, 
Richard Alten Davis arrived at his arraignment with an ex-con’s swagger ; 

murderers, but fortunately there are few of | Davis’ psyche than in his rap sheet. First 
booked at age 12 for stealing checks, he es- 

Kenneth Lanning, special supervi: 
ry agent at the FBI Academy's Behavir 
al Science Unit in Quantico, Virgin 

arents should not obsess: 

“girlfriend seven years later but served a to- 
tal of eight years for a burglary and two as- 
saults on other women, one involving kid- 
napping. Free again in 1985; he abducted a 
female acquaintance and forced her at 
knifepoint to withdraw $6,000 from the 
bank. He got 16 years for that, but thanks to 
California's rules mandating early release 
for good behavior, Davis served only half; 
emerging just in tinje, if his confession is to 
be believed, to relax at a bucolic, vine-dec- 
orated “transitional living” facility in San 
Mateo County before arriving in Polly 
Klaas’ bedroom with his knife. 

‘The details of his second parole, which 
became widely ktiown after Davis was 

charged with Klaas” murder two weeks ago, 

have helped fuel the petition campaign fora 
measure titled “Thsee Strikes and You're 
Gut” The California initiative, whose lan- 
guage is similar to a bill recently adopted in 

Washington State, triples the sentence ofa 

violent felon convicted for the third time, ef- 

fectively jailing him for a minimum of 25 

years. Says its coordinator, Chuck Cavalier: 

“We had tremendous support before the 

d . ig 
hard on “stranger-danger,” he says, ° 
like putting a lightning rod on your hor 
and canceling your homeowner's inst 
ance. You're prepared for one territ 
but highly unlikely event and unp) 
pared for a host of things that are { 
more likely” Although Lanning unde 
stands the horror that a Klaas case genc 
ates, he points out that family violen 
exacts a much higher toll. “In the t 
months that ut all thi a: 
these resources in i ¥ 
abducte: e says, “2! i 
dered by thelr mother or father.” 

either Allen nor Lanning is hinti 
that parents should abandon the comm 
sense rules of parental vigilance. For | 

especially worried, New York State cle 
inghouse on missing children mana; 

James Stanco suggests knowing exaci 
rather than approximately, what your cl 
dren are wearing in the event you must: 
scribe them, and introducing a family pe 
word to prevent their walking away wit 
bogus relative. But, cautions James F 

dean of Northeastern University’s Coll 

far fewer—3,200 to 4,600 minors'a year— 
are seized by strangers. Most victims are 
teenagers; contrary to media coverage, a 
disproportionate number are black or His- 
panic. Only 300 of the abductions are clas- 
sic kidnappings involving overnight captiv- 
ity, transport of more than 50 miles, and 
vensom or murder, The number of kidnap, 
murders has fluctua’ m 00 are 

‘a year for at leas' . Allen esti- 
Tatas TeaETGNS will be on the low end. “ 

LLEN’S GROUP, FOUNDED’ IN: THE 
early ’80s, culls data from 30 fed. 
eral agencies, 44 state-level“ miss-"' 
ing-children clearinghouses and 
more than 60 private organizations. 

When a minor is confirmed missing, 
NCMEC transmits a photo and a biography 
to 17,000 law-enforcement groups. “The 

reality is that most missing kids are going to of Criminal Justice, “we should not mi 
be recovered,” says Allen. Klaas case, but [since Davis was captured] a 

FBl experts hope to complete a psycho- | our 800 number has got so many calls we | them panicky and make them lose th 

blew out the voice-mail systems” (Not ev- | childhood. You don’t want them to th 
logical profile of the typical snatch-and- 
slay perpetrator next year. In the one re- 
cent case where the murderer was caught, 

however—the killing of 12-year-old Polly 
Klaas of Petaluma, California, by Richard 

Allen Davis, 39— there was less interest in 

erybody is signing up, however, State as- 

semblyman John Burton notes, “I don’t 

think it’s a good idea to load up the wagon 

with criminals that are felons ... but who 

are not grave threats to individual safety") 

that everyone they meet isa potential se 

killer” —Reported by Greg Auni 

Miami, Sharon E. Epperson/New York, Stac 

Kramer/St.Louls, Elaine Lafferty/Petaluma 

Kristen Uppert-Martin/Washington 
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Dear TIME Reader, 

Thank you for writing to TIME. 
The sheer volume of our editorial 
mail makes it difficult to reply per- 
sonally to every reader, but we can 
assure you that your comments were 

circulated among several editors for 
their information and consideration. 
They were also reviewed for possible 
publication, but we regret to say we 
were not able to use them. We hope, 

however, that you will continue to 

write to TIME whenever the news 
or our reporting of it particularly 
interests you. 

39S 

395 

Mr. Ted L. Gunderson 

Suite 422 
2210 Wilshire Boulevard 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 
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TED L. GUNDERSON 
2210 Wilshire Boulevard 

Sulte 422 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 

(310) 364-2280 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1979-Present 

1981-1982 

1984 

4/79-8/79 

12/51-3/79 

PUBLICATIONS 

EDUCATION 

AWARDS 

TED L. GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES, Santa Monica, California 
Founder, owner and operator of this international security consulting and 

Investigations firm established in 1979. Investigator for F. Lee Bailey, Esq. 

Mr. Bailey describes Ted Gunderson as a person “whose investigative skills 

are unsurpassed by anyone | know or have known.” 

CALIFORNIA NARCOTICS AUTHORITY 
Consultant appointed by Governor Jerry Brown 

LOS ANGELES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 

Consultant 

PAN AMERICAN GAMES, San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Security Coordinator. Special Appointee of U.S. Attorney General Griffin B. Bell 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1977-79: Senior Special Agent-in-Charge, Los Angeles, California 

1973-77: Special Agent-in-Charge, Memphis, Tennessee and Dallas, Texas 

1973: Chief Inspector 
1965-73: Assistant Special Agent in Charge, New Haven, Connecticut and 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania : 

1960-65: Special Agent Supervisor, FBI Headquarters, Washington, DC 

1951-60: Special Agent 

At the.time of his retirement, Ted L. Gunderson had over 700 persons under 

his command and operated a $22 million budget. 

How to Locate Anyone Anywhere Without Leaving Home. E. P. Dutton, 1989 

Bachelor of Science Degree, University of Nebraska 

Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Nebraska in Recognition 

of Distinguished and Devoted Service to His Country, 1979 

Aijumni Highest Effort Award in the Field of Law Enforcement from the Sigma 

Alpha Epsilon social fraternity, 1977 : 

Law Enforcement Officer of the Year Award from the AFL-CIO Metal Trades 

Council, Los Angeles, California, 1977 a Mie bee "fe 
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FINDERS 

Your Own. Children ¢ are at stake! 
400 
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MISSING: 
100,000 Children a Year 
The fhgures are estimates. But the few known facts are 
appalling: thousands are murdered annually, the number 
of missing children is rising and no one is keeping an 
accurate count 

Condensed from Kiwanis MAGAZINE 
Gary Tukpak 

\ucuT 8:30 a.m. ‘on January 7, 
A Katheleen’ Mancil 

drove her daughter Marian 
Batson to school in [nverness, Fla. 
“See you tonight,” Katheleen called 

! 2 3 4: 5 
1. Jason Manuel Tomassi, W. Va., Missing : 10/6179 Age: 1; 2. David Marcus Toniassi, 
We Va., Missing: 10/6179 ye: 2; 3. Rene Dawn Wild, Pa., Missing: 8/3178 Ave : 8; 
4. Matthew Lawrence Lopes. Colo,, Missing: 3/17/31 Age: 6; 5. Adrian Van Tibon, RL. 
Masing: 3/27/81 Age: 7; 

stepped from the car, ‘ 
But she did not see Marian tha 

night. Or the next. Or the next. 
No one remembers seeing Mar- 

ian after she left her mother’s car. 
“. The day after her disappearance, 

her purse was found in a trash can fe : 

as the petite, blue-eyed 16-year-old , 

yard. The list goes on. 

about 25 miles from the school. She 
had joined the swelling ranks of 
children simply labeled sussinc. 

Sheila and Katherine Lyon, ages 
13 and 11, journeyed toa suburban 

shopping center on March 25; 1975, 
and were never seen again. In early 
October 1980, two-year-old Brandy 
Barlow vanished from her front 

Probably the. most publicized 
missing-child case of late has been 
that S(aiscvear-ald Etan Patz. On 

@ 1082 AY GARY TURBAK Stwalid MAGAZIVE (FEBRUARY 82). 101.@ SALE BT CriCAgd. LL 600s) 
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May 25, 1979, Etan walked alone 
for the first time to his Manhattan 
school-bus stop and has not been 
seen since. Methodical searches 
with bloodhounds, helicopters, psy- 
chics, and phalanxes of police have 
failed to turn up any clues. 

These are not isolated cases. Ev- 
eryone close to the missing-child 
‘problem agrees that it is a large 
one—and growing. Statistics, how- 
ever, are tough to come by. Bound- 
aries between runaways, parental 
kidnap victims and children stolen 
by strangers tend to blur, 

The best estimates are that about 
a million American youngsters 
leave home cach year, with go per- 
cent returning in two weeks. Ap- 
proximately 100,000 children are 
thus unaccounted for. Add another 

Yet no single U.S. agency con- 
cerns itself exclusively with missing 

children on a national scale. Auto- 
mobiles, handguns and silverware 

can be registered, traced and recov- 
ered more easily than children. 
“Our priorities are mixed up,” says 
Ken Wooden, director of the Na- 
tional Coalition for Children’s Jus- 

tice. “If someone steals a car, he can 

be traced and caught because we 
have a computer system for tracing 
stolen cars. But children apparently 
aren't that important to us.” 

Each missing-child case has its 
own poignant drama and irony. I 
July 1976, 12-year-old Dee Scofield 
disappeared while running an er- 

rand at a Florida shopping center. 
Two days later, a classmate report- 
edly saw Dee looking out a van 

. 6 7 8 9 
6. Tamara Farrow Buck, Minn., Missing: 2/4/81 Age: 5; 7. Jamie Marie Dake, Mov.. 

Missing: 2/22/81 Age: 5; 8. Ryan Nicole Burton, Texas, Missing: 916181 Ag 3; 

9. Kristie Michelle Morris, Ala., Missing: 5115/81 Age: 5; 10. Rebecca Ruth Chipps, N.J.. 
Missing: 9111/78 Age: 4; 

25,000 to 100,000 stolen by divorced 
or separated parents, and the coral 
becomes significant. “Kids who 
just disappear present a big prob- 
lem that people had better start 
opening their eyes to,” says Det. 
Sgt. Dick Ruffino of the Bergen 
County, New Jersey, Sheriff's Office. 

yD a 

window, desperately forming the 
word “help” over and over with her 
lips. Dee Scofield has never been 
found. : i 

On October 18, 1981, Jimmy 

Rogers, 14, left his Hanson, Mass., 
home for a friend's house. He may 
have hitched a ride. He has not 

6 



READER'S DIGEST : July 
been seen or heard from since. 

“Child snatching, kidnapping 
and the ugly things thar happen to 
these kids are so horrendous that 
people refuse to deal with them,” 
explains Stan Patz, father of miss- 
ing Etan. “Trying to handle cases 
like ours on a loca! level is a tremen- 
dous impediment. We need a cen- 
tralized, national clearinghouse 

dren are missing and how they can 
be identified.” 

But most cases fall to local police, 
against whom some parents of miss- 
ing children raise a litany of com- 
plaints. Because so many children 
do run away from home, police 
label most missing kids runaways. 
And unless the child is very young 
or evidence of foul play exists, police 

u 12 11. Shannon E, Zelber, N.Y., Missing: 1/11/82 
Missing: 10/22/81 Age: 10; 18. Tamela Lynn 
14, vy Narbonne, Mass., Missing: 3151/81 Age: 9; 15, Etan Parz, N. 
Age: 6; ; : ‘ 
commonly will not act ona missing- 

. child report for 24 hours. The rea- 
son: sheer work volume. A surfeit of 
violent crimes—most with injured 
victims and plenty of evidence— 
takes priority over the “maybe” 
crime of a missing youngster. 

_. The heart-rending tragedy, of 
62 . 

ye 
oe 

with information about which chil-: 

course, occurs when the child is not 
a runaway and could possibly have 
been helped if immediate action 
had been taken. 

On the morning after Christmas, 
1974, 13-year-old Janna Hanson 
went to a friend’s house. A short 
time later, Doreen Hanson drove 
by to pick up her daughter; Janna 
wasn't there. Doreen immediately 
went to the police, bue they 
wouldn't search tor 24 hours. 
When police did finally begin an 

investigation, it was too late. Jan- 
na's body was found after several 
months, and evidence indicated she 
had been murdered on December 26. 

Parents also complain bitterly 
about the FBI's refusal to help find 
missing children. The FR! becomes 
involved in a missing-child case 

o Missing: 512 

only when there's proof of a kid- 
napping—such as a ransom note— 

* or evidence thar the child was taken 
across state lines. 

“The first-time disappearance of 
a minor should be prima facie evi- 
dence that a kidnapping has taken 
place,” says John Clinkscales, whose 

13 14 iE} 
je: 11; 12. Michelle Lee Oylesby, Calif. 
all, W.Va., Missing: 11/12/80 Age: y; 

¥ 5179 
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18, Marian Wavie Batson, Fla., Missing: 
19. James W. Rogers, Mass., Missing: 

1982 "MISSING: 100,000 CHILDREN A YEAR 
son Kyle disappeared six years ago. 
“The FBI could then become imme- 
diately involved, and there might be 
a chance of finding some of these 
children. We need help.” 

And answers. Parents always ask 
the inevitable: Why? Why would 
someone steal a child? Why my child? 
There are many answers, yet no 
answers. 

A million couples a year divorce 
in the United States, and many of 
these cases result in child snatch- 
ings. For love, hate, spite or re- 
venge, one parenc steals a child 
from the other. 

In December 1974, Gloria Yer- 
kovich said good-by to her four- 
year-old Joanna as the girl left to 
spend the weekend with her fa- 
ther. She didn't want to go, but 

16 
16. Sabvina Raynell Drake, Ola, Missing: 8113180 A e: 6; 
17. Tommy (Landau) Perlstein, N. Y., Missi 

a court order hadssaid she must. 
Joanna never returned. The sep- 

. aration that was to last a weekend 
has stretched to 7% years. 

Despicable as parental kidnap- 
ping is, these children may be more 
fortunate than others. Ac lease 
there's a chance they will yo to 

Q 
: Ltock 

OINBIBI Age: 14. 

school, grow up and lead a more or 
less normal life. 

When a stranger steals a child, 
anything can happen. Parents of 
missing children hope that their 
child will end up ina loving, caring 
family, perhaps through black- 
market adoption. The cruel truth is 
that a missing child stands a fair 
chance of being murdered. Each 
year an estimated 2500 children in 
the United States disappear and 
later are found murdered. 

While the abduction and ples 
of a child is a senseless, psychotic 
act, many children are used for 
much more calculated reasons. Says 
Ken Wooden, “Kids are constantly 
being sought for the lucrative child- 
prostitution business. Most police 
ceparements and public officials 

aren't doing 
anything 
about it.” 

If fear 
about what 
may be hap- 
pening to a 
missing child 
is the parents’ 
primary emo- 

+ 12126181 1 Aer 9; tion, frus- 
L780 Age: 16; tration is the 

second. Of- 
ten, little more is done once local 
police exhaust all leads. Teleprint- 
ed missing-child reports from one 
city do not carry a high priority in 
another. Verbal descriptions alone 
are often useless. 

Out of desperation, parents turn 
to posting fliers and driving by 

63 
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parks and other areas frequented 

by children. “It’s a totally helpless 

feeling,” says Stan Patz, “There's 

just nothing more we can do.” 

In the past few years, however, 

various groups have been formed— 

usually by parents or relatives of 

missing children—to advise and 

comfort distraught parents. One 

such organization is Child Find, Inc., 

Box 277, New Paltz, N.Y. 12561. ft 

maintains a toll-free number (800- 

431-5005) to be used by children 

searching for their parents or parents 

trying to identify missing children. 

Another organization is SEARCH, 

which publishes The National Run- 

atvay/Missing Persons Report, a mag- 

azine containing photos, descrip- 

tions and personal data that can help 

identify the missing. The report 1s 

distributed about every three months 

to 22,000 agencies and individuals in 

law enforcement, security, medicine 

and social service. SEARCH’s address 

is 560 Sylvan Ave., Englewood 

Cliffs, N. J. 07632. (All correspon- 

dence should include. stamped, self- 

addressed envelope.) Phone: 201- 

567-4040. 

But such efforts are not likely to 

solve the problem overnight. At 

present, hope is a parent's most 

sustaining weapon. 
For some families, that hope 

does not cease even after a child’s 

body is found. Says Doreen Han- 

son: “After our daughter's remains 

were discovered, we still kept 

searching, at least in our minds. For 

weeks after, | would see a girl on 

the street who resembled my 

daughter and I would hope in my 

heart that ic was Janna. 

“No one an the outside can un- 

derstand the trauma taking place in 

a family that has a child missing. 

The frustration, the not knowing, 

the agony are beyond explanation.” 

If you have information regarding 

children Nos. 1-17, contact Child 

Find, Inc. (800-431-5005); No. 18, 

contact Dee Scofield Awareness Pro- 

gram, Inc. (813-839-5025 or 813- 

681-4357); No. 19, Hanson, Mass., 

Police Dept. (617-294-8081). 

For information on seprints 
> ofthis article, see page 199 * 

Scofield Awareness Program, 
33618; 

Find Me Inc., P.O. Box 1612, LaGrange, Ga. 30241; National Coalition 

for Children’s Justice, 1214 Evergreen Rd., Yardley, Pa. 19067; Dee 

Inc., 4418 Bay Court Ave.. Tampa, Fla. 

Family and Friends of Missing Persons and Violent Crime 

Victims, P.O. Box 21444. Seattle, Wash. g8irt 

The following organizations are also interested 

in the missing-child problem: 
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This office was contacted by the Tallahassee Police Department on 

February 5, 1987, who requested assistance in attempting to identify 

two adult males and six minor children, all taken into custody the 

previous day. The men, arrested and charged with multiple counts of | 

child abuse, were being very evasive with police in the questions 

zing asked of them pursuant the children and their condition. 

This agent contacted SS/A, Bob Harrold, RAC/Reston, Virginia, and 

. requested telephone numbers and names of police persons in area 

police departments in an attempt to follow-up on two leads which 

were a Virginia license number and that the children had commented 

about living in a Washington, D.C., commune. 

Subsequently, this office received a telephone call from the Washington, 

D.C. Metropolitan Police Department inquiring aboyt the men and children. 

This office put. the MPD and the TPD in contact with each other. 
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2 CASE UMEER 

DREPCRT NUwEER 

2706-01 (211, $24 ISoweat gear Mancdoot) one 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION: 

On Thursday, February 5, 1987, this office was contacted via telephone, 

by sergeant, JoAnn VanMETER of the Tallahassee Police Department, : 

Juvenile Division. Sgt. VanMETER requested assistance in identifying 

two adult males and six minor children ages 7 years to 2 years. 

The adult males were tentatively identified by TPD as'Michael HOULIHAN 

and Douglas AMMERMAN, both of Washington, D.C., who were arrested the 

previous day on charges of child abuse. : : oe 

The police had received an anonymous telephone call relative two well- 

dressed white men wearing suits and ties in Myers Park, (Tallahassee), 

apparently watching six dirty and unkempt children in the playground 

area. HCULIHAN and AMMERMAN were near a 1980 Blue Dodge van bearing 

Virginia license number XHW-557, the inside of which was later described 

as foul-smelling filled with maps, books, letters, with a mattress 

situated to the rear of the van which appeared as if it were used as a 

bed, and the overall appearance of the van gave the impression that all 

eight persons were living in it. ; 

The children were covered with insect bites, were very dirty, most of 

ie children were not wearing underwear and all the children had not- - 

veen bathed in Many: days. 

The men were arrested and charged with multiple counts of child abuse 

and lcéges in the Leon County Jail. Once in custody the men were somewhat 

evasive in their answers to the police regarding the children and 

stated only that they both were the children's teachers and that ali were 

_ enroute to Mexico to establish a school for brilliant children. 

The children tentatively were identified as Mary HOULIHAN, white female, 

age 7; Max LIVINGSTON, white male, age 6; Benjamin FRANKLIN, white male, 

age 4; HoneyBee EVANS, white female, age 3; B.B., white male, age 2; and_ 

John Paul HOULIHAN, white male, age 2. The children initially indicated 

that they lived in tents in a commune in the Washington, D.C., area 

and were going to Mexico to go to a school for smart kids. 

This office contacted the Office of the RAC/DC and spoke with SS/A, Bob 

Harrold. This agent requested telephone numbers and names of police 

persons in area departments that might be aware ‘of saieé activities 

described by the children and to follow-up on the leads which were the 

Virginia license number and a check on the men's names with local law’ 

enforcement. 

Ge7 i 400 
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a short time later this office wes contacted by Detective, Jim Bradley 

of the Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Police Department. Bradley 

indicated that the case here in Tallahassee appeared to be strongly 

related to a case he was currently working in the Washington, D.C. area. 

He stated that the actions of the two men in custody in Tallahassee 

relative the children just might give his case enough probable cause 

for search warrants to search premises occupied by a cult group called 

the FINDERS. 

This agent directed Bradley to telephone TPD and- discuss with police 

directly any activities forthcoming relative the instant case. A 

At this time it was determined that there was no Customs violations 

found to exist and therefore, this case is being closed pending receipt 

of additional information. 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY LESD/TECS: Create a permanent DRR/TECS record. 

‘IDENTIFYING DATA/TECS-FIN QUERIES: 

AMMERMAN, Douglas Edward | SUBSTANTIATED NCIC: Negative 

“F-23B attached). °°... fo ~~ STECS2. 
oe et OO CMIR: "0° 

CTR 
FBA : Negative 
PAIRS: Negativ 

HOWELL, James Michael “- | SUBSTANTIATED “ NCIC: Negative 

(CF-23B attached) : TECS: 

. : : -CMIR: 
CTR : Negative 

FBA’: = 
PAIRS: Negativ 

“FINDERS” 
ALLEGED : NCIC: NEGATIVE 

(CF-23B attached) 
: TECS: NEGATIVE 

CMIR: * 
CTR. : = 

FRA : = 

PAIRS: "™ 

toF : 4et 



MEMO TO FILE 

To : Resident Agent in Charge : : Date: 02/07/87 

From : Special sen 

Subject: Customs cooperation/interest in 

Tallahassee/Washington MPD child abuse investigation. 

On Thursday, 2/5/87, the duty agent, SS/A Bod Hacrold, received 

acall from SS/A Waltec Krietlow, USCS, Tallahassee, Plorcida. 

SS/A Krietlow was seexing assitance in contacting an 
appropriate local police’ agency to coordinate a child abuse 
investigation in with the Tallahassee Police Department. SS/A 

Krietlow further requested assistance in checking some names, 

addresses and a vehicle through the Customs Child Pornography 
Unit data base, and stated there was some suspicion of the 

supjects being involved in supplying children for the 

production of child pornography. Furthec, he was informed by 

the Tallahassee Police Department that the children may have 
been enroute to Mexico from the Washington, D.C. area. The 

possibility of Customs interest in the investigation due to 
possible violations of the Child Protection Act of 1984, and 

the alleged nexus with the U.S./Mexican Border were discussed 
and agreed upon. SS/A Kerietlow related the following 
background information. SS/A Krietlow was contacted by the 
Tallahassee Police Department for assistance in identifying six 
chilécen and two adults taken into custody in the Tallahassee 
area. U.S. Customs was contacted because the police officers 
involved suspected the adults of being involved in child 
pornography and knew the Customs Service to have a network of 
child pornography investigators, and of the existance of the 

Child Pornography and Pcotection Unit. SS/A Krietiow stated 

the two aduls were well dressed white males. They had custody 
of six white children (boys and girls), ages three to six 

years. The children were obsecved to be poorly dressed, 
bruised, dirty, and behaving like animals in.a public park in 

Tallahassee. The police wece notified by a concercned.citizen 

and all eight persons were taken into custody. The subjects 
“were living out of a white 1979 Dodge van, Virginia license no. 

XUW 557. Upon being taken into custody, the adult white males 

cefused to cooperate, one of whom produced a “*business*® card 
with a name on one side and a statement on the othec. . The 

Statement indicated that the bearer knew his constitutional 

cights to remain silent and that he intended to do so. Upon 

interviewing the children, the police officers found that they 

could not adequately identify themselves oc their custodians. 

Further, they stated they were enroute to Mexico to attend a 

school for “smart kids.* SS/A Krietlow was further advised the 

children were unawace of the Function and purpose of 

telephones, televisions and toilets, and that the children had 

stated they were not allowed Ee live indoors and were only 

given food as a ceward, ; 



After receiving the request from Tallahassee, SS/A Earrold 

contacted me while I was on official business. at Customs 

Beadquarcters. we requested that I conduct computer checks on 

the Customs Child Pornography Unit data base The checks were 

to be conducted on the names, addresses, and a vehicle provided 

by SS/A Krietlow. After conducting the computer checks, I made 

direct contact with SS/X Krietlow to inform him that all the 

checks were negative. At that time I was informed by SS/A 

Krietlow that the Tallahassee police had discovered large 

quantities of records, to include computer dises and a U.S. 

passport in the van. Prom some of these records the police had 

obtained tentative identification of the two adults, and 

partial identification of the children. Purthemoce, the two 

Washington, D.C. addresses had been discovered through these 

documents, one of which was verified through the vehicle 

registration. 1 advised SS/A Krietlow I was leaving ae ae 

Headquarters and he would be ceceiving a. response to the . 

remainder of his request from SS/A Harrold. I then left as 

stated and proceeded to conduct other business in the District. 

A short time later, at approximately 11:30 a.m., SS/A Hacrold 

contacted me by cadio, and advised me that a Detective Jim 

Bradley of the Washington, D.c. Metropolitan Police Department 

(MPD) was interested in the infoemation provided by SS/A 

Krietlow, was in contact with Tallahassee, and would very 

probably be conducting search warrants in the area later in the 

day. He also informed- me that U.S. Customs was invited to 

participate due’ to the continuing: possibility of violations of 

law enforced by the Customs Service. AS I was already in. 

Washington, I terminated my other business and proceeded .to 

wnmake contact with Detective Bradley, Intelligence Division, MPD. 

Upon contacting Detective Bradley, I learned that he had 

initiated an investigation on the two addresses provided by the 

Tallahassee Police Dept. during December of 1986. An informant 

had given him information regarding a cult, known as the 

*Pinders* operating various businesses out of a warehouse 

located at 1307 4th St., N.EB., and were supposed to be housing | 

children at 3918/3920 W St., N.W. The information was ‘specific 

in describing *blood rituals* and sexual orgies involving 

children, and an as yet unsolved murder in which the Pinders 

may be involved. With the information provided by the 

informant, Detective Bradley was able to match some of the 

children in Tallahassee with names of children known alleged to 

be in the custody of the Pinders. Purthermore, Bradley was 

able to match the tentative ID of the adults with known members 

of the Pinders. 1 stood by while Bradley consulted with AUSA 

Harry Benner and obtained. search warrants for the two 

premises. 1 advised acting RAC SS/A Tim Bolloran of my 

intention to accompany MPD on the execution of the VREERRES 

received his permission, and was joined by SS/A Harrold. SS/A 

Harrold accompanied the team which went to 1307 4th ate and 1 

went to 3918/20 W St. 7 
. 

During the REECE ETON: of- the warrant at 3918/20 W St., I was 

“ia 



able to observe and access the entire building. I saw large 

quantities of children's clothing and toys. The clothing 
consisting of diapers and clothes in the toddler to pre-school 
range. No children were found on the premises. There werce 
several subjects on the premises. Only one was deemed to be 
connected with the Pinders. The rest were centing living space 
from this individual. We was identified as Stuart miles 
SILVERSTONE, DOB/061941, U.S. Passport No. 010958991. “ 
SILVERSTONE was located in a room equipped with several 
computers, printers, and numerous documents. Cursory 
examination of the documents revealed detailed instructions for 
obtaining children for’ unspecified purposes. The instructions 
included the impregnation of female members of the community 
known as Pinders, purchasing children, trading, and 

kidnapping. There were telex messages using HCI account 
numbers between a computer terminal believed to be located in. 
the same room, and others located across the country and in $ 

foreign locations. One such telex specifically ordered-the 
purchase of two children in Hong Kong to be arranged through a 
contact in the Chinese Embassy there. Another telex expressed 

an interest in *bank secrecy" situations. Other documents 

identified interests in high-tech transfers to the United 

Kingdom, numerous properties under the control of the Pinders, 
a keen interest in terrorism, explosives, and the evasion of 
law enforcement. .Also found in the “computer room" was a 
Getailed summary of the events surrounding the arrest and 
taking into custody of the two adults and six children in 
Tallahassee, Plorida on.the previous night. There were also a 
set of instructions which appeared to be broadcast via a 
computer network which advised participants to move “the 

ehildren® and keep them moving through different jurisdictions, 
and instructions on how to avoid police attention, P 

One of the residents was identified as a Chinese National. pue 
to the telex discovered referencing the Chinese Embassy in Hong 
Kong, he was fully identified for future reference: 
WANG/Gengxin, DOB/092747, POB/Tianjin, People's Republic of 
China Passport No. 324999, entered the U.S. on January 22, 
1987, admitted until December 31, 1987. He is in the U.Si' as a 
graduate student in the Anatomy Department of Georgetown 

University. Bis Visa was issued on November 10, 1986, in. 

London, England, number 00143. 

During the course of the evening, I contacted Sector 4 to 

initiate a TECS check on SILVERSTONE, and initiate an archives 

check on him for the last four years. I also contacted SS/A 
Holloran to keep him advised of the proceedings and asked for 

and received permission to contact SS/A John Sullivan of the 

CPPU to query some names through the CPPO data base. SS/A 
Holloran told me he would call Southeast Region Headquarters to 

keep them posted on the proceedings as well. I later contacted 
SS/A Sullivan for the stated purpose, and in the discussion 

that followed, I gave him some background on the purpose of the 

request. I advised him that the information was not for . 
dissemination at Headquarters, that Region was being notified, 

Gf 



and that Region would probably contact Headquarters later if 

Jeemed necessary. SS/A Sullivan assuced me that the 

information would go no £urtherc until official notification was 

made by Region. No positive matches were obtained from the 

CPPU data base. I was later joined at the W Street address by 

SS/A Harrold. SS/A Bacrrold advised me that there were 

extremely large quantities of documents and computer equipment 

at the warehouse, and that MPD was posting officers inside the 

pbuilding there and sealing the building until morning, in which 

a second warrant For that premises would be obtained and | 

executed. SS/A Barrold also advised me that the news media had 

been notified and had been waiting for the execution of the 

warrant at the 4th Street address... Detective Bradley later 

stated that the MPD Public Information Officer had been 

contacted by a Tallahassee reporter, When it became apparent 

the PIO had no information on the search warrants, the reporter 

contacted local media representatives and a check of public ‘-, 

cecords containing the affidavits for the search warrants ~ a, 

disclosed the locations and purpose of the warrants. Detective 

Bradley surmised that someone on the Tallahassee Police 

Department was the original source of information for the 

press. I advised SS/A Holloran of the involvement of the 

press, and he stated that he would, in turn, celay the 

information to Region. SS/A Harrold and I assisted in the 

transport of the.evidencdé seized pursuant to the warrant’ and 

cleared MPD after. the.press left the area. 

On Priday, 2/6/87, 'I met Detective Bradley at the warehouse on 

4th Street, N.E. I auly advised my acting group supervisor, 

SS/A Don Bludworth. Tf was:again granted unlimited access to . 

the premises. I was able to observe numerous documents which 

described explicit sexual conduct between the members of the 

community known as finders. I also saw a large collection of 

photographs of unidentified persons. Some of the photographs, 

were nudes, believed to be of members of Pinders. There were 

numerous photos of children, some nude, at least one of which 

was a photo of a child “°on display" and appearing to accent the 

child's. genitals. I was only able to examine a very small 

amount of the photos at this time. However, one of the . 

officers presented me with a photo album for my review.- The 

album contained a series of phctos of adults and children 

dressed in white sheets participating in a "blood ritual.*® The: 

ritual centered around the execution of at least two goats. 

The photos portrayed the execution, disembowelment, skinning 

and dismemberment of the goats at the hands of the children. 

this included the removal of the testes of a male goat, the 

discovery of a female goat's *womb" and the “baby goats" inside 

the womb, and the presentation of a goats head to one of the 

children. : ; 

Further inspection of the premises disclosed numerous files 

relating to activities of the organization in different parts 

of the world. Locations I observed are as follows: London, 

Germany, the Bahamas, Japan, Bong Kong, Malaysia, Africa, Costa 

Rica, and "Europe.® There was also a file identified as 

ire 



“palestinian.* Other files were identified by mermbec name or 

>project* name. The projects appearing to be operated for 

commercial purposes under Front names foc the Finders. There 

was one file entitled "Pentagon Break-In,* and otnrers which 

ceferred to members operating in foreign countries. Net 

observed by me but related by an MPD officer, were intelligence 

files on private families not related to the Finders. The 

process undertaken appears to havea been a systmatic response to 

local newspaper advertisements for babysitters, tutors, etc. A 

member of the Finders would cespond and gather as much ‘ 

information as possible about the habits, identity, occupation, 

etc., of the family. The use to which this information was to 

pe put is still unknown. Thece was also a lacge amount o€ data 

collected on various child cace organizations. 

The warehouse contained a large liocary, two kitchens, a sauna, 

hot-tub, and a *video room.°” The video room seemed to de set 

up as an indoctrination center. It also appeared that the :, 

organization had the capability to produce its own videos. : 

There were what appeared to be training areas for children and 

what appeared to be an altar set up in a residential area of 

the warehouse. Many jars of urine and feces were located ia 

this ac2a. b : 

I should also mention that both premises were equipped with 

satellite dish antennas, ° ; . 

I discussed the course of action to pe taken by MPD with 

oetective Bradley. He stated he: was.only interested in making 

the child abuse case(s). I was assured that all of the 

evidence would be available to U.S. Customs in furtherance of 

any investigative/criminal action pursued. MPD personnel were 

to begin around the ‘clock review and sorting of the evidence 

until completed. Customs will have access after this is 

accomplished. This will inelude several U.S. Passports 

discovered during the search. 

Upon leaving the 4th Street premises, 1 encountered a news 

media representative and was asked the reason behind O:S. 

Customs involvement in the investigation. 1 advised the 

reporter that I could not discuss anything and refecred-h3r to- 

the RaAC/DC. I left immediately thereafter. : : 

thece is no further information available at this time. It 

Should take three to five days for all the information to be 

sorted, reviewed, logged by the MPD. rt will maintain contact 

with Detective Bradley until the evidence is again accessible. 

Respectfully suomitted, 

Ramon J. Magtinez 

Special Agent, uscs 

(3 
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On Thursday, February 5,-.1987, Senior Special Agent Barrold and I assisted the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) with two search warrants involving the. possible sexual — exploitation of children.. During the course of the search warrants, numerous documents were discovered which appeared to be concerned with international trafficking in children, high tech transfer to the United Kingdom, and international transfer of currency. 
: ; 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION: 

On March 31, 1987, I contacted Detective James Bradley of the 
Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Department (MPD). I.was to- 
meet with Detective Bradley to review the documents -seized,. 

pursuant to two search warrants executed in Pebruary 1987. ‘The 
meeting was to take place on April 2 or 3, 1987. = tos 

On April 2, 1987, I arrived at MPD at approximately 9:00 a.n. 

Detective Bradley was not available. I spoke to a third party who 
was willing to discuss the case with me on a strictly “off the 

record" basis. ‘ 3 ‘ 

I was advised that all the passport data had been turned over to 
the State Department for their investigation. The State 

Department in turn, advised MPD that all travel and use of the 

passports by the holders of the passports was within the law and 
_ no action would be taken. This included travel to Moscow, North 

Korea, and North Vietnam from the late 1950's to mid 1970's. 

The individual further advised me of circumstances which 

indicated that the investigation into the activity of the FINDERS 

had become a.CIA internal matter. The MPD report has been. 

Classified secret and.was not available for review. [I was 

advised that the FBI had withdrawn from the investigation several 
weeks prior and that.the PBI Foreign Counter Intelligence 
Division had directed MPD not to advise the FBI Washington Pield 
Office of anything that had transpired. . 

No further information will be available. No further action will 

be taken. : 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY LESD/TECS: 

No action to be taken on the basis of this report. 
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Through a glass, 
very darkly 
Cops, spies and a very odd investigation 

now, but matters surrounding a 
mysterious group known as the 

Finders keep growing curiouser* and 
curiouser. : ‘ : 2 

In early February 1987, an anony- 
mous tipster in Tallahassee, Fla., made 
a phone call to police.- Two. 
dressed men” seemed to be “sy 
ing” six disheveled and hungry. child 
in a local park, the caller said. The 
went after the case like bloodhounds — 
at least at first. The two men were iden: 
tified as members of the Finders.‘ Th 
were charged 

Di ret neces rota | 

duplex apartment building and a ware- 
house connected to the group. Among | 
the evidence seized: detailed instruc:._ 
tions on obtaining children for un- 
known purposes and several .photo- 
graphs of nude children. According to a 
Customs Service memorandum ob- 
tained by U.S. News, one photo ap- 

The more the police learned about 

seemed: There were suggestions of child 
abuse, Satanism, dealing in pornography 
and ritualistic animal slaughter. a 

None of the allegations was ever 
proved, however. The child abuse 
charges against the two men in Talla- 
hassee were dropped; all six of the chil- 
dren were eventually returned to their 
mothers, though in the case of two, con- 
ditions were attached by a court. In 
Washington, D.C., police began backing 
away from the Finders investigation. 
The group's practices, the police said, 
were eccentric—not illegal. 

Questions. Today, things appear to 
have changed yet again. The Justice De- 
partment has begun-a new investigation 
into the Finders and into the group’s 
activities. It is also reviewing the 1987 
investigation into the group to determine 

whether that probe was closed improper- 
ly. Justice officials will not elaborate, ex- 
cept to say the investigation is “ongoing” 
and that it involves “unresolved matters” 
in relation to the Finders. 

One of the unresolved questions in- 

with child abuse in Flon-: 
da. In Washington, D.C., police and:| 
U.S, Customs Service agents raided a { 

peared “to accent the child's genitals.” . 

the Finders, the more bizarre they 

Lo 

volves allegations that the Finders are 
somehow linked to the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency. Customs Service docu- 
ments reveal that in 1987, when Customs 
agents sought to examine the evidence 
gathered by Washington, D.C, police, 
they were told that the Finders investiga- 
tion “had become a CIA internal mat- 
ter.” The police report on the case had 

hassee police complain about the han- 
dling of the Finders investigation by D.C. 
police. “They dropped this case,” one 
Tallahassee investigator says, “like a hot 
rock.” D.C. police will not comment on 
the matter. As for the CLA, ranking offi- 
cials describe allegations about links be- 
tween the intelligence agency and the 
Finders as “hogwash” — perhaps the re- 
sult of a simple mix-up with D.C. police. 
The only connection, according to the 
CIA: A firm that provided computer 
training to CIA officers also- employed 
several members of the Finders. 

been classified secret. Even now, Talla- [ 

The many unanswered questions 
about the Finders case now have Dem- 
ocratic Rep. Charlie Rose of North 
Carolina, chairman of the House Ad- 
ministration Committee, and Florida's 
Rep. Tom Lewis, a Republican, more 
than a little exercised. “Could our own 
government have something to do with 
this Finders organization and turned 
their backs on these children? That’s 
what all the evidence points to," says 
Lewis. “And there’s a lot of evidence. I 
can tell you this: We've got a lot of peo- 
ple scrambling, and that wouldn't be 
happening if there was nothing here.” 

_ Perhaps. But the Finders say there is 
nothing there—at least nothing illegal. 
The Finders have never been involved in 
child abuse, pornography, Satanism, ani- 
mal slaughter or anything of the kind, 
says the group’s leader, Marion David 
Pettie. Pettie, too, says the group has 

never been connected to the CIA. 
In an interview with U.S. News, Pet- 
tie described the Finders as a com- 
munal, holistic-living and fearning 
arrangement. The group numbers 
some 20 members, Pettie says; they 
do freelance journalism, research 
and “competitor intelligence” for a 
variety of mostly foreign clients. 
The Finders work for no foreign 
governments, Pettie says. Their du- 
eS in a residential Northwest 

fashington neighborhood, is dec- 
orated with global maps and bulle- 
tin boards. Residents of Culpeper, 
Va., 90 minutes from Washington, 
say the Finders have opcratcd an 
office there, too, from time to time. 
That office contained computer 
terminals and clocks reflecting dif- 
ferent time zones around the world. 
CIA officials say they referred 

all matters concerning the Finders 
and the police investigation to the 
FBI’s Foreign Counterintelligence 
Division. FBI officials will not 
comment. Law enforcement 
sources say some of the Finders 
are listed in the FBI's classified 
counterintelligence files. 

None of this fazes Pettie. He says 
the CIA's interest in the Finders may 
stem from the fact that his late wife 
once worked for the agency and that 
his son worked for a CIA proprietary 
firm, Air America. Overall, says Pettie, 
“we're a zero security threat. When 
you don’t do much of anything, and 
you don’t explain, people start rumors 
about you.” To judge from the latest 
case, some of the rumors can last an 
awfully long time. a 

By GORDON WITKIN AND PETER CARY 
WITH ANCEL MARTINEZ 
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Dear Ted, 

1 was listening to Part 2 of the Ted Gunderson telephone interview, and when 

you mentioned the US Customs report about The Finders, | entered US 

Customs Report and Finders into the Googie Search Engine www.google.com 

and that Is how | found the web page about The Finders. 

1 then sent an e-mail to: <geminiwaiker@yahoo.com> and asked him/her if 

he/she had any ‘nore Information on the Finders. 

in a few minutes, | received a reply which stated that he/she didn’t have any 

more info. 

David Parsons 

Denver, CO 

Ted Gunderson Interview 

http/iwww.us-government-terture.com/aaviforemblaze.htm! 

Part 1 [2233k] 

http//www.us-gevernment-torture.com/aaviforemblaze.htmi 

Part 2 [3115k] 

http/iwww.us-government-torture.com/Baviforemblaze.htm| 

Part 3 

http//www.us-government-torture.com/Caviforembiaze.htm! 

Part 4 

http//www.us-government-torture.com/Daviforembiaze.htm! 

Part 5 

http/iwww.us-gavernment-torture.comEaviforemblaze.html 

The Finders 

http/www.geminiwaiker-ink.net/HellFinders.html 

Geminiwaiker_Ink (¢c)2002 all rights reserved 

Qn February 7th of 1987, the Washington Post ran an Interesting story that did 

not at first seem to have any particularly national significance. The article 

concerned a case of possible kidnapping and child abuse, and material 

discovered In the Washington area that they say points to a 1960s style 

commune called the Finders, described in a court document as a “cult” that 



conducted “brainwashing” and used children “in rituals.” OC police who 

searched the Northeast Washington warehouse linked to the group removed 

large plastic bays filled with color sildes, photographs and photographic 

contact sheets. 

Some showed naked children involved In what appeared to be “cult rituals,” 

bloodletting ceremonies of animals and one photograph of a child In chains. 

Customs officials sald their links to the DC area led authorities into a far- 

reaching investigation that Includes The Finders ~ a group of about 40 people 

that court documents allege is led by a man named Marion Pettie — and their 

various homes, including the duplex apartment in Glover Park, the Northeast 

Washington warehouse and a 90 acre farm in rural Madison County, VA. 

It was the US News and World Report that would ultimately provide the follow- 

up to the Finders story, noting that there Is a certain Customs Service 

memorandum that was written at the time of the original investigation, 

written by Raman J. Martinez, Special Agent, United States Customs Service, 

describing two adult white maies and six minor children ages 7 years to 2 

years. The adult males were Michael Houllhan and Douglas Ammerman, both 

of Washington, DC who had been arrested the previous day on charges of 

chlid abuse.The children were covered with insect bites, were very dirty, most 

of the children were not wearing underpants and all of the children had not 

been bathed In inany days. The men were somewhat evasive under 

questioning and stated only that they were the children's teachers and were 

en route to Mexico to establish a school for brilllant children. The children 

were unaware of the functions of telephones, television and toilets, and 

stated that they were not allowed to IIve Indoors and were only given food as 

a reward. 

A Detective Bradley had Initiated an investigation on the two addresses 

provided by the Tallahassee Police Department during December of 1986. An 

informant had given him Information regarding the cuit, known as the 

“Finders,” operating various businesses out of a warehouse located at 1307 

4th Street, N.E., and were supposed to be housing children at 3918/3920 W 

St., N.W. 

The Information was specific In describing “blood rituais” and sexual orgies 

involving children, and an as yet unsolved murder In which the Finders might 

be Involved. 

Cursory examination of documents revealed detailed instructions for 

obtaining children for unspecified purposes. The instructions Included the 

impregnation of female members of the community, purchasing children, 

trading and kidnapping. There were telex messages using MCI account 

numbers between a computer terminal believed to be In the same room, and 



others located 2cross the country and in foreign locations. 

There were pictures of nude chiidren and adult Finders, as well as evidence 

of high-tech money transfers. 

There was a file called “Pentagon Break-in,” and references to activities in 

Moscow, Hong Kong, China, Malaysia, North Vietnam, North Korea, Africa, 

London, Germany, “Europe” and the Bahamas. 

There was also a file labeled “Palestinian.” 

One such telex specifically ordered the purchase of two children in Hong 

Kong to be arranged through a contact In the Chinese Embassy there. Other 

documents identified interests in high-tech transfers to the United Kingdom, 

numerous properties under the control of the Finders, a keen interest In 

terrorism, explosives, and the evasion of law enforcement. 

There was also a set of Instructions that appeared to broadcast via computer 

an advisory to the participants to keep the children moving through different 

Jurisdictions and instructions on how to avoid police detection. 

A photo album contained a series of photos of adults and children dressed In 

white sheets participating In a blood ritual. The ritual centered around the 

execution of at ‘east two goats. The photos portrayed the execution, 

disembowelment, skinning and dismemberment of the goats at the hands of 

the children. This included the removal of the testes of a male goat, the 

discovery of a female goat's “womb” 
and the “baby goats” Inside the womb, and the presentation of the goat's 

head to one of the children. 

There was also a large amount of data collected on various child care 

organizations. 

The warehouse contained a large library, two kitchens, a sauna, hot tub and a 

‘video room.” The video room seemed to be set up as an indoctrination center. 

The organization had the ability to produce Its own videos. There appeared to 

be tralning areas for the children and what appeared to be an altar set up ina 

residential area of the warehouse. Many Jars of urine and feces were located 

in this area. 

Group leader Mzrion Pettie spoke in an Interview in Steamshovel Press in 

1998, noting that In World War Ul he kept house malniy for intelligence people 

In Washington and OSS people passing through. 

Official US Customs investigation reports which have been completely 

authenticated by the investigating officers who wrote them and by a well 



respected investigator who personally knows these Customs officials are 

irrefutable evidence that 

1.A case of obvious child neglect/abuse involving child pedophile sexual 

abuse/child pornography/Satanic cult ritualistic abuse wherein the 

perpetrators were caught directly in the act by Jaw enforcement, arrested on 

the basis of irretutable evidence at the scene, and faced serious charges 

which typically bring sentences of decades in prison. 

2.Search warrants were obtained for the "Finders" cult office in Washington, 

OC and a complete search was enacted by law enforcement which provided 

lrrefutable pictures, movies and documents of such abuse/neglect evidence 

and access to the confidential arrest reports on the “Finders” 

cult from the arrests In Tallahassee which occurred only a day earlier 

(suggesting very high level connections to US intelligence In and of itself.) 

3.All investigation of the “Finders” cult by the FB1, US Customs and local law 

enforcement was ordered stopped by the US Justice Department on the 

grounds of “national security” and the matter of the “Finders” cult was turned 

over to the Central Intelligence Agency as an “Internal security matter,” 

since the “Finders” is and has been a domestic and International covert 

operation of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

4.Any and all investigation of the “Finders” was immediately stopped, al! 

evidence was suppressed and denied, and the abused children were released 

back to the adult perpetrators who had been arrested “in the act” and the CIA 

resumed its ongoing covert operation of the “Finders” cult which {fs used to 

procure and produce. 

The story of the Finders cult is the story of the development of child/assets to 

be used to entrap politicians, diplomats; corporate and law enforcement 

officials; to sell childivictims to wealthy perverts to raise money for covert 

operations, to train some of the child/victims to be professional operatives 

and assassins of a totally cold, multiple personality, mind contro! nature. 

To date only one media outiet has dared publish anything about this (US 

News). 

In the last few years there have been more “smoking guns” proving that US 

intelligence agencies traffic in children, sell them and abuse them. Some of 

these covert operations have been tied to long term and massive importation, 

and distribution of narcotics inte the US by the same linteiligence agencies. 

4. Why Johnny Can't Come Home...Noreen Gosch, The Johnny Gosch 



Foundation, West Des Moines, (c}2000 

http/iwww.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0970519508/geminiwalkerink/002- 

0987448-1865669) 

2. The Pedophacracy, Dave McGowan Return to Home Page Return to Table 
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n June 1, 1951, top military and | American prisoners of war were being From the end of World War II well intelligence officials of the Unit- |. brainwashed in North Korea, were pro- | into the 1970s, the Atomic Energy Com- ed States, Cihada and Great |-posing an urgent, top-secret research | mission, the Defense Department, the Britain, alarmed by frightening reports : ‘Program on behavior modification. | military services, the CIA and other of communist success at “intervention in }{: igs, hypnosis, electroshock, loboto- | agencies used prisoners, drug addicts, the individual mind,” summoned a small my, all were to be studied as part of a { mental patients, college students, sol- group of eminent psycholo- - mrt vast U.S. effort to close the | diers, even bar patrons, in a vast range of gists to a secret meeting at the - mind-control gap. government-run experiments to test the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Mon- iota : New revelations that-gov- effects of everything from radiation, LSD treal. The Soviets had gotten .. lf HMVEAVIIWH ernment coldwar experiments | and nerve gas to intense electric shocks Hungary’s Joszef Cardinal [A}}M| ii ‘exposed thousands of Ameri- | and prolonged “sensory deprivation.” Mindszenty, an outspoken Seem ae cans to radiation have | Some of the human guinea pigs knew anti-communist, to confess to ,, Prompted fresh congressional | what they were getting into; many others espionage, and they also . wey inquiries, including a hearing | did not. Still others did not even know seemed to be able to indocrinate political last week on tests conducted on retarded | they were being experimented on. But in enemies and even control the thoughtsof | children’ in Massachusetts. A Depart- | the life-and-death struggle with commu- entire populations. The researchers were | ment of Energy hot line set up to handle | nism, America could not afford to leave convinced that the communists’ success | calls from possible subjects of the tests | any scientific avenue unexplored. must be the fruit of some mysterious and | has been swamped. But the radiation ex- With the cold war safely over, Energy sinister scientific breakthroughs. By the | periments are only one facet of a vast.| Secretary Hazel O'Leary has ordered following September, U.S. government:-|: cold war ‘research program that used | the declassification of millions of pages scientists, spurred on by reports | ;thousands of Americans as guinea pigs. | of documents on the radiation experi- : iy # ments, and the administration is now 
considering compensating the hundreds 
of subjects of these odd and sometimes 
gruesome atomic tests. But the govern- 
ment has long ignored thousands of oth- 
er cold war victims, rebuffing their re- 

admit its responsibility for injuries they 
suffered. And the Clinton administra- 
tion shows no sign of softening that hard 
line. “We're not looking for drugs,” says 
cabinet secretary Christine Varney. “At 
least initially, we need to keep our focus 
limited to human radiation.” 

In Clinton's court. Now, the only hope 
for thousands who were injured or who 
were experimented on without their in- 
formed consent is that President Clin- 
ton or Congress will take action to com- 
pensate the forgotten casualties of the 
cold war. Continued secrecy and Icgal 
roadblocks erected by the government 
have made it virtually impossible for 
victims of these cold war human experi- 
ments to sue the government success- 
fully, legal experts say. 

Despite the administration’s reluc- 
tance, Congress may be moving to scck 
Justice for all the government's cold war 
victims. “It’s not just radiation we're talk- 
ing about,” says Democratic Sen. John 
Glenn of Ohio. a former Marine and 
astronaut who is holding hearings on the 
subject this week. “Any place govern- 
ment experimenting caused a problem 
we should make every effort to notify the 
people and follow up. We ought to sct up 
seme sort of revicw and compensation 
for people who werc really hurt.” 
Many of the stories of people whose 

lives were destroyed by mind-altering 
drugs, electroshock “treatments” and 
other military and CIA experiments in- 
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volving toxic chemicals or behav- 
ior modification have been 
known for almost 20 years. But 
U.S. News has discovered that. 
only a handful were ‘ever*com- - 
pensated—or even told what was - 
done to them. “There has essen- 
tially been no legitimate follow- 
up, despite the CIA’s promise to 
track down victims and see what 
has happened to them,” says 
Alan Scheflin, a professor at 
Santa Clara University Law 
School and an authority on cold :: 
war mind-control research. “It’s” [i 
‘just one of the many broken’: § 
promises.” A CIA spokesman 
last week said the agency ‘is 
searching its files for radiation''- 

never been informed by the gov- 
ernment of the nature of the ex- ’ 
periments they were subjected to ‘ 
or, in some cases, even the fact 
that they were subjects. In a 1977 
Senate hearing, then CLA Direc-" 
tor Stansfield Turner said he 
found the experiments “abhor- 
rent” and promised that the CIA 
would find and notify the people 
used in the tests. Turner last week 
insisted that “they found every- 
one they possibly could find.” But 
internal memos and depositions 
taken from CIA officials in a law: 
suit against the agency in the 1980s reveal 
that of the hundreds of rimental 
subjects used in the CIA’s mind-control 
program, code-named MKULTRA, 
-only 14 were ever notified and only one 
was compensated —for $15,000. °  ~ 

The 14 all had been given LSD surrep- 
titiously by CIA agents in San Francisco 
in an attempt to test the drug in an “op- 
erationally realistic” setting. One of the 
victims, U.S. News discovered, was a San 
Francisco nightclub singer, Ruth Kelley, 
now deceased. In the early 1960s, ac- 
cording to a deposition from a CIA offi- 
cial who was assigned in the 1980s to 
track down MKULTRA victims, LSD 
was slipped into Kelley’s drink just be- 
fore her act at a club called The Black 
Sheep. The agents who had drugged her 
“felt the LSD definitely took some ef- 
fect during her act,” testified Frank Lau- 
binger, the official in charge of the noti- 
fication program. One agent went to the 
bar the next day,and reported that she 
was fine, though another recalled that 
she had to be hospitalized. 

Most of the MKULTRA documents: 
were destroyed in 1973 on order of then 

EYE IRRITANTS BEING TESTED ON A U.S. SOLDIER 

IN A 1969 CHEMICAL WEAPONS EXPERIMENT 

CIA Director Richard Helms, and the 
records that remain do not contain the 
names of human subjects used in most of 
the tests. But they do clearly suggest that 
hundreds of people were subjected to 
experiments funded by the CIA and car- 
tied out at universities, prisons, mental 
hospitals and drug rehabilitation centers, 
Even so, according to Laubinger’s 1983 
deposition, “it was decided that there 
were no subjects that required notifica- 
tion other than those in the [San Francis- 

IN A CIA-FUNDED EXPERIMENT, RITA 

ZIMMERMAN, WHO HAD SOUGHT 

TREATMENT FOR ALCOHOLISM, WAS 

“DEPATTERNED” WITH 30 

ELECTROSHOCK 

SESSIONS FOLLOWED 

BY 56 DAYS OF DRUG- 

INDUCED SLEEP. 

co] project,” and the CIA n 
no cffort to search university 
ords or conduct personal it 
views to find other victims. Ac 
ral Turner, in his 1983 deposit 
conceded that “a disappointi 
small number” were notificd 
defended the agency’s contin: 
refusal to declassify the nami 
the researchers and univers 
involved. “I don’t think that w. 
have been necessarily the 
way,” Turner said. “Not in the 
gious society we live in.” In | 
the agency successfully appe 
to the Supreme Court to 6 
release of that information. 

One of the grisliest CLA-fun 
experiments—and one of on 
few that have led to succe: 
lawsuits against the gow 
ment— involved the work of a 
nadian psychiatrist, Dr. D. E 
Cameron. In the 1950s, Came 
developed a method to treat 
chotics using what he called ° 
patterning” and “psychic « 
ing.” According to a gi 
application he submitted in : 
to the Society for the Investiga 
of Human Ecology, a CIA-fun 
front set up to support behav 
control research, the proce: 
consisted of “breaking dow: 
ongoing patterns of the patic 
behavior by means of particul 
intensive electroshocks (de 
terning)”—and in some ca 
with repeated doses of LSD. ” 

was followed with “intensive repeti’ 
(16 hours a day for six or seven days)” 
tape-recorded message, during wi 
time “‘the patient is kept in partial se: 
ry isolation.” Cameron’s application ; 
posed trying a variety of drugs, inclu: 
the paralytic curare, as part of a 
technique of “inactivating the patie: 

The 56-day sleep. The analog. 
brainwashing was obvious to the € 
which provided a $60,000 grant thro 
the human-ecology society. Nine of 
meron’s former patients, who 
sought treatment for depression, a 
holism and other problems at the A 
Memorial Institute at McGill Univ 
ty, where Cameron was director, fil 
lawsuit against the CIA in 1979. One 
tient, Rita Zimmerman, was “de 
terned” with 30 electroshock sess 
followed by 56 days of drug-indt 
sleep. It left her incontinent; others 
fered permanent brain damage, 

their jobs or otherwise deteriorated. 
case, Orlikow v. U.S., was settled in | 
for $750,000. (Cameron died in 196” 
A more typical experience of tt 

seeking recompense is that of Air Fc 

x seme ace 

ary 

Yu 
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officer Lloyd Gamble, | 
who volunteered in 1957 
to take part in a test. at 
the Army Chemical War-- 
fare Laboratories 
Edgewood, Md. He told _ 
U.S. News that he was in- 
formed he would be test- 
ing gas masks and protec- 
tive gear. Instead, he- 
learned in 1975, he and | 
1,000 other soldiers were . 
given LSD. “If they had 
told me of the risks, I nev- .” 
er would have done it,” - 
he says now. “It was out-.- 
rageous.” He says after, 
the test he was simply... 
“turned loose to drive, 
from Aberdeen to Dela: 
ware” while under the in-\ 
fluence of LSD. “I didn’t‘ 
even remember having 
been there.” 4 
Gamble began suffering 

blackouts, periods of deep 
depression, acute anxiety 
and violent behavior. He 
attempted suicide in 1960, 
lost his top-secret clear- 
ance and finally took carly LEARNING TO FIGHT ON THE NUCLEAR BATTLEFIELD, SAILORS 
retirement in 1968. When cover THEIR EVES AS AN ATOMIC BOMB IS DETONATED. 
he belatedly learned he 
had been given LSD, he 
sought recompense. The Justice Depart-: 
ment rejected his request because the 
statute of limitations had expired; the 
Veterans’ Administration denied dis- 
ability payments, saying there was no evi- 
dence of permanent injury. 

The Defense Department says Gam- 
ble signed a “volunteer’s participation 
agreement” and that he received two 
LSD doses. Gamble and others were told 
that “they would receive a chemical com- 
pound, the effects of which would be 
similar to those experienced from being 
intoxicated by alcoholic beverages.” 
Democratic Rep. Leslie Byrne of Virgin- 
ia is sponsoring a bill that seeks $253,488 
for Gamble; DOD opposes the bill, say- 
ing there is “insufficient factual basis” 
for compensation. Such “private bills” 
usually are difficult to pass in the face of 
executive branch opposition. 

Unreasonable men? Other cases filed 
by prisoners or soldiers who were given 
a variety of drugs have been dismissed 
by judges who have ruled that although 
the subjects did not learn until the 1970s 
exactly what had been done to them, 
the side effects and flashbacks they ex- 
perienced immediately after the tests 
should have prompted “a reasonable 
man to seek legal advice” at the time. 

“The failure to notify and promptly 
compensate the people who were victim- 
ized by these cold war excesses is inexcus- 
able,” argues James Turner, one of the 
lawyers in the Orlikow case. But he says 
the courts and the agencies now have 
made it virtually impossible for a victim 
to succeed in a legal claim. “Records are 
gone, key witnesses have died, people 
have moved; in the drug-testing cases, 
people are damaged in other ways, which 
undermines their credibility.” 

The justifications offered for these 
tests cover everything from cloak-and- 
dagger schemes to discredit foreign poli- 

AIR FORCE OFFICER LLOYD GAMBLE 

WAS TOLD HE WOULD BE TESTING 

GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE GEAR. 

INSTEAD, THE ARMY GAVE HIM — 

ALONG WITH A THOUSAND OTHER 

SOLDIERS —LSD. 

ticians to training mil 
personnel. The Army 
posed as many as 2 
soldiers to BZ, a pow 
hallucinogen then u 
development as a ch 
cal weapon. The dru, 
tacks the nervous sys 
causing dizziness, ve 
ing, andimmobility. 
sands more also pa 
pated in the Ar 
Medical Volunteer 
gram, testing nerve 
vaccines and antidote 

Talkative. The ci 
behavior-control ex; 
ments were part of a 
Navy project called C 
ation CHATTER, » 
was seeking “‘speccl 
ducing drugs” for u: 
interrogating “encm 
subversive persons 
The project was event 
abandoned because 
drugs “had such a | 
taste it was not possit 
keep the human sul 
from knowing” they 
been drugged. 

But by 1952, undau 
by such setbacks, » 
psychological rese 
was booming. “On 
the problems we ha 

the way along was the ingrained | 
on the part of [CIA] agents that th: 
viets were 10 feet tall, that there 
huge programs going on in the $ 
Union to influence behavior,” 
Gittinger, a CIA psychologist who 
saw the Human Ecology society's + 
ations, told U.S. News. 
A classified 1952 study by the U.S 

ernment’s Psychological Strategy 1: 
laid out an entire agenda for beh: 
control research. Calling comm 
brain-washing “a serious threat to 
kind,” scientists urged that drugs. 
tric shock and other techniques be ¢ 
ined in “clinical studies ... donc 
remote situation.” The report 
mused about the potential of lobot 
arguing that “if it were possible tc 
form such a procedure on memby 
the Politburo, the U.S.S.R. would nx 
ger be a problem to us,” though i! 
noted that the “detectability” of th: 
gical operation made its use probler 

Although there is no evidence th 
botomy experiments were ever 
formed, many other bizarre and inti 
procedures were. In 1955, the Army 
ported research at Tulane Univer: 
which mental patients had electrod: 
planted in their brains to measur 
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LSD and other drugs. In other 
experiments, volunteers were 
kept in senfory-deprivation ~ 
chambers for as along as 131: 
hours and bombarded with . 
white noise and taped messages © 
until they began hallucinating. 
The goal: to see if they could be 
“converted” to new beliefs. . 

As recently as 1972, U.S. 
News found, the Air Force was 
supporting research by Dr. 
Amedeo Marrazzi, who is now 
dead, in which psychiatric pa-~ 
tients at the University of Mis- 
souri Institute of Psychiatry . 
and the University of Minneso- . 
ta Hospital—including an 18- 
year-old girl who subsequently : } 
went into a catatonic state for. 
three days—were given LSD to’ 
study “ego strength.” 

Gittinger concedes that some 
of the research was quite naive. 
“We were trying to learn about 
subliminal perception and all 
the silly things people were be- 
lieving in at that time,” he says. 
One study even tried to.see if... 
extrasensory perception could...” 
be developed by “training”:subjects with 
electric shocks when they got the wrong 
answer. But “most of it was exciting and 
interesting and stimulating, and quite 
necessary as it happens, during that peri- 
od of time,” Gittinger insists. 

Another former CIA official, Sidney 
Gottlieb, who directed the MKULTRA 

O'Leary's soothing 
Department of Energy-has: 
operators standing by; What 
the 12,000 callers to the.d 

be able to collect under Ener, is defended on national secu- 
gy Secretary Hazel O'Leary's. | rity grounds. 

vow to compensate unwitting... |; ; Net enough. The best recent 
participants in the U-S,'govj;¥7 guide is the case of the 

u .:,|,‘dqwawinders” from several 
,, Western states who blamed 

mi 
more incoming. But most call 
ers probably have little chane 
of success, and even those who. 

3 
rata 

‘ter litigation failed, Utah Sen. 
Orrin Hatch spent more than 

behavior-control program almost from 
its inception, refused to discuss his work 
when a U.S. News reporter visited him 
last week at his home. He said the CLA 
was only trying to encourage basic work 
in behavioral science. But he added that 
after his retirement in 1973, he went back 
to school, practiced for 19 years as a 

: wait years fora check, . 

cancer and other ailments on: 
“radiation from atmospheric ...- 

wuclear tests in the 1950s.:Af- - 

a decade winning federal aid 
for the victims. More than 
$100 million has been paid 
out, but critics say the maxi- 
mum $50,000 benefit for each 
victim is far too. modest even 
to cover medical 

Victims of radiation tests 
’| may be facing the same fate. 
‘| The Clinton administration 
may decide that fiscal auster- 
ity permits only symbolic pay- 
ments. “We should do what 
we can to make amends,” says 
one official. “But it may be 
just as significant to explain to 
families what happened to 
Uncle Fred.” In any case, leg- 

islation is more promising 
than litigation because the 
Jaw strictly limits damage 
cases against the government. 

Those who believe they 

LAVA) 

RE 
U.S. OFFICIALS FEARED BOTH A LOSS OF MILITARY CAPABILITY ABROAD AND THE 

“RISK OF EMBARRASSMENT” AT HOME IF WORD OF HUMAN EXPERIMENTS LEAKED OUT. 

speech pathologist and now works 
AIDS and cancer patients at a hosp 
He said he has devoted the years since 
left the CLA “trying to get on the sid: 
the angels instead of the devils.” 

BY STEPHEN BUDIANSKY, ERICA E. Goot 
AND TED GEST 

have been injured by federall; 
sponsored scientific or techni- 
cal experiments may call the 
Energy Department hot line 
at (800) 493-2998. Veterans 
should cail a different num- 
ber, (800) 827-0365. Callers 
may be referred to other gov- 
ernment agencies. 

If they seem to meet the ini 
tial guidelines, callers should 
be ready for a 15-to-30-minut: 
phone interview, and they wil 
be asked to submit a letter anc 
supporting documents to bac! 
their claims. Then the wait be 
gins. But in the sad history of 
federal compensation pro- 
grams, many beneficiaries 
have died before the bureau- 
crats got.to their claims. 

By TED GEST 

a4 
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Ted L. Gunderson 
FBI Senior Special Agent in Charge {Ret.) 

P.O. Box 18000-2359 Las Vegas, NV 89114 

Phone: (702) 791-5193. Voice: (310) 364-2280, Fax: (702) 791-2906 
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Boston Phoenix, January 1, 1993 
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There's another difference es well. Right « 
now, Congress is consid 
by US Senstor Daniel Panick Moyuhen < 

THe BUSTON OEMIX + SECTION ONE = January 1 (993 

TET 

Clean sweep 
agp 

omen 

Why Clinton’s‘AG should 
purge the Justice Department 
by Harvey Silverglate oy 

No such casy solution presents itself for - 
the problem of how to end the reign of ter. ° 
| Py et the — il Iuatice, Insiesd, 

Baird, intan's attorney gencral> 
designate, will have to show she has the:* 
Suis t peal « nearly cican sweep not-- 
only of Justice Department lawyers and’ 
administrators in Washington, but of the~ 
various local US attorneys’ offices — in-*. 
eee tee oe through such av. 
purge wi able to bring her rte = 
ment under some form of ec ook ; 
though common wisdom holds thatthe « 
fish rots from the head, the problems at. 
Justice are nat limited to the top echelons; 
hence, it's likely that cutting off the head 
will riot save the body. ct ob ben elon a 

"+ "in Boston, US Attorney John Papipalerdé® 
ond tmnt of hs aminare hock er anes 

(D-New York) simply to do with the axe soon after Clinton's inauguration. Baird ! 
CIA and. distribute iis (ew essential activi; Soi manent oes 
tics among other agencies — thus break: * individual 
ing, once and for all, its covert branch; x is being given an rae be 
which is unaccountable either to Congress * i onat by explaining 
or to the courts. Although Moynthan‘s , aa ‘tot a nduct helped strengthen... 

Pewee 10 get very far, at least to dee tlsunanc at a Ses ante hie os 
: Pa test few of them will be able to pass. a 

ie 
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fan and Bush years have been marked not:’ — in Mexico — to, 
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the DEA and the CIA after ~: Not surprisingly, 
as a reliable, if somewhat re-_... resulted. Yet the stench remains. 
in the. war on drugs and the — » Saddam's bankers. Then there's the 
communism, 2-08 "gag ig Ire scandal, which — 

as New York Times columnist William 
out — should 

= were:, frozen, sie="— a 
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CORRUPTION: 
The Satanic Drug Cult Network 

and Missing Children 

The Gunderson Report 
A series of four volumes on the most important threat to our children today 

Presented by: Ted L Gunderson International 



TED L. GUNDERSON, F.B.L SENIOR SPECIAL AGENT-IN-CHARGE, RET. 2118 Wilshire Blvd. ¢ Suite 422 + Santa Monica, CA + Ph: (310) 364-2280 « (310) 650-5674 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1979 - Present TED L. GUNDERSON & ASSOCIATES, Santa Monica, Califomia. 
Founder, owner and operator of this international security consulting 
and investigation firm. 

Hosts the “Ted Gunderson Intelligence Report” radio talk show, 
weekdays as follows: 
1. American Freedom Satellite Network, GE1 103° West 
(2° to the West of Space Net 4) Channel 7, Sub Audio 5.8 Frequency 
10AM to 12PM Central Standard Time (C.S.T.) 

2. WWCR Short Wave Radio 12.160 Frequency, 11AM tol2PM (C.S.T.) 

1984 LOS ANGELES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 
Security and Anti-Terrorism Consultant 

1981-1982 CALIFORNIA NARCOTICS AUTHORIT Y 
Appointed by Governor of California as 
Narcotics Consulting Agent 

1979 PAN AMERICAN GAMES, San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Security and Anti-Terrorism Coordinator 
Special Appointee of United States Attorney General Griffin B. Bell 

1951-1979 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
1977-79 Senior Special Agent-in-Charge, Los Angeles, California 
1973-77 Special Agent-in-Charge of Memphis, Tennessee and 

Dallas, Texas 
1973 Chief Inspector 
1965-73 Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge, New Haven, 

Connecticut and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
1960-65 Special Agent Supervisor, FBI Headquarters, 

Washington, D.C. 
1951-66 Special Agent 

Received many other awards, including Law Enforcement Officer of The Year. Author of “How to Locate Anyone Anywhere Without Leaving Home” (Penguin Books 1989) and other publications. Has appeared on numerous radio and TV shows including, “Larry King Live”, “Geraldo”, “48 Hours”, “Hard Copy”, “Inside Edition” among others. Currently forming an organization known as “Current and Former FBI Agents For Honest Government”. 
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PRESIDENT WILLIAM CLINTON 



Clinton says he is a Rhodes scholar—he's not; he never finished. He went to Moscow 
during the Cold War; he organized and participated in anti-American rallies in London, 
England during the Viet Nam War. As Governor he said he balanced the budget 11 
times; he never balanced the budget. He said he didn't raise taxes; he raised them 
126 times. 
During his tenure as Governor he was instrumental in establishing the Arkansas 
Development Finance Authority~ supposedly to provide loans to students, churches, 
and schools. The agency was actually used to launder billions of dollars from a $100 
million per month drug operation out of Mena, Arkansas. Millions of dollars from the 
drug operation were channeled to Clinton's personal political campaign---money 
laundered through BCC! banks in Florida; Atlanta, Georgia and former U.S. Senator 
Rostenkowski's bank in Chicago. | have personally talked to some of the CIA agents 
who brought drugs into Mena, Arkansas and shipped arms out. Every loan for the 
Arkansas Development Finance Authority was signed-off by Bill Clinton. Many of the 
loans were never paid off. In some instances not even one payment was made on the 
loans. During a 10 year operation not one indictment was handed down and not one truck or plane load of drugs was ever confiscated. During the first week of his 
presidency, he revoked random drug-testing of his White House Staff. A clear 
departure from the standard Practice of his predecessors, who were more mindful of how testing relates to national security issues. Five Arkansas state troopers have volunteered that he had over 100 sexual escapades, with as many women, during the period they guarded him. | have personally interviewed one of these women who is now in hiding to protect her life. The documentation for the above information has been furnished to U.S. senators and Congressmen and still nothing has been done. Why hasn't Congress investigated the Mena, Arkansas drug smuggling operation? Why hasn't Congress called the key witness, Larry Nichols, former Marketing Director for Arkansas Development Finance Authority to testify during the Whitewater and Vince Foster hearings? Nichols has stated that he alerted President Clinton to the drug operation and he was ignored. President Clinton's response was that it was a "Federal" matter—not a "State" matter. The FBI claims Foster's suicide note is authentic whereas three independent handwriting experts say it is fraudulent. Why has Congress not called former CIA drug smuggling pilots as witnesses? | personally know of two who would be willing to testify. Three attempts have been made on Larry Nichol's life. Law enforcement officers working toward meaningful prosecution have been forced to resign or have been reassigned. One has been falsely accused of a crime and another survived an attempt to poison him. Since August 1991, thirty individuals associated with the drug operation and investigation of Clinton have died as a result of questionable suicides, murders, or in plane crashes. Former U.S. Congressman Bill Danameyer has described President Clinton as a draft-dodging womanizing pathological liar who should be impeached. 



HE longer Bill 
i Clinton resists 

pressure to release 
tis medical 

] records, the stronger the 
‘) suspicions that he is hiding 
‘[, Something important. per- 

haps even something that 
could affect the outcome of 
the presidential election. 
The White House press 

secretary, Michael 
McCurry, was distinctly 
ambiguous when reporters 
asked in public whetber the 
“president was suffering 

if from a sexually transmitted 
1] disease. It seemed aimost 
i] as if McCurry wished to 
i| Cacourage this line of 
«| inquiry. The White House 
4) calculation, apparently, is 
‘! that nobody cares too much 
|| about encounters long ago. 
i) The impact in post-puritan 
1] America would be nil. 
{| _ But not everybody has 
1} falten for this diversionary 
t] Wactic. In a biting 
i} editorial last week 
af the Wall Street Jour- 
{| nat asked whether 
\| Clinton was cover. 
i] ing up a history of 
{| drug use. Drugs are 
{| a much more serious 
jj matter. If the 
| American peaple 
| were ever led to 

{] believe that Clinton 
{ was a heavy user of 
i| Cocaine while Gov. 
{] emor of Arkansas. 
t{ Une scandal would be 
1) thermonuclear 
‘| Stones about past 
if drug use by Bill Clin- 
‘| ton are a staple of 

Rigbt-wing radio 
talk programmes. 
But no major news- 
paper in the US bas 
ever published an 
investigative 
expose 
This is not 

because drug use is 
too much of a tabloid 
issue. Far from it. 
‘The mainstream 
media were quick to 
print the uncorrobo- 
rated allegations of 
a convicted felon 
who claimed to have 
old marijuana to a 
oung Dan Quayle. 

~_ In the case of Bil! 
Clinton, a aumber af 
people have come 

forward with direct 
knowledge of drug use. but 
the press always finds a 
Teason to impugn the 
‘source's credibility. Noth- 
ing sbort of documentary 
Proof will induce them to 
examine the claims. Hence 
the intense speculation in 
‘Washington about the med)- 

there are other 
“records A freelance jour- 
rnalist. Scott Wheeler. bas 
jsobtained copies of th 
Sehonese Crete Babine oe 

Drug net draws 
closer around 
Bill Clinton 

AMBROSE 
EVANS-PRITCHARD 

veillance audio-tapes from 
the 1984 investigation of 
Rager Clinton. the Presi- 
dent's younger brother. 
(Roger was eventually con- 
victed for dealing in cocaine 
and sent to prison). 

The tapes reveal that 
Roger Clinton was 2 drug 
trafficker — not just an 
addict who crossed the line. 
He can be heard describing 
how he used to smuggie 
large amounts of cocaine 

"hese ne a vacuum cleaner’: Bill Cunton 

6 She’d testified about 

seeing Bill Clinton get so 

high on cocaine he fell 

into a garbage can... 

I have no doubt that she 

was telling the truth 9 
through airports hidden sealed in perpetuity. But 
under hus clothes. But most 
interesting is the comment 
be makes about the Gover- 
nor “Gottogetsomeformy a 
brother. he’s got a nose like 
a vacuum cleaner." 
Then there is the case 

Sbariene Wilson. currenply 
Serving a prison term/in 
Arkansas for drug offentes. 
She told The Sunday felr Party. They wanted to know 
graph two years sgatha(she where. Perchance, they 

jon might find a person catled had supplied Bill Clu 

[fe I received a number of 

term as Governor. “Bill was 
40 messed up that night, he 
slid dowa the wall into a 
garbage can.” she said 
The story has credibility 

because she told it under 
oath to a federal grand jury 
in Little Rock in December 
1990. At the time she was an 
informant for the Seventh 
Jud District drug task 
force in Arkansas. Jean 
Duffey, the prosecutor in 
charge of the task force, 
talked to Wilson days after 
her grand jury appearance. 
“She was terrified. She 

said her house was being 
watched and she'd made 2 
big mistake.” said Duffey. 
“That was when she told me 
she'd testified about seeing 
Bill Clinton get so high on 
cocaine he fell into a gar. 
bage can... I bave no doubt 
that she was telling the 
truth." 

Shortly after Wilson's tes- 
timony the drug task 
force was closed 
down. Duffey was 
hounded out of her 
job and now lives at 
@ secret address in 
Texas. 
Wilson was 
charged with drug 
violations. In 1992 
sbe was sentenced 
to 32 years for sell. 
ing half an ounce of 
Marijuana and $100. 
worth of metham- 
phetamine to an 
informant. 
She protested that 

she was “set up" to 
eliminate her as a 
Political liability and 
she appealed on the 
ftrounds of 
entrapment. 

With the help of a 
brilliant Arkansas 
lawyer, John Wesley 
Hall, ber case went 
all the way to the US 
Supreme Court. ° 
Finding a violation 
of her constitutional 
rights, the court 
ordered the state of , 
Arkansas to give | 
Wilson a fresh icial 
or set ber free. Her 
release date is now 
set for November. 
What about those 

grand jury tran- 
scripts? They are 
secret, of course. 

| 

every witness has the right 
to the transcnots of their 
own te; é make 

he Republicans are at 
last beginning to twig. Last 

phone calls from bashful 
Operatives on the demabdle 
fnnges of the Republican 
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irty Side of High Fin ance 
ver since the Nugan Hand Bank affair of the late 1970s, bank crashes have fol- 

lowed a slick and familiar template. Narcotics wafficking, gun running, CIA 

covert ops, money laundering and fraud on a massive scale are just some of the 

ingredients that have sent bank after bank crashing to its knees. Once the smoke 

clears, bank depositors and shareholders are left picking up the tab. 

With a spate of billion-dollar financial scandals hitting the headlines, 1995 wasn't such 

a good year for harassed bank regulators and shareholders. Calls for tougher regulation of 

the burgeoning financial markets in the wake of the Daiwa, Barings and other debacles are 

little more than PR palliatives designed to calm the nerves of a cynical public who still 

form the hard backbone of bank depositors. With the best will in the world, regulators 

can't keep pace with an evolving and sophisticated money machine that daily shuffles 

upwards of 24 billion E-bucks around the globe in the blink of an eye.' 

Yet tough regulation, even when emplaced, is easily and regularly evaded. Banking 

and crime are Cimmerian handmaidens for the simple reason that banks are where the 

money is. Having access to the money and being ‘connected’ is the nam of the game 

where the stakes are other people's money. This is the dark side of the financial commu- 

nity, a hidden face that largely goes unreported—until, that is, a major banking scandal 

hits the front pages. Squirming under the glare of public attention, successive bank dis- 

“closures have revealed the sinister connections that leading banks have with organised 

crime and the intelligence community. The money-shufflers of ‘Spooksville' need ‘black 

funds' to finance covert operations and appear happy to exchange guns and military hard- 

ware for dope that is; in am, peddled for dollars used to finance other black operations. 

This happy-go-lucky ‘Ferris wheel’ approach to money-raising on the part of the intelli- 
gence community reveals a long history of entanglements with the Mafia. 

Organised crime syndicates ars now the sinz'e largest business sector on the planet and 

are set to grow. They just love banking. Having accumulated a staggering USS820 bil- 

lion from investment interest over the last decade, the Mafia is now estimated to cam 

US$250 billion a year from its legimate investments.’ Dozens of nations who maintain 

strict bank secrecy laws are, de facto, providing full banking services to these mandarins 

of dirty money. A large number of banks are actually owned by Mafia syndicates.’ Some 

of the largest and most respectable appear content to tun a blind eye and eam massive 

commissions from laundering dirty money.’ The prudent image of bankers is just that: an 

image. Banking survives purely on depositor confidence, making it the biggest ongoing 

“confidence trick”? the world has ever witnessed. That confidence has been dented by one 

scandal following on the heels of another. 

THE CIA'S HEROIN CONNECTION 
One of the earliest scandals was the Nugan Hand Bank affair. Michael Hand, an ex- 

CIA operative from the Bronx, joined up in 1973 with Frank Nugan, an Australian play- 

boy and inheritor of a Mafia fortune, and incorporated the Nugan Hand Bank. The bank 

sported an interesting and exclusive board of directors. President of the bank was 

(Retired) Rear Admiral Earl Yates, former chief of the US Navy's strategic planning. 

Legal counsel was the CIA's William Colby, and Walter McDonald, former deputy direc- 

tor of the spook agency, was listed as a consultant An in-house commodity trader on the 

bank's payroll was also a leading heroin importer, while Richard Secord, jater to be impli- 

cated in the Iran-Conwa affair, was said to have a business connection. 

Seven years later, the bank collapsed following the discovery of Frank Nugan's body 

slumped in his Mercedes. Clutching a gun in one hand and sporting a hole through the 
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head. Nugan was also holding a bible that contained an embarrass- 
ing list of names including William Colby, DCI of the CLA, and 
Bob Wilson. the House Armed Services Committee's ranking 
Republican. Others names listed had a vanety of backgrounds, 
ranging from known narcotics traffickers, politicians and business- 
met t© personalities from sport and the media. Beside each name 
were listed amounts running into five and six numbers. Following 
Fudlic outrage, the US Senate held an investigation into Nugan 
Hand's operations. Amongst other things it discovered that the 
tank operated a branch :n Chiang Mai. Thailand—heart of Triad 
country. The branch was dedicated to laundering the Golden 
Triangle’s heroin revenue. Connected to the bank's office by an 
saterconnecting doa: was the DEA's (Drug Enforcement 
Administration's) loca! office—premises that were also shared 
with the CIA.* 

A: about the same time that Frank Nugan’s skull was developing 
powder-burns, Micheie Sindona, a free-wheeling financial whiz- 
kid and consigliere for the Sicilian Mafia, had purchased New 
York's Franklin Natiowal Bank and driven it to the wall with losses 
totalling US$40 millicn. Ranked the 29th larges: bank in the US, 
the Franklin crash became the biggest on record at that time. 
Establishing a fictticus company. Fasco AG, in Liechtenstein, 
Sindona was able to odiain a majority interest in the Itaiy-based 
Banca Privata Finanziera’ BPA was an excellent acquisition for 
Sindona. for not only did it have a close relationship with Britain's 
b.ue-chip Hambros Bank but it also had a preferential partnership 
arrangement with Continental! Illinois Bank of icago. owned 
and presided oVer by Davi ni jaler to become Finance 
Minister in the Nixon administration). Continental Illinois was 
tater to crash spectacularly in the mid-'80s, only to be rescued with 
an estimated four billion US tax dollars. 

MOBSTERS, MASONS AND THE ITALIAN CONNECTION 
Described by Time magazine as “the greatest Italian since 

Mussolini". Sindona used his relationship with David Kennedy to 
get close to Bishop Paul Marcinkus, head of the Vatican Bank (the 
Institute for Religious Works [IOR)), and theresfter set in motion 
a tangied web of financial fraud that almost brought the IOR to its 
knees. His empire rapidly grew, pulling a number of financial 

Bi 
Gi 

Roberto Calvi. (Source: in God's 
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institutions into his ownership, including, in addition to his BPA. 
the Banca Unione. the Germany-based Wolf Bank. the Genevale 
Immobiliare, Geneva's Finance Bank, Edilcentro, a finance cor. 
pany set up in the Bahamas, New York's Franklin National Bani 
plus 140 other companies spread throughout the globe. 

Sindona’s connection to the Mafis probebly dates back to Worle 
War Il when he joined in the Mafia preparations for Americar 
landings in Sicily. However, it was during the ‘70s that th: 
Sicilian Mafia chose him as their money man. Four years !a:2:. ir 
1974, Don Michele's world began collapsing around him. ft wa: 
later discovered he had been skimming off the mob's narcodollar- 
which he was charged with laundering. Incarcerated in prison fo: 
his part in the Franklin Bank crash, Sindona was later found deac 
in his cell. A dose of strychnine laced in his coffee brought a 25- 
year sentence to an abrupt end.’ If Sindona's death was anything. 
it was too late. His intimate involvement with another bank tha: 
crashed with massive losses was to have calamitous and far-reach- 
ing effects on Italy's ruling clite as well as the spooks of Langley. 
Banco Ambrosiano was the largest private bank in Italy until i: 

collapsed in 1982 with losses approaching a massive USS2 billion 
At the centre of the scandal was Roberto Calvi, Chairman o: 
Ambrosiano and Lodge brother of Licio Gelli, the shadowy Granc 
Maste: of the Italian P2 (Propaganda 2) Masonic Lodge. Gell:. 
once an Oberleutnant in Himmler's SS, held the reins of power 
and knew how to use them—for which he was dubbed “The 
Puppet Master". A consummate blackmailer, he kept a secre: 
tecord of wrongdoing of all those he came into contact with, anc 
wasn't shy in using it to bis advantage, P2's membership ro!! 
included highly placed politicians, cabinet members, heads of th. 
Kalian armed forces and the intelligence services, together wit! 
leading industrialists, media magnates, judges, Mafiosi, member: 
of the Vatican Coris and, of course, high-flying financiers— 
including Sindona. P2's ‘elite’ membership, linked by thei: 
extreme right-wing political views, perfectly dovetailed with thc 
CIA's long-standing desire to eradicate Communism from thc 
Italian political scene. 
‘The P2 and Banco Ambrosiano scandal broke when Calvi wa: 

found ‘suicided’ on 17th June 1982. With his hands tied behind hi: 
beck and a rope around his neck, he had been suspended fron 

London's Blackfriars Bridge in what som: 
saw asa ritual killing. Calvi was P2" 
banker and had been involved.in embez 
zling massive sums of money out of hi- 
bank and into secretive ‘offshore' companie 
in Liechtenstein and elsewhere. A numbe 
of these companies were linked to th: 
Vatican Bank. P2 was responsible for 
number of CIA-backed political atrocities 
the time, including the bombing of Bologn 
railway station im August 1980 where & 
innocents were slaughtered—and mischic 
vously attributed to left-wing terrorists. 
It took 10 years before the rea! story car. 

Out, Francesco Mannino Mannonis, 2 pen 
tito (defector) from the Sicilian Mafia, coi 
firmed in 1992 that Calvi was strangled t 
Prancesco di Carlo, the mob's heroin ‘traff- 
manager’, at the instruction of Pippo Calo: 
the Corleone family. We now know th 
Calvi, together with Gelli and Sindona. w: 
-embezzting the Mafia out of a fortun: 
Gelli was ‘handling’ for the Corleones: 
large sum of money which he passcd : 
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‘alvi who uy used it to shore up his failing bank. Smanito and well-known members of the Mafia. For the CIA. the group a last, Gell ‘ee the mob recone “tens of billions of tire” had access to a vast pool of "black funds' that enabled it to engage before bolting out of sight." Despite his best efforts, he was even- in illegal activities including Iran-Contra and Middle East tually arrested in Switzerland to where he had travelled to arrange weapons deals. Brewton's all-too-realistic view is that this group the secret transfer of US$120 million of Ambrosiano's lost loot off interconnected ‘businessmen’ tecognised that the S&L indusrry Bribing a guard with $20,000, he managed to escape. Once over was perfectly structured for a mammoth scam. Backed by govern- the French border, he climbed aboard 2 helicopter for the short trip | ment guarantees and reguiators who would bow to the right kind to Monaco, home of P2's ‘super-Ledge’. From Monaco he trav- | of pressure, the S&Ls were like Fipe plums waiting to be plucked. elled to Paraguay—a favourite boli-hole of many of his wartime Back in his VP days, Bush intervened with federal regulators in 
4 corrupt Florida Savings and Loan that close friends, his sons Jeb 

Nazi comrades—and disappeared from sight. The missing billions | c 1 have never been recovered. and Neil, and a handful of Mafia associates were systematically The Ambrosiano affair was significant for tevealing the web of plundering. The thrift evenwally went belly-up to the tune of interconnections that existed within Italy's tuling class. On the USS700 million. For a man who regularly keeps a ‘plausible deni- ons hand, the CLA was using P2's ‘covered’ (secret) Lodge and ability’ diary, whose hidden background includes his CLA Opera- illicit funds to conduct covert warfare on Italy's Communists. At tional activides pre-dating his appointment to DCI by 15 years, the other extreme, it demonseated the Mafia's total infiltration of and who, moreover, had questionable links to the pock-faced |) Italian business and politics—a feat achieved following their Panamanian dictator, Colombian cartel money-launderer and one- ‘( induction into Masonry. Astonino Calderoni, a Mafia defector, time CIA asset Col. Manuel Noriega, the thought of his sons cher- revealed that, during 1977, Mafia bosses-were formally invited to ty-picking thousand-doliar bills off the S&L money vee is all in a Join a covered Masonic Lodge. They agree to join on the under- day's play." standing that they would leam the secrets of Masonry but would In any complex financial scam, the really important Question is ; Mot reveal Mafia secrets. “Men of : —, to discover where the looted funds | Honour who get to be bosses pi eventually come to rest. As with the belong to the Masonry: this must Nugan Hand, Franklin and " not escape you,” another Mafia Ambrosiano debacies, this question defector, Leonardo Messina, 
has never been satisfactorily revealed. “Because it is in the answered for the S&L scam. Masonry that we can have total However, despite a perpetual smoke- contact with businessmen, with the 
screen, some interesting facts have institutions, with the men who emerged. In another Florida S&L administer power...” Messina went bust that cosc US$200 million in a on to add that the Mafia's secret shady land-deal; the cash disap- association with Masonry is “an peared down the sunset trall of Du obligatory passage for the Mafia on Pont's St Joe Paper Co. The trail 4 world level".* Masons. like the went cold in Jersey, one of the intelligence community, bankers Channel Islands. The Channel Isles and the Mafia, share a common aS have long been offshore tax havens interest in secrecy. Similarly, they al with strict banking secrecy, and, as a have a common interest in money, especially other people's Consequence, a large contingent of foreign banks have offices money. 

there. It is now believed that the looted funds were ultimately : used by CLA cut-outs to for Iraq." HISTORY'S BIGGEST-EVER SCAM A central figure in the SAL sale of the pata was Walter The ‘connections’ that had been forged and which lay behind { Mischer, a close friend of Senator Lloyd Bentsen and a long-time Italy's greatest-yet banking debacle were to be re-enacted years | ‘acquaintance’ of George Bush. Mischer was closely ‘connected’ to later in America, The Savings and Loan (S&L) scam—by far the | the New Orieans Marcello family, one of the most powerful Mafia Sreatest banking rip-off of all time—sees the same cast of players ( families in the country. Never a ‘one-family’ man, he also did ac work. “Something very significant happened during our coun- business with Mafia associates from New York and Chicago. try’s savings-and-loan crisis, the greatest financial disaster since Mischer is considered to be the most powerful man in Texas, and the Great Depression. It happened quietly, secretly, without any certainly one of the richest. His “I'm just a country boy” fanfare and attention. It happened before our very eyes and we demeanour belies a sharp, analytical business mind and an icy knew it not. What we missed was the massive transfer of wealth streak of ruthlessness. With a finger in every pie, his influence from the American taxpayer to a select Broup of extremely rich, — stretches wide to include business, crime, finance, the intelligence powerful people.” These ominous words Opened the introduction community, and domestic and international politics. Brewton to Pete Brewton's massively researched book, The Mafia, CIA & believes that Mischer “is without Peer in Texas and perhaps in the George Bush—the untold Story of America’s greatest financial entire counuy”. Regarded as a pragmatist, he generally bets both debacle." Brewton, an award-winning investigative journalist, ways in the Political election stakes, placing money on both the Spent years tracing the subterranean web of interconnections that rear- and fore-legs of the horse we've come to know as Sat at the heart of this affair that looted the American taxpayer of | Demopublican’ politics. Close to USSI trillion. However, there was more to the S&L affair Another figure who weaved his crooked way through the S&L than these words portrayed. tale is Herman K. Beebe, the so-called “Godfather” of the dirty ~ | The “select group of extremely rich, powerful people” that Texas S&Ls and associate of the Louisiana mob. Beebe and ( Brewton fingers, includes the CIA. President George Bush. Mischer are long-term business associates. Coincidentally, Beebe Senator Liovd Bentsen. a Swag-sack of other influential Texans also has known connections to the Marcello family. While both 
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mer, were busy ‘burning out" the odd couple of dozen Savings & — affair. { 

Loans, Beebe ae Gratereg US$3 million in ‘seed’ money oi While George Bush was wearing his S&L hat on his off-days.; 

his gank, Bossier Bank & Tsus:, to Harvey McLean, Jrto establish his all-singing. all-dancing, gun. dope ‘n' money-launcering opera- 

the smal! Wastington, DC-based Palmer National Bank that tions were about 10 receive a damaging blow as yet another mas 

boasted a board which at one time or another largely featured in sive financial scandal hit the front pages. Half a dozen regional 

the White House telephone directory. The board chairman. Stefan offices of the Iualy-based Banca Nazionale del Lavoro were raided 

Haloer, was a member of the Nixon White House. His father-in- by FBI agents following @ tip-off from two junior officers of BNL \ 

law. Ray S. Cline, formerly Deputy Director of Intelligence at the Atlanta." The BNL affair seamlessly follows the well-viled tem- 

CIA and one of the old OSS ‘Chins’ veterans, was a top foreign plate with the involvement of the CIA, Britain's SIS, US > 

policy and defence adviser in the Bush presidential campaign. Presidents Reagar. and Bush, British Prime Minister Thatcher, and 

Other board members included ——————} two of Italy's most corrupt senior politi. 

John Bamum (Deputy Secretary of cians, Bettino Craxi and the Mafia- 

the Department of Transportacioa, linked Giulio Andreotti. It was to 

1974-77), Frederick V. Malek reveal the intemational covert net- 

(Nixon's White House personne! |. work that was engaged in illegally 

chief and the Bush-Quayle cam- shipping arms to Iraq's dictator, 

paign manager), William Kilberg Saddam Hussein. Even during the 

(Department of Labor, 1973-77, | height of Operation Desert Storm. 

and member of the Reagan-Bush CIA operatives were frantically 

transition team), and John A. attempting to put together an urgeri 

Knebel (President Ford's Secretary assignment of US-made SAM mis- 

of Agriculture). siles destined for Iraq's bloody war- 

rn Palmer National was the bank of machine. By 8 happy coincidence, 

' choice for the National BNL, owned by the Italian Treasury, 

Endowment for the Preservation of was pun by a close friend and Lodge 

Liberty's fund-raising activities that brother of Andreotti. Alberto Ferrari. 

provided USS10 million co Col. Oliver North's covert gun-running — who reigned at BNL's Director-General, was a notorious member 

programme that saw weapons shipped south to Nicarsgua and east of P2. Nor was he alone in his Masonic affiliations. BNL, dubbed 
i to Iran. This operation was essentially the brainchild of former “the bank of the P2", “was quickly shown to have among its upper 

DCI William Casey who cunningly revived the old ‘conduit’ sys- _ echelons a veritable nest of P2 operatives..." with intimate con- 
tem of money laundering that had been used with great success nections to the most powerful figures in successive US administra- 

during the ‘SOs to fund secretly the Nazi war criminals recruited to _tions. 
spearhead the ex-SS ‘freedom fighters’ scheduled for deployment 
behind enemy lines in the event that the Soviets invaded Europe." THE COCAINE CONNECTION 
Casey used North as his cut-out, thus kick-starting the ongoing Weapons-dealing is a highly lucrative ‘inter-government’ busi- 
row between the Pentagon and the CLA about who should conduct ness and hundreds of billions of dollars are involved annusily. 
covert ops’. North's superiors in the Pentagon have never forgiv- Equally lucrative is the narcotics trade which generates a stagge’- 
en him for being the CLA's manikin. At the same time, Ray Cline, ing USS500 billion per annum. 
who had retired from the CIA and formed a family-owned compa- As well as having a peripheral role in the Iraqi weapons affair. 
ny calted SIFT Inc., was ‘advising’ Major General John the Bank for Credit and Commerce Intemational (BCCI)—known 
Singlaub—the principal operations officer in the Nicaraguan arms as the “Bank for Crooks and Criminals Intemational"—became 

one of the major money-laundering 
operations for the Colombian cartels. 
Many of the same old cast of players are 

po Ye oa; found picking the bones out of this bank 
Min on er that collapsed with estimated debts in 
BEIA vur excess of $10 billion. “BCCI wes oper- 

ated as a corrupt and criminal organiss- 
tion throughout its entire 19-year history. 
It systematically falsified its records. I 
knowingly allowed itself to be used to 
launder the illegal income of drug-sellers 
and other criminals. And it paid bribes 
and kickbacks to public officials."”” 
Over a few short years, the BCCI 

affair would slowly swell to prodigious 
proportions. bringing numerous casual- 
ties in its wake. of these was Clark 
Gifford, Chairman of First American 
Bancshares, friend of presidents and 
doyen of Washington insiders 
Disgraced, Clifford and his prestigious 
Washington law-firm partner Robert 
a 8 eee 
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Altman walked away with a cool US$18 million." Few individu- als or institutions who were touched by the scandal would wholly escape censure. BCCT's founder, Agha Hasan Abedi, assiduously courted power and influence. A close friend was former US President Jimmy Caries. 
BCCI aggressively sez out to launder the Colombian cartels’ massive drugs money that would eventually see up to 40 other banks directly or peripherally involved—many of them blue- blooded luminaries of the banking firmament. Setting up a branch in Panama, BCCI soon cut a deal with Panama's Noriega, Opening an account for him in the name of “Zorro”. Dirty funds were col- lected and wired to Europe. From there, Certificates of Deposit (CDs) were issued that could be used &s collateral against loans issued. Another technique involved cycling the money through an affiliated company, Capcom Financial Services, whose huge futures and options business was an ideal lat ing vehicle, Discontented with just the narcotics indusery, BCCI developed close ties to the ‘spook’ Community, maintaining accounts for Israel's Mossad, America's CLA, Beauain's SIS, France's DGSE, Plus the security services of Pakistan and Switzerland. The CLA's accounts with BCCI covered several 

years of covert operations on the part of 
that agency. Principally, payments were 
made to finance Afghan rebels and to 
bribe General Noriega. Almost unbeliev- 
ably, BCCI's customers also included the 
notorious Abu Nidal terrorist organisation 
and the Iran-backed Hezbollah—iong 
regarded as the arch enemies of the 
Western intelligence community. Abu 
Nidal's Fatah Revolutionary Council had 
a US$60 million account at London's 
fashionable Sloane Sweet branch. At the. same time, the bank was responsible for 
financing deals in which Mossad provid- ed weapons to Arab terrorists. Peru, 
buckling under the burden of sovereign 
debi, used BCCI to hide its cash reserves 
away from the grasping hands of creditor 
banks. 
Outdoing the security services of many small nations, the BCCT also ran its own global intelligence network, known as 

“the black network", employing an esti- 
mated 1,500 trained operatives. Based in 
Karachi, this was a network “of hand- 
Picked individuals who underwent a one- 
year waining course in Psychological warfare, spying techniques and the use of firearms”."* 
When major banks aren't Colluding with spooks and Organised Crime, they appear to settle back and engage in dubious ‘in-house’ business. Most don't hit the headlines, being swept away from the glare of the media by red-faced executives. 
One of those that wasn't so lucky was Daiwa Bank Lid, Squirming with loss of face, Daiwa executives announced to a round-mouthed media that Toshihide Iguchi, a small-time apanese (case: work:ag out of Daiwa's New York Office, had acked up a USS1.1 billion loss trading US Treasury bonds. S.zetcning credulity beyond belief, Daiwa claimed that the 44. “ear-old Iguchi. following a modest trading loss of $200,000, Pent the next 1! years writing 30,000 “unauthorised” tickets in an ~Mempt to reverse his misfortune. This equates to a staggering $400,000 per trading day, making Iguchi one of the unluckiest “ackers the world of high finance has ever encountered. 
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THE BARINGS COVER-UP 
Though for sheer bad luck we couldn't do much worse thar Nick Leeson, the young and inexperienced British trader at Barings. Singapore, who, with the aid of a ‘dump’ account known as 

luel 
od, 

the “five eights"—signifying in Chinese superstition “al! the k*—bumped up losses of US$1.6 billion over a three-year peri- sending Barings crashing to its knees. Until then, Barings sat at the top of the British establishment tree as the oldest merchant bank in London, Dripping with history and dark secrets, Barings dated back to the mid-17th century. By modem standards it was a small bank with a net worth in the USS600 million range but still managed to punch above its weight. That is, until it began specu- lating its depositors’ and shareholders' money in Singapore's furures market, SIMEX. (See NEXUS vol. 3, nos. 2 and 3.} 
All the signs are that the Barings affair is a straightforward case of ‘bonus fever' amongst the senior executives who benefited from excessive annual bonuses. Nevertheless, there may be more to it than that. The fact that their inexperienced young SIMEX trader, Nick Leeson, didn't contribute one dime to the bank's bottom line throughout his three-year tenure as “the big switiging dick" on the 

Singapore futures exchange is beside the 
point. Leeson contrived to report profits 
by creating false accounting entries, and 

thus, year on year, was able to conjure a 
host of ghost profits—carefully hiding his 
teal month-on-month losses that eventu- 
ally grew to a leeth-grinding USS1.6 bit- 
lion. His superiors, the bank's senior 
executives, delighted with the perfor- 
mance of their star in the east, awarded 
themselves bonuses of US$1.6 million- 
plus for the year ending 1993. Despite 
crashing with massive losses, the direc- 
tors walked to new jobs with the Dutch . - 
financial group ING which galloped to 
the rescue. Snug in their new sinecures, 
they negotiated US$152 million in back 
bonuses covering the tragic year 1994 
where reported eamings of US$320 mil- 
lion in reality concealed accumulated 
losses of US$260 million, which were 
8000 to increase sixfold. 

It is now clear that Leeson didn't oper- 
ate alone. Those tagged with assisting 
and/or colluding with him include the 
CEO, Peter Norris, and the Director of 
Finance, Geoffrey Broadhurst.“ Discovering the degree of complicity involved at senior levels, 23 directors and senior staff were forced to fesign by their new Dutch owners. This did not stop the Bank of England, Britain's banking regulator, from publishing a caveat-ridden and poorly investigated report. The report chronicles the Bank of England's less-than- zealous efforts to apportion blame to anyone other than Leeson, but does catalogue a list of impediments to its investigation. These include the accidental destruction of “significant classes" of records within the offices of Barings, London, which are cited as being “missing”, “corrupted” or not “routinely retained”. The sle 

ins: 
uths of Threadneedle Street, however, did not once venture ide the door of Barings’ offices during their entire investigation. Had they done So, it is not outside the realms of possibility that 

rupting away before their very eyes. 
imporcanily, nobody is saying which banks Provided the im mense funding that the Barings operation consumed. Nor is 
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anybody revealing why these banks would so readily lend funds 2 cool US$1.4 billion to a small bank with an insignificant net worth. Seeking to clarify this point. I asked the Bank of England to name which banks provided funds to the group and whether they formed a formal Or informal syndicate. | 

tha: amounted to 

was politely told that "we don't have 
this informauon, but if we do it's con- 
fidentai anc not available", A cun- 
Ous answe; indeed. Meanwhile, the 
onty casualty besides. of course. the 
bank's Sharcholders—who, with 
unspeakably ooor grace. continue to 
grumble about their missing US$160 
miltion—is Leeson. Found guilty and 
Biven a six-acd-a-half-year sentence, 
he now resides in Singapore's Changi 
Prison. Some believe he joins 
Daiwa's Iguchi as a scapegoat, 
demonstrating that when the bucks go 
down in the ‘connected’ world of high 
finance, those who have mast to gain, do 
noi"! 

MORE MONEY SPENT ON DOPE THAN FOOD The sheer volume of money skating around the world’s financia! 

massive USS6 trillion that annually circulates the globe, one quar- ter—USS1.5 trillion—is illicit, and a third of this, US$S00 billion, 's narcodollars US$200 billion worth Of narcotics are shipped to the US annually, roughly one third of the total annual import bill. Random Joreasic testing throughout the US reveals that viruaily cvery Single banknote contains microscopic traces of cocaine, Globally, 

1. Following :the ings debacle, ‘the Bai ¢ England has told me thacir will resist: ug’ vlation—fearing that this 2wi insthutions t0 less-regulated 
versation with this writer, December1995: 

. Claire, Crime“Witha ut Frontiers. 

Fraud, Victor Gollancz, 
3. ‘Sit Kit MeMaho aif Midland Bank Group Pic, stated during a British TV programme, broadcast in Augumn 199S,thar banking is x “confidence trick”. 7 6. Robinsor, Jeffrey, The Laundrymen, Simon & Schuster. London, 1994, p. 266 
7. Op. cit. 2. 272. 
8. Sterling. Ciasre, op 
9. Op. cit., pp. 63-65. a 10. Brewton, Pete, The Mafia, CIA & George Bush—the untold story of America's greatest Sinanciai debacle, SP] Books, New York, 1992. !l. Fora brief synopsis on Bush's secre: back. ground, see Mark Lane's Plausible Denial (Plexus Publishing, London, 1992, pp. 330-333). ; 12. Chapte: 21 of Pete Brewton’s book deals with ibis case i some detail {see Endnote 10). - 13° “Burnout” is a mob scam where they scquire a failing company. boos: WS borrowing, strip its { assets and shes place i inic voluntary liquidation. 

cit. p. 203. 

“it's not their 

more money is spent on dope than on 

M6: ‘Op: 

Operating within 

ti on ey they 
{ 

* 

can be expected in the coming 
simple. It's not their Money 
mine. If a bank goes belly-y; 
other cushy jobs with other 
trail toting a swag-bag of ‘lost’ looi—sometimes both. Stated, high finance is a ‘connected’ world where presidents tou shoulders with mobsters, bankers shake hands with Masons, rey lators buckle under politcal pressure, law enforcement prote: Crime, the CLA ‘does its thing’, and fortunes can be and arc won. Bankers say of themselves 

In the last analysis, this 
Playing with and losing other People's money. ‘ 

food.” With these 

‘Doviously the creditors are left picking up the aan aits, Sohn, The Belarus Secre, ‘Paragon . a0 Old OSS warrior, ga ee 
ef. 

“Web. 
Cit. p. 85. 

17. Kochan & Whitington, ‘Op. cit. p. 14, See 
Full Service Bank 

18. Kochan & Whitington. ibid. 
19. Op. cit. p 130. 
20. A finding of the Singapore Repor,, authored by Price Waterhouse, Singapore, on behalf of the Minister of Finance, 
21. Leeson and Iguchi are obviously culpabie, but the pont 15 that they did not act alone. This is the view of this weiter, based on many years’ expericace working in international banking. in Leeson’s case, the authors of the official Singapore Report make it clear that they share this view. 

" 22. Robinson, Jeffrey. op. cz, Pp. 173. 23 "Fosterga:e”, Unclassified. No 36, Fat! 1995, Pe 6S 

isos 

sums at stake, banks and the financial 
laundering dirty money. 

LTS Loe 
"an, 

community are, de fa 

the CIA is a small team known as the “f Column”. Staffed by experienced computer-hackers using aC Supercomputer, this group tracks dirty Money accumulatec secret offshore bank accounts 
"scores of high-level US polit 
figures". Once the funds ; 
tracked and the secret authorisa:. 
Code located, the money is electr: 
ically swept up and deposited in - 
US Treasury. Intelligence sour, 
estimate that in excess of USS? + 
lion has been gathered in this m. 
ner, and none of the Now-poo: high-profile figures is contemp!. 
ing lodging complaints. leg: 
You betcha it is, but no More th 
any one of 2 dozen other Operatic 
that have previously come to light 
A great many more bank scand 
years. Why this should be «. 

they're playing with. It's yours 2 
. culpable bank executives slide ir 
banks or disappear down the sun: 

Simp 

that theirs is a “prudent Professic: is tue. Nothing can be more prudent th: 

David Guyatt was bom and educated . Hampshire, England. His career in tt Stockbroking, investment and bankir industries has spanned 28 years, the last 1 of which he spent as a director and treasu er of a major British bank. There b Bained insight into the world of intern: tional weapons financing and was famiii, with all aspects of internationa! Capita foreign exchange and money markets, wi: global trade finance his Specialisation. For the last five years, David has pursuc a Career as a freelance writer/researche- writing or contributing to a number + screenplays, novels, documentaries ar feature articles. He is Currently researct ing high-tech, anti-personnel, electroma; netic weapons Systems and their foc. within ‘black’ mind-control/behaviou: modification programmes in the militar and intelligence communities. 
His other in-depth research project : Present Centres on the structure, power an hidden influence of elitist 8roups and inte RnB tax-exempt foundations, includin RIA (Chatham House), Council on Foreic Relations, Tritateralists, Bilderbergers 1! shadowy ‘Le Cercle", the Rockefeile: Brothers Fund, Ford, Carnegie, How: | IMF, World Bank (ad Nauseum} 
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A REPORT ON THE ABUSE OF POWER 
Editor: Antony C. Sutton October 1992 Vol. 11, No. 10 

l Shocking Allegations Against President Bush 
Last month Phoenix Letter summarized an extraordinary pedophilic, satanic scandal in Omaha, 

| Nebraska. This scandal involves highly placed politicians, businessmen and a former Omaha Police 
Chief. The high level participants have been able to install and maintain an almost complete blackout and 

‘ cover up. 

|| ild vieti v i into jail. News of the child abuse and related 
murders has not penetrated beyond Nebraska except for isolated reprinting in Italy. Spain and 
Australia. 

iH Our initial reaction was one of disbelief on two points: 
1. The nature of the scandal and the identity of the influential Participants. 

: 2. The extent and success of the blackout. This event has not made anv major newspaper in 
| the United States. Except for an issue of W’ashington Times. is S$ : 

| However one factor ultimately tipped the balance in favor of belie? ihe_status and } j ; ra, s “USETS: 1 
1. Former CIA Director William E. Colby wrote the Foreword to the John DeCamp book The Franklin Coverup. In the foreword Colby advises DeCamp “Best thing you can |! do for your personal safety is to tell your Story and make sure you have the national 

press interested in this and looking into it with some really good investigative 
teporiers.” Colby also makes the statement: “There teally are people too powerful, | interests too big, thar the rich and the powerful even when doing evi] can and wil! 
succeed and you can do nothing about it or that moment.” 
If a former CIA Director makes such a statement we have of necessity to give it i credence. 

2. Author John W. DeCamp is a former Nebraska Senato:, a much decorated Vietnam War veteran who iniuated OPERATION BABY LIFT out of Vietnam to provide safety for ! 2,800 orphaned Vietnamese children. 
3. Ted Gunderson, former FB! Senio- Special Agent in charge in Los Angeles, a 28 year ; FBI veteran, Gunderson wrote a report on the pedophilic ring for the Nebraska | Leadership Conference and includes the comment “J can State without hesitation that every statement in this book is documented by hard evidence.” Gunderson was an FB: child abuse specialist. 

1 The Phew nds Letwne 6 mased monitiy ang manions econservative tree marke! eupnomcs DhemODhy Echioe: anioiyC Sungn information goniawed haven Res Dees caret uly spmriod tomiescet 
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This is nota “lone nut” story. Ir 1s a story backed by extensive hard evidence and the 
reputation of these three individuals plus dozens and even hundreds of other witnesses, 
investigators, legislators, and newspaper uTiters. THESE AGREE ON THE BASIC FACTS AS 
PRESENTED IN PHOENIX LETTER. 

The Franklin coverup/child abuse ring demands Congressional investigation and 
appoinmment of a Special Federal Invest‘gator, Nothing less will lay to rest these shocking and 
apparently valid charges. 

Evidence Links Bush To The Omaha Child Abuse Ring 

There is extraordinary evidence linking President George Bush to the Omaha child abuse 
ring. We balanced this evidence against the possibility of fabrication in an election year. If rue 
the evidence will finish Bush as a politica! figure for all time. If not true it is an injustice of the 
gravest nature. 

What we decided to do is presen: par: of the evidence that links Mr. Bush in some manner, 
incidental or significant to the scandal 4 i 

The naive will suggest that surely Democratic participants in the on going Presidential 
election would use this evidence against Mr. Bush. Unfortunately Democratic nominee Bill 
Clinton (also a Yale graduate) has skeletons in the closet, not the least being the Mena affair in 
which Clinton, as governor of Arkansas, reportedly covered up Bush/CIA misdeeds in Arkansas. 

In any event we have copies and partial copies of documents originating within the State of 
Nebraska. Some documents came from Australia. They could be forged. We do not have 
notarized copies. That is why a.Federal Special Investigator is necessary. We believe them to be 
authentic. 

We hold no brief for Mr. Bush. We have a decade long record of criticizing Bush and his 
links to the Yale secret society Skull and Bones with satanic features. 

However we always criticize on the basis of accurate and verifiable evidence and we have no intention of changing this policy. 
There follows documents linking President Bush to the satanic-pedophilic ring. We then reproduce an assessment made 15 years ago on the satanic aspects of Skul] and Bones. This last information is apparently not known to the Nebraska accusers but is circumstantial suppor for their charges. You be the judge. 

Nebraska Documents Linking Mr. Bush to Omaha Child Abuse 
Document #1} is a report to the Franklin Committee of the Nebraska State Legislature by Committee investigator Jerry Lowe dated May 8, 1989, It summarizes interviews with Eulice Washington. We reprint page 9 of one Lowe Tepor. This places Bush at a pedophilic parry and leaving with a “black male she identified as Brandt.” (Plus bodyguards) 
Jerry Lowe subsequently resigned and was replaced by investigator Gary Caradori. Caradori was killed when his light plane exploded in mid air, 
Document #2 is a request for juvenile Protection written by Andrea L. Carpenter a Protective Services Worker for the State of Nebraska. This report written some years before the Lowe report also cites Bush at pedophilic parties. 
Document #3 is the front page of inside News, published in Australia November 1991. This speaks for itself but emphasizes the point of censorship within the United States: Australians know more about Omaha than do American! 
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will find more documents in John DeCamp The Franklin Cover Up available from’ 
Are P.O. Box 85461, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501. ($10.00 post paid) The DeCamp book 
includes numerous photographs and headline extracts. 

See The Mystery Of The Carefully Crafted Hoax for an excellent time-line of events 
prepared by former FBI agent Ted Gunderson. Copies $7.00 from National Leadership 
Conference, Box 30165, Lincoin, Nebraska 68503. 
Additlonal Notes 

Since writing our original text we have determined: 
* Larry King, prime organizer of the pedophilic parties was arrested and charged with 

financial embezzlement, not child abuse. On arrest King was not detained in local jails, the usual practice. King was hustled out of state without knowledge of his attorney or family. Where to? 
i i i ychiatri ility. As readers will recall this is a prime 

brainwashing facility. 

“Larry King was never called before the various State and Federal Grand Jury proceedings although he was the prime subject! 
"We are exploring the mid air plane explosion that killed investigator Gary Caradori and his 8 year old son. The accident report is available and will be analyzed. We suspect murder. 

Satanic Aspects Of Skull And Bones 
Pari Four of Americas Secret Establishment is entitled “The Secret Cult of the Order™ (Libeny House Press, 2027 Iris Lane, Billings, MT $9102 $20.00). 
This section links Skull and Bones to satanism through photographic and symbolic evidence. George Bush is of course a member of Skull and Bones and participated in satanist practices at least during the initiation ceremony. 
The photographic evidence (page 207 et seq) consists of Skull and Bones club photographs of members accompanied by “crossed thigh bones and a skull.” We also know that assorted human remains are kept within the Bones Temple on the Yale campus. We comment: (p.207) “An obvious point is that these bones and skulls are former human beings. Instead of sacred treatment, they are exhibited and used for ceremonial purposes. Where the bones should be resting decently in a grave, they have become the center of a secret ceremony. In brief, the photographs reveal the men portrayed as grave robbers who reject human dignity and decency and use satanic devices.” 
This paragraph written in the 1970°s and Published with evidence in the 1970's shows al least a ispositi i wi j i ceremony. This makes the Omaha charges more credible. 

PERSONAL REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR We urge any reader with friends or knowledge of organizations devoied to child welfare or missing children to send them a copy of this Phoenix Lener along with a copy of Americas Secret Establishment . They will know of the Omaha case but the link to early Bush satanist connections is probably not known. 

Phoenia Letter 
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS 



EXECUTIVE ORDERS NOW T 

a 

11, 

Then comes the Big ‘One: 

{Check them one by one against The Communist Manifesto) 

Executive Order 10995 - Takes over all communications near 

Executive Order 10997 - Takes over all electric power, 
petroleun, aas, fuel ard minerals 

Executive Order 10998 - Takes over all food resources and 
farms 

Executive Order 10999 - Takes over all means of transportation, 
controls highways and seaports 

Executive Order 11000 - Drafts.all.citizeng. into: work forces. 
undez government supervision (slave labor) 

Executive Order 11001 - Takes over all health, welfare and 
educational funetions : 

Executive Order 11002 - Empowers the Post Office General to 
resister all citizens nationwide 

Executive Order 11003 - Takes over all airports and aircraft 

Executive Order 11004 - Takes over housing and finance 
authorities and housing designated as "unsafe"; establishes 
new locations for populations; builds new housing with public 
funds : 
Executive Order 11005 - Takes over a!l railroads, inland 
waterways and public storage facilities 

Exechtive Order 11051 - Designates responsibilities of the 
Office of Emergency Planning giving authorization to put the 
above orders into effect in times of increased international 
tension or economic crisis (anytime they want to) 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11490 - all of the gbove 
orders are immeciately activated 

DON'T FORGET -7277 . PL.B4.297 - SR-112 - HR-666 «STIS « POD.25 » NSDD-138 « HR-9T » HR-280 

President John F. Kennedy, at Columbia Ur.iversity in 1963 said 
it perfectly, "The high offfcecof the President has been used to 

foment a plot to destroy America's freedom and before I leave 
this office, I must inform the citizens «cf their plight." 

Tan days later, President Kennedy was eliminated. 



DEPARTMENT OF ARMY REGULATIONS 
ON CIVILIAN LABOR PROGRAM 



CaP ant MENT OF THe anmy teen Ot wees 095 ony ee LOTS SNS GEL HE ay 106° USENET, “UTE E0081. aren 

3. 2 Auguse 1994 ATEC* 
: : 2? Jucy 994 

MEMORANTUM Fon S22 SiSTASaL TION 
SUESROT: rats asny ROGSIALCN Cn Civirian camece waters Progcam 
1. ENS. ceed Sor yout review and Sommens <8 che drags ay, 
TeV ation en esvitian setase Sabor UE22438aS20n and estaniianis 
2580R Campa of Amy installations. Tae Grage TeGusation ie aH 

Compilation of ai: Pes sey message, Czviiian smmate Laber 
Ovassigns csmmice @ Policy Gec.sions, and iessons aeasaed to 
date. me sew FOPFGLacson wits Provide che Solsowsag: 

B. Policy fer esusscan samate utsiézacion Qn {eecascatiogs, s. , Prtseduses for Preparing srequesse eo estan.ise civeisas 
iamace iaper PTOGTBNS 3h rastaliazions. 

_  & Proceduses fav Prapaseng requeses ts ]ecablisn civiisan. 
priaen Campe cr ongeailasions, ; 
S. The regusasson wits RCl De S2fiesa. unedd the PFsnsed coples- are CiscsiBuced. Trerefcre. a@zats should see be Sizeucated as any 
OlSictal documess. 5 . 
3, .ehse foovare Yous Comments en DA Porm 2623 -Recormesced SManges ce publicarions and Blank Forms) to MQ TRADCC, ATTW: ATEO*KN/Serr: Rumecugn, Fer: Monrse, Virginia 23652-8006 NL? 29 August 2996. Purtner, cemest yOu provide ehe aama of yous pein: Of Contac: to Gers: Rembougn upon feceipe ef enis memorancun (fsy 680-8289 /esnmq (004; 729-5289 a: PRops MONS (RiMBOUGE: . 
FOR THE COMMANDER: 

torbe &. hermtl 2 Ene2 &s. pean anony 
as 

S.rector 
Resource Managemen: 
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NGS-2rII 24 June 1994 

WORRING FAPER 

SUBJECT: National Guard State Partnershipe with the Russian 
Federation : : 

1. For the past ysar and a half, the Naticnal Guard Bureau has worked with the Joint Staff and the U.S, European Command to establish National Guard State Partnerehipes link : i 
elected Stat i Mini o e 

throughout Central and Eastern Eurepe (CEE) and Newly Independent 
Brates (NIS) of the former Soviet Union. These Partnerships soek to encourage long term institutional and paople-to-people ‘ Ainkages end cement sustained relationships that can beyond purely military matters. The Partnerships assist the participating nations transition to democratic milita 
institutions with peacetime utility in providing mili 
oi civilian authorities. The 1994 Defense Appropriations Act gave specific Congressiviul endorsepent of the State Partnership 
concept; FY 95 report language of the Senate armed Serviceg 
Consittere again recognizes the unique contributions of the 
Partnership State program. 

2. Tho National Guard State Partnerships serve as a “Bridge to Amsrica" to facilitate sivas stor ipvelvement in this 
process. The State Partnerships consciously seek to involve the 
U.S. civildan community and thoreaby enable everyday Anericans to 
contribute directly to building free and democratic societies in 
tha former East. A promising relationship is developing at the national level between the Rational Guard Bureau and Sister 
Civics, International. State level cooperativa efforts sre 
underway with‘various organizations, 

3. The Interagsa Working Group has approved National Guard 
State Fartoerships with fourteen CEE and NIS nations. Thee are: 

Country State Partner 

Albania Bouth Carolina 
Belarus Utah 
Bulgeria Tengesses 
Czech Republic Texes 
Estonia ; Maryland 
wungary Ohio 
Rezekhetan Arizona 
Larvia : Michigan 
Titgeania Penonylvania 
Poland Tllinois 
romania Alabama 
Slevekia Indiana 
Siovenia Colorzdo 
Ureine California 



SUBIECT: Scnporting Emerging Decocracies -- 
The Role of the National Guard and Raserves 

As part of the C.S. military outreach to the nationn of 
ctral and Essterm Europe, and with Interagency Working Group 

reval, Nations! Guardsmen, Army Fosarviets and other Reserve 

cnent personnel are serving throughout the region to agyisa 

n@_msaiss nations in their transition to cintzen-pased, military 
rgenizaticns. The effort exphacizes the propar role oz the 

iiitary in 8 desocracy, military sibordination to civilian 

ntrol snd rilitary support to civil authorities. The U.S. 
serve Components ere sean as compelling role nodals for a 
pable yet cost-erfective military structure. 

au @. fl vy le 

oOI~MOW OH 

% 

awnar fia O 1. 

2. Through resident Liaison Teazs and short-term Traveling 
Cuntact Teams, the program provides nearietnal easigtansce and 

advice focused on building eenocre! iis institusione with 

reacetine pellitv in support of civilian suthorities. Treining 
in wargigbting skills ic specifically pronibited. Aarictance in 

such areas as dieaster response, civil emergencies and 
humanitarien assistance is strossed. 

3. As preven during the Gulf War, "when you bring the Guard and 

Reserve, you bring America." The Reserve Companants consist of 
mere than 2 nillien Americans serving in ever 4,000 locations 
across the United States. It is part of the fabric of hometown 
USA. Involving National Guard and Reserve personnel, their 

faniliee, communities and civilian institutions in bolstering 
Genoeratic inetitutions {n emerging demdcracies fs one way of 

G providing gu v while girectiy 

imvelving the American people in the effort. 

4. Under the "National Guard State Partnorahip Progran." fornal 

“State Parthersning” are now being developed betwoan the National 

Guards Of selected States and the Ministries of Defense in many 

of these nations. The purpose is te enceurago jong ters 

institustonel and people-to-people linkages and to cenant 
sustained relationships that can sxtend ii 
matters. Through such innovations, the National Guard in each 

State, supported by Azay Rosorve, Air Force Roserve and other 

U.S. Reserve Componant personnel, can be the key link in 

previding e "Bridee to America” to encourage consansus support of 

“his vital nationel security program, Such activities “Add Value 

-5 America and Asorica's Pole in the World" by providing a role 

sodel of a community-based national defensa torce while helping 

evevyésy americans contribute diractiy to bujidiog free and 
cenocratic societies. 

intsdtnnaREEnRaiaeneNeNEnGmmamemeate te eae ee Pen 



DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY AND THE AIR FORCE 
waTONAL QUAMD BUREAU 
20 arhey renragox 

WASHIOTON 0.0. U1 3-250 

19 May 1994 

FACT SEET 

SUSCSECT: National Guard state Partnarshirs with Ezorging Derccracies 

L. Status of National Guara Stete Partnerships in canteal ond . at Europe and thea nations of the former Soviet Union is as follows: : 

SzAt PAXINER STATUS 
Alabara Roranis On-going Arizona Kazakhstan Pending ambassador's OK California Ukraine Pending azbsesador's Ox Calorado Slovenia On-going Illinois Poland Aabassader has approved Indiana Slovakia On-going Maryland Estonia On-going Michigan Latvia On-going CHLo Hungary Aubassador has approved Fonmsvivanta Lithuania On-gaing South Carclina Albania - Azbacsador has approved Vonnessee Bulgaria On-going Texas Czeoh Republic Anbacsador has approved Utah Belarus “Ambessador has approved 
2. The National Guard of New Jersey has been approved as an Rocociate State in support of the South Carolina-Albania Partnership. 

2. The Adjutants Genaral or Alasks, Arkansac, Kaneac, vaceechusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Kerth Carolina, New York, Usegon, heshingten and Wast Virginia have expressed interast in Ccveloping Partnership Btate or Ascociate State relationships ite subeclenents of the Russian Federation or other appropriate Gntitias. Other Ststes are iikaly to volunteer. 

~-+ The nonlethal assistance granted under the National Guard Stete Partnership Program compliments exiating programe of aid and association. 

NVeawer- oe 
.d&. Vance Ronf 
Colonel), URar 
Olrector, International Initiatives 



oa 

4. Contingest on Teceiving proper funding, the National Guard is 

BNsicus $5 extend the State Partnership Progran to che Russian 
rederation, Now that the Russians have Signed up for the 
Partnership for Peace, such an offer is both appropriate and 
timely. Such ection Would sypport th ai ‘a = 
for Paan Program and be an example of On-going bllatera} success 
that could se enulated by our NATO @llies.” such @a offer also 

Sad 

would d zst Seto. the Russians that Participation in the 
ussian 

Partnership for Peace is anclusive vice exclusive. R 
accentance would dnvolve them cirectly with Heartland Anarica, 
thee tizes-so0 clers ani airmen of ¢ e ode RBtional Guard and 

Reserves, and through then vith the Us. private sector. 
Conversely, such State Partnerships. would BerIve to develop 
Omestic ¢. ei for the overall o.s, Rilitary outreach to 

the Russian Federation. 

Saverel State Partnerships, however, could be established with 
azpropriate politica) or military sub~entities of the Russfan 
‘Federation to be chosen by the Ruasiang and approved by the t.s, 
Interagency Working Group, It is highly unlikely the Russians 
would eppreve af Partnerships with their oblast, OF autonomous 
republice, Partnerships might be eatabis nad, Rowever, 
i. i ri of 4u.s. s ei th, U j aian Hilitary 
District. a Russian Aruy Corpy or other Ppropriate organization | 6. The Adjutants General of fourteen States have vy teered thoir States either to be a National Guard State Partner with 
parts of the Russian pop actively support ethur Stareg 
who are designated to be PartnerS)with the Russian Federation) 
These are: 

Alaska 
Montana aérkansas New Jersey Connecticut New York Kanses 
North Carolina ucuisiana Oregon. M2csachusetts Washington Fississippi West Virginia 

oe) iyuld Pertourships with the Russian Federation appoar likely, 
Quan ge 7 

to participate in either a 
pritery or supporting role. As with the existing State - 
Perenershin in CEE, the avilvgs support an atio 2 
ot U. = on at State level ‘would be encouraged. 

CoL Gosnell sNGB-z77 /oxt 33435 
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JOINT RUSSIAN/AMERICAN 
MILITARY OPERATIONS 



Joint Military Operations Confirmed 
. EXCLUSIVE To TEX ePoTucHT and psychological wariare techniques The Russian people By MarTIN Mann are involved in the ol-nations- are being told more This populist newspaper's “Geplovments Cen U-achev adaea” about Joint military exclusive reports about foreign CONFIRMATION CALL 

trooos and combat equipment Within hours after the Russian operations than Amer- 
tcans. oeen confirmed ov an official 

—————— _ siatement. But most Americans Washington caiied his kev Pen-a- 
never neard it. The announcement on contacts to ask whether the 
on U.S.-Russian militarv prepa- & inton administration would <_ 
tations for rapid reaction “crowd continue to stonewall on the 
control” and public saletv” mea- presence of foreign troop units ana t- 
Sures were seen oniv on Russian Militarv logistics In :ms country. a 
television. The Us. networks According to least one Highly 
lacked them our. knowledgeable Defense Departmen: 

Interviewed on Moscow TV, Gen- source, Secretary of Defense William 
eral of the Armv Pavel F Grachev, Perry has decided to make an in- 
the Russian minister of defense promptu visit to Russia next month. eta! 
oiuntly acmitted on September 5 While reviewing joi aneuvers a weep tember D - 

by U.S. and Russian f S with that mis forces are engaged in joint 
“training. indoctrination and Meld Gen. Grachev dur:ng his trio, 
exercises” witn elite US units ¢ ecretary Perry will tel) newsmen 
aeveion common tactics for dealing ‘that recent sightings of Russian 
with “riots. violent outbreaks, “Units and armaments in the CS 
terrorist atzacks and other are part and parcel of the Clinton 
emergencies.- administration's “Partnership tor — Peace” sree Kesponcing to’a barrase of Peace” project. 
probing cuestions from rez:>:ers, wr acsorcsg 70 cnes2 sources ic 
Gen. Grachev confirmed that |is unlikely that Secretary Perry 
rehearsals for such “integrated” ‘all be able to exslain why sich an 

inoffensive-sounding program 
should involve training Russia 
rapid reaction units how to “deal 
Wh americans sabi 

U.S.-Russian military operations are 

disorders.” : e 

maneuverng on L.35. solu nave now defense cniefs exniosive Teve.a- 
SPOTLIGHT reporter in 

taking piace this year both in 
America and Russia. 

High-tech communications eguip- 
ment. helicopters: armored vehicles ee EES armored venicies 

This is a Russian T-72 main battle tank, painted “United Nations 
White,” spotted along an interstate highway near San Antonio, Texas. 

SEx RBevékse —> 
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____PIANS FOR 
‘GLOBAL CIVILIZATION’ 
Gorbachev, Bush Lead the Char 

Just ag San Francisco ; 
was the birthplace of the 
United Nations, now the 
“city by the bay” wi2? host 
a meeting to establish 
ground rules for govern. 
ing a united wori 1 

EXCLUSIVE TO TRE SPOTLIGHT 

By Mn Blam 
Former Soviet President Mikhail 

Gorbachev has been named'the 
“soavering chair” and host of a world 
‘cram on the “first global civilization” 
:anned for San Francisee from 

September 27 to October 1. 

3 a tne conference are 
reé to consider now the so- 

¢ “new world order” will be 
raed. ¥ 
¢ last dictator of the fallen Soviet 

Union, Gorbachev has ensconced his i 
‘Gorbachev Foundation USA in the 1 
: r Coas: Guard commandant’s ' 
resicence at the closed U.S. military 
case, the Presidio, in San Francisco. . 
Tne SPOTLIGHT has learned for- 

mer President George Bush and ex- : 
British Prime Minister Margaret 

wher have agreed, among others, 
so Serve as co-chairs of the foram slat- 
ec for Sar, Francisco's Fairmont Hotel. - 

Others to co-chair the meeting on 

the so-called new world order includes Tec Turner, U.S. television mogul; . 
of . 

Soviet break-away republic of | 

George Shultz, a former secretary 
state; Askar Akaev, president of 

Eyrgyssas; Tansz Ciller, prime minister of Turkey; Vaclav Havel, prime minister of the’Czech Republic; Bilderberger Ruud Lubbers, ex-prime minister of the Netherlands; Rigo- berta Mencku, Guatemala, like Gorbachev a recipient of the Nobel ; 

| peace prize; Yasuhiro Nakaaone, . former prime minister of Ja an; | uliss Nyerere, ex-president of Tan.’ zania and Desmond Tutu, Episcopal . archbishop of South Africa. : 
In explaining the purpose of the 

forum, former U.S. Sen. Alan Cran- ston (D-Calif.), chairman of the 
Gorbachev Foundation USA, lament- 
ed that hopes for a new world order - following the cold war have dimmed. 
“There ‘appears to be a great 

cynicism everywhere with govern. 
ment,” Cranston said. “And there is a 
yearning for new directions.” 
About 8,000 business leaders 

from 75 countries have been invited 
to attend as paying participants at 
a cos: of $8,000 each, which wil] 
bring the tax-exempt Gorbachev 
Foundation USA a total of $64 
million, Uf all attend, 

Other invited guests include Vice 
President Al Gore, President Nelson 
Mandela of South Africa, ABC 
newsman Ted Koppel, novelist Isabel 
Allende, Zbigniew Brzezinski, nation- 
al security adviser in the Carter 
acministration, Jessica Tuchman 

- > 4 

HT 

e 

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV 
ove Heads his own foundation 

Mathews, senior fellow of the Cour 
on Foreign Relations (CFR) w 
writes. column in the Washing: 
Post, and Paul Volcker, former cbs 
tan of the Federal Reserve Board. 
CUNTON NOT INVITED? 

President Bil! Clinton does: 
appear either on the list of cowhs 
or invited guests, which is unus! 
since he has received high pra: 
from Gorbachev. ; 
According to the Cape Cod (Mas 

chusetts) Zimes of January 23, 19 
Gorbachev stated: 

(See GLOBAL, Page 
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. Arriving trom New York: 
"Flight 30's cargo of U.S. 
~ + cash being unloaded at 

Moscow's Sheremetyevo 
airport on January 4. 
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A few minutes 
later. wnother 
armored truck 
rolls up and un- 
loads another series of even larger bags. In 
total, this flight will carry about 2.300 
pounds of $100 bills, or $100 million. 
The plone departs JFK at 5:45 ev. 

Throughout the flight, an unarmed courier 
for the Republic National Bank of New 
York unwinds in the passenger cabin while 
the money “sits all by its lonesome” in the 
cargo hold, according to one law-enforce- 
meni source. Upon arrival at Sheremetyevo 
uirport ut 10:55 a.m. Moscow time, the 
money is transported by more armored 
trucks t2 Russian banks, which have pur- 
chased the $100 bills on behalf of clients. 
who typically pay for the cash with wire 
transters from London bank accounts. 

Rather remarkably, no one has ever 
tried to hijack Delta Fligh: 30, even 
though it has left JFK at the same timc 
five days u woek—rarely carrying less than 
$100 million and sometimes more than $1 
billion—for more than two years. Since 
lanuary 1994, federal authorities estimate 
more than $40 billion—alt in uncirculated 
3100 bills. hundreds of tons of cash—was 
shipped to Russia. That far exceeds the 
total value of all the Russian rubies in cir- 
culation. All that money has remained 
safe only partly because of security: an- 
other reason is that anybody who might 
be inclined to pull off such a heist is also 
well aware of who is buying all those 
$100 bills. 

“If you rip off Russian banks, you rip 
off the Russian mob.” says one Mafia 
source here in the United States. “And no 

tA NEW YORK JANUARY 33, 1996 

one’s got big enough balls or a small 
enough brain to do that.” 

The Russian mob, according to numer- 
ous well-placed law-enforcement sources 
interviewed by New York, has been using 
an unimpeded supply of freshly minted 
Federal Reserve notes to finance a vast and 
growing international crime syndicate. 
American C-notes are the unofficial cur- 
rency of Russia, of course. and van get 
things cone there that rubles cannot; but 
the hundreds are also being used to fuel 
the Russian mobs flourishing dollar-based 
global drug trade. as well as to buy the req- 
uisite villas in Monaco and Cannes. The 
Russian Mafiya has also used laundered 
funds to set up operations abroad, includ- 
ing its American offshoot in Brooklyn's 
Brighton Beach (“The Organizatsiya,* 
New York, November 7, 1994) und has 
begun investing in legitimate businesses 
across Europe and in the United States, 

The Russisn mob's monstrous growth 
has been aided considerably by Its ability to 
quickly and easily launder its dirty criminal 
proceeds mto clean—and now supposedly 
counterfeit-proof—U.S. hundreds. Russian 
banks have been euger to assist. which is 
Not terribly surprising given that a good 
number are owned outright by Russian 
mobsters. “Almost all Russian banks are 
corrupt.” Major General Alex Gromov of 
the Russian tax police told a September 
1994 international conference on Russian 
Organized crime co-sponsored by Financial 
Crimes Enforcement Network, which 

“That money is used to support organized crime; it’s usi 
personal opinion, this is an abomination. Yet it appears t 

tracks money laundering fur the U.S. Trou. 
Sury. FINCEN director Stanivs Morris is 
more blunt today: “Russiu's bunking sv. 
tem is a cesspool.” 

In fact, the Russian bunking sysiem, little 
over six yeurs old. has already become one 
of the world’s leading money-laundering 
centers, replacing Panama us tne favored 
dirty-currency exchange of tae Co‘ombnan 
cartel and the Italian Matis. A 1994 CLA re- 
port identified ten of the lurgest Russian 
banks as mobbed-up fronts. And in his 
speech to the United Natiuns lus: October, 
President Clinton declared munes aunder- 
ing a threat to national security ~Crimina! 
enterprises are moving vast sun's of til-wet- 
ten gains through the international finun- 
cia! system with absolute impunity.” ac 
said, signing a presidential direcsve urder- 
ing the attorney general und the Treasury te 
identify individuals and organiza-tans we 
volved in global finuncia! crim: and seize 
their assets here anid aoraid. 

So then why are Republic Nasivnal Bath 
and the U.S. Federal Reserve continuing ic 
supply millions of crisp, clean $100 bills to 
banks that so many money-laundering ov. 
perts agree are tainted? “Republic's guilt: 
of wittful blindness. though not in techni: 
cal violation of any existing law.” saysg fur 
mer New York Staic Banking Depuriment 
official. “Thar moncy is used to support or 
ganized crime: it’s used to support black- 
market operations.” ugrecs an official u: 
the federal Comptroller of the Curterey wl 
fice. which regulates Republic “In mv per- 
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-upport black-market operations, 
ianct part of the federal govern 

Jonal opinion, this is an absolute abomina- 
tion. It should not exist. Yet it appears that 
‘t least part of the federal government sees 
totning wrong with it.” 
A provision in the 1992 Annunzio Wylie 

Anti-Money Laundering Act requires 
hanks to snake sure that they're not know- 
ngly doing business with criminals or their 
gents, For the record, the Republic Na- 
tional Bank. which makes millions off the 
currency sules. insists it is certainly nor 
‘nuwingly sailing $100 bills to mobsters. 
“That's my responsibility, to make sure 

we don't sell tu the banks that have orgu- 
nized-crime tivs.” says Richard Annichari- 
y. one of Republic's compliance officials. 
That’ the hardest thing tu find. In fact. if 

you know of any, let me know.” 
And the U.S Treasury, which makes 

99.96 ofl ot any $100 bill that leaves the 
vuniry and reser comes buck. is similarly. 

blissfully imurant. “\What do we know of 
Republic's customers?” savs New York Fed 
pokesman Pact Bakstansky. “We don’t 
's their responsibility te know who they 

are sending it te.” 
“I've run cut of places to check. says 
cpublic’s Annicharico. a retired FBI 
gent. “Someune tells me (the banks are 

corrupt und gives me substantial reason 
why—you know, unything. really—we 
‘ont sell to them. | mean. anybody who 
‘ls us nor1¢ we'll stop them tomorrow.” 
Aanicharicw acknowledges that 8 federal 

monev-laundenng task force had contacted 
“im about Republic’s currency trade with 
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Russia. “The task force told me that they 
think Russian organized crime is involved 
in money laundering. But so what?" he says. 
“Who? What? Wha? No one’s been prose. 
cuted. What's the crime? Tell me—I'll stop. 
I always tell them. “Tefl me which banks, 
and we'll stop." | can’t find them. I'm not be- 
ing facetious.” 

HEN THF SOVIET UNION FELL 
apart in 1991, so did the 
entire government-con- 
trolled banking svstem. 
Replacing the government 
banks were private insticu- 
tions chartered and sup- 
posedly regulated by the 
new Russian Central Bank. 
But as Major General Gro- 

mov told the intemnational conference, the 
application to charter a new bank typically 
consisted of making a $100.000 bribe to a 
banking official. “A grossly underregulated 
banking sector sprang up virtually over- 
night.” says Harvard economis: letfrey 
Sachs. “Now you have 2.000 banks. many 
of which are deeply undercapitalized, and 
therefore everything is possible.” 

The mob saw the possibilities. Also 
known as the Voruvskui Mir, or Thieves’ 
World. a loose federation of Soviet mob- 
sters immediately grusped that the end of 
Communism heralded a glorious new 
world criminal order By 1992, crime was 
the only growth industry in Russia. with il. 
lictt cartels cuntralling us much as 40 per- 

"says one federal oficial. In 
ment sees nothing wrong with it.” 

cent of the nation’s wealth: the country had 
become, in the words of one formes CA 
director, a “kleptocracy.” And having cun- 
Quered Russia, the Vorovskoi Mir was ea- 
Bt to expand. 
On July 2, 1995, wwo churtered iets 

touched down in Yerevan, the capital of 
the former Soviet republic of Anmenia, and 
disgorged a panuply of wiseguys {rum the 
United States, Germany. Turkes. Italy, and 
South America: They had been culled there 
by Ratlk Svo, “the gangster equivalent vt 
an international diplomat.” accerding tw 
Russian orgonized-crime expert Sicphen 
Handelman. Svo was determuned to bring 
Order and mutual prosperit, i the 
Thieves’ World by ending bloods tu: wars 
and forging alliances with ine Swilian 
Mafia. the Brighton Beach gang. and 
Colombian drug lords. all of which seni’ 
emissaries. At the meeting it was Gecided 
that the Russian banking system. new and 
vulnerable, would be used to launder 
funds, make favorable luans ww “friends.” 
and supplant Zurich as a haven for dirs 
money. The big joke at the Armenian con. 
clave was. “Why rob a bunk when yuu can 
own one?” 

(At another 1993 summit. beiween 
Russian and Sicilian mobsters in Prague. 
the Russians agreed to launder Matia drug 
Profits in exchange for a franchise on 
choice narcotics-smuggling routes through 
central Asia. Then. jast lanuary in Puerto 
Rico. a third super summit was called iv 
settle increasingly internecine batites and 
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ta carve up the Russian drug trade. Short- 
lv before the meeting. a Russian banker in 
New York was overheard on an FBI wiretap 
saving he was going to Puerto Rico “to dis- 
cuss who we will kill.~} 

Rusia. not exactly unschooled in the 
ways 0: corruption. quickly took to the new 
system: politicians. cops. and government 
bureaucrats jorned the fold. The country was 
already awash in dirty money. and not just as 
a result of traditional organized-crime activ- 
ities Soviet generals ransacked military ar- 
senals and soid them to shadowy arms deal. 
ers or even shadowier terrorists. (Just last 
month, Adiniral German Ugryumov warned 
tnat tke Russian Mafiya was looting 
weapoes from the Russian Pacific Fleet's 
anms deput in Viudivostok. after security 
agents arrested 8 navy officer and confiscat- 
ed nine puunds of plastic explosive and a 
large quontity of ammunition.) U.S. officials 
Privately complain that billions in aid have 
gone into Russian bunks, never to be seen 
again. In the firs: two years efter the fall of 
Communism, beiween $60 billion and $70 
billion worth of rubles, gold, and other ma- 
teriul assets were spirited out of the former 
U.S.S.R. by the criminal elite, 3 mélange of 
gangsicrs and black marketers, unemployed 
KGB spies, and Communist Party hacks. 

At the center of the looting is the Russ- 
ian banking system. Since there are no reg: 
ulatory controls over proprietorship. even 
felons are permitted to own banks. What's 
Wet there are no ne laws, 
regulatory agencies. or itor insur- 
ance. The ainda Central Honk is notori- 
ously iay in exercising control over the na- 
tion's nascent financial system—a point 
Russian central-banking officials readily 
concede. Last September 13, in a meeting 
in Moscow with State Department envoy 
Jonathan Winer. Viktor Melnikov, the Cen- 
tral Bank's director for foreign-exchange 
Control, “expressed great concern about 
the state of the Russian banking system, 
citing estimates thot anywhere from 50 10 
80 percent of Russian banks were under 
the control of organized crime.” according 
to a State Department cable obtained by 
New York. Melnikov also warned that 
“much cf this [imported U.S.] money was 
being used for ilicgal purposes, including 
Nercotics trafficking” and currency smug- 
gling 

Initially, the mob used Russian banks 
just to park their money. Then they began 
to “buy banks. to find out who has big de- 
posits so they knew who to kidnap.” says 
Jack Blum, @ Washington lawyer who di- 
rected Senate investigations into money 
laundering in the late eighties. Then mob- 

con- 
trolled 

January, Russian mobs 

Russian banks took in huge desosts of 
narco-dollars from South Amer:ca. can- 
verting them to rubles. then back into dal- 
lars through European and U.S. banks. In 
essence. the Russian banking system had 
become a giant Laundromat. 

“It's very difficult to tell from the our. 
side what a transaction [with a Russian 
bank) really means.” says the State Depan- 
ment's Winer. “There are not a lo: of pub- 
lic documents. You can't go to an SEC to 
look at a balance sheet for a Russian firm 
the way you can in the United States. You 
can't go to a bank regulator and [find out) 
what kinds of loans have been made, what 
the underiving source of capital is. or any 
other number of key issues, let alone wno 
their customers are. 

“These are issues which the Russian 
Central Bank is concerned about.” Winer 
says. “These are issues which the Russian 
Association of Bankers is concerned about, 
because they are nci unrelated to the mur- 
der of the bankers.” 

More than a dozen Russian bankers 
have becn killed since 1994—one for sim- 
ply refusing # loan. Many more have been 
threatened. The deputy superintendent of 
the New York State Banking Department. 
Robert H. McCormick. says he has heard 
Stories of Russian bank examiners being 
chased out in a hail of gunfire. 

“It's very frightening,” says Dan Gelber, 
minority chic! counsel of the Senate Sub- 
committee on Investigations, which has 
held hearings on Russian crime. “What 
{do} you do with a bank that from top 
down is not honest? | mean, it almost cre- 
ates a situation where there is no remedy.” 

More savvy Russian hoods have hired 
sophisticated moncy managers and inter- 
national lawyers to move their dirty money. 
Increasingly. they have purchased Euro. 
pean companies with histories of legitimate 
banking activity and then used them as 
Conduits to pass illicit funds into the inter- 
national benking system. More ominously, 
they have acquired hidden control of banks 
in Austria, Germany, France, Switzerland. 
and England. according to U.S. law-en. 
forcement sources. Americans doing busi. 
ness in Russia have had to contend with “a 
banking system that’s so bizarre and rud). 
mentary it’s hard to believe,” says Blum. 
“It's sort of like the Wild East.” 

Meanwhile. swaggering Russian dons 
wearing thirties-style Capone garb have 
ratcheted up prices on the luxury-housing 
market from Rio to London's Soho district, 
Paying for million-dollar properties with 
minty new $100 bills. 

It was only @ matter of time before those 
hundreds started coming home to Americe, 
and the Vorovskoi Mir with them. 

banker in New York 
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the Russian mot since the 
Brezhacy cra. when lewnh 
gangsters in the thousutds were 
lifted out of the Gulag end giver 
visas to emigrate tu the Ls. un- 
der refugee status. One of the 
biggest wa: Marat Baiagula. os 
brainy black marketer originally 
from Odessa who made an an 

of evading state and federai excise tax on 
gasoline by passing it through a daisy chain 

dummy corporations “Marat <aid he 
read about capitalism. and he knew hic 
could do well over here.” says Robert 
Eisenberg. Balagula’s se f-confessed con. 
sigliere and a New York lawyer whe liner 
testified in federal court against Geis On 
executives for setting up gusuline-bautley. 
ging schemes with Russian gangsters, cn 
1991, the Long Island-based Getty devant: 
the first oil corporation in recent history iw 
be convicted for gasoline bootlegging.) “He 
said he came here because he hated Eure- 
pean languages. He said German grated on 
him.” 

By the mid-eighties. hundreds of miltivis 
of dollars of illicit Russian bootleg money 
was flowing into the U.S. banking systent. 
where it was cleansed and used to acquire 
legitimate businesses. One of the Russian 
mob's principal conduits to legitimacy wis 
Marvin E. Kramer, a Brooklyn lawyer whe 
helped the bootleggers evade Pusing bil- 
lions of dollars in gasoline taxes f-om the 
mid-eighties through the early ninctivs. 
Whole walls of his office on Avenue U. near 
Coney Island, were lined with black binders 
containing the paperwork for dummy cor- 
porations; Russians walked in and bought 
the dummy companies literally off the shelt, 
and used them to set up daisy chains 1u 
avoid paying taxes on the gos they sold. 
Around the same time, Kramer wus dying 
Corporate work for a number of legitimaie 
businesses, including the up-and-coming 
beverage maker Snapple: the Russisin fea 
leggers would hang out with Snapple exec- 
utives in Kramer's office. where ther were 
under surveillance by a stute-und-igderal 
Basoline-bootlegging task force. "Ever 
time | went in there, there wax Propie in 
there from Snapple—you snow, big shots 
the owners or managers,” Says a semor law - 
enforcement source who worked on the 
case. “And they were olwovs in there with 
these Russians.” it is unknown whether the 
Russians ended up investing in the 
then--privately held company (Quaker O:tts 
later bought Snapple in 1994 for $1.7 bi: 
lion. after which the brand Promptly 
tanked), bur it’s unlikely thar Snappie exec. 
utives would have known any investment 
money was dirty, the source says. 

ters met in Puerto Rico to : 
was overheard on an FBI 
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The Russiin booteggers” hunk of chuice 
wes Republic. whase suspect client ac- 
counts were subpocnacd by federal officials 

the late cighties. Balaguia and dozens of 
' Jer Russians—the ones who hadn't been 
killed in turf baitle-—were subsequently 
convicted of gasoline bootlegging. Kramer 
| nself escaped prosexution, testifying for 

hours before a Long island grand jury 
about the boulleggers under u grant of im- 
nunity. “The grand jurors wanted to hang 
‘1,7 says the source. “He came aut in a 

ttch limo, parked it right in front of the 
window.” 
The bouilegging prosecutions proved 
¥ a temporury sctoack. Long envious of 
tir Jewish cousins in crime. the 

‘urovskoi Mir dispatched Vyachesiav 
vankov to Brighton Beach in 1992. 

rkow was a vury. or godfather, and one 
the most feared gangsters in Russia: 

nue in New York. lvankov quickly mus- 
lud in on the Russian jewish mob’s em- 

taking over its extortion racket and its 
‘ative narcotics trads. He formed “com- 

us brigades” run by un ex-KGB officer to 
allect tribute from legitimate businesses 
“ldwide. urburaie Jispuies between 
sian businessmen, und murder rival 

~osters. He farged alliances with other 
ussian gangs across North America and 
“1p a front company in Sew York called 

ic. Inc.. to launder drug money, while 
“on Eduard. based in Vienna, “conducts 

wide array of financial and banking trans. 

bir increasingly bloo 
D Saying he was going 

doh Tumetn: 

actions throughout Con: 
tral snd Wesasm Europe 
(including Engiand) in 
an effort to lasnder pro- 
ceeds of ivankov's illegal activities.” ac- 
cording to an FBI! affidavit obteined by 
New York, 

Ironically, it was a Russian bank that 
Proved to be ivankov's downfall. In the au- 
tumn of 1994, Bank Chara in Moscow col- 
lapsed, and depositors lost more than $30 
million. Some $3.5 million of the money 
had been invested in Summit International, a New York investment house set up by 
two of Chara’s Russian board members. 
Soon after the bank's collapse. Chara’s 
Presiden:, Viudimir Rachuk, was killed by 
unknown assailants in Moscow. Last 
spring. his successor, Roustam Sadykov, flew to New York to ask Summit's direc. 
tors to return the bank's missing funds. 
When the directors refused, Sadykov al- 
legediv asked Ivankov to collect the debt, 
The following month, Ivankov and two 
henchmen visited Summit's Wall Street of. 
fices. Summit's owners and former Chara 
otficials, Alexander Volkov and Vladimir 
Voloshin, fled in terror, eventually inform 
ing the FBI that they were being extorted 
by Ivankov. The nen were later kidnapped 
at gunpoint from the bar of the Hilton ho- 
tel in Manhattan and forced to sign a con- 
tract promising to pay one of Ivankov’s as- 
sociates $3.5 million. As an inducement, 
the father of une of the men was shot to 

down there “to 

4) ee 
wat bd sadhstr. 

dvath in Vasco, 
Early on the mourning 

of this past June & the 
FBU yanked o startled 

Ivankov from his mistress’s bed in Brighton 
Beach and charged him with vxtortion. .\s 
he was being led into the FBI building. 
defiant Ivankov kicked and spit at re- 
porters. “Let them put me on the chopping 
block—let them crucify me una cress,” the 
vury later told a Moscow Rewspaper. “I'm 
tough. | will survive.” 

In a sense. Ivankov dues sutvise. The 
Money-laundering colossus he helped us- 
tablish now circulates tens of millions «1 
dollars annually in the New York area. sic 
Cording :o law-enforcement sources, who 
are more than a little concerned. “Ans tite 
that dirty money can find its way inty the 
U.S. financial system. it pOses u fisk tu us.” 
Says ferry Rowe. the IRS's chie! officer ol 
Narcotics and money laundering. “It can, in 
fact, give criminals an Opportunity ty oper 
ute in a legitimate arena, wheiher it be in 
the political arena or buying up businesses. 
J mean. we could end up with those com. 
Panies in some way supporting political 
candidates that they think will heip them ia 
One way or another.~ 
Among thuse indicted with Iwankov was 

one of his high-ranking sasuciates. Yakut 
Voiovnik. Volovnik’s father-in-law, Roman 
Kaplan. owns the Russian Samovar resau- 
rant. 3 popular Russian-mob haunt in mid- town that was also named in the FBI affi- 

turf battles. Shortly before the meeti ‘ discuss who we will kill, 
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davit as a prime base for Ivankov’s sauke- 
dawns. And Kaplan—aiung with the own- 
vrol the Nutiunal Restaurant in Brovilvn, 
another mob hangout—is a member uf ine 
Russian Advisory Council, a mostly hon- vrary committe: set up last Octuber by 
Beuvklyn district attomey Churles {. 
tlynes, “The owners of the restaurants are 
decent persons. but the Russian Mufiva 
hangs out there,” Says Alexandre Grant, 
7 editor of Brooklyn's NRS Russion Dui. 
fy. “They are good places :o eat. but Hynes stuuld not be associated with them. [1 
sends our a bud message to the Russian. 
American community.” 

Tynes has also reached out ty the Russ 
1 cummynity for cumpuign cumuibu- 
tons One of the members of both his fi- 
meres and cumpaign-stecring commi:tees 
‘wis Barry Slotnick. a flamboyant lawyer who also represents 2 veritable catalogue 
vl the local Russiun mob. including 
Ivankov and Balaguts. 

Hynes, who has been criticized in the 
Past bs Seueral officials for failing to take 
Russian organized crime in his jurisdicrion 
serwusls, declined cummen:. 

'NTEANKISG, REPUTATION [5 EX ERVTHING. 90 
when agents of the Criminal Investigation 
sureau of the New York Sate Banking De. 
Partment learned two years age that Re- 
puolic National Bank was selling tens of 
billiuns of dotlars’ worth of federal curren: 
CY tos many as 30 corruot Russuzn banks. 
they became alarmed. “This posed & ques. 
tion ty us: It there are legitimate reason.— 
and there very well mav be—for this mon- 
e0 lu be going over to Russia. why is it be- 

be SEW YORK savuaay 22. tg90 

tor from the State Banking Department coul us, it was like a sore on Cindy Crawford's 
ing sent to entities which have been deter. 
mined, rightfully or wrongly, and | believe 
rightiully, 1 be controtied by organized 
crite?” suys a source close to the Banking 
Department's investigation. “tt just didn’t 
make sense to me. The analogy | always 
use is that it would be like sending money ty [ohn Gorti's} Bergen Hunt and Fish 
Club. Why are we Going that?~ 

State banking officials were so von- cerned by the Criminal Investigation Bu- 
reau’s findings. the source says. that they urged federal agencies to probe Republic's 
banknote trade with Russia. But “right down the line” from the FBI to the CIA, “basically. the response that we were gets ting was, "Yeah, it looks like we've RY 
Potential problem here, but you know 
what? It's not vur problem.” 

“To us. it was like a sore on Cindy Craw. 
ford’s face! I mean. it was there. And [ Suid. ‘Geez. isn't someone curivus abuut how that sure yot there?’ 
W American law enforcemen: wus slow 

on the uptake. the Russians Certainly knew 
what was going on. At the September 1904 
conturerce. a Russian general was asked why Russian banks were buying billions of 
dollars in U.S. currency: According to a 
Participant ut the meeting. he chuckled, 
and said.” “Ch. that’s money laundering.” 
Then he went. ‘Hes. we're being ripped uli 
in vur country; the money is coming over 
here. being cleaned. and being brought 
back.” ~ 

State Depyrtinent offivials sav the mon- es laundering warks something like this: 
Russian assets. such as oil, are Storen by 
underworld figures or xormupt plant man- 

ace 
agers and sold un the spot market in Kor. 
terdam. The proceed: ure wired througis 
front companies on the Cominent ani 
posited in London banks. Gangsters ghace 
an order for. say, $40 million i LoS. cer. 
rency through 2 bank in Mosson. The aink 
wires Republic. placing a purchase orter 
for the cash. Republic’ buss the curtenes 
from the New York Eedera! Reserve Si- Multancously. Republic receives a wire transier for the same account from tie 
London bank. Republic Pockets a cote 
sion and Mies the cash irom Naw York a 
Moscow. It is then used by mobsters 1¢ bee 
fharcotics or villas. or run Poiieal can. 
Paigns. Republic’s contacts ar. with 
corresponding bank: in Londen ., 
Moscow and nut Oecessurily tay custome: 
of those bunks. As tay as Republic is sn cerned. if there is a problem with the sis 
tomer. it's up to the hank im Londen mt 
Moscow to warn it.” Vil thars Meumoent upon the Americun bank is. sey if th Other bunk is. a duly cansistuicg Da. re ognized by the central hank ot that sour. try.” says the New York sure Basking 1, partment suurce. “To me. looking ata Someone who hus been tt laws cncreen: 

all my life. do I think mas he we might have some willful blindness here, @- * Dhing. v1 luoking the otner way? 1} think se. Can | Prove it? Ny.” 
In any case, the quesiion Pan Thy New York State Banking Deparment tu. AO jurisdiction over Republic Aecauee up i a federally charvered bank regaled by the Treasury's Comprrolter ot the Currency 
Officially. the Treasure ina Ne Peds, the sae of US. dollar. Roe rosie, 

ing 

dn’t believe 
»” he says. “I said, ‘Geez 



fed eral officials had done nothing about the money sales.“To 
ez, isn’t someone curious about 

snd noi the poorties <f faw enforcemeni— 
snould drive the trade. 4 high-level meet: 
ing of Fed and Treasury officials was con- 
soned oy Washington last ver. specilica'ly 
tol wuss the huge detlar sales by Repub- 
fic wo Russia. Fed officials defended the 
trade. saying thac other than through direct 
luis. wt was the best way to Bulk up the 
sagging tuble und help Russie enter the 
glubul tres market. according 10 une par- 
Ihipant tPurther. the Fed maintains tha: 
the U.S. E:easury earns $15 billion a year 
trom dell sles abroad. the difference be- 
tween the + cents it casts ay print the hun- 
dred-dullar note and the remainder of the 
face vatlug on the bill that is pocketed until 
the note ts redeemed, which in muny cases 
will be oever. “It's an interest-free loan to 
the U.S.” says Edgar Feige. a University of 
Wisconsin cconomigs professor and a con- 
sultant tu the Fed.) 
Wher une official at the meeting sug- 

gested that Republic might be doing busi- 
ness with banks controlled by organized 

crime. anusher - vigorously defended Re- 
public, saving it does a tremendous amount 
ot dug diligence to make sure the Russian 
bunks arc legitimately operated. 

“And that in itself'4s a big laugh,” says the 
participant. “There is no possible way for 
anybody 10 conduct-due diligence on a Russ- 
ian bank. Ther: were people there fron the 
Fed why have av common sense at all.” 

The dissent reaches all the way into the 
Contptroiicr of the Currency’s office. When 
one seniur alficial there was asked about 
Republic's dollar trade. he replied. “What | 
understand is that they are aiding in orga- 
hized-crinte activities out of the former Su- 
viet Laion through their so-called corre- 
spondent bunk relationships.” 

Indeed. New York has learned that an 
“nivragency federal task force on econom- 
Ww crime made a preliminary finding that 
Republic's dollar trade with Russia is con- 
sistent with money laundering. according 
10 the Comptroller of the Currency source 
and another investigator with knowledge 
ol Republic's activities. Drafts of working 
Parces prepared by task-force analysts 
stated this finding, but the charges were 
“twmpered substantially” in the final drafts 
that go to senior policy-makers. says the 
vlficia!. 

Nen_ dork: “Have you gotten any word 
ul working reports that have accused Re- 
public of money laundering and working 
with Russiin organized crime?” 

Comptroller of the Currency official: 
“Nut pitused that way. No.” 

New York: “How do they phrase it?” 
Computer uf the Currency official: 

“Well, what they do is. they indicate that 
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ferred out of Republic Bank imiy Russia :s 
beyond that which is needed to support the 
normal use of U.S dollars in the former 
Soviet Union. and that a further study 
Reeds to ke made as io the actual use of 
those funds. But then the individuals who 
are in charge of researching all that state 
thar this is. in fact. used to support the- 
black market and organized crime. Bu: that 
does nut appear Jin} the final report that is 
submitted to the policy-makers.” 

So far the oniy action taken regarding 
mobbed-up Russian banks has come at the 
state fevel, “We frankly have had a number 
of expressions of interest from Russian 
benking instirutivns.” says Robert H. Mz- 
Cormick. who heads the foreign-commer- 
cial-benks division at the New York State 
Banking Department. However, Mc- 
Cormick says, “there is a whole potpourri 
of problems connected with the Russian 
banks, including} money-laundering activ- 
ity and underworld connections, Su we 
generally discourage Russian banks from 

applying for branch or agency licenses.” 
Because of strict state and federal licensing 
standards, only four Russian bunks have 
applied for representative-office status in 
New York, which would allow them to do 
PR. work bur not operate as banks: other 
Russian banks backed off, afte- learning 
they would have to submit toa rigorous in- 
vestigation by the state and the Fed’s Board 
of Govemors. “We have to be concemed 
about the competence of the people run- 
ning the bank, their experience. their back- 
ground.” says McCormick, “And some- 
times when we check that very briefly, the 
news is not good.” 

tn 1992, Stolichny Bank, one of Russia's 
five largest private financial institutions 
and a major recipient of cash from 
Republic. met with state banking of- 
fivials to inquire about a charter. AI- 
ter being discouraged, it never fol- 
iowed up with an opplicaticn. 
Stolichny is identified in a classified 
CIA report as a front for Organized 
crime: the respected Austrian 
newsweekly Wirrschafts Woche has 
cited police records that alleged 
Stolichny’s owner. Alexander Smol- 
ensky, was an international drug 
dealer in the top echelon of the 
Russian Maftye. Two other alleged- 
ly mob-linked banks that buy cash 
from Republic— 
Inkombank and 
Promstroy— 
have submitted 
applications. 
Promsiroy’s license to open a repre: 
sentative office was approved by the 
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pending with the Fed. Inkumbank’s Apri 
24 application is pending ui auth agencies. 
“Why is it that there are su few Russian 
hanks that operate in New York?” asks the 
banking-deparunent source. “The prmary 
reason 3s that none of :hem are trusted.* 

ESPITE ALI THE INVESTICATIONS 
and all the high-level meetings 
and internationa! conferences 
that seem to involve Republic 
National Bunk of New York, 
compitance olficer Richard An- 
Richarico insists the bank hay 
never been officially accused of 
selling money to a mobbded-up 
Russian bank. “No. | never 

heard that.” he says. “But the innuendo is 
there because we sell to [Russi|. But so 
what?" 

Asked ubout a recent classified CIA re- 
port that named ten major Russien 
banks—among them many Republic 
clients—that are run by crganized crime, 

Annicharice replied, 
“We looked at that. 
and we stopped do- 
ing business with 
some of those banks 

as a result of that." in fact. Annicharico 
says, Republic would completely shut 
down the doliar trade if federal officials 
ever showed it hard evidence that its client 
banks in Russia are corrupt. “Belicve me, | 
wish they would,” he says. “But you have a 
large faction of the U.S government that 
thinks it's great! You have some of the law- 
enforcement people who are negative on it. 
So you have a dual thing.” 

Many law-enforcement officials say they 
are not surprised Republic sevms to be in- 
volved in such a controversial banking 
Practice. “Republic has had a checkered 
past.” says the New York State Banking 

t source. “They've been « sub- 
ject of suspicion over the years... . People 

cas 



have sort of grinned when they heard Re- public’s name linked to mobbed-up banks 
in Russis.” 
Proclamed dy Institutional Investor wo be “perhaps the most successful banking entrepreneur cf the pastwar ere.” Repub. lic's owner, the 63-year old Edmond Sara. has built up a $50 billion global empire while amassing 2 persona! forune exceed- ing $2 billion. A Lebanese-born Orthodox 

Jew descended from generations 
of Syrian traders, Safra was also 
@ financial Prodigy. By the age 
of 21 he had founded Banco 
Safra in Brazil, which became a 

for Jewish-flight capital from the 
Middle East and later South Amer. 
966, he founded Republic Nation- in New York with a scant $11 mil- 
Capital end a single branch in a Manhettan brownstone, Republic quickly became on the street asa bank thet would send an armored car to pick up large sums from its more secretive cus. tomers—no questions asked. The bank rapidly and is now the twentieth aa in the U.S., with assets of $42 bil- lion and more than 70 branches in New York. California, and Florida. An atm of Safra’s Geneva-based Trade rt Bank (TOB), Republic hed a net income for the nine months ending September 30, 1995. of $193.8 millian. 

Safra specializes in niches that most oth- er banks eschew, such as trading gold and banknotes. Though its commission on banknote sales is not publicly divulged, “it’s always profitable.” Safra once told told Institutional Investor. According to ries Peabody, @ bank analyst at UBS Securities. “it's been increasingly signifi- cant” to Republic's revenue stream, “It'sa volume business, and it ties into the rela- tionships they have with the central banks ° of the world... . and ! think Republic does 

“The Pan Am he Pan ip 
in one of those blast 

relationships with the central 
probably built up 

sold-trading operation.” 
“eighties, Safra became the victim of a smear campaign orchestrated by American Express. which had hi Republic's Swiss Parent, TDB, for $$20 million in 1983. (Safra tegained control of TDB five years later.) American Express ired # convicted felon to spread false sto- res in the internations| Press depicting Safra as an unscrupulous Operator in- volved in everything from Iran-contra to money laundering. Safra successfully sued two newspapers in France for libel and eventually won a public 

American Express and $8 
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tion League. Though Safra was stung bs 
the accusations and character aswssina- 
tion. they helped inoculate his bank uyains: 
subsequent Money-laundering ailegations 
that later emanated from legitimate law-vn. 
forcement inquiries, as well as sare awn 
reporters. 
Around the same time American Ex- 

press was disseminating these maiicuus 
falsehoods, the DEA. Customs. and the 
Swiss police were mvestigaing Sutra. 
banks in Switzerland and New York iur 
laundering Colombian and Turkisn drug Money. “I cen say on the record thar the 
sense | got from the agent with respect to Republic was that they were cuncemed 
about its activities,” says William von 
Raab. the U.S. commissioner of Custunis 
from 1981 to 1989. (Despised by the bunk. ing industry for his bluntness. vun Raab had accused bankers at a 1982 conference in Miami of knowingly washing carte! drug money. “I am ashamed of all of you. You and your banks are engaging in sicaze.” hy shouted. A few years later, the crusading von Raab helped draft America’s first mun. ey-laundering lew.) 
A bizarre _— had led investigators to Republic. On inkagiving Day. 1987, wo Armenian brothers Rees tv fy to Zurich on KLM out of L.A.. after checking their baggage through t© Zurich on Pan Am. “The Pan Am peuple were panicky about a bomb,” Greg Passic. then a DEA Supervisor and now with AINCEN, told New York. “The bomb squad Put the suitcases in one of those blast containers, and exploded them, and $2.2 million went flying out the top of the thing.° 

The suitcases were addressed to the Magharian brothers, big-time currency traders. had been depositir drug Money lessons Trading Compan, of Zurich, which Ollegedly wired it us Well its the funds of many other drug dealers inty 

anicky about a bom 
canner: and exp 
account number 606347712 a1 Republic, According to Newsday, the account wa. “the junction of two Major narcotics-n:on- ey-laundering investigations Spunning tuur continents.” Customs agents were con. vinced that Republic was complicit. “The agents were really, really down on Repub- lic.” a top-level Customs source says. 7] think they just felt it was @ rotten bank.~ A classified DEA investigative report written by a field agent in Bern, Switzer. land, and approved by the DEA: Passi dated january 16, 1988, described the link between Shakarchi, Safra. und Republic: “Shakarchi Trading Company of Zurich, Switzerland, operates as a currency ex- change company and is utilized by some of the world’s largest trafficking orgunizatiuns to launder the proceeds of their drug-traf 
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the head» of these critmunal organizations 
ane ascisis those criminal organizations. 

“Shakurchi Trading maintains accounts 
at the Republic National Bank of New 
York. a bank which has surfaced :n several 
trevious money laundenng investigztions. 

“While he was alive, Mahomoud 
Shakarchi (Mohammed's father) main- 
iaimed u close relationship with Edmond 
Safra. owner of the Safra Bank and 
luunder of the Trade Development Bank as 
well us the owner of approximateiy 38 per- 
cent of the stock in Republic National 
Burk of New York. All of those banks sur- 
faced in Mahomoud Shakarchi's alleged 
rug laundering activities.” 

In March 1989, the Maghariens were in- 
dicted in Los Angeles for money launder- 
ing: two years later. Shokarchi’ records 
were subpoenaed by Swiss and American 
police. who also confiscated Shakarchi's 
account at Republic, through which more 
than $800 million had passed over a five- 
year period. Neither Republic nor Safra 
nor Shakarchi was indicted, though 
Shakarchi later told Israeli journalist 
Rache! Ehrenfeld that he was convinced 
that the DEA was going after him to get 
hint tu flip against Safra. 

The case against Shakarchi was quietly 
dropped in 1990, after the U.S. Atiomey 
for the Eastern District concluded that 
there wasn't enough evidence to-prove the 
moncy in the Republic account was di 
proceeds, Robert Cozzolina, deputy pi 
agent in charge of the U.S. Customs Ser- 
vice in Manhattan, told New York, Ehren- 
(eld. who investigated the case, elleged in 
her book Evil Money (HarperBusiness. 
1942) that a corrupt U.S. government offf- 
cial purposely put errors in the subpoena 
sv Shakarchi's artorneys could easity quash 
it and stop the investigation. To this day, 
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Passic says he believes Shakarchi Trading 
was willingly doing business with drug 
tratfickers. Customs agents who investigat- 
ed Safra said they didn’t want to talk about 
him becuuse of his power. “If you go after 
sumebody like Safra, you had better dot 
every i and cross every f.” says one of the 
Custunis agents who worked the Shakarchi 
case. 

Passic. who says he “investigared the 
hell out of Republic,” paid the bank a 
backhanded compliment, saying it used 
tore due diligence than he had initially 
thought. “When we went up and talked to 
them and saw the programs they had in 
Place. uctuatly, we were surprised. Be- 
cause if you look at the activity that the 
bank hud through various comers of the 
world with these traffickers’ accounts. 
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unaware of—chey are one of the largest 
vendors of banknotes in the world. They 
actually buy and sel] dollars. And you 
know, we were totally ignorant about the 
whole process. and when we heard that 3 
courter was flying our with $25 mil in an 
airplane. you know. we kind of freaked out. 
When we sat down and saw :hat a lot of 
the business that they did was in conjunc- 
tion with the Fed. and it was part of the le- 
gal sales and purchase of U.S. dollars. they 
explained, at least to my satisfaction, that 
they're trying their damnedest to keep the 
dope money out of their bank.” 

Others are less charitable. Buddy Parker, 
an assistant U.S. Attorney in Atlanta who 
has prosecuted major laundering cases. 
says: “Wall, let's say Republic always hed 
some very interesting customers who find 
the government locking at them, more so 
than maybe other banks. 

“I know that a number of customers of 
Republic Bank have been targets, some of 
which have been prosecuted, some of 
which haven't. ... Well, they seem to have 
more than their lion's share of these kinds 
of accounts, And these kinds of accounts. if 
you look at the way their activity has been 
conducted, would say, “You know, gee. this 
stuff stinks. This smells. I've got to be sus- 
picious about who this account holder is. | 
need to find out a Bittle bit more.’ ” 

As for Republic's doliar trade with 
mobbed-up banks. von Raab says with 
characterlitic eon he smell 
that was always coming ic.” 

“Speaking as someone who has been a 
law-enforcement person my entire life,” 
says the state-banking. ent source, 
“it may be overly simplistic, but {ll put it 

like je ga spy pe ny. and 
youre Money to mean, 
to me that's not good!" aa 

OMBATING MONEY LAUNDERING 
may be a top priority of the 
Clinton administration, but it’s 
virtually impossible to stop. 
There are about 700,000 wire 
transfers a day, totaling $2 tril- 
lion. Some $300 million of 
that—less than one sixcieth of 
one percent—is laundered 
funds hidden by the huge vol- 

ume of legitimate transfers, says @ Sep- 
tember 1995 report by the Office of 
Technology Assessment. The report con- 
cludes that there is no existing technolo- 
sy capable of identifying all but the most 
obvious trade anomalies. “There is no 
way you Can program the system to say, ‘I 
want you out of these 700,000 transfers 
to look for (dirty) banks,’ * says Rayburn 

BUYISEL WH GibaIEs SD ISCCTSL aS OMe On 
money laundering. “The resu!: iy that we 
have an international bank:ng system tha: 
knows no horizons. It operates around 
the clock. Our laws. however. know hori- 
zons called national boundaries.” 

The Treasury Department has started a 
program called Operation Outreach to re- 
cruit banks to help stop money laundering. 
“All of the major banks in New York were 
receiving drug monies and still are today 
Our prior strategy was to try tc get evi- 
dence on them and set if we could jam 
them up.” says Passic. the former DEA of- 
ficial who runs the program. “Sometimes 
we found out there were just very minor 
people in the bank that were involved, enar 
the upper management really was not in- 
volver as we initially thought. So whar 
we've been trying :o do lately is work with 
them, and see if we can encourage them to 
develop patterns and profiles on accounts 
that they have. and basically close the ac- 
counts down [of money launderers} and 
chase them out.” 

Republic is on the board of Operation 
Outreach, and its cooperation has been 
laudable. says Passic. But well-informed 
sources ssy Republic pressed law enforce. 
ment for documentation about mob links 
to Russian banks only after being contact- 
ed by New York late last year. 

No one in government with even rudi- 
mentary knowledge about Russian orga- 
nized crime doubts that it has penetraied 
the international banking system. Many say 
that selling dollars to mobbed-up Russian 
banks is morally indefensible, regardiess of 
whether the trade Is sanciioned by the Fed- 
eral Reserve, And if the dollars are bought 
with wired funds derived 

from eut , Nate 
cotics, stolen U.S. tid or the 
black-market sale of arms or 

the suitcas 
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Nuclear materials, then it's 
money ting. “Even = 
though you can't fault Re- 
public as to the current interpreution of 
the law, it doesn’t necessarily mean that it's 
legal,” says a Treasury source. 

“It just means that some of the questions 
that you ask (are] ahead of where we have 
gotten,” adds the State Department's Win- 
er. “We are grappling with it. We are trying 
to puc it together. But all of this has hap- 
pened very quickly, and it's taking us some 
time to get adequate answers.” 

As part of that effort. the Treasury 
helped the Russian Central Bank draft 
money-laundering laws. But the Russian 
Parliament has dozens of convicted crimi- 
nals among its members. The legislation 
has stalled. = 
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SECOND AMENDMENT: 
TAKING OUR GUNS FROM US 
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-- Domestic confiscation bill, road-block gun ban pessoa, ae 

Special GOA Fax Alert, (703)321-8585, http://www WwoeteG eee 

her 2: -- Tne Congress sent President Olinton: 
nt ding bill. The: President ue the 2 bile late. G 

rr 2. I Oo e wn o w “I Oo oo N wG oO =, = @ a > jou 

Congress succeeded 1 passilly several ait rl 

- Descine tha rmeter net ine piovisDie will not a con Her What was 

Dnaas tn maict rede ta AoiG 

> acheal ofopiems with (nose Provisions. and a icine ot who voted oR = 

Soau-block Gup Ban (See. 667 of the Treacury-Postal portion et H.R, 3610). 

's ua thousands of gun pan zones across roads statewide where local police o1 the BATE ¢ ean arrest 

isnectne drivars who havo a firearm in the car. Victims will faco 

town as the Kohl amendment, this provision reenacts the School Zone, J of 

cAconetitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court lact year (U.S. v. LopezeAb95 SOIL ne npan 

zones nearly one-half mila in diameter around every school in the country, . Bs : 

=o without a pistol carry Nconse driving through a zone with an un oaded flroartf, wnat is not In a locked 

TACK, TOSS VU ywars IN prison. is would apply even to off-duty policeroings vdespite ineptly 

Tons in the Kohl language.) Many who were previously able to. drivadreel wid guns, either n 

New or in the glove compartment, can now be victimized by anti-gun loca police: 

A may just a couple of other quirks that result from the law: a) Because OF th 

we Fa 18 of the U.S. Code. the school zone gun ban could outlaw the ossession 0 rearms Y parents 

“no home school tneir kids: and b) t d 

Toad consitute a legal labyrinth. He or she could not carry t 1a gun to aca 

Catermned tna:such action was approved by school officials. 

Domestic Confiscation (Sec. 658 of the Treasury-Poetal portion of H. A. 3610 3 

Tank Laulanbery, wha has an ‘F-* rating trom GOA, originally cosponsored the so-called domestic sfiulsion wth antl-gun 

vators Dianne Fe rstein and Euward Kennedy as S. 1602. The largest wholesale firearm coniscat fort In decades, this 

ti pais ‘housancs upon thousands of Americans from owning firearms for life, and orders thelrguns seized. For now i$ gun 

tic isIE sg tscomea te but it sets a vel e 

tiiyy many law-enforcement officers, previously 60 aad 

ut veh Bar S ‘lang uage was 

= perhaps best termed as the 

nal version, but it still 

“7 vi an NRA-supperted amendment as a compromise Bu 

aAileiad after protests from Clinton and Senate Democrats. The Barr provisio! 

Lautenoesg Lite’ prevision -- would have reduced some of the problems with 

oxtended the gun ban into the area of misdemeanors (a bad precedent). 

TaE ae -Barr provision which passed the Congress threatens to. disarm, th vary.¥ fwomen that Itis 

a lifetime gun ban on én Jone who hasbeen convicted of 

ting! Oo 5: attempting | 

Ge can cover anyone (both man, and women) wno vals Invol 

vied use 2 force” lan wage will not only affect wor 
id of a domestic m igormaines lor 8pan 

a a federalizes a state 

we ALIS veldatty Sena ater the 2nd and 10th : ae 

the answer? If an act of domestic violence is serious enough to jose your t vil:rlg 

a felany v:hich persons aang were prohlbitad from owning firearms. . ititie' not serious, it 

wale as amusdemeanor -- a penalty which historically has not forced one to'forfelt his or her fights 

The Washington Post (11/19/92) reported how a school teacher was arrested In class after a2 ptdestian reported seelng her 

hancgun sitting in oper view on the seal of her car In the parking lot. This lady had no record and was ~ except for a school zone gun ban ~ 

somptying with Virginia law which ailows citizens to carry 8 firearm in their car without a permit. @ as one asthe gen Is left
 In plain view. 
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> J. Alan Liotta, deputy director 
Reports of ' 
J.S. POWs 
in N. Korea 
persist 
.-HILITARY: The latest a 
accounts come from a 
‘ 2fector from North 
horea who says he re- 
naatedly visited a top- 
: -cret prison camp. 

By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 
+ 2 New York Times 

SEOUL, South Korea — One of : 
he most elusive and maddening 
~ ‘steries swirling about East 
’ ia concerns the occasional 
wghtings” of U.S. prisoners of 
var still supposedly held by 
“rth Korea, more than four de- . 

des after the end of the Korean 
var. 
Now the mystery is becoming 

“3n More elusive and madden- 
:. A defector from North Korea 

u/s he repeatedly visited a top- 
ecret prison camp housing el- 
~sly white and black men who, 

camp guards told him, were 
.3. prisoners of the Korean 
far. 

“he latest account is simply . 
! more in a murky and incon- 

wsive mosaic, and many ex: 
erts are extremely skeptical 

t North Korea could have — 
would have wanted to have — 

pt U.S. prisoners for so long. 
ut the new descriptions are by 

she mast detailed to have 
erged so far, and there is a 

-uWwing sense in the intelligence 
ymmunity that the notion of sur- 
ing U.S. prisoners, however 
landish it sounds at first, is a 

‘rious possibility. ; 
North Korea has continued to 

v the assertions. 

The new testimony comes from Oh Young-nam, 33, a for- mer police official who escaped to China last October and then came to South Korea. Oh was the son of a bodyguard to the Country's late “Great Leader,” im Il-sung, and he himself graduated from the elite police | academy and joined the secret Police. 
In an interview last week, Oh said that from 1982 to 1993 he re- . Reatedly visited a camp housing the Americans, in a’ sealed-off area just north of Pyongyang. He said he had never seen more than 20 or 30 Americans at one time, bur that there were others in their dormitories and so the total number was Probably higher. Once he and a group of other Police officers Stopped their car and gave a half-dozen cans of beertoa group of the Americans, who said “thank you” in Korean but did not engage in conversa- tion. He said he had police friends working in the camp and that they told him that the Amer- icans had learned Korean and spoke with a good accent. : Oh said the Americans, though Painfully thin, were relatively well treated. He said they lived in @ one-story compound around a central meeting area and that a tennis court was nearby — aj. though it lacked a net and was overgrown in the years he saw it. North Korean officials had even found Korean wives for the pris- Oners, Oh said. 

- The reports of American 
POWs were first Published last week by Asia Times, a Bangkok- based daily whose reporter Spoke with Oh. During the inter- view Wednesday, Oh said he had not realized that his conversation with the Asia Times reporter would be published in a newspa- Per, and he tried to avoid talking 
about U.S. prisoners. 
: Asked if U.S. officials had or- 
dered him not to discuss what he 
had seen, he refused to say, but 
be squirmed a lot. 
. Stil, Oh gave some details of what he had seen, and he added 
that he had spoken to U.S. intelli- 
gence officials in April and had 
shown them the Prisoner-of-war camp in pictures — Presumably satellite photos. 

3 efense Department office 
Se ole for prisoners of war. 
Weiuld not comment on specifics 
Buf said the accounts of Ameni- 
daris‘in North Korea were being 
éarefully checked. : 
: Senior administration offi- 
dials, who are trying to reduce 
tensions with North Korea and 
éntice it out of its isolation, have 
played down the possibility thai 
¥.S.. POWs might still be held 
captive. But in June an internal 
Defense Department report was 
lpaked by Rep. Robert K. Dor- 
‘nan, -R- Garden Grove, and it 

used .an uproar by suggesting 
-e*small group of POWs 

might still be held by North Ko- 

Faw Then you talk to working-lev 
él intel(ligence) people, I think 
it’s taken as a given that there 
are (U.S.) POWs there,” said < 
mhilitary intelligence specialist. 
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# Documents and 
testimony to a House 
panel indicate up to 1,200 
may have remained in the 
north after armistice. 

Memo: 900 POWs left in Korea z 

Loe Tones 

WASHINGTON — Six months 
after the Korean war ended in 1953, the Eisenhower adminis- i tration had evidence that North Korea failed to release more than 900 prisoners of war, according to newly declassified documents 
and congressional! testimony 
Tuesday, 

A Pentagon memo, dated Dec. 22, 1953, said 610 Army troops and more than 300 Air Force personnel were on lists of prison- ers who were supposed to be returned when the armistice took 

fae else ae 

! 

a” Former Czech Gen. Jan Sejna, left, defense analyst Joe Douglass Jr. and retired Col. Philip Corso, are sworn in before testifying Tuesday. 

effect in July of that year. But, the fare experiments in a shadowy memo said, they “just disap- Czech-built hospital. peared." The information, disclosed at a Some of the prisoners may. COngressional hearing Tuesday have been subjected to germ war- Please see KOREA 7A, 

st Pifevs burc Times 9(1¢/9¢ 
| 
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presided over by Rep. Robert K. 
Dornan, R-Calif., an outspoken Capi- 
tol Hill advocate of POW and MIA 
causes, seems likely to reopen a 
bea paper controversy over Kore- 
an War 

cans are still held in the secretive 
Communist nation. 

But dedicated skeptics through 
the years have msisted that North 
Korean and U.S. officials are lying to 
avoid a thorny issue that would prove 

to both sides. Two of 
ose longtime skeptics appeared be- 
pote eee 

The memo,. obtained by the 
House National Security military 
personnel subcommittee from the Ei- 
senhower presidential library, is a 
summary of a telephone call between 
an unidentified Pentagon official and 
then Secretary of the Army Robert 
Stevens. It describes a discrepancy 
between the lists of prisoners that 
North Korea said it held and those it 
eventually released. But it mentions 
no further proof that the prisaners 
were still alive. - 

Other evidence that prisoners 
were left behind came in testimony 
Tuesday by retired Col. Philip Corso. 
an Army inte‘ligence officer who was 
in Korea durmg the prisoner ex- 
changes and who later served on the 

Eisenhower White House staff. He 
told the committee that he knew at 
least 500 sick and wounded US. 

The memo describes a 
discrepancy between 

- the lists of prisoners 
that North Korea said 

it held and those it 
eventually released. 
But it mentions no 

further proof that the 
prisoners were still 

alive. 

pen were within 10 miles of 
é point but were never 

a a le said other reports 
indicated 900 to 1,200 POWs were 
sent from North Korea to the Sovi- 
et Union and were never heard 
from again, 

The newly released documents 
indicate the Eisenhower adminis- 
tration was concerned about the 
fate of POWs in North Korea and 
the Soviet Union but was unwilling 
to provoke a confrontation with 
the nuclear-armed Kremlin. 

Corso said he obtained, and 
passed along to his White House 
boss at the time, information that 
the North Koreans and their Sovi- 
et advisers were conducting “Nazi 

style’ medical experiments on 
U.S. and South Korean POWs in a 
hospital built by the Communist 
government of Czechoslovakia. He 
said the U.S. government was nev- 
er able to obtain conclusive proof. 

Another committee witness, 
former Czech Gen. Jan Sejna, who 
defected to the United States in 
1968, said that he has been trying 
to alert the U.S. government to 
activities at the hospital for almost 
30 years but was never taken seri- 
ously. 

He said Soviet doctors used 
American POWs during the Kore- 
an and Vietnam wars to test chem- 
ical and biological war agents and 
the effects of atomic radiation. 

He said the Americans were 
also used to test physiological and 
psychological endurance and vari- 
ous mind contro! drugs. 

“Czechoslovakia .also built a 
crematorium in North Korea to 
dispose of the bodies and parts 
after the experiments were con- 
cluded,” he said. 

Dornan, the subcommittee's 
chairman, said Presidents Eisen- 
bower and John Kennedy faced a 
“classic dilemma” of risking a new 
war if they had issued an ultima- 
tum to North Korea to return the 
prisoners, but he said there was no 
excuse for not demanding more 
recently that the missing Ameri- 
cans be accounted for. 
= trtormation from Reuters was used in 

tharwport. 9. /F-96 
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Report: U.S. aware 
900 POWs left behind 

| Associated Press 
| NEW YORK — The United 

States was aware that more 
than 900 American service- 
men were still being held by 
North Korea at the end of the 
Korean War, The New York 
Times reported in today’s 
editions. 

The revelation fuels grow- 
tng speculation that American 
pnsoners might still be alive 
and in custody in North Ko- 
rea, the newspaper said. 

Historians suggest the 
Eisenhower Administration 
decided not to make public 
much of its intelligence on the 
Insue for fear of whipping up 
hysteria among Americans 
who would have demanded } the prisoners’ return. 

“In the nuclear age, Eisen- hower could not risk telling the Russians or Chinese that we're willing to go to all-out 
war to get our prisoners 
back,” said Al Santoli, a con- 
sressional investigator who 
elped gather recently declas- 

sified documents. 
The documents were ob- tained from the Dwight D. 

Eisenhower Presidential Li- 
brary and other government 
depusiteries by the House Na- 
tranal Security subcommittee | on outitary personnel. 

The subcommittee is sched- 
uled to hold hearings on the 
issue today. 
The North Korean govern- 

ment has said it is not holding 
any Americans. A number of 
American defectors are known 
to live in Pyongyang, the 
North Korean capital. 

In June, a Defense Depart- 
ment analyst testified that on 
the basis of “a recent flurry” 
of “very compelling reports” 
he believed that as many in 
15 Americans were still being 
held in North Korea, the 
Times said. 

The Defense Department 
did not dismiss the analyst’s 
report entirely, but said it has 
no clear evidence any Ameri- 
cans are being held against 
their will. 
One of those scheduled to 

testify today is retired Col. 
Philip Corso, a former mili- 
tary aide to President Eisen- 
hower. In a statement pre- 
ared for delivery before the 
louse panel, Corso said, “In 

the past I have tried to tell 
Congress the fact that in 
1953, 500 sick and wounded 
American prisoners were 
within 10 miles of the prison- 
er exchange point at Panmun- 
jom but were never 
exchanged.” 

1996/Las Vegas Review-Journal/5a 
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Whar costs $] million an hour and listens in on 

everything you sav? Insiders like to call it 
No Such Agency, bur the National Security Agency 

is the largest, costliest, best-equipped ~ 
and most secret spy organization in the world. 

Fs ben Jacques Chirac, 
John Major and Hel- 
mut Koh! meet on 
June 26 m Lyons, 

France with other world lead- 
ers for the 1996 Economic 
Surumi, they and ther sup- 
port staffs will be broadcast- 
ing they intenoons direcuy to 
the peopie who advise Prexi- 
dent Clinton. Nov only will 
the US government know 
more than tye French, Englith 
and German heads of state re- 
garding mmternal economuc 
and polincal decisions, but 
they mary actually know it emr- 
lier. 

The Nasional Security 
Agency spends $1 million an 
hour listenmng to foreign (and 
domesoc) secrets ~including 
Phone calls and faxes at che 
Prime mumustenal level, 
What does NSA stand for? 
Acconting to US electronic 
spooks: No Such Agency. 
Don't believe it. 
America's real spies hunch 

over computer terminals cry- 
ing to break foreign codes. Or 
they uve they ears pressed to 
headsets, panently lisuerung to 
stolen conversanons. They do 

ty Agency, the wortd's. 
largest. costhest and 
Mast secret mtelligence 
Orgamzanon. 

From a sprawling 
complex at Fi. Meade, 
tucked berween Wash- 
angtoa and Balomore, 
NSA listens to the 
world. Using a vast 
network of saellites, 

even ailies. ek 
DSieeaiig Serbian comman- 

ders radioing ther 
troops ut Bosma are unwit- 
angly wilang to Serbo-Croat- 
son Unguist sn a glass tower af 
Fu Meade. just one of more 
than 100 languages spoken 
there. everyttung from Ice- 

landic to Senegalese. Through 
NSA's eavesciropyang, Amen- 
can officials have tracked the 
hes of Ruenon Preadent 
Bons Yeitsin with Sertian 
President Slobodan Milose- 

nr We 

FSNEESPUSEY iat titiielel Ht 

emer 

Hebrew. 
Since its creation in 1952 

by Preasdert Harry S. Truman 
whose execunve order estab- 
lishing the agency was iteclf 
top secret, NSA's primary ar- 
get has been the Sewer Union. 
When the communist mono- 
ith collspwed, NSA's pnon- 
wes tufted. The agency 
Played a role in vistually 
every major event of the Cold 

eMizH a il | 

“You have © make sure 
there's no extra spning m your 

‘Step. he says” 
While NSA 15 charged with 

ltening ta foreigner. 
dishes couunely pick up 
Amencans’ overseas cails as 

power and joss of the taxpay- 
ers’ money. 

While the bener known 
CIA spends aba $3 billion 
each yess and employs shout 
15.000. NSA has 20,000 
workers at its headquarter 
Wone and tens of thousands of 
mosuy military eaveadroppers 



compared with what NSA 
spends on technology. 
When a Titan [V rocket ex- 

Ploded shortly after its launch 
1n Califorma im August 1993, 
the blast destroyed its secret 
Pavload: three ig 
satellites worth $275 millon 
apiece. officials said. The 

size of 8 football Geld. Orn. 
ing above target counties, 
they cach the mucrowave ng- 
als of teiephooe calls and 
fates as hey radia from re- 
lav towers. 

From ground stecons in 
Sugar Grove, WVa. and 

ate. che comamercal semmu- 
fucatons sareltites that carry 
the bulk of the world's phone, 
fax. computer and other waf- 
fic. In other words, Operanng 
in Germany, England. France 
and other countnes, NSA 
eavesdrops on the host coun- 
ines’ leadership. government, 
Dusiness and on its ciezens. 

“Every ume a communica- 
tions satellite ia launched. 
NSA puts up a warellite dish to 
keep cack of 1” savs John 

By bouncing a laser off an 
office window, NSA Lineners 
CaN PICK Up the conversanon 
wside Som the subue vibra. 
ton of te glass. Techucians 
Put Dny vansmners wto vas- 

Part of the agency's vast col- 
lecaon network. 

The Special Collecnon Ser- 
vice. an ele ie 
unt handpicked from the 

ranks of NSA and CLA, han- 
dies the delicate task of isten- 
ing from windowless rooms 
inside ernbasmes, consulams 

and other US factuines abroad. 
‘So secret tha most emplovees 

in 

The NSA wields the world’s greatest 
concentration of computing power; x 
can crack the must daunting of codes 
3. ashrays and other every- 
day objects to be smuggled 
UMD 4 targeted busing. 

“Everything down to the 
toothpick in your glass, NSA 
Could do tt" recalls a reured 
senainr 

When we Chinese built 3 
few emoassy in Canberra, 
Austana NSA ouwid sself 
Thiny US agers hau worked 
for montr< to lace the con. 

of the two agencies iow lit. 
de abouc 1. SCS 
from a complex in Maryland 
disguised as a high-tech com- 
Pany and tudden by tuck 
woods. At what NSA docu- 
mens cull the “Marylond 
field sue.” the undercover 
eavesdroppers lea to use so 
phisticated listerung equip- 
Ment wane the se of a bref. 
ease and others etacked like 2 

cTunctung power can break 
Many codes. But modern en- 
Crypoon sometimes can de- 
feat even NSA's sspercom- 
Puters: the oumber of possi- 
ble numenc “keys” to unlock 
Messages scrambied by one 
common enctypuon sysiem 
15 70,000.000.000.000.000 or 
70 quadnilion. 
Se NSA resorts 10 other 12 

‘ES smite war to dero31 fom 

Pepont before i is printed for 
ine leader of the same 
zrveminest to reze 



HIGH FREQUENCY ACTIVE AURORAL 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
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Environmental Warfare? 

The G. S. Government has a new ground-based “Star Wars* 
ol en which is being tested in the remote bush country 

Peers s..ngw system manipulates the environment 
in z F pea Tons he : 

Disrupt human mental processes. 
Jam all global communications systems. 
Change weather patterns over large areas 
interfere with wildlife migration patterns. 
Negatively affect your health. 
HOP Ti mu ee ae eS ee Meee tame doe h delet ta oe 

Mi ee ere Ug CI ieee Tears Active 

Auroral Research Program). But this skybuster is not about the 
Lights. The pierce mo adhe on lights Maaaas eed id BE 

Their first target is the electrojet -- a river of electricity that flows 
thousands of miles through the sky and down into the polar icecap. 

The electrojet will become a vibrating artificial antenna for sending 
electromagnetic radiation raining dawn on the earth. The U.S. military 
can then “H-ray” the earth and talk ta submarines, But there's much 
more they can do with HAARP. This book reveals surprises from 

secret meetings. 

pattie TS Re Crs ee ree er de ee 

judged HAARP to be in the top ten under-reported news 

Slat Se ae 

Boe CT aT ee ee ae eae TS Pee 
“be revealed In September, 1995. This TL is --the rest of 

the story. ei 

The High-frequency Active Petey eer tea Pere Ty 

eiilz HAARP that Angels Don't Play. 
Seen ME. phe. ERR: 

eee i Pe ~ 
ie : 



Post-mortem sheds, | 

on Western powsig 
Los Angeles Times p 
PORTLAND, Ore. — Chas- 

tened energy officials convened 
Monday to get to the bottom of 
the power outage that rippled 
across the Western United States 
last weekend, but their initial 
findings shed little new light on 
the biackout and yielded only one 
concrete recommendation: to do a 
better job of trimming trees 
around power lines. . 
: The representatives from utili- 

companies, governments and 
the us Department of Energy 
remained circumspect about pin- 
pointing a cause for Saturday's 
power failure, which cut off elec- 
tricity to more than 4 million cus- 
tomers from Canada to Mexico. 
A probe of the incident has cit- 

ed a confluence of snafus, begin- 
ning with a group of power lines 
outside Portland that sagged into 
some trees and ending with an 
apparent mechanical failure in 
an Oregon power plant that trig- 
gered a cascade of shutdowns 
across the Western power grid. 
And while all power has been 

restored, the impact of the shut- 
down spread to the salmon popu- 
lation in the Northwest, trigger- 
ing an immediate environmental 
controversy. _______.. 

The extreme heat and the au- 
tomatic shutdown of the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear facility"in Cali- 
fornia during the blackout 
prompted energy officials to step 

up hydroelectric production at & 
dam in Eastern Oregon to meet 
ower needs at Pacific Gas & 

lectric while Diablo returns to 

full capacity. That required a 

waiver of the Endangered Spe- 

cies Act. 
Saturday's record blackout — 

the second widespread power 
failure across the West in six 
weeks — has prompted a wave of 

soul-searching in the energy in- 
3 as officials question 

wa fr the infrastruccure in the 

fast-growing Western states is 
keeping up with the demand for 
electriaty and try to determine 
why backup systems didn’t work 
a E s 

eput nergy Secretary 
Charles Cuetia alied the outage 
“unacceptable.” 

. 

wt, 

Portland meeting.’ “Thisxsuyste 
should have held together “4x 

_ Monday’s post-mortem,"elso’av 
tended by representatives 

major western utilities and the 
Western Systems Coordinating 
Council, an industry consortium, 
that manages the region's power, 
grid, marked the, start of what if; 
expected to be an in-depth Ipok atj 
the outage’s causes — from.tha, 
systemic to the mundane: and 
at the likelihood: of if happening: 
again. > 

The blackout underscored thee 
vulnerability of the Western powg, 
er grid to disruptions as the sys- 
tem becomes increasingly: .compri: 

plex. The power industry.js being, 
transformed across the nation 4g. 
it deregulates and opens itselfjtol: 
market forces -that .can :Botteg 
times pit the needs. of customergs 
against the need to contain costa. 

‘More narrowly, officials said, it 
pointed up the need for-more-¢¢ ° 
scientious line . maintepance: K 

imi e-outagé-on-de- 

years, ‘ 
~ Indeed, the maintenance issye’ 

.is a key concern of those who aye, 
monitoring the deregulation’. ig-: 
sue. Tree-trimming costs money, 

and utility officials fear: ak 

fein 
Z 4 

ats ‘deeply concerned. * 
= Ozucials , 27e the ; e 
werAdministration, *which 

ipower sata is ta West, on 
e 

\gapacl PRO TlEl requirements of 

dhotspatedasislresnosi Chico and 

wd Butuiterill aladimpair the abili- 
ty of aby. Chitook’ and lectern, 
osalmangtormakedlt through the 
1 dam grepillwaye tfoncther next 
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THE IRS AND THE FEDERAL RESERVE 



THE FEDERAL RESERVE 

THE FEDERAL RESERVE, WHICH OWNS OUR MONEY SYSTEM 
ANI) SETS MONETARY POLICY, {[S NOT AN ACTUAL PART OF OUR 
GOVERNMENT AT ALL. IT 1S, IN FACT, _A PRIVATE STOCK 
TORPORATION NEVER FOUND IN THE GOVERNMENT PAGES OF YOUR 
TELEPHONE OIRECTORY. THE TRUE SECRET OWNERS OF THE 
FENERAL RESERVE INCLUDE: 

° THE ROTHCHILD BANKS OF LONDON AND BERLIN . 
» THE LAZAR BROTHERS BANK OF PARIS 
> THE ISREAL MOSES SEIF BANKS OF TADS este. 9s 
» THE WARBURG BANKS OF AMSTERDAM AND HAMBURG - 
» THE New YORK BANKS OF GOLDMAN-SACHS, CHASE 

MANHATTAN (ROCKEFELLER), KUHN LOEB, AND LEHMAN 
BROTHERS 

ARTICLE 1.8.5 OF OUR U.S. CONSTITUTION DELIBERATELY 
ORDAINED CONGRESS 10 "PRINT MONEY AND ESTABLISH THE VALUE 
THEREOF", THIS WAS DONE SO CONGRESS WOULD HAVE TO BE 
ANSWERABLE TO WE THE PEOPLE CONCERNING FINANCIAL STABILITY. 

THE POSSESSION OF MONEY IS POWER. THIS PRIVATE FEDERAL 
RESERVE SIMPLY HAS MONEY PRINTED AT OUR EXPENSE AND THEN LOANS IT TO US WITH INTEREST AS IF THEY HAD EARNED IT WITH 
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS. THE FEDERAL BANK OWNERS THEN 
PROFIT EXTREMELY WELL FROM THE INT! EREST WE PAY THEM ON 
SUPPOSED LOANS THEY APPROVE FOR US. KNOWN AS FRACTIONAL BANKING, THEY MAY LED OUT TEN TIMES MORE MONEY THAN THEY 
ACTUALLY HAVE ON HAND AND COLLECT INTEREST ON THESE LOANS, 
TOO. WE PAY THEM HIGH INTEREST THAT RETURNS THEM 300% ON 
VERY SAFE LOANS, LIKE THIRTY YEAR “REAL ESTATE, THAT ARE SAFEGUARDED WITH THEIR REPOSSESSION RIGHTS OF OUR 
COLLATERAI.. 



THEY PROFIT MOST FROM LENDING MONEY, THAT NO ONE 

EARNED, TO GOVERNMENT THESE GOVERNMENT TREASURIES, 

LANDS, =ORESTS, OL WELLS, MINES AND TAXA3LE CiTIZENS EZCOME 

THE COLLATERAL WHICH ARE OFTEN COLLECTED WITH MILITARY 

FORCE. 

THE FEDERAL RESERVE COLLECT BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN 
TAXES FROM US ANNUALLY THROUGH THE IRS THAT GOES DIRECTLY 

INTO FEDERAL RESERVE ACCOUNTS. MOST OF THE IRS AMOUNT 
NOW GOES TO THIS PRIVATE CORPORATION TO PAY INTEREST ON THE 
NATIONAL DEBT. THE GHEATER THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEST, THE 

MORE INTEREST THEY COLLECT. THE MORE INTEREST THEY COLLECT, 
THE MORE POWER THEY HAVE OVER THE CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES. THE ENFORCEMENT AND CONTROL OVER US 
INVOLVES MANY THREAT AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
INCLUDING THEIRS, FB! CIA, EPA AND MILITARY. 

MANY AMERICAN HAVE HAD, OR KNOW OF, EXAMPLES OF DEBT 

AND THE THREATS DUE TO THESE AGENCIES. THEY APPROVE OF THE 
"DISCONTINUATION AT ANY TIME” OF.THE FEDERAL RESERVE BY 
CONGRESS PER SECTION 30 OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE CHARTER. 
BY ELIMINATING THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND RETURNING TO THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATE THAT CONGRESS SHOULD REGULATE THE 
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS OF THIS COUNTRY, MANY OF THE CURRENT 
FINANC:A_ FROBLEMS COULD BE REDUCED OR SOLVED. 



MONEY POSITION STATEMENT 

ne States delegated to Congress the power to issue money, in 
Sec. 8, clause 5, of the Constitution of the United 

The Congress has failed to carry out this mandate, but has 

instead surrendered this supreme prerogative of government to a 

privileged monopoly known as the Federal Reserve Corporation. No 

State has agreed to this surrender, and the Constitution has not 

been amended to provide for it. 

Therefore, as President, I would request the Congress to do as 

the Congress did in the 1860's at the request of President Lincoln~ 

-issue United States Notes. Enough of this money should be issued 

<o replace all Federal Reserve Notes. About $400 billion in United 

States Notes would be required for this purpose. If Congress does 

not resume its duty to issue the money as required by the 

‘Constitution, I would follow the example of President Kennedy in 

the 1960’s and cause the issuance into circulation of billions of 

doilars of United States Notes. 

United States Notes are interest-free in their issuance. 

Federe} Reserve Notes are loaned into circulation, so interest 

payments are necessary in order to keep the Federal Reserve Notes 

in circulation. Today, the American economy pays interest on $400 

billion in Federal Reserve Notes. Replacing these notes with 

interest-free United States Notes wou:d save the economy over a 

biilior dollars per month in unnecessary interest charges. 

Providing our economy with interest-free money will promote 

necin’s objective of providing “cheap and efficient exchanges." 

c'reulating interest-free money in the economy will provide more 

jops and increase our prosperity. 
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TAX REFORM 



SCIENTIFIC TAX REFORM 

By 3 simple Scientific Acts, we can create’ more jobs, balance the 
federal budget. and provide tax relief for most Americans. 

First: Abolish all Income Taxes including the most unfair tax of 
all, the so-called Social Security Taxes -- your payroll deductions. 

Even a corporation doesn’t have to pay an income tax until it 
makes a profit! However, a human being, working for $200 a 
week, may have to pay over $60 in payroll taxes. There’s no 
profit in 200 per week, because it costs that much to survive. 
That’s a discrimination that must be abolished! 

By abolishing all income and payroll taxes, we would increase 
the take-home pay of everyone, who. works for a living, by 20 to 
40 percent -- putting over two billion dollars extra a day into the 
pockets of those who need and deserve it most -- those who will. 
spend it! 

Just think: 2 billion dollars extra each day in the hands of the 
working poor would create: (1) at least 20 million new jobs 
(2) the greatest prosperity this nation or any nation has ever 
known (3) and millions of our poor people would at last have a 
Deiter chance to earn an honest living. 

This can work providing we do two additional things: 

1. Balance the federal budget. 
2. Control inflation. 

‘he Second Scientific Act: To balance the federal budget, we 
must first cut its expenses. This cannot be done as long as a 
conmittee with no one in charge is allowed to spend our money. A 
curn'mittee with on one in charge means that no one can be held 
re-:onsible for the waste. There is no one to blame when things go 
wreng. To balance the federal budget, we must put someone in 
charge who can be held responsible. (over) 



Let's face the facts, our present government is largely 
controlled by Congress, which is two committees almost 
completely out of control, because no one is in charge of either 
one. It is a proven fact that such committees simply cannot be 
trusted to handle money or do anything else properly or 
intelligently. 

Our federal government is already overwhelmed by debts, 
whule its still spending far beyond its means -- with no change in 
sight! 

Our President and Congress need to delegate the job of 
Straightening out our government’s financial mess to a reputable 
Financial Manager who is charged with cleaning up the mess and 
given the authority required to do it. Then, if he fails or gets out 
of line, a 3/4ths vote of both Houses of Congress needs to have 
the power to replace and/or punish him. 

To successfully control our government’s finances, that control 
must be given to someone who can be held accountable. That 
power must be taken out of the hands of Congress -- or we shall 
NEVER succeed in straightening out our government. 

The Third Scientific Act: Government is necessary — and, of 
course, our government needs enough money to cover its necessary 
expenses and enough to balance its budget! Or — eventually, we’ll 
have run-away inflation. This can be done, as Thomas Jefferson 
suggested in 1785, by taxing wealth on a graduated basis instead of 
income. 

The United States is still the most powerful and richest nation 
in the world with over 60 trillion dollars worth of assets that can 
be taxed. A modest, average tax of 3 and 1/3rd percent on that 
60 trillion could raise over 2 trillion dollars per year -- enough to 
pay all current necessary expenses and start paying off our debts. 
Almost no one would be seriously hurt! 

e yre June 72, 1996 
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Tree ee eee enya GWEN, 
women, ana men nad to che mn that con- 
hegrancn. The crobiem is. they are nor 
facts Mary are estertions or outrign: 
hes fect to the media. swallowed. broad. 
Cast. and never questioned 

Peopie in Waco aescribe the Brancr 
Oawaian community as a grous cf oral 
ary 2@c0le and as he’ptul. friendly, anc 
kag Tne Branch Davigian sect was 
founced in 1893 as an offshoot of the 
Seventh-Day Adverts: church. Many of 
the aporoxirrately 120 people in tne 
concound held regu ar jobs outside. 
anc the group had Seen in Waco sirce 
1935 They nao pyilt with ther own 
hands the house that was destroyed in 
the 1893 fire. 
James Scott Trim a researcner who 

Studied the Branch Davicians for more 
than a year and a hail. offers this per- 
Sbective: "They were no threat, particu: 
larly. t2 anyooay. Trey had been there 
Since the 1930s ard sertamly hadn't 
Gone any camage te anybody ‘hus far. 
They werent a group ct idiots.” Various 
members of the group, he 
Points Out. were nignly edu- 
cated in theology. campara- 
tive religion, and law. 
Was ths @ cult? One of the. 

reasors tha: pejorative lapet 
Stuck [0 this group was that 
film clios were widely broad- 
Cas: in wnich David Koresh, 
[6 g’oup’s leader. was 
shown saying. "You better 
watcn out—I'm Goc.” What 
wasn't reveaied was that this 
Segment was actually part of 
a longer film clip. A reporter from an Australian network nad been asking 
Koresh about accusations made by an 
@x-Branch Davidian leader that he, Koresh. had getten tre former leaders 

70-year-olg Mother pragnant. in repy to 
this obviously around-the-bend asser- tion. Koresh hac said tat if he could get 
@ 70-year-old womar Pregnant, then 
you'd better watch out. because he Is God. It was a joke. In the uncut film seg: 
ment. laugnier is heard in tne back- 
3°CurC. in ihe clio. Koresn’s remark was 
taken out of context anc Played as if it 
were a S@rious Statermen: This decep- 
uve use Of a piece of fim was encug” to 
paint Koresh as a nut 

Bi Cooper. 2 former member of the 
Oifice of Nava! intelligence, aiso nas 
looked into the Waco affair. Cooser 
oftars an interesing perspective on the 
'aea of cults. "The detnition of a cu't 1s 
extremely difl.cut to pin down,” he says 
“tt depends largely upen who is labeling 
something as a cult. if you really want to 
Qet honest with all of this. al! of our fore- fathers who left Europe to come to the 
Unites States to escape faligious perse- 
Cubon belonged to cults. You could Say 
that this nation was built dy Cuitists. 
Many of our foretathers belonged to the 
fraternity known as Freemasonry. which 
28 PENTHOUSE - APRIL LzQg 

TOTOUgNOu! husicry has been labeled a Cull and persecuted * 
David Koresn believed tnai Gog wanted nim to deliver tre message o! the Book of Revelations to the word, Bu: 

Concerning the apocalypuc aspects of the Branch Davidians’ beliefs. Cooper 
PCINIs Out that “the entire Christan reii- gion and segments o! the Jewish reli- 
gion are apccalyptic. Both teligions Deleve in the imminen: retum of a mes- Siah and the end of :he world as we know u, and the beginning of a new 
heaven on earth. That is Certainty apoc- alyptc. The view of the Branch Davidians was no different. They believed in the interpretation of the Book of Revelations just as the church that they branched off from.” : 
And. Cocper adds, ‘The truth is that 

we have protection in this country under the Constitution to practice whatever religion we wish, as long as we're not harming anyone else in the practice of 
tha: religion. The truth is that the mem- bers of the Bransh Davidian teligion, 

their Church, were adults and had the right to belleve and practice whatever 
they wished.” 

To support people's right to fallow David Keresh as a leader Coes not mean tha: you have to agree with his teacnings. Yes. the man may have been @ fanatic. Yes, his followers may have been equally zealous. But beng a rel- 
QOus Zealot is not @ crime. Christian fun- Oamenialist groups ana Jewish ultra- orthodox groups may keep to 
themse'ves. or dregs, eat, and act in Ways otners find strange, And many reli. IOUS Q’oups follow charsmatic leaders wo act as if they have the inside word trom Goa. You can call these leaders 8nd ther followers zaalots or fanatics or Culusts if you like, bu: they still have a right to we as they choose. The Branch Davidians had that right, too. 
At least they thought they did. Two of ; the peopie who found out that this was NOt the case, and who to live through thal discovery, were Sneile Martn and Clyde Doyle. Martin had livec at tne Waco complex at Mt. Carmel for five years, with her husband Nd Seven Chidren. She lost five nem bers of her family in the fire, had lived with the group for at least three years. and he lost his Caughter in the 

fire. Thaw dess-iptions cf life at ine com. POUrD are Certainly at odas with :ne 
picture of a bunch of crazed cults's tia: the mecia portrayed. 
Peopie came to Mt. Carmel from 

many different waiks of lite, Doyte fecals. “Many o! then were educated. 
They were high scnoo! teachers, ecm. puter programmers. university teachers, and so ‘ortn. They were munisters. anc 
they were common people. They were from all different counvries anc all difter- ent nationalities. We ives in narmony. We got along great for such a civerse Qroup of people.” 
Although people tived communally, 

they nad their incependence, Martin 
Says. people say we were con- 
tollec and that we hac tc live a certain 
way, but that’s untrue. We nad a cnoice - She goes on to refine the myth that tne 
Branch Davicians Stayed within their 
COMmp.ex and never came out “That's 
not Now it was. We nad freedom there. 
We could go into town. We could go 
Shepping. We hac all different types of 

things. but the mair Q>yect 
was te know that we were 
there to read the Bible." 

Daity life was primitive, but 
since people were there for 
Bible study, they wera usually 
abie (0 overicox tne lack of 
amenities. Doyle recaits that 
the Mt. Carmel compiex was 
evolving. ‘When we first 
began to develop the piace. 
there were a series of small 
houses in poor condition. 

of them were detario- 
rating 90 badly that we began to tear 

them down. We took the ones that were worst first and used what iumber we 
could. We bought new lumber and 
began to build the complex [shown in 
Media Coverage of Waco). There was Continual building going on. New rooms were Deing added to make new room 
for people to came and Stay” 

But what of the allegations of chitd abuse at the Davicians' compound? They are not true, Says Martin. ‘There 
was No abuse of children. David said the worst abuse children could suffer 
Was whan thair mothers and fathers did 
not bring them up to love God and to 
fespect ther parents and other Deonie. 
David said that any of us there wno did Not treat our children with love end 
respect were really abusing tnem- 
So where did the allegations come from? Linda » & lawyer who is investigating the case. Belleves they * started with one man—Mark Breault, often described as a disgrunted former member ot the Branch Davidians. A documentary produced by KPOC-TV in Oklahoma reported that Some Other tor. mer Branch Caviciars may have alleged that child abuse was taking place in the Complex. In any event, the government has never Presented any 



evicence that aty Chilc was eave 

@busec at ne Waco Compound. -~ 
And what about allegations oF illegal 

gun caches at the group's compound? 
For one thing Thompson says that tne 
‘Masa sme’ ceoariment found these 
a-egatons tc be fase Bul Cooper elab- 
Orates. ‘Tne sneriff mvesigated o7 sev- 
era’ occasions tne allegations that they 
nac llega: weacons. were engaging ir 
ilegai act vives wir those weapons. 
ang ac one time ever confiscated all 
(ner weapons and taken then :0 tne 
srertfs facilives for inspection. and 
erded UD returcig trem ail There were 
nc legal weazons. nor illega actvity 
concerning those weapors, whatsoever. 
In fact. [per capita) the people at the Mt. 
Carmel ‘acility possessec less than half 
tne number of weapons possessed by 
the average citizen of tre state of 
Texas.” 

Doyle and Martin. as Branch 
Daviaians. certainty have a stake in po 
Claim ng the group's innocence. But tnis 
Clarm has been corroborated by others 
A special investigative team 
unge: former United States 
attorney general Ramsey 
Clark has been ‘esearching 
tne everts leading up to the 
Ceaths i Waco. They founc 
@ number of discrepancies 
belween the public story anc 
the actual events. and they 
Sugport what Doyle and 
Martin are saying. And Dave 
Mal. a reporter ana tne man- 
ager of KPOC-TV, has done 
extensive work on the Waco 
Story. Mucn af what he and his col- 
leagues at the station have uncovered 
about this vagedy has Deen so disturb- 
ing that ‘Hal has presented his findings 
to the members of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, with the hope that they will 
commission’ a special independent 
investiga:ion ofthe whele affair. Hall's is 
anotner voice thal asserts there was no 
evidence of illega. firearms at Waco, He 
mentions scmething else, toc. “We saw 
evidence the A.TF admitted that they 
hac left ther weapons mingled in with 
the weapons thal were taken into evi- 
Gence [at the trial]... That was put in 
the court recoras. So the evidence that 
was admitted in court in the tria period 
was contaminatec. Why the judges fet it 
hagper. | do not know” 

The Initial Raid 
No crimes nac been committed by 
Cavic Keresr or tne members of ns 
group when, cn Feoruary 28. 1993. they 
were invaded by agents of the Bureau 
of Alcohs!. Tebacco. and Firearms. 
There had been some unsubstantiated 
talk adout the croup Dianning to commit 
mass suicide. bu: even if it had been 
true. this is not within the A.T.F’s 
purview Nor is child aduse—not that 
that charge had been substantiated, 
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ether, nor hac the weapons-cacne 
Charge. So the firs attack on the com- 
POuUNd was totally uncalled for. 
Fin footage of the raid is incluged rr. 

a revealing video put :ogether by Linda 
Tromeson (The visec, Ware: The Big 
ie. Can be obtained from tre American 
Justice Feaerator, 3850 § Emersor. 
Ave. indianapolis naiana 46203. (317: 
780-5204 or [B09] 745-9939. fax: (317) 
780-5209. A second video. Wace Il: The 
8:9 Lie Continues, is also avadabie} In 
the first ideo, the viewer can see A..F. 
agents firing at the Branca David an 
compound with automatic weasons. 
There are helicopters flying overnead. 
The A.T.F. fire does not seen to be 
retumed. 

As reporter Cave Hall expiains nis 
findings. "For nine tw 12 minutes, these 
People were being attacked, unan- 
Nouncec, with bullets flying indissrimi- 
Nately through that building. They were 
Calling for help from the sherift's depart- 
ment... Wayne (a Davidian} is telling 
the 911 operator that there are men out 

there shooting at them, He was asking 
them to gat the police out to call these 
people off of therr.... We have reporters 
that have told us that the ATF did not 
announce themseives until weil into the 
shooting. And judging trom tne 911 
tape. we some to the cenciusion that, at 
the very least, thay were under attack 
tor nine minutes by over 100 men, and 
Possibly as much as 15 minutes. before 
fring tack.” 

Fall points our that the A.T.F. men 
were not identifiable :o the peopie in the 
house because the lettering iabeling 
nem as ATF agents apoears on the 
back of their black uniforms, not the 
front. So tc the Davidians, the men 
attacking tham were unkown assa.l- 
ants Cressed in black Adding to the 
contusion and fear of February 28. as 
well as to the body count, was a heii- 
Copter Qunsnip finng down cn the roof 
ci tne house. Wny ts brutal muiltary- 
Style assault. in which six Oavidiars 
Cl@d. was Necessary 1s puzziing. Mall 
a@Sks, “Why did they not taxe the sheriff 
Out (nere. WNO several times before had 
served warrants Gown thee and never 
had a arcbiem? Why didn't they just go 
Cown there with a couple of men in busi- 
ness suits7” 

An account of the raid by a Davidian 

surviver is chilling. Clyde Doyie recalls 
“David ‘Koresh] advisec everybody to 
Stay Cool aNd to go back to ther rooms 
He would go and talk to {the officiais) a: 
the front coor. | then went back to my 
room, wich was in the frontoft the Quid- 
iNg ON <he first floor. up towards ‘ne 
nerth erg. Within a minute o so. | hearc 
nis voice at the door say.ng. ‘Hols on a 
minute. There are women and children 
here. We need to talk about this.’ Bafore 
Ne could get the last words out of his 
mouth, shots came from tine outside... 

“My reaction was to run gown the nail 
‘owaras the front door. | was thinking 
that some pecpie were bound to ba snot 
and Furt As | ran down the hall towaras 
the door, | founc Perry Jones laying in 
tne hall crying in great pain, saying he 
had been shot. Perry Jones was an 
older man, in his sixties. He apparently 
had been standing behind David as 
David opened the door. | asked him if 
he could hang in thera a minute. | want- 
@C to see if anyone else was hurt, but as 
| fan towaras the door, | found nobcay 

“l ran back to Perry and 
helped him up. A young 
black man from Engiand 
appeared and gave me a 
hand. As he began to lift 
Parry up on the ieft sice, 
Perry let out a scream. We 
helped Perry up into the 
north end of the building, 
where the men's quarters 
were, and put him on a bunk 
bed away from the front wall, 
where the bullets were con- 

tinuing to fire. Perry was in great pain. 
"| asked two or three guys to stay with 

him to help him with whatever he 
needed and went running back down 
the hail to see wnat had happened at 
the coor. As | was running, people were 
yelling at me to get down. People were 
shooting through the walls from the out- 
side. | noticed a ling of bullets down the 
hallway from the kitchen on down 
through the front door. it was as if some- 
body with @ machine gun on the outside 
blindly sprayed bullets, hoping to nit 
somebody running down the hall wit 
Out being able to see them because 
there ware no windows. It was like 
somebody made a sweeping arc with a 
machine gun. This row of bullet holes 
Penetratec into the nailway. 

“Wayne Martin was in the process of 
getting the 811 calls going. During the 
shootings that day, | spent part of my 
time running back and forth, getting 
messajes. The sheritt's deputy that was 
talking on the 911 line with Wayne was 
asking various 

“He was trying to get things set up. 
because we didnt have any communi- 
Cations with David. You would have to 
Fun Up and Gown stairs to verbally pass these along. We eventually Gid get a cease-fire, but in the course of 



pe AE LP Svat Bice tense ence 
room. Is the fourth man atiacarg his fet 
low agents? As the ‘il narrate: intorms 
us. (ne three agents who entered tna: 
window dies in the assault. 

Srancn David.an Mike Schroeder s 
Saain that Say was particularly sncce- 
ng Me ao ieft tne compound befcre 
ine raid anc lates attempted to returr 

some tHe never mace it. Accora:ng te 
7:8 fatner Ken Schroeger wne has 
sen: erorncus energy investigating 
"ne c2aih of us son. ‘There was ar 
Guier peimete’ alreacy estaDiisnec art 
that ume. And ne anc these two other 
guys tha: ware w.th nim were disarmec 
by the Texas Rangers andiet go !0 go on 
1. At thai time. ney were ambushed... 
Surprisingly. tne particular spot where 
his DGGy was found. a! the ground 20 
fee: around where he was found. a foot 
deep. has deen removed.” Schroedes 
sor had been shot seven times. with 
most of the stots ir Rs back, and ris 
body had been left te ror for several 
days. The offic a! ie at tne time was that 
Mike ang his compatriots 
had triec te shoct tne way 
out of the compound Ken 
Schroeder's attempts to get 
his legisiators to do some- 
thing about :his aspec: of the 
Wace tragesy anc cover-up 
have Deen met by bureau- 
cratic non-answers. 

The F.B.1. took charge of 
. the Waco scene a few days 

after the inival assault. aid 
during tha: bureau's tong 
siege of the Compounc. the 
media was kept three miles from the Mt. 
Carmel center. Every moming at 10:30, 
@ press conference was held in which 
an .B.!. spokesman told the ration what 
was supposedly going on. 

it the news media nad been fully 
informed about the Branch Dawcians 
@nc about the nature of the attacks 
against them. there would probably 
nave been outraged orotest by the 
American people. wno were Paying for 
{ne siege and for the killings. 

Tne Siege 
Durng the 51 days between the muita! 
AT® raic and the fina! holocaust at the 
compaund the FB) cut off all utilites 
and sanitation. Pnone lines to everyone 
cut the FB” were sevared, and radio 
communications were jammed. Govern- 
ent toudspeax<ers blared nonstop win 
such sounds as chants by Tibetan 
MONkS. jet P anes. Nancy Sinatra 
singing “These Boots Are Made for 
Walking,” and tne cries of rabbits beirg 
slaughtered. “anks fired percussicn 
grenades. Stad um lights kept the 
house iluminated around the clock. 
Black nehcopters flew overhead. Linca 
Thompson notes that around the 40th 
Cay Of the siege. Koresn indicated that 
the child’en and babies were out of 
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we. Gre! Suis lw at ng baby 000 
:0 ine Compcund were curned back. The 
authorities were susposed to De cen- 
c@rned about the chidren inside the 
compounc: in fact. that was the main 
rationale fo the government's ac:ions 
So wry were is agents trying to starve 
ine cniicran? 

Snetla Martin describes the aftermath 
of the Fepruary 26 raid. “We began to 
slock up on water” she says. “Wher it 
fainec. we colected water n buckets 
anc brought it back into our rooms to 
wasn our hands and clothes. We stayed 
Close to our rooms and didn't venture- 
Gown hallways as much. We tried to 
avcid walking past windows. 

“we were in the dark every night. 
Except for the lights outside, we couldn't 
see anytring. We were giad when the 
morning came because we felt they 
werent going to ‘get us then. We stayed 
as Close as possible to each other for 
encouragement. We prayed a lot and 
read our Bibles. 

“One time they told David to tell the 

Pecpie tc come out. and he answered 
trat he didn’t see us. 
we did not really see him. We did not 
have studies. We stayed there because 
we wanted to. We believed that If we 
stayed close to each other, they would 
Not do anything to hurt us. We Detieved 
that God would take care cf us. 

“We didnt know what was going to 
rappen to us. One Tuesday morning, 
Margaret ard Catherine Madison went 
Out and were taken to jail. David said, 
‘Those are 70-year-old women. How 
Could they put them in jail? How could 
they accuse tnem of conspiracy to mur- 
der?’ The government removed those 
charges after they stayed in jail for a 
W@EK OF $0. 

“After that happened, we knew that 
we would be going to jail. We accepted 
that Since we giant do anything, we 
believed that we would be out just as 
S00" a@s they realized that we weren't 
capatie of committing any of those 
actions ~ 
The F.B.|. was supposedly urging the 

Branch Cavidians to surrender all this 
ume. Yet Linda Thompson reports that a 
bureau spokesman announced on April . 
17, that “anyone who came out would 
be conside’ed a threat to the ATF. 
agents and would be shot. Shots and 

Percussion grendass were sif€o da 

person who (rec (o laave MNrougN = win. 

dow that day” 

Holocaust 
A sitkemns even: occurred early 1 tne 
morning of April 19 1993 A tank 
maneuvered repeatedty Sack and fortn 
over a large underground bunker This 
bunker was a short cistance from the 
house. connected to it by an unger. 
ground passageway. The tank shown in 
tne video seems to be destroying tne 
means of egress for the people in tne 
dunker, ang the viewer sees smoke 
coming up out of the ground there. 

‘The fire in the house started at about 
noon. The video shows #8 tank with an 
extension that looxs like a blazing biow- 
torch pushing into the house. then 
pulling out. Also, A.7.F. agents are 
shown jumping from the burning build- 
ing, and it looks as if they are removing 
fire-rapallent clothing as they head 
@way from the building. The question of 
government men being inside the com- 

Pound and then leaving dur- 
ing the fire has never been 
investigated. 

Again, @n account of what 
happened at Waco from a 
Sranch Davidian's perspes- 
tive is riveting. Clyde Doyle 
describes his experience. 
“Shortly after noon.” re 
begins, "somebody came 
running into the church say- 
ing the building was on 
fire.... There was @ two-by- 
four partition on the stage of 

the chapel, with Sheetrock on one side 
only. We had put a big-screen TV there 
to watch videos. There was a little docr- 
way cut on the left of that. | went 
througn the doorway, still on the stage 
but around the back of this partition. 
The tanks had knocked a fairly large 
hole in the south walt of the chapel 
behind this partition. It had a lot of rub- 
ble in front of it. . 

“People begen to gatner in that area. 
not knowing what to do. They would asx. 
‘Where's the fire?’ ‘What's going on?’ 
‘What should we do?’ ‘Should we jump 
out?’ More anc more people crowed 
into this nar-ow area. | was Closest :o 
the opening. 

“We made efforts to tnrow a little dog 
Out, Dut she attached herselt to me anc 
kept coming back in. She had pups :n 
the church during the siege. Davia 
Tibida kept on throwing her out. He said 
he didn't want to see the dog get 
burned. Eventually, she stayed out. 

“Just about that time, a lot of smoxe 
Slaried Coming in. Within 30 seconds to 
& minute, the whole piace was pitch- 
black. You could nardly see @ thing. You 
had the feeling you were totally sur- 
rounded by heat. You coulda see any 

flames for a while, but you could lee! ths 
Uemendously unbearab e heat. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6c 



Blake rad been snot 
“t want to (Blake's) room. which was 

at the very far north end of the mens 
seston. on the mside His was tne orty 
fcom on the right-nand side of the hail 
looming north trat ad aty windows in it 
All :ne@ rest Jct nave witdows in the 
becroom Decause they were sp against 
the Cateteria You coulan't see out of ts 
windows Decause there w2re three D9 
Diastic water tanks outside. where our 
wale SuCDIy was 

“AS | went uo towards Ms room. | 
TOuIc Pear water tunr.rg. By the time | 
go: !0 ihe Ccorway | Could sae Winsicn 
Jay'ng Gown ir. 2 ct water. The 
wale? tan. which was fignt up agains! 
tis window. was ricdied with bullets. 
Since the tank was al an ange. | would 
almosi Det my life on it tnat Winston 
was shot trom a heicopter. That was 
the only thing out there that could shoot 
a that argle. There weren't any ouild- 
ings there There weren't any A.T.= 
Geople on the grourd who would be 
adie tc shoot at tat angie. | checked 
NiS pus and was convinced ‘hat he 
was deac. 

“There was @ tot cf pandemonium. | 
went uosiairs with massages for David 
and the whole top-level hallway, where 
the women and children were. The 
women were al! taying in the halts, 

ces 

wasnt until. his suicide 
discovered the bald spot 

Warren's head, 

Even after 33 years of marriage, it 
thet Hazel 
on the top of 

to Get shot. Ore of ine women, Jadine 
Wendell, nad deen shot in her bed. She 
had a nursing baby. just a few months 
old * 

Doyle reports that David Koresh nad 
been snot tw:ca. once n the wnst and 
once tarcugn hs abdomen. The bullet 
Fad gone through his back. For a time, 
Doyle says Korash believed he might 
die ‘rom his wounds 

“I never saw anyboay shcot back." 
Doyle says. “altnougn I'm not saying 
that thay didn't, From ali the evidence 
Presented. | believe tnere were a lew 
people wno grabbec some weapons. | 
believe they retaliated because Ferry 
anc Davis hac both been snot at the 
fron: door without being armed. | guess 
some people took the stand that they 
were defending the women, the cnil- 
Gren, and their teacher. You might say it 
was in sell-cefensa, or as a reaction to 
Se@ING Decole gun ed down fer no 
reason.” 
Ameng the results of Dave Halls 

KPOC-TV investigation are these 
° AF. agent Darrell Dyer, wnen ne 

arrived at Waco on February 23, 1993, 
was stunnec to find thal no mandatory 
documentation of the raid pian had 
been made. Dye’ and agent William 
Krone set out tc draft a plan. But or. the 
morning of February 28, the plan was 

NEVO! MI IDE. EL RES 
Cask. 

© The very warrant they were to serve 
was also eft behind. 

© Ten Gays after the raid. ATF. aget 
Roland Ballesteros made twe state- 
ments to the Texas Rangers tha! the 
ATE. $not first and mage no announce- 
ment that they were faderai agents. 

« ATE. agent Eric Ever mace a tape- 
recorded statement tc the Texas 
Rangers just after the raid that the first 
shorts Ye heard came from a team of 
agents with dogs. 

mit is well-cocumented ina: Cavio 
Koresr had left the complex many tmes 
while under the surveillance of as many 
gs eight A.T.F. agents. Agen: Robert 
Rocriguez told Hall that the reason 
Koresh was not arrested when he was 
Ooserved leaving was ‘nat they had a 
search warrant, but no arrest warrant. 
But when Hall checked at the court- 
house in Waco. he found that the war- 
rant was, in fact, an arrest warrant. 

Linda Thompson's viceo footage rais- 
@s other questions. !t snows @ group of 
four agen:s climbing tacders to reach a 
first-floor roof. Once there, they break 
into @ second-floor window, apparently 
after throwing some kind of smoke 
grenade into the house. No one seems 
to be firing at them as they du so. The 
fourth man seems to throw a grenade 



ves ty is aur an BTSKING is tel 
'Ow agents? As the film narrator informs 
US. Ine three agents wno entered tnat window cigd im [he assault. 
Sranch Davidian Mike Schroeder's Sean that day was particularly shoe«. 

ng He nad lett the compound before 
tne raid ang later attempted to return 
home He never mace it According to 
nis tatner. Xe Scnroeaer, wic has 
spent enormous energy invesugating 1@ Seain cf ris son. “There was an 
Culer permeter already estanlished at 
that ume. Ang ne ara chese tw other 
S&YS Na! were with him were disarmed Sy tne Texas Rangers and let co to goon 

Surprisingly, tne parzicular Spot where 
his body was found. all the ground 22 
teer around where he was found. a foot 
Oeep. nas been removed.” Schroeder's 
Son had been shot seven times. with ™MOsI Of the shots in his back. ana his 
beady had been left to rot for several 
Gays. The official lie at the time was that 
Mike anc his compatriots 
hac tried to shoot their way 
Out of the compound. Ken 
Schroeder's attempts te get 
his lagistators :o do scme- 
thing about this aspect of the 
Wass tageay anc cover-up | 
have been mat by bureau. 
Cratic non-answers. 
The F.B.I. took charge of 

- the Waco scene a tew days 
after the initial assault. and 
Guring that bureau's fong 
Siage of the compound, the 
media was kept three miles from the Mt Carmel! center, € Morning at 10:30. @ press Conference was held in which ar F.B.1. spokesman tol tne nation wnat was supp ‘on, 

If the news media had been fully informed about the Branch. Davidians 
and about the nature of the attacks 
acainst them. there would Probaoly Nave been outragec protest by the American people. who were paying tor 
the siege and for the killings. 

The Siege 
During the $1 Gays between the initial A.7F. raid anc the fina holocaust at the 
CONEOUNG, the FBI. cut off a utilities 
8N9 sanitation. Prone lines to 8verycne bui the =B.!. were severed and racio communications were jammed. Govern- ment loudsoeakers blared Nonstop with Such Sourds as chants by Tibetan MONkS. jet planes. Nancy Sinatra sirging “These Boots Are Mace for Walking.” and the cries of rabbits being 
Slaugntered. Tanks fired Percussion Grenades. Stadium lights kept the Aouse illuminated around the clock. Black helicopters flew Overhead. Linda Thompson notes that around the 40th day 0° the siege. Koresn indicated that tne children and babies were cut of 
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Set ay ipa b the compound were turned back. The authorities were supposed to be con. Cerned about the children ins:de the Compound: in fact. that was the main rauonale for the government's actions. So why were its agenis trying to starve 
tne cmidren? 

Sneda Martin descines the aftermath 
cf the Fepruary 28 raid. "We began to 
SIOCK Up On water” sne Says. “When it ra:n80 we collectac water in buckets 
Nc Brought it back into our rooms to wasn cur hands and clothes. We Stayed Close to our roors and didr't venture— 
Gown naliways as much. We tried to avoid walking past windows. 
“We were in the dark every night. Except for ine lights outside, we couldn't S86 anything. We were glad when the morning came because we felt they 

weren't going to get us then. We Stayed @S close as possible to each otnar fer encouragernen:. We prayed a lot and 
reac our Bibles. 

"One time they old David to tell the 

Pecple to come out. and he answered that he dign't see us. For three weeks we cid not really see him. We did not have studies. We Stayed there because We wanted to. We believed that if we stayed close to each other, they would Ret Go anything to hurt us. We believed that God would teke care of us. 
“We didn't know what was going to happen to us. One Tuesday moming, Margaret end Catherine Madison went Out and were taken to jail. Davie Said, ‘Those are 70-year-old women. How could they put them in jell? Hew could they accuse them of Conspiracy to mur- der? The government removed those charges after they Stayed :n jail for a Week OF SO. 

“After that happened, we knew that We would be going to jail. We accepted that Since we cidn't do anything, we believed that we wauld be ou: just as Soon as they realized that we weren't Cadadie O° committing any of those acuors.” 
The F.B.I. was Supposedly urging tne Branch Davigians to surrender all this time. Yet Linda Thompson reports thar a urea. SDoxesman announced on April 17. that “anyone who came Out would be considered a threat to the A.TF. agents and would be snot. Shots ang 

wereussiun yi Siiddes were IeC a; a 
Person who ined to isave through a win- 
Gow that aay.” 

Holocaust 
A sickening event occu-red @arly in tre 
morning of Apri ‘9, 1993. A tank 
maneuvered repeatediy back and ‘orn 
Over a large underground bunker. This 
bunker was @ short distance from tne 
house, connected to it by an unce-. 

grounc /. The tank shown in the video seems to ba destroying the 
means Of egress for the peopie tn tne 
bunker, and the viewer S08S Stroke 
Coming up out of the grouns tnere. 

‘The fire in the house started at about noon. The video shows a tank with an 
extension that looks like a blazing biow- Torch pusning into the house, ther pulling out. Aigo, A..F. agents ara 
shown jumping from the burning builc- ing. 8nd it looks as if they are ramaving 

fire-repelient clothing as they head 
away from the building. The question of government men being inside the corr- 

Pound and then jeaving dur. 
ing the fire has never baer 
investigated. 

Again, an account of what 
happened at Waco from a 

Davician's perspec. 
tive ts riveting. Clyde Doyie 
describes his experiance 
"Shortly after noon,” he 

begins, “somebody came 
running imto the church Say: 
ing the building was on 
fire.... There was a two-by- 
four partition on the Stage of the chapei, with Sheetrock on one side Only. We had put a big-screen TV there to watch videos. There was a tittle door. way cut on the left of that. | went 
Goorway, stil on the stage 
the back of this partition. 

had knocked a fairly large hole in the south wall of the chapei 
this partition. It had a lot of rub- 

in front of 
“People began to gather in that area. Rot knowing what to do. They would ask. ‘Where's the fire?’ ‘What's going on?’ ‘What shouid we do?’ ‘Should we jump out? More and more People crowded into this narrcw area. | was Closest to 

the opening, 
“We madie efforts to throw a little cog out, but she attached hersait to me and kept coming back in. She had Pups in the church during the siege. Davic Tibida kept on throwing her out. He said he didn’t want to see the dog get bumed. Eventually, she stayed out. “Just about that time, 

thing. You 
by hee wai re sur- founded Couldn't see any flames for a while, but you could feel this lremundousty unbearable heat. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE t 
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“One time a tank came in tne tront 
G00’ and spayed gas. It got a!! over a 
couple of the guys. All they has cn were 
tank tops Tre discomfort was undear- 
able. and they were hollenng from the 
SLINgiNg sensations 

“[The autherities said} ina: they 
sieppes Lp the gas after 200 rouncs of 
fring went off from the insige tnat Say 
‘That's not a true statamenz There was 
Ad firing going on trom: insice. | have 
Maver seen any proof of it. but they con- 
true to claim that is the reascn they 
Stepped up the gassing. 

“I Du: On as much clothing as | could. 
| nag on a couple of jackets. a nooc. 
and @ gas mask... | began to feel the 
Neat in gusts The wind caused the heat 
to hit us ir tremendas waves The next 
thing | knew, | was-on the ‘oor. A lot of 
paople further into the building were 
also on tne floor. | coule hea: them 
rolling around in pain ard 
praying and sc-eaming. ‘Oh 
my God!’ Hearing that voice. 
the pain, the trauma. and 
everything that was going on 
galvanizec me te jump vo 
and make a lunge tor tne 
hole that was in fron of me. | 
couldn't see it in the smoke 
and darkness, but knew it 
was there. and | iunged tor it. 

“| landed on a heap of 
Sheetrock anc wood, and 
Giant make it to the outside. | 
juSt belliec down this Shestrocx and slid 
over it until ! landed on a heap outside. 

“As | stood up. | could see the skin 
tolling off my hands. | wasn't blistering 
regular blisters. The scin wes just rofing 
oft in big rolls. My hands were badly 
burned | looked batk over my shouder 
at the hole | had just core out of. It was 
a mass of flames. | thought, ‘My God, 
''m the onty one who got out.” * 

Doyle wound up in a medica! tent, 
were he lost consciousness. He woke 
up the next day 'n the nospital. 

This is some of what Sheila Martin 
remembers of the interno: 

“F.ve mambers of my family died in 
the tre. My Fusband, Larry Lynch, was 
ktled on April 19 We did not know the 
complex was on fire at first. but we 
siarted smelling smoke We dicnt know 
wat te do. We were afraid tha: if we 
came cut of the Building. we would be 
shot. Ail of a sudden. the smoke came. | 
Couldn't see my husbanc any more. 

“Recently. Mavjorie Thomas. a woman 
wad was burned very badly in tne fire 
and who lives in England now. said that 
she came down a ladder from the third 
floor on the left side. facing the building 
(hat eventually started leaning. She 

~St8pped On som@one and realized that it 
was my Gaugnier, Sneila. and apoio- 
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Ferg ey 
~ daughter replied. ‘That's all rignt: 

"My firs: thought was. ‘On, my good- 
ness. that means she was alive during 
ail that smoke anc fire and hacn't died 
yet. Then ! thought. here we are, in the 
midst of all this horror. and we had the 
lime to Say, ‘I'm sorry'* 

The Sucice Story 
It has been said and generaily ac- 
Cepiad that Ine Branch Davidians com- 
rmitteC suicice. But Gorgon Novel, the 
strategic planrer ter Ramsey Clark's 
investigative team. Delieves that the 
government may have murdered people. 

According to investigaters. C.S. gas 
was pumped into the compound from 6 
AM, to 12 Ncon on the day ef the fire. 
C.S. is a toxic tear gas designed fcr 
Open-air use to disperse riots. in con- 
fined spaces. it hus been known to 
compine with other compounds to form 
the deadly tycrogen-cyanide gas. At 
noon, government tanks hit the corr- 
Pound with a big injection of an atom. 

ized mixture of ort lene 
maiononitriie and ethanel. The mbcure 
was heated so that it would release 
hydrogen cyanide and carbon monox- 
ide into a vaper. Autopsies indicate that 
large numoers of people were already 
cead from hycrogen cyanige gas 
before the fire. People died from 
Cyaride poisoning within four to five 
minutes. 

In a documentary videotape pro- 
duced by KPOC-TV and aired on more 
than 100 s:ations last year, Novel States, 
“I believe [the government's} intent was 
to trap them, and to incapacitate them, 
and to poison them with cyanide gas, 
and they prooably came through there 
in the last three or four minutes, right 
wnen the fire began to ignite and the 
hydrogen Cyanide was in there—we 
have indications of that from the FB.I. 
agerts taking their respirators off right 
after the fire started. and you can see 
tham exiting the building—so based 
upon ... the fact that the Davidians nad 
no .45-caliber pistols, one can reason 
ably deduct that they were sho: while 
they were wriggling on the ground, 
including the babies.” 

According to Novel, <4. and .45-cat 
iber Distols were found at the scene of 
the fire. But the government must have 

Ferre cee ne meee Gre on on 

these types of guns, because they had 
a list of every weapons purchase tne 
Davidians nad made. Although the gav- 
emment claimed many of she Davidian 
deaths were demonic suicides. Nove! 
says, “The Dav.dians were totaly non- 
suicidal ... very Cnristian in ther men- 
tality.” 
The government's use of C.S. gas 

inside the house is one of the most dis- 
turbing aspects cf the entire tragedy. 
C.S. gas is never supposed to bs used 
Inside a building. Used inside, it can 
create fires, and it can produce cya- 
nide, which can immobilize and kill. 
Oave Hall. who has conducted his own 
exhaustive investigation of the role of 
C.S. gas, believes that the gas con- 
(nbuted to the mass casuahies a! Waco. 
He talked with the manufacturer of C.S. 

emphasized that this product was 
imended for outdoor riot contro! Only: it 
w&s NO supposed to be a weapon. In 
fact, the company says kt stopped sall- 

ing C.S. to Israe! in 1988 
because the government 
there was shooting the 
chemical into buildings 
occupied by Palestinians. 
Many of those peopie sub- 
jected.to the gas became ill, 
and others died from tne 
exposure in enciosed quar- 
ters, as by Amnesty 
International's Chemical 
Report on C.S. Agent #6. 

Hall has learned that the 
C.S. gas played a large part 

In the Waco tragedy. i botn conributed 
to the very-high-temperature fire and 
incapacitated its-victims so that they 
Could not move to escape the building. 
In the autopsies of Waco fire victims, 
cyanide—from breathing C.S. gas— 
was found in the victims’ bicod. Also, 
Hall reports, “Our state fire marshal 
Stys they aerated the building In such a 
Way as to create the fire and to contain 
the gas in there, which was as flammea- 
ble as Coal dust. They knew all these 

There was @ very jong delay before 
fire trucks reached the site. Hail 
explains that the fire trucks were held 
back by the ATF. because, had they 
shot water on that fire, the gas present 
would have combined with the water to 
create a hydrogen-cyanide steam cloud 
that would have been deadly to the 
agents surrounding the place. 

Pall provides this > Smoke 
was s@6N Coming from the complex at 
12:05 p.m. Within minutes, fire was 
Spotted in four different locations. But 
fire ucks were not called unt! approx- 
mately 12:30 pu. They were heid back 
under the claim of danger trom explod- 

te ovaee kine is a professor : . Uhlig is a p of 
chemistry at the Coliege of Eastern Utah 
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anc 8 retired Ar Force ligurenant 
colene:. Fere’s some of whal ne had to 
Say n a report for KPOC.Ty- 

“In my op nion. the C.S. was diluted 
with either acetore or ethanol, as tne 
autops es indicated both solvents were 
In the lungs of the individuals killed at 
the Branch Davidiar compiex.... The 
liquid aerosol ... came into contact with 
a flame, and the flame front traveled 
from particle to particle rapicly to cre- 
ate the ‘firebail’ aescribed by survivors. 
We used a similer concept in Casigning 
tuel-air explos.ve devices in the Air 
Force. An explosive device would deto- 
Nate. sending out an aerosol of either 
hguid or solid materiai of the proper 
Particle size. A second exp:osion would 
then ‘touch off the aerosol mix, with 
devastating results. While the flame 
front in the case of the Branch 
Davidians’ complex did not generate 
the overpressure of the fuel-air expio- 
Sive device, the results were similar. 
The structure burned rapidly to the 
ground, and the C.S. agent was burned 
in the process. Cyanide radicals were 
generated as the C.S. burned, combin-” 
ing with normal fluids in the lungs of the 
People to generate hydrogen-cyanide 

Discover the secrets 
Of supreme sexual 
fulfillment in the éxplicit 
yet sensiove Lovers’. ** 
Guide videos fram the 
Xandsiz Collecdon— 
the series Europe has 
embraced passionately. 
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"WAS probably a gcod cecision on 
the part of federa! agents on ‘he scene 
Mot tO attempt to put ort the fire using 
water. The resuting stam gererated by 
the waler coming into con:act with the 
hat structure would further generate 
hydrogen cyaride. and the resulting 
cloud cf cyanide gas and stearr could 
have been carried by the prevailing 
winds ove’ populated areas. This could 
have kiled people not even (nvo ved in 
the :ncident, or at least made them 
extremely sicx.” 
Dave Hall says that for six hours 

Straight—fom 6 a.m. fo noon on the day 
of tne fire—massive amounts of the C.S. 
GaS were injected into the Davidians' 
home. This was despite a previously 
agreed-upon pian to use “lignt doses’ 
because the children had no gas 
masks. At chis point, Hall notes we must 
keep in mind tnat the F.B.1. and the 
AT.F. were fully aware that the 
Davicians were using kerosene lanterns 
insice the compound both Gay ‘and 
night. They knew this because they had 
intrared surveillance equipment in the 
ait 8A On the ground at the complex. 
They were also, of course, aware of the 
letha! capabilities of C.S. gas, because 
these were spetied out in their manual. 
A telling fact is that after the fire, the 

A.T.F. destroyed everything that 
remained of the Branch Davidians’ = pe | home and ts site. Usually, after a cisas- The Davidians woutd have run out of 
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ter, authorities take pains to preserve 
evidence so that it can ba studied to 
fully understand what happened. So 
why would Mey immediately level tne 
evidence at Waco? 
Texas state fire marshals were 

refused access to investigate the fire 
scene. They were tol it was the jutis- 
diction of the A.T.F. (After the whole 
thing was over, the ATF raised ts own 
flag over the ruins.) 
A disturbing constkutional aspect co! 

the events a: Waco is that helicopters 
from the Texas Nationa! Guard were 
supplied. along with miltary tanks and 
manpower from Ft. Hood, Texas, for a 
police action against civilians. This is 
probably illegal. How did this nappen? 
How did the military get involved? The 
F.B.1., through the Departmen: of 
Justice, requested that Texas Governor 
Ann Richards aliow the use of heli- 
copters from the Texas National Guard 
at Waco. Texas law forbids the use of 
the National Guard in police action 
against a citizen of the state, except 
when drugs are invoived in a criminal 
action. But the A.T.F. apparently tabri- 
cated @ drug charge to gain the use of 
the helicopters. Later, Governor 
Richards stated publicly that she had 
deen fled to by tne Depar:ment of 
Justice. ‘ 

One other fact was not publicized. 

Guaranteed. 

Dope. PEVASS | 



wo BO SER UW IL GILt LIS ize Ode 
To achieve ‘her total subjugation, there 
was Never really any need Ic incinerate 
:neir hore 
The survivors 0° the fire at Mt. Carmet 

have not had an easy time. Clyde Doyle 
tecalls his agony in the hospital after the 
fire “When | firally came to, tne doctors 
and nurses asked me to identify two 
terrales who were broughi in who ware 
Sadly burned.” re says. “Trey didnt 
wart me to get of bed but they 
descnoed them to re. The first woman 
Imay descrided as tall. black. and 
around 30. The only tall black womar | 
Could think of was Marjorie Thomas. It 
turned out that | was correct. She was 
badly bummed on her ‘aca and just about 
all over. 

“Then they Degan to describe the 
other woman. All of a sudden, | welled 
UD. thinking that it might be my 18-year- 

old cheer | wanted to see her, but 
they told-me | couldn’. They said tney 
would get somethixg and that | might be 
able to identify her from shat. | was think- 
ing they would bring me 
some clothing to loox at. 
Instead, one of them walked 
in with @. great Dg rUnk of 
hair. like a scalp. They said, 
‘Do you think this is your 
Caugnter?’ Looking a: the 
hair, 1 hadahe feeling it wasn't 
hers, uniess :he fire had 
changed the color slightiy. 
But stil wasn't sure, 

“The next day. | was waten- 
ing television when the naws 
came on ang identified two 
of the bodies,” Ocyle contnues. “One, 
they said, was David Jones. The other 
was identified as my daugnter.... 
Usually on the news, names are with- 
held until the next of kin is first notified. 
Here. my mothgr was ‘ever told. My 
o:ner daughter was never tcid. And | 
was Never told. We learned about my 
Caugnter's death from: television. To me, 
this was just another indication tnat we 
were not Considered normal people. 
and that anything was good enough for 
us They could do anything they liked 
and it would be ail right.” 

Sheila Mar:in was sMilarly mistreated 
by the author:ties, but she overcame her 
hardshia through prayer and faith. “With 
all our peogie dead.” she Says, “we 
Grdn't Rave a normal life We coulgnt 
see family and friends. We couldn't go 
anywhere. We had to stay in the correc. 
ional institution. Wa were watching TV, 
seeing the builaing burn, hearing them 
Say there are 20 survivors, there are 
nine. We wondered what was really 
going on. 

“They asked us who died, and want 
ed to krow their ages. It's not like some- 
one came and pu: their arms around 
you and eaid. ‘Oh, we're so sorry’ We 
ad none of thar We had to be strong 
We cidn't want to look like we were giv- 
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ing UP Or that we hated anyone. At the 
same time. we wantad to Cry our eyes 
out. | had three chilcren wno still need- 
ed Me. and they were somewnere alse. 
! orly got to sea them one hour a week 
for three weeks.” 

The Thal 
The surv ving Branch Davidians were 
senterced harshly in the aftermath of 
Waco. According :o Doyle, “We've been 
accused of killing four A.T-F. agents and 
WOLAGINg 15 ether people. | feel Sorry 
that four agents diec and that sorre of 
them are badly wouncec, but | went through a trial in San Antonio and spent 
ten Months in jar after the fire. | was one 
cf ttree who were 6ventually {orally 
accuilted, although everyone was 
found not guilty of any major crime, 
Such as Conspiracy, murder, and aiding 
and abetting murder. 

“[The judge} did not follow the recom- 
mendations of the jury. In fact, during 
the sentencing, which was in duly 
[1994], he made a statement tha: he 

Personally believed that we were ail 
Quilty. He said the only reason some of US were not beng sentenced that day io that some of us had better lewyers. 

said we were all guilty of Conspiracy 
anc murder. 

"Back in February, when the verdict 
was handed down, we were found not guilty on count one and not guilty on 
Count two. Tren the jury tuned around. It might have been due to @ confusion 
on their parts. We talked to a few of 
them, and that seems to have been the case. There were so many instructions 
and misconceptions tnat they basically 
made a grave mistake as far ss certain 
Charges go... 

“{But] | believe that as a result of the 
trial. for the first time, the media began 
to have a differant feeling about this 
whole thing. During the S1-day siege. very few peopte in the media dothered 
10 Question wha: was happening. They 
‘never asked hard questions or rockec 
the boat in any way. instead, they just Printed up whatever was told to them in the morning trietings from the FB. and 
the A.T.F. 

“By the time this case came to tial, based on all the evidence that was berng compiled at the time, | believe 
they begar to see that there was a mas- 

Siv6 Cover-up and a massive injusuce 
done.” 

Shela Martin acds. ‘it's vary sac 
The people who put this whole thing 
together have said that they're sorry. 
They've taken the biame for it, Dut our 
people are still in jail. How can you say 
you're the cause of it anc that all this 
has happened as a rasult of things you 
Cid wrong, but still keep our people in 

jail? . 
In his letter to the Senate Judiciary 

Committee asking for an independent 
investigation, Dave Hall summarizes the 
Conclusions of his TV station's invastiga- 
tion of the wagecy. Those conc.us.ons 
‘read, in part, “The Branch Davidians 
were Shot upon without warning: sub- 
jected to psychological warfa:e tactics: 
their cnildren were killed before their 
very ayes: and, finally, after 51 days, 

they were cyanided, many to the point 
of incapacitation, others io the lethal 
point. The building was set on fire with 
Pytetechnic tear-gas shots to cestroy 
the evidence of the crimes the agents 

had committed. Within two 
Gays, bulldozers were 
brought in to further compli- 
Cate any further investiga- 
tion.” 
Why ag this nightmare 

The government's con- 
frontation with the Branch 
Davidians may have started 
a8 @ kind of public-relations 
Ploy to show how = lg 
government was at tain 
lng law and order by crack- 

ing down on cults with illegat arms 
caches and weird ways. But then the 

Stunt got out of contral. 
Linda Thompson's opinion is that 

“Waco was merely one of the first tests 
of using federal law entorcement with 
military, and using military tactics. The 
government proved it could use the 
major media to tell the government's 

version of the story to the pubic. It was 
avi mass propaganda. 
“Tiwi inborn 96 people in front of 
Our eyes on national TV, and the public 
bought it” 
; And Waco has ae final, aly chilt- 
Ng Message to the people of America: 
“It Is useless to resist.... Don't confront 
your governmant, Of you'll be dealt with.” 
Anyone who accepts wihout Question 
the official version of the government's 
wer against the Branch Davidians has, 
in reality, akeady surrendered. 

Ecitor’s note: Dave Hall, of KPOC-TV in 
Oklahoma, has been a Major investiga- tor of the governments mishandling of 
the Waco disaster and was of great assisiance to us in preparing this article, Hall and KPOC-TV have produced a Cocumentary entitied The Waco Incident that is available fom Southwest Video ([800) 284-7566) Oy 
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WITNESS IN FOSTER INVESTIGATION HARASSED BY DOZENS OF MEN 
ON THE EVE OF HIS WHITEWATER GRAND JURY TESTIMONY 

By John H. Clarke 

Introduction 

= am a lawyer admitted to practice in Washington DC, 
Virginia, and Maryland. In my ten years of practicing civil 
and criminal law, I have yet to come across a case like the 
one offered to me on Friday, October 27, 1995. The case is 
bizarre. The facts raise questions of significant interest 
to the public. 

On the evening of October 27, 1995 at 5:30 p.m., I 
phone call from Patrick Knowlton, then a casual 

acquaintance. He said he thought he needed a lawyer. He 
asked me to come to his apartment because he was afraid to 
go cut in public. He sounded very distraught. He told me how 
someone was using significant resources in an effort to 
obstruct the investigation into the death of Deputy White 
House counsel Vincent Foster -- at his expense. The facts 
are bizarre, but true. Mr. Knowlton and I have spent many 
months since then writing and assembling a well documented, 
credible account of what happened. 

Synopsis 

On July 20, 1993, the day Vincent Foster died, Patrick 
Knowlton was in Fort Marcy Park for five minutes. Knowlton 
Saw only two cars in the parking let. Neither belonged to 
Vincent Foster. Seated in one of these cars was a lone man. 
The man gave Knowlton a constant threatening stare. As 
Knowlton got out of his car, the man also got out of his 
car. Knowlton walked into the park headed in the opposite 
direction from where Foster's body was found, whereupon the 
man got back in his car. Thus the man's behavior was 
consistent with his acting as a lookout, as if his purpose 
was to prevent any passers-by from venturing into the area 
of the park where Vincent Foster's corpse was found 80 
Minutes later. 

The following evening, when Knowlton learned that 
's body was found at Port Marcy Park, he called the US ez 

Police and reported what he had seen at the park. Kk 

Almost nine months later, in April and May of 1994, 
Knowlton was interviewed by FBI agents assigned to the 
Office of Special Counsel under Robert Fiske. 

in October 1995, investigative journalist Ambrose 
Evans-Pritchard ("Pritchard") contacted and interviewed 
Knowlton. Pritchard showed Knowlton recently declassified 
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PSI reports of Knowlton's statements to the FBI agents given 

18 months earlier. The reports misrepresented Knowlton's 

statements on several important points. 

On October 22, 1995, Pritchard's article of Knowlton's 

account of his experience at Fort Marcy Park was published. 

The article reported that when Pritchard showed Knowlton the 

FBI reports, Knowlton stated that "his statements have been 

falsified." A police artist's composite sketch of the man 

who gave Knowlton a “threatening look" accompanied the 

article. The article also reported that the Office of 

Independent Counsel under Kenneth Starr (Fiske's successor) 

had shown little interest in Knowlton's account, and that 

Knowlton had never been asked to testify before the 

Washington, DC, grand jury. 

Four days after the article was published, on Thursday, 

October 26, 1995, at 10:30 a.m., Knowlton received a 

subpoena to testify the following Wednesday, November 1, 

bef--2 the Washington, DC, grand jury investigating 

Whitewater and related matters, including the death of 

Vincent Foster. Beginning that same day, October 26, 1995, a 

bizarre series of events began to unfold. During the time 

Knowlton spent in public that Thursday and Friday, 25 or 

more men followed him, and walked towards him, or came from 

behind, and gave him purposeful, intimidating, timed, 

threatening stares. Knowlton suffered four more similar 

incidents during the next six days. The harassment was 

obviously orchestrated by people with considerable resources 

who knew the route of Knowlton's routine walk. 

‘Investigators assigned to the Office of Independent 

Counsel under Kenneth Starr have the identity of at least 

four of the individuals who harassed Knowlton. In an attempt 

to bare a comprehensive account of the harassment Knowlton 

suffered, on November 30, 1995, a Report of Witness 

Tampering, written by Knowlton and me, was sent to the 

Office of the United States Attorney, the FBI, the Office of 

Independent Counsel, the special Senate Whitewater 

committee, and the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police 

Department. On March 4, 1996, we published a revised Report 

of Witness Tampering - Harassment ci a Whitewater Grand Jury 

Witness, which further documents the harassment Knowlton 

suffered. It is’available to the public. 

Questions 

Question: Were the reports of Mr. Knowlton’s statements to 

the FSi in April and May of 1994 falsified, and if so, why? 

Answer: Knowlton’s statements were reported incorrectly. The 

reports imply that he was confused about the Arkansas car he 
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Sw, incorrectly stated that ne said he could not identify 
the men in the other car, and gave the impression that 
Xnowlton iied about his purpose for being in Fort Marcy 
Park, among other discrepancies. Since the discrepancies are 
numerous and important, we think it unlikely that they were 
merely innocent mistakes. In light of the above, it may be 
noteworthy that one of the agents who interviewed Knowlton 
=n 1994 asked him not to contact the Press in deference to 
the feelings of the of the Foster family, particularly the 
children. Shortly thereafter, Knowlton was invited to appear 
cn the @. Gordon Liddy show. Knowlton declined. 

Who crchestrated and carried out this harassment, 

Answer: We do not know who perpetrated this crime. All the 
ieads we have are in the Report of Witness Tampering. A law 
enforcement source of Pritchard's identified one of the cars 
involved in the harassment as a federal government vehicle, 
and suggested that Knowlton was "being warned, or there was 
ar attempt being made to destabilize him before he appears 
before the grand jury." We believe the motive may also have 
been to discredit Knowlton. Whoever is responsible is guilty 
of obstruction ef justice. The theories that have surfaced 
include: (1) the Clinton administration trying to hide the 
truth about Foster’s death;. (2) republicans trying to make 
it look like the Clinton administration is involved in 
hicing the truth about Foster’s death; (3) journalists 
trying to sell newspapers; (4) a foreign government that 
Foszer:was involved with as a double agent; and (5) the FBI 
crying to cover up a botched investigation. We don’t espouse 
any of these theories, but believe the first is the most 
plausible. 

Question: Why cid the FBI agents assigned to the Office of 
Special Counsel under Robert Fiske focus on the car with 
ME ASNSes CL2les 

answer: It was obvious te Knowlton that the agents wanted 
m tO agree that the car he saw was Foster’s. During both 

interviews, the agents showed him photographs while 
repeatedly asking. him if he was sure it wasn’t the car he 
saw. During the second interview, they even read to him 
Statements of other witnesses who reported seeing Foster’s 
car after Knowlton left the park. The report stated that 
Knowlton said he saw a “1988 to 1990” car. He did not say 
that. It appears that the agents wanted Knowlton’s account 
to compert with their reported theory of the case. 

Bans 



elestion: What did Mr. Knowlton see at Fort Marcy Park on 
vsly 26, 1933 that would warrant this harassment? 

Bnswer: If Foster did nct commit suicide at Fort Marcy Park, 
¥nowlton could possirly icentify someone_ involved ir his 
iea=h. Knowlton also may prove that another car, Similar to 
cster’s, was placec in the park to leave potential 
scnesses with the impression that Foster was in the park 

earlier than he was (five hours elapsed between the time 
Foster left his office until his body was found). 
Additionally, Knowlton possibly could demonstrate that the 
FBI covered up key elements in the case. 

Bz otey 

2 ion: Why was Mr. Knowlton not called to testify at the 
grand fury until after his account appeared in a newspaper 
erticle? 

BnSwer: Knowlton was called before Starr’s Grand Jury only 
after his story surfaced by publication in the newspaper 
article. The story criticized Starr’s OIC for “never having 
talked to Knowlton,” and for not having “summoned him to 
+ve sworn testimony.” Apparently, the subpoena was issued 
m response to the article. tee 

Question: How has the FBI, Office of Independent Counsel 
(“OIC”), or any other law enforcement agency responded to 
the report of harassment? 7 

Answer: The OIC was informed cf the harassment at least as 
of Friday afternoon, October 27, 1995, but did not respond 
until Monday, October 30. Although the OIC told me they were 
waking his report of the harassment very seriously, Knowlton 
was’ not interviewed until a week after harassment. 
Xmowlton’s girlfriend, one of the two witnesses to the 
Narassment, was interviewed six weeks later, and another 
witness (investigative journalist Christopher Ruddy) has not 
Deen contacted or interviewed. Although we are aware of a 
few investigatory actions by the OIC, we have been unable to 
earn the resources employed, or whether any investigation 
=s ongoing, because OIC investigators told us they could 
“neither confirm or deny” any ongoing investigation. When we 
requested that the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police 
Department investigate, they told us as long as the “Feds” 
are involved, they would not investigate. 

Question: Has there been any interest on Capitol Hill? 

Answer: Yes, initially. On November 7, 1995, Knowlton was 
interviewed on Capitol Hill by Congressman Dan Burton (R- 
indiana) and Congressman Steven Schiff (R-New Mexico). on 
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November 18, Knowlton met with Congressmen Dan Burton, Dena 
Rohrabacher (R-California), James Walsh (R-New York), and 
the Press Secretary for the Office of the Majority Whip. On 
December 13, 1995, Knowlton gave a sworn statement at 
Congressman Burton’s office. Excerpts from that transcript 
are attached to the Report of Witness Tampering. We provided 
a copy of the Report of Witness Tampering to all the people 
mentioned above, to Senator Alfonse D’Amato and to Speaker 
of the House Newt Gingrich. 

Question: Was Mr. Knowlton treated disrespectfully by 
Starr’s prosecutors when he testified before the grand jury, 
and if so, why? 

Answer: Mr. Knowlton was treated very disrespectfully during 
his appearance before the grand jury. Their lines of 
questioning implied that Knowlton was a publicity hound, a 
iiar, a homosexual, and had acted in concert with two 
journalists in concocting his story. They repeatedly ask Mr. 
Knowlton about his contacts with the Press and on Capitol 
Hill. They asked about his knowledge and visits to Fort 
Marcy Park (the park is reportedly frequented by homosexuals 
for “cruising”), and repeatedly asked about his 
relationship with the two .men he had investment property 
with in Virginia. He was asked a series of questions about 
sne man he saw at Fort Marcy Park, including whether the man 
talked to him, passed him a note, pointed a gun at him, 
confronted him, or touched him sexually. In response to my 
complaints, Starr’s Washington, DC, deputy, told me the OIC 
believed Knowlton’s account and that the treatment he 
recéived was proper. We believe the OIC did not believe 
Knowlton, and that they wanted him to know they didn’t 
believe him. 

Question: The Report of Witness Tampering includes 
documentation of a psychiatric evaluation of Mr. Knowlton. 
Did you send him to a psychiatrist to show that his accounts 
of the harassment weren’t delusions? 

Answer: No. It wasn't necessary to have Mr. Knowlton tested 
to show that he is not delusional. Each encounter was also 
observed by other people. Knowlton’s girlfriend (who holds a 
Ph.D.) witnessed the harassment of October 26 and the 
morning of October 27, and investigative journalist 
Christopher Ruddy witnessed the harassment on the afternoon 
of October 27. Other witnesses observed four or five men 
outside Knowlton’s building late at night and into the 
morning of October 28. Three of these witness’ accounts 
appear in the Report. 
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mac Mr. Knowlton examined cy a psychiatrist primarily to 
= isn his credibility in a different context. Since Mr. 
Swlton cescribes the appearance and the activities of the “én who harassed him in great detail, I had him examined by 
psychiairist to prove he has a superior power of recall. 

rding the detailed descriptions in the Report, Dr. 
Tmomas C. Goldman stated: 

Nothing in these descriptions of any of these 
individuals suggests anything so far outside the realm 
cl the possible to seem incredible... 

ou nad asked me to opine on whether it was possible 
or an ordinary person to make such a large number of 

detailed observations given the short period of time... First, Mr. Knowlton was clearly in a state of high 
alert from perceived danger. In such a state, perceptions are generally heightened intensity and powers of concentration and recall can be greatly : enhanced... Secondly, Mr. Knowlton tends Naturally to be a person who is attentive to details in his environment... Thirdly... this test [Visual Reproduction substests of the Welchsler Memory Scale} demonstrates Mr. Knowlton hag unusually good powers of delayed recall... consistent with his ability to report accurately on the events of October 1995. 

tho 

Dr. Goldman's report also dispels any notion that mr. Knowlton's account of the harassment were delusions: “There is mothing of the bizarre... or highly idiosyncratic in the descriptions that would Suggest a delusional process... In short, he did not display typical delusional thinking... The test. showed no indication of a paranoid process or of any other pathological process that would tend to undermine Mr. Knowlton's credibility in this instance." 

Qzestson: The Report also contains a Polygraph Examination 
Report, conducted by a highly respected Polygraph examiner. 
Why did Mr. Knowlton submit to a Polygraph examination? 

Answer: Investigators and at least one journalist implied or stated that Knowlton is lying about what he Saw at Fort Marcy Park and about his account of harassment. Mr. Knowlton passed the examination. The Report of Polygraph Examination is in the Report of Witness Tampering. 

Question: Did your client really suffer from being harassed? 

Answer: The harassment he suffered, coupled with the apparent failure of the FBI or the Office of Independent 



ccunsel <c resrenc to it, has had a significant impas= on 
Mz. Knowlton’s cverail well-being. Dr. Goldman noted: 

¥ ine time he and Kathy had left the drugstore it was 
mpossible tc deny they were being watched and harassed 
(according te both their reports) and-they were quite 
frightened, to the point that Knowlton felt rubber- 
legged and thought he could hear his own heart beating. 
The men represented a potential physical threat and 
they both entertained thoughts that they might be 
assaulted or killed... 

~ Ud 

To the present, Mr. Knowlton remains seriously 
concerned with the foregoing events and their ongeing 
Significance. He exhibits signs and symptoms of 
emotional stress including sleep disturbance, appetite 
and eating disturbance, loss of sexual interest, 
diminished investment in his daily exercise routine, 
and an exaggerated startle response. His concentration 
has at times been impaired and he reports feeling more 
vulnerable and less confident. Kathy reports he is more 
withdrawn and irritable and that his mood, previously 
buoyant, is now often preoccupied and tense... 

Mz. Knowlton’s response to the situation contains 
elements of excellent coping (e.g. making and reporting 
observations, seeking help) and elements of feeling 
overwhelmed, indicated by typical signs and symptoms of 
posttraumatic stress. The stress appears to come from 
two related sources: one, the sense of physical danger 
naturally engendered by the harassment described; and 

“two, by the experience of being treated by recognized 
Buthcrity figures with mistrust and suspicion and 

‘ attempts to discount or discredit him, in response to 
his attempts to teil the truth and to be a responsible 
citizen. 

Repcrt cl Witness Tampering - 
Harassment of a Whitewater Grand Jury Witness 

147 pages. $23.95 at (800) 251-8086. 
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Che Sunday Telegraph 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave: N.W. 

Suite $04 
Washington, DC 20004-1718 

(202 )628-4823' : 
(202) 393-1335 (fax) 

July 12 1996 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

While investigating the intimidation conducted against Patrick Kaowiton! was told by two 
former federal agents that the US government would somes use such tactics to either 
discredit or destabilize an individual. 

Both agents were career intelligence officers, and: both had done tours 3 of duty‘in the White 
House. 

One of them described Knowlton's treatment as a "boiler-plate operon" He said he had 
employed the same tactics many times himself. 

The other agent said the White House has the capability of mounting ace an operation. 
The people involved would not know the reason for conducting the harassment. They would only 
be told that the target was a “threat to the president". He said that foreign nationals would 
frequently be used for this kind of work because it would:cause confusion and create a degree of 
deniability. 

®Both men suspected that the Federal Emergency Manigensit Agency may have a hand in 
it, perhaps ‘drawing on personnel from other agencies. 

Both men also said that it was standard practice in surveillance operations to use the 
number plates of somebody who was ostensibly an ordinary citizen. In reality, the person would 
often be the spouse or close associate of somebody in the intelligence/national security field. At 
times, duplicates plates would also be used “gang! 

A third source, currently serving in the intelligence community, said that the number plates 
of a car seen by Knowlton -- Maryland plates CBF 686 -- was in the computer system a5 a 
deniable plate used by the government. In this case the tag appears to be a duplicate because the 
number tracks to a young women who works as a clerk at WalMart. She clearly has no 
involvement in the case. 

As you can appreciate, I am unable to identify my sources with any more precision. I hope 
this is of some help. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Pree - Cy MS c 

Ambrose Evans-Pritchard 



TED L. GUNDERSON AND ASSOCIATES ¢ intemational Security Consulting and Investigations 
2118 Wilshire Blvd. ¢ Sue 422 ¢ Santa Monica. Ca 90403-5784 © 310/364-2280 Fax (702) 650-5674 

Mr. John H. Clarke July 12,1996 
Attoney At Law 

Corporate Extensions Inc. 
720 Seventh St. NW #304 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

Dear Mr. Clarke, 

| have reviewed your report which contains allegations of witness tampering and a civil rights viola- 
tion. | am a 28 year veteran of the FBI. Since my retirement in 1979 as Senior Special Agent in 
Charge of the FBI, Los Angeles Division, | have testified many times as an expert witness in both 
civil and criminal matters. 

If called to testify, | would state as follows: 
1. Mr.Patrick Knowlton should have been afforded a formal interview immediately upon making the 
complaint to the U.S. Park Police on July 21,1993 instead of the interview with the FBI nine months 
later. This delay indicates incompetence, dereliction of duty and/or negligence on the part of the 
U.S.Park Police and/or the FBI. 
2. The misrepresentation and falsification in the FB! report of Mr. Knowlton’s interview that was 
shown to Mr. Knowlton by Mr. Evans-Pritchatt 18 months later is inexcusable and establishes possi- 
ble purposeful falsification and/or negligence on the part of the interviewing agents and/or the agent 
preparing the report. 
3. The fact that Mr. Knowlton furnished the information to authorities and was not issued a subpoe- 
na to testify more than two years later, after Mr. Pritchett’s article was published on Oct. 22, 1995, is 
inexcusable and indicates negligence, and/or incompetence, and/or a deliberate attempt to prevent 
him from testifying. 
4. Mr. Knowlton’s allegations of harassment are well documented. That which is described is a tech- 
nique that | am both aware of and knowledgeable about which is often used by government agents. 
nis technique is used for intimidation and to prevent a witness from testifying and/or cooperating 

with officials out of fear of harm to the witness or his loved ones. 
5. The reported attempt to discredit Mr. Knowlton by officials is often used by government agents 
against witnesses. | have personal knowledge of this tactic and know of many instances when it has 
been used. 
6. The question remains, did the Office of Independent Counsel initiate action to identify the man in 
the automobile in the park? Did they take appropriate action to investigate the harassment of Mr. 
Knowlton particularly since they know of at least four individuals who harassed him? Have they 
taken any steps to reprimand those within their ranks who have not followed through with these mat- 
ters? Have they taken any action to confirm whether violations of the Federal Statutes have 
occurred in which Mr. Knowlton is a victim? If not, as an expert witness, | would state that there is 
an attempt to cover-up these specific violations alleged by Mr. Knowlton and probably to further 
obfuscate other circumstances concerning Mr. Foster's. death. 

Nhe hourrvnr 
Member Society of Former Snecial Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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YSTERIOUS and bith- 
- undisclosed tele; phoae 
all could hold ital clues for : 
ie iovestigatmm into the . 
it~ of Vincemm Foster, the 
* @ House aide whose 
2 was foumiin a Virginia | 
a... 1 July 1988. 
Foster madie the call the 
ght before luis death. It pro- 
y 1s bemed telephone 
+ ersatiog in which be 
| diy speke of a plan to 
ec. Hillary Clinton at 2 
cation referred to only as 
he apartment” in order to 
1 wer confidential files. 
1 2 call was to Jerry 
|. a private investigator 
Little Rock who bad been 
ief of security at the Clin- 
2-Gore presidential cam- 
i headquarters. Parks 
: watching television at 
' when Fester, then dep- 
' coungel te the President, 
‘ted from a public pay- 
ro in Washington. 
* was angry exchange," 

Parks's widow, Jane, 
« »ay3 she was in the room 
the time. ‘‘Jerry told bim: 
‘wu can't give Hillary those 
:  ‘bey‘ve goepny name al! sem." 

account of the phooe 
i va July 19, £993, comes 
m Mrs Parks alome But 
> official investigators 

told The Sunday Tele 
that they consider Mrs 
a Pentecostal Chris. 

| dow suffering from mul- 
¢ sclerosis, to be a credi- 
witness. 

1 Foster and Parks 
dead within two 

s. 

aster's body turned up 
next day. Ao unidentified 
“%8 revoiver without his 
wints was lodged in 
sod. The death was 

«da suicide at first, but 
case has been re-opened 
Senneth Starr, the Inde- 
* at Counsel investigat- 

e Clintons’ invaive- 
in the Whitewater 

wusas land deal, 
rks died two months 
"in a ganglaad-style 

— a case that has 
seen solved by the Lit- 
k police. 

1s not clear what files 
ar was referring to. But 
ast some of them may 
sncemed phitandering 
Clinton when be was 
w of Arkansas. Mrs 

5 said that her husband 
conducted covert sur- 
eee of Bilt Clinton for 

allegedly at Hillary 
“s behest. 
Parks believes that 

les covered other shad- 
matters too. Ip 1991, 

~Jerry said that 

Mrs Parks diseovered what 
ust bave been hundreds of 
thousands of dellars in cash 
in the boot of er husband's 
Lincola car after be had 
made a trip to Mena airport 
in western Arkansas with 
Faster. 

“It was all im $100 bills 
wrapped in string layer after 
Jayer,"* she said. “It was so 
full I bad to sit om the trunk 
[boot) to get it shut again. 

“T took the rasmey and 
threw it in bis tsp, aad 
‘Are you running érugs 

‘ace bad 
paid bim $1.000 cash foreach 
trip; he dido't know what 
they were doing. ah 
dida’t care to koow; be toi 
me to forget what I'd seen. 
She also said that, Parks 

and Foster bugged the Clin- 
ton campaign headquarters 
in Little Rock. “Vince kaew 
that somebody was stealing 
money from the campaign. 
and be wai to know who 
was doing i he said. 

If ber allegations are cor. 
rect, Foster played 2 far 
more important role as 2 
campaign fixer than is gener- 
ally known. 

Official documents show 
that Foster left his White 
House office shortly after 
dpm on July 20, 1993, saying 
that be would be back. He 
was found dead at Fort 5 
cy Park opposite the S. 
ambassador's residence at 
6.03pm. It bas never dees 
established what bappeaed 
in the interveniag five hours. 
He could not have met Hil- 

tary Clinton because she was 
concluding a private trip to 
Santa Barbara in California 
— although Foster could mis- 
takenly have believed he 
had 2 rendezvous with the 
First Lady. 
Instead of returning to 

Washington. Mrs Clinton 
flew from California to 
Arkansas to visit her sick 
father, touching down in Lit- 
tle Rack at 7.40pm local time. 
On the evening of July 19, 

—— 

Foster was at home with his 
family, according to the 
statement by his widow, 
Lisa, to the FBI. The state- 
ment does not say, however, 
whether he left the house 
that evening for any reason. 

Documents reveal that he 
received a telephone call 
from President Clinton at 
around 8pm inviting him to 

murdered two months later, a team of police officers — 
including federal agents from the FBI. the Secret Ser. vice. the IRS and. she 
believes, the CIA 
searched ber house, taking 
everything they could find. 
Parks’s computer was purged by an expert. and 130 
anes AF telentans oo 

return to the White House to 
watch a film — it happened 
to be In the Line of Fire, in 
which a dutiful Secret Ser- 

vice officer takes a bi te 

The call to Parks must 
have been made within the 
Bext hour or two. The call, 
Mrs Parks said, set in train a 

© — - tage The Sundez 3 2 

Foster’s death 

Sations were confiscated. 
Over the past two and a balf years, Mrs Parks hes given a series of interviews to The Sunday Telegraph, each time revealing a littie more. 
She held back before, she explained, because she was afraid of viotene reprisals 

fearful set of events. When, 
later, Parks learned of Fos- 
ter's death, be blurted out: 
“I'm adead man.” 
She then saw a change in 

ber husband. “That's whea 
Jerry got paranoid,’ she 
said. “He took some of my 
valium that aight, something 
he'd never done before.’ 

After her husband was 
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self if she revenled the full extent of her knowledge. 
“I've been praying about it,” she said. “I decided thar if you tell the whole truth it'll set you free." 
Last week she received three death threats With mixed feelings, she bas asked the FS faders anon 



Rare Photograph of 30 Foot Tail fertilized letters in 
the lawn by the shadow of the Washington Monument. 
The message was quickly removed by authorities and 
hidden from public view, just like the truth about Vince 
Foster's death. This amateur photo was taken from the 
top of the Washington Monument on April 13. 1996 at 

843 am 

True Foster Facts 7 
*Foster’s car and office key rings were not found at 
Foet Marcy Park with Foster's car and body. 

*3 handwriting experts, including one trom Oxford 
Univ.. concluded the “suicide” note was a forgery. 
“Evidence including Fuster’s briefcase, X-rays. and 
crime scene photographs mysteriously vanished. 

*The White House lied about when it first learned of 

Fosier’s death by over two hours! Witness 

statements make it clear that the Gime was fudged. 

“Fuster was not depressed or seeing a psychiatrist 

as the White House and media have claimed. 
*Paramedies testified they saw an “extra” small 

caliber bullet wound on the side of Foster's head. 
*No fingerprints were on the gun found in Foster's 

right hand. [twas not even his gun. 
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MURDER IN 
THE FIRST 
DEGREE 

PARTI: 
An Interim Report on the 

Death of Commerce 
Secretary Ron Brown, et al. 

PART II: 
A Summary of the 56 Clinton 

Dead: 
The Unknown and 
Deadly Side of the 
Whitewater Scandal 

by Nicholas A. Guarino 
Editor, The Wall Street Underground 
Former TV Host, Commodities Week 

Former Arkansas Businessman 

We gratefully acknowledge’ the ORE 
of the two dozen brave'and | p 
zens, officials, and mili 

their careers—if not their A 
us with timely ‘and accuiratesinformation included in this report. For the tnformation 
on the circumstances surrounding the death 
of Ron Brown, we are especially indebted to 
1-3, our third major informant within U.S. 
military ranks in the past year. “Eye Three,” 
as he is .nicknamed, is.a highly-placed 
military source. vs tt 

Cilipi Airport, Dubrovnik, Croatia, 2:10 P.M., 
April 3, 1996: 

Captain Amir Schic lands 2 twin-engine corporate jet 
carrying the Croatian Prime Minister and the American 
Ambassador. 

It is one of five planes to land routinely on Runway 12 
in the hour preceding the scheduled 3:00 arrival of 
IFOR-21, the Boeing T-434 carrying Ron Brown and his 
upbeat entourage of American industrial deal-makers, 

Cilipi Airport, 2:15 p.m.: 

Businessmen begin to straggle into the lobby, a few 
carrying umbrellas to ward off the very light to moderate 
rain. 

They're early because they're anxious to greet the 35 
Americans who at this moment are taking off from Tuzla, 
Bosnia, 130 miles to the noctheast. 

Outside, a perfect breeze blows at 14 mph from east to 
west, perfect because et 120° from north, it is only one 
degree off from being an exact headwind for the landing 
pattern of IFOR-21. : 
Contrary to some U.S. news reports, it is not a dark 

and stormy night. It is the middle of the afternoon. 

The Radio Shack of Cllipi Airport, about 
2:30 pM: ‘ 

Maintenance Chief Niko Jerkuic, 46, nervously 
fiddles with the dials on his VOR (VHF Omnidirectional 
Radio) beacon, the only instrument he has that can guide 

He rechecks his terrain map again and again. Ina 
Couple of hours, he will be a rich man, the two American 
operatives told him, if he can quietly send IFOR-21 into 
Sveti Ivan (St. John's Hill), one of the highest mountains 
in the area at 2400 feet. 
On the other hand, if he miscalculates ... well, the 

Americans did not look like men who would forgive some- 
one who botches a serious assignment like this one. 
All Jerkuic knows is that there is someone on the plane 

who is very dangerous to the American President, and it is his 
job to make sure the plane never lands. 

He glances aut at some broken clouds scudding by 400 
feet above. They will have no effect. He will have to 
depend on the main cloud cover at 2.000 feet. Sveti Ivan 
Tises almost 400 feet into this overcast. Jerkuic calculates 
that he will have to alter the signal by a full ten degrees to 
send the plane that far off course to the north into the 
mountains. 

Money or nc money. he begins to wonder if he's doing 
the right thing. 
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Cilipi Afrport, 2:48 p.M.: 

Captain Schic climbs to the control tower to give 
(FOR-21 a friendly radio greeting and reassurance that all 
\s well. 

He describes the Cilipi weather: Visibility sight kilo- 
meters ($ miles), winds still at 14 mph, all flighcs arriving 
normally. 

Flying at about 10,000 feet and 40+ miles away, Co- 
Captains Ashley J. Davis, 35, and Tim Shafer, 33, thank 
Schic for his words of welcome. i 

These conditions are later described by Newsweek and 
others as “the worst storm in ten years” with “visibility 
just 100 yards." (Their portrayal of the weather is flady 
denied by Aviation Week and Space Technology.) 

In the clouds over the Adriatic Sea, 2:50 P.m.: 

TFOR-21 reports in to Cilipi toutinely. [Et is the last 
ume their voice is heard. 

Split, Croatia, 2:52 p.m.: 

The main regional rader station loses IFOR-21 from 
its screen. 

Kolocep Island, 2:54 p.m.: 

IFOR-2: is on course as it passes over Cilipi's first 
beacon, 11.9 miles from the airport. It then locks onto 
Jerkuic's second and final beam. mis-set at 109° instead of 
119°, But che control tower doesn’t know the plane is now 
off course. It has no radar. 

Aboard an AWACS plane, 2:56 p.M.: 

The U.S. Air Force plane keeping wack of air traffic in 
the Bosnian conflict area loses track of IFOR-21 just after 
it passes over Dubrovnik. (Being the military version of a 
Boeing 737-200, FOR-21 is not easily lost.) Because it is 
less than a mile off course at this point. no one on the 
AWACS notes any problem. 
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Srebreno, Croatia, 2:57 pm.: 

Villagers hear a plane roaring past unusually tow anc 
close, 

Plat, Croatia, 2:57 p.M.: 

Villagers Ana and Miho Duplica rush outside and see 
IFOR-21 looming “like a ghost out of the clouds." 

Velji Do, Croatia, 2:58 p.m.: 

Everyone in this tiny collection of stone huts at the 
base of Sveti Ivan hears a plane go directly overhead in 
the clouds. then rev its engines mightily for one instant. 

Aboard the plane, the klaxon of its ground-proximiry 
warning davice suddenly blares, jolting Captain Davis. 
He immediately jerks the plane upward and to the left. 

" The two to three seconds of waming are far too little. 
The plane's left wingtip touches ground, spinning it 
directly into the rocky hillside, making an earth-shaking 
explosion. 

There is the crackling hiss of a huge fireball as the 
plane and its large load of gas burn. Then a dead silence 
in the mist, : 
The tail section remains quite intact, but the rest of 

IFOR-2! is all over the hill, making later identification of 
many of the passengers impossible. The nose of the 

fuselage is just a blackish smudge is the ground, 
All 35 people are dead except for stewardess Shelly 

Kelly, who, riding in the tail, sustains only minor cuts and 
bruises. 

Cilipi, 3:18 p.m: 

U.S. authorities are notified that IFOR-21 is down, 
location completely unknown, However, they are to 
suffer 114 hours of confusion before arriving st the scene. 

Republic of South Africa, approximately 
4:00 Bm.: 

News reports say an attempt has been made on the life 
of Ron Brown's law partner, Tommy Boggs, by unknown 
assailants in a staged car accident in Capetown. Later, 
Boggs refuses to discuss it. 

Cilipi, later that afternoon: 

Niko Jerkuic goes home to collect his reward, but the 
reward is not waiting for him. [t comes three days later: a 
bullet uhrough the chest, administered just sheruy before he 
is scheduled to be grilled by the U.S. Air Force accident 
unwestigation team. 
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The hit squad wraps his hand around the gun and 
departs The Amencans do not want a live witness who 
Could spill che beans later. 

Like many of the Whitewater dead, Jerkuic is imme- 
diately labeled a suicide. even though there's no 
evicense—and a chest wound is a rather rare cause— 
especially with a iarge caliber pistol (unusual in Europe) 

The quick official reason given for bachelor Jerkuic’s 
death is despondence over romantic troubles with his girl- 
friend. At this point. however. we have not been able to 

find any verification for this. Instead. what we have found 
. \ feighbors and Frends who all agree that Jerkuic was not 
depressed. Like many of his friencs who had survived the 
years of the Bosnian war. he was excited that life was 
finally gerting beer. 

Crash site, 7:20 P.M.: 

Four hours and 20 minutes after the crash, the first 
Croatian Special Forces search party arrives on the scene 
and finds only Ms. Kelly surviving. ‘They call for a heli- 
copter to evacuate her to the hospital. 

When it arrives, she is able to get eboard without assis- 
tance from the medics. 

Bu: Kelly never completes the short hop. She. dies 
enrcute. According to multiple reports given to journal- 
isveditor Joe L. Jordan, an_autopsy later reveals a neat 

watt Seen fer all 

her other cuts and bruises, 
This datum. of course, creates in one’s mind a horrify- 

ing scene in the back of the chopper, as one Special Forces 
operative holds down the struggling woman and muffles 
her screams while another slices her leg. 

Further necropsies will probably not happen. At this 
writing. Clinton has ordered the cremation of all victims. 
It's hard to perform autopsies on ashes. 

All this cries, of course, for an explana- 
tion of why anyone would be so eager to 
kill Ron Brown that they would take 34 
innocent Americans along with him. I will 
address this issue in a moment. But first 
let me describe the current state of 
thinking on the cause of the crash. 

Confusion or Coverup? 

Ever since the crash. most reporters and officiais have 
refused to even consider the possibility of foul play. 

Some of them have merely followed orders. But most 
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of them have instinctively fled from the highly Giscurbing 
possibility that Ron Brown was assassinated by peopie 
close to his own President. 

So confronted with the total impossibility of two expe- 
rienced pilots following a VOR beam to a crash site 1.6 
miles off course, they all shrug their shoulders in bewilder- 
ment. None of their theories have come even close to 
explaining how a beacon that is‘accurate to within :wo feet 
at the landing point coule lead the plane so far aseay. Bur 
they have tried: 

« The Air Force's official explanation is that the pilots 
set the compass on the [FOR-21 10° off course. That is 
impossible. Pilots routinely set their compasses right before 
takeoff. If they set the compass off 0°. they would not have 
been on course when they passed the first beacon. 11.8 
miles from the airport. Instead they would have been mies 
and miles off course at this point. To make this explanation 
even more absurd, the plane was flying on the VOR signal. 
not the compass. 

* One desperate explanation was nasty crosswind 
that “blew” the plane sideways. Not credible: This would 
require a wind 90° off from the actual wind. 

Most of the press and officialdom have blamed poor 
visibility to some extent. To do this, they have to take the 
ferocity of the rainstorm later that aftemodn and evening 
and move it back in time to the crash hour. But records 
show the weather from 2:54 p.m. to 2:58 pm. was well 
within the normal limits for landing. And VHF beacons 
never get blown off course. 

in any case, pilots more than a few miles from an air- 
port normally rely on a beam rather than visual sighting 
anyway. 

* Pilot fatigue and strain? Not likely on a 
45-minute flight. 

* Equipment malfunction on 2 rickety old plane? 
TFOR-2] was the number two plane in the White House 
fleet: in essence, Air Force Two. It had carried Hillery and 

_ Chelsea Clinton and Defense Secretary William Perry just 
the week before. Everything about the flight was checked 
out and rehearsed a week in advance. 

« Lighting or other oubles causing the pilots to lose 
track of the beam? No, they were both drilled in the stan- 
dard procedure for Cilipi: If you lose the beam or miss the 
airport, you immediately veer TO THE RIGHT AND UP to 
make sure you avoid Sveti Ivan. Indisputably, the pilots 
thought they were following the beacon, or they would have 
executed the standard right tum within seconds. Plus, their 
landing gear was locked down, showing that they expected 
to land at any moment 

In sum. none of the “official” explanations to date 
have held any water. And all of them ignore the glaring 
fact that FOR-21 did not simply stray off the path at the 
last moment; by all accounts, it went straight as an arrow 
to its doom the moment it left the Kolocep Island beacon 
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and picked up the Cilipi beacon. The probiem had to be 
the Cilipi beacon, which was broadcast to cause the plane 
fly 10° too far north. 

And Even Worse... 

Could the problem have been that technician Niko 
Jerkuic had let his equipment become run-down? No, 
thousands of landings had taken place while his equip- 
Ment was cunning, some just minutes before the crash. To 
transmit a VOR beacon that's ten degrees off, it takes 
more than an accident. 

Obviously, this explanation could do double duty by 
aiding the suicide theory. In this scenario, Jerkuic simply 
felt so bad about his shoddy work that he shor himself. 
Unfornunately for the theory, you can't just accidentally 
bump a knob and make the whole apparatus line planes up 
with Sveti van. It takes a sustained effort by a qualified 
engineer. Plus, other planes had landed just before 
TFOR-21. So Jerkuic had to have made his adjustment at 
the last minute. 

Alternative scenario: Itis very possible (and a bit sim- 
pler) that Jerkuic simply shut his beacon down——at the 
same moment that a decoy beacon was tumed on by a 
fellow operative sitting on Sveti Ivan. A decoy beacon 
will easily fit-in a jeep. This is an old, old trick. 

The question arises: Could not the whole issue be 
resolved by a quick review of the tapes at the contol 
tower? They probably could—if the tapes had not 
suddenly disappeared. 

And couldn’: the air craffic controller shed : some light 
on things? Certainly. 
suicide"—which, by the way, is a rare event for such a 
cause in Croatian culture. 

I repeat: No official anywhere is facing these facts. 
As a result, theis “explanations” are leced with words like 
mysterious and unknown and inexplicably. 

The unanimous opinion of our informants: This infor- 
mation. if widely known. would eliminate any chance of 
Clinton's re-election. . 

The First Time in History: 
Air Force Kills Investigation 

The chief inveszigator for Pranz & Whimey happened to 
be at the Paris Air Show on April 3. 

Because Prat & Whimey always sends an investigator 
when a plane powered by their engines has a mishap, the man 
called his boss in America. and said, in effect, "We've just 
had a crash in Croatia. I think I'd bener get down there." The 
response was. “Go pack.” 

But as the investigator was packing at his hotel, the boss 
called back. “Don’t go,” he said to the astonished employee. 
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“There's not going to be a safety investigation.” 
Sure enough. the Air Force had, for the first ume in it: 

hustory, canceled the safety investigation of a crash on 
friendly soil. There would only be quick token legal 
investigation designed to enable a committee to blame the 
pilots or some remote general and go home. 

At this time it’s an open question whether the black 
boxes will play a role. Within hours of the crash, the 
Croatian Ministry of Transport announced that they had 
the black boxes. One and a half days after the crash. 
Croatian TV (plus Russian and French TV) announced 
snat che FOR (ilight data recorder} and che TVR (cockpit 
voice recorder) were safely in the hands of U.S. Marines. 

They said tha: soon “the cause of the crash will be 
assessed to find out what happened.” 

The U.S. European command in Saurgart, Germany, 
also stated that a black box was aboard. 

Later, the Pentagon brass stoutly disputed all this, 
stating that there were no black boxes aboard. They 
claimed the actual recovered boxes were designed to hold 
soda pop and toilet paper. (The Croats, who fee! they can 
tell a reel of tape from a roll of toilet paper, are keeping 
Taum.) Also, black boxes are usually painted bright orange, 
and they can’t be opened with s thumb—or hardly at all. 

It is difficult co imagine that America’s #2 VIP plane had 
no black box. And a veteran Air Force mechanic who claims 
to have worked on just about every T-43A in the USAF tells 
us he never saw one without a black box: 

Why would anyone want 
to Murder Ron Brown? 

By all accounts, Ron Brown was a charming feilow 
who worked very hard and very effectively to promote 
U.S. business. ‘ 
Why, then, would anyone want to kill him? And who 

would have the resources to do it by bringing down a large 
White House airplane? 
The answer, in brief, is that Ron Brown was going to 

prison—no ifs, ands, or-buts aboist It. 
‘Also, Bill Clinton's presidency was surely going 

down with him. And that the President would not 
allow, 

To anyone who has followed the story closely. this 
conclusion is obvious. Brown was up to his neck in 
numerous major scandals: Whitewater. the Denver airport 
mess, Mena, the Keating Five, Lillian Madsen and her 
Haitian prostituces, etc., etc. Small wonder that 22 con- 
gressmen wrote Clinton in February of 1995, demanding 
that he fire Brown. 

At the time of his murder. Brown was under i investi- 
gation by: 

* a special prosecutor in the Justice Dept. 
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e the FDIC 
» the Congressional Reform and Oversight 
Committee 

+ the FBI 
«the Energy Dept. 
+ the Senate Judiciary Commuinee 
* and even his own Commerce Dept. Inspector 
Genera. 

Sut in case you missed the piecemeal accounts in the 
Papers. here is an extremely condensed summary of 11 of 
Brown's woes (wnich were shortly going to become 
Canten’s woes. as 51a snow below): 

|. How did Nonh Viewnam recently get us to drop our 
ace embargo against them so suddenly? Easy. As a 
Vietnamese businessman and official later revealed to the 
press, the Communist goverment paid Brown $700,000 
to do i. The money wen: into a Singapore bank account, 
the embargo Gil, and Clinton squashed a feeble FBI 
attempt to investigate. He and Brawn also neutralized a 
federal grand jury probe later. 

2. Brown-sold plane seats on other trade trips besides 
the one to Bosnia/Croatia. Companies maxing big conai- 
butions to the Democratic Party«or the Clinton Victory 
Fund could bey access and get t&. breaks or regulatory 
favors. 

3. The 1/23/95 U.S. News & World Report broike the 
ews that Brown had bought a $36C.000 townhouse fer his 
girlfriend, Lillian Madsen, a promirent political player and 
whorehouse madam from Haiti. 

4. Brown used to receive $12,500 a month as the BR. 
‘lack for Baby Doc Duvalier, the much-loathed dictator of 
Haiti. Brown also managed Baby Doc's $50 million 
investment fund. most or all of which is now in Viemam 
firms. 

=.. Brown was a key board member of Chemfix, a 
Louisiana “waste management” corporation that landed a 
S210 million consact with New York City in 1990 with 
Brown's help despite the fact that Chemfix had two con- 
tracts with other municipalities canceled because of the 
company’s inavility to perform. Brown got company stock 
at 24% of market value (making him millions) and New 
York mayor David Dinkins got to host the Democratic 
Convention. A typical Ren Brown win-win deal, 

6. Brown founded Capital’Pebsco, which—fresh out 
of the box—got a contract with D.C. mayor Marion Barry 
(o handle the city's pension funds. Not a bad start for a 
new company with no investing experence. Brown 
eamec huge fees. 

7 Ina deal that left CLA people livid. Brown okayed the 
sale of anew U.S gas turbine engine to China for use in its 
cruise missi:es. McDonnell Douglas developed the curbine 
2s a militar. engine. but by aroicanly reclassifying it as 
“civilian,” Brown enabled China te builc a fleet of missiles 
—which they can point at Amenca (whom else?). powered 
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meanor fovial, 

grimace. ‘In ‘another fraction ofa second, he 
2 ‘brought up his hand to wipe away en 
imaginary tear (Lowe holo, % 

emotions would put to shame ony method 
actor who ever lived. The tear was pounced 
upon by commentators from Rush 

Limbaugh to Paul Harvey to NBC's Bob 
Faw (“The gestures, the words do seem 

genuine. Sometimes they aren't.”) to 

Newsweek's Howard Fineman ("I've 

decided Bill Clinton is at his most genuine 
when he’s the most phony....We know he 

doesn't mean what he says....l? was classic 

Clinton to wipe away the phony tear.”) 

The critical question we are left with is 
this: Do these photos show a man who was 
genuinely sorry to see Ron Brown dead? 
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by our America’s engines. As par of the lucrauve deal, 
McDonnell Dougtas agreed to se: up an airplane manufac- 
turing plant using cheap slave labor in China. 

8. Brown irked Congress and most of Europe by acting 
as point man for Clinton to bring Lranian Muslims and their 
weaponry imo the Bosnia war. That broke the U.S.- 
endorsed arms embargo. 

The money for the arms was most likely from 
Commerce and Agriculture, slush fund money channeled 
to U.S. manufacturers. thence to U.S.-friend!y nat:ons and 
tirms overseas. thence to Lran. The arms included: 

+ helicopter gunships 
* stinger missiles 
* land mines 
* anti-aircraft guns 
* anti-tank weapons 
* grenade launchers 

and other quality weaponry, most of which will remain 
on the European scene for decades to come, keeping the 
area destabilized, 

As one leading munitions dealer put it: “Iran/Contra 
was slingshots and cap guns compared to the quantities and 
size of arms given the Croatian Serbs.” 

That is why the Croatians were enthusiastically host- 
ing Brown's planeload of executives, They felt graticude 
for the free arms as well as 8 desire to do deals. 

9. Brown was the parmer of a Democratic fund-raiser 
named Nolande Hill, who paid him $500,000 for his $0% 
interest in First International, Inc., a company that never 
made any profits. Most glaringly, Brown never invested a 
cent in First Int'l. ve 

First Int'l owned Corridor Broadcasting, which had 
defaulted on massive goverument loans of $40 million. 
The loans were passed to the FDIC, which was un- 
successful in coliecting anything from Hill, even though at 
that time the firm was making large contributions to the 
Democratic Party and paying hundreds of thousands’ to 
Brown through sheil corporations. 

These payments to Brown (three checks for $45,000 
cach) were the core of Rep. Clinger’s evidence that forced 

. Reno to hire Danie! Pearson as special investigator of 
Brown's crimes. They were cashier's checks, all cut on the 
same day in 1993 with sequential numbers even though the 
Money supposedly came from three contributors acting 
independently. 

Brown never disclosed or paid any taxes on these 
amounts. 

10. By personally delivering a warning letter signed by 
Clinton, Brown was able to force a bargain deal with the 
Saudis for $6 billion in American military aircraft and hard- 
ware. The quid pro quo: To get the planes, the Saudis also 
had to accept a fat $4 billion phone congact with AT&T. 
Also part of the deal: AT&T had a side agreement with 

Il 

Brown's First International (see above). And the 
Democratic National Committee and the Clinton campaign 
fund were beneficiaries. This is how big business is done 
in Clinton's America. 

IL. The last nail in Brown's coffin was pounded in four 
days before the crash. FBI and IRS agents subpoenaed as 
many as 20 wimesses for a serious new grand jury probe of 
Brown in Washington. {t seems that an Oklahoma gascom- 
pany called Dynamic Enesgy Resources gave Brown's son 
Michael $500,000 in stock. a $260,000 cash payment, and 
exclusive country club memberships. Former Dynamic 
president Stewart Price told a Tuiss grand jury that the 

money was to be routed to Ron Brown, who was expected 
to “fix” a big lawsuit for Dynamic. 

There is litle chance you heard about this death-knell, 
grand jury case. [t was reported on radio station KTOK in 
Oklahoma on March 28 and on the front-page of the 
Washington Times March 29. But then a lock was put on 
the story; the AP and New York Times wire services 
blocked any further release of the information. (Welcome 
to the New World Order.) - 

Final proof: -the 2/8/96 Washington Post reported 
that Brown had retained top legal gun Reid Weingarten, 
a former high official in the Justice Department, as his 
criminal attorney. You don't pay his prices ($7$0 an 
bour) unless you know a criminal indictraent Is coming 
and you're probably going to jail. _ é 

Janet Reno appointed Danie! Pearson as Brown's 
special prosecutor, When she gave him blanket permis- 
sion to investigate anything, Brown angrily demanded that 
Clinton force her to withdraw Pearson. But Reno couldn't 
do that; she had been backed into a comer by Rep. 
William F. Clinger, Jr., chairman of the House Govem- 
ment Reform and Committee. Clinger had 
copies of Brown's First International checks, among other 
incriminating documents. 

When Clinton said he couldn't comply, Brown went 
ballistic. His fatal mistake—according to Brown confi- 
dants who requested anonymity—wes telling Clinton that 
he wasn't going to take the rap. He wasn't going to let his 
wife and son take the rap, either. (Both had received 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in under-the-tabie pay- 
ments themselves.) He was going to finger Bill and Hillary 
instead. That would have sunk the re-election campaign on 
the spor. 

Dead Man Walking 

From that point on. Brown was dead. 
Like Vincent Foster before him, he knew too much. 

More than any man in Washington, he knew where all the 
money went for the payoffs. bribes, scams, money 
laundering, cover-ups, participation fees. hush money. and 
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side deals—al] the way from one-man Operations to vast 
mulunational trade treaty fixes. 

The phony suicide fakeout used on Foster could not be 
repeated. of course. But an airplane “whack.” in the jar- 
On of the intelligence commumity, is always viewed as an 
accident. So agents were sent—not directly by Clinton, 
but through a White House staffer—to a standing network 
of high-level killers. sometimes called the “Octopus.” 
(See item on Danny Casolero in Part I below. 

If the frequently-stormy weather at Cilipi had noc co- 
Operated, there would always be another tip—some- 
where, somehow—and soon. 

Conclusion to Part I 

If the preceding data were widely known, Amenca 
would realize that Bill Clinton is by far the most danger- 
Ous man ever to live in the White House. 

His complex personality certainly has a genial side. Bur 
a clear overall picture of this man must include the brutal 
nature of the hit team that carries out his muttered wishes 
and looks after his political formnes. : 

This is net simply the rag-tag “Arkansas mafia” that 
followed Clinton to Washington. It is a small but 
extremely well-organized network of pro-establishment 
heavy hitters and their ground-level Operatives. With 
changes of faces from time to time, they have been on the 
scene since the 1970s. 

Although the phrase “New World Order” would 
Certainly describe the political alignment of most of these 
individuals, that is a simplistic way to describe such a 
dangerous circle. It would be clearer just to cal! them a 
diverse band of high-level chugs who. in a certain sense 
are not outlaws. They are the muscle squad of the 
establishment. 

Their identity and methods will be much Clearer to you 
after you read Part II of this teport, which is considerably 
more hair-raising than Part [. 

If you are a member of Congress, I urge 
you ta assign your most trusted staff 
member to investigate these crimes, Starting 
with a conversation with Daniel Pearson, 
who is still willing to share his information. 

If you are an investor, I urge you to 
consider the enormous implications (good 
or bad) for your finances and Suture, as 
revealed in the accompanying letter. 
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Part II 

A Summary of the 56 Clinton 
Dead: The Unknown and 

Deadly Side of 
the Whitewater Scandal 

Despite all you have read about the so- 
called Whitewater affair, you have never | 
seen the whole story, or anything close to it. | 
Here, for the first time, you will see the full 
horror gathered together thread by thread. 

Here is what President Clinton hopes you 
will never learn about “Whitewater.” It is not 
just a flap over improper loans on a piece of 
property. It is a 13-year crime spree in which 
Clinton was guilty of: . 

Drug Running, Massive Bank Fraud, 
Extortion, Non-Stop Adultery, Attacks, Threats. 
Beatings, Coverups, Break-Ins, Bribery, Thefts, 
Conflicts of Interest, Arson, Money Laundering, 
Official Lies, Insider Trading, Rape, Election 
Fraud, Obstruction of Justice, Campaign Fraud, 
Federal Witness Tampering, Destruction of 
Subpoenaed Documents, and Being Accessory 
to 56 or so Murders... 

Ron Brown and his innocent friends are enly the latest 
in a 13-year-long string of Clinton deaths. 

In Arkansas and across the U.S.A., there are 56 dead 
people who knew too much about Whitewater or 
Troopergate or Cattlegate or some other Clinton scandal. 

in some ways, I know more than they did. I spent 20 
years in Arkansas, and I personally knew Clinton. 
Governor Tucker, Vince Foster, Jim McDouga:. David 
Hale, Don Tyson, Jim Blair, and dozens more of that 
crowd, 

Some of the dead probably died by accident. But .t’s 
silly to pretend they all did. For example: 

Victim No. L. On September 26, 1993, Luther “ferry” 
Parks enjoyed a nice dinner at a Mexican restaurant in 
Lime Roex. 
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On the way home. his car was forced 10 a stop. and he 
was mowed down by unfriendlies with nine-millimeter 
semiautomatic pistols. 

The coroner pulled nine bullets from Jerry's body. | 
believe we can safely cule out suicide on this one. And it 
doesn’t sound like your standard drive-by shooting. either. 
In fact. witnesses claim the hit man was a former stare 
trooper who was very close to Bill Clinton. 

Jerry was the owrer of American Contract Services. 
which supplied the guards for Clinton's presidential 
campaign and transition headquarters. (Clinton still owed 
a73 $81,000.) So he knew a lot about Clinton’s comings 
and goings. 

As a matter of fact, Jerry had quietly been compiling a 
major study of Clinton's sexual affairs for about six years. 
Not quietly enough, though. Shortly before his demise, 
his home was broken into and the study's backup files— 
filled with photos and names—were stolen. accerding to 
his widow, Jane ... after the security alarm was skilfully 
cut. Nothing else was taken. 

His big mistake: “He threatened Clinton,” Jane said, 
“saying he'd go public if he didn't get his $81,000." And 
thea came the end. The London Sunday Telegraph quoted 
éerry’s son Gary, 23, stating the obvious: “...they had my 
father killed to save Bill Clinton's political carees.” 

Aker a long investigation, Little Rock police detective 
Sergeant Clyde Steelman gave his character endorsement: 
“The Parks family aren't lying to you.” 

But unless you live in Arkansas, you probably never 
heard about Jerry Parks. If you lived in London (or 
Nairobi of Hong Kong) you would know more. 
Whitewater and other Clinton scandals are a far bigger 
Story Overseas. Many foreign observers feel the 
Whitewater coverup is the biggest one in the world in fifty 
or sixty years. 

Like the Watergate coverup 22 years ago, it won't 
work. Jerry Parks made copies of his Clinton sex files, 
and Mrs. Parks recently told me that one set was passed on 
to a federal law enforcement agency. There it awaits only 
the right moment to be brought into the spotlight. 

Just as in Watergate, when the scandal breaks, the facts 
will surface—and stock investments will nosedive. 

Victim No. 2. You must understand the central fact 
cbout the Whitewater Development Corporation: It was 
not the main crime. 

Whitewater was only a pretext set up by Jim 
MeDougal and the Clintons to milk millions of dollars 
trom the SBA. banks, Arkansas Development Finance 
Authority, and Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan 
(which was later bailed out by us taxpayers to the rune of 
$65 million). 

The Resolution Trust Corporation people eventually 
figured out that their investigation of Madison wasn’t 
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getting anywhere because it was based in Kansas City, 
where Clinton's people stymied it. So Jon Parnell Waiker. 
a Senior Lnvestigation Specialist in the RTC's Washington 
office. began a campaign to get the case maved to DC. 

Soon after, Jon was looking over a possible new apan- 
ment in Lincoln Towers in Arlington, Virginia, when 
reportedly he suddenly deciced to climb over the balcony 
railing and jump. 

Son's friends, family. anc co-workers ali agree on one 
fact: This man was not depressed. Maybe he was just 
impulsive. 

Vietim No. 3. You may remember the name Danny 
Ferguson. He is the Arkansas patrolman who once said he 
brought Paula Jones to Bill Clinton's hote! room. 

Kathy, 38. his wife at the time, blabbed a lot about 
such things. She often told friends and co-workers about 
how Bill had gomen Danny to bring women to him and 
stand watch while they had sex. 

(Altogether, Bill had hundreds of women brought to 
him, sometimes several a day. Young, pretty women 
pulled over for speeding or whatever would be offered a 

choice between a jail sentence or s trip to go see Bill.) 
Part of Danny’s job was to make sure that each woman 

was ready and willing when Bill met her. Kathy told 
people that Bill was really mad when Paula Jones 
wouldn't “put out.” Bill hates to be refused. 
On May 10, Kathy was found dead with a pistol by her 

tight hand. A suicide, the police said. Only thee 
problems with this: 

2. Women rarely use guns to kill themselves. 
b. Ican’t find anyone who ever beard of a nurse 

shooting herself. (Why should they? They know all the 
right dosages for pills, and they have access to them.) 

¢, I've mlked to three of the six nurses who worked 
most closely with Kathy et Baptist Memorial in Litde 
Rock. They gave me, in no uncertain terms, a loud 
message to convey to you: “NO WAY did Kathy Ferguson 

* kill herself." They are irate. . 
Besides, they and two other hospital personnel care- 

fully viewed her body at the funeral home. Clearly, they 
agree, the small bullet entry hole, which they found 
stuffed with cotton, was behind her left ear, execution 
style. (The autopsy falsely claimed it was in her right 
temple: but rhar hole was quite large, which is typical of 
exit wounds.) 

They also mention it was a standing joke among her 
friends that the right-handed Kathy was such a total kluwz 
with her. left hand that she admitted she couldn't even 
apply makeup with it. 

Foomote to story: About three weeks later, Danny 
reversed his story. saying he dicn't.tead Paula to Clinton's 
room after all. 

Second foomote: Bill Shelton. Kathy's new boyfriend 
(since her separation from Danny). was loudly critical of 
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the suicide story and complained to many people about it. 
Bill was found dead on June 9. They're calling this a 
Suicide. too. But he also was found with a bullet envy 
hole behind his ear. 

Ever hear of anyone who killed himself that way? 

Victim No. 4. Vincent Foster, wha was Clinton's 
Counsel for Whitewater. was the highest goverment 
official to meet an untimely dezth since the Kennedys. 

He could have killed himse!f on July 20. 1993, as 
Clinton's first “:ndependent” counsel claimed. But it's 
rather doubeful. The story line concocted by the counset 
has about 20 majarholes in it. A few examples: 

+ Vince went ont and hired two lawyers on July 19. As 
Clinton's man in charge of covering up Whitewater, he 
Nad failed badly and could see everything was abou to 
unravel (which it began to do in Arkansas the very next 
day). Question: Why pay fora lawyer to launch a defense 
and then shoot yourself a day later? The independent 
counse! ignored this. 

¢ After a somewhat hurried lunch in his office Faty 20, 
Vince grabbed his jacket and left the White House with 
the words, “I'll be back." And then we are Supposed to 
believe, apparently, that he picked up 2 White House 
beeper, drove to his Georgetown townhouse, got a gun, 
drove to a lonely park in Arlington. walked 200 yards to a 
steep slope, went down into some thick bushes, sat down, 
shoe himself and then threw his glasses 13 feec away 
through heavy brush, and wound up lying down supine 
and perfectly straight, legs together. with arms straight 
down at‘his side, the gun srill in his hand, and tickles of blood running from his mouth in several directions, 
including uphill. What's wrong with this picture? 

+ Where's the bullet? None was ever found even after 
a massive search and excavation. Could it be thar the 
police and FBI looked in the wrong place? Sgt. George 
Gonzalez (the first paramedic on the scene) and his boss 
both insisted they found Foster 200 feet from the official 
spot. If they're rights then why was the body moved? 

oe “2 ~"n2e's fingerprints on the gun? All the 
FOS are Someore eise’s! 

+ Where are the skull fragments? None were ever 
found. Normally. a 38 will blow out 24" to $" hole, with 
blood and brains everywhere. Because of the mess and 
the noise. most sophisticated hit men today repack their 
Cartridges with a half charge. This explains the tiny, one- 
inch hole in the back of Vince’s head. The counsel 
skipped this, too. 

+ How could the soles of Foste-’s shoes have rema:ned 
absolutely clean? That ume of year. the soil in Fort Marcy 
Park. where his body was dumped. is the stickiest. 
gummiuesi you've ever seen. Ten Steps. and vour soies are 
Covered with dirt sparkling with flecks of mica. 

+ Who is the mystery blonde whose hairs were found 
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on Vince? And why did the counsel not mention that car. 
pet fibers and semen were found on his shorts? Ln this age 
of detective movies, how could anyone think such clues 
unworthy of mention in a serious report? 

+ The “suicide note“ now has proven to be bogus! In 
a painstaking, three-month study by Strategic Investmen:, 
a panel of the three most respected forensic handwriting 
experts in the world unanimously detesmined the note to 
be a forgery. : 

The bright yellow note, tom into 27 pieces (without 
leaving one single fingerprnt—iry that!), suddenly 
appeared in Vince's briefcase after an absence of six days. 
During that dime. the police and FBI nad inspected the 
briefcase and found it to be empry. 

* Today, thanks to the drug wade, hit men have polished 
the “staged suicide” to an exact science. If any sign of a 
struggle remains, the killer has failed his task. The trick is 
to persuade the victim he'll be OK if he 
then shoot suddenly. In the vile jargon of the professional 
assassins I've had the misfornune of meeting, “Ya gona 

butter up a turkey before ya roast ‘im.” To my utter amaze- 
ment, neither the independent counsel nor the Senate inves. 
tigators knew anything about how hit men work today, 

* Seven top U.S. forensic experts have gone on record 
as saying that the pattem of powder bums on Foster's 
index fingers is “not consistent with suicide.” 

* T could go on-and on and on. The counsel quoted 
feports—even an anonymous one—from visitors to the 
park that day. But some witnesses also saw “a menacing- 
looking Hispanic man” by a white van with its big door 
open near Vince's car just before the body was found. The 
counsel left that out. 

* Instead of allowing Vince's office to be sealed after 
his death, top Clinton staffers Bemie Nussbaum, Patsy 
Thomasson, and Maggie Williams frantically rifled it for 
“national security matters” (read: incriminating 
Whitewater documents) and carted them off to Hillary's 

closet upstairs. in a stunning show of chutzpah, they even 
made the park police and FBI agents sit in the hallway for 
two hours while they did it. And Nussbaum later claimed 
it was only ten minutes! (An FBI agent disclosed to me 
that a file was opened for obstruction of justice. but Bill 
had it closed.) 

Why would anybody want a nice. gentle fellow like 
Vince Foster killed and his body dumped in a park? For 
some excellent reasons, which I detail in my book, The 
Presidential Mess: An Emergency Guidebook for Invesior;. 
Believe me, it's a stunning story. and I'd like to give youa 
complimentary copy. 

Bur the #1 reason is that Vince knew far too much and 
he had to go because he was about to crack—and that 
would have ended the Clinton presidency right there and 
ther. 

Suppose, however, it was suicide. Suppose White- 
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water was becoming such 2 horror that suicide seemed 
etter than facing the music. What then? 

Then the only logical explanation .s scenario #2. 
which stil outs Clinton in a very bad light: 

+ Vince's Whitewater coverup was coming apart. 
Facts were popping up in the press and people were 
calking For imstance. Clinton's partner in Whitewater, 
Jim McDougal. had gone to Litie Rock attomey and 1990 
Republican gubermatorial candidaze Sheffield Nelson and 
made a taped sta:ement which { have heard. saying: 

Teould sink it [the covertp] quicker than they could 

lie azout it if I could gee in 2 position so [ woulda’: 
have my head beaten off And Bill knows that 

* So sensitive was Vinee to criticism that he was snl 
bothered about the heat he was getting for his sole in 
Travelgace. in fact, the independent counsel! stamed that 
those close to Vince thought that “the single greatest 
source of his distress was the criticism he ... eeceived 
following the firing of seven employees from whe White 
House Travel Office.” “ite did they know tke whole 
story. Vince had to keep Whitewater details bowled up 
Fsice—~even at home, 

* On the day Viece snot himself, he rezeived a 
shocking phone call from an attorney at Arkansas’ Rose 
Law Firm saying that FBI Director William Sessions was 
about to subpoena the documents of Judge David Hale. 
Hale was a Clinton appointee who charged that Clinton 
forced him to give freadulent SBA loans of millions of 
dollars to Clinton's friends. [n the Senate hearings, 
Clinton's people deniec such a call took place, but know 
for a definite fact it dic. And I'm backed up by the Rose 
phone billings and Vince's phone log. Also, Sen. 
Christopher Bond (R.-Mo.) lates confirmed that the call 
was from “an old friend” ac Rese. 

* About this time, Clinton fired his FBI Director—a 
step so desperate that no President had ever taken it. 

+ Vince realized that the genie was out of the bortie. 
He had confided to his brother-in-law, former congress- 
man Bery! Anthony, that he was very worried that 
Congress itself was about to launch s criminal probe into 
nis affairs. (In this scenario. the “suicide note” was 
actually the “opening argument for his defense” before 
Congress—a defense which Vince told his wife he wrote 
on July 11.) . 

+ He was sure thar in such 2 probe, the easy-going 
David Hale would spill the beans and drag in Gov. Tucker, 
Steve Smith, Madison Marketing, Castle Grande, 
Whitewater, Vince himself—and, inevitably, Bill Clinton. 
He mentally added up the fines ard prison terms he would 
face for concealing Bill’s cnmes—many of which he had 
taken a supporting role in. The totals were horrendous. 
Anc the thought of being 3 cenmral figure in America’s first 
Presidential impeachmen: was too much for his quiet mind 
to bear. He told his wife and sister that he was thinking of 
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ents of the huge accounts was Caspar * 
Weinberger, now chairman of Forbes.) 

Hays's name was on the ValuJet mani- 
fest, but he was unable to catch the flight. 
Color him lucky. 

resigning (But he still couldn’: let on about the 
Whitewater crisis.) 

Nort: In recent days, you've seen Foster's 
fears come true with the conviction of Tucker and 
the McDougals. Now, Clinton is in the extremely 
awkward position of claiming, “Well, my partners 
in Whitewater Development are all convicted 
felons, bur I'm pure as the driven snow.” 

WHITEWATER CAN NO LONGER BE CALLED A 
REPUBLICAN VENDETTA, [T’$ A FACT OF HISTORY, AS 
I've Known since 1983. 

(n addition, Hillary has been proven to have 
done the billing on Campobello (see below) and 
written lots of checks for other Whitewater 
ventures, which makes her guilty of perjury 
because she denied any involvement. 

And from my own data, I'm convinced that 
they also have her on bank fraud. campaign 
fraud, mail fraud, and wire fraud. 



+ Vince was cracking up. Everyone around him agreed 
he looked and sounded cemble. The Desyrel prescribed 
by his doctor didn't help. So when the call came about 
Hale's subpoena. he had to go home and think things over. 
But there, alas, he could think of no way out. So he put 
two bullets in his revolver. drove across the Potomac to 
the first quiet spot he found. hid himself in some bushes 
where he could pray in solitude, and pulled the cigger. 

There. That sums up the most probable suicide 
scenario. 14 q it's vi 

Today everyone—from Vince's family to the press to 
the White House—professes to be baffled by his death. 
“How on earth,” they wonder. “could such 2 typical 
Washington flap as Travelgate cause Vince to be so 
depressed?" 

Under either scenario, the plain answer is: It didn’t. 
The thousand Whitewater crimes did. 

Victims No. § & 6. Then you have the small-plane 
crashes, which are fairly easy events to stage. Hit men 
commonly use any of five quick, simple techniques. 

One method was used on the first two victims, C. Victor 
Raiser I, the former finance co-chairman of Clinton's pres- 
idential campaign. and his son, Montgomery. Their plane 
crashed in good weather near Anchorage, Alaska, on July 
30, 1992. I respected Raiser as a man of integrity, but he 
was caught up in @ lot of the shenanigans of the campaign— 
though he didn’t like them. Eventually, he soured on 

Clinton and thus became a potential major leak and a big 
threat to Bill's presidency. 2 

Victim No. 7. Herschel Friday was another member of 
Raiser’s comminee and 2 heck of a nice guy. His plane 
dropped out of sight and exploded as he approached his 
own private landing strip in Arkansas in a light drizzle on 
March |, 1994. Herschel was a top-notch pilot and his Strip 
is better than those in most cities, (I know because I almost 
had to use it once when my own Plane’s carburetor started 
backfiring.) ‘ 

Victlm No. 8. Just two days later, Dr. Ronald Rogers, 
a very vocal dentist from Royal, Arkansas, was on his 
way to reveal some dim on Clinton to Ambrose Evans- 
Prichard, a reporter from the London Sunday Teie graph, 
when his twin-engine Cessna crashed with a full tank of 
Bas in clear weather south of Lawton, Oklahoma. His 
pilot had just radioed that he was having trouble and 
needed to refuel in Lawton. (I'm 98% sure of the tech- 
nique that ki:led both Rogers and Friday; it drops your 
fuel gauge to “empty,” then cuts off your fel when you 
tilt forward to land—and leaves no trace of a clue for 
investigators.) 

There have been six other air crash deaths of former 
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Clinton intimates and advisors. but 1 believe they were tue accidents. In fact. in the course of about $0 tadio/TV 
interviews, I"ve talked with a number of people who blame every accident since the Titanic on Clinton. This foolishness distresses me §reatly because it discredits the actual known murders. Yes. there are likely hundreds of deachs among peopie connected in some remote way to Clinton's scandals, but the probable murders are pretty much limited to those you see in this special repon—and even some of these could be accidents. Your complimen- tary copy of my book. The Presidential Mess. will let you 

judge for yourself. 

Vietim No.9, But Barry Seal's death was no accident. marie Double Ca it Hollywood made tt uo a movie (Double-Crossed), ing Dennis H and Adrienne Barbeau. eae ee 
Barry made about $50 million as 2 pilot and plane 

supplier in Clinton's ineredibly elaborase and successful 
drug-running operation out of Mena, Arkansas. 

Iran-Contra was conceived as a simple scheme to use 
the Ayatollah’s money to send guns to the Coatra freedom 
fighters. But from that humble, Ollie North beginning, it 
blossomed into the great Arkansas dream. Virtually every 
load of Chinese AK-47s (plus light machine guns, 
grenades, and other small ordnance) taken from Mens to 
Nicaragua was matched by 8 return load of dope and cash 
flown in from Colombia via Panama or the Cayman 
Islands on “black flights” that Customs officials and air 
traffic controllers were instructed to ignore. 
According to an exhsustive, top-selling new book 

entitled Compromised, by Terry Reed and John 
Cummings (which I found highly accurate), pilots were 
bringing back and sir-dropping over $9 million a week in 
cash, which was’ property laundered and then went into 
Arkansas industries owned by friends of Gov. Clinton. 
(Not into Clinton's pockets—he didn't usually do thar 
kind of thing except to pay off campaign debis and 
favors.) And in case you're wondering why Bill needed 
his land scams when he had all that drug money available, 
the answer is, the drug operations came later, 

Incidentally, the money was laundered through such 
sterling banks as BCCL Remember them? | discussed 
BCCI's involvement extensively with its Panamanian 
president. 

Five or six of the CLA subcontractor pilots running the 
gun-drug loop under Barry Seal have said that Nella (near 
Mena) was chosen as the base for training Contra soldiers 
mainly because its terrain and foliage were so similar to 
Nicaragua. Many local residents still recall camouflaged 
Latinos holding maneuvers in the countyside—but they 
all agree it's not healthy to talk about it too much. 

Tran-Contra was an impressive operation on both ends. 
1 still remember standing on the deck of a flat-deck, flat- 
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bottom supply boat used to run guns upriver to the Contras 
in Nicaragua. {t was loaded to the gunwiales with 
Russian-made rifles. machine guns. rocket-propelled 
grenades, ete., in Chinese-marked boxes. The captain and 
his parmer. a German arms dealer. invited me to sample 
the merchandise. so I pried the lids off 2 coupie of wooden 

cases. took out some AK~17s. and sprayed a few clips 
around the woods. (Very nice guns. bur I wasn't in the 
market.) 

In case Uris begins to sound like a far-right hallucina- 
tion, you should know that some liberal groups (ever 
opposed to CIA wicks) concur. For instance, The Wail 
Street Journal said on June 29: 

There is even one public ples that Special Comsel 
Robert Fiske should investigate possible links berween 
Mena and the savings-and-loan association involved in 
Whitewater. The plea was sounded by the Arkansas 

Committee, a left-leaning group of former University 
of Arkansas students who have carefully wacked the 
Mena affair for years. 
T wish them luck. And good health. The Arkansas 

Artomey General, the IRS, and the state police have been 
met for fifteen years with “a wall of obfuscation and 
obstruction” erected by the Clinton circle of power— 
which is everywhere in Arkansas. According to 
Penthouse, which is not exactly noted for being a far-right 
magazine: 

He (Clinton) controlled vistually all the 2,000 
handpicked appointees to an array of boards and com- 
missions that effectively rule the state... Anyone seek- 
ng to do business with the state-—and that mcluded 
just about everybody running a business—leamed to 
expect direct solicitations by Clinton's campaign 

finance people. 
Polk County Prosecutor Charles Black, to his credit, 

once even sat down with Clinton himself and pleaded for 
a state investigation of Mena! 

Bil said that “he would get a man on it and get back 
to me.” Black recalls. That was in 1988. Black is still sit- 
ting by his phone. (i'm sure Bill got a kick out of that 
interview. I recall him grinning as he made some com- 
ment about “dumb Arkies” one afternoon at the brokerage 
T owned in Harrison—one of a dozen or so occasions 
when we spent time together.) 

But at tne risk of sounding as bad as Bill, I must 
remind you that, after all. this is Arkansas .. where: 

* One governor before Clinton had every concrete- 
and-stee! bridge in the state insured for fire (yes, fire). 

Guess who owned the insurance company. 
» Another governor. being indicted for fraud. simply 

canned the judge and replaced him with the town drunk. 
who then dismissed the grand jury. 

Se dust think of Bill as a traditional, Arkansas kind of 

But ( digress. Barry Seal was eventually arrested by 
the Federal Drug Enforcement ion. To get off 
the hook, he sumed state's evidence and fingered several 
big drug dealers. He even managed to take clandestine 
photographs of major Colombian and Panamanian figures. 
one of which President Reagan showed proudly in a 
nationwide TV speech. 

But in the end, the DEA beuayed the flamboyant 
Barty by allowing him to be sentenced to a halfway 
house, where a few days later he was a sitting duck for 
three Colombian avengers with Uzi and MAC-IO sub- 
machine guns with silencers. The ending wasn't pretty. 
but it made a hard-hitting movie. 

Why did the DEA dump Barry? Perhavs because. as 
Clinton observed to Terry Reed, “Seal just got too damn 
big for his britches and that scum basically deserved to 
die, in my opinion...” : 

I'm not saying Bill ren Iran-Contra. He didn’i—nor 
even the Arkansas half of it. But five men in the Mena 
operation (sorry, I can't reveal their names to you) have 
affirmed that he provided their cover as govemor and 
“rode herd” on them through the Intelligence Division of 
the state police. Other high officials helped. Why? 
Because the Arkansas state bonds program (ADFA) 
received 10% of the net profits—plus the use of 100% of 
the gross in their banks as they laundered it. Quite « boost 
to the ecozomy! 

- At least that was tho deal cut with Clinton. But the 
Mena operations (code-named Centaur Rose and Jade 
Bridge by Reagan's CIA Director Wm. Casey) finally had 
to be yanked from Arkansas and moved to Mexico under 
the name Operation Screw Worm. Simple reason: Bill 
and friends just couldn't resist putting ee hand 

+ deeper into the till than they were 
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meeting in which William P. Barr—iater President Bush's 
Attomey General—breaks the bad news to a very angry 
Clinton. (Sorry, I must condense the conversation greatly. 
You've got to read his book!) 

On a March night in 1986, they met with Reed, Oliver 
North, and two other CIA men in a musty, poorly-lit World 
War II ammunition bunker at Camp Robinson outside 
Liele Rock. 

After several sharp exchanges and traded insults. Barr 
said, “The deal we made was to launder our money 
through your bond business. What we didn't plan on was 
you... shrinking our laundry...... That's why we're pulling 
the operation out of Arkansas. [t's become 2 liability for 
us. We don't need live liabilities.” 

“What do ya’ mean. live liabilities?” Clinton 
demanded. 

“There’s no such thing as a dead liability. It's an oxy- 
moron, get it? Oh. or didn't you Rhodes Scholars study 
things like thac?” Barr snapped. 



“What! Are you dueatenin’ us? Because if ya‘ are...” 
From that point on. Barr was able to smooth chings 

out, and he concluded with the mos: eye-opening passage 
of the book: 

You and your stase have been owr greatest asset. 
The beauty of tus. as you know, is thar you're a 
Democrat. and with our ability to influence both par- 
tes, thus counmery can get beyond partisan gridlock. Mr. 
Casey wanted me to pass on to you that unless you {— 
up and do something stupid. you're No. | on the short 
list for a shot at the job you've always wanted (mean- 
ing the Presidency]. That's preay heady stuff. Bill. So 
why don't you help us keep a lid on this and we'll all 
be promoted together, 

You and guys like us are the fathers of the new gov- 
emment. Hell, we're the new covenant. 
An amazing statement, wasn't it? Especially for 1986. 

Victims No. 10 & LI. Kevin Ives and Den Henry, wo 
Bryant, Arkansas, teenagers. apparently were a bit too 
snoopy about the air drops of dope and cash they had 
observed in the nearby countryside at night (part of the 
Mensa operation). : 

They were found on the morning of August 23, 1987, 
having been run over by a main. “They fell asleep on the 
tracks,” according to state medical examiner Fahmy 
Matlak, a Clinton appointee who had eamed the anger of 
the locals by pulling such stunts before. 

(Remember when Clinton's late mother, anesthesia 
nurse. Virginia Kelley, caused the death of two patients by 
neglect? Malai was the one who cleared her. Malak once 
ruled a man with four bullets in his chest to be a suicide. 
He even declared that a decapitated man had died of 
“natural causes,” a ruling Clinton defended as a mere 
symptom of overwork.) 

Malak's opinion caused a big ruckus locally. 
Eventually, the boys’ irate parents managed to get a 
second coroner's opinion, and the official causes of death 
were changed to Being stabbed in the back and getting a 
crushed skull before the train came. At this point... 

Victims No. 12 through 17. ...six local people came 
forward independently, each claiming to have some special 
knowledge about the deaths of the boys on the track. 

All were stain before their testimcny could do any 
good. Police involvement is suspected in most cases, but 
noc all: 

* Keith Coney had been slashed in the neck and was 
Neeing for his life when his motorcycle slammed into the 
back of a truck. “A traffic fatality,” police said. 

+ Gregory Collins was found shot in the face by a shotgun. 
+ Keith MeKaskle was brutally stabbed at home—113 

umes. (He knew he was doomed. and had told his friends 
and family goodbye.) 
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' © The burned body of Jeff Rhodes was found in the 
city dump. shot in the head—and with his hands, feet, ang 

head partly cut off. . 
+ Richard Winters was killed by a man with 12-gauge 

sawed-off shotgun. 
* Jordan Ketelson died of a shotgun blast to the head and was found in the driveway of 2 house in Gerland County. “A suicide,” the sheriff said, : 
Do you see a pattern here? 
‘The watchdog group Citizens for Hones: Governmene reports that police investigator John Brown completely solved the case. He then presented the evidence to members of Congress and handed his files over to the FBI (which is run by Louis Freeh, who works for Janet Reno, who works for you-know-who): Naturally, he was removed from the case, and the FBI has sat on the evidence. Detective Brown says, 
We know who killed these kids. The whole treason 
tus case has been slowed down, stopped wherever 
we're a...(is)-because it tacks right back to Bill 

Clinton being involved in the cover-up, He took care 
of everyone that ever covered anything up in this 
Case, everyone got promoted! : 

All in all, after ten years of Mena operations, nox one 
arrest was ever made, an accomplishment that is possible 

‘ only when someone controls the whole state like & collie 
controls sheep. This is especially amazing when you 

consider that the Mena operation was $,000 to 10,000 
times bigger than Whitewater. ‘ 

Victim No. 18. Danny Casolaro was a reporter who was investigating the Whitewater, connections between 
. Mena, BCCI, Iran-Contra, Reagan's “October Surprise,” Park-on-Meter Co. (which made nose cones for the airplanes at Mens), and the ADFA (Clinton's billion-dollar state bonds racket). He affectionately called this network The Octopus. On August 10, 1991, just as he 
was about to receive information linking Iran-Contra to the Instaw scandal, the upbeat Danny was found with his 
wrists slit in the bathtub cf a hotel room in West Virginia. What a coincidence. ; 

Victim No. 19. Paul Wilcher, a Washington, D.C., lawyer, was deeply investigating Mena and other 
Scandals. He was for 2 meeting with Danny 
Casolaro's former asttomey, but on June 22, 1993, was 
found dead in his apermment, sitting on his toilet. (The 
bathroom killer strikes again?) 

Victim No. 20. Ed Willey, the manager of Clinton's 
Presidential campaign finance committee who, according to a reliable source in Texas, was involved with shuffling 
briefcases full of cash, supposedly shot himself on November 30, 1993. 
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Victim No. 21. John A. Wilson, a ruggecly honest city 
councilman in Washington. D.C.. knew 2 loe about 
Clinton's dirty wicks. According to my sources. he was 
preparing to some forward and start talking about them. 
Buc then on May 19. 1993, he just decided to hang himself 
instead. 

Victims No. 22-56. This is the saddest disaster of all. 
nat just because it’s the biggest. bur because the Clinton 
hit team sacrificed 34 innocent business leaders just to 
whack one victim. 

There are other possible victims. like Paula Gober. Jim 
Wilhite, Stanley Heard. Sieven Dickson. Timothy Sabel. 
William Barkley. Scott Reynolds. Brian Hassey, and so 
on. But my evidence about them im't convincing, and I 
refuse to join those who call every Clinton-relaed death a 
murder. 

Fun & Games with Colorful Corruption 

What is convincing is just the sheer numbers of 
undimely deaths in the Clinton cirele of influence—plus a 
long string of threats, artacks, beatings, break-ins, wire- 
taps, and other intimidation. For example: 

¢ Dennis Pagick of Kentucky has survived three 
attempts on his life so far—and is now in the federal 
wimess protection program. (Hang in there, Dennis—and 
never forget who's in charge of that program!) 

He was the unwilling customer of Lasater & Company 
in Little Rock, where tens of millions of dollars were trad- 
ed (read: laundered) in his account in 1985 and 1986. 
Only two problems: He never knew what these trades 
were ... and it wasn’t his money! (Coincidentally, the . 
trading stopped when Barry Seal was killed on February 
19, 1986.) 

And that’s not even the scary part of the story. The 
fact that may make your hair stand on end is that Dan 
Lasater is: . 

—Bill Clinton's second-best friend 
—a convicted cocaine dealer 
—a noted host of lavish cocaine parties featuring very 

young women 
—the employer of Bill's brother 
—and the head of Lasater & Co., which issued all $1 

billion of Arkansas’ state bonds in the ‘80s (but only if 
each bond beneficiary first made a huge donation to 
Clinton's operations or put Hillary on retainer). 

It is also alleged that Lasater laundered hundreds of 
millions of drug dollars through that firm. But the day 
after Dan's release from prison only six months later. Bill 
pardoned him! Plus, while Dan was still in detention. he 
gave power of attomey to run the company to Patsy 
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Thomassan, who was one of Bill's top administrative 
aides, and Bill continued to funnel all the state's bonds 
through the company—another $664 million worth! 

Lasater & Company was the major source of brokered 
deposits in Madison Guaranty S&L. 

And Putsy is now director of the White House Office 
of Administration. God help us all. 

* According to a sophisticated joumal called 
Heterodacy, journalist LJ. Davis spent a week fosing 
around some sensitive areas in Arkansas last February. 
Then on the |-tth. as he entered his Little Rock hotel room 
to dress for dinnet, he was knocked cold. When he awoke 
on the entry floor four hours later, his wallet was intact, 
but his notebook and skull weren't. And there was no 
Furniture within falling distance to account for the 
daming-egg-size lump over his left ear. 

Three weeks later, he sent 8 draft of his story to The 
New Republic by modem. Three hours after that, his 
phone rang. A rich baritone voice began, “What you're 
doing makes Lawrence Walsh look like s rank amateur." 
(Walsh was Oliver North's tireless prosecutor.) 

“Who is this?” Davis demanded. 
“Seems to me, you've gotten your bell rung too many 

umes. But did you hear what I just said?” (click) ; 
Says Davis now, “I used to laugh at things like this— 

until I ended up on the {expletive} floor.” 
If all this sounds like tabloid trash to you, you're 

absolutely right. And there's a very good reason: The 
People behind these crimes are tabloid trash. 

* Then there's the arson stuff. A nasty litte blaze breke 
Out in the Linke Rock offices of Peat Marwick, way up in 
the fourteenth floor of Worthen Tower at midnight, January 
24, 1994, just four days after the appointment of the first 
Whitewater investigator, It wasn't a bad fire, you see, just 
bad enough to consume the area tha held their 1986 audit 
of Madison Guaranty. A former Peat Marwick executive 
tells me that the word came down from Clinton, and they 
were most definitely forced to destroy the documents. 

And remember the flap about the medical records that 
Bill refused to release? Word is. all that cocaine finally 
destroyed his nasal passages. (“Allergies,” Bill seys.) He 
spent huge amounts of time flying around the country with 
Dan Lasater in his cocaine-laden jet and went to numerous 
parties thrown by Lasater and others. some of which 
featured “blizzards of cocaine." according to participants. 

Brother Roger recently admitted doing six to eight 
grams a day (and being a dealer for Lasater), but Bill's 
usage was probably much less. Alas, we'll never know 
now. His doctor's office files aiso went up in flames. 
(Tsk, tsk. Those medical offices. You know what a fire- 
(rap they are.) 

Speaking of drugs: Sally Perdue. a former Miss 
Arkansas and popular talk show hostess, has told the 
London Sunday Telegraph that during her 1983 affair with 
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Gov. Clinton (verifies by stare rooper L.D. Brown). Bill 
would usually smoke (end inhale) two or three ready- 
made marijuana joints drawn from his cigarette case in a 
typical evening. 

On one occasion he pulled out a baggie of cocaine and 
prepared a “line” right on her table. “He had all the equip- 
ment laid out like a real pro.” she recalls. (A mid-level 
Democratic Party leader warned Sally, before a witmess, 
that if she didn’t keep quiet, he “couldn't guarantee what 
might happen” to her “preity litde legs” when she went 
our jogging.) 

She also told her stones to Sally Jessy Raphael. but in 
a rare move. the producers strangely decided not ta broad- 
Gast the videotaped 

I’ve also talked with others who say they “got high 
with Bill” many times—including a man we call Cowboy 
who says he was Bill's personal drug supplier. (I don't 
doubt him.) Cowboy is now being held incommunicado 
in Leavenworth Prison by Janet Reno. When the time 
comes, they will all speak out. In fact. the main problem 
may be half of Arkansas trying to get their names in the 
headlines! 

+ For a change of-pace. here's an incident that's non- 
violent—but does include the President himself, 

Little Rock attomey Cliff Jackson, an acquaintance of 
Bill's from his Oxferd days, was approached in July, 
1993, by Larry Patterson and Roger Perry, two former 
members of Bill's Askansas security detail. They wanted 
to discuss blowing the whistle on his sex escapades. 
(Other troopers backed up their stories.) 

As told to New American magazine, Jackson was 
discussing their stories on the phone in August with anoth- 
er attomey, Lynn Davis (not related to the above Davis), 
when... 

‘whe became suspicious that the phone had 
been tapped. He suggested to Davis that they meet 
in a nearby restaurant. 
“The whole time we were there, this suspicious- 
looking guy kept his eye on us.” Jackson recalls. 
“After we left. we were followed by this dark Suburban 
with darkened windows and a Texas license plate.” 
Davis noted the vehicle's license plate number and ran 
a check on it: no such license number was listed. 

You've heard of unlisted phone numbers? Welcome to 
the phantom surveillance world of unlisted license plates! 

Just a few days later, the croopers received phone cails 
from both Clinton and Buddy Young, former head of Gov. 
Clinton's security detail. You can hear the borderline tone 
of Young's cails in this sample from his tense call to Roger 
Perry, as he reported it: 

T represent the President of the United States. Why 
Go you want to destroy him over-tnis? ... This is nota 
Uweat, but [ wamed you to know that your own actions 

couid bing about dire consequences. 
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Clinton's calis were no big secret, either. For instance, 
journalist Gwen [fill noted in the New York Times, 

Tt turns out that some of the calls chat were over. 
working the White House switchboard operaion [in the 
fall of -93] were going not to Capitol Hill but to 
Arkansas state mroopers (to discuss| potentially ember- 
rassing charges about his marital fidelity. 
The troopers related that Bill asked about the pending 

allegations and offered them plush jobs. I think what he 
wanted most was the kind of loyal silence and amnesia he 
gets from people like Buddy Young, whom he appointed 
to a $93.000-s-year FEMA jeb (not a bad promation for 
a Cop). : 

Indeed, there was 2 lot to be silent about. In addition 
to numerous one-night ladies, Bill had long-term affairs 
with six. One was a real bell-ringer: The Los Angeles 
Times sifted through thousands of peges of state phone 
bills and found 59 calls to her, including eleven.on July 
16, 1989, On one government tip, he talked to hier from 
his hotel room from 1:23 A.M. to 2:57 a.m, then was back 
on the phone with her at 7:45 that moming. 

Bill's fallback defense is always that, as he claimed 
on National Public Radio, “The only relevant questions 
are questions of whether I abused my office, and the 
answer is no.” 

Well. What do you say? 
° By far the unluckiest guy in Arkansas is lawyer Gary 

‘Johnson, 53, who was peacefully living a: Quapsw 
Towers in Litle Rock when Gennifer Flowers moved in 
next door to him. — 

Now, Clinton denied on 60 ‘“Winutes that he ever 
visited Geanifer. But Gary had a home security system 
that included a video camera pointed at his door. 
Unfortunately, it also covered Gennifer's door, and after 
awhile he had several nice visits on tape, showing Bill 
letting himself in with his own key. . 

Either Bill finally noticed the camera, or the grapevine 
told Bill's aides about it, because on June 26, 1992, three 
weeks before the Democratic nomination, Gary got a loud 
knock at the door. It was three husky, short-haired state 
trooper types, and they slugged him as they barged in. 
demanding the tape. ate 

Gary promptly gave it to them, but they continued 
punching him, breaking both his elbows, perforating his 
bladder, rupturing his spleen so badly that doctors had to 
remove it, beating him unconscious, and leaving him to 
die. 

Now, here's a good question for you: Do you think 
Bill Clinton actually picked up a phone and initiated this 
attack? 

And here's a better question: What difference does it 
make? . 

For obvious reasons of liberal loyalty, no one in the 
major media wants to stick his neck out and be the first to 
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do a major piece that pins all these murders and attacks on 
the President of the United Seates. 

But sooner or later, the dam will break. The weight 
and scope of the crimes are just too massive. Even if only 
half these incidents tum out fo be accidents or true 
suicides, Bill will find ic impossible to wiggte out of being 
implicated in the rest. When some indicted hic man or 
functionary sees the evidence piling up against him, he 
will sing like 2 sparrow to save his own tail feathers. And 
you will know all the facts before the tidal wave his—if 
you'll accept a free copy of my book. 

Remember. it took a year for Watergate to become 
media fodder after its discovery. But when it did, the 
crisis of confidence in Nixon (on top of an oil crisis) 
rattled the stock market to its foundations, and U.S. shar:- 
holders fost almost half of their money in the biggest drop 
in 40 years. The U.S. then suffered the worst recession 
since the Great Depression. 

Speaking of big money, here's... 

How to Make $2 Million 
Developing a God-Forsaken Tract of Land 

Without Selling One Square Foot of It 

When the media folk tell you about Whitewater, they 
leave out a few amusing details. 

So in a spirit of altruistic service and public education. 
v m going to let you in on the secrets of how to pull off a 
land scam. Pay attention, because you've never heard this 
before. 

A. Real estate developing is more fun when you can 
borrow all your capital without having to pay it back ... or 
even sell any land. So to get started, you need two friends: 
one an appraiser, one a banker. 

B. Next. you find some dir-cheap dirt. Anywhere in 
the boondocks will do. In de Whitewater case, it was 230 
acres of land along the White River for about $90,000. 
(Some housing ract! k was fifty miles to the nearest gro- 
cery store.) 

C. Then you ge: your appraiser friend to do a bloat- 
ed appraisal. Hey. what are friends for? Let's say he pegs 
it at $150,000. 

D. You go to the bank and get the usual 80% loan. 
You now have $120,000, so you pay off the land. and you 
stitl have $30,000 in your pocket. You're on a roll. 

E. You pay $5,000 to subdivide it and bulldoze in a 
few roads. (Or if you know the ropes, you get the state to 
Go it, as Bill did to get a $150,000. two-mile access road.) 

F. Voila! You now are the proud owner of a partly- 

developed luxury estate community. So you call up your 
appraiser friend again. and he re-evajuates it at a cool 

000. 
G. You hustle back to the bank and get a new 80% 
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_ loan based on the new value. (Nothing out of line so far. 
An 80% loan is standard, right?) 

H. You draw up plans for some fine houses (which 
will never be built.) 

lL. You get a new appraisal. 
J. You get a new loan. 
K. You make two or Uuee phony homesite sales to 

friends. You shuffle the funds around among your shell 
ccrporations and bounce it back cm your friends—plus a 
liule extra for their help. 

L. You get a new appraisal. 
M. You get a new loan. 
N. You do a “land flip,” selling the whole thing to 

Company X for $800,000. which setis it t2 Company Y for 
a million, which sells & back to you for $1.2$ million. 
{All these companies are your friends.) And yes, this kind 
of thing did happen in Whitewarer and Madison. In fect, 
Whitewater figures David Hale and Dean Paul once 
flipped Caste Grande back and forth from $200,000 to 
$825,000 in one day! 

O. You get a new appraisal. 
P. You get anew loan. ; 

Q. Finally, your development corporation declares 
bankruptcy, and the bank has to eat your loans because the 
money is all gone, and since the record-keeping is s0 poor, 
nobody knows where it went. 
But weep not for the bankers. You pay them nicely— 

perhaps a third of the $2 to $3 million you skim off. Weep 
for the taxpayer who bails out their banks. , 

Which is to say, in the case of Whitewater, weep for 
yourself, : 

Does This Actually Work? 

Whitewater was just the firat of a series, like 2 pilot for 
a sitcom. 

Using Whitewater as a prop, Bill and his partner Jim 
MeDougal milkked—by my rough estimate—several 

million dollars from the SBA and st least five or six banks 
and S&Ls, starting with the Bank of Kingston. 

But their later ventures, ‘bringing in Steve Smith and 
recendy-convicted ex-Governor Jim Guy Tucker, did even 
better. Campobello started with about $150,000 in 
property and squeezed over $4 million in loans from 
banks in about two years. Castle Grande began with 
$75,000 worth of swamp land and cleared over $3 million. 
It never built anything. The only human artifacts on it 
today are a few old refrigerators and mattresses. 

Why do I have information you haven't seen before? 
Because my firm had $10 million in. Madison Guaranty 
S&L. and I was thinking of buying the Bank of Kingston. 
(1 was already worth millions by that time.) When I saw 
Kingston's financial statement, however. I ran like 2 
scalded cat. 
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And Madison was worse. You didn't have to be a 

Philadelphia CPA to spot tie money laundering. dead 

real estate liabilities proudly listed as assets, huge 

amounts of 24-hour depesits from brokers, and $17 mil- 

lion in insider loans. [¢ was a nighonare. 

Whitewater Development Corp. had at least an 

appearance of sincerity. It even had TV commercials, 

starring Jim's swiking young wife, Susan, in hot pants, 

riding a horse. Another one showed her behind the wheel 

of Bill's restored ‘67 Mustang. A new commercial would 

have to show het in prison stripes. 

But after Whitewater, the deals began dropping their 

frills like a hooker in a hurry to get things over with. The 

RTC criminal referral that Bill suppressed during his pres- 

idential campaign cites such later corporations as Tucker- 

Smith-McDougal, Smith-Tucker-McDougal, and Smith. 

McDougal. Catchy, eh? If it were me, I would have 

called ¢hem Son of Whitewater, Whitewatergate, and 

Whitewerer & Ponzi, L.P. 

Stop Me If You've Heard This One 

The biggest joke in ail of Whitewater is Hillary's 
claim that she was just a passive investor. 

The best comment I’ve seen on this is by Martin 

Gross, author of The Great Whitewater Fiasco, who 
commented on the fate of Whitewater Lot 13: 

Uhave a copy of the deed. She didn’t psy a dollar for ic 
She borrowed $30,000 on it, built a model house (didn’t 

work), she sold it for $23,000. She pocketed the down 
payment The man who bought it went bankrupt. She 
went to bankruptcy court, rebought it for $8,000, resold it 
for $27,000. And they say she’s passive! I say if she was 
any more active, she'd have been frenetic. 

Short Report 

On their 1979 income tax, Hillary valued Bill's used 
undershorts—donated to charity at the end of their action- 
studded tour of duty—at two dollars a pair. 

Plainly, we are dealing here with a couple that gives 
loving attention to detail in matters of deductions. 

As you may recall, however, Clinton has proctaimed 
over and over that he simply “forgot” to deduct the 
$68,900 he claims he lost on Whitewater. Commentators 
have been mystified by the paradox. 

But it's no mystery to me. The reason is obvious: Bill 
didn't deduct the $68,900 because he didn’t lose a dime on 
Whitewater, and he didn't want to do time for tax fraud. 
Period. 

Jum McDougal put up all the money except for $500— 
and Bill borrowed even that. 
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But weep not for Jim. Not only was he Bill's parrer 
in Whitewater, but he owned Madison Guaranty S&L, 
which was the designated milk cow that provided most of 
the inflated loans. Weep instead for the uxpayers—like 
you and me—who picked up the $66 million ub when 
Madison folded. 

The Paperless Office Is Pioneered by the 
Rose Law Firm 

Will Bil! and Hillary go to jail for masterminding all 
the land deals that fall under the label Wairewarer? 

Lexpect they will—not because of existing documents, 
bur because of the testimony of subpoensed pecple. 

The few remaining documents will play a supporting 
tole, but frankly, friend, there aren't many left. According 
to grand jury testimony: On February 3, 1994, right after 
the appointment of the special counsel for Whitewater, the 

nice folks az the Rose Law Firm fired up their high-speed 
Olllie-c-Matic paper shredder and ordered courier Jeremy 
Hedges to slice ‘n dice his way into the history books by 
destroying twelve (12) cartons full of Whitewater 
documents. As far as anyone knows, Rose now. has no 
more Whitewater records than you do. 

Actually, s lot of the usual documents were never 
created in the first place. For instance, there was no 
wrinen parmnership agreement (don't try this at home), No 
transactions were written up, even though Clinton's real 
estate agent says there were $300,000 in sales. No deeds 
were ever recorded. And if any interest was paid on bank 
loans, the payment checks are missing. 

Plus, after Whitewater, Bill got very smart and kept 
his name completely out of every subsequent deal he 
cut. That's what hes vitiated these tedious inquiries of 
Sen. D'Amato, 

But the Whitewater monies, probably several million. 
ticocheted from shell company to shel] company fike the 
basketball in a Harlem Globetrotters warmup drill, and 
every dollar wound up in the proper pocket. Beneficiaries 
included many of the biggest names in Arcansat—like 
Gov. Tucker, Seth Ward, and some very powerful execu- 
tives from outfits like Wal-Mart and Tyson's Chicken— 
Clinton campaign backers all. (Campaign records for 
1982 and 1984, the two most suspicious years. have also 
been studiously shredded.) 

And Bill, who entered public office with nothing but 
debrs, and who never made over $35.000 a year as gover- 
nor, is now worth about four to five million. A real rags- 
to-riches, American success story. isn’t it? Kind of puts a 
lump in your throat. =~ 

But there's one other reason for Bill's success. {na 
word, Hillary. Prepare to be shocked as you learn... 
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Why the Feds Settled for $1 Million 
on $60 Million in Debts 

You'ul find dus one hard to believe. so read carefully. 
item. When Madison Guaranty folded. it was some- 

where between $47 and $68 million in the hole. The tab 
has settled at $63 million. 

tiem: One of the biggest defaults was $600,000 in 
loans :o one of Madison's own directors. Seth Ward, who 
is the father-in-law of Webb Hubbell. Webb happened to 
be Hillary's law partner and until April was the No. 3 man 
at the Justice Department—and assigned to investigate 
Whitewater! 

ltem. When the RTC cleanup crew took over 
Madison, Hillary had been on retainer to Madison for 
many months. 

Got it so far? OK. Now, the RTC lawsuit sought $60 
million frem Madison's debtors. But here's what 
happened: 

1, Hillary negotiated the RTC down from $60 million 
to $1 million, What a talker! 

2. Hillary then got the RTC to forgive the $600,000 
debt Seth Ward owed the RTC—every penny of it—thus 
leaving the RTC with $400,000. 

3. But wait! Hillary did these two deeds as the coun- 
sel for the RTC, not Madison. Incredible as it sounds to 
those of us who have to live in the real world, Hillary got 

herself hired by the RTC. and in that position, from the 
government side, she talked them down to $1 million. 

4. Her fee for the RTC job was (pure coincidence) 
$400,000. Which left the government with $400,000 
minus $400,000 ... or in technical accounting terms. zippo. 

5. And who do you suppose was the mastermind who 
conned the RTC into hiring Madison's own Hillary to 
prosecute Madison? None other than the late Vince 
Foster! When he made his pitch to the RTC, he neglected 
to tell therm about Hillary's retainer with Madison. In fact, 
he even wrote them a letter stating that the Rose Law Firm 
didn't represeat uhifts! 

Vince and Hillary were. by the way, very, uh, close. 
Not only were they parmers at Rose, but there's no shon- 
age of people who saw them hugging and smooching in 
public. Arkansas troopers say that when Bill took a trip on 
state business, Vince was often at the mansion gates with- 
in minutes—and would stay till the wee hours. They also 
spenta few weekends together at the Rose vacation cabin 
in the mountains. And when Hillary filed for divorce from 
Bill in 1986, Vince was rght there at her side. (She with- 
drew the suit when Bill's political fortunes improved.) 

178 Years in Club Fed 

Nobody ever accused Bill Clinton of being stupid. As 
proof, look at the Congressional hearings. What a hoot! 
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+ emma a sees meetin ae i = eee meme cee —— 

Bill had them stacked so that fully 99% of all Whitewater 
crimes were off limits! 

This left our dignified Congressmen stemly chasing 
the remaining 1% of petty misdemeanors with hardly a 
mention of fourteen years of felonies: shell gemcs, 
killings. break-ins, coverups. threats, bribes, thefts, check 
kiting. payoffs. arson. money laundering. fraud, influence 
of testimony. tampering with wimesses, you name it. (It's 
all in The Presidential Mess.) * , 

And Bill managed to focus 100% of the attention on 
Alunan. Nussbaum, Cutler and others. with none of it on 
himself. You have to admit, that's pretty smart 
maneuvering. : 

In February, 1994, The American Spectator added up 
two pages of Bill's alleged crimes, and the total potential 
penalties came to $2.5 million in fines and 178 years in 
prison, And they just listed the piddly stuff, like tax fraud 
and soliciting bribes; they didn’t even mention the heavier 
incidents [ listed above! (They did include a short roster 
of Hillary's much lighter penalties, totaling only $1.2 
million and 47 years.) 
Is such punishment excessive? I think not. Even if 

has been severe. Counting Clinton's Arkansas Develop- 
ment Finance Authority, which never awarded a bond 
grant without a major campaign contribution and Bill's 

signature, he sucked over a billion dollars from sate and 
federal taxpayers. : 

You Must Read the Enclosed Letter 

Please forgive me for sounding dramatic, but this is a 
dark day for the republic, 

I apologize for giving you such an avalanche of 
appalling news. God knows, I’ve wied to keep my tone 
somewhat light, but I realize that you are probably still 
alarmed. This daca could easily start an earthquake that 
could pancake the markets. ' 

Remember, though: the Whitewater and Brown 
Crimes have now become so serious that Clinton's pres- 
idency will likely collapse. This document you are 
reading—and other coming revelations in the media— 
will soon combine to force the mainstream liberal 
media to start paying attention. 

And when that happens, you will be looking at a 
Dole presidency—which will be less damaging to 
America and to you, 

So read on. Despite all the depressing matters you've 
just read, chere is a bright silver lining. Yes, do think it's 
the darkest day for the republic since World War II. But for 
you personally, the troubles ahead will ironically give you 
the greatest opportunity of your life to vastly improve your 
financial picture. 
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Please get a firm gnp on your emotions and read the 

enclosed letrer now. 

Footote: I hereby serve notice that Iam 

not depressed in the least, and that if 

anything happens to me, I publicly accuse 
Bill Clinton and his circle of power. 

Meet Nick Guarino 
The Fastest Mind on Wall Street? 

What can you say about a man who got a speeding 

ticket at age seven? Or who had a run-in with the FBI at 

age eight? Or became a floor trader at sixteen? 
Nicholas A. Guarino, editor of The Wall Street 

Uriderground, is simply the fastest and brightest mind 
we've ever worked with. As publishers of sophisticated 
financial information, we consider ourselves fairly intelli- 
gent, yer we find ourselves totally outclassed by Nick in 
most ways. (Exception: He can’t spell for sour apples.) 
His aggressive mind has kept him ahead of the crowd 

all his life. For example: 
+ At seven, he figured out how to soup up his go-cart, 

designed to go $ mph, to hit SS mph! The cops finally 
caught up with him at his front coor. 

* Ateight, he built his own radio transmitter out of old 
TV sets he'd pulled from garbage cans and used it to make 
a friend in Moscow. After some correspondence, a tipster 
in Nick's post office reported his name to.the FBI. When 
agents showed up at his home, they were amazed to find 
their suspected commie sympathizer was in the second 
grade. 

+ After Nick complained binerly that he was bored to 
death, his grammar school teachers in New Jersey gave 
him an LQ. test. When the score came back at 180, they 

made him retake it. When the second score came back 
well over 200, they’ were astounded. What they didn’t 
realize was that their little charge had been reading 20 to 

30 books a week since he entered school, and in fact had 
read most of his parents’ Encyclopedia Brittanica before 
the first grade. 

+ In agony with school, he left home at 14. Inspired by 

stories of his grandfather's success as a penniless immi- 

grant who became a millionaire grocery magnate. he 

moved to Manhattan's Lower East Side and before long 

found work as a gofer with a firm at the New York Stock 

Exchange. (He was tail for his age.) When Nick was six- 

teen, his boss fell ill one day and had to leave in the midst 
of a trading crisis. Nick intuitively knew what trades had 

to be done. so he put on a wader's coat, marched out onto 
the floor. and started trading. “Made money, too.” Nick 
says. (Yes, the other traders knew how old he was, but 
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they all liked the spunky kid, so no one squealed!) 
Even in his ewenties, Nick was enormously successful 

on Wall Street. In fact, he was getting buyout offers from 
brokerage competitors who flat-out admined, “Frankly, 
kid. you're making us look zerrible.” 

But rather than retiring young, he dived into 4 lifelong, 
ferocious effort to correct the corrupt political and finan- 
cial networks that had completely destroyed his late 
grandfather's fortune. . 
Today, he is still very bard a: work to wam others of 

the acute of evil, power-hungry men in positions 
of influence. He tives in 8 scenic, secluded place as far 
from Askansas as he can get. 



CONTROL OF NEWS BY MAINSTREAM 
MEDIA 



AUS. Police Action 
13 

ee DAVID ROCKEFELLER, Internationalist billionaire, Humanist, CFR kingpin, founder of the Trilateral Commis- 
sion, World Order Godfather 

GREER, voiced his praise of the controlied U.S. media for keeping their oath not to Givulge the Globalist plans to the public. Speaking to his fellow conspirators at a meeting of yet one more infamous World Order group, the Bilderbergers, 
Mr. Rockefeller said: : 

“We are grateful to The Washington Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected their 
Promises of discretion for almost forty years.” 

He went on to explain: 

é 5 . “It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been sub- ject to the bright lights of publicity during those years, But, the world is now more sophisti. Caled and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual! elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national aulodeter. mination practiced in past centuries”, tees . . 

(It is not reported if the attendees kissed his ting - or anything else - after their leader be- stowed his blessing on those in attendance. Actually, we could ask Governor Clinton or Dan Quail, bot of whom were there. Bush and Clinton are Bilderbergers, Internationalists, and their goals are exactly the same for America. 

Let us Tepeat....CLINTON’S, BUSH'S, AND PEROT'S, PLANS FOR AMERICA ARE VIR- TUALLY IDENTICAL. The Republicans and Democrats goals for America ere virwally identical. They both are taking our nation into global government. 

Americans that the Republicans and Democrats are on Opposite sides and fighting each other. 

Operation Vampire Killer 2000 P.O. Box 8712, Phoenix, Ariz. 85066 
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ing paper that the colored man on eae ship was ao British 
subject? 

Sr. MOORE of Pennsyivania. I am “coming ‘to that. The 
Miepntches have made it appear thnt decnuse of the loss of 
Sisurgo Waahington, an alleged American citizen, we are now 
In position to declurc war sgainst Germanf” This morning's 
Mnpera have headlines something tke this: “ Death of American 
on wrecked Turing réportal to London. An American negro 
Hremin, Georges Washtogten was killed, aceording to a report 
recelvet todny when thé British steamship Turmo was sunk by 
a German QJ bent in the war zone.” 

We, that by citough to iafume erery American 
Mr, FORS. Will the gertlemsa yield? 
Mr, MOORE of Pennayivanin. X wilt yield. 
Mr. VORS. [ain very much Interested tp what the gentleman 

Rirys, but how will the gentleman provide s rewwedly to stop these 
International thrills whieh we are receiviag, which the publieh- 

af thone newspapers pisce in thelp d&adlines? Would ho 
twovlde for a censorahip of the press? 

Mr. MOORE of Pennaylvanin. Net at this tlmo. I slinply 
uese thie the true {nets and only the true facts be reported ut 
tls thine when we nee at the verge of an outbreak with a foreign 
eruntry. (Applausc.] 2 think it would bo better for sowec of 
the editora to “alue up” witen they do not kaow what they oro 

‘king sbout. [Applouse.! 1 think 1¢ would be bette: for somo 
theso professional patriots who hate determined our iatert 

national Palations ta advance, and who lasist upon adjusting 
our diplonmcic affairs In this erisin, to not only "shut up.” 
hut ga ile A ropa mround their necks, attach ac anchor to it, 
and Sump Into the sea, We could better affurd to dispense-with 
thele 4 Hlemome services tine to pluage the-poopie of this 
country into a foreign war. 1 think it would be {ne better for 
tlis country. (Applause, 

, rman, I temret to any tt, but we nre gradually turing 
wines of Congress. turning over all our constitutional 

Paling Over our Powers clelgentusd hy the people, te a lut 
of editors. theorist. and collece professors who are not cagabic 
of conducting our sftulre and to whou we should not abdicate. 

Mr, GARDNEIUL Will the gentleman yicid? 
*~ Me. MOOGKE of Pounsytvar -1 will yleld to the gentleman 
fram Massachusetts ofter, I have disposed of George Wash 
ingten.  (Laughter.} 
The CHADCMAN, The thne of the zentienan has expired. 
Mr. MOORE at Penn ania, ANT can any then is dint the 

Papers repuct thia ufternuer, thet Coorge Washtagtaa, we ay- 

I will yield to the gentiemas, 

ate TEURUARY 9, 

a Uetlah et: Uint ta all, [Appiame} 
hee deg rxteiul T-wlab-to pay that 

Maany miawrs and reports of ats omageurated elaructer | 
appeure) during the Jaxt few days that even the President.” 
certatoly is as iguch coucerned as asy other citizen ore 
altuntion that confronts us, elould take netics. We are deutioz 
with a serious provien that iavfles the grontest datiberatiun. 
We ought sot to be made the pawns of designing in¢a in our uwo 
ceuntry or of any, foreign power that would drag us tate a war 
fur setNah purposes, When our President has made up his miad 
that American honor Is at stake snd (hat we mest enter upon 
f war to uphold it. I huve no douht be will And cordial suywrt . 
tu the Congress of the United States, but the Presidest bus not 
Yet Indicated to Congress that the pelnt has bern reached where 
8 declaration of war has become necessary.’ Uatt! the President 
Uoes conte to this body with auch lntermaticn and facts 
Warrant further action by Congress, it Rot be 
Keeravate the situation by givi 
unteuthCul rumors thet hava 

RECORD—TOUSE. 

eallert Atuerkenn, 

he wae a Newnber of the Wouwe;w reapect.te: 
Mications In UH8. As present I aball content 
tt ningle sentence from the snecch ave ae 
12 of that year, whon he sald: 

"by quating 
January 

F beckane 
conduct of the Saar, (in the deginalag or tt) - 

eitteras patriots temaia silent en 
that polot, at veane {Qt the war sheuid feuded, 

Mr, TAGSDALE, Me. Chal: gulte ‘agree with tho 
gentleman that there is too msch Soles and that the euitors of 
this country may make too much soles. . Fortunately the sound 
of thelr voices duss not penetrnte.this Hall, while samo of ine . 
nowes which get in hero piet witom grout 
deal of nleamare to soma of us who have to stay bere.: 

Mr. MOORE of Ponterivanie. Wil the seatienen sient? 
Mc. RAGSDALE. Certainly. st 
Nr. MOORE of Pennuyivaaie. ‘The geatinwen trom itteota 

sai: be, the geatianan from Iilinola, aad sete enough to keep 
er ie 

“while eiakiag te 

‘of the 
.Mr. RAGSDALE. Now, the Gentiowsn £ froma Pesnsyiventa is 

undertaking to-lecture me. na 
(Oh, ‘Tu Fo Doge lecturing 

the great oditors andl the political colloge’ protcesors,, I yit nor 
have the gentleman io mind et.al, [Applause.] 

The geatlomay’s sod father Mintted 
in ite memory. _ 

Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvanis. Surely" my ind ish is 

Mr. RAGSDALE, The genticinnn says eo Ittle on the oor 
of this House that he ought to bo sisfo an onpertusity in every- 

Geman from Penssylvanie (Mr. SMeoat)?. .-:- . 
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I merety wish to my that wheo 

limited. 
Mr. RAGSDALE. I am quite sure diat We true” Tiere aro 

fis perve ta ono af them. .{Laugbter.) The gentleman from . 
Pennsylvania, Mr. Chairman, undertakes here to tell us about 

{rom thy sewapapers, then proving that the-conditloas in Gere 
many ere uot what Ucy are to -be ‘In other .nows- 

Bewepnpers solovied hy the geutieman any more than he would 
aceept tho statements wade by other newspapers which he has 

hia that the people of our country ought net td belexcita! or 
hurried into wae, but I aay to the gentlewaa, cere en 
T am with the people who want to preserve peace |here. Sen 

who went thore la goo! faith: ta represent tis. Govornucs 
G4 f Nepreventative of iny pesply I wigh to exhaust avery pow 

Mr. DYER. wut the mentlenan plata?! . . 
Mr. RAGSDALE. Certainly. ‘ 

fy Kb 

Nr. MANN, rain cana oo 

Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvas! 

Me. RAGSDALE. 

whes J rofer to the gentleman from Seuth — 

body's time to be recognized. May I ‘riold Cur’ further te the gen- 

1 spoak to the gentianus trom South Caroline a mulnd Is vo- 

@ great many things the gentienian poasenges thet aro wolimitod. 

getting excited over thu newspapers, and he undertakes te read 

papers. Now, why eliowld we secept the statement from the 

not seluctedd? I say to the pentigesn that I guile agres w! 

if Germany haa placed a reatraining hand Upon our al 

ihn vur comuand to bring hie usec here without regard ie : 

2. Ta gee 



wig veiacesss papmieat ee eet 0c tae Burens ef Suppil 
crore ees 

qyinriag veusels the: the several navy yarde: ' mcen eutita: sos fella, terriagen, yeomes’s ata lauar In general storehouses, i mae “0d agvai scat a 

Nor the sent. an dest net - Hews Wadia, 1s Absurd upen ité face. Ro fue thee tye, Us wurning’s news. s Nectin tats aterence with wie Asieri- Son lerenerm 1. heen Suiog on In Berlin, “lor will be. suariied out of Germany’ i account af adrag "i: apd relmporsement to appropriations af the 
Y Department of Agritulture of costs ot lnspection of meats and mest Se 

aSleguusd 1S Ambassadur out | teed predate for the Navy Department : Provided, That the com te 37 . 
Ol, teow : ser you to rush inte | be na out of thls apprepriatien, Upder the direction ef the of the Navy..for chemists and for clerical, inspection, ateremaa. atere labarer, anil Messenger service in the supply aad accountiag departe 

Of sutuelea: Suis aiterente! fu ua. 

far ie att BEYY yaria aod naval stations and dlstarmed offices ~: 
Sports tun. wet fesued to lan. Her the “Garal, parr eatin 708 30. 1018, anal not excond $1,600,000 5 
avivaalia. Ibiesaelne ia poling to | [2 sl. 62.780,600, t ee me 
ly Wanted we the Auerican peo Mr. Mooug if Penneylyania, Mer, Racapatz, and Mz. Cattawar. 

the Amerten: nbassudar hint beéa held | Pore. 
a mm. 

SoACe have, ven sath ‘conduct ‘to. the | The CHAIRMAN. The Chalr wit] recopuize the “gentlemen 
: 

4 
a + are seni. 2 bie home, gad the Ger- “oth the An iam ambassador. But at Sees and abut. 150 editors, more or leas, 

, 
‘ot that ther = -¢ willing to enlist, for the pemeaness of this country have bees haadled by the'munition 
are waiting ° - men Ike them to come | Magulucturers. tee: ee8 they declu 1 Im effect ¢ they The CHAIRMAN, -The gentleman trom 3 
ts Reet '’ because othe ‘Arcclene meus conxent to exténd hia remarks in the Reroosp by faserting -. 
{3 boadage | rita.” This morning the | certain statement. Is there objoctign? eet SMe those eiltar~ =: those collece professors Mr, MANN. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, a 
cr were taiki: - abeut, and that is what I] may I usk whether it bs the wentlemaa's purpose to insert a long - 
4 gentletsun sro South Carolina, The: ae Cateeen Norn Gee 7 

ft {oo Ms. Chatrm : r. * é t Soe CRsiaRR, Bere seach net over 24 Inches io iength in the Recozo, *. The CHAIRMAN, Ys there objection? ‘Tnere was no a0': 
c 

from Tezna, a inember of the cornimittee. SEER Mr. CALLAWAY, Ar. Chairmno, I nak Unanimous consent Schr ae 

ob Oye. Ne te 

ome rainate 
‘Sania. uy 

TUR, te Bouagionie ita oMZ. The nto Departacot seems to tas wero wit! 4 thelr rights and that the »eusus belll ‘The next day we had the 3 nuse,thls vip bore « Rood old Amert- 4 aade'to weet that {t was an Ameri. Uermans erpetrated such ao one. | + : t9 So to w: Atier i3¢ sezestion had ona, Zot tage f rere quire» Informed that the Call- | pmploved them 2, Bailing - der the British fing, and | F Hised States wn ao Ve 28 wma. required by International e policy ¢ ts made of ‘ie fact that one American = These 12 Be may hav. been planted there to Dn nd thea beran, | 5 lve this -ountry in an toternational | > Necessa 0 » at the ne+> dey etter the nen, 0 ot the d prea we Americ 1 passenger to the limit. it | 1¢ was only necesen: to akeo off th. ship toe Place of safety. est_papers, “The 25 p Pea color! man. sent to purchase the polic t :ehip ws. armed nae DADeTE: crea ent ws $ vanote. ‘Jeo, ggnin, Mr, Chatrman, | was bou " paid ist over thr (olted States on the jay | nisbed. Zor each paper! ta properly aupervi rested Conz-wse that: this: Go t | tion reganiiog the qoestiond-oF prevareds " Germon hing. ‘These reports were clsl_policies, sind other thlogs of pail Ith the - ierestion oe ae, German betore cons!) zpod/ via! £0 Cie Stress ) destre. the property Sewn | contact) 5 i 2 lt was toondty smmemed® Aba tour atocutts. tor tha Cows coluems of.the dally. bs ¢ * 1. *. = de LCb i 
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THE FOLLOWING WAS A PRO-CONSTITUTION RALLY IT WAS NOT ANTI-GOVERNMENT BUT ANTI-TERRORISM 



ds neces 

By Richard Keli 
ASSOCTATED PRESS 

" WASHINGTON — Several cntigov- 
‘ernment groups, including yrivate 
militias, are holding a rally in 
Washington this weekend w draw 
attention to what they sey is un ero- 
Sion of Americans’ constitutional 
rights. 

* Tt will be the first high-profile 
rally in the capital by antigovern- 
ment groups since last year's Okla- 
‘homa City bombing. 
“ “We want to make people aware of 
the dangers that the Constitution 

-and the Bill of Rights are in,_and. 

how it’s getting worse,” said Joseph 
Corey. director of the Committee on 
1776. which focuses on opposing 
giin conttol. 
Organizers of the “Rally for the 

Bill of Rights," scheduled for tomor- 
row and Sunday, hope to attract 
15.000 people. The gathering will 
{cuture speskers who have written 
antiSemitic literature, and others 
who push theories of a governmen- 
tal conspiracy to undermine Ameri 
cans‘ rights. 
The group held a similar rally in 

June 1995, just three months after 

the Oklatfoma City tragedy. By then. ~ bombing - suspect Timothy 
McVetgh’s sympathy ‘ur militia 
Gtoups had teen well-documented, 
Something Corey thinks helped 
keep attendance down to 7,000. 
“That frightened a lot of people,” 

Corey said. “i think a Tit uf wives 
ie their hushands, ‘You're not go- 
ng.” 
A news release mailed oy organiz- 

ers to media outlets about this 
year's rally states that {ts organizers 
Oppose high taxes, “bureaucratic 
overregulation” and gun control. It 

—_— 

_Antigovernme 
aliy in Washin 

THE PHILADELPHIA 

‘ q: san: 

gton over rights 
als) warns of ute: ° way detection ae Sones me “iarsmit your driving habits back to the state.“ ae 
Some panetists — including for- mer FBI agent Ted Gunderson — are active proponents of these vari- ous government conspiracy theo ries. Others, such as Pratt, head of Gun Owners of America, will speak out against gun control. Other speakers include Eustace Mullins, an author of books on sup 

posed “Hts peblsted a great dal of 
antiSemitic conspiracy insterial* said Angie Lowery of the Southarn Poverty Law Center, & group that Monitors racist and. hate groupe His writings prociaim: thar Jews are behind a worldwide conspiracy i a as this fountry, to rnn the LN. 0: contro! ‘ nancial markets.” = ve : 

his = is‘not a militia Organize thon, thi groups repre- Sent “a very small minority* of the Sroups he ¢ (e attend, He also Roted that two of the mili. 
lis groups planaing to show yp the Georgig Oeleas lage ate 
eaded by biac; 
a 

o a a ‘You cannot defend the BIN’ of Rights and the Constitution Tacist or SntiSemitic,” be sald. “t me bagel Work that way.” : er main 9 event is Citizeng Teen led 

Ing Conservative videos and = 

—-. =a: 
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beliefs > 

described : 
: Associated Preas 

voRDAN, Ment: — The 
. Freemen's religious beliefs, even 
more than their anti-government 
political views, may frustrate fed- 
eral efforts to get them to leave 

: their barmcaded ranch, - = 
_ , The peene '3 rejection of gov. 
ernment and its monetary sys- 
_tem ultimately led to the chirgés 

ton, which two of their leaders 
were arrested March 25; leading 
4 . to the standoff at the | group's 960- 
7 here ranch. aa PL 
“77"Among other things, the two 
: were charged with bad check 

Z ; schemes, and conspiring to kid- 
Kapand ‘inurder a fia judge. 

sony ¢ 
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4 
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Mess eby til g Prcee 
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¢ Unbelievabl 

7 cssae meer ee eomancrin 
ee a ‘Cod’ P m1 en 

ou22, while Jews are the off- 
pang q 

ubhuman “mud people.” * Pop 018 af suphuman “mud peo gy may be the back. . 
reemen's efto’ » One h q bone of the 

Being cooped up on 
reinforces the fessmine us- 
against-them world view, Ward 

influence. Thev re feedin, one 

omes_an explosive situa- § 
tion for those wno have to dea 
witn t 5 Sroup. 

rs no mmnn asvoerad hv 



No Thanks to F 

Although the Bilderberg meeting near Tor- onto was big news in the Canadian inedia this year, thanks to the efforts of The SPOT: LIGHT, 80 far their brethren in the U.S. refuse to face the obvious: that their dirty little secret cannot remain so for much longer, 
EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLGET 
‘By TRISHA KATSON 

Readers of The SPOT. 
LIGHT have been notifying 
the populist newsweekly 
about media coverage of the 
May 29-June 2 Bilderberg 
conference near Toronto. 
The SPOTLIGHT gener- 

ated most of the Canadian 
media frenzy, notably three 
days of coverage in Canada’s 
largest newspaper, the Tor. 
onto Star, a feature piece in 
the Globe and Mail, distrib- 
uted nationwide, the Toronto - 
Sun and numerous TV ard 
radio s:ations. 
The SPOTLIGHTS role in 

exposing the meeting was 
mentioned in @ Southam 
News wire story, which was 
sent to about 30 newspapers 
in Canada. 
About a week before the 

Bilderberg meeting, South- 
am News was bought out by 

Hollinger, Inc., owned by Canadian 
media mogul Conrad Black. Black, . who hosted the Bilderberg Meeting, thus obtained controlli interest of more than half of Canada’s daily newspapers, 
A reader in St. John, New Bruns- wick informed The SPOTLIGHT that the Telegraph Journal in its May 31 article entitled “Prime Minister 

ae pastes ee yer “The 
iderberg group singled out 

by conspiracy theorists as evidence of @ plot by an elite group bent on 
creating a form of world government. “The SPOTLIGHT, « ‘populist 
newsweekly’ based in Washington, D.C., for example, claims that the 
Bilderberg group is part of an attempt to quell nationalism in Europe and the U.S. and establish a European superstate that would join an ‘American Ynion and Asia-Pacific 
Union.’ 
“The SPOTLIGHT claims that 

decisions taken at Bilderberg meet- 
ings are later implemented aa cco- 

r 
Word on Elitists’ 

Leaks to A 

Sweruser 2/a2Je, 

nomic and. political policy by world leaders. The SPOTLIGHT also says . that global control of the air, water and public health will be on this year’s es : 
A HT reader from Ottawa sent clippings from the Ottawa Citi- zen which ran two sbort items. It re- Ported on May 81, “The Bilderberg Conference, which includes prime ministers, cabinet , former 
ticians - 

On June 1 2 report placed the Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chre- * tien “among an elite group of world 
leaders gathered at « private resort for the ultimate weekend slumber party. The get-together, the 44th Ba meeting, is as secretive as i: gets. No reporters are allowed to heer the discussions on the world’s 
proolems.” 
MUM'S THE WORD . 

Actually, representatives from the 
Print end electronic media are 
routinely invited and do attend, along 
with their corporate bosses, yet they 
are all sworn to secrecy. 
This year National Review's Wil. liam F. Buckley and the Well Street 

Journal's Paul Gigot attended but have not written ing about it. 
In the past, the Washington Post's 

ee Press, 
Meeting 

merica 

~ Ld 



When 
- SPOTLIGET July 22, 1908-15 

the Global 
Elite Meet?. 

The membership of Bilderberg is 
made up of some of the most impor- 
tant people in the industrialized 
world. At the annual Bilderberg con- 
fab, the captains of industry hobnob 
with political leaders and opinion 
molders. and from these sessions 
come the decisions that eect the lives 
of hundreds of millions of peopie 
throughout the world. 
NOT NEWS? 
Are we to believe that the US. 

media thinks an annual meeting of 
some of the most important people in 
the world is not news? Or, is it more 
reasonable to assume that the media 
knows about it and deliberately 

ignores it? 
That's the case with the Newspaper 

Association of America (NAA), for- 
merly the American Newspaper 
Publishers Association (ANPA), as 
reported exclusively in The SPOT- 
LIGHT (July 2). , 
Chairman of Freedom Forum is 

Allen H. Neuharth, founder of USA 
Today and former chairman and CEO 
of Gannett Co., Inc. When Neuharth 
was running Gannett, one of the 
largest and most influential news- 
paper chains in the U.S., he had 
ample opportunity—not to mention 
resources—to order an expose of 
Bilderberg. 
Have you ever read a story about 

Bilderberg in a Gannatt-owned news- paper? Have you read about this international elitist organization in Freedom Forum’s Arnug/ Report? In addition to Neuharth, Freedom Forum's trustees (with biographical . 
ed) are: information Suppl: 

¢ John C. Quinn, former editor of USA Today and retired chief news executive of Gannett Co., Ine. 
e Charles L. Overby, former Pulit- ce Frise winning newspeper editor and former vice president/; : 

a ee P jent/news of 

* Martin F. Birmingham, former —_ 
regiona] chairman of Marine Midland D Post Editorin 

gr Dennis A. Britton says the e Bernard B. Brody, M.D., former world’s top business gan 

senior vice president for medical aa rt 

affairs at Genesee Hospital, Roches- ors meeting cone Pres 

tar, New York. story. secre! 
Harry W. Brooks Jr, chairman af 

Brooks International, Burlingame, 
California, ‘and retired Army. taajor = veined i 

hn EB. former députy Dene « Jo cee ee Ds hor: 

¢ Brian Mulroney, former prime eum 
minister of Canada. ; ——_ 

¢ Cart’T. Rowan, nationally syndi- oe nee 

aye Salas-Porras, educator Le 
leader. 

= Sona Seigenthaler, chairman, 
Freedom Forum-First Amendment 

Center, Vanderbilt University; . =— 
former publisher of the Tennes- 
sean and founding editorial ; tear Be. GERD, 

director of USA : ‘lash jus bt inhdig Us asc 
« Aian B, Shepard dr., busi- abeet oot laak sf ervang of the radios nessman and former astronaut. : “ona i oe a ene the seating wr 
And, we reap arnt | eomnage. ~ — . 

Bao Lord, author and authority {°° wa, gears 7 : 
on international activities and i mrovgeiten sopra 3 [pe edieryd ae 
wife of longtime eae He oe eemmie epeal ee a 
fi and Council on Foreign | ‘a ash lnvtamss we fount plamey ef lle eresettny 
Balatlene president Winston | | eo wo. 
Lord. bth lira atte it emhapeotaet doe 

Choose one. of the following: 
1—None of these people has 
heard of Bilderberg; 2—They 
feel that Bilderberg is not 
news; 3—They know the im- 
portance of Bilderberg and 
have decided that it is none of 

The main office of the Free- 
dom Forum is at the Freedom 
Forum World Center, 1101 
Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, 
Virginia 22209; phone (703) 
528-0800; fax (703) 522-4831.@ 
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Where Is the 
American Press 

Is a free press free to 
appoint itself the final 
arbiter of press freedom? 

EXCLUBIVE TO THESPOTLIOIT 

By Frep Beanur 
Most Americans believe that the 

United States is the-bastion of press 
freedom in the world. But who decides 
wha: constitutes a gree press? Sup- 
pose the top executives of the major media outlets decide—freely—to with- hold certain information from the Benera! public? Do-any dare call it 
censorship? 
Suppose there existed a self- appointed “media watchdog” group with the stated purpose of Supporting and preserving @ free press and free speech? In that event, the public would not have to depend on the 

for self-evaluation, but could turn to this group for an even-handed, “out- side” opinion. Sounds good on paper. 
And that brings us to an i Hs ae = Freedom oe ere's wi organization to say about itself: 
The Freedom Forum is a non- 

partisan, International foundation 
dedicated to free Press, free 
and free apirit for all People. The 
foundation pursues its priorities 
through programs including con- 
ferences, educational activities, 
publishing, broadcasting, on-line 
services, partnerships, training and 
research. 
The Freedom Forve funds ondy ita 

own programs and related partner. 
ships. Unsolicited funding applica- 
tions or requests are not accepted. 
Operating programs are the Free- 
dom Forum Medis Studies Center in 
New York City, the Freedom Forum 

bite University in Nashvilie, Tennes- 
see and the Newseum at the Free 
dom Forum World Center bead: 
quarters in Arlington, Virginia 
The foundation's work is support- 

ed by an endowment—established 
by Frank E. Gannett in 1938 with 
$100,000 in Gannett Co. stock—now 
worth mere than 8800 million in 
diversified, managed assets. The 
foundatior does net solicit or accept 
Sinencial contributions. 
That's impressive. It would be hard 

to bribe an organization worth more 
than $800 million, particularly one 
taat neither solicits nor accepts 
outside contributions. Hence, when ~™ the press is accused of not being free, it points to the Freedom Forum, The 
Freedom Forum says the press is, indeed, free. It therefore follows that 
anyone who betieves the press is 
controlled must be some kind of nut 
Case. : 

Ab, but wait. Suppose we were to 
suggest— —that the Free- 
dom Forum is not the solution, but 
part of the problem? Let us take one issue ag an example—B ee a ih 

You don’t read or hear about Bilder- 
berg in the U.S. media, nor is it men- 
tioned by Freedom Forum. Yet, Bil- 
derberg is one of the most important 
stories of the year—every year since 
its inception. 

—_—_—_—_—_ 

———a 
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Mogul Distorts 

Rupert Murdoch or- 
dered editors world 
wicle in “spike” the story 
af how one of the world’s 
wealthiest men suppos- 
cdly killed himself. 

‘TTL ROTHSCHILD 
ees Milled diam ard oe te? 

OS ee ae SN © greece see 

Anita Rothschild walke with her family at the | husband, Amschel Ro! d@, in srourners gathered at the funera) 
Police say was murdered. 

Rothschild Death; 
YXCLUSIVE TO Tx sPOToNT 
By Sasua Rakoczy 

French police have determined that 
Amschel Rothschild, heir to the fabulous Rothschild ing fortune, was murdered, according to well- ! 
placed European sources. ‘ But, French Prime Minister | was attached to a towal rack, Jacques Chirac has ordered Police to close their investigation. Media 

a, 

at 7:32 pm. / oy 2S 
Police found that he had been 

with cord 

outlets worldwide have 4 (French) crime scene mysterious develepments, Same have moe valled it ‘ontalet reported the death was a suicide, porter Theirry de Segoneac told The other cutlets disregarded the death SPOTLIGHT in a telephone interview altogether. from Paris, “After Photographing the As if obeying an invisible choir- body, one of the detectives gave the master, the world’s competing news ‘towel rack ‘tied to-the ‘strong organizations silenced their strident the body. sensationalism this month to cover up meet cgae! ES EE og the mysterious death. oe 
Rewspapers 

In the United States, 
‘controlled by Rupert Murd the 
foreign-born Owner of the world’s largest media empire, ‘either stu- diously ignored reports that Roths- 
child had a “i hae end, or rele- 
gated it to the bac! Pages es a mere “heart attack.” 
A SPOTLIGHT inquiry has estab- lished that Rothschild, 41, a billion- aire investment banker and a noted sportsman in excellent health, was discovered lifelesa on the floor of the “ “tree of bla suite at the Worn ea ae eee 

funeral of her London July 16. Several hundred of the mult!-niillionaire who Paris 
Sr ge ea me ean py 

Sar oo . ee 
rious Bristol Hotal in Paris on July 8 



AMSCHEL ROTHSCHILD 
+e» Heir to fabulous fortune. pe cise erin antics ted ehh, 

most feared terrorist network. 
: The next generation of the Roths- childs took an even more active part 
in Israel's covert operations, records buried at Harvard Iniversity suggest. 

; (now Lord child), the father of the murdered 
. public esteem as Britain's leading banker, while secretly leading the double life of an 

international spy master, says Dr, Roland. ie; a guest lecturer fn modern history at the Kennedy School 
of Politics here. 

Tn 1969, Lord Rothschild was fin- 
gered as a key figure within the inner 
circle of England's espionage estab- lishment when Anatoli Golitsin, a top 
Soviet defector, identified him apa 
Soviet double agent belonging to the so-called Cambridge spy ring of socal- ite communists. 
But the British government and the mainstream media suppressed this crucial discovery. 
Furthermore, according to subse- quently emerging evidence, Lord 

ild worked more closely with the Mossad, Israel's socret service, than with Soviet intelligence, in reality. e ---_— 
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Police Say Amschel 
Was Murdered | 

Hac Rothschild teally attempted to 
hang himself from that rack, he would 
have ended up with nothing worse 
znan a couple of holes in the wall, de 
Segonzac said. 
There was no suicide Rote, no dis. 

cernible cause or reason for a finding 
of suicide, knowledgeable sources 
say. Rothschild, an athletic and 
imperious figure in sarly middle age, 
Was & renowned race car driver and 
the husbend of Anita Guinness, 
heraelf one of the world’s wealthiest heiresses. The couple had three children who spent most of their time 
on the family’s baronial estate in 
Suffolk, England. 

Rothschild had arrived in Paris to 
take over one of the many family con- 
sortium’s French assets—m 
ment Pou a Tas ae to be 
merged with N. ’a - 
don-based investment banking center. 

“Far from being ‘troubled,’ Amsche} 
Rothschild’s star was on the rise and 
he relished his success,” says an 
executive at Keefe, Bruyetter and Co, . * respected Wall Street monitor of the 

financial-services industry. “I don't 
believe for a moment he suddenly 
went and killed himself. There’s much 
more to this story.” 

But with frantic speed—within an 
hour after the body's discovery— 
authorities and news executives in 

” both France and Britain leunched an 
unusual joint offensive to rt 
public inquiry or a press investiga! 
into the circumstances of Rothechild’s 

emule SOT. hottine fax to his 
600-odd editors and news managers 
around the world, ordering them to report Amschal's death as a heart 
attack, if at all,” said British broad- 
cast reporter lan Gooding. “No one 
around here has ever seen such pres- 
sure to kill s front-page story. But iz the end, the cover-up was complete."@ 
— Amat e tee 
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